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PREFACE

In the year 1892, on the recommendation of J. H. Middleton, Slade

Professor of Fine Art in the University of Cambridge, the Syndics

of the Fitawdlliam Museum commissioned me to make a Catalogue!

of the Egyptian Antiquities preserved in that Institution. When
the Catalogue was printed. Professor Middleton and Professor

Robertson Smith were of the opinion that the detailed descriptions

of the antiquities should be prefaced by an Introduction, of sufficient

length to contain a summary of the history of Egypt, \\uth a list of

the cartouches of the principal kings and a series of short chapters,

containing such information as would enable the student to use the

Catalogue with advantage, and at the same time acquire the principal

facts concerning Egyptian funerary archaeology. As a result of the

suggestions as to what the Introduction should contain, the manu-
script of it grew longer and longer, and when the question of printing

arose the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press decided that

the Introduction must be printed as a separate volume.

The collection of Egyptian antiquities in the Fitzwilliam Museum
was in 1892 comparatively small, and many classes of funerary

antiquities W'ere not represented in it. When it was decided to print

the Introduction in a separate volume Professor Middleton and

Professor Robertson Smith asked me to include in it descriptions of

the objects essential for an Egyptian funeral from good typical

examples in the British Museum. I therefore added many paragraphs

on the amulets and other objects which formed the equipment of

mummies, on the various kinds of coffins, sarcophagi and tombs in

which the mummy was laid, and on the furniture found in Egyptian

tombs generally.

Whether the possibility of preserving the body for an indefinite

period was suggested to the predynastic Egyptians by the sight of

the unchanged forms of their dead after years of interment (which

may have been due to the dryness of the soil, as some have thought),

or whether they wrapped it in skins of beasts or reed mats, or, in

dynastic times, embalmed it as the result of their unbroken and

ineradicable belief in a future life and immortality, matters little.

The fact remains that the preservation of the body was the chief end

! A Catalogue of the Egyptian Collection in the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cam-
bridge. Cambridge University Ibress 1893.
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and aim of every Egyptian who wished to attain to everlasting life.

And it is to the cult of the dead, the predominant feature of which

was the preservation of the mummy, that we owe most of our know-

ledge of the Egyptians for a period of about 5000 years. The papyri

buried with mummies instruct us concerning the Egyptian Religion

;

the scenes, sculptured or painted on the walls of the corridors and

chambers in the tombs in which they were laid, enable us to re-

construct the history of the daily life of the Egyptians; and the

inscriptions and objects found in the graves and tombs supply us

with exact information as to their raids and wars, trade and com-

merce, professions and handicrafts, avocations and amusements, and

their religious and social institutions. Egypt lives again through her

dead, i.e. her mummies, and, as the Introduction which I wrote

dealt chiefly with the equipment of mummies, it was decided to call

it when in published form The Mummy, and to add as an explanatory

title Chapters on Egyptian funereal Archaeology. The book was pub-

lished by the University Press, Cambridge, in the early autumn of

1893. The first edition was exhausted in a few months, and a reprint

was issued in the following winter; many of the Chapters were

translated into Arabic and published in periodicals and newspapers

in Egypt, and, if their editors could have obtained electrotypes of

the illustration blocks, an Arabic translation of the complete work
would have been printed in Cairo.

As years passed the discoveries of natives and Europeans in Egypt
made the rewriting of the section of The Mummy that dealt with the

history of Egypt necessary, and many of the purely archaeological

paragraphs were found to need revision and expansion. I had col-

lected much new material and was contemplating a new edition of

the book, revised and enlarged, when the War broke out and so the

idea was dropped. In 1923 I raised the question of a new edition with
the Syndics of the Cambridge Press, and was rejoiced to hear from
their Secretary, Mr. S. C. Roberts, that they were prepared to con-
sider the matter favourably. I had thought of retaining all the
illustrations in the first edition of The Mummy and as much of the
letterpress as possible; but I learned that during the War the stereo-

type plates had been requisitioned by the Government and melted
down for military purposes. Thus it became necessary to rewrite the
book, and to supplement such illustrations as were worth reproducing
with a series of new black-and-white ones and half-tone plates. Thanks
to the friendly help and courtesy of Mr. Roberts and the technical
assistance of Mr. W. Lewis, Pointer to the University, arrange-
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ments were quickly made, and the present edition of The Mummy is

the result.

The section dealing with the History of Egypt has been rewritten

and the same may be said of the List of the royal Cartouches. Im-

portant discoveries have been made in Egypt during the thirty-two

years which have elapsed since they were written, and it is now
possible to give a nearly connected account of the history of the

country from the late Neolithic to the Roman Period. Comparativ^ely

little has been done to clear away the difficulties that beset every

attempt to formulate a system of Chronology, chiefly because the

Egyptians were not skilled chronographers, and all the evidence

obtainable from the inscriptions indicates that, under the New
Empire at least, they possessed very little exact information about

the early history of their country. It seems probable that the be-

ginnings of dynastic civilization are to be placed somewhere in the

fourth millennium before Christ; when the Neolithic Period began

and ended is unknown. No exact dating is possible before the seventh

century b.c. And if we are to believe, as some authorities do, that

the Sumerian and Egyptian civilizations were related intimately and

were derived from a common source, we must place the beginnings

of the dynastic civilization of Egypt in the later rather than the

earlier centuries of the fourth millennium before Christ.

As concerning the List of Cartouches given herein, the addition

of the Horus names and Nebti names was considered to be un-

necessary, for most of them are given in my Book of the Kings of

Egypt, 2 vols., London, 1908, and also, %vith much additional informa-

tion, in Gauthier’s Le Livre dcs Rois d’Kgypte, Paris, 1907-17. Many
Nesubati and Son-of-Ra names have been added, and thanks to the

labours of the American excavators at Nurl and other places near

the ruins of Napata, the capital of the earlier native Nubian kingdoms

in the Egyptian Sudan, it has been possible to include those of the

successors of Tanutamen. The history of the period of Dynasties

XXII-XXIV is obscure, and the order of the succession of their

kings is doubtful.

The somewhat lengthy Chapter on the Rosetta Stone has been

reprinted with a few additions, for a handy summary of the facts

connected with the history of the decipherment of the Egyptian

hieroglyphs is as necessary now as when the Chapter was written.

The facts collected by Dean Peacock and printed in his Life of

Thomas Young, London, 1855, and the extracts from contemporary

letters and papers on the subject given by Leitch in his edition (fl the

b
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Miscellaneous Works by the late Thomas Young, London, i855> prove

that the work of Young on the hieroglyphs and that of Akerblad on

Demotic were of far more importance than is usually attributed to

them. Young was the first to realize the phonetic character of

Egyptian hieroglyphs, and he was the first to obtain the correct

values of several of them. Champollion adopted his methods and used

his values, without acknowledgment, and those who were unac-

quainted with the facts assigned to him the honour and credit due

to Young. Many modern writers on Egyptology seem never to have

read the facts summarized by Dean Peacock, and therefore repeat

the mistake made by their predecessors a century ago. In like

manner the valuable service which Lepsius rendered to Champollion ’s

system is usually ignored in modern times. By his “Lettre a M. le

Professeur I. Rosellini sur 1’Alphabet Hieroglyphique ” (see Annali

dell' Instituto Archeologico di Roma, vol. IX, 1837) Lepsius gave to

it the coherence which it lacked and set it on a sure foundation.

Many of the sections of The Mummy in which the various classes

of antiquities are described have been either rewritten or expanded,

e.g. the section on the Scarab. Thanks to the labours of Fabre and

his study of the habits of the scarabaeus sacer it is now possible to

harmonize the statements about it made by classical writers, and to

show why some of the Fathers of the Church, and the Gnostics, both

pagan and Christian, regarded it as a symbol of Christ. Many new

sections have been added, e.g. Obelisks, Shrouds, Spirit Houses,

Foundation Deposits, Wands, Draughts, Hypocephali, etc. During

my years of service in the British Museum I kept a list of aU the

reasonable questions put to me by members of the public, who were

seeking information about Egyptian “anticas” either as collectors

or as students of Egyptology. Many of these I answered in the

Guides to the various Galleries and Rooms, and the answers to a

great many others are given in the present work. With two great

branches of Egyptian Archaeology, viz. Art and Architecture, I

have made no attempt to deal, because I possess no special knowledge

of these subjects. It seems to me that, in order to discuss these

subjects satisfactorily, a writer on them must posses not only a

knowledge of Egyptian, Western Asiatic, and ^Mediterranean Island

Art and Architecture generall}', but also much technical knowledge.

And he should possess naturally the intuition and sympathy that

will enable him to understand and to interpret to others the effect

that the ancient craftsman intended to produce on those who saw

his work. The professional Egyptologist is far too busy with his texts
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to deal adequately with Egyptian Art, even supposing that he is

endowed by nature with the necessary qualifications. Much excellent

W'ork has been done for Egyptian Art and Architecture by Perrot and

Chipiez {A History of Art in Ancient Egypt, 2 vols., London, 1883),

by Prisse d’Avennes {Histoire de Vart igyptien, Paris, 1878-9), by
Maspero {Ars una species mille, Histoire generate de I’ art. ^igypte, Paris,

1912), and by Jean Capart {Hart tlgyptien, Paris, 1909-11; Les

Debuts de I’Art en £gypte, Brussels, 1904; Lemons siir VArt Egyptien,

Liege, 1920), but very much more remains to be done, especially in

connection with proving or disproving the alleged relationship of the

Art and Architecture of Mesopotamia with the Art and Architecture

of Egypt. Mr. E. Bell’s Architecture of Ancient Egypt, London, 1924,

affords much solid information about Egyptian Architecture, and

forms a useful introduction to Capart ’s great work HArt it.gyptien,

of which the first volume has already appeared (Brussels, 1924) ; the

section HArchitecture will be indispensable to every student.

In this enlarged edition of The il/wnuny seventy-five “black-and-

white” illustrations and thirty-nine plates, containing about 194
reproductions (from specially made photographs) of typical objects

in the British Museum, are given. These objects, as well as those

described throughout the book, have been chosen from the National

Collection, because the British Museum is open to the public for

several hours daily, to say nothing of Sundays, and collectors and

students can see and study the objects exhibited there without let

or hindrance.

My thanks are due to the Trustees of the British Museum for

permission to photograph the fine series of Egyptian antiquities re-

produced on the Frontispiece and Plates I-XXXVIII, and f(;r the

copies of some of the early funerary objects and stelae published by
them in Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, (S-c., in the British

Museum, London, 1911-25. For lists of works dealing with Egyptian

History and Archaeology generally, the reader is referred to the

excellent classified Bibliography published in The Cambridge Ancient

History, vols. I-III, Cambridge, 1923 f.

E. A. WALLIS BUDGE

48 BLOOMSBURY STREET,
BEDFORD SQUARE, W’.C. I

September ig, 1925
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THE MUMMY

THE LAND OF EGYPT

Egypt lies in the north-east corner of the continent of Africa, and
is joined to Asia by the Isthmus of Suez. It is bounded on the

north by the Mediterranean Sea, on the east by a barren desert

and the Red Sea, on the south by the Sudan, and on the west by
the Libyan Desert. The Peninsula of Sinai and the Oases^ were not

parts of Egypt proper, and were only acquired by conquest. Egypt,
in fact, consists of nothing but the Nile and the lands tliat are watered
by its main stream and branches. The soil of Egypt is a thick

layer of sedimentary deposits which have been laid down upon the

surface of a great mass of crystalline rocks. In the deepest part of

it this layer has a depth of 110 feet, and authorities on Nile irriga-

tion think that it has been deposited at the rate of 4 inches in a

century.® Attempts have been made to date objects by the depths

at which they have been found in it, but all such calculations are

useless, because stone and metal objects work their way through
the mud more easily than those made of pottery and lighter materials.

Some bronze figures in the British Museum, which when dredged
up were assigned to a period several thousand years b.c., are now
known to belong to the Suite or Ptolemaic. Period. In early

dynastic times Egx^pt was that portion of the Nile Valley that lay

between the Mediterranean Sea and Sun-t (Syene) and Abu, the

Elephant Island
;

to-day the northern boundary of Egypt is the

Island of Faras, a few miles to the north of Wadi Halfah. Th('

Eg\"ptians gave many names to their land, but the commonest was
S.

Kam-t, i.e., the “ Black,” because of the dark colour

* The Principal Oases were Siwah (Jupiter Ammon), Al-Khargah (Great
Oasis), Dakhlah Tattle Oasis), Farafrah, Bahariyah, Uah-t, Sekhet-hemam.

~ I .e., the layer has taken 33,000 years to make.

A
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of the soil
; the deserts on each side of the Nile were spoken of as

Tesher-t, i.e., the “ Red,” because of the lighter colour

of the sand and stones. Another old name for Egypt was Ta-mera,
m ci

or . or In pre-dynastic times

the country between Syene and Memphis was called ‘‘ Land of

the South,”

Memphis and the Mediterranean Sea was called “ Land of the

i.e., Upper Egypt, and that between

North,” i.e., Lower Egypt. The Delta is, strictly

speaking, the triangular island enclosed by the Rosetta and Damietta

arms of the Nile and the Mediterranean Sea. These two Egypt:
w

S' © ’
or

are referred to frequently in the inscriptions as Taui,
,
or

I S' ” ^ “ iS'
" “is V

Two Lands. The Hebrews called the whole country- Mizraim
(Gen. X, 6), and many think that this dual form refers to the
Two Lands, i.e., the South and the North. The Greek name
A('7i'7rTo^ is probably derived from an ancient native name of

Memphis, Hekaptah, V o t
Coptic eken'fA. From

this Greek form came the La.tin Aegyptus, and later our Egypt.

Naville suggests that the name Egypt is derived from Ageb,

1.0 >VAAAA
^

AAAMA
and that the countr\' was the " land of the flood,”

the Inundation, which was poured out over the whole land by

the Flood-god Ageb, J Masr
,
the Arab name for

Cairo, means to manj' Muslims all Egypt, and it is probable that
Hekaptah did the same to the old inhabitants of the country.

From the earliest times Eg\-pt was divided into a series of

districts, which the Egyptians called hesp
^

Ldp and the Greeks

royiios', ro Nome. Each nome had its own god, or totem, its chief

city, its chief temple, and its own worship and feasts and sacred
objects, animate and inanimate

;
and the portions of it that were

cultivated regularly, or at intervals, and the canals, were all care-

fully watched over by the central administration in the capital of

the nome. The boundaries of these nomes remained practically

unchanged for thousands of years. The number of the nomes
given in Egyptian lists is forty-two, like that of the Assessors in

the Judgment Hall of Osiris—twentj'-two in Copper and twenty in

Lower Eg^'pt. Classical writers give varpng numbers. Diodorus,
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who says the nome dates from the time of Sesostris, gives their

number as thirty-six (f, 54), Pliny, who calls them pracfecturas

oppidonim (V, 9, 9), gives their number as forty-hve, and some
writers enumerate forty-seven. The Greeks divided Egypt into

three parts—Upper, Central and Lower. Central Egypt appears to

have been the district between the Thebaid and the Delta. It was
called Heptanomis, and its seven nomes were Memphites, Herak-
leopolites, Crocodilopolites, Aphroditopolites, Oxyrhynchites, Cyno-
polites and Hermopolites. The Great and the Lesser Oases were

considered to be parts of Heptanomis. For the Egyptian lists

of nomes see Brugsch, Diet. Geog., p. 1358 ff., and Rochemonteix,

Memoires Miss. Frangaise, tom. X, p. 329 ff.
;

also see Ptolemy,

Geographia, IV, 5, ed. Mercator, pp. 105-108. Modern Egypt is

divided into fourteen Provinces, of which eight are in Copper and six

are in Lower Egypt. Each has its own capital, which is generally

situated on or quite near to the ancient capital of one of the great

nomes of Ancient Egypt. Each Province is divided into districts,

some of which represent the smaller nomes of Pharaonic times.

THE NOMES OF EGYPT

UPl'ER EGYPT

Nome C.\PITAI,

\\
T.\-st[

n

i

n

J oQ
Ah
{Eu'pIuiJitine)

Uthes-Her
\ 0 Teb

{.tpollinopohs Ma.:.na)

3, Nekhex
(?)

1

(ffj®

1 0

Nckheb
{Eilcith) iaspolis)

or

.Sell

( LatopoUs)

4 f U.cs ©
Uas or Apt

( Thebes

)

Herl’i “6J?
(k-bt

il:«p!os)
T

6. A5E=.
'rcH.ws (?)

A.^ti (?) AAAWV '-If

Ta-en-terr

( Ttntyris)

v4-
Seshlsh (?)

Hu(D Q
1

^
\

Hot
( Diospoli s I\ in'a)

.•\ 2
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Capital

5-

Abetch Teni or Abl

(Ta-ur?) ,fJS^ (I'his) {Abydos)

Khem (?)

Men (?) (|
© Apu

{Panopobis)

Uatchit
Tebu
(Aphroditopolis)

Set
Shashetep
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Tuf (?)

^0^
AAA/WA

1^^^^
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{Lykopolis)13- « ^ fUll
'
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E
'I
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>-4r-5 Uabu

!i.
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(
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(;...)
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(
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{Aphrodiitpolis)
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LOWER EGYPT

Nome
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Capital
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A © or

',(:a
I

Ci

Men-nefcr

( Memphis)
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(....)
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'
7
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8 .

\

—

CT— . . -Abti
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lO. Kam-ur

1 1. ^ Hi :iE1!- . .

Theii- .

lA ? 0 Heq-antch

C~3 Cs f

>=n: ©
l_ 3 e3>-

J1S
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Nome Capital
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1
[X£^/
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4 -

0
AA<\AAA

5 .

1
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6. -1\S
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A(WW\

9- ni
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He-t-Khent 14.
GII3 Q ©

Palek, Coptic

HiXaK, Philae
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THE NILE

It has been well said that the Nile is Egypt, and Egypt is the Nile.

The Nile is the maker of Egypt, for it and its two great tributaries,

the Blue Nile and the Atbara, have brought down the life-giving

mud from Abyssinia and the Eastern Sudan that is now the soil

of Egypt. The Egyptians called the Nile Hep,
^ ^

or Hap,

0 and Hapi, X . but it has been suggested^ that
A \\

p Q AA/V\AA

the original form of the name is Hepr, X . As to its

meaning, some would connect it with the root hap,
“
to hide,” and

would regard Hep or Hapi as the ” hidden river,” but this is

improbable, and the true derivation of the name is unknown. It

is doubtful if the early dynastic Egyptians knew the source of the

river or the real cause of the annual Inundation. Under the Xllth
dynasty the existence of the Atbara and the Blue Nile was prob-

ably known to them, and it is possible that the^^ may have heard of

Lake Sana in Abyssinia and of one or two of the great Lakes in

Central Africa, but the course of the White Nile must have been

unknown to them. Some assume that the men of the caravans which

brought copper from the copper-producing district of Tanganyika

may have passed on to the Nubians information about the great

Lakes that filtered down into Egypt, and this is quite possible.

The origin of the Greek and Roman name NeiXo?, Nilus, is, like

that of the Egyptian name, unknown. The Arabs reproduce the

name under the form An-Nil . Some connect ‘‘ Nile ” with

the Hebrew and others with Nil, the plant from which indigo

is derived. The god of the Nile was called Hapi, and he was said

to be self-begotten and to be the father of all the gods who lived

in the Great World-Ocean which surrounded the world
;
and like

other great gods, Ra, Amen, Khepera, etc., he was called " One.”

The Nile, which watered Egypt and formed the chief source of life

of the whole countrj’, was at one period believed to come direct from

the World-Ocean, and to enter Egypt through a cavity which lay

between two rocks on or near the Island of Elephantine. Herodotus

calls the mountains Krophi and Mophi, which names probably

represent the Egv’ptian words " Oer-Hapi ” and “ Mu-Hapi.”

Though in the famous Hymn to Hapi in Sallier Papyrus H (Brit.

Mus. No. 10182) it is said that figures of the god cannot be sculptured

in stone, and that images of him do not exist, we find that drawings

of him are given on papyri, and that there are sculptured figures

^ Aeg. Zeilschrift, Bel. 47, p. 163 ff.
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of him in existence ; compare the quartzite sandstone statue of

him, which was made for Prince Shashanq, in the British Museum
(South Eg. Gallery, No. 766). He is represented in the form of a

man with a woman’s breast, and wearing a cluster of water plants

on his head. He carries in front of him an offering table loaded with
food and drink of all kinds, and the bodies of water-fowl hang by
his side. The plant worn by the Nile-god of the North was the

lotus and that by the Nile-god of the South the papyrus

Under the New Empire the Vignettes in the Book of the Dead
represent the shrine and throne of Osiris as placed on the waters

of the celestial Ocean Nenu, or Nu
; and in late times the Nile was

said to be Osiris himself, whose seed fecundated the soil of Egypt,
which was at the same time identified with Isis.

The true cause of the Inundation was known to Aristotle, who
attributed it to the melting of the snow on the mountains in Central

Africa and the rains in Abyssinia (see Partsch, Ueher das Steigen

des Nil, Leipzig, 1 900) . Eratosthenes considered the great Equatorial

Lakes to be the source of the Nile, and Ptolemy the geographer held

the same view. The first map in which the general arrangement of

the Lakes is shown is that of F. Pigafetta, of Vicenza, a military

engineer (bom 1533, died 1603), which was published in 1580.

The source of the Blue Nile was seen by Pedro Paez in 1615, by
Jeronimo Lobo in 1626, and by Bruce in 1772. Salim, an Egyptian
officer, ascended the White Nile as far as Gondokoro about 1840.

Lake Victoria was discovered by J. H. Speke in 1858
;

Sir WiUiam
Garstin showed that this was the true source of the Nile, and not the
Kagera River, as Kandt claimed (see his Caput Nili, Berlin, 1904,

and Garstin's Report, Egypt No. 2, 1904). Lake Albert was dis-

covered by Baker on March 16, 1864, and Lake Albert Edward by
Stanley in 1875. The “ White Nile " is the part of the Nile between
Lake No and Khartum

; from Lake No to Lake Albert the Nile is

called “ Bahr al-Jabal,” and from Lake Albert to Lake Victoria

the “ Victoria Nile ” or the “ Somerset River.” The Blue Nile,

or Abai, the Astapos of Strabo, joins the VTiite Nile 1,560 miles

from Lake Victoria, and the Atbara, the Astaboras of Strabo,
joins it at Ad-Damar.

The Cataracts are six in number. No. 1 is between Aswan-
Philae, No. 2 ends a few miles south of Wadi Halfah, No. 3
is at Hannek, No. 4 at Adramiyah, No. 5 at Wadi al-Hamar,
and No. 6 at Shablukah. The length of the Nile is about 3,470
miles.^

1 For a good account of the discovery of the Nile see Johnston, H., The Nile
Quest. On the Nile generally see Sir W. Garstin's great Report on the Lake
Area, etc., and Lyons, Physiography of the River Nile, Cairo, 1906 ; the map
of the Nile Basin published by the Survey Department in Cairo in 1908 is

the best in existence.
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THE ANCIENT EGYPTIANS

The attempts made hitherto to identify the race to which the ancient
Egyptian belonged have not been crovcnecl with success, but it

must be admitted that the subject is one of very great difficulty.

The pre-dynastic mummues, by which alone we can gain anv idea
of the physical form of the primitive Egj-ptian, have been examined
and dissected and comm.ented upon by the professional anatomist
and craniologist, but the different results which the experts obtain
from the same specimens compel the archaeologist to regard them as
inconclusive. And the sam.e may be said of the statements that
they make about dynastic mummies. The dried bodies and bones
from the graves at Nakadah give us an idea of the ph}-sical form
and characteristics only of the better-class folk who lived in that
district in the late Neolithic Period, for only they were “ buried ”

;

but of the great mass of the working and peasant classes, who were
not “ buried.” they tell us nothing. And it is the same in the case
of the mummies of the D3mastic Period, which were of kings or

priests or high officials
; onty the better-class folk were ” buried

”

in brick and stone mastabahs, pyramids and rock-hewn tombs,
and what the people of the " lower orders ” were like in the Delta
and IMiddle and Upper Eg\.’pt we do not know. I am assuming
that the Delta had been formed, and that men were settled in it and
on both banks of the Nile from the First Cataract to the Medi-
terranean Sea. The primitive Eg\’ptian—I mean the man who laid

the foundations of the religious beliefs of the pre-d^mastic and
dynastic Egv’ptians, but not necessarily of their kings and rulers

—

was, I believe, an African. But from the earliest period his lands

must have been invaded b}’ peoples from the east and the west,

and the north and the south, and his rulers seem, more often than not,

to have been foreigners. The inhabitants of the Nile Vallevg from
Uganda to the Mediterranean Sea, were from time immemorial a
very mixed people, even as the\- are to-day, and for the greener

number of the theories about their relationships and their migra-
tion, which have been propounded b\' the scientific experts, I have
not succeeded in finding am- foundation. Thus Erich Schmidt,
as a result of his measurements of Egc’ptian skulls, identified three

main t\’pes—the pure Eg\’ptian, the Nubian, and a mixture of both.

Among the brachtxephalic skulls he distinguished the brachy-
cephalic Egt'ptian and the brach\xephalic Nubian.^ Riplej- sa\’5,

“ From the Semites in the CanaiA’ Islands, all across northern Africa,

* Aeg. Zeitschrifi, Bd. XXXVl, p. 114, and see Sta’ur, Die liaistufrage tin

antiken Aegypien \ ircho\v's views are stated in the Siizungshcyichte of the
Berlin Academy, 1888, p. 767 f.
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to central Arabia itself, the cephalic indices of the nomadic Arabs

agree closelv. They denote a head form closeh' allied to that of the

long-headed Iberian race, typified by the modern Spaxtiards,

South Italians and Greeks. It was the head form of th.e ancient

Phoenicians and Egyptians also, as has recently been proved beyond

all question.”^ According to Dr. Elliot Smith the “ Proto-Egyptian

man was 5 feet 5 inches in height, and his woman nearly 5 feet ;

he was of slender build, and had dark hair, dark eyes and a bronzed

complexion. His skull was long and narrow and his forehead narrow

and slightly bulging. His cheeks were narrow and their bony sup-

ports flattened, his nose small, and broad and flattened at the

bridge, his chin pointed, his jaw weak, and his teeth of moderate

or small size.”- As the writer of these statements is a professional

anatomist the archaeologist can only record them without com-

ment, and hope that all such assertions are more correct than many
of the statements which anatomists, craniologists and anthro-

pologists make on archaeological subjects. According to Jequier,

who has studied all the available material and is qualified

to discuss it, the indigenous Egyptians closely resem^bled the

peoples who settled among them, and they were of comparatively

sturdy build, with light complexions, and hair that varied in

colour from fair to black ;
and their skulls tvere dolichocephalic,

like those of the Berbers, and they resembled neither Semites

nor Negroes. 3

The archaeological evidence available suggests that among the

earliest invaders of Egy’pt from the west in the Pre-dynastic Period

were the Libyans, who, entering Middle Egypt, brought with them
a civilization that was somewhat similar to that of the peoples of

Europe in the Neolithic Period, and was of a higher class than that

of the Egyptians. The natives of the deserts on the east bank
of the Nile (Hamites) also invaded the cultivated lands of the

Egyptians, and their kinsfolk in Arabia and the countries beyond it

to the east found it necessary to follow' their example from time to

time. The indigenous people w'ere a non-w’arlike race, and were

content to act as hew'ers of wood and drawers of wmter to the

invaders, who seized what they wanted and held it by force of arms.

Some of the invaders who came into Eg\'pt from the east by way
of the Wadi Hammamat appear to have been skilled in the art of

working in metal, and the native armed with flint weapons went
dowm before the metal battle-axe, club a.nd dagger. At some time or

other, probably during the Pre-dynastic Period, numbers of people

from the east who possessed a civilization similar to that of the

^ Ripley, The Races of Europe, p. 387. His references for this statement
are Bertholon, 1892, p. 43; Sergi, The Mcditerraiuan Race, lS97a, Chap. I;

and Fouquet, 1896 and 1897, on the basis of de iMorgan’s discoveries.
“ Ancient Egyptians, p. 47 It.

’ See the Bulletin de la Socidte Xciichdleloise de Geographic, 1912, p. 127 f.
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1

Sumerians—they may even have been Sumerians—found tiieir

way into Eyj’pt. They brought with tliem superior processes m
the arts and crafts, and their religion was of a higher character
than that of the Egyptians, and their gods were represented in hum.in

forms. 1 It was tlieir influence that caused the Egyptians of a later

date to give human bodies to their bird guils, animal gods, and
reptile gods. It seems that these invaders first made tlmir wav into
Upper Egypt, and that having settled themiselvcs there they invaded
other parts of the country, Iwth in the south and in the north, and
that wherever they went they imp--'sod their sovereigntv on the
natives. It is pro'balde that the Followers, or Servants, of Horns,
whose exploits are related in the great text at Edfu, are none other
than these foreigners. Their success was due entirely to the
Mesenu, or workers in metal, who accompanied them, and wlio
were armed with great copper harpoons." The copper from which
they were mailc^ may ha\’e been mined in the great cojiner district

near Tanganyika. Another set of invaders entered Egvpt at a

very early period, proljably before tlie union of the South and the

North under Mena, These were Semites, and they came into Egypt
by the caravan roads throu.gh Syria and Pale-^tine, and little by little

gained power and intluence, especially in the Delta. Many came as

traders pure and simple, but there must always have lieen there a

considerable number of Semitic refug.'es driven thither by famines
or by the desire for more favourable conditions of existence. Witli

the Negro the Egr’ptian is in no way connected. The original

physical and mental characteristics of tlie indigenous Egyptians
were modified temporarily as the result of intermarriages with
their conquerors, but I am assured by competent authorities that

no amount of alien blood has so far sueceeded in destnic'ing the

fundamental characteristics, both physical and mental, of the
“ dweller on the Nile mud,” i.e., the fulldh, or till.r of the .grounrl,

who is to-day what he has ever been. Left to himself he would
never have conquered the Sud.in and Western Asia, and without

the initiative and superior lirains of tlie foreigner he would never

have built the pyramids and the temples and tombs which have
excited the wonder and admiration of the civilized world fc 'r thousands

of years. But there is in the indigenous Egvydian a yiersistence

which has made him outlast all the great nations who have saP-

jugated him. and _-\rtin Padia may have been right wlii n he s;ii(l

that the falldh would still be digging in the mud of Egyid when the

British soldier had ceased to be.

See \\ ledeiuann, Tieil'.i!'. Jr-y p 27

New Series, tom. VI, p 1 13 ii,

- See Maspero, EiiiUcs de Myiholog.e, tom II, p. 313 f ,

Bii i.IV, p 50 f

^ See Naville, .hchiva tom. 1, p. 54 f.

!i
,
and Mu 'd.'U,

and Sethe, At,’.
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EGYPTIAN CHRONOLOGY

Egyptian chronology is a subject that is full of difficulty, and in

spite of all the elaborate essays that have been written about it

by Lepsius, Bunsen, Champollion-Figeac, Brugsch and Meyer,

no system of chronology' that is generally accepted by Egyptologists

in England, France and America has yet been formulated.

The truth is that the facts necessary for constructing a correct

scheme of chronology' are wanting, and the Egyptians themselves

afford little help in overcoming the difficulty. It has been assumed
that there was a Palaeolithic Period in Egy'pt, but when it began
no man can say

; two trustworthy authorities think that it ended
about B.c. 10,000, but whether it came to an end abruptly as the

result of some natural or artificial calamity, or whether it merged
gradually' into the Neolithic Period, is not known. It is assumed,
and probably correctly, that the succeeding waves of civilization

of the Neolithic Period lasted a few thousand years, and then,

possibly under the influence of foreign invaders and settlers, the

last one merged into the civilization known as “ dynastic.” But
no one knows how long these various waves of pre-dynastic civiliza-

tion lasted, or when the merging took place. The duration of these

civilizations need not trouble us, but the date of the merging is

very important, if it can be discovered, especially if it helps us to
find out when the unification of Egypt under a king took place.

One of the principal objects of every student of Egyptian
Chronology is to find out when the first king of the first dynasty
began to reign. The native monuments do not help us in any
way', and on this point the famous Palermo Stele^ fails us. When
complete this Stele was a rectangular diorite slab, measuring about
7 feet by 2 feet, which was inscribed on both sides with the annals of

a large number of pre-dynastic kings and of the kings who reigned
from the time of the unification of Egypt until about the middle of

the Vth dynasty'. The names of the pre-dynastic kings were
probably about 120 in number, but only nine (two mutilated) are
preserved

; the length of the period during which they reigned is

unkno\vn
; some think that the evidence that can be deduced from

the Stele justifies them in stating that the reigns of the kings of the
first three dynasties occupied a period of 500 years. This would be
very important if the date of the first year of the first king of Egypt

1 This fragment of a large slab is preserved in the Museum at Palermo
;

hence its name. It was first published by Pellegrini in the Archivio Storico
Siciliano, New Series, 20th year, pp. 297-316, with 3 plates, but its real
importance was first pointed out by Schafer ni the Abhandlungen dcr komg.
Pyevs Akad. for 1902, and the system of dating by years named after events,
as \\ as the custom at one time in Babylonia, was first recognized by Alaspero
(Revile^ Cnjiqite, 1899 and 1901). See also Naville, Recital des Travaux,
tom. XXV, pp. 1-10, and Gauthier, Le Ali-see Egyptien, tom. Ill, p. 29 £E.
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were known, but this the Stele does not tell us. And none of the
other native monuments, viz., the King Lists on the Tablet of

Sakkarah,^ the Tablets of Abydos/- the Tablet of Karnak,^ and the

King List on papyrus at Turin/ gives us any help in this respect,

aluch useful and quite valuable information on Egyptian Chronology
generally we owe to the List of Egyptian Dynasties compiled b\' the

priest Manetho, who nourished in the reign of Ptolemy II Phila-

delphus. He arranged the kings of Egypt in dynasties and gate
the names and the number of kings in each dynasty, together with
the lengths of their reigns and the sum total of the years of each
dynasty. It is the fashion for some to decry the work of iManetho,

because his figures have been garbled by generations of copyists,

but without it the King Lists of Lepsius and Meyer would have
been far less correct and useful than they are. Like all chrono-

graphers and historians, both ancient and modern, he could only

use such materials as were available
;
where they were trustworthy

his statements are generally correct, where they were not his informa-

tion is faulty. But iilanetho does not help us to fix the date when
the first king of the first dynasty began to reign, and the Egyptians
themselves did not know it.

The first competent man in modern times to attempt to ascer-

tain this was Lepsius, uko set out carefully all the evidence on the

subject available to him in his Ch/onologie dcr Aegypter,^ Berlin, 1849.

Bunsen discussed the matter tentatively in Aegyptens Stclle,

Hamburg, 1845, but being unable to make use of the hieroglyphic

te.xts did nothing to remove its difficulty. He appears to hav(' relied

on the chronological scheme which Champuliion-l'igeac published in

his Egvpte Ancienne, Paris, 1835, p. 269, and which Lepsius proved

to be impossible in his invaluable Kditigsoitclt, which appeared at

Berlin in 1858, about the time when Bunsen was publishing further

volumes of his work at Hamburg. Lhampollion-Figeac gave

his date for the 1st dvnasty i;.c. 5867, for the XI 1th u.('. 3703, and
for the XVnith B.c. 1822, but Lepsius assigned to these dvnasties

the dates of b.c. 3892, b.c. 2380, and b.c. 1591, respectively, and
Bunsen’s dates were b.c. 3623, b.c. 2755, and b.c. 1625, respectively.

^ It contains 50 royal names, r.icluilie.g that of Uamescs I!, and 8 arc

wanting: for an illusrration of it see Budge, //; g /.'gr/’/. Voi 1, p Bdlff.

- The larg'.-r is in the tenisde of (Bins at .Vbydo-, where it was discovered

bv Dumiclien in 1864 ,
it contains tlic names of 75 kings arraiiui-d in chrono-

logical order, the last being the name of Seti I. Tlie Second King List of

Abydos, when complete, coataiiied the names of 5'd langs
; it was found bv'

Bankes at Abydos in 1818 and is now in the Briti-h Mi!-.eum iNo 5il2). For
the remaining names see I’udgc. I! 4/ 'iui /'

; Sc:-!p!-!r \ p 168

^ It gives the names of several iaiigs of the Xltli and .\1 1 [tii-X'C 1 Itli

dvnasties, but is iisAs.-'S for clirouologic.il purposes
^ See Lepsius, pll 3-6, and Meyer, .leg ( kyoa sLen.

,
it ilm, BiPl

“ It may be mentioned, in paeeing. that Ivgypitian liieroglv pnic tvp., .verc

used for the first time in tins volume.
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Ten years letter IMariette, probably influenced by Champollion-

Figeac’s scheme, assigned the date of b.c. 5094 to the 1st dynasty,

^

and in 1878 Yfllkinson proposed B.c. 2320,- but the idea uppermost
in the mind of the latter was to make Egyptian chronologt’ har-

monize with that given b_v Archbishop Ussher to ancient nations

printed in our English Bibles at that period. Brugsch, adopting

as a general principle that 100 years should be allowed for every

three consecutive reigns, suggested B.c. 4400 as the date for the

1st dynasty, and B.c. 1700 for that of the XVIIIth.^ i\Iany felt

that Brugseh’s dates were reasonable and probable, and accepted

them provisionalhg feeling sure that the last words on Egyptian
chronolog}" had not been spoken. The above facts show clearly the

difficulty of the subject. The differences in the results obtained b}’

different scholars were due in the first place to the fact that thev had
no common reliable data on which to base their enquiries, and in

the second to the failure of the Eg\'ptians to keep records that were
historical or chronological in our sense of the word. A general

idea of the probable length of the period of dynastic civilization

can be obtained from the monuments, but the data do not exist

from which to make a detailed scheme of chronology.
Some of the modern writers on the subject, more notably IMeyer,

think that a system which is approximately correct can be evolved
bj" assuming that the ancient Eg\-ptians were acquainted with and
made use of the Sothic Period. The oldest year known in Egypt
consisted of 12 months, each containing 30 days, and its use for

magical purposes survived until the beginning of the New Kingdom.
The Egyptians found out at a very early period that the true year
contained more than 360 days, and in the Pyramid Text of Pepi II

reference is made to the gods who were born [i.e., their birthdays
took place) on the five days that the Egyptians added to the year.*
The year of 360 days was divided into three seasons, each containing
four months, which were called Akhet, Pert and Shemu. According
to Meyer, Akhet began on July 19th, Pert on November 16th, and
Shemm on March 16th and ended on July 13th. Then followed the
epagomenal days, or five daj'S added to the year. This may be
called the vague or wandering ^-ear, for as the year of 365 days' was
shorter than the true year by nearlj' a quarter of a day, it would work
backward through all the months of the c'ear until' the first day of
the wandering year would coincide with the first day of the solar
j-ear. The Egyptians must have found out this fact at a very early
period, and have realized that when a sufficient number of' vague

' Notice des Principaiix Monuments. Paris, 1869, p. 15.
- Ancient Egyptians, ed. Birch, 1878, Vol. I, p. 28 ff.

“ Egypt under the Pharaohs, ed. 1880, pp. 341-846.

Vol. II, p. 472).
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years had passed the midwinter festivals would be celebrated in

the height of summer. The Annual Inundation of the Nile con-

trolled their agricultural operations, and so iVpr all practical pur-

pijscs the \ ague year was sufficient. It has been assumed that at

one period unknou n the Egyptians decided to make their year begin

about the time of the Inundation, and that at another unknown
period they declared its first day to be that on which the star Sept,

^
(Sothis, Sirius or the Dog-star), rose hehacally, i.e., with

the sun. The intereml between one rising rT Sirius and the next

would be a solar year and would contain nearly 365]- day>, i.e.,

would be nearly a quarter of a day longer than the vague year.

Supposing that the first day of the vague year and the first day of the

solar year fell on the same day, 1 ,461 vague years or 1 ,460 solar years

must pass before the same thing could happen again. Now Cen-

sorinus, a Roman grammarian, wrote a work entitled De Die Xatali

about .a.P. 238, and dedicated it to his patron, Quintus Caerellius,

as a birthday gift.^ In this he discusses (xviii, 10) the Egyptian

year, which, he says, is reckoned from the first day of the month
of Thoth, and he says that the first day of the year in which he was

writing was the first day of the month of Thoth, and was the equiva-

lent of the Vllth day of the Kalends of July, or June 25th. He adds

that this was also the case 100 years before (.\.d. 139), when the

equivalent of the first day of Thoth was the Xllth day of the

Kalends of August, or July 21st, on which day the Dog-star Sirius

IS wont to rise. This statement is taken to mean that a Sothic

Period ended on July 21st (July 20th according to Meyer), and

therefore the one before that ended in n c. 1321-20, and the one

before that in b.c. 2781-80, and the one before that in b.c. 4238-37.

And. because there are three^ instances in the texts in which the date

of the rising of Sirius is expressed in terms of the vague year, Meyer

and others have assumed that the Egt'ptians were acquainted with

and used the Sothic Period. But there is no evidence that they did.

The whole Sothic Period theory rests on the words of Censorinus

and on the assumption of Meyer, which is based on them. Nowhere
in the hieroglyphic texts is there any mention of such a period.

And with the annual Inundation to guide the Egyptians in their

1 The modern editions of his work by O, Jahn and F. Hultsch are very

handy, but Lindenbrog's edition, issued in 1614, with commentary, is still a

very valuable book.
" The first is found in the Ebers Papyrus, and is to the effect that the New

A’ear Festival was celebrated on the 9th day of the 1 1th month of the 9th year

of .-\men-hetep I, which fell on one of the four years D.c. 155U-49 to 1547-46,

according to Mever. From the second ^Brugsch, Thesaurus, p. 663a) Meyer

deduces that Thothmes III reigned from May 3rd, B.c, 1501, to March 17th,

1447, and from the third he concludes that the 7th year of Usertsen III fell

in the period b.c. 1S82-31, 1879-7S, and the first in the period b c. 1S8S-S7

to 1S85-S4 (see his Xachtrage zu Acgyptischen Chrunologte, Berlin, 1908, p. IS).
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agricultural affairs such a period would be wholly unnecessary.

Mr. Cecil Torr has discussed the difficulties that are in the way of

accepting it from the point of view of the mathematician^ and as

far as I know his objections to the acceptance of IMeyer’s datings

have not been satisfactorily disposed of. Some Egyptologists have

accepted Meyer’s theories, but many reject them. And even among
those who accept his calculations there are some who disagree with

his theory that the Dynastic Period of Egyptian History lasted for

less than three Sothic Periods, and that the Calendar was intro-

duced into Egypt b.c. 4241. Thus Petrie says that this date must be

pushed back a whole Sothic Period'^ of 1 ,460 years, the effect of which
would be to make Usertsen III to reign about b.c. 3300. Brugsch,

whose knowledge of the texts was unsurpassed, and who had
thoroughly sifted all the mathematical and astronomical evidence

that had been brought forward by Riehl and IMahler, says that in

the second century of our Era the reckoning by vague years with the

Sothic years in the background first acquired an importance that

they had certainly never possessed at a remote period of antiquity.

And quoting with approval Krall’s remarks in his Stud, znr Gesch.

d. alt. I, he goes on to sa}^ that both the Sothic Period and the

Phoenix Period were a discoverj- of the second century that followed

the celebration of the recovery from illness of the Emperor Anto-
ninus Pius on July 20th, .\.d. 139, in which year the fixed and the

movable first day of Thoth fell on the same day. To the chrono-
graphers of that period who occupied themselves with the works of

Manetho on the History of Egypt, the Sothic Period appeared to

offer the most suitable assistance in fixing the great intervals oi

time of a defective Era by means of easily calculated figures.®

The truth is that Brugsch distrusted the results obtained by the

astronomers and mathematicians because of the variations in the

results obtained bj' the different authorities from the same data.^

So many dates, which were declared by their advocates to have
been “ ascertained astronomically ” and to be “ absolutelv certain,”

have been proved by facts to be wholly wrong, that we are bound
to conclude that mathematicians, like archaeologists, sometimes
make mistakes.

Brugsch was well acquainted with all that could be said in favour
of the Sothic Period, and, as he was convinced that the use of the

1 Memphis and Mycenae, p. 57.
^ Researches in Sinai, London, 1906, Chap. XII ; Historical Studies, p. 10 fi.

® Den damaligen Chronographen, welches ich mit dem manethonischen
^^erke tiber die Geschichte Aegyptens beschaftigten, erschien die Sothis-
penode als das geeignetste Hullsmittel, die grossen Zeitabschnitte einer
mangelden Aera dutch leicht berechcnbare Zahlen zu iixircn Die Aegyptologie,
Leipzig, 1891, p. 357 ; and see Brugsch, Thesaurus, p. 203.

* See Xickhn’s valuable and instructive paper on this point in the Classical
Review, Vol. XIV, 1900, p. 148.
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\'ague year by the Egyptians was inseparable from the knowledge
of a fixed solar year, he made no attempt to make use of it in his

scheme of chronology. Had he thought that it was known to the

Eg\’ptians he would certainly have discussed it when he dealt in his

Aegyptologie (p. 353) with the effort made to reform the Calendar
by Euergetes I, b.c. 238. In fixing the dates of the dynasties he,

like Lepsius, though in a lesser degree, was influenced by Manetho’s
King List and, judging by archaeological evidence, he made the

intervals between the Vlth and Xllth and between the Xllth and
the XVIIIth dynasties too long. The dates that he and others

have assigned to the 1st dynasty depend upon the numbers of the

years that they have assigned to these two intervals. But these

dates—Lepsius b.c. 3892, Bunsen b.c. 3623, Lieblein b.c. 3893,

Brugsch B.c. 4455 or b.c. 4400, Meyer b.c. 3315, Breasted b.c. 3400,

Hall B.c. 3500—are only indexes to the opinions of those who pro-

pose them, and it is quite possible that every one of them is wrong
in point of actual fact. The material for fixing with certainty the

date of the 1st dynasty does not exist at present. But the dates

proposed are valuable, for they show that each scholar, with the

e.xception of Brugsch, believes that the civilization that we know
from the monuments existed in Eg>’pt under the first king of the 1st

dynasty must be placed somewhere in the fourth millennium b.c.

Similarly, the dates proposed for the Xllth dynasty—Lepsius

B.c. 2380, Bunsen b.c. 2755, Lieblein b.c. 2268, Brugsch b.c. 2466,

Hall b.c. 2212 (?),i ileyer and Breasted b.c. 2000—show that all

these scholars place the civilization that flourished under the Xllth
dynasty in the third millennium B.c.. and the greater number of

them in the second half of it. But the material for fixing the date

of the first year of the rei.gn of .\menemhat I, the first king of the

dynasty, does not e.xist.

The length of the period of the rule of the Hyksos, which came
between the Xllth and X\TIIth dynasties, is still a vexed question,

but when we come to the XVHIth dynasty itself the chronology has

surer formdations, and dates can be fi.xed with a considerable degree

of certainty’. This fact we owe chiefly’ to the information derived

from the Tall al-'Amarnah Tablets. From one of these we learn that

Ashur-uballit, King of Assyria, corresponded with Amenhetep HI
and Amenhetep I\y Kings of Egypt. The Assyriologists, w’ho have

abundant chronological and historical material on which to base

their statements, say’ that Ashur-uballit reigned from B.c. 1370-

1340.2 According to this Amenhetep III and Amenhetep IV must
have reigned in the first half of the XR'th century B.c. Hall gives

the date of the accession of Amenhetep IV as circa B.c. 1380. ^ The

1 Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. I, p. 173.

2 See the comparative list of Egyptian, Babylonian, .XssyTian. Hittite

and Mitannian kings in Hall, History of the Near East, p. 362.
^ Cambridge Ancient History, Vol. I, p. 173.

D
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dates of the reigns of Thothmes III and Aahmes I have been fixed

by him at B.c. 1501 and b.c. 1580 respectively
;
and thus trust-

worthy chronology begins in Egj'pt with the X\TIItli dynasty.

It is a remarkable fact that long before astronomical dates and
Babylonian and Assyrian synchronisms were known Lepsius liad

assigned b.c. 1591 as the date for the beginning of the XVIIIth
dynastj’, Bunsen b.c. 1625, and Lieblein b.c. 1490 ;

and for the

end of the dynasty Brugsch had set down b.c. 1400. These scholars

derived their conclusions from the archaeological erddence of the

monuments, which they used to control the statements of 5Ianctiio.

This is no place to describe their treatment of the intervals between
the Vlth and Xllth and Xllth and XVIIIth dynasties, which the

reader wiU find fuUy discussed in Hall’s Ancient History of the Heiir

East, Vlth edition, 1924. Some of his conclusions will not be
universally accepted, but being both an archaeologist and a trained

liistorian he is able to classify and arrange the various kinds of

evidence that have to be considered, and to estimate the full value

of each and its bearing upon the period that he is treating. His
decisions on chronology are not those of a mere excavator or a
student of Egyptology from books, but those of a man who has lived

for many years with the great collections of Egyptian antiquities in

the British Museum, and whose duties have made it necessary for

him to handle them daily. His principal dates are as follows ;

—

Beginning of the Old Kingdom B.c. 3500 (?)

Great Pyramid Built (IVth dynasty] .

.

B.c. 3050 (?)

End of the Old Kingdom (Vlllth dynasty) .

.

B.c. 2400(?)

Middle Kingdom (Xlth dynasty) B.c. 2375(?)
Beginning of Xllth dj’nasty .

.

B.c. 221 2(?)

End of Xllth dynasty B.C. 2000 (?)

End of Middle Kingdom . . . . circa B.c. 1580

XVIIIth dynasty

—

Aahmes I .

.

B.C. 1580
Amenhetep (Amenophis) I B.c. 1559
Thothmes I B.c. 1539
Thothmes II B.c. 1514
Hatshepsut (Queen) B.C. 1501-1479
Thothmes III B.C. 1501-1447
Amenhetep 1

1

B.C. 1447-1421
Thothmes IV B.c. 1421

Amenhetep HI B.c. 1412
Amenhetep I\’ (Aakhunaten) B.c. 1380
Smenkhkara B.C. 1362
Tutankhamen B.c. 1360
Ai B.C. 1350
Hcremheb .

.

B.c. 1345-1321
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XIXth dynasty-

—

Rameses I .

.

circa B.C. 1321

Seti I i B.C. 1320

Rameses II .

.

,, B.C. 1300

ilenephthah B.C. 1234

Amenmeses
>

B.C. 1225

Rameses Sa Ptah . . B.C. 1223

Seti II .. B.C. 1215

XXth dynasty

—

Setnekht B.C. 1205

Rameses III
7 )

B.C. 1204

Rameses IV
’ f

B.C. 1172

Rameses V .

.

’ »
B.C. 1166

Rameses VI • »
B.C. 1162

Rameses VII
J >

B.C. 1159

Rameses VIII } y
B.C. 1157

Rameses IX B.C. 1156

Rameses X .

.

, B.C. 1136

Rameses XI .. B.C. 1130

XXIst dynasty— Thebans.

Herher B.C. 1100

Pinetchem I , B.C. 1055

Menkheperra ,

,

B.C. 1043

Pinetchem II B.C. 995

Pasebkhanu II } y
B.C. 979

Tanites,

Nesibanebtet B.C. 1100

Pasebkhanu I B.C. 1095

Amenemapt j ,
B.C. 1043

Sa-Amen ,

,

B.C. 995

Her-Pasebkhanu . . B.C. 977

XXIInd and XXIIIrd dynasties

—

The order of the succession of the kings of these dynasties is

doubtful, and the arrangement here given is that suggested by
Daressy and Gauthier, which is tentatively accepted by Hall. See

the table facing page 516 of the Vlth edition of liis Ancient History,

London, 1924.

Shashanq I

Osorkon I . .

Teklet I

Osorkon II .

.

Shashanq II

[Hersaast

[Petabast

circa b.c 947

.. B.c. 925
B.c. 889
B.c. 880
B.c. 850

B.c. 8501

B.c. 836]

B 2
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z\uput circa b.c. 825

Shashanq III r..c. 818

[Teklet II . .
B.c. 812]

[Osorkon III B.c. 778]

Pimai B.c. 766

Shashanq I\’ B.c. 763

[Teklet IV .. B.C. 755]

[Rutanien .

.

B.c. 7451

Osorkon IV B.C. 725

XXVth dynasty—
Piankhi (the Great) B.C. 721

XXIVth dynasty—

Tafnekht B.C. 720

Bakenrenef B.C. 718-712

XXVth dynasty—
Shabaka B.C. 715

Shabataka .

.

B.C. 700

Taharq B.C, 689

Tanutamen .

.

B.C. 663

XXVIth dynasty—
Psemtek I .

.

B.C. 663

Nekau (Necho) B.C. 609

Psemtek II B.C. 593

Uahabra B.C. 588

Aahmes II .

.

B.C. 569

Psemtek III B.C. 526

Persian Conquest B.C. 525

OUTLINE OF THE HISTORY OF EGYPT

Three great Periods may be distinguished in Egyptian History :

the Padaeolithic Period, the Neolithic Period and the Dynastic

Period. The duration of the first is unknown, but competent

authorities who have studied palaeolithic sites and remains in Egypt

think that it ended about c.c. 10000. If this be so the Neolithic

Period and the D\-mastic Period must together have lasted nearly

10,000 years, for the latter ended with the submission of Eg\^pt to

Ale.xander the Great. The unification of Upper and Lower Eg\-pt

under Mena, according to the lowest computation, took place some-

w'here in the fourth millennium before Christ. But the evidence of

the Stele of Palermo (see p. 12) shows that at least 120 kings

reigned over Lower Egypt before this event, and we are assuming

verv little when we say that there w'ere kings reigning in both
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Upper and Lower Egypt about b.c. 5000. A thousand years later

the Egyptians had reached the comparatively high level of civiliza-

tion that is made knowm to us by the contents of the graves of the

late Neolithic Period. They made reed mats with great skill and
were expert potters, although they were unacquainted with the

potter’s wheel, and their flint tools and weapons prove them to

have been masters in the art of flint working. The discoverv' of

copper objects in some graves of the late Neolithic Period shows that

they possessed some knowledge of working in metals, and there is

abundant proof that they were able to make vessels in stone as well

as in earthenware. They were adepts in making flat figures of

animals and birds (some with inlaid eyes), which, according to some
authorities, they used as slabs on which to rub down a mineral

material for use as eye-paint. They buried their dead in shallow

oval graves, the bodies having been first sun-dried or even smoked,

as is the custom still in many parts of Africa. The body was
wrapped in a reed mat or skin of an animal, perhaps a gazelle or

a buU, and with it were placed pots containing food of some kind,

and flint knives, spear-heads and other weapons to enable the

deceased to defend himself against the attacks of foes or savage

animals. The neolithic Egyptians worshipped many gods, perhaps

totems, and various animals, and each district had its own god and

sacred animal. It is clear that they believed in a future existence,

perhaps even in immortality as we understand the word. Life

in the ne.xt world was to them a continuance of life in this : what a

man was here that would he be there. Passages in the Pyramid

Texts and in the Theban Recension of the Book of the Dead suggest

that among some primitive Egyptians the bodies of the dead were

sometimes dismembered, sometimes decapitated and sometimes

burnt. In pre-dynastic times the dead were buried in the pre-

natal position on their left sides, with the hands placed before their

faces and their chins almost touching their knees. ^ Women of

quality were buried in the same position. No example of a pre-

d^mastic Egyptian being buried at full length is known to me.

WTiether the Egy’ptians of the late Neolithic Period had discovered

the art of writing is doubtful, but their decorated potten,' made at

that time shows that they had attained very considerable skill in

drawing figures of animals and birds, symbols of their gods, pali-

sades, etc. The ability to draw figures of natural and artificial

objects accurately appears to be one of the fundamental characteris-

tics of the indigenous Egyptian, and it probably accounts for the

persistence of the hieroglyphs in religious and ceremonial inscriptions

down to the verv end of the D\Tiastic Period. In any case the

system of writing that was in use under the kings of the 1st dynasty

was based upon the results of the efforts of their neolithic predecessors.

1 See the authorities mentioned in the paragraphs on the Egyptian Tomb.
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The above statements about the Neolithic Egy ptians are based

upon evidence derived from the graves of the people of the South,

or Upper Egypt, who from time immemorial have differed in

many ways from the inhabitants of Lower Egypt and the Delta.

The southerners were, comparatively speaking, shut in, and their

coimtry could only be invaded by foreigners who were obliged to

cross barren wastes and deserts before they reached the Nile. The
northerners were more accessible, and it was easy for the peoples

of the Mediterranean and the tribes of the Eastern Desert and the

peoples of Palestine and Syria to reach the Delta. And the con-

ditions of life being easier in the fertile lands of the Delta there must
always have been there more settlers from abroad than in Upper
Egypt. There must have been frequent fights between the South

and the North, and the rivalry between the King of the South, ^
Nesut or Ensut, and the King of the North, Bat,^ did not

cease until Men, or Mena, the legendary Menes, a King of the South,

vanquished the King of the North and united the two kingdoms
imder his rule. Probably this was not effected as the result of a

single battle, but only after a long struggle which lasted for years.

The Stele of Palermo has preserved the names of seven pre-dynastic

kings, viz.. Ska, Khaau, Tau, Thesh, Neheb, Uatchantch and Mekha,
but the names of Mena’s predecessors, with the exception of “ the

king of the South, Ap ” 1 (]d> and the “ Horus Ru ’’

,

are unknowm.
Manetho, a priest of Sebennytus, who flourished in the reign of

Ptolemy II Philadelphus, wrote a History of Egj'pt which is now
lost, but versions of his list of the kings of Egypt have been pre-

served in the works of Eusebius and Julius Africanus. In these

King-Lists the kings are grouped in dynasties, the reason for

which is unknovm. The 30 dynasties are divided into three groups,

viz., dynasties I-XI, dynasties XII-XIX and dynasties XX-XXX,
and these correspond roughly with the Old Kingdom, Middle
Kingdom and New Kingdom. That the Egyptians did not divide

their kings into dynasties is proved by the Tablet of Sakkarah
and the Tablets of Abydos.

The Old Kingdom

The First Dynasty. From This.

The first king of this dynasty and the unifier of the two Egypts

seems to have been Narmer, (ti ' call him by his “ Horu^

name”"), who adopted, as “King of the South and North,”

V

is usually said to represent a bee, but some entomologists think
that the insect here drawn is a hornet or wa^p.

* See the remarks that precede the list of cartoache.s in this book.
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the title Hex, c;r Mena, which Manetho turned intoD

4A/VWW I

Menes. He was a mighty warrior, and the latest historians, HalF
and Petrie,” give his date at c. b.c. 3500 and b.c. 5546 (!) respectively;

the latter makes him reign more than forty 3-ears. The most striking

monuments of his reign are the inscribed mace-head at Oxford, on
which he recorded the capture of enormous numbers of men and
caTtle, and the so-called green stone “ Palette ” at Cairo, which is

sculptured with scenes commemorating his conquests in the Delta.

Assuming that Narmer was the first king of this dtmast}', his

successor was a king whose Horus name was Aha, the “Fighter,'’

and whose Nebti name was Men. Narmer seems to have had
no Nebti name, and if this be so it wolild follow that Aha
was the first d\’nastic king to be Lord of Upper and Lower

Eg3’pt. The hierogh'phs which read Nebti are , and the}^

represent Nekhebit, the \'ulture-goddess of Nekhen, the old

capital of Upper Egypt, and LMtchit, the Uraeus-goddess of

Per-Uatchit (Buto). .\pparentl\' Narmer did not conquer the district

the capital of which was Nekhen, and if this be so_the absence of

a Nebti name in his inscriptions is accounted for. Aha was buried

in a brick-built tomb at AbtMos, and the ebont’ plaques found in it

prove that in his reign the Egy-ptians were able to arrange hierogh’phs

in such a w’a}' as to form sentences with connected meanings. The
influence under which thet’ acquired this facult3

’ seems to have

been of foreign origin : some think ijt was European and others

Mesopotamian or Sv'rian. A wife of Aha was called Nethetep or

Neith-hetep, who was a votart’ of the goddess of Sais, or a native

of her citt’. Aha was succeeded by Khent, or Tcher, f[[|l, ,
or

and he was followed b}- a king whose Horus name was Tcha ,
and

whose Nebti name was Tcheser ; the former is the Atet
[|

and the latter the Ata of the King-List of Abv’dos. Mernet, or

Mer-Neith, the wife of Tcha, was probabty the mother of Ten,

/\VWV3
the next king. The Nesu-bat name of this king is

[NAEi

which has usualty been read Semti, but the reading Khaskheti

has also been proposed. The scribe who made the draft for the list

of Kings in the temple of Seti I at Abvdos erred and transcribed the

signs bv ~ Hesehii (meaning the ' two nomes, and not

the “ two lands which is the original of Usaphais. the king's name
according to klanetho. Semti was a,great king, and the objects that

were found in his tomb at .Tbydos attest his glor3
- and power. His

^ Cambridge A iicieni History, Yof. I, p. 267.
- History, p. 10.
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nobles were rich and luxurious, and the i\-ory carver, the workers

in gold and in stone, and skilled handicraftsmen of all kinds pro-

duced examples of their work that command our admiration to-day.

His fame lasted through succeeding centuries, and we find him
mentioned in the iledical Papyrus at Berlin (Brugsch, Reciieil II,

pi. xcix), the Ebers Papyrus (pi. 103, 1. 2) ;
and the composition or

redaction of one of the Chapters of the Book of the Dead (LXIV) is

assigned to the period of his reign (Brit. Mus. Papyrus of Nu, sheet

13; Lepsius, Todtenhnch,-p\. 53; Na\dlle, Todtenbiicli,\o\.Yl,'p. 139;

Budge, Chapters of Coming Forth by Day. Vol. I (text), p. 145). The
inscribed ivory and ebony tablets found in his tomb contain records

of important events of his reign and incidentally supply much in-

formation about the civilization of his time. Some of these record

the name of the “ seal-bearer of the King of the North,” g

No. 1. No. 2.

No. 1. Wooden tablet of Semti enumerating the events of one of the years of his reign,

viz., celebration ot a festival at which the king danced before his god, the building of a

sanctuary, etc.

No. 2. Tablet with a representation of Semti slaughtering an enemy.

one Hemaka, who was the Viceroy, or Chancellor or

Wazir of the King in Lower Egypt.

The successor of Semti was Merpeba, whose Horus name wa.s

Antchab, ; later tradition associated his name prominently

with Memphis, but the objects found in his tomb at Abvdos afford
us little information about him. The ne.xt king bore the Horus

name of Smerkha[t],
^ ^

and IWanetho gives Semempses
as his personal name. The scribes of the XIXth dynasty were
puzzled by the sign (or signs) for his personal name, which appeared
in the list from which they were copying, and they drew the fissure of
a man holding a stick before him and advancing in a threatening
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attitude, ^ . This sign is usually read “ Hui ” or “ Nekhti,” but

neither of these words can possibly be the original of the Sernempses

of Manetho. It is now assumed that the sign in the list from

whicli the scribes were copying was which is read Shemsu,
Q

and means “Follower” (of some god)
;

this word

is perhaps the original of the Sernempses of Manetho. The
objects found in his tomb at Abydos tell us nothing about the

events of his reign, and but for the three figures of this king which
are sculptured on the rock-tablet at Wadi Magharah in the Penin-

sula of Sinai nothing would be known of the invasion of this country

by the Egyptians. The king no doubt wanted the control of

the mines whence came copper and the beautiful green stone

^ ^
mefkat (malachite), which the Egyptians of all periods

prized so highly. The last king of the dynasty was Oa,

The scribes of the XIXth
zl

whose Nebti name was Sen,

dynasty could not read correctly the signs and thus we find

on the Abydos List Q^bh, and on the Tablet of Sakkarah

zlj
f^ ’

Q®t)hu. The Greek Lists give for this king's name

Bieneches, Bienthes and Vibestes.

The Second Dynasty. From This.

The kings of this dynasty were nine in number, and the statue

No. 1 at Cairo (published by Grebaut in Le Mnsee Egyptien, pi. xiii)

shows that the first three were Hetepi-sekhemui, who

some think was the Betchau,^
J| | ^ I , of the Abydos List and

the Boethos of Manetho, Nebra Kakau (Kaiechos), and Enneter
with the Nesu-bat name of Ba-en-neter, the Binothris of Manetho.

Kakau is said to have established (re-established V) the worship

of the Apis Bull at Memphis, the Mne\ds Bull at Heliopolis, and

the Ram of Mendes, animals that had probably been worshipped

in these towns from time immemorial. The introduction of the

name of Ra into his name proves that the influence of the priests

of this foreign Sun-god at Heliopolis was already very' consider-

able. In the time of Enneter “it was decided that women might

1 ilall thinks that Betchau is a misreading by the ancient scribes of the

Horus name of Narmer, Cambridge Ancient History. Vol. I. p. 267.
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hold the imperial government,”- which suggests that the old
African matriarchal system, which had probably been in abewince,
was re-established. Of Uatchnes, the fourth king, nothing is

known, except that he appears to represent the Tlas of IManetho.^
the next king, according to the Abydos List, was Senta,

, the Sethenes of iilanetho, but the monuments

mention a king of this period whose Horns name was Sekhem-ab,

which is written |i

^ 'O But according to some^ this

king had a second Horns name, Perenmaat
, and he

is remarkable as possessing a name as the representative of Set,

the god of evil, viz., Perabsen
liH'O’

Some regard

Sekhem-ab and Uatchnes as one and the same king
;
of King Senta

nothing is known. The next king, Kara, the Chaeres of 3Ianeth'o,
of whom nothing is known, was succeeded by Neferkara, in whose
time “ the Nile flowed with honey during eleven days.”^ According
to the King-Lists the last two kings of this dynasty were Nefer-

ka-Seker
^

LJ the Sesochris of Manetho, “whose

height was five cubits and his breadth three,”^ and Hutchefa
;some writers identify the former with Kha-Sekhem and 'the latter

with Kha-sekhemui, but these are probablv one and the same king
the founder of the Illrd dynastv. It is important to" note the
early appearance of the name of the god Seker in the roval name
Nefer-ka-Seker. Seker was the god of Death of the inhabitants
of Memphis, and his name survives in a disguised form in“ Sa^karah,” by which name the modern Egyptian.s cull the
district that represents the great necropolis of IMeraphis.

The Third Dynasty. Front Mcnihhis.

The first king of this dynasty was Kha-sekhem, S uho
later called himself Kha-sekhemui, ^ the first fr.rm of

his name is that which he adopted as the representative ol Horus
and the second shows that he considered him.self to be the siwc'cssor

1 Cory, Ancient Fragments, ed. Hodges, p. 113.
- For Hall’s theory about this name see Cambridge -incient His'n
= Petne, History (revised edition, 1923), p. 33.
* Cory, Ancient Fragments, p. 113.
® Ibid., p. 1 13.

p. 275.
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of both Horus and Set. His personal name was Besh.^ Some
think that Kha-sekhem and Kha-sekhemui were two
distinct kings, and that the former was Xefer-ka-Seker vX
and the latter Hutchefa of the King-Lists. Others think

that Kha-sekhem is the Tchatchai or Bebi of the King- ^
Lists, and the Necherophes of the Greek Lists. Accord-

ing to Manetho, " in his time the Libyans revolted from 1

the Egyptians; but on account of an unexpected increase

of the moon, they surrendered themselves for fear.”- iiliN'dfi!

Since the inscription on a statue of the king states that as sekhemui
a result of his fighting in the North, i.e., Lower Eg\-pt,

he slew 47,209 of the enemy, it is clear that Kha-sekhem and
Necherophes are one and the same king. His queen was called

Enmaathap, a name that shows she was associated with the cult of

Apis at Memphis, and she was the mother of Tcheser. A large

number of objects bearing the names of Kha-sekhem were found
by Mr. Quibell at Hierakonpolis, but the king himself was buried

at Abydos. According to Petrie (p. 37) the tomb building measured
223 b}^ 54 feet, and the chamber that was intended to hold the

body was built of stone and measured 17 by 10 by 6 feet. The
chambers close by contained vases in stone and copper, flint and
copper weapons, jars of various shapes and sizes, grain, etc.

Kha-sekhemui was succeeded by his son Tcheser, or

Tchesersa, W’ whose Horus name was Khotneter,

He built the so-called Step Pyramid at Sakkarah.® This

remarkable building, which may have covered the king’s tomb,

is nearty 200 feet high, and was probably surmounted by a shrine

containing the figure of a god, perhaps in animal form. This building

may be compared with the “ stepped towers ” and stupas and topes

which have been built in India and the neighbouring countries

from time immemorial. Manetho savs"* that “ Tosorthros,” i.e.,

Tcheser, was called Asclepius [i.e., Aesculapius) by the Egy'ptians

for his medical knowledge, and that he built a house of hewn
stones and greatly patronized writing. There is no evidence in the

texts that Tcheser was called either Aesculapius or Imhetop, the

famous Egyptian demi-god with whom the Greek god of medicine

was, at a later period, identified. But there is proof that Tcheser s

architect was called Imhetep and that he was famed for his wisdom^
and great knowledge of medicine.® Under the New Kingdom he

^ It is written thus - Cory, op. Cl!

,

p. 113.

’ Specimens of the green-glazed faience tiles which lined two of the chambers
under the building may be seen in the British Museum, No. 2437 ft,

* Cory, op. cii., p. 113.
^ Thus in the Xlth dynastv, Antef couples his name with that of Hertatai.

See Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, Yol. I, p. 522 ff., and Sethe, Imhotep,

Leipzig, 1902.
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was worshipped as a god, and many bronze figures of him are to be

seen in our great museumsT In Memphis, which was the chitd

seat of his cult, he was declared to be the son of Ptah and the

goddess Sekhmit. An inscription cut on a granite boulder on the

Island of Sahil in the First Cataract states that a terrible famine

occurred in Egypt in the reign of Tcheser because the Nile ceased to

rise for seven years. The statement may be a fact, but the inscrip-

tion was composed during the Ptolemaic Period, probably by the

priests of the local god of the First Cataract, with the view of

enhancing their own importance.^ The king’s mastabah tomb was
discovered at Bet Khallaf by Garstang in 1891 ;

it is built of brick

and is about 300 feet long and 150 feet wide. Little is known of the

reign of Tcheser, but it seems that he was very active as a builder,

and that he was the first king of Egj'pt to erect the “ stepped tower,"

which later took the form of a true pyramid.® The reliefs at Wadi
i\Iagharah show that he maintained the control of the Eg\-ptians

over the copper mines in Sinai. From the Westcar Papvrus (ed.

Erman, Berlin, 1890) we learn that Tcheser was interested in magic,

and that his chief Kher-heb was a man of remarkable learning

and possessed great skill in the working of magic. The same docu-
ment mentions King Nebka, whose place in the Illrd dynast}-

cannot be fixed with certainty.

Tcheser’s successor was probably the king whose Horus name was

Sanekht, ^ and whose tomb was discovered by Garstang

at Bet Khallaf. The Egyptian and Greek King-Lists give the

names of several kings, Teta (Atet), Setches, Tcheser-teta and Ahtes,
but nothing is known of them. The last king but one of this

dynasty was Huni, who, according to the Prisse Papyrus (pi. i,

1. 7), was the predecessor of Seneferu, and is probably to be identified

with the Neferkara of the Abydos List and the Kerpheres of Manetho.
The last king of this dynasty was Seneferu, and under his rule thc-

power of Egy-pt waxed great, and the Peninsula of Sinai and a por-
tion of the Egyptian Sudan were added to her territories. The
reliefs on the rocks at Wadi 5Iagharah proclaim his conquest of

the country, and his invasion of the Sudan must have been on a r-er\'

comprehensive scale, for the Stele of Palermo states that he brought
back from that country 7,000 living prisoners and 200,000 cattle,

large and small. He built a fleet of ships which were not less than
150 feet in length,^ and lighters or cargo boats, each of which was

' E.g., Brit. Mus. 27357 and 579.
2 The Egyptian text with an English translation will be found in Budge

Legends of the Gods, London, 1912, p. 12U.
2 In 1924 Mr. C. J. Firth, of the Cairo Museum, e.xcavared some remark-

able stone buildings close by the Step Pyramid
;
in some of the chambers

Mere fluted stone pillars.

* Reckoning the cubit at 18 inches. But if the large cubit of 20 inches is
intended the ships were 168; feet in length.
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manned with a crew of 16 men. The ships sailed to the Syrian
coast, and one year 40 of them, loaded with cedar wood from
Lebanon, arrived in Egj’pt

; some of this wood was used in making
the doors of the king’s palace. This palace was dicided into two
parts, in accordance with the fact that Seneferu was lord of the Two
Eg^'pts, the South and the North, and each part had its gate with
an appropriate title. The king also built 35 houses, but no details

of their construction or use arc given
; the mines of Sinai supplied

the copper. Mount Lebanon the cedar wood, the quarries of Turah
the stone, and the Sudan liie labourers. Seneferu built tlie monu-
ment that is commonly called by Europeans the pyramid of

iVIedum and by the natives Ai-Haram al-Kaddab, i.c., the False

(or Lying) Pyramid. Its general appearance recalls that of a

Babylonian ziggurat. It is in three stages and is about 115 feet

high. It was opened by Masptro in 1881 and was subsequently
excavated by Petrie, who entered the sepulchral chamber. One
of the stone pyramids at Dahshur is also supposed to have been
built by Seneferu. Ke wa.' one of the first to use a " Horus of gold

”

name, . The chief wife of Seneferu was called Merit-tefs,

After her husband’s death she passed under the honour-

able protection of the two great kings Khufu (Cheops) and Khiifra

(Chephren). In the reign of Seneferu died Methen, a scribe and
higli administrative ofticial in Lower Eg\'pt

;
he was buried in

a mastabah tomb near the “ stepped tower ” of Tcheser. With
the death of Seneferu the Archaic Period of Egt’ptian History

came to an end and the era of mighty buildings in stone begins.

The Fourth Dynasty. From Memphis.

According to Manetho the first king of the IVth dynasty was

Soris, in Eg\-ptian Shaaru inso notliing is

known about him. His successor was Khufu, or Khnemu Khufu,
the Suphis of (Manetho and the Chebps of Herodotus, who will be
for ever famous as the builder of the largest of the three .great

Pyramids^ of Gizah (for details see the section on Egyptian
Tombs). The pjTamid was probably connected bj' means of

a causeway with a funerary temple in which the liturgies for

the dead king were recited, but it is doubtful if this temple is

^ The word pyramid is perhaps derived, through the Greek, from the

Egyptian peremus,
! ;
which is said bv some to mean the

slope of a p^ramidal buildin?, and bv others the vertical height. See Aco.

Zcit„ 1S:4, p. 148.
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represented by the so-called Temple of the Sphin?;/ ns some ha\’e

supposed. It seems that all the resources of the king and all tlie

energies of his people were devoted to the building of this pyramid,

which was to contain the king’s tomb, for there is no e\-idencc to

show that Khufu made any attempt to " enlarge the borders ” of

Egy^pt by means of wars of conquest. A ligure of King Khufu in

ivory is preserved in the British Museum. Tetefra. the successor

of Khufu, reigned but a few years, and he was followed by Khafra,
or Chephren, the Suphis of Manetho. He built a great pyramid side

by side with that of Khufu, but it was a little smaller, and the

lower parts of its sides were cased in granite. The funerary temple,

like that of Khufu, was on the east side, and a slighth' raised embank-
ment led from it to the granite and limestone building which is

commonly called the “ temple of the Sphinx.” When iMariette

excavated this temple (or perhaps gate) in 1853 he found at the
bottom of a pit in one of the chambers seven statues of Khafra,
and we may therefore assume that he built it. Near this temple
stands that mysterious monument the Sphinx, in Egvptian Hu

I ^ , which was at once the symbol of the god Her-em-

aakhut, i.e., “Homs on the horizon” (the Harmakhis

of the Greeks), and of the king, the earthly representative of this god.-

An inscription found by Mariette® in the temple of Isis near the
pyramid of Khufu states that Khufu built (rebuilt ?) this temple of

Isis, and some have supposed that it was he who had the spur of

rock carved into the form of a man-headed lion and parts of it filled

up with masonry to make the contour of the body more perfect.

Others take the view' that the Sphinx is a pre-dynastic monument,
but this theory has no foundation. Between the paws of the Sphinx
is a long inscription of Thothmes IV, which seems to associate the
monument with Khafra, but the cartouche—if indeed there be one

—

is broken, and the inscription itself is a “ pious fraud ” that was
composed at a late period by the priests of the temple there who
wished to enhance the importance of the object of their cult. The
name of the king w'ho made the Sphinx is unknown, and modern
Egyptologists know as little about its history as did the Egyptians
under the New Kingdom. It is possible that if the whole" monu-
ment were entirely cleared of sand some information about its age
might be obtained. The reign of Khafra is remarkable for a rvonder-
ful development in the skiU of architects and workers in stone, and

^ This building lies a little to the S E. of the Sphinx, and is about 150 feet
square ; the hall measures 60 feet by 30 feet, and contains 10 pillars, and the
narrow part of the temple measures 80 feet by 25 feet, and contains 6 pillar.s

2 The Sphinx is hewn out of the living rock, and ts about 15(t feet lon'^
,

the head is 30 feet long, the face 14 feet wide
; the paws are 50 feet Ion" and

the total height of the monument is 70 feet.

“ For the text see Monuments hirers, pi. 53.
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the diorite statue of the king now in the Cairo jiuseum is probably
the finest work of any Egyptian sculptor.

Khafra was succeeded by Menkaura, the Mencheres of i'.lanetho,

who built a grecT pyramid, which was cased in granite, side bv side

with those of Khufu and Khafra. But the resources of the roval

house must have become reduced, for IMenkaura’s pyramid is less

than half as high as those of his two great predecessors.^ No wars
of conquest were undertaken by him, and the building of his

pyramid seems to have exhausted his energies. Some versions of

the Rubrics of Chapters XXXc and LXIV state that these important
sections of the Book of the Dead were “ found ” by Hertataf at

Khemenu (Hermopolis), the city of Thoth, whilst on a tour of in-

spection of the temples of Egypt. Variant versions ascribe the
" findmg ” of these Chapters to the reign of Semti, a king of the

1st dynasty. Menkaura was succeeded by Shepseskai, of wEom
practically nothing is known, and the two or three other kings of

the dynasty were unimportant. ITanetho mentions Ratoese.s,

Bicheres, Sebercheres and Thamphthis as the last kings of the

dynasty, but the Tablet of Sakkarali only gives us Sebekkara, -who

may be Sebercheres. Of portrait figures in wood made under the
IVth dynasty the most striking is undoubtedly the so-called

Shekh al-Baiad.

The Fifth Dynasty.

Under the IVth dynasty the priests of Ra of tEliop-dis, a form
of the Sun-god of foreign (probably Syrian) origin, consolidated
their power considerably, and their influence was strong enough to
make all the kings of that dynasty after Khufu insert the name of

Ra in their Nesu-bat names. The kings of the \Th dynasty did not
come from Elephantine, as Manetho says, but from Heliopolis,

and the first of them, Userkaf, the Usercheris of Manetho, was
high priest of Ra. He and Sahura and Kakaa were the sons of

Userra, a priest of Ra, bt' his wife Rut-tetet, and all three reigned
over Egypt. It was a dogma of the priesthood of Ra at that time
that Userkaf and his brothers w'ere begotten by Ra himself, who
visited C’serra's wife and com.panied with her, and that the King of

Egj pt was in verj' truth the “ son of Ra.” As such he must add a
fifth name to his names as (1) Horus, (2) the Horns of gold,

(3) the lord of Nekhen and Per-Uatchit, and (4) as the King of the

South and the North. From this time omvard eveiy king cf Egvpt,
whether of Egv’ptian origin or not, called himself the “ son of Ra,''

In later days, when Amen, or Amen-Ra, became the King of the

Gods, it was asserted by his priesthood that the god assumed the

human form of a man and begot the king of Egvpt. Alexander

^ 1 i
,
'i!5 0 - 4.S1 and 45n in.1.
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the Great owed his success in Egypt to the fact that the god of

the Oasis of Siwah acknowledged him to be his son.

Userkaf seems to have opened up communication with the

Northern Sudan or Nubia, for his name has been found on se\'cral

rocks in the First Cataract. Flis successor, Sahura, who was

probably unable to control the caravan roads to the South, sent

an e.vpedition to Punt b}’ sea, in order to obtain dnii and ‘.tlier

vegetable ingredients for balsams, unguents and perfumes, which

were employed in funerary and other ceremonies. The e.xact

position of Punt is unknown, but it lay probably a little to the

south of Somaliland. The expedition was very successful, for,

according to the Palermo Stele, the Egyptians brought back in

their ships 80,000 bundles of anti (mj'rrh), 6,000 bars (?) of white-

coloured gold, and 2,600 pieces of precious wood (ebony The
rocks of Sinai show that he made an expedition to the region lu the

copper mines, and he is represented as smashing the skull of a

typical native in the usual fashion. The Palermo Stele shov that

as a result of this expedition liis othcers brought back 6,000 (pieces

of turquoise stone], Sahura built a pyramid at Abusir, which was
connected with a tower gate by a causeway about 650 feet long ;

from this a second causewa.y led to his funerary temple.

The reigns of Nefer-arikara, Shepseskara, Neferfra and Khanc-
ferra, 'he successors of Sahura, were unimportant, and the next

king, Enuserra, or Userenra, whose son-of-Ra name was An, is

known chielly by the pyramid and funerarv temple which lie 1 'uilt

at Abusir. near the pyramid of Neferarikara Kakaa.^
Passing ot'er Menkauheru (the Mencheres of HJanethoh whose

reign was unimportant, we come to Tetkara Assa (the TarcherG
of Manetho), who succeeded in opening up communication with the

.south via Syene and the First Cataract. According to a letter- of

Pepi II, a king of the \Tth dynastt', which he sent to Herkhuf, a

great shekh (A the carat'ans that traded I'ctween Elephantine and
the remote countries of the Sudan, King Assa sent an expedition

to the Sudan under the leadership of a high official called Ba-ur-Tei,

who brought back a dwarf® from Punt and w as handsomclv reu jnkel.

The working of the copper mines in Sinai went on vigorousho and
as the name of Assa appears on the rock- in the Wddi Hammam.d,
it would seem that the militarx' and mercantile traiilc betwc; n tin

Nile and the Red Sea passed through thh \'aile\-, which ofi- red a

short route to Sinai, Punt and other countries to the south of Fgt pt.

The last kin.g of the k’th dynastv was Unas, who vas buried in tin

1 Tl.e lMicr:ir\ temple-, with their short pyramids, <r '

-.uii .storts, ' set on
1 ’CiL idle truncated pyiaiiijds were excavated, and di.'.ctih.d let Loixhardi
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small pyramid, about 60 feet high, which he built at Sakkarah.

Ptah-hetep, the great Wazir and author of the famous Book of

iMoral Precepts which bears his name, flourished in the reign of

Assa. The walls of the two largest chambers and of two of the

corridors are covered with hieroglyphic inscriptions deep!}/ cut in

the stone and inlaid with green paste. These inscriptions are of the

greatest importance, for they throw much light on the manners and
customs and religion of the primitive inhabitants of the country.

They contain incantations and other magical texts which were to be-

recited for the benefit of the dead king in the Other World. Some
of these were composed in the Pre-dynastic Period, and the scribes

of the period found it difficult to understand them. The remainder

seem to have been the work of the priests of Ra and to have been

introduced into Eg5'pt when they succeeded in establishing the

cult of this foreign god in the country. The tomb of Unas is th.,'

earliest tomb that contains these texts, and it is somewhat surprising

that they were not cut on the walls of the chambers and corridors

of the pyramids of Khufu, Khafra and i\fenkaura.

The Sixth Dy):-.nty. Thom Meuipius.

The reigns of the first two king:>’ of tiiU dynasty, Teta and
Userkara Ati, were nnimportant, and details of them are wanting,

Teta built a pyramid near that of Unas, and it contains hiero-

glyphic texts of the class described above. The greatest king of

the dynasty was I^Ieri-Ra Pepi I, ilie Phios of ifanetho, who
strengthened the power of Egypt in the Sinaitic Peninsula and worked
the quarries of Hammamat, Hetniib and Elephantine. He succeeded

in coming to an arrangement with the k-cal chiefs of Elephantine,

who helped him not only to obtain large quantities of granite from

the quarries at A^wan, but assisted his expeditions to the South
when they came to the southern frontier of Egypt. In all his ah ait'- -

domestic, militarv and commercial— Pepi I was assisted materially

by the great soldier and statesman called Una. This great man
raised an army of Sudani men and with them fouglit and conquered

on set'cral occasions the confederation of nomad tribes in the Eastern

Desert and in the region of tlie Cataracts, and so rendered hi'

caravans safe from attack bv them. Una also defeated the deserr

tribes who lived to the north-east of the Delta and southern Palestin.

,

The exploits and triumphs of Una, which, fortunately, he has r^
-

corded in the biograpli}^ that was found- in his tomb at Abydos by
Iilariette. arc, substantially, the history of his master's reign. Th -

arts and crafts flourished under Pepi's rule, and the building

large tombs b}' priests, officials and nobles in all pmts of Eaypt

^ MaiietiKj bewci' this dvnS'tv v.itli OtlioCs. and =ag' Ueit he was ;

bv his ei'.'.iril'.

- T!ie stela I 'l '.'.hieh it was inscribeel is iii-v.’ m the Cairn Mta-ej'.i
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gave occupation to workers in stone and copper, etc., of all kinds.

The skill of the worker in copper^ is well illustrated by the figures

of the king and his son that Quibell found in pieces at Hierakonpolis

and are now in the Cairo Museum. The figure of the king is over

6 feet in height, and that of his son a little more than 3 feet, and the^
eyes in both heads are inlaid with obsidian.

The pyramid of Pepi I is at Sakkurah, and the walls of its

chambers are covered with hieroglyphic texts of a magical and
religious character.

Pepi I was succeeded bv his eldest son Merenra I IVIehtiemsaf

(the Mcnthesuphis of Manetho), whose mother was one of two sisters,

each of whom was called Ankhnes-Merira, daughters of the governor

of the nome of This. Ho came to the throne when quite young and
only reigned 5 years (7 according to Manetho). His chief interest

lay in developing relations with the Nubian and Sudani kings, about

whose countries he must have heard much from Una. On his

accession he appointed this distinguished man to be governor of the

South, and the relations between the Egyptian Court and the nobles

of Elephantine became so cordial that Merenra visited the Gate of

the South in the last, i.c., the fifth year of his reign, and, presumably,

inspected the works in the granite quarries, and received the homage
of the chiefs of Matchai, Arthet and Uaunt. Una, having been born

in the reign of Teta, was superseded, probably on recount of his age,

by the Egyptian Horkhuf, who, witii the help of the shekhs of the

caravans at Elephantine, made three journes's to the countries that

lay in the Sudan far to the south. On his last journey tlie gifts

that he brought back for the king were so numerous that 300 asses

were needed to transport them to Elephantine. Merenra died in the

fifth year of his reign and was buried in the ptnamid at Sakkarah,
which the natives call “ Haram as-Sas'vadin ” (the Pyramid of the

Hunters). The toiiili was plundered in the Middle Ages, and the

head of the mummy was broken off the body and the Irover jaw
smashed. The king's remains are in the Cairo hluseum (No. 3017),

in the case that contains some of the bones of Uniis.

IMereniTi I was succeeded bv his half-brother Neferkara Pepi II

(Phiops) who, according to Manetho, began to reign at the age of

six and died aged 100 years. Herkhuf made another journev to the
Southern Sudan, probably in the first year of the reign of Pepi H,
and returned laden with the products of the South and with a
pygmy from the “ land of the .spirits,” who knew how to perform the
dances of the gods of his country. When tins was reported to the
king he wrote a letter dated the 15th day of the third month of the
lir.st season of the second year of his rti,gn and ordered him to
bring the pygmy to his Court without delay, and he promised to
give him a givater reward, if he did so, than that with which King

I The aiialy.'-i.-i yiveii ui the (..ticial O'.' 'tlic cflititin of 101,S, p. .S5; is :

copper 58-50 per cent
,
tu; (i-557 per cent

,
carbonate of copper 34 per cent.
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Assa had rewarded his chancellor, Ba-ur-tet, who also had brought
a pyginy from the South to Memphis. The king said that he
desired “ to see the pygmy more than all the products of Sinai
and Punt.” We may assume that Herkhuf obej^ed his lord and
received his reward. The roads to the South being thus opened,
the Egyptians proceeded ih'st to e.xtend their influence and later

to manifest their power in the Northern Sudan. And there is no
doubt that the expeditions that they sent into the Northern Sudan
under the Vlth dynasty prepared the way for the conquest and later

occupation of that country under the Xflth dynasty. Details of the
rei,gn of Pepi II are wanting, but it seems that the king and his

officials devoted themselves chiefly to the development of foreign

trade and of the industries that were associated with the cult of the
dead. It also appears that much of the power possessed by the
Pharaohs of the Vth dynasty slipped from the hands of Pepi II,

for when he died the kingdom broke up and everj? great noble through-
out the country became a law to himself. Pepi II was buried in his

pyramid at Sakkarah, which much resembles that of his half-brother

Merenra I. It was opened at the expense of Mr. John Cook in 1881

by Maspero, who was buried by a fall of masonry in one of the
chambers, and was only dug out with the greatest difficulty by
E. Brugsch Bey (later Pasha) and the workmen.

Of Merenra II Mehtiemsaf, the Menthesuphis of illanetho,

who says that he reigned one year, and Netaqerti, the last two
kings of the dynasty, nothing is known. The latter is called

Nitocris by Manetho, who speaks of him as “ the most handsome
woman of her time, of a fair complexion.” He goes on to say that

she built the third pyramid
;
but Netaqerti was a king and not

a queen. His prenomen was Menkara, and this Manetho con-

fused with Menkaura, the name of the actual builder of the third

pyramid.
The reign of Pepi II was followed by a period of anarchy and

destruction, and it is possible that the Libyans and Syrians and
nomads from the East invaded the country. Although the Turin
Papyrus and the native King-Lists supply the names of over twenty
“ kings ” who were supposed to have ruled over Egypt and to have
formed the Vllth and VUIth dynasties of Manetho, none of them
was a Pharaoh in the old sense of the word. According to Manetho
the Seventh Dynasty, from ilemphis, consisted of 70 kings who
reigned 70 days, and the Eighth Dynasty, also from il.Iemphis,

of 27 kings, 1 the total of whose reigns was 146 years. Such power
as these Memphite kinglets (whether native or foreign) possessed

was snatched from their hands by the feudal lords of Hensu, or

Hennsu, 1 ^ (Palermo Stele ] ^') -p], the r:n of
L \ J If' Jf' I

^ Their names will be found in the list of royal names at the end of this

section.
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Isaiah and the Herakleopolis of the Greeksd Of these lords ]\Ianetho

makes two dynasties, the Ninth and the Tenth. To each he

attributes 19 kings, and says that the total of the lengths of their

reigns was 594 years. The first king of the IXth dynasty was one

Khati I, whom IManetho calls Achthoes and describes as worse
than any of his predecessors. “ He did much harm to all the inhabi-

tants of Egypt, was seized with madness, and killed by a crocodile
"

(Cory, op. cit., p. 116). Some think that this Khati was the king

whose prenomen, Nebkaura, is mentioned in the stcr\- of the “Eloquent
Peasant.” Other kings of this dynasty known trenn the monu-
ments are Khati II, with the prenomen of Abmerir.I, the author

of the famous “ Teaching ” which is extant in papyri in St. Peters-

burg, and Khati HI and Khati IV, with the prenomens LTahkara

and Kamerira. The kings of Herakleopolis were acceptable neither

to the Egt’ptians of the Delta nor to those of Upper Egypt proper.

They received much support from the princes of Siut (x\syut or

Cynopolis), and three of these princes, Khati I, Tefaba and Khati If,

rendered them assistance of a military character on various occasions.

It is probable that the first great prince of Siut was established in

his chieftainship by a king of Herakleopolis, but whether he was
or not, his successors gave loyal as.sistance to the Hera.kleopolitans.

Khati H was a contemporary of Kamerira, and his fleet and his

bowmen made him a valuable ally by land and by river. On one
occasion Kamerira was obliged to flee from his capital and seek

asylum with Khati H at Siut. Khati II collected his fleet and his

army and sailed down to Herakleopolis and re-established Kamerira.
in his kingdom.^ But meanwhile the power of the princes of

Thebes was becoming great, and there came a day when they
marched to the north and overthrew the forces of the princes of

Siut and the king of Herakleopolis, and so became masters of Upper
E^’pt, with Thebes as their capital. With the downfall of the
princes of the North the Old Kingdom came to an end.

The Eleventh Dynasty. From Thebes.

The founder of this dynasW was one Antef-a, i.e., Antef “ the
Great,” who on his stele in the Cairo Museum calls himself Erpa
and Ha, and great chief of the nome of Thebes, and says that he
did the will of the king as Keeper of the Gate of the South, and
that he was the support (or pillar or prop) of him that gave life to
the Two Lands {i.e., Egypt). He was also the “ president of the

1 In Ass>Tjan ^ <T^, Coptic and in Arabic

Ahnas.
2 The inscriptions are published by Griftith, Inscriptions of Siut and Der

Rifeh, London, 1889, and translated by him in Bab. and Or. Record, Yol. Ill
and Maspero, Revue Critique, 1889, p. 410 ft.
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priests.” The name of his king is not given, but he was, of course,

a Herakleopolitan. The fact that Antef is called “ the Great
”

shows that his predecessors in his office bore the name of Antef.
At some time in his life unknown to us this Antef-a, prince of Thebes,

adopted the Horns name of Uah-ankh, ^ -|- , and called himself

’ king of the South and North, and extended his dominion

as far north as Siiit. The southern boundary was Edfu. The stele

on which he describes his conquests and his establishment of a
” Gate of the North ” is dated in year 50, but it is doubtful if he was
king of Egypt for 50 years. Of his successor Antef-a II, who

adopted Nekhtnebtepnefer, T , as his Horns name, nothing

is known. He was succeeded by a series of kings, each of whom
bore the son-of-Ra name of alenthuhetep, but the order in which
they reigned is doubtful. The first of them, Menthuhetep I Her
Sankhabtaui, linaU}" overthrow the power of the Herakleopolitan
kings and their allies the princes of Slut, and thus became king
of Egt'pt. Menthuhetep II Nebkherura, whom some identify

^yith Menthuhetep Nebhapra,^ made himself the overlord of

Antef-a III, who seems to liave been a rival claimant for

the throne, and his rule extended northwards to Memphis and
beyond. He also brought the Nubian tribes into subjection. He is

famous as the builder oi the remarkable funerart' temple and
pyramid at Der al-Bahari which wore excavated by Naville and
Hall in 1903-7. Of his successor Menthuhetep III Sankhkara
very little is known. During his reign a high official called Henu
organized an expedition to Punt to fetch myrrh and other products

of the South. He, with an armed escort of 3.000 men, made his

way to the Red Sea by way' of the Wadi Hammamat, and they dug
twelve wells and three tanks in the desert which supplied the force

with water in abundance. He built a ship and despatched it to

Punt, and on his way back to the Nile he dug out a number of

blocks of stone in the quarries of the Valley- and took them to the

Nile to be hewn into statues of the king for the temple. According

to some the Xlth dynastv ended with 5Ienthuhetep III. But the

monuments mention other Menthuheteps, namely Menthuhetep
Nebtauira and Menthuhetep Sekha • •

• t-ra
;
the hrst is known

from inscriptions in the Vdadi Hammamiit, and the second from a

fragment found at Der al-Bahari by Naville. The modern historians

of Egypt disagree as to the position of the Firmer in tlie dynasty,

’ Pe:r;j makes them two distinct kings. In some cartouches we have

the sign i which can be I'ead Kki'/it or hap, and in others we hate \ hap,
j

'

which can only be read hap. The qtiestion is complicated by the two difierent

Jlorus names.
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and the latter they do not take into consideration at aU. Breasted

calls the former Menthuhetep IV, and places him at the end of the

dynasty
;

Hall Avishes to “ telescope ” him into Menthuhetep I

Sankhabtaui
;

and Petrie follows Breasted in calling him ilenthu-

hetep IV, but makes him No. 7 in the dynasty, and places him before

Menthuhetep III Sankhkara, whom he makes No. 9 in the dynasty

and calls ilenthuhetep V. ^Menthuhetep Nebtauira sent his Wazir
Amenemhat to the Wadi Hammamat to quarry blocks of stone for

a sarcophagus and cover, and the inscriptions of both king and official

record the successful performance of the mission. Amenemhat
says that he took ten thousand m.en with him, and if this statement

be a fact, it is impossible to believe that such an army was necessary

for the carrying out of what must after all have been a comparatively

small quarrying operation. The god IMenu apparently approved
of the mission, for he made himself manifest, and the birth of a

kid, and heavy rain, falling when it was urgently needed, were

regarded as lucky portents.^ Manetho says that the Xlth dynasty
consisted of 16 Theban Kings, among whom was Ammenemes.
He, it seems certain, was no other than the Amenemhat mentioned
above, and was probably Amenemhat I, the first king of the Xllth
dynasty. If this be so Nebtauira would appear to have been the

last king of the Xlth dynasty.

The JIiddle Kingdom

The Twelfth Dynasty. From Thebes.

The monuments show that this dynasty consisted of eight kings :

four bore the name of Amenemhat, three the name of Usertsen, or

Senusrit, and the eighth was called Sebekneferura. Amenemhat I

,

whose name suggests that he was a follower of Amen, the chief

local god of Thebes, in whose honour he founded a temple, sup-

ported by his armed followers, removed the dependants of the
Menthuhetep kings from his path and seized the throne. The
priests of Amen, a very ancient god, whose cult is known to have
existed under the Ilnd dynasty, were more powerful than those of

Menthu at Hermonthis, and therefore an Amenemhat and not a
Menthuhetep became king. Amenemhat was an able and vigorous
king, and as a result of his firm rule and wise foresight the material
prosperity of the country increased greatly. The quarries in the
Wadi Hammamat and Turah were worked diligently, and the
greatest temples in Upper and Lower Egypt vrere reptaired, and in

some cases rebuilt. He reduced the great tribes of Nubia and the

1 The inscriptions cvere published bj’- Lepsius, iJenkmdlcy, Bd. II, BI, 149,
but more fully by Golenischeff in his Epigraphical Results of an Excursion to

Wddi Hamm&mdi, pp. 65-79 and pll. I-XVIII, St. Petersburg, 18S7.
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Northern Sudani to subjection, and overcame all his enemies, both
native and foreign. Choosing neither Thebes nor i\Iemphis he

built himself a fortified palace called Athet Taui,

i.e.,
“ Conqueror of the Two Lands,” on the west =

bank of the Nile, about 30 miles to the south of is

Memphis. The king’s policy in dealing with the

nobles of the country is well illustrated by the inscription of

Khnemuhetep at Bani Hasan, which shows that Amenemhat was
strong, wise and just. Towards the close of his life an attempt

was made one night, through the connivance of the palace ofiicials,

to murder him, but he either slew or put to flight his would-be

assassins.’ Probably as a result of this incident he associated his

son Usertsen I (Sen-Usrit) with him in the rule of the kingdom. Ke

built his pyramid Oa-nefer, ^ J / \ , at Al-Lisht, probably near

his fortified palace
;
he reigned in all 30 years. Shortly before his

death his son and co-regent was conducting a campaign in the

Western Delta, and with liim was a young officer called Sanehat.

When news reached the prince that his father was dead, he at once

returned to substantiate his claim to the throne. But in the mind
of Sanehat the news struck terror, and watching his opportunity

he hid himself in the brushwood, and then fled from the army,

and got out of the country into Palestine as fast as he could. He
had many adventures, nearly died of thirst, was rescued by the

nomads, and married a woman of quality and became a great shekh.

He won great fame and riches by slaying an insolent and arrogant

mighty man of war of the Goliath type. The reason why Sanehat

took to flight when he heard of the king’s death is not clear
;

it

has been suggested that he was a son of Amenemhat I, and was

afraid that he might be put to death. The story of Sanehat was

very popular among the Egyptians.®

Amenemhat I was succeeded by his son Usertsen I (Sen-Usrit^),

who reigned for 45 years, 1 0 of which he was co-regent with hi.5 father,

and 3 co-regent with his son. iManetho calls him ‘‘ Sesonchosis,”

with the variant “ Sesortosis,” from which “ Sesostris ” was evolved.

^ The American excavations at Datufah, near the Island of Arko, a little

to the south of the Third Cataract, proved that the fort there was held by

Amenemhat I, and by Pepi II of the Vlth dimasty.
^ The king describes the attack in his ” Teaching,’' a XIXth dynasty copy

of which is preserved in the Brit. IMus. Papyrus Sallier II. Many parts of it

have been translated by ^laspero, Amelineau, Erman, Griffith and others.

® The hieratic text was published by Lepsius.Z/cwAjwrtfer, Abth.\ I, IJll 101-7.

The best translations are those of Erman, Az's den Papyrus, pp. 14-29, and

Gardiner, Die Erzdhlung des Sinuhe, Leipzig, 1904.

* These words seem to mean " Brother (or associate) oi Usrit,’ IroQiT’

or
P

,
a form ol the goddess Isis worshipped at Tbebes ;

she is

mentioned in Chapters CX and CXLV of the Book of the Dead,
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In this reign the old copper mines in Sinai were reopened and new
ones worked, and many temples were repaired. Ust^rtsen I re-

founded the great temple of Ann (Heliopolis) and had a description

of his work cut upon a stele which was set up in it.^ One of the two
obelisks, with metal pyramidions, which he set up in'LrontXof it is

still standing, and is 65 feet high.- He sent an' expAiitioh into

Nubia under the leadership of Ameni, who was buried, at Eiani-

Hasan, and the great chiefs of Elephantine who owned tge oarayans

that traded between their town and the South assisted the royal

forces. Some of them, e.g., Sarenput, marched with thend so far

as the modern town of Dongola. An Egyptian fort and temple
were built at Buhen (Wadi Halfah), and Haptchefa, an Egyptian,

was appointed governor of the district round about the modern
town of Karmah, at the head of the Third Cataract. This district

is called Kas, \Cn and is the Kush, or Cush, of the

Bible. The object of such expeditions, or raids, as they ought to

be called, was to obtain gold and slayes a.nd the products of the
South, even as it was in the da_\-s of Seneferu. An Egyptian officer

was sent also to the Oasis of Khargah in the Western Desert to

extend the authority of Pharaoh over the peoples of the Oases,

and to take tribute from the caravans that traded with Dar Fur
and Kordofan. The king’s pyramid at Al-Lisht was excavated in

1908-14 by the iletropolitan aluseum of New York, and 10 large

statues of him were found in it.

Amenemhat II, the Ammanemes of Manetho, who says that
he was slain by his eunuchs, reigned about 35 years, including
3 as co-regent with his father and 3 with his son. No military
expeditions were undertaken during this reign, but the mines of

Sinai were worked by a large colony of Egyptians at Sarabit
al-Khadim, for whose benefit a temple to the goddess Hathor was
erected. Several great officials were sent to the Sudan to fetch
gold, precious stones, etc., and fortified rest-houses were built

by the Egyptians for the protection of the men who brought the gold
to Elephantine. It is probable that most of them were by the
river, at least as far as Buhen (Wadi Halfah). Some officials were
sent to Punt via the Wadi Hammarard, and thus the Egyptian
Sudan was being regularly opened up in two direcrions. Amenem-

hat II built a pyramid called Kherp,
| /\^ .

at Dahshur,

which was excavated by De Morgan.
Usertsen II (Sen-Usrit) reigned 19 years, during 3 of which

he was co-regent with his father. Like his father he continued the

1 A copy of the opening lines of it is preser\'ed on a leather roll now in
Berlin ;

.see Stern in Ae^;. Ztit
, 1874, p 85 ff.

2 His obelisk at Begig. now fallen, is 48 feet in ienmh
; ;ee Lepsius

Denk::iciltr, Abth. 11, 111 119.
°
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“ peaceful penetration ” of the Sudan by fostering trade with the

South, and tho import of gold into Eg\^pt in his reign was very
considerable, m the sixth year of his reign 37 Amu, or nomads
of the Eastern Desert (Semites), brought a gift of mestcheinnt

j|]

jl 1, i.e., antimony (Coptic CTHiUL), for eye-paint

;

the scene of the presentation is depicted on the walls of the tomb of

Khnerriuhetep at Bani-Hasan. Usertsen II built a pyramid at the

mouth of the great canal leading to the Fajyum at a place now
called Al-Lahun. It was brrilt of sun-dried bricks cased with stone,

and was opened by Mr. G. W. Fraser. About a mile and a-half from
the ruins of this pjuamid, at Kahim, are the ruins of the town in

which the workmen who built the p\Tamid lived
;

here were found
several important, but fragmentary, papj'ri and many fragments of

Minoan pottery.

^

Usertsen III (Sen-Usrit) reigned about 38 years and effected

the annexation of Nubia and of the Egyptian Sudan so far as the

head of the Second Cataract. In the eighth year of his reign he
cleared out, repaired and enlarged the old canal which had Ixcn made
in the First Cataract by Una in the Vlth dynasty, thus doing away
with a difficult and time-wasting “ portage.” He carried out three

or four very lucrative campaigns in Nubia and built the famous
fortresses at Samnah and Kummah, on rocky eminences overlooking

the Nile, about 30 miles south of Wadi Halfah. He fortified Jazirat

al-ilalik (Uronarti), where Crowfoot and Budge discovered the great

red granite inscribed royal stele which they took to Khartum in

1906, and many other places in the Second Cataract, especially

Matukah and Mirgissi. He despised the natives, whom he describes

in his inscriptions as “ cowardly and mean-spirited,” and he boasts

that he reaped the crops which they had sown, and stopped their

wells, and slew their cattle, and carried oil their women. And he

prohibited any ” Black ” from passing vSamnah and Kummah
except for trading purposes. The Sesostris of later tradition, of

whom Usertsen III was no doubt the original, is said to have been a

mighty traveller, and to have conquered all Asia in nine I’ears, and

Europe so far as Thrace. But the monuments show that all his

expeditions were in Nubia, and that onl_v once did one of his ofheers,

Khusebek by name, invade any other country. This official made
a raid into Palestine, but its object seems to have been booty, not

conquest. The pi'ramid built by Usertsen III at Dahshur was

excavated by De Morgan in 1 894 ; outside the enclosing wall of the

pyramid he found the royal funerart" cedar-wood boat, ivhich was

about 30 feet long, and was broad enough to hold a double line

of row'ers and a sledge. Some have identified Usertsen III, or

“ Lachares,” with the Nachares of Christian chronographers, in

whose reign the patriarch Abraham is said to have visited Egypt.

^ On tins pottery see Hall in Cambridge Ancient History, \'ol. I. p. 307
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Amenemhat III, the greatest king of the Xllth dynasty, reigned

about 48 j'ears, and is called “ Lamares ” by Strabo. No great wars

of conquest or raids for booty were undertaken by him, but he

devoted himself to increasing the material prosperity of his country.

Art, sculpture and architecture flourished under his powerful pro-

tection, and the monuments prove that his building operations

continued throughout his reign. The quarries in Sinai were worked
and vast quantities of stone were quarried in the W'adi Hammamat,
Crocodilopolis and Turah. He carried out great works in con-

nection with the irrigation of the country. He increased the area

watered by the old canal now called Bahr Y’usuP by means of a

huge embankment, and reclaimed a large quantity of land from the

bed of the great depression in the limestone which was known as

Lake Moeris. The Birkat al-Kurun in the western Fayyum is

all that is left of Lake Moeris, which, it has now been shown, was
not an artificial lake, as Herodotus thought. Lake Moeris was said

to be 150 miles in circumference and to have an area of 750 miles,

and to be 50 paces deep ; the surface of Birkat al-Kurun is 150 feet

below sea-level,- and its cubic contents are equal to 1,500,000,000

cubic metres. Amenemhat III had records kept of the height

reached by the waters of the Nile at Samnah and Kummah, and
these show that the river-level was 26 feet higher during the Inunda-
tion than it is at the present time. These are dated in years 3,

5, 7, 9, 14, 15, 22, 23, 24, 30, 32, 37, 40, 41 and 43 of the king’s reign,

and they may have been connected in some way with regulating the

inflow of water into Lake Moeris. He built the great temple which
Herodotus (II, 148), Strabo (XVII, 37) and Diodorus (I, 5) call the

Labyrinth. This was nothing but the large temple dedicated to

Sebek, the Crocodile-god, which he built to the south of his pyramid
tomb,® now known as the Pyramid of Hawarah^; this is said to

have stood between the entrance to the Fayyum and Crocodilo-

polis (Arsinoe) and to have had an area measuring 1,000 feet by
800 feet. The remains of the temple were used in building the
railway ! The king set up two great statues of himself, each about
40 feet high, not in the middle of Lake Moeris, as Herodotus thought,
but close by. The remains of the pedestals on which the',’ were
placed existed a few years ago, and were called by the natives
Pharaoh’s Chairs {Kirasi al-Fir'atin). The sphinxes which Mariette
found at San (Tanis), and believed to be the work of the Hyksos,

^ It lea\-es the Nile a little to the north of Asyut and, passing throuf'h a
gap in the Libyan mountains, enters the Fayyum after a course of about
200 miles.

“ The average level of Lake Moeris was 80 feet above the Mediterranean
Sea.

» Opened by Petrie in 1889 ; for a description of the king’s wonderful
tomb see Kahiin, Giirob and Hatvara, p. 12.

* Petrie, Hawara, pp. 5 and 6.
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were undoubtedly made for Amenemhat Hid That the face

of the Sphinx at Gizah is a portrait of this king is not so certain.

The Teaching of Sehetepabra was written during the reign of

Amenemhat III.

The reigns of Amenemhat IV and Sebekneferura, the l.ist

monarchs of this dynasty, wrre unimportant
;
the latter, a woman,

is called " Skemiophris ” by Manetho. The monuments mention

Her, a king with the prenomen of Auabra, who must have reigned,

probably as a co-regent, with Usertsen III or Amenemhat, about

this time, and also an Usertsen with the prenom.en of Seneferabra.

The Thirteenth Dynasty from Thehes and the Fourteenth Dynasty

from Xo'is.

Manetho says that the Theban kings of the Xlllth dynasty

were 60 in number, and that they reigned 453 years, and that

the Xoite kings of the XIVth dynasty were 76 in number, and
that thej’ reigned 184 or 484 years. The King-Lists and other

monuments supply the names of about 1 08 kings who reigned during

the period betv.-een the end of the Xllth dynasty and the beginning

of the first Hyksos dynasty (the XA’th), and it is possible that

scarabs may supply a good many more, but very few of these kings

had the right to assume the title of
“ King of the South

and North.” When death removed the wise head and strong hand of

Amenemhat, all the great nobles in Egypt knew that he could have

no real successor, and each proceeded to assert his independence

and to usurp authority. i\.t Thebes the families of the Antefs and the

Menthuheteps and the Amenemhats probably put forward claimant«

to the throne, and the nomarch of Lower Egypt no doubt did the

same, and it is more than probable that there were two or more nobles

wEo called themselves “ King of the South and North ” at the same

time. f'Janetho’s totals of the years of the reigns of these “ kings
”

must be too high, but at present there is no evidence available to

correct them. When Amenemhat III died he left Egypt rich and

prosperous, for all the gold in the Sudan and the Eastern Desert

was at his disposal. In fact, EgS’pt wms well worth plundering,

and all her enemies were well aware of this fact, and not many
scores of years can have passed before the people were robbed of

their wealth, and they were reduced to the state of subjection to

w'hich thev were accustomed when there was no really powerful

central authority in Egj'pt.

The first king of the Xlllth dynasty was a Theban called

Khutauira Ugaf (?)

his reign or why he was permitted to ascend the throne. The

,
but nothin.g is known of

J

1 This proved by Golenischeff m litcviil, X\', p 131 If
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next king who exercised any real power was Sekhemkhutauira
Sebekhetep I, whose name is found on the rocks at Samnah in

connection with the registers of the heights of the Nile during the

Inundations of the first four years of his reign. There were several

kings called Sebekhetep, whose true sequence cannot be stated, and
Sebekemsaf and Sebekemsauf

;
all these were votaries of the

Crocodile-god Sebek and they may have belonged to the family of

Amenemhat III, the founder of Crocodilopolis. Sebekhetep II

was succeeded by Neferlietep, who took the prenomen of Khase-
sheshra, the son of the priest Hafinkhf by the princess Kema,

His wife was called Senseneb, and he had four

children. He was a zealous votary of Osiris, and he established the

worship of this god at Abydos in accordance with the information on
the subject that he derived from a perusal of the rolls of papyri
in the library of the great temple at Heliopoli.s.i He seems to have
had a co-regent in his brother, who became Sebekhetep III, with
the prenomen Khfmeferra. Sebekhetep III was the greatest king of

the dynast}-, and hi^ rule extended from the northern Delta to the

foot of the Fourtli Cataract. He built a temple on the Island of

Argo (Arkaw or Argaw), near Dongola, and had two statues of him-
self, each about 24 feet high, quarried to set up before it.- The temple
suggests that there was an Jyg\-ptian garrison near to protect the

caravans from the South and to receive the gold which came from
there. The granite statue of Sekhemuatchtauira in the I’ritish

l\Iuseum was found near this place. Among the kings of the XlYtli
dynast}', who were said to come from Xois,^ were Mermasbau, who
ruled from 'Fanis

,
wlicre two statues (jf him were found among the

ruins of the temple of Ptah, and Nehsi or Ranehsi, who also seeing

to ha\'e ruled from Tani^. These were probably C()ntemj)orarie.'

of the earlier Thetian kings of the Xlllth dynast\-. Among the last

kings of the Xllltii dynastv must come Antef-a Herhermaat-
sesheshra,_ Antef-a his brotlier, Antef-a Upmaatsesheshra,
and Antef-a Nubkheperra. The monuments show that the last

of these posses.sed considerable {lower in Fg\-pt, and his tomb i^

mentioned in the Abi>ott ICqrvnis. Tlie princiii.d do. -ament of his

reign is a decree inscribed on a door-jamb at Cuptjis, ' which orders
the expulsion of a priest of IMcnu from the temple of tins god and
the sequestration of his >tipend, and forbids the einp!o\Tnent of his

sons in any prii,-^tl}- ca{)acity. The delinquent Tcta, the -o/n of
.Menuhetep, had, in -ome way unepcciiied, acted dislovedlv and

' The 'tel. iL.- -..Ii-ie li.e (ai.t u,v ;'u'.iii-.liei! ].%
, -.ii-

pl 28 1-1.

' '

- 1 h'. \ ".eie .iietr; - i ..ii toe i.e-i!. , : , .e, >,, ,j,
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treasonably against his god and king. Another king who reigned
towards the end of the Xlllth dynasty was Khentcher, ’ivhose

prenomen was Enmailtraenkha (?)

The Fifteenth and Sixteenth Dynasfie>^. Hyksos.

The rule of the Kings of the Xlllth and XIVth dvnasties was
brought to an end by the invasion of Egypt through her nortli-ea-t

frontiers by a eonfederation of nomad tribes that made their wae'

into the Delta and destroveel the temples and burned tiie towns
and enslas’cd the people. The native documents, of course. sa\'

nothing about these people, tlnaigh they are referred to in later

inscrhitions as the ‘‘ iilthv ones," fl F .
^ hlanetho calls

1 _CI1 T- o. Ill

them Hykshos, or " Shepherd-Kings," and Josephus Hyksos,

adding the same c.xplanation of the name as ilanetho. The form

of the name given by iilanctho represents the Egyptian
J
d ^ ^

Td v'T 1
Sh.\su, i.e., ‘‘ Shasu-Chiefs," but in this

we no doubt see the plural form of the equivalent of the title that the

Hyksos king Khian adopted as his own,
J
d

^ ^ ^

, Hkq semtl'T

' Prince of the deserts." Hanetho knew quite well that the desert

folk were nomads, Tm4 ^ ^ ^ |

t:hasi!. and that they were

shepherds bv profession, but robbers of caravans whenever they had

an opportunit\’. There were Semites of many kinds among them,

men from Sinai and Palestine, and Syrians, .Hut the nost that

invaded the Delta and occupied it must have had among them

men with mhlitury training who were armed with effective weapons

and probably led by officers skilled in the arts of war, who were

determined to occupy the Delta and rule the country. Xo mere

confederation of nomad tribes bent on plunder could have done what

the\’ did. hlanctlio savs the kings of the XVth dynasty were of

Phoenician or Canaanitish origin, but some authorities think that

they were Syrians supported by Aryans, and that they invadeu

Egypt with chariots and horses, to which the Egyptians were

strangers. Alanetho gives the names of six of these kings, viz ,

Salatis, Boon (or Bnon), Pachnan (or Apachiias), Staan, Archies

(or Assis) and Aphubis- (or Apbp-his). They ruled from Xemphis,

1

^ Cudeje, \ o 1. TIT, p

and tlie ionn
|

i i

'

IS know n

sec - hg. Zett
, 13^1 4r>, p. 140.

-The Rhiml Papvrus iTtnv Mas, Nu. lUO.Ss
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^
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k
He-t Uar.the old capital, and from Avaris,

a new capital which they founded in the Eastern Delta. When
the invaders were settled in the Delta, little by little they began to

assume titles like the old Pharaohs, and we find that one of them,

whom lilanetho calls “Aphobis,” in Egyptian Apepa, ^ q
(I)

enclosed his name in a cartouche and adopted tlic prenomen
Auserra as King of the South and North, Another king of the

same name adopted a Horus name, Seheteptaui, H

“ Pacifier of the Two Lands,” and he and many others called them-

selves ” son of Ra.” One of the most important of tlie Hyksos

kings was Khian, 'j ^ I
(the lannas of i\lanctho).

whose names are found on the basalt lion weight in the British

Museum (No. 987), which George Smith, the Assyriologist, purchased
in Baghdad, and on a statue discovered by Naville at Bubastis.^

Mariette discovered at San (Tanis) a stele^ mentioning a king called

Nubti, with the prenomen of Setapehti, and stating that he reigned

400 years before Rameses II
;
but som,e think that Nubti was the god

Set, and that the period is mythological. The names of a great

many Hyksos kings and princes are known from scarabs, but it is

impossible to arrange them chronologically at present
;

some of

the names are manifestly vSemitic, but the greater number of them
are not.® The e.xact length of the reigns of the Hyksos is unknown,
but it probabK did not exceed 200 years.

The Seventeenth Dynasty.

According to IManetho the Hyksos kings of this dynasty were
43 in number, and they reigned 151 years

; the Theban kings
were also 43 in number, and they reigned 151 years. These
statements have no historical value. The monuments make it quite
clear that the Theban kings were in subjection to the Hyksos,
for remains found at Gebelen prove that these hated foreigners
were the de facto lords of Upper Egypt. The American e.xcavators
at Dafufah, near Karmah, at the head of the Third Cataract, found
that the “ Plain of Potsherds was covered with masses of pottery
of the Hyksos Period, and on the north side of Dafufah they found a
“ H5'ksos cemetery.” The question which now arises naturally is,

1 On the \-ase co\'er inscribed with this king's name found by Sir A Evans
at Knossos ;

see the Annual of the British School at Athens, Vol. \'II, p, 65.
-Described byjle Rouge in Rev. Arch., tom. IX, 1864, and figured in

Itudge, liiAory of \'ol. Ill, p, 157,
2 For lists see Xewbcri-y, Scarabs, p. 150 S.

;

Budge, Boob of Kin^s Vol I

p. 93 ff.

’ See the Bulletin, Boston, December. 1915, p 71.
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Was this pottery taken there by trading caravans from the North
in the ordinary way of business, or was it made there by the people

who formed a Hyksos colony in that great and ancient Sudani
trading-centre The cemetery^ suggests the existence of a Hyksos
colony, governed by Hyksos officials. Be this as it may, the only

Theban kings of the XVIIth dynasty are : Taua Seqenenra I,

whose tomb is mentioned in the Abbott Papyrus’
; Tauaa Seqen-

enra II, whose tomb is mentioned in the same papyrus ; Tauaqen
Seqenenra III, who was killed in fighting against the Hyksos®

;

Karnes, who was probably the son of Tauaqen, and Senekhtenra,
The Hj'ksos contemporary of Tauaqen was one of the kings called

Apepa, or Ra-Apepi as we know from the

Papyrus Sallier I (Brit. Mus. No. 10185). This document states

that Ra-Apepi wrote to Tauaqen from Avaris complaining that the

hippopotami in the sacred lake at Thebes made so much noise,

both by day and by night, that he was unable to sleep, and he called

upon him to let huntsmen deal with the noisy beasts. The text

suggests, too, that Ra-Apepi wished the Theban king to introduce

the worship of the Hyksos god Sutekh,
^ ® ^ ^ > into

Thebes. The chief value of this composition is that it shows that

Ra-Apepi was the overlord of Tauaqen. WTaat answer Tauaqen
sent to Avaris is not known, but it seems that war broke out between

the Hyksos and the Egyptians in his reign, and that with his head

almost battered to pieces he died fighting for the independence of

his people. The war was continued by Karnes, his son by Queen
Tetasheret, but nothing is known of his acts, and, though his reign

was short, he seems to have made his rule effective so far as Herak-

leopolis, perhaps even beyond. He married his sister Aahhetep, the

daughter of Tetasheret, whose famifi- seems to have belonged to

Khemenu (Hermopolis), and probably consolidated his kingdom by
so doing. Of their sons, one called Senekhtenra reigned for a year

or two, but nothing is known about him.

The New Kingdom

The Eighteoilh Dynasty. From Thebes.

The HjTsos were conquered and driven out of Egj'pt by

Aahmes (1), the Amos, Amases or Amosis of Manetho, the son of

Karnes and Aahhetep, who was the founder of the XVIIIth dynasty.

The story of the expulsion of the Hyksos is told by Aahmes, whose

^ Specimens of Ib'k.'^os pottery are exhibited in the British Museum; see

Guide to the 4th, 5th and &h Egyptian Rooms, p. 257.

“ Maspero, Enquite, p. 20.
“ His mummy was found at Per al-Bahari.

D
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father, Baba, had fought in the wars under Tauaqen (Seqenen-Ra III)

.

He was a native of Nekheb (Al-Kab), and was made captain of a

war-boat at an early age. He was present at the capture, by
Aahmes I, of Avaris, the Hyksos capital in the Eastern Delta, and
was on several occasions rewarded with gifts of gold and slaves.

He followed the king in the pursuit of the H3’ksos to Sharuhen
(mentioned in Joshua xix, 6), and witnessed the capture of that

city. A namesake and fellow-citizen, Aahmes-pen-Xekheb, describes

a further pursuit of the Hyksos b\' the king, who pushed his forces

through Palestine and invaded Southern Syria. Aahmes I also

sent an expedition into Nubia and reduced the tribes between
Al-Kab and Elephantine and the Nubians to subjection. W'ith a
portion of the spoil obtained bj' his successful warfare he endowed
the temple of Amen at Karnak, and so laid the foundation of the

great wealth and power of the priesthood of Amen, or Amen-Ra,
“ King of the gods ” at Thebes.

Amenhetep I, the Amenophthis of Manetho, sent an expedition
to raid Nubia and re-established the Eg\-ptian frontier in the south
at Kash, in the Third Cataract, and captured the captain of the
Blacks and appointed an overlord for their country. He also raided
a district of Libya and a portion of Syria, and returned with much
spoil, a portion of which he devoted to rebuilding the temple of

Amen and endowing the priesthood thereof. The incorporation of the
name of Amen in his name proclaims the influence of the priesthood
of Amen over his family and their devotion to this god. Amen-
hetep’s predecessor had been a votary of the Moon-god Aah, and
the god’s name formed part of his own.

Tchehutimes (Thothmes I), the Tuthmosis of Manetho,

married Princess Aahmes (' I —

j

, and thus consolidated his

claim to the throne
;
his mother was called Senseneb. He at once

appointed a viceroy over Lower and Upper Nubia, who bore the title
“ Prince of Kash (Cush),” and caused records of his accession to be cut
on the rocks at Buhen and other parts of Nubia. In the second year
of his reign he set out for Nubia, taking with him the two officers

called Aahmes (Amasis), who had serv^ed under his predecessors,
and, according to the story of one of them, he engaged in the fight

personally and slew his antagonist. He built a fort on the Island
of Tombos near the head of the Third Cataract, and in the stele

which he set up there he boasts that his kingdom extends from this

point to the Euphrates, a river which, up to that time at all events,
he had never seen. He returned to Thebes with the body of the
Nubian chief, whom he had slain, hanging head downwards from
the bows of his boat. He next led an expedition into Svria and
marched as far north as the country of the great rivers (Naharina),
and took many prisoners and obtained great spoil. His captains
Aahmes, the son of Baba, and Aahmes-pen-Nekheb, performed
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splendid acts of personal bravery, and one brought into the king’s

camp a chariot and horses and the charioteer, and the other a

chariot and a horse and 21 hands which he had cut off from his

prisoners’ bodies ! Thothmes I set up a stele somewhere in Syria

to commemorate his victories, and it was seen by Thothmes III.

He devoted a large share of his spoil to the repairs of the temples

throughout the land, and he built a splendid pylon at Karnak in the

temple of Amen, and set up two granite obelisks there in honour of

Amen-Ra. These, the successors of the “ sun-stones ” of Heliopolis,

probably mark the fusion of Amen, the old god of Thebes, with

Ra, the foreign Sun-god of Heliopolis. Thothmes I also rebuilt

and refurnished the temple of Osiris at Abydos.
Thothmes II, the Chebros or Chebron of Manetho, was the son

of Thothmes I by Princess Mutnefert. He had been co-regent with

his father, just as had been his half-brothers Uatchmes and Amenmes
and his half-sister Hatshepsut, who were the offspring of Thothmes I

by Queen Aahmes. Uatchmes and Amenmes died before Thothmes I,

and when this king died Thothmes H and Hatshepsut had equal

claims to the throne, so they married each other and reigned jointly.

The above statements rest upon the facts which, it seems to the

present writer, may be legitimately deduced from the evidence of

the monuments. But some think that Thothmes I had one son,

called Thothmes, by his wife Princess Aahmes, and another son,

also called Thothmes, by a lady of inferior birth whose name was
Aset. Thothmes, son of Aset, they say, compelled Thothmes I

to abdicate and became the king whom we know as Thothmes HI.

He married Hatshepsut, and the two reigned jointly for a few years,

then Thothmes III, having dissociated Hatshepsut from the rule

of the kingdom, had her name cut out of the monuments. Then
Thothmes, the son of Princess Aahmes, overthrew Thothmes, the son

of Aset, who was reigning, and re-established his father Thothmes I

as co-regent, and also cut out Hatshepsut’s name from the monu-
ments. When Thothmes I died, Thothmes, son of Princess Aahmes,

reigned alone
;
on his death Thothmes, son of Aset, resumed

his reign and, the breach between himself and his half-sister

being patched up, he remarried Hatshepsut and they reigned

jointly. When Hatshepsut died he became sole king. This theory,

which was first propounded by Sethe,^ has few, if any, facts to

support it, and is contradicted by the general evidence of the monu-

ments of the period. It has been adopted by Breasted, “ who,

however, in his History (p. 267), frankly states that his “ reconstruc-

tion is not without difficulties.” Elsewhere, in a book published in

the same year as his History (1906), he says that Sethe’s explanation

^ See his Untersuchungen, I, Leipzig, 1896, pp. 1-58, and Aeg. Zeit.,

Bd. XXXVI, p. 24 f.

^ “A New Chapter in the Life of Thothmes III,” published in Sethe s

Untersuchungen, Vol. II, Leipzig, 1900.
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“ is the first, and thus far the only scientific study of the problem

employing and reckoning with all the materials.”^ Sethe’s argu-

ments about the mutilation and recutting of Hatshepsut’s name on

the walls of her temple at Der al-Bahari are wholly rejected by
Naville,^ who knows more about that building than any other man.

Von Hissing has showm® that Sethe’s principal assumptions are

wholly unfounded, and Hall’s remarks'* reveal the unsoundness

of the arguments that Sethe and Breasted have adduced in support

of their theory.

During the reign of Thothmes II the Nubians again rebelled, and

raided the Egyptian caravans and made incursions into Egyptian

territory. An Egyptian army marched into Nubia, pillaging,

burning and destroying as it w'ent, and an inscription at Aswan says

that every male was killed, with the exception of one of the sons of

the Prince of Kash, who, with his family, was taken prisoner, bound
in fetters, and brought before the king, who set his feet upon his body.

The usual loot was brought back to Thebes, and the god Amen
received his share. In this reign the Egyptians made a raid into

Retenu, or Northern Syria, and captured so many prisoners that

their general, Aahmes-pen-Nekheb, was unable to count them.

Hatshepsut, who adopted the prenomen of Maatkara (the

Amensis or Amersis of Manetho), married her half-brother, Thothmes
II, and, when he died, became Queen of Egypt. She had been

associated by her father, Thothmes I, with himself in the rule of

the kingdom, and the experience that she had thus gained, coupled

with her great natural ability and forceful personality, made her

rule effective. Her husband seems to have been a weakling, both
mentally and physically, and the government of the country fell

somewhat naturally into her capable hands. She seems to have
been a prototype in most ways of Salih Ayyub’s slave-woman, the

famous Shajar ad-durr, who held courts, presided over councils,

and attended to the discipline of the army, until the arrival of her

lord’s heir, Turanshah.® Hatshepsut sent a fleet of five ships to

Punt, and their commander, Nehsi, brought back large quantities

of myrrh, “ green gold,” spices for incense, ebony, boomerangs, eye-

paint, leopard skins, and a number of apes and dog-headed baboons.

The reception of the Egyptians by Paruhu, Prince

of Punt, w'as most friendly. The great architect, Senmut, built for

Hatshepsut the famous temple with three terraces, called Tcheser
Tcheseru, at Der al-Bahari, and on its w'alls she caused to be

' Ancient Records, Vol. II, p. 53.

2 Aeg. Zeit., Bd. XXXV, p. 30 £f., and Bd. XXXVII, p. 48 ff.

’ Aeg. Zeit., Bd. XLI, p. 126.
* Ancient History, pp. 286, 287.
5 Her story is well told by Lane-Poole in his Egypt in the Middle Ages

p. 237 ff.

f
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sculptured a series of reliefs depicting the principal events of this

expedition. Another series of reliefs in this temple illustrated

the fiction of her being begotten by Amen-Ra, King of the gods,

who was held to have consorted with her mother in the form of a

man. Hatshepsut caused herself to be represented in male form,

with a beard, and in masculine attire, for she believed herself to be
a counterpart of the god Amen, and in her inscriptions masculine

pronouns and verbal forms are used in speaking of her. She was
a loyal servant of Amen, and enriched his temple, and set up there

four mighty granite obelisks^ to the glory of her god and the memorj^
of her father, Thothmes I. They were quarried at Aswan by Senmut
and brought to Thebes in seven months—a wonderful piece of work.

Hatshepsut rebuilt and repaired many of the temples in Egypt,
and devoted a large portion of the spoil and tribute that came to

her to their endowment. Under her patronage the arts and crafts

flourished, and though there is no evidence that she conducted
any wars of conquest, none of the frontiers of Egypt was thrust

back during her reign.

Thothmes III, the Misaphris or Misphragmuthosis of Manetho,

was the son of Thothmes II and Queen Aset (Isis), and nephew and,

perhaps, husband of Queen Hatshepsut, with whom he reigned as

co-regent for about 21 years. Though as co-regent he had the rank

and titles of the King of Egypt, he possessed no real power, for his

aunt ruled absolutely, even as she had ruled when she was co-regent

with Thothmes II. As soon as Hatshepsut was dead Thothmes
determined to make the peoples of Western Asia, wlro had promptly
refused to pay tribute to Egypt and had declared themselves inde-

pendent, to submit again to Egyptian supremacy. In the 22nd year

of his reign (which included the years of his co-regency) he set

out on his first expedition to Syria, defeated a confederation of

Asiatics, and besieged and captured the town of Megiddo, and
returned to Egypt with an enormous amount of spoil. Expeditions

followed in the 24th, 25th, 29th, 30th, 31st, 33rd, 34th, 35th, 36th,

37th, 38th, 39th, 40th, 41 st, and 42nd (?) years of his reign, but it

was the earlier expeditions that made him master of all Northern

Syria and the country to the east of the Euphrates. In the 30th

year of his reign he captured Kadesh, Simyra, and Arvad, and two

years later he set up a tablet at Ni, (I (I
side by side with

that of Thothmes I, to mark the limit of the Egyptian Empire
to the East in Western Asia. Whilst in this country Thothmes HI
hunted elephants, and his general, Amenemheb, says that he helped

his master to capture 120 of them,
^ J]^ and

that on one occasion he saved the king's life by cutting off the trunk

^ One of these is still standing.
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of an elephant which was attacking him. The account of these

campaigns, which was most carefully written day by day on a

leather roll by the scribe Thanni, shows that Thothmes III was a

good tactician and mihtary administrator, a bold and fearless

general, and the narratives of his acts and deeds recorded on many
monuments prove that he w'as the greatest of all the kings who sat

on the throne of Pharaoh. As a conqueror and statesman the only

other Egyptian king who can possibly be compared with him is

Usertsen (Sen Usrit) III, and this opinion was shared by the Egyptians

themselves, for at Jabal Doshah, in the Sudan, the two names are cut

side by side. Towards the close of his life Thothmes III sent his

soldiers into Nubia, where the great tribes had revolted. In the

50th year of his reign he set out for the Sudan, and in passing through

the First Cataract he ordered the old canal, which had been made
under the Vlth dynasty, to be cleared out. He went on to Buhen
(Wadi Halfah) and, presumably, to Samnah, beyond Sarras, where he
ordered a temple to be built in honour of Usertsen III. On his return

to Egypt he passed through the canal in the Cataract, and about

four years later he died. His expeditions in Western Asia broke

the power of the Prince of Kadesh and his powerful allies, and the

amount of spoil, gifts and tribute that Thothmes brought back to

Egypt as the result of them can hardly be imagined. His tribute

from Nubia must have been veiy’ great, and the gifts that he received

from Cyprus and the neighbouring countries were not inconsider-

able. A large proportion of his spoil he devoted to the enlarge-

ment of the great temple of Amen and the endowment of the

priests, and the great colonnade^ built by him at Karnak proves

that he was as great a budder as he was soldier. He rebuilt and
repaired all the great temples of Eg\-pt, he built a fort in the Lebanon
mountains, and founded the great temple at Sulb on a plain on the

left bank of the Nile in the Third Cataract. He set up four great

obelisks at Thebes
;
one is on the hill of the Lateran in Rome, one

in New York, one on the Thames Embankment, and a part of the
fourth is in Constantinople. Thothmes HI was buried in the
Valley of the Tombs of the Kings, and his tomb was discovered by
Loret in 1898. The best summar\- of his conquests is found on a
large stone stele, which was originally set up in the great temple
of Amen at Karnak and is now in the Egy ptian Museum in Cairo

;

it was discovered by Mariette and published by him in his Album,
pi. 32, and in his Karnak, pi. 11. Many translations of it exist.

Amenhetep II, the Amenophis of l\Ianetho, was the son of

Thothmes III, and for a short time before his father's death he had
been his co-regent. \\'hen Thothmes III died the peoples of Western
Asia revolted, declined to pay their annual tribute to Egj’pt, and
declared themselves independent. Amenhetep set out at once to

^ It is about 150 feet long, 50 feet wide, and has 50 columns and 32 rect-
angular pillars.
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crash the rebellion, and defeated the enemy at Shemshu-Atum
;

he led his troops in person and captured many prisoners and horses
with his own hand. He then marched on and crossed the Orontes,
and a little later he captured seven rebel chiefs in their country of

Takhisa. Continuing his march he came to Ni, where he was
warmly welcomed, and soon after, probably at Akathi, the chiefs

of MitannP paid tribute and submitted to him. W'^hether he
marched into the country of Mitanni, which lay along the middle
Euphrates, is doubtful, but somewhere near the place where he
stayed his advance he set up a memorial tablet, as Thothmes III and
Thothmes I had done at Ni. His expedition, or rather raid, into

Syria procured for him much loot in the shape of 1,650 teben'^ of

gold, 210 horses, 300 chariots, hundreds of chiefs and 240 of their

wives, and a very large amount of copper.® With the spoil which
the king obtained in Upper Rethenu he brought back the bodies of

the seven chiefs whom he had slain in Takhisa, and he sailed up
the Nile with them suspended from the bows of his roj’al barge.

Six of the bodies were hung upon a gateway at Thebes, and the

seventh he sent up to Napata, to be hung on the city wall, so that

all men might know throughout Egypt and Nubia and Kash that

he had conquered the rebels in Western Asia. The mention of

Napata in his inscriptions shows that he was master of the Sudan
as far as the foot of the Fourth Cataract, but there is reason to believe

the influence of Egypt extended nearly as far south as the modern
town of Khartum. He built or rebuilt temples at Amfula and
Elephantine and carried out works at Karnak and Memphis and
Heliopolis. His mummy was found in his tomb by Loret in 1899.

Amenhetep H was succeeded by his son, Thothmes IV, the

Tuthmosis of 5Ianetho. According to the legend cut on the great

granite stele between the paws of the Sphinx he owed his throne

to the good offices of Heremaakhu, the god who is symbolized by
the Sphinx at Gizah, i.e., to the powerful priesthoods of Memphis
and Heliopolis. Be this as it may, he made an expedition into

Northern Syria early in his reign and returned laden with spoil,

and he gratified the priesthood of Amen at Thebes by bringing back
great logs of cedar wood from Lebanon to make a new sacred boat

for the god. For some reason, which is not quite clear, unless we
suppose that he was troubled by the trend of events that he saw
taking place in Northern Syria, Thothmes IV sent to Artatama, king

of Mitanni and grandfather of Tushratta, and asked for his daughter

to wife, and he had to make his request seven times before the

1 The kingdom of Mitanni only lasted 75 years Sieven of its kings are

known, viz., Saushshatar, .Artatama I, Shutarna I, Tushratta, Artatama II,

Shutatarra, and Mattiuaza. The Mitannian language was non-Senntic.
- The Ubeyi = between 90 and 91 grammes. Ten ttbcyi of gold would

represent about ;£105 of our money.
® 500,000 teben (about 44| tons).
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Mitannian king granted itT In due course the Princess of Mitanni

came to Egypt, probabty with a suitable escort of nobles and ladies,

and there seems to be little doubt that she brought with her the

religious beliefs that caused so much trouble in Egypt in later days.

Her native name is not known, but she seems to have been called

Mutemuaa, ,
in Egj-ptian, and she became

the mother of the next king, Amenhetep III. Thothmes IV,

encouraged by the counsel of Amen, made an expedition, in the

eighth year of his reign, into Nubia, where the tribes had revolted

on a large scale. WTiat he did there exactly cannot be stated, for

nearly one-half of the inscription on a rock in the First Cataract,

which tells the story of it, is destroyed. But we may assume that

the rebellion was put down in the usual way, and that when a

sufficient number of the natives had been killed the remainder

brought as gifts to the king slaves, male and female, gold and other

Sudani produce, which the king took back to Thebes. His reign was
too short (nine years or so) for the completion of any great building

work, but he did one remarkable thing at Thebes, for he finished

the work on the great granite obelisk, now known as the Lateran
Obelisk, which Thothmes III had left incomplete at his death, and
set it up. He added columns of text on the sides of the central

dedication texts of Thothmes III, and from those on the south
side of it we learn that the obelisk lay on its side unfinished for

35 years.

Amenhetep III, the Horos of Manetho and the Memnon of

Greek writers, was the son of Thothmes IV by the Mitannian
princess to whom the Egyptians gave the name of Mutemuaa.
The official fiction, which is illustrated by the bas-reliefs on the walls

of the temple of the Southern Apt {i.e., the Temple of Luxor), is that
he was begotten by Amen, who took the form of a man and companied
with Queen Mutemuaa. In the fifth year of his reign a rebellion broke
out in the country south of the Third Cataract (now the Dongola
Province) and Amenhetep, employing the Nubian regiments which
his viceroy Merimes had enrolled, marched to the South and
defeated the rebels utterly. About 300 of them were killed and their
hands cut off, and 750 of them were taken prisoners. Having
reduced the natives to subjection he went southwards on what may
be regarded as an exploring expedition, but, as the positions of the
places which he mentions, Hua, Kheskhet and Unshek, cannot be
located, we do not know how far south he went. When in the
Dongola Province it would be easy for him to march by the old
caravan route to the place called Matammah, nearty opposite
Shindi, on the Nile, and the Oebhu-Her, or Pool of Horus, where he
set up his memorial stele, may be the famous Gakdul Wells. From

* See the Tall al-‘Amarnah tablet, Berlin, No. 24 (ed. Winckler, p. 51).
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this time to the end of his reign the Egyptian viceroys collected

the tribute from Kash and the countries to the south and trans-

mitted it yearly to Thebes. Amenhetep III made several expedi-
tions into Western Asia, but these were to all intents and purposes
“ royal progresses.” The great kings of Babylon, Mitanni, and
Assyria, and the chiefs of Palestine and Syria, and even Cyprus,
were on the most cordial terms with him, and it is clear from the

evidence of the letters in cuneiform found at Tall al-‘Amarnah^ that

many of them regarded him not only as their overlord but also as

their friend. Vassal states paid their tribute regularly and, with the

riches of Western Asia and the Sudan pouring into her coffers,

Egypt became the most wealthy and prosperous country in the

world. All the Mesopotamian peoples remembered that the blood
of a Mitannian princess ran in the veins of Amenhetep III, and that

he was their kinsman, and not a foreigner. The pleasure that he
took in their lion hunts endeared him to the Euphratean shekhs,

and he strengthened the tie between them and himself by marrying
one, if not two, of the daughters of Kadashman Harbe, king of

Babylon, and the Mitannian princesses Tatumkhipa, daughter of

Tushratta, and Gilukhipa, daughter of Shutarna. His “ great chief

wife ” was Queen Ti, ^ |(,I
J,

the Te-i-e tfi of the

Tall al-‘Amarnah Tablets, daughter of luaa and Thuaa, who
appear to have been people of good position in life, and he coupled

her name with his own in all documents. It is clear that she was an
able woman, and maintained her influence over the king all his life,

Amenhetep III was a great builder. All the great quarries were

worked active!}’ in his reign, and he built :—the oldest part of the

Serapeum at Sakkarah, a great pylon, etc., at Karnak, the Temple
of Luxor, the great temple on the west bank of the Nile, with the

famous ” Colossi of Memnon,” a temple at Al-Kab, a temple at

Elephantine, a temple at Sadengah in the Sudan in honour of Ti,

his great Queen, and the magnificent sandstone temple at Sulb,

before which were placed the granite lions now in the British Museum.
He joined the Temples of Karnak and Lu.xor by an avenue with

rows of kriosphinxes on each side, and to please Tl he made a great

ornamental lake, 3,700 cubits long and 700 cubits broad, on the west

bank of the Nile, which is now probably represented by the Birkat

Habu. As the offlcial son of Amen he made splendid gifts to the

temple of the god at Karnak, and in this capacity was actually

worshipped as a god at Sulb in the Sudan. But he supported the

cult of Aten, of whom his wife Ti was a votary, as we see from the

The storv of the finding of these tablets is told in my A lis and Tigris,

Vol. I, p. 140. The texts arc published by Bezold and Budge, The Tell

cl-An:arna Tablets in the British JMuseum, London, 1892, and Winckler and

Abel, Der Thontcfetfund, Berlin, 1889, 1890 ; the best translations arc tho'-c

of Knudtzon, Die el Ainarna-Tafeln, Leipzig, 1907.
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great scarab’^ commemorating the making of her lake. The wealth
of Egj'pt in his reign was incalculable, for Egypt was then the trading

centre of the known world, and Amenhetep III spent the royal

revenue right royally on magnificent buildings, sculpture and
statuary, and on beautiful things of every kind ; he was the Roi Soldi
of all craftsmen, designers and artists. He was a liberal and tolerant

ruler, fond of pomp and ceremony, and pleasure and excitement,

but bold and courageous withal. The Asiatics loved Thothmes III,

the slayer of 120 elephants, and Amenhetep III, the slayer of 102

lions during the first ten years of his reign and of 96 wild cattle out of

a herd of 1 90 in the second year of his reign, was a man entirely after

their own heart. During the last half of his reign Amenhetep III

made no journey into Western Asia, and the Hittites took the
opportunity of seizing some of Egypt’s possessions there. They were
helped by a number of nomad tribes, and at length Amenhetep III

was obliged to send troops to drive out the invaders. The mistake
he made was in not going himself. The revolt was put down, and
peace restored, but the decay of Egypt’s power in Western Asia had
begun, and the rebels only waited for the king’s death to declare
their independence.

Amenhetep IV was the son of Amenhetep III by Queen Ti

;

he reigned about 17 years and died probably before he was 30,*

though the same authority who says that his mummy is that of a
man of 25 or 26 also says that he may have lived until he was 36 I®

Thus the anatomical evidence about his age is neither conclusive
nor definite. At what age Amenhetep IV began to reign is not
known, but it was before he was fifteen

;
his wife Nefertiti

was his half-sister, being the daughter of his father by a Meso-
potamian woman. He also inherited his father’s wife Tatumkhipa,

Tt ^ the daughter of Tushratta, king of Mitanni.*
As a child he imbibed religious ideas and beliefs which were not in
accordance with native Egyptian theolo^^ and under the tuition
of Ai, the husband of his nurse, and the influence of his mother Ti,
who seems to have been the de facto ruler of the country during the
last years of her husband’s life and the early years of her widowhood,
he adopted the cult of Aten. It is clear that he was clever and
unusually precocious, and fearless and courageous in giving effect
to his convictions at all costs, and the monuments show that his
obstinacy w^as great. In the early years of his reign he built a

Benben House, J J crm, i.e., a solar sanctuary in his temnle

of Gem-Aten at Thebes, and this provoked the enmity of the priests

1 On the five classes of great scarabs made to commemorate great events
in the king’s life see the section Scarabs in this book.

2 See Dr. Elliot Smith’s remarks in Davis, The Tomb of Queen Tivi London
1910.

’

“ Elliot Smith, Tutankhamen, London, 1923, p. 84.
* See Budge, History of Egypt, Vol. IV, p. 128.
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of Amen. In the sixth year of his reign he publicly declared his

adhesion to the cult of Aten, i.e., of the actual physical sun, and in

his religious madness he rejected all the non-solar gods of his country',

among them being the god Amen. Utterly regardless of the fact

that the whole social life of his capital was bound up in the cult of

Amen, he disbanded the priests of Amen and confiscated the revenues
of their god, thereby bringing chaos into his country. He had the

name of Amen and the word for " gods,” ^ j

, cut out from

the monuments. There was no god but Aten, he said, and though
this divine name was a very old one in Egypt, his dogmas con-
cerning his Aten were wholly abominable to the Egyptians generally.

Finding life unbearable at Thebes, he departed to a place about 300
miles to the north, and on the plain on the east bank of the Nile,

which measures about 3 miles by 5 miles, he founded his City of

God and new capital, which he called “ Aakhutenaten,” i.e., the
" Horizon of Aten.”^ The plain on the west bank was also made a
part of his capital, and he set up fourteen stelae, or “ boundary
stones,” to mark its limits. And he gave himself a new name,
” Aakhunaten,” which may mean something like “ Aten is content.”

This done he made himself high priest of Aten, with the ancient

title of Ur-maa, '* Great Seer,” and set to work

to promulgate his views among his adherents, whom from time to

time he rewarded lavishly. He built Aten temples in Nubia, Her-
monthis, Thebes, Memphis, and one in Syria, and a certain number
of interested officials imbibed his “ Teaching,” which is set forth in

the well-known hymn to Aten. Satisfied with his religion and
happy in his domestic circle,^ he passed several years in playing the

priest and directing the choral services in his temple, and the

religious dances, and the acrobatic performances in which his

followers delighted. IMeanwhile the power of Egypt was waning
rapidly in Western Asia, for the kings of Mitanni and Babylon and
Assyria reahzed quickly that the king of Egypt was only a fanatical

priest and no warrior, and before the death of Amenhetep IV
Western Asia was lost to Egypt. Of the last years of his reign we
know nothing, but he appointed Sahara, who married his eldest

daughter, Merit-Amen, co-regent, and soon after died and was buried

in a rock-hewn tomb on the east bank of the Nile. His character

and religion have formed the subjects of extravagant eulogies by
some and of sharp criticism by others, but if anatomical authority

be correct he is entitled to our sympathy. For ” The peculiar

features of Akhenaton’s head and face, the grotesque form assumed

by his legs and bodv, no less than the eccentricities of his behaviour

1 Within a few years after its founder’s death this city fell into decay,

and its ruins are now known generally as "Tall al-‘Amamah.’’
2 His family consisted of seven daughters.
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and his pathetic failure as a statesman, will probably be shown to

be due to his being the subject of a rare disorder, only recently

recogmized by physicians, who have given it the cumbrous name of

Dystocia adiposo-genitalis. One of the effects of this condition is

to delay the process of the consolidation of the bones.

The reign of Sahara, the successor of Amenhetep lY, was short

and unimportant, and he was followed by Tutankhaten, who
had married Ankhesenpaaten, the third daughter of Amenhetep IV.

His genealogy is uncertain, but he calls Amenhetep HI his father

in his inscription on the granite lion from Sulb, and it is probable

that his statement is literally true. As soon as he became king he

changed his name to Tutankhamen (his wife also changed hers to

Ankhesenpa-Amen) and relinquished the feeble attempt which he

had made to perpetuate his father-in-law’s religion. He re-estab-

hshed the worship of Amen, re-appointed his priests, made good what
was ruined, and restored the name of Amen in every important

building from Memphis to Napata. He had a gold figure of Amen
cast for the sanctuary', and figures of Amen and Ptah made of gold

and inlaid with precious stones, and new figures of the other gods

were made for him and placed in their ruined shrines. In other

words he restored to the priests of Amen the property which his

father-in-law had stolen from them and their god. The singing

men and women and dancers and acrobats who were employed in

the services of Aten were brought by him to Thebes, and when he

had “ purified ” them he made them servants in the House of Amen
and in his own palace. This act of clemency was greatly appreciated

by the Egyptians. During his short reign of five or six years he

received the tribute of the Sudan, and his faithful servant Hui*

would have us believe that the Syrians also sent him gifts and tribute.^

Of the circumstances of the death of Tutankhamen nothing is known,
but he was probably stLU a young man when he died. And, judging

by the state of confusion in which Lord Carnarvon and Mr. Carter

found his funerary furniture in the tomb which they opened in the

Valley of the Tombs of the Kings in Western Thebes, his death was
untimely and une.xpected. He seems to have been succeeded by

the “ divine father ” Ai, 0"^
^ ^ married Ti, the

“ chief nurse who had reared the god,” i.e., Amenhetep IV,

His reign was very short and no
Cl

AA/WV\—a ty

1 Elliot Smith, Tutankhamen, p. 84.
“ See the reproductions of the scenes in his tomb in Lepsius, Denkmdler,

Abth. HI, Bll. 115-118 and 301-306, and the texts in Brugsch, Thesaurus,

p. 1 133 fc.

• The sole trustworthy authority for the acts of Tutankhamen is the great
stele which he set up at Karnak, and which was discovered by Legrain in

1905. For the text see Recueil de Travaux, Vol. XXIX, 1907, pp. 162-173.
A summary of its contents is given in my T^dankhamen, London 1923
p. 3 ff.
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details of it are known. He possessed two tombs, one at Aakhuten-
aten and another at Thebes

; he was buried in the latter, and his

fine granite sarcophagus is still in it.

After Acherres, or Ancheres, who is presumably Amenhetep IV,
Manetho gives as kings Rathos, Khebres, and Akherres, and next
Armesses, or Armais

;
in this last-named we probably have Herem-

heb, the successor of Ai. This mse and astute man was a native of

Alabastronpolis,
^

Upper Egypt, and a member of a

family whose god was Amen. According to an inscription at Turin^

he was begotten by Amen (like Hatshepsut and Amenhetep III),

who clothed him with the “ skin of the god.” He was nominally
a follower of Aten, and held command in the Delta under Amen-
hetep IV, mth whom he was a favourite. He performed success-

fully some important business in Sjuia for this king, and was
advanced from office to office until he became the " chief mouth ”

in Egypt and the deputy, or Wazir, of the king. Under Tutankh-
amen he became the de facto ruler of Egypt. The priests of Amen
made him marry Princess Mutnetchemet, a kinswoman of Nefertiti

and Amenhetep IV, and as they had determined to make him king

the marriage gave him a legal claim to the throne. WTien Ai died

Heremheb was taken to Thebes and crowned king, and he at once

re-established the worship of Amen on the old lines. He repaired

the temples, filled the shrines with the sacred figures and objects of

worship, endowed the temples and priests, and provided for the

cleaning and maintenance of the sacred buildings. Heremheb
undertook no great wars of conquest, but at some time in his life he

must have taken prisoner a number of chiefs of the IMediterranean

or Syrian peoples, whose names are found at Karnak. He also

directed a raid or campaign in Nubia to collect tribute, and he

offered to Amen gifts from Punt, to which country he sent an expedi-

tion. He was a wise and a just ruler, and spent the whole of his

reign in righting wrongs, dispensing justice, removing fraud and

corruption from the public services, and in bettering the condition

of the people. This is proved by the Code of Laws which he had
cut upon a huge stele about 16 feet 6 inches high and 10 feet wide

and set up at Kamak, where it was discovered by Maspero in 1882.-

When Heremheb was an official over the Delta he had a tomb made
for himself at Sakkarah, and from it came the doorposts and stele

in the British Museum. ^ But when he was king he had the usual

rock-hewn tomb made for him in the Affilley of the Tombs of the

Kings, and this was opened and cleared out by Mr. Ayrton in

^ See Birch, Tran^. Soc. Bibl. An’’ ,
\ol. IIT, p. 486.

- For the text see Bouriant, Recited, tom. \ 1, p. 41 ft.
;
Davis and Maspero,

The Tombs of Haritihabi and Toiuitlnkhamanoit, London, 1912, p. 45 £f.
;
and

Muller’s translation in A eg Zcil., 1SS8, p. 70 If.

^ Northern Egyptian Gallery, Nos. 461—463.
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1908T According to an inscription published by Birch- the actual

reign of Heremheb was 21 years, but in later times it seems to have

been the custom to reckon the years of his reign from the death

of Amenhetep IV, and the inscription of IVIes, an official of

Rameses II, actually speaks of the 59th year of the reign of

Heremheb.
In Manetho’s list of the kings of the XVIIIth dynasty he makes

a Rameses to be the successor of Heremheb, but as this king was no
other than the Rameses I of the monuments and the founder of a

new dynasty, he is here made the first king of the XIXth dynasty.

The Nineteenth Dynasty. From Thebes [Memphis (.'^)].

The circumstances under which Rameses I ascended the throne

are not known. He seems not to have been a kinsman of Heremheb,
but though there is no evidence that royal blood ran in his veins,

it is probable that he had some legal claim to the throne. His

devotion to Amen is proved by the great HaU of Columns which

he began to build at Kamak, and he may have owed his throne to

the influence of the priesthood of Amen, who supported his claim,

whatever it was. He was well advanced in years when he began to

reign, and too old to conduct campaigns personally, but he sent his

son Seti to raid Nubia and collect tribute in the usual way, and, in

the second year of the reign of Raineses, Seti set up a stele at Buhen
(Wadi Halfah) to record his father’s conquest of the countrj' and his

endowment of the temple at Buhen. That year Rameses died, and
he was succeeded by Seti, the first king of this name on the throne

of Egypt. The giving of this name “ Seti ” to his son suggests that

Rameses I was a native of Lower Egypt, where Set was king of the

gods, as Amen-Ra was at Thebes. According to ancient mythological

tradition Horns ruled Upper Egypt and Set the Delta, the former
being the god of Good and the latter the god of Evil. In later times

Set, or Setesh, became a Warrior-god, and as Sutekh was well

known to Hittites and other peoples of Western Asia. Seti I,

the follower of Set, calls himself Merenptah, or “ beloved of Ptah,”

the great god of Memphis, which also suggests that the Delta was
the home of the family of Rameses I. In the first year of his reign

he marched against the Shasu people, and wLen they were defeated

he attacked Northern Syria and captured a city called Kadesh,
and conquered the Hittites, whose king was called Mursil (II), and
the Amorites, and collected great spoil from all the chiefs throughout

the country. He fought like the god Bal, i.e.,

Baal, and his onset was like a flame of fire (hghtning ?). Amen of

1 For a full description of it see the publication of T. Davis mentioned
on p. 61, note 2.

2 Inscriptions in the Hieratic and Demotic Character, pi. 14.
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Thebes was not forgotten, and cedar wood for a new barge for him
was brought back from Lebanon. Seti carried a great quantity of

spoil to Thebes for presentation to Amen, and during the celebration
of the great festival he slaughtered a number of prisoners before the
god. But Seti went no more into Western Asia, and he made a
treaty with IMursil II, king of the Hittites, just as one of the kings
of the XVIIIth dynasty had done with Shubbiluliuma (Sapalul),

Mursil’s predecessor. Either before or immediately after his Asiatic

campaign, Seti I defeated the Libyans in Western Egypt and
took from them much spoil, of which Amen at Thebes received his

share.

Having finished his wars Seti devoted his attention to the temples
throughout Egypt. The great mines were opened and supplied
material for their rebuilding or repair, and Seti, by sinking wells

on the desert routes, succeeded in working the gold mines in the
Eastern Desert and those near the Red Sea. He built the famous
temple, which Strabo calls the “ Memnonium,” at Abydos, and
placed in it the great King-List containing the names of the 76
kings whom he wished to commemorate. The bas-reliefs in this

temple are masterpieces of Egyptian sculpture. He set up 79
columns in the Hall of Columns at Karnak, and built his

funerary temple in Western Thebes, and made a wonderful rock-

hewn tomb for himself in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings.

The series of bas-reliefs at Karnak which illustrate his campaigns
in Western Asia and Libya form a magnificent record of his reign

and are of great value. He died after a reign of about 19 years and
was buried at Thebes, and his mummy was found at Der al-Bahari

;

his splendid alabaster sarcophagus is in Sir John Soane’s Museum
in Lincoln’s Inn Fields.

Rameses II, the Rapsakes or Rampses of Manetho, was the son

of Seti I by Queen Tuaa’
^ ^ ^ , and when his

father died he succeeded in removing his elder brother from his

path and seizing the throne. He was over 30 years of age when he
succeeded

;
he reigned about 67 years, and was a centenarian when

he died. He married many wives, and reckoned his children by
scores. He consolidated his position by going to Thebes and securing

the support of the priests of Amen and by continuing the building

of the temple of Seti I at Abydos, and by restoring the tombs of

the earlier kings at Abydos. Realizing that much gold would be
necessary for carrjdng out his plans, he had wells dug in the desert

between the Nile and the gold mines in the Wadi al-‘Alaki, and as

water was found we may assume that the mines were regularly

worked for some years at least. At the same time the Egyptians

raided the Egyptian Sudan and obtained much spoil ; his two sons,

Amenherunamif and Khamuast, assisted him in this work. Some
of the painted bas-rehefs in the httle rock temple at Bet al-Wali,
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near Kalabshah in Nubia, illustrate his raids in Nubia. In the fourth

year of his reign he conducted a campaign in Palestine and Phoenicia,

and so began his great attempt to win back for Egypt the countries

which Thothmes III had conquered and added to her possessions.

Memorials of this campaign are the three stelae which Rameses II

had cut on the rocks near the mouth of the Dog River (Nahr al-

Kalb) near Berut. In the fifth year of his reign Rameses II broke
the treaty which his father had made with Mursil II, king of the

Hittites, and collecting his forces—Egyptians, Sudani soldiers, and
dwellers on the sea coast—marched into Phoenicia. Tklursil II

collected troops from his allies in the east, north and west, and
his mighty host marched down the Valley of the Orontes to meet
the Egyptians.

The Eg\'ptian troops were divided into four regiments, which
were named after the gods Amen, Ra, Ptah and Sutekh, respectively.

MTien the two armies were near Kadesh on the Orontes, Rameses II,

deceived by two Hittite spies who had been sent by Mursil II to tell

him that the Hittite army was concentrated near Aleppo, marched
on to Kadesh. Suddenly the Hittites, who were drawn up on the

north of Kadesh, fell upon the Egyptians, who were unprepared,
and succeeded in driving a wedge into the regiment of Ra and
breaking it into two parts, and the Egyptian camp was captured by
them. When Rameses, who was himself engaging the Hittites

elsewhere, heard of this, he changed front, drove back in hot haste,

retook the camp, and then fought his way through the enemy’s
formations, and in a most wonderful way succeeded in rejoining his

army. A general attack on the enemy by the Egyptians followed,

and the Hittites were beaten and put to flight. Many of them fled

to the river and were drowned, and Mursil II, collecting his scattered

forces, retreated
; but the Egyptians were unable to follow* up the

advantage they had gained, and Rameses II returned to Egypt,
apparently having failed to capture Kadesh.^ The narrative by
Rameses II of the battle sounds somewhat bombastic, but it is quite

clear that it was the personal bravery of the king that gave the
Egyptians the victory. On the death of Mursil II his son Mutallu
reopened hostilities, and for 10 or 12 years Rameses H was actively

engaged in battle with him, neither the Hittites nor the Egyptians
gaining a decisive advantage. Khattusil (HI), the Khetasar of

the Egyptian texts, a son and successor of Mutallu, realizing that
he coiild not drive the Egyptians out of Palestine, proposed a peace,
and a Treaty of peace and alliance was drawm up as between equals.

1 The hieroglyphic text that gives the Egyptian account of the battle
will be found in Maspero’s Reciieil, tom. VIII, p. 126 fi., and the hieratic text
of Pentaurt’s account in Birch, Select Papyri, Vol. I, pll. XXIV-XXXIV

;

see also de Rouge, Le Poenie de Pentaour, Paris, 1856. Good summaries will
be found in Breasted’s Battle of Kadesh, where a reconstruction of the battle
is given, and in Hall, History of the Near East, p, 360.
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in which Raineses and Khattiisil undertook never to invade each

other’s territor}/. From this Treaty^ it is clear that 15 years of

almost constant fighting had in no way benefited either the Egyptians

or the Hittites, and the former had to abandon finally all hope of

regaining the countries in Western Asia which Thothmes III had
conquered and of further tribute from Sj^ia. Thirteen years later

Rameses married a daughter of the Prince of Kheta, and she appears

in a relief at Abu Simbel under the name of Urmaaneferura.

In the years following his wars Rameses devoted himself to

repairing the temples of Egypt, and in every building he touched

he took care that his name should occupy a prominent position.

He “ usurped ” the monuments in a shameless fashion, and as a

result of his restorations the names of the founders in many cases

disappear entirely. His greatest work is the famous rock-hewn
temple, 185 feet long, at Abu Simbel, in Nubia, in which he was
Vv'orshipped as a god. In front of this he set up four colossal granite

statues of himself, each about 60 feet in height
;

close by it he built

the temple of Hathor, with si.v statues, four of himself and two of

his wife Nefertari-mertenmut. He made Tanis his capital and
lived there. He practically rebuilt that city, and the gods Sutekh

and Bar (Baal) and other Syrian and Hittite gods were worshipped

in its temples. The Stele of 400 years suggests that the city was
founded by Nubti, a Hyksos king. Rameses built at Thebes the

Ramesseum, which Diodorus calls the “ Tomb of Osymandyas,"
and Strabo the “ Memnonium,”- and completed the Hall of Columns,

and made additions to the Temple of Luxor, in front of which he

set up several statues of himself and two granite obelisks, each about

80 feet high. According to Exodus i, 1 1, he built the city of Pithom,

the ruins of which are now called Tall al-Maskhutah, in the Eastern

Delta. Rameses appears to have been an arrogant, self-assertive

and vain man, full of brute courage in his early manhood, and
obstinate and determined. His charging the Hittites almost single-

handed at the Battle of Kadesh was a splendid exploit, but he does

not appear to have been a good tactician or a good soldier or states-

man. He added no territory to Egypt, and during his long reign

his country steadily declined. His mummy was found at Der al-

Bahari and was unrolled by Maspero on June 1st, 1886.

Merenptah (Menephthah), the Ammenephthes of Manetho,

was the son of Rameses II by Queen Astnefert
;
he was co-regent

with his father for several years, and was no longer a young man
when he ascended the throne. During the first four years of his

^ It was drawn up in Egyptian and Hittite, and the Hittite version,

judging from the tablets found at Bo^liaz Kyoi, was written in cuneiform.

The Egyptian text has been edited and skilfully handled by Muller in MUtheil.

Vorderas. Ges., Bd. V, No. 5, and both the Egyptian and cuneiform texts are

discussed by Gardiner and Langdon in Jnl. Eg. Arch., Vol \ I, p. 179 ff.

- The colossal but very ugly statue of himself which he set up there was

60 feet high, and weighed at least SS5 tons.

E
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reign the Libyans seized some of the Oases and other Egyptian
territories and became so bold that they invaded the suburbs
of Memphis and Heliopohs. They were assisted by several Medi-
terranean peoples, 1 and even Europeans from the mainland, and their

object was to occupy the Delta permanently. In the fifth year of

his reign Merenptah fortified his cities and collected a great army
and set out to do battle with the Libyans and their allies.

The armies met at Perar-t,
(|

a place probably near

the Wadi Natrun, and the Libyan host was led by Maraiui,

the son of Tet, king of Libya. Cheered by

a dream in which Ptah gave him a sword, and a consciousness of the

good-will of Amen of Thebes and of Set, the god of the Delta, Meren-
ptah attacked the enemy boldly, and according to the Egyptian
chronicler fearful carnage ensued. The battle raged for six hours
and the Egyptians slew the enemy by thousands. The king of

Libya fled, casting away his arms and sandals and garments as he
went, and his camp fell into the hands of the king of Egypt. Over
6,000 Libyans were slain and their bodies mutilated, 9,376 were made
prisoners, and among the spoil were 9,111 swords, 126 horses,

120,314 weapons of various kinds, etc. The battle was decisive

and the Egyptian victory complete. Merenptah had crushed the
rebellion that broke out in Palestine soon after the death of Rameses II

and, having overcome all his foes, he determined to set up a stele

to commemorate his conquests. He took the large stele which Amen-
hetep III had set up in his temple in Western Thebes, and on its

back he had engraved the text which is now generally known as

the “ Hymn of Victory,” and which is a useful supplement to his

historical inscriptions at Kamak. He had this stele taken to

his funerary temple, where it was found by Petrie in 1896.^

Special interest was aroused in the text because the Israelites,

(j (j
<=>

(| ^ ^ i

’ mentioned for the first time in

an Egyptian inscription, and the monument has therefore been called

the Israel Stele. Merenptah says in it that the princes [every-

where] grovel before him and do homage to him, that the Nine
Nations of the Bow (Nubians) are crushed, Libya is laid waste,

Kheta has been pacified, Canaan is brought to misery, Ascalon and
Gezer have been captured, Inuama has been annihilated, the Israelites

1 The identifications first made by de Rouge have been amplified and
discussed by H. R. Hall in his Oldest Civilization of Greece, p. 173, and in the
Annual of the British School at Athens, Vol. VIII, p. 173, and in his Ancient
History, p. 377. His latest views on the Peoples of the Sea will be found in
the Memorial Volumes of Champollion and Ramsay.

2 For the text see Spiegelberg, Aeg. Zeit., Bd. XXXIV, p. 1 ff., and his
subsequent edition of it in Petrie, Six Temples, pll. 13 and 14. Valuable
notes on it were given by Muller in Maspero’s Recueil, Vol. XX, p. 31 fi.
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are wasted and have no seed, and Khal (Palestine) has become the
widowi of Egypt. The mention of the Israelites in Merenptah’s
Flymn of Victory has a bearing on one of the theories about the
Exodus which has been widely held. According to it the Exodus
took place in the reign of Merenptah (Rameses II being regarded
as the “ Pharaoh of the oppression ”) and he was the king who was
said to have been drowned^ in the Sea of Reeds, which
early Christian tradition identified with the Red Sea. But if

the Israelites were settled in Palestine and were conquered by
fvlerenptah, it is quite clear that they cannot have left Egvpt during
his reign and arrived in Palestine after 40 years’ wandering in the
desert. Though there are many points in favour of the view that
the Exodus took place in Merenptah’s reign, the evidence concerning
an earlier occupation of Palestine by the Hebrews, which is supplied
chiefly by the Tall al-‘Amarnah tablets, shows that it must be aban-
doned. And it also makes it nearly certain that the Khabiru and
the Sa-Gaz peoples, who laid Canaan waste in the reign of Amenhetep
and took possession of the country, were the Hebrews and the
mixed desert tribes who joined them. There must have been some
incident in the history of the house of Jacob which gave rise to the
story of the Exodus as we have it in the Bible, but exactly what it

was no man can say. The narrative in the Book of Exodus was
written long after the event by one who only knew of it by hearsay
or tradition and who was ignorant of the geography of the Isthmus
of Suez. The character of his story is stamped once and for all by
his statement that there went out “ 600,000 on foot that were men,
beside children. And a mixed multitude went up also with them

;

and flocks and herds, even very much cattle ’’ (Exodus xii, 37, 38).

Josephus seems to have regarded the expulsion of the Hyksos as

the Exodus of the Bible, but this was probably due to racial vanity
and his desire to prove that the ancestors of his nation were at one
time kings of Egypt.® The fact seems to be that the original storj^

of the Exodus, whatever it was, has been so mishandled by editors

and scribes that it is no longer recognizable, but the local colour

that still survives convinces me that an Exodus of some kind did

actually take place. The account of the Route of the Exodus
in the Book of Exodus is as difficult to understand as the story of

’ Here there is a play on the word for “ widow ” and the name of the
country.

- His mummy was found at Der al-Bahari and is now in the Museum in
Cairo. Those who believed that he was drowned declared that his body was
recovered from the sea, and that it bore on it physical indications that he
had been drowned.

® The various theories about the time of the Exodus have been discussed
and analysed by Peet, Egypt and the Old Testament, London, 1922, and the pros
and cons are set forth clearly by Hall, Ancient History, p. 4U4 ff. It is possible
that a number of Semites fled from Egypt on the death of Rameses II, and
that their flight was regarded as an exodus by later Jewish writers.
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the Exodus itself, and has been the subject of much controversy,

for the writer was ignorant of the geography of the Isthmus of Suez

and the Peninsula of Sinai and of the physical conditions of the

neighbouring country generally. The literature on the subject is

considerable, but the two principal theories about the route of the

Israelites after leaving Eg;^-pt are well set forth by Naville (Jnl. of

Eg. Arch., Vol. X, 1924, p. 1 1) and Peet (Egypt and the Old Testament,

London, 1922).

On the death of IMcrenptah a period of anarchy began. The first

king who succeeded him was Amenmeses, a man of the people,

who had neither right nor claim to the throne. The length of his

reign is unknown. He was succeeded by Seti II Merenptah and
Saptah Merenptah,^ but the order of the reigns of these two kings

is doubtful. It is probable that Seti II followed Saptah Merenptah.
Saptah married Ta-Usrit, who is probably the Thuoris of Manetho,
and if this be so this Queen must in later times have been regarded
as a woman of outstanding ability. Saptah reigned at least six years,

during which the Nubian tribute was duly paid. His funerary

temple and that of his queen were excavated by Petrie in 1896.

The mummy of the king was found in the tomb of Amenhetep II.

The queen’s tomb was usurped by Seti II. The last king of the
dynasty was Seti III Merenptah, who had been appointed “ Prince
of Kash ” by Saptah, but his reign was short, and however capable
he may have been as a ruler of “ naked Blacks ” he failed to benefit

Egypt during his reign. He had no legal successor, and when he
died the great nobles fell to quarrelling among themselves, and as

each did what he pleased, there being no central authority to control

them, the country fell into a state of confusion almost unparalleled.

A certain Syrian official in Egj'pt watched his opportunity and,
having made himself Dictator, ruled the Egyptians in a cruelly

despotic fashion. Rameses III, in describing the condition of the
country before he came to the throne, calls this man “ Arsu,

^ ^ 1 ® 1 ^ ^ Syrian,”-
^ '| but whethcr

Arsu is a proper name, or an abusive epithet, or two words meaning
that the Syrian “ made himself,” as Spiegelberg thinks, is not decided.

The Syrian was overthrown by Setnekht, who appears to have been
a kinsman of Rameses II ; he ascended the throne and reigned
for about one year. On his death he was succeeded by his son
Rameses HI.

The Twentieth Dynasty.

Rameses III, the Rhampsinitos of Herodotus, ^ the son of

Setnekht, reigned 31 years. In the early years of his reign a great
confederation of peoples from Philistia, Cyprus, Crete and the

^ In the inscriptions at Wadi Halfah he is called Ramessu Saptah.
* In the Great Harris Papyrus, ed. Birch, pi. 75, 1. 4.

’ See Wiedemann, Herodots Zweites Buck, Leipzig, 1890, p. 445.
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northern shores of the Mediterranean Sea attacked Egypt by land
and by sea, but Rameses fought them on land with his army, and on
sea with his ships, and gained a great victorj^ About 12,000 of

their dead warriors were mutilated, and a great number of prisoners

and spoil were taken. Fired by his success, Rameses led his army
into Phoenicia and Syria, and wms vain enough to try to repeat the

exploits of Thothmes and to try to regain Egypt’s lost possessions in

those countries, but the expedition was a failure in spite of the spoil

which he brought back to Egypt. Soon after his return the Libyans
again attacked Egypt, but Rameses defeated them and slew about
2, 1 75 of them. Among the spoil were 1 ,205 men and their commander
and five officers, sw'ords of extraordinary length, bo\vs, quivers,

chariots and horses and asses, and much cattle. A little later he
marched against the tribes who lived in and about 5Iount Seir

and had revolted, and reduced them to subjection. The remaining
3'ears of his reign he spent in developing the commerce of his country,

and Egypt gained more from trade during his reign than she could

have obtained by conquest. Rameses maintained two fleets, one
in the Red Sea and one in the Mediterranean Sea, and thus was
able to protect native mercantile shipping in both seas. To assist

the caravans travelling to and from Syria he built a great reservoir

and sank a well at Aina, and enclosed it with strong walls. He
developed the copper and malachite mines of Sinai, he encouraged

the trade between Egs-pt and the East via the canal from Memphis
and the Red Sea, and his ships sailed freely to the Somali Coast and
Punt and the ports of Arabia that were frequented by ships from the

Far East. His wealth made it easy for him to treat his subjects

generous!}-’, and as there was no brigandage in the country it was
possible “ for an Egyptian woman to walk fearlessly whithersoever

she pleased, for neither man nor woman among the people would
molest her” (Harris Papyrus, pi. 78, 11. 9-12). His benefactions

to the great priesthoods were magnificent in character, and to the

temples of Thebes, Heliopolis and Memphis, he gave, among other

things, 113,433 men, 490,386 oxen, 1,071,780 aruras of land, 514

vineyards and orchards, 88 boats, 160 towns in Egypt and 9 in

Palestine, 324,750 bundles of fodder, 71,000 bundles of flax, 426,965

water-fowd, 2,382,650 sacks of fruit, 353,919 fat geese, 5,279,552

bushels of corn, 6,272,431 loaves of bread. He built the so-called

“ Pavilion ” and the great temple of Madinat Habu at Thebes ;

a beautiful little palace in the old Hyksos town of Tall al-Yahudiyah

in the Delta, and a splendid tomb in Western Thebes, commonly
known as Bruce’s Tomb and the Tomb of the Harper. For the

conspiracy to dethrone him see Deveria, Le Papyrus Judiciaire,

Paris, 1868. Rameses III was followed by a series of 9 kings, each

of whom bore the name of Rameses. Rameses IV was co-regent

with hi' father for 4 years. He built a road from the Nile to the

Red Sea, and among the 8,368 workmen and others were 800
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Aperu,
i’

some have identified as Hebrews.

He was entirely in the hands of the priesthood of Amen and gave
lavishly to their god. Rameses V reigned about 4 years, and the
reigns of Rameses VI-VIII were unimportant. Rameses IX, who
reigned about 18 years, instituted a prosecution of the robbers who
were pillaging the royal tombs and breaking up their mummies

;

the papyrus giving an account of their doings is in the British

Museum^ (Abbott Papyrus No. 10221). Rameses X continued the
prosecution of the tomb robbers. Rameses XI is perhaps the king
referred to in the Story of the Possessed Princess of Bekhten, and
during the reign of Rameses XII the high priest of Amen, Her-Her,
sent Unuamen to Lebanon to fetch cedar wood to make a new barge
for Amen. 2 As each of these Rameses kings reigned, more and more
power passed into the hands of the priests of Amen, and when, after a
reign of about 28 years, Ram.eses XII died, Her-Her, the high priest

of Amen, seized the throne and called himself king of all Eg\ pt.

But neither he nor his successors were acknowledged in the Delta,
and the nobles there set up a dynasty of kings of their own. At the
same time a great merchant prince in the Delta, called Nesibaneb(et,
proclaimed himself king of Lower Egypt. Thus we have, for the
XXIst dynasty, kings at Thebes and kings at Tanis, though Manetho
only recognizes “ seven Tanite kings.” The Priest-kings of Thebes
were ; Her-Her, Pinetchem I, Menkheperra, Pinetchem II

and Pisebkhanu II
;

the kings of Tanis were Nesibanebtet,
Pisebkhanu I, Amenemapt, Saamen and Her-PisebkhanuA
Her-Her and Nesibanebtet, the Smendes of Manetho, were con-
temporaries. Pinetchem I, the Nefercheres of Manetho, son of the
high priest Piankh, married Maatkara, daughter of Pisebkhanu I,

the Psusenes of Manetho, and Pinetchem II and Saamen were con-
temporaries. Amenemapt is probably the Amenophthis of Manetho,
but Osorchor and Psinaches are difficult to identify. Osorchor
may represent Neterkheperra, a part of the prenomen of Saamen.
The reigns of all these kings are historically unimportant, and the
monuments afford little information about them. Our knowledge
of the reigns of the Priest-kings at Thebes is derived chiefly from the
dockets that they inscribed on the royal mummies, which they
were compelled to remove from their tombs to hiding-places at
Der al-Bahari and in the tomb of Amenhetep II and elsewhere.
The dockets supply the dates when the mummies were repaired or
removed, and give, in each case, the name of the king who under-
took this pious work.

1 See Birch, Select Papyri, Vol. II, pll, 1-8
; Chabas, Melanges, tom. II ;

Maspero, Une Enquite Judiciatre, Paris, 1871
; and Newberry Amherst

Papyri, p. 24.

2 For the text and translations see Golenischefi in Vol. XXI of Maspero ’s

Recueil, and Erman in Aeg. Zeit., Bd. XXXVIII, p. 1 g.
» It was probably a daughter of this king whom Solomon married.
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The Twenty-Second Dynasty. From Bubastis.

On the death of Pisebkhanu II the throne was seized by
Shashanq (I), or Sheshenq, a man of Libyan descent, whose grand-

father had married Mehtenusekh, high priestess of Amen. Shashanq

made his son Auput high priest of Amen, and some think that the

descendants of Her-Her then migrated to Napata, where they

attempted to establish the cult of their god Amen on the lines which

they had followed at Thebes. Auput continued the work of repairing

and removing the royal mummies, a work pleasing to Amen of

Thebes. Shashanq is the Shishak of Manetho and of I Kings

xiv, 25, II Chron. xii, 2, 5, 7, 9, and the principal event in his life was
his invasion of Palestine and the capture of Jerusalem, which took

place probably in the 16th year of his reign and in the 5th year

of the reign of Rehoboam. He carried off much gold and silver, and

the shields and bucklers of Solomon, and the golden quivers which

David had taken from the king of Zobah. He returned to Egypt in

triumph and had an account of the campaign cut upon the walls of

the second pylon at Kamak. Here he gives a list of 133 districts

and towns in Palestine which he had conquered.

Shashanq I was succeeded by his son Osorkon (I), the Osorthon

of Manetho, who married Maatkara, the daughter of Pisebkhanu,

the last king of the XXIst dynasty. Champollion identified him
with “ Zerah the Ethiopian,” who invaded Palestine with one

million men and 300 chariots (II Chron. xiv, 9 ft.) and was defeated

by Asa, king of Judah. Of Teklet (I), the son and successor of

Osorkon I, nothing of importance is known. Osorkon II built

the great Festival Hall of the Temple of Bast at Bubastis (Pibeseth),

on the site of the sanctuary of the temple which had been built

there by Pepi I, a king of the Vlth dynasty
;

it was excavated by
Naville in 1887-89. The relations between Palestine and Egypt

in the reign of Osorkon H were friendly, but he had no great authority

anywhere outside Egypt. Some have identified him with Zerah

the Ethiopian (II Chron. xiv, 9) and, relying on the statement made
by Shalmaneser III (b.c. 859-824)^ that there were 1,000 men of the

Musrai (V" It Tt) present at the Battle of Karkara

(b.c. 854), have said that the king of Egypt sent a force to help

the Khatti and their allies against the king of Assyria. But the
“ Musrai ” were natives of a district near Khatti land, and not

Egyptians. The reign of Osorkon H is memorable because of a

very’ high inundation of the Nile, which in the third year of his

reign flooded the temple of Kamak to the depth of several feet.

The remaining kings of this dynasty, Shashanq II, III and IV (?;,

Teklet II and Pamai, were unimportant, and their correct order

has not been satisfactorily decided. For the arguments see Gauthier,

Livre des Rois, tom. HI, p. 351.

^ See the King-List in Guide to the Assyrian and Babylonian Antiquities,

3rd edition, p. 254.
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The Twenty-Third Dynasty. From Bnhastis.

The first king of this dynasty was Petabast, the Petoubates of

Manetho, who reigned about 23 years. He ruled Upper Eg\'pt and
Thebes, for the descendants of the Priest-kings forsook Thebes
when Shashanq I united the South and the North, and migrated to

Napata, which had been the capital of Egypt’s Nubian Kingdom since

the time of Amenhetep III, and began to reign as they had reigned

at Thebes. Later Petabast seems to have appointed a viceroy,

perhaps the high priest of Amen, over Thebes, called Auput-meri-

Amen, who styles himself “King of the South and the North,”

for in an inscription^ on the quay wall at Thebes the 16th year of

the reign of Petabast is made equivalent to the 2nd year of the

reign of this Auput. In the 19th year of Petabast the name of

a high priest of Amen, and not that of Auput, is given. Petabast
figures in a historical romance written in demotic which has been
edited by Krall.^ Petabast was succeeded by Osorkon III, who
reigned about 20 years, but his rule over Thebes was interrupted by
a great invasion of Nubians, who were incited thereto by the priests

of Amen at Napata. The king of Napata at that time was Piankhi,
son of Kashta and the Egyptian princess Shepenupt, the daughter
of Osorkon III. In the twenty-first year of his reign Piankhi
heard that Tafnekht, a great noble of Sais, having overcome all

the opposition of the chiefs in the Delta and part of Upper Egypt,
had made himself, to all intents and purposes. King of Egypt. He
was supported by the priesthoods of Ptah of Memphis and Ra of

Heliopolis ; and his power was great, and Osorkon III was unable
to suppress him. Piankhi, seeing that his authority and possessions
in Upper E^pt, over which he claimed sovereignty so far north as
HerakleopoUs, were jeopardized, determined to reduce Tafnekht, and
forthwith set out on his great expedition to Egypt. In less than
one year the rebel chiefs submitted to him and paid him tribute,
and even Tafnekht took an oath of allegiance to him, his gods being
witnesses for the sincerity of his w'ords. Piankhi returned to
Napata laden with spoil, and set up in the temple of Amen a huge
granite stele, on which w^as inscribed a detailed account® of his
expedition into Egypt, and of the splendid success which he had
achieved. The narrative is usually clear and is couched in simple
words, and it gives the impression that Piankhi, though a fierce
fighter, was a generous foe and a man who would take no mean

1 Discovered and published by Legrain, Aeg. Zeit., Bd. XXXIV, p. HI f[.
2 In Vol. VI of the Collection of the Archduke Rainer.
3 The text was first published by Mariette, Monuments Divers, pll. 1-6

a handy edition of it, with an English translation, will be found In Budge’
Annals of Nubian Kings, p. 1 ff. For other English translations see
Breasted, Ancient Records, Vol. IV, p. 418; Brugsch, Egypt under the
Pharaohs, Vol. II, p. 240.
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advantage of a stricken enemy. His sincere reverence for his god,

his respect for Xemlet’s wives and daughters, and his royal rage when
he found that his horses had suffered from want of food, proclaim

the piety, courtesy and compassion of this great Nubian warrior.

Osorkon III, who had submitted to Piankhi, was permitted to renew
his rule over Thebes, and with one Teklet he founded a chapel there.

Manetho includes in the XXIIIrd dynasty two kings called Psammus
and Zet, saying that they reigned 10 and 31 years respectively. These

kings have not yet been identified from the monuments. Some think

Psammus was the son of Osorkon III, which is possible. As to Zet,

several identifications have been proposed,^ and Lauth and Hall

think he may be Kashta, the grandfather of Tirhakah.-

The Twenty-Fourth Dynasty. From Sais.

The only king of this dynasty was Bakenrenef, who assumed

as his prenomen Uahkara ^ LJ ^ , which the Greeks

corrupted into Bocchoris ; he was the son of Tafnekht of Sais,

whose revolt brought Piankhi into Egypt, and reigned si.x years.

Diodorus says (I, 34) he was one of the six lawgivers of Egypt,® with

a powerful mind and a weak body ; Aelian thought little of him.^

Manetho says that in his reign a sheep spoke, and Aelian says that

this sheep had eight legs,® two tails, two heads, and four horns.

Krall found a reference to this sheep in a demotic papyrus.® Eusebius

says that Bocchoris was burnt alive (Mai and Zohrab, Chron.

Armen., pp. 104, 318).

The Twenty-Fifth Dynasty. Nubians.

The first of the three kings of this dynasty was Shabaka, the

Sabbakon of Manetho, who reigned about 12 years. He was a

contemporary of Sargon H, king of Assyria (b.c. 722-705), and some

think that Sib’e, T T. the turd.a,n', or Egyptian com-

mander, and the Pi-ir-’u T i-e-, Pharaoh, who
paid tribute to Sargon II, and the So NID of II Kings xvii, 4,

and Shabaka are one and the same person. But the Assyrians, at

least in Ashurbanipal’s time, were quite familiar with Shabaka’s

name, which they wrote Sha-ba-ku-u, f V ’"'^1 HI K > ^-^d there

seems no reason why it should appear as “ Sib’e.” Shabaka must

^ They are summarized in my History of Egypt, Vol. VI, p. 1 16.

“ Hall, Ancient History, p. 491.
® The other five being Mnevis, Sasyches, Sesostris, Amasis and Darius, the

father of Xerxes.
* De Nat. Animalium, XI, xi (ed. Didot, p. 191).

“A lamb with eight legs has been born on a South Wales farm."

—

Times,

March 24th, 1916, p. 5.

‘ See his Griindriss, p. 151, and his Festgaben fiir M. Biidinger, p. 3 ff.
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have had communications with Sargon II, for two seals stamped

with his name were found at Ninevehd
Shabaka was succeeded by his son Shabataka, who reigned

12 years. When Sennacherib, king of Assyria (b.c. 705—681),

attacked Palestine in his third campaign, he scattered and put to

flight at the Battle of Altaku (the Eltekeh of Joshua xix, 44) the

countless host of bowmen and chariots and horses, which the king

of Milukhkhi had sent to oppose him. He captured the sons of

the king of Egypt, took Altaku and Tamna, and then besieged and

captured Jerusalem. Very little information about Shabataka is

given by the monuments, and how he died is not known, but an

ancient tradition says that after he had reigned 12 years he was
murdered by Tirhakah because he had allowed his troops to be

defeated at the Battle of Altaku.

Taharqa, the Tirhakah of the Bible and Tarkos of Manetho,

succeeded Shabataka, and reigned about 25 years (b.c. 689-663) ;

some interesting details of his early life are given on a stele which

he set up at Tanis.^ He built a rock-hewn temple at Jabal Barkal

(Napata) about 120 feet long, with a porch and a courtyard, and

several smaller sanctuaries in the “ Holy Mountain.'’ Two colossal

statues of Bes decorate the pillars of the hypostyle hall. At Thebes

he repaired and added to several of the old buildings. All the

histories of Egypt state that during his reign Sennacherib set out

to invade Egypt, and Josephus {Antiquities X, i, 4-5) says that he

was engaged in besieging Pelusium, but that when he heard that

Tirhakah was marching against him he departed from Egypt.

Josephus goes on to say that when Sennacherib returned to Jerusalem

he found that God had smitten his army with a pestilence, and that

185,000 men died on the first night. He also repeats the story of

Herodotus to the effect that field mice ate up the bows and quivers

and the leathern handles of the shields of the Assyrians, and that

the next morning, when they were in full flight, many of them fell.

It is clear that Josephus, relying on the Bible narrative, believed that

Sennacherib’s army of 1 85,000 men was miraculously destroyed in a

single night. Now it is obvious that this disaster could not have
happened to Sennacherib’s host during the campaign when he
captured Jerusalem and returned to Nineveh in triumph, for that

campaign wus highly successful. Therefore historians have been
driven to assume that Sennacherib undertook a second campaign that

was specially directed against Egypt, but thanks to the researches ®

of Mr. Sidney Smith, of the British Museum, we now know that

Sennacherib never made this assumed second expedition, and that

^ See Bezold, Catalogue, p. 1784.
^ See Birch, Monuments of the Reign of Tirhakah, in Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch.,

Vol. VII, p. 194 ft.

2 See Smith, Sidney, Babylonian Historical Texts, London, 1924, Section I,

the Esarhaddon Chronicle, p. 1 S., plates 1 and 2.
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the king whose army was destroyed was not Sennacherib, but
Esarhaddon, and that the destruction of that army was caused by a
STORM, and not by field mice or pestilence. The proof of this state-

ment is obtained from a chronological tablet. No. 25091, in the

British Museum, which describes the Egyptian campaigns of

Esarhaddon. This tablet says :

—

In the 6th year (of Esarhaddon’s reign, b.c. 675) the troops of

Assyria went to Egypt, they fled before a great storm.

In the 7th year (b.c. 674) on the 8th Adar, the troops of Assyria

fought against the city Sha amelie.

Now the Babylonian Chronicle merely says concerning b.c. 675
that “ The Assyrian went to Egypt,” and does not mention a storm.

It goes on to say that in the 7th year of Esarhaddon (b.c. 674) the

army of Assyria fought against Egj^pt
;

in the tenth year (b.c. 671)

Esarhaddon took Memphis
;

its king (Tirhakah) escaped, but his

brother was taken prisoner and the city was looted. In the twelfth

year (b.c. 669) Esarhaddon went to Eg}'pt, “ fell sick on the way and
died on Marcheswan 10th.” The Babylonian Chronicle mentions
the expedition of B.c. 675, but the recently translated tablet shows
why it was without results. Having ordered the investment of

Jerusalem and Tyre, Esarhaddon marched against Pelusium,^

Egypt’s chief fortress on her north-east frontier. He was overtaken

by a storm—that is to say, the terrible Jiabub, which is really a sand-

blast driven by a desert wind travelling 60 or 70 miles an hour, that

suffocates man and beast, and tears up tents and buries an encamp-
ment in an hour or two. The number of the men who perished as

given in the Bible must be an exaggeration, but as the storm wrecked
Esarhaddon’s plans for the year his army must have suffered severely.

In 671 he captured Memphis, received the submission of the nobles,

and having appointed twenty governors to rule the provinces of his

new kingdom, returned to Nineveh. Soon after his departure

Tirhakah appeared again in Eg\"pt, drove out the governors appointed

by Esarhaddon, and, having entered Jlemphis, proclaimed him.self

king of all Egypt. Hearing of these doings Esarhaddon, in the

twelfth year of his reign (b.c. 669), set out again for Egypt,

probably with the intention of punishing Tirhakah, but he died

on the way.
Esarhaddon was succeeded by Ashurbanipal (b.c. 668-626),

who, as soon as he heard of the deposition of Esarhaddon’s governors,

set out for Egypt and, having defeated Tirhakah’s forces at Kar-

baniti, occupied Memphis. Tirhakah fled a second time, probably

to Thebes. Ashurbanipal sent a force up the Nile to Thebes, where-

upon Mentuemhat, the governor, submitted, and Tirhakah fled

to Napata. Ashurbanipal recalled and re-appointed the governors

^ Smith, op. cil., p. 10.
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who had been appointed by his father,! ^nd returned to Nineveh
with great spoil. At once Tirhakah reappeared, and plotted the

destruction of the Assyrian garrison in Egypt with Sharruludari,

governor of Tanis, Nekau, governor of Sa'is, and others. The
plot was discovered, and when Ashurbanipal heard of it he sent

another army to Egypt ; the revolt was crushed mercilessly, and
Sharruludari and Nekau were sent in chains to Nineveh. The
former was put to death there, but Nekau was pardoned and
entreated honourably, and sent back to Egypt loaded with gifts,

and his son, to whom the Assyrian name of Nabushezibani was
given, rvas made governor of Athribis. A few years later TirhCdcah
died, and we may note that in an inscription found at Karnalr he
claims sovereignty over Khati Land, Assyria, Libya, Western Asia
and the Eastern Deserts.

Tirhakah was succeeded, B.c. 663, by Tanutamen,- “ lord of the

two horns,” ^ a Nubian who had been his co-regent

for some years. Under the inspiration of a dream® he marched into
Egypt, seized Memphis, and slaughtered the Assyrian garrison.

Nekau of Sais was killed, but his son Psemtek escaped to Assyria.
When these things were reported to Ashurbanipal in Nineveh he set

out for Egypt, and when Tanutamen heard of his arrival he fled to
Thebes. The chiefs of the Delta promptly submitted to Ashur-
banipal, who left Memphis and followed Tanutamen to Thebes.
Tanutamen then fled to Kipkipi (Qepqepa ?), and Thebes fell into
the hands of the Assyrians, who plundered temples and houses
alike, and stripped the city of everything that had value and could
be carried away. They then burnt the city and left it a smoking
ruin, and they carried off so much spoil, to say nothing of men, women
and children and horses, that the king himself says that he returned
to Nineveh with “ a full hand.” Thebes never recovered from the
punishment that Ashurbanipal inflicted upon it.

The Tiventy-Sixlh Dynasty. From Sais.

The first king of this dynasty was Psemtek (I)
, or Psammitichos,

the son of Nekau, the governor of Sais who had been pardoned by
Ashurbanipal, and he reigned 54 years, counting from the time when

» For their names and cities see Smith, G.. History of Assitrhanipal, p. 48 fi. ;

Aeg. Zeit., 1872, p. 29 ft. ; Steindorfi, Beitrdge zv.r Assyriologie, Vol. I,’ p 595 ff’A list of names in cuneiform, with their probable Egyptian equivalents will
be found in Budge, History of Egypt, Vol. VI, p. 172.

2 I have .shown in my History' of Egypt (Vol. VI, p. 165) that the Assyrian
transcript of this name is T-'in-da-ma-mi-e

; Tanutamen was a nephew of
Tirhakah.

3 A copy of the text made from a cast of the stele recording it which was
found at Jabal Barkal is given by Budge, with an English translation in
Annals of Nubian Kings, p. 71 fi. The text was first published by Mariette
Mon. Div., pi. 7.

'
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he was reinstated by the king of Assyria. He married Shepenupt,
a daughter of Piankhi, and so legalized his claim to the throne of

Egypt. His daughter Nitaqcrt (Xitocris) was adopted by Shepenupt,
a sister of Tirhakah, and thus was able to inherit her property
legally. He obtained the throne by the help of Ionian and Carian
mercenaries. He trusted to the garrisons that he had estabhshed
at Elephantine, Pelusium, Daphnae and Marea to protect his country
against the Nubians, Arabians and Libyans, and devoted himself

to the development of the commerce of Egj'pt. He built the large

side-gallery to the Serapeum at Sakkarah. A great revival of art

and sculpture took place in his reign, and the best works of the Old
Kingdom were chosen as models. In 612, two years before the death
of Psemtek I, the Fall of Nineveh took place

;
we owe the dis-

covery of this fact to Mr. C. J. Gadd, of the British Museum.^
Psemtek I was succeeded by his son Nekau, the Pharaoh Nechoh

of H Kings xxiii, 29, II Chron. xxxv, 20, and Jeremiah xlvi, 2,

who reigned at least 16 years. He maintained a large army, which
contained many Greeks and Carians, and he encouraged commerce
in every way, keeping one fleet of ships in the Mediterranean and
another in the Red Sea. He tried to remake the old canal which
ran from Memphis to the head of the Gulf of Suez, but though he
employed 120,000 men on the work he did not finish it.^ Early in

his reign he collected a large army and marched into Palestine and,

having vanquished Josiah, king of Judah, in the Battle of Megiddo,

became practically master of the country. A few years later he
went up to Carchemish to fight against the Babylonians and Medes,®

who were led by Nebuchadrezzar II, and was utterly defeated and
obliged to retreat in hot haste to Egypt.

Psemtek II, son of Nekau, is said to have made an expedition

into Nubia, and to have reached the town of Kerkis, near Wadi
Halfah, but the monuments say little about him. The famous
Greek inscription on the broken statue of Rameses H at Abu Simbel

dates from his reign.*

Uahabra, the Hophra of Jeremiah xliv, 30, and the Apries of

the Greeks, succeeded Psemtek II and reigned 19 years. He made
an expedition into Phoenicia and captured Tyre and Sidon, but he

gave no effective help to Zedekiah in Jerusalem, and the city was
taken by Nebuchadrezzar H. Apries sent by request a number of

Egyptians to help the chief Adikran against the Cyrenaeans, but as

a result of their defeat and slaughter by the Cyrenaeans a rebellion

broke out in Egypt, the people declaring that Apries had wilfully

1 For the text and translation of the Babylonian Chronicle see his Fall oj

Nineveh, London, 1923.
^ It was finished by Darius I, was re-dug by Trajan in the Ilnd century

-\.D., and repaired or re-dug by ‘Amr ibn al-‘.4s about .\.d. 640.
’ See Gadd, The Fall oj Nineveh, p. 7, note 1.

* See Krall, Grundriss, p. 177 ; tViedemann, Aeg. Gesch
,
p. 631 f.
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sent their countr^TOen to death. Apries sent a general called Aahmes
(Amasis) to quell the rebellion, but the rebels proclaimed him king,

and Apries was obliged to make him his co-regent. A few years
later Apries collected an army of mercenaries and attacked Amasis,
but he was defeated and was eventually murdered by his own
followers.^ There is no proof that Nebuchadrezzar II invaded
Egj’pt, either during the reign of Apries or of his successor.

Aahmes (Amasis) II, the successor of Apries, reigned 44 years.

He married Tentkheta, and became by her the father of Psemtek III,

and was the official husband of Ankhnesneferabra, the high
priestess at Thebes. During his long reign he repaired many of the
temples in aU parts of Egypt, especially at Thebes, Abydos, Memphis
and Sais. He founded Naukratis, near Sals, and the city became
practically a Greek state

;
the trade between Egypt and the outer

world flourished exceedingly, the Delta becoming the clearing-house
of the Western World.

Psemtek III, the Psammacherites of Manetho, reigned six

months
;
very few monuments of his reign exist, and they tell us

nothing about his reign. He sent an army, which consisted chiefly

of mercenaries, to withstand Cambyses at Pelusium, but the Egyptians
were beaten, and many of them turned and fled to Memphis.
Cambyses sent an envoy to make terms with them, but they attacked
his boat and killed him, and tore the crew limb from limb. Cambyses
then came to Memphis, and 2,000 Eg^’ptians were slain to satisfy his

vengeance. Psemtek HI was deposed, but Cambyses entreated him
kindly until Cambyses was told that he was conspiring against him,
and then he had Psemtek put to death. Eg;^'pt then became, like

Babylonia and Ass3Ha, a province of the Persian Empire.

The Twenty-Seventh Dynasty. Persians.

Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, reigned from b.c. 529-521. He
went from Memphis to Sais in the Western Delta, where lived a friend

and supporter, the priest Utchaherresenet, ^ |j ^^
conducted him about the city and interested him in the history'
of the goddess Neith of Sais and her temple, and obtained from him
authority to eject the foreigners who had settled in her holy precincts.
The temple was purified, its priests reinstated and its revenues
restored, and Cambyses was present at the reconsecration of the
temple and, like a Pharaoh of old, publicly worshipped the goddess.^

1 See Daressy in Maspero’s Recueil, tom. XXII, p. 1 ff. Breasted says
that Daressy s trench translation is “ nine-tenths conjecture • see Ancient
Records, Voi. IV, p. 509.

= The inscription relating these facts is cut on a statue of Utchaherresenetm the Vatican
;

for the literature see Wiedemann, Aeg. Geschichie, p. 667and for a translation see Brugsch, Egypt under the Pharaohs Vol II p 293 f

'

a summary made from the text will be found in my History of Egypt, Vol. Vl'l’
p. 44 f.

* *
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With the consent of Cambyses, Utchaherresenet re-organized the
affairs of the Delta, and with such success that Darius the Great
applied to him for advice and counsel. Cambyses occupied Egypt
as far as Elephantine, and he sent expeditions to the country south
of the Fourth Cataract, and to the Oasis of Jupiter Ammon (Siwah).

The army which he sent from Thebes to Siwah was overwhelmed by
a terrible habiib, or sand storm, and was never more heard of. Some
writers on Egypt, ignorant of the physical conditions of the Western
Desert, and knowing nothing of the “ moving sand-hills,” regard this

story as a fable. But Egj'ptian and Turkish military annals are

full of reports of disasters of the kind and, to the writer’s personal

knowledge, a caravan of 700 camels with a military force was lost

through a habiih between Korosko and Abu Hamad, and only two
men escaped to tell the tale. A defeat of Cambyses in the Sudan
seems to be mentioned in the Annals of Nastasen,^ where his name

is given as ^ ^ ’ K-m-b-s-u-t-n-t
;

the

objections to Schafer’s identification of the name are not well

founded.

Darius I, the Great (b.c. 521-485), arrived in Egypt about

B.c. 517. He was wise and tolerant in his rule over Egypt
;
he

adopted the rank and style of the Pharaohs, and supported the

rehgious institutions of the country, and endowed a college for the

priests at Sais. He completed the clearing out of the old Nile-Red

Sea Canal, which had been begun by Nekau, and along its course

set up stelae with inscriptions recording the fact in Egyptian,

Persian, Susian and Babylonian. He repaired the temple of Ptah at

Memphis, and built a sandstone temple to Amen in the Great Oasis,

or the Oasis of Khargah. It was about 150 feet long and 60 feet

wide, and had three pylons. On the wall of the second chamber is

cut a wonderful Hymn to Amen as the One God, of whom all other

gods are forms.

^

Xerxes I, the Great (b.c. 485-465), succeeded in quelling the

revolt that had broken out under the direction of Khabbasha

,
who was probably burnt or flayed alive, and

tradition says that Xer.xes ruled the country harshly. The monu-
ments teU us nothing about his reign

;
examples of the alabaster

vases inscribed with his name in Egyptian, Persian, Susian and
Babylonian are to be seen in the British Museum.

Artaxerxes I (b.c. 465-424) did not adopt Egyptian titles like

his father, but was content to have a transcription of his name

1 For the te.xt and a German translation see Schafer, Regierungsbericht des

Konigs Nastesen, Leipzig, 1901 ;
English renderings will be found in my

Egyptian SAddn, Vol. II, p. 97 ff., and Annals of Nubian Kings, p. 140 ff.

^ See Birch, Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Vol. V. pp. 293—302
;

Erugsch,

Reisc, 1878.
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enclosed within a cartouche and to call himself “ Pharaoh the Great,
”

^
-=>. Hardly any trace of his long reign of 41 years

is found in Egypt.
Darius II (b.c. 424-404) is known in Egypt chiefly by his

inscription on the walls of the temple of Amen which Darius I built

at Al-Khargah.

The Twenty-Eighth Dynasty.

Of Amyrteos, the only king of this dynasty mentioned by
Manetho, nothing is known from the monuments.

The Twenty-Ninth Dynasty. From Mendes.

The nobles who seized the opportunity of calling themselves
“ kings of the South and the North,” and compose Manetho’s XXIXth
dynasty, were : Naifaurut (Nepherites) I, who made his son

Nekhtnebf his co-regent
;
Hager (Achoris), who repaired some of

the temples of Thebes
;

and Psamut (Psammuthis)
,
who carried

out repairs at Kamak. Of Manetho's Nepheritis (II) and
Muthis nothing is known.

The Thirtieth Dynasty. From Sebennytus.

Nekhtherheb, the Nektanebes of Manetho, repaired many of

the temples in Egypt and built a temple at Babbit al-Hajarah in

honour of Horus, and a small temple by the Serapeum. He set

up two obelisks before the temple of Ptah, and these and his great

inscribed stone sarcophagus are in the British Museum. ^ He reigned

18 (?) years, and was succeeded by Tcheher, the Teos of Manetho,
who reigned 2 years, and who repaired the tem.ple of Khensuhetep at

Thebes. Nekhtnebf, the Xektanebos of Manetho, reigned at least

17 years. He was a great builder, and remains of his works are

found in nearly all the great temples of Egj^pt. He attempted
to withstand the Persians, who were attacking Pelusium under
Artaxerxes II (b.c. 404-359), but the Egyptians were defeated and
Nekhtnebf retreated with the remnant of his army to Memphis.
Seeing that one after another the cities in the Delta were submitting
to the Persians, he quietly abdicated his kingdom and fled to Nubia.
Thus ended the reign of the last native king of Egypt. Artaxerxes II

plundered the country and returned to Persia with great spoil.

Under Artaxerxes HI (b.c. 359-338), Arses (b.c. 338-336), and
Darius III (b.c. 336-331) Egypt again became a province of Persia.

Alexander the Great (b.c. 356-323) defeated Darius at the
Battle of Issus (r,.c. 332), and came to Jlemphis, where he was
acclaimed as the saviour of the country. He legalized his sovereignty

1 The famous Mcttemich stele was set up in his reign
; see Golenischeff.

Die Mettcrnichsiele, Leipzig, 1877.
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over the country by paying a visit to the Oasis of Jupiter Ammon,
where the god Amen acknowledged him to be his son, and therefore

the lawful king of Egypt. He founded the city of Alexandria

(b.c. 322) near the old town of Raqeti,
^
czSj

(|[[
Coptic

p^KoJ". On the death of Alexander, when his kingdom was divided,

Egj'^pt fell to the share of Ptolemy Lagus, who administered the country

in the name of Alexander’s half-brother and son Philip Arrhidaeus
and Alexander II of Egypt. The former never set foot in Egypt, and
the latter, who was brought there when he was a child of si.x, was
murdered seven years later, and Ptolemy Lagus became king of Egypt
under the title of Ptolemy I^ Soter I (b.c. 304). He founded the

Alexandrian Library and Museum and introduced the worship
of Serapis. Ptolemy II Philadelphus (b.c. 287) founded the

cities of Berenice and Arsinoe and built the Pharos of Ale.xandria.

In his reign the Septuagint was compiled and Manetho wrote a

History of Egypt. Ptolemy III Euergetes I (b.c. 246) began to

build the Temple of Edfu. He added a day to the year every fourth

year, thus anticipating Leap-year. Ptolemy IV Philopator I

(b.c. 222) built a hall to the temple of Arqamen (Ergamenes) at

Dakkah, defeated Antiochus the Great at the Battle of Raphia,

and inaugurated elephant hunts in the Sudan. Ptolemy V Epi-
phanes (b.c. 205). The Rosetta Stone is inscribed with a bilingual

copy of the Decree which the priests passed at Memphis in the

ninth year of his reign. Ptolemy VI Philometor I (b.c. 173).

Ptolemy VII took the title of Euergetes (II). Ptolemy VIII
Eupator—cartouches wanting. Ptolemy IX Philopator II or

Philopator Neos—cartouches wanting. Ptolemy X Philopator III

(also Philometor II) took the title of Soter (II). Ptolemy XI
Alexander I took the title of Philometor (HI). Ptolemy XII
Alexander II—cartouches wanting. Ptolemy XIII Philopator IV
Philadelphus II, Ptolemy XIV and Ptolemy XV—cartouches

wanting. Ptolemy XVI was the son of Cleopatra and Julius

Caesar, and was called Caesarion.

After the death of Antony and Cleopatra Egypt became a
Roman Province (B.C. 30), under the rule of a Prefect. Nero
(.'V.D. 54-60) sent two centurions into the Sudan to report on the

country generally. St. Mark arrived in Ale.xandria about a.d. 70.

Trajan (a.d. 98) re-opened the Nile and Red Sea Canal. Hadrian
(-X.D. 117) visited Egypt twice. Decius (a.d. 249) persecuted the

Christians. Diocletian (a.d. 284) abandoned Nubia and subsidized

the Blemmyes and the Nobadae ; he persecuted the Christians,

and the Coptic Era of the Martyrs begins with the first year of

his reign. “ Pompey’s Pillar " was set up in his reign. Marcianus

^ The pnncipa! monuments of the Ptolemies m Egypt are described in my
History of Egypt, Vols. VH and VIII.

1

'
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(a.d. 450-457) invaded Nubia, chastised the Blemmyes and Nobadae,

and made them agree to keep the peace for 100 years. In the first

h alf of the ^Tth century Silko, king of the Nobadae, embraced
Christianity ;

his capital is now called Old Dongola. Justinian

(a.d. 527-565) sent Narses to close the temples at Philae and to

suppress the worship of Isis and Osiris. Narses confiscated the

revenues of the temples and carried off the gold statues of the gods

to Constantinople. Chosroes, the Persian, invaded Eg\ pt in 619

and held the country for 10 years. Owing to the desertion from the

Persians of the Arab tribes, who had attached themselves to

Muhammad the Prophet (born at Al-Makkah August 20th, 570,

died in June, 632), Heraclius was able to defeat the Persians in Syria

and so again became master of Egypt. In 640 ‘Amr ibn al-‘As,

general of ‘Umar the Khalifah, conquered Eg\-pt, and the country

became a province of the newly founded Arab Empire. The first

Arab capital was Al-Fustat, near Babylon, and the second was
Al-Kahirah (Cairo), which was founded in 969. The Turks, under
Salim, conquered Egypt in 1516-17, and Egypt became a Pashalik of

the Turkish Empire. Sa‘id Pasha (1854) built railways in the Delta,

and under him the digging of the Suez Canal was begun
;
the canal

was opened in 1869. In 1882 the British bombarded Ale.xandria,

and after the Battle of Tall al-Kabir (September 13th) occupied

Cairo. On November 18th, 1914, a British Protectorate over Egypt
was proclaimed, and on December 19th the Khedive. ‘Abbas II,

was deposed, and the suzerainty of Turkey came to an end. On
the same day Prince Husen Kamal was proclaimed Sultan of Egypt.
In the “ Declaration to Egypt ” dated Cairo, February 28th, 1922,

the first principle laid down is “ The British Protectorate over
Egypt is terminated and Egj'pt is declared to be an independent
sovereign state.”

LIST OF THE NESUBATI AND SON OF RA NAMES
OF THE PRINCIPAL KINGS OF EGYPT

Under the earliest dynasties the king of Egypt possessed four

‘‘strong names,” or rather titles; 1. The Horus-name, i.e., his

name as the successor of Horus, which was indicated by

2. The Nebti-name, as the chosen one of Nekhebit and Uatchit, the

Mother-goddesses of Upper and Lower Egypt respectively, which was

indicated by 3. The Horus-of-gold-name, which was indicated

by 4- The Nesu-bati-name, i.e., his name as king of the

* Reading uncertain.
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/SA/W

,
later Nesu

AA/W'.^ *-

was indicated

and king of the North

by
^

• When the

priests of Ra gained supreme power under the IVth and Vtli

dynasties they made the king adopt a fifth name as the Son of

Ra The Horus-name was written in a rectangular frame

called SEREKH G
which some think means " royal

3
house,” and others ” banner,” but there is reason for

saying that the serekh represents a funerary building, and
that the name in it is the king’s “ cognizance,” and the

name of his Ka. The drawing given here gives a good
idea of its general form, and the name inside it. Neb Maat,
” Lord of Truth,” is the Horus name of Seneferu, the last

king of the Illrd or first king of the IVth dynasty. The

Nesubati and Son-of-Ra names are written inside an oval
^

which is commonly called cartouche^ (i.e., cartridge), a word
derived through the French from the Italian cartoccio. It is probable

that this oval, or “elliptical ring,” was originally circular in form,

like the hieroglyphic Q which represents a cylindrical seal being

rolled over the mud which is to receive the impression. The con-

nection between the cartouche and the seal seems obvious. In

the following list it is only possible to give a selection of the names
of each king.^

1

Pre-dynastic Kings ; 1 . Kings of Lower Egypt

1 .

. ... pu.

2 -

Ska.

3 . (5

Khaau (?).

^ I
Tau. The.sh. Neheb (?).

7 .

Uatchnar(?). Mekha.

^ The use of this word in this sense was inaugurated by Champollion.
2 For a list of all the royal names see Budge, The Book of the Kings of

Egypt, 2 vols,, London, 1908, and Gauthier, Liere des Rois, Paris, 1916 ff.
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2. Kings of Upper Egypt

Nar-mer. Tchar (?).

Dynastic Kings : Dynasty I

Atet III. Ata.

Qebhu.

Dynasty II

Kakau. Banneter.

? 1 1i
n /vww\ '\| ^

5.
:i (
1 iVNWVN P J I5

6.
^i (T A.W'AN \ p=, ni

Uatchnes. Senta.
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Neb-ka I (Nebkara I ?).

Dynasty III

Neferkara II.

2.
]I <VN(WV\

Tcheser II (Atet IV ?;

ir A.-'AAAA ( .

Setches.

6. ,
i

“
r SNISWV iCll

> ^vWV*A

1 J
Huni.

Dynasty IV

Menkaura. Shepseskaf.
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Dynasty V

Neferarikara I. Kakaa.

Enuserra. An I.

Tetkara. Assa. Unas.

Dynasty VI

Merenra I. Mehtiemsaf I.

1 Variant O Maatkara I.
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Neferkara III. Pepi II.

Netaqerti.

Dynasties VII (?) and VUI

Neferkara V Nebi. Terkara II Maa . . .

Seneferkara I. Nekara I.

Neferkara YII Terri (?). Neferkaher.

Nc.erkara \ III Pepi III 8enb. Seneferka II Anna.

Ankaura (?). Neferkara IX.
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lemhetep. Uatchkara.

Dynasties IX and X

Neferkara X. Abmerira. Khati.

[Names of five kings wanting here.]

3
-

1

nwi - [Ml
Meriaah (?). Neferkara XI.

Uahkara I. Khati II.

Kamerira II. Khati Nebkau.

To this period probabty belong :—

Aakhara. Maaabra.
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Dynasty XI

/JN Q AAAA/VS

1 .

^ aL^_ ’
great Erpa.

2.
/WWVA

Menthuhetep I. Antef II (?).

3. r¥XEl (I
Antef III (?).

M C ¥ Nekht-neb-tep-nefer.

Antef lY.

-m e <^1^1 CMIED
Qakara I. Antef V (?).

O 1*^^
/VVWVN

Sankhabtaui. Menthuhetep II.

Nebhepra. Mentubetep III.

<WW>A

Antef VI (?).

9. mC“ ^ v_

(]o
w ¥r^¥^

Nebtauira. jNIenthuhetep IV.

10. M Co
P f u

]

-9 0 Y etitti fv X
1 ArfWWN V\ 1

V » ^ o J
Sankhkara. Menthuhetep V.
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Dynasty XII

f ®V ^ J

2. Ma Ck

3. m,a fik

Sehetepabra I.

o ^ u
Kheperkara I.

O LJ LJ u
Nubkaura.

Kheperkhara.

5. M f O Q UU U
Khakaura.

„ wm ( o —

"

6. M( ®
V

Enmaatra.

7. m,d d

Auabra.

Maakherura.

Sebekneferura.

•0. M ( Q P i
0-

Seneferabra 1.

Amenemhat I.

Usertsen (Sen-Usrit (?) )
I.

O r r) i~ c. X
^ I ^A4AA» ^ J

Amenemhat II.

d ^CII I
^ 'VVW'A

Usertsen (Sen-Usrit (?) )
II.

<3 A ^ 1 ^ C

Usertsen (Sen-Usrit (?)

)

III.

O ^ f| tf±^ <?>y N
rr. J

Amenemhat III.

^ V H o
Amenemhat IV.

Sebekshettneferu.

Usertsen (Sen-Usrit (?) )
IV.
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Dynasty XIII

Khutauira, Ugaf (?).

2. ^ O 'y' U [Horus name,
^ ^ .)

Sekhemkara.

Amenemhat VII (?). Sehetepabra II.

Aufni,

Sankhabra. Ameni Ante! VII (?) Amenemhat XTII.

Smenkara. Sehetepabra.

‘mJ ( ° p i -I
. . . kara. .Seneferkara II.

12
, M f O |i

I [01 ^ 13 .

•Sencferabra II. Netchemabia.

Auabra. Setchef . . . ra.
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Sekhemkhutauira Sebekhetep II.

(
\ 1 iWAA-A _ "SSi Cl ^
Anicnenihat Sebekhetej).

Usrkara II.

Smenkhkara. Mer-mashau.

Ka Set-Ra (?). Ka Set-Ra (?).

Sekhemsuatchtauira. Sebekhetep III.

Hethersa (Sa-Hathor).

Khaankhra. Sebekhetep V.
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Uahabra I. Aaab.

Merhetepra I. An.

Merhetepra II. Sebeklietep VII.

Sankhenra Senbtu (?).

Mersekhemra An

.Suatchkara Herua.

Mernetchemra.

33 . ij ^
Merankhra, Menthuhetep VI.
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Merkheperra.

Nebmaatra I.

Nebmaatra II.

Khakherura.

Nebfaura.
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The following kings probably belong to the Xllth dynasty :

IJ
Senefertauira Sekhcni. Mersckhemra II. Neferhetep II.

3 . m

4 . m
Suahenra. Senbmaau.

Dynasty XIV (Turin Papyrus)

Ubenra II. Nebtchefara.

Ubenra III. .-Xutabra.

i

Tetkheriira.

Sekheperenra

Sankhkara.

Nefertem . . . ra. Sekhem . . . . ra I.
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Menkhaura. Seshab (?).

To this period probably belong :

—

Sebkai, Khuaqer,

Sebakkara,

and

Dynasties XV and XVI

In the Turin Papyrus all the Nesubat names of the kings are

broken, but the personal names of two kings are legible, viz.,

^ \ H S JJ , , .

Bebnum (?). The

following names of Hyksos kings are derived from the monuments :—

Aauserra. Apejia.
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Suserenra. Khian.

Nebkhepeshra. Apep. Aarqra.

1
Merustrra.

Aaqenra.

¥ Clrjisl
labcqher.

Q. ^ a n f

Apepa.

1 . 4)

The following kings probably reigned during the Hyksos Period

C3klSJR SEIJ
Aapehtiset. Nubti.

Aakhara II. Uatchkar.l.

8 .

Nebtetra.

'ij Gm 10.

(
o|-^'

1

D

o

—

»

o IIIO
Aapehra. Aancterra. .Aahetepra II.

lK°r 7. O/^U
J

N ubkara.

o u
Nub . . . ra. Nekara II.

11. ( G
V : D 1 J( J

13. Cs-y]
K'n.a'i.i.rra II. Khamura (?). Kasetra.

14 .

< 'O fAyvQ r\ p

.''eniqcn.’

? fl rn
10 \ ^ • v'/w 1 LI

I Ci

.Xnthcr.
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Seket (?). Shesha. Qar.

Dyxastv XVII

The names of all the kings of the XVUth dynasty in the Turin

Papyrus, save two, are mutilated, viz., j,^C

^

(?) i

Nebariaura, and

J

^ q ]|
Smentauira. The following

kings, whose names are derived from the monuments, probablv

belong to the XVIIth dynasty :

—

Sekhemuatchkhaura. Sebekemsaf.

Sesheshraherhermaa. Antef VIII Aa.
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Sesheshraupuemmaa,

Anlef IX Aa.

7. "]
J ( 0 Aii-' g ^

Nubkheperra.

OK ^
Sekhemneferkhaura.

® ? I ^
Sekhemuahkhara.

Sekhemsmentauira. Tchehuti.

11. M (
o ^ |1

j
12. M

Sekhemrasaataui.

H.1J
Ramessusertaui.

Suatchenra II,

Senekhtenra.

1

8

. (
O zl

Ci. AAW'A AAWV^

Seqenenra I.

Skhentenra.

Suatchenra. I.

Sekhemraankhtaui.

Antef X Aa.
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Uatchkheperra. Karnes.

Dynasty XVIII

Aakheperkara.

¥
Aahmes I.

^ 1 VAAAA ^ Q

Amenhetep I.

¥ CXFl
Tcheljutimes I.

Aakheperenra. Tchehutimes II.

Maatkara. Amen’s consort, Hatshepsut

Menkheperra. Tchehutimes III.

Aakheperura. Amenhetep II.

Menkheperura. Tchehutimes R'.
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Neferkheperura Uaenra.

10 .

Neferkheperura Uaenra.

¥ ( ^ ^ T f 1
Amenhetep III.

¥ r A 1 X
'/WWA Q 1 ll ^

Amenhetep IV.

¥ r h /p ® N
I

[
I

\ I (3 -< j A.wvV\ y]

Aakhuenaten.

Ankhkheperura. Saakara Tcheserkheperu.

Kheperunebra, Tutankhamen.

Kheperkheperuraarimaat. Ai.

Tcheserkheperura. Amenemheb, beloved of Horus.

Dynasty XIX

Usrmaatra I Setepenra. Rameses II, beloved of Amen.
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Userkheperura Meriamen. Seti II Merenptah II.

7.

Aakhuenra Setepenra. Merenptah Saptah.

Dynasty XX

Userkhaura Setepenra. Setnekht meri Amenra.

Usermaatra IV Sekheperenra. Rameses V meri Amen.

Nebinaatra meri Amen. Rame.ses ^T.
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Usermaatra V Setepenra Rameses VII Divine emanation,

meri Amen. governor of An.

Usermaatra VI Aakhuenamen. Raineses VIII meri Amen.

Neferkara XI Setepenra. RamesesIX Khaem Uast meri Maat Amen.

9.

Khepermaatra Setepenra. Rameses X Amenher khepesh-f.

10

11 .

©C li
o'>

Menmaatra II Setepenptah. Rameses XI.

! SI AAiVWv 1 /NiWWV J.

^
1

Qili
'

I cs

Sekhaenra meri Amen. Rameses XII Saptah II.

1

Dvxastv XXI— («) High Priests of Amen

Heriher I, Priest first of Anienra, king of the gods.

2. a 0 'Yi P'
i J /V>/WV^ 1

Id "1
j

tfira A
1 V AyN.-v-N y/ ¥ (1

ALL1J.LL 0
1

First priest of Amen. Heriher II Saamen.

3

}.
J
@^

(j

ttuiu.

Paiankh.

f O 4a.
. I

w

Painetchem I (as high priest).

Kheperkhara Setepenamen. Painetchem I meri Amen (as king).



Dynasty XXI

—

{
b

)
Kings of Tanis

Hetchkheperra Setepenra. Nesbanebtct (Smendes).

Kheperkhara Setepenamen. Pasebkhan II.

Usermaatra VII Setcpcnan^icn. Amentniapt men Amen.
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Neterkheperra Setepenamen. Saamen meri Amen.

Aakheperra Setepenamen. Pasebkhan III meri Amen.

1 .

Dynasty XXII

Hetchkheperra Setepenra. Shashanq I meri Amen (Shishak).

Sekhemkheperra Setepenra.

U.sermaatra. Thekleta I.

4 .

(7 n

C®1
11 111

^ ^

Dsermaatra Setepen.lmen. Uasarken meri Amen (Osorkon II).

Hetchkheperra Setepenamen. Hersaast meri Amen.

Se.she.shkheperra Setepenra. Shashanq meri Amen.

Hetciikheperra Setepenra. Tekiet II,

1 Gauthier doubts tl.e cxiatence of this king (Livrc des Kois tom. Ill
. 351 ).
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Usermaatra Setepenamen. Shashanq II (?) meri Amen.

Usermaatra meri Amen. Shashanq III (?) meri Amen.

.Aakheperura. Shashanq IV (?).

Dynasty XXIII (Contemporary with Dynasty XXII)

Usermaatra Setepenamen. Patabast 1.

Usermaatra Setepenamen. Uapeth meri Amen, son of Bast.

Usermaatra Setepenamen. Uasarken III meri Amen, son of Isis.

Usermaatra Setepenamen. Thekict III meri Amen, son of Isis.

Usermaatra.
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Among the miscellaneous local rulers of this period were

Seherabra Petabast.

Kheperkhara Khanefer. 'I'chehiitiemhat.

Uasneterra Setepenra. Shashanq \'.

Menkheperra. Mcnira.

Dynasty XXIV (Contemporary with the Nubians)

Uahkara. Bak ,nr _"nf.
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Menabra. Nekau.

Dynasty XXV—Nubians

Usermaatra. Pankhi I meri Amen.

Neferkara. Shabaka.

Tetkaura. Shabataka.

Akhura Nefer-Tem. Tahlq (TirhakMi).

7 . m
Bakara. Tanutarnen.

For the Nubian kings who were not kings of Egypt see

pp. 115, 120 f.

^ I A/TV 'W
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Dyxasty XXVI

Neferabra. Psenithek II,

¥
HSaabra.

¥
Khnemabra.

6. of u 1 «
Kaankhenra.

Uahabra (Aprie.s).

Aahmes (son of Neith).

Psemthek III.

Dynasty XXVII

—

Persians

Kanbutcha (Cambyses).

Tariush (Darius I'l.
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Khshiarsh (Xerxes I).

Khshiarsh. Pharaoh, the Great.

Artakhshashs (Artaxerxes I).

Meri Amenra. Antriush (Darius II).

Dykasty XXVIII

iManetho states that the XXVIIIth dynasty was of Saite origin,

but according to him it consisted of one king only, ’Ayauprato? (or

’A/xu/jreos'), who reigned six years. No Egyptian monument of this

king has come dowm to us, and his name in Egv'ptian is not
known. The various theories on the subject are well summarized
by H. Gauthier, Livrc des Rois, tom. IV, premier fasc., p. 158.

Dynasty XXIX

Userra Setepenptah. Psamut (Psamouthis).

No monuments of Mouthis and Nepherites (II?), the last two
kings of this dynasty, according to ^lanetho, have hitherto been
identified, and the Egj^ptian originals of these names are unknown.
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Dynasty XXX

Ser.etchemabra Setepenamen. Nekhtherheb meri Ra (?).

Kheperkara. Nekhtnobf.

Dynasty XXXI

According to ^Manetho this dynasty consisted of three Persian

kings, and Anpeto?, whose total reigns lasted for a

period of from about 10 to about 15 years. No monument bearing

the name either of Ochus or Arses is kno\\’n, and the only mention of

Darius III is found in a demotic papyrus in the Louvre (see Revillout,

Chrest. dimotiqiie, p. 296, and Revillout, Revue Egyptologique

,

tom. I, p. 2). The following king was probabty a contemporary
of Artaxerxes III, Ochus, or of his successor Arses, but his reign

may have coincided with that of Darius III :

—

Senenentanen Setepenptah. Khababasha (?).

Macedoni.vns

Setepenra meriamen. AlksanUs (Ale.xander the Great).

Setepenra meriamen. Plipus (Philip Arrhidaeub).
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3.

Haaabra Setepenamen. Alksantrs (Alexander II).

I

of Alexander.

Pharaoh, Alexander, the son

Ptolemies

1 .

Sctc}:enra meviAmen
u ^ Ptolemv I,

Ptlmis,

with the title-- t1 netch = Soter, and
rrci <=> L_=/]

khshtrp Satrap.

2, MfoTvTM) O / o
II

J
Ptolemy II,

E'serkara meriamen Ptlumii.

with the title

^ ^
brother-loving ” (Philadelphus).

3. mi il
h

AAiVWi 'lTZ

( Flesh and bone of i

\ the two brothers. /
Setepenra Sekhemankhendmen.

(
° a

Ptulmn, ever-living, beloved of Ptah.

Ptolemy III, with the title O T “the well-doing god " (Euergetes I).

SI-'- Vuliiltf
f Flesh and bone of the 1

\ two well-doing gods. /
Setepenptah Userkara Sekheminkh-.Vmen.

r\ A
Lo 0 ( ^ H

f
I o

h T il J'
Ptulnus, ever-living, beloved ot Isis.

Ptolemy IV, with the title ‘Tather-loving god” (Philopator).
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5. cn i TTO
I
Flesh and bone beloved

\
of the two Father-gods^ j-

Setepenptah Userkara Sekhemankhen-Ainen.

Ptulmis, ever-living, beloved of Ptah.

a [_ _)
Ptolemy V, with the title

|

<^> “the god who appears (Epiphanes).

-<g>-

f Flesh and bone of the
| Setepenptahkheperi .A

A two gods who appeared,
f

r r . r Anmaatradmen

.

(
°

1

Yeas
^

'I i

1
1 f ^

Ptulmis, ever-living, beloved of Ptah.

Ptolemy VI, with the title
^

“ the god loving his mother
”

(Philometor).

7. ai iVWWi A AAAiV'v' V 1

{ fwo gods th^o°appelrld® }
Setepenptah Aiimaatra Sekhemankhen-Amen

Ptolemy \I1,
0

Ptulmis, beloved of Ptah.

with the title 0
^

‘‘the well-doing god’’ (Euergetes II).

8 . IlToXe/tato? Ev-n-drcop, or Ptolemy VIII Eupator. Cartouches h^r

this king have not been found, but the title Eupator is rendered bv

and

See Gauthier, Livre des Rois, tom. IV, p. 340 ,

9. tbtXoTraTnjp Neo?, or Ptolemy IX Philopator II. Cartouches for this

king have not been found, but the titles Neos Philopator are rendered

by
, I

“the god, the youth, loving his father.’’

H
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in.
r Flesh and bone of the well-doing

I god (Euergetes), beloved of his

4 mother, the well-doing goddess,

I the Avenging Lady.

r Setepenptah, Arimaatra, 1

I Sekhemankhamen.
|

i.e., Ptolemy X Philopator II (or Philometor,
^ ^

title ^ O ,
the god who delivers ” CScarijp '. His Son-ol-Ra

name was
0 /

Ptulmis, ev'er-living, beloved of Ptah.

iCs ?CX

f I A/WWt y I o oo AAA'SAA

Flesh and bone of the
|

^ Setepen^
' Tfrit I _/1r\i r>cr crrkH Q|.»n tnf* ' < ^ ^

riesn anu ooiie oi rue
^ Setepenptah, Arimaatenra, 1

weh-domg god and the Senenankhenamen. |
Lvo Loom" iToddcss Rat. I

^

Of U

Ptulmis, who is called Alexander, the ever-living, the beloved of Ptah.

i.e.. Ptolemy XI Alexander I, with the title

loving his mother” (Philometor).

• the srod

12, Ptolemy XII Alexander II. The cartouches of this king have not

been found.

13. S3 ^ W 0 iili]
( Flesh and bone ol the

) / Setepenptah, Anmaitenr.-i,

\ god who saves. j L Sekhemankhamen.

Ptulmis, ever-living, beloved of Ptali and Isis.

lover of the two divine fathers
’’

with the titles -1I 1
—

1
,
‘’lover of the two (

(Philopator III), and “brother lover” (Philadelphus IF).

(3Il
Klaupatra (Cleopatra VII), goddess, loving her father (Philopator)

O Q (3

( Ptulmis, who is called Kisrs, ever-living, beloved of Ptali fand her son,
^ ^ ^ Ptolemy XVI Caesarion. )
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Kings of Northern Nubia, contemporaries of the Ptolemies

Tetiamen, Taaankhra. Arqamen, ever-living, beloved ol Isi^.

i.e.'^p'yafLevrj^, the contemporary of Ptolemies II, III and IV’ (?).

Tiiaenra-Setepenneteru, Atchakharamen, ever-living, beloved of Ibi^

His date is uncertain.

On the two kings Harmakhis and Ankhmakhis, who are only

known from demotic papyri, and for the literature, see Gauthier,

op. cii., tom. IV, p. 425 if

.

ROAIANS

Caesar Augustus

Heqhequ Setepenptah Autukrtr (Autokrator)

Kisras (Caesar), ever-living, beloved of Ptah and Isis.

Tiberius Caesar Augustus

2. O
.\utokrator

c
f
Tebrib Kisrs ever-living, beloved

)

i^TiberiUb Caesar ol Ptah and Isi-;. /

Gaius Caesar Augustus Germaxicus [Caligula

Heqhequ Autokrator, beloved ol Ptah and Ibis,

f Caesar Gaius Kermnigs, \ ever-livin'
t Gernranicus, /

h2
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Tiberius Claudius Caesar Augustus Germanicus

4. M
Heqhequ Autokrator, beloved of Ptah and Isis,

(11
£

a
oC

p —H— I W

(
Kais Kaisrs Krmnikis.

1 ever-livin»
Gaius Caesar Germanicus, j

°

Nero Claudius Caesar Augustus Gerjiamcus

6. Cll

f Krmniks Autkrtr

\ Germanicus Autokrator i

O Sill

0
Ci W © ]

j
Nrn Kluts Ksirs nti aakhu. \

I,
Nero Claudius Caesar Sebastus (’). J

Servius Livius Augustus Sulpicius Galba

6. ?Qs

/Saluu Gibs Autgrutur
"l

Servius Galba Autokrator /

dd

f Kaisrs

1, Caesar

/vvvw\ "Xj

nti aakhu. I
Sebastus (?). /

Marcus Salvius Otho (Othon)

kS Mjl 1 ?
f Mrks Autuns 1

1.
Marcus Othon J

/ Kisrs Autgrtr. \
( Caesar Autokrator. j
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Caesar Augustus Vespasiax

f Autgrtur Kisrs 1

1,
Autokrator Caesar J

f UspisiQs nt aakhu.
|

1,
Vespasian Sebastus(?). f

Titus Caesar Vespasian Augustus

9.

f lutagrtar Tatas Ksrs 1

I Autokrator Titus Caesar J

c
W s

X

8. Cte ffl
Ci (S 0

f Uspsanas nt aakhu. I

1,
Vespasianus Sebastus (?). j

10.

C.A.ES.\R Domitiax Augustus Germaxicus

IQ

C

Autokrator Caesar

c
X

C .•0

fTumti Sebst

\ Domitian Sebastus

MID
Krmniks. i

Germanicus, I

Caesar Nerva Augustus

11.
V

o ^

(2 P ^
Autokrator Caesar

r Neruas

I Nerva
nt aakhu.
Sebastus (or Augustus).
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Caesar Nerva Trajan Augustus Germanicus

O

Autokrator Caesar

12 . ^

;

X <3 tMj

r Trins nti aakhu.

I Trajan Aiigustub. |

13. iOs

Caesar Trajan Hadrian Augustus

Autokrator Caesar

/ Trins Atrin.s J ever-living, beloved
1 Trajan Hadrian i of Isis,

Titus Aelius H.\drian Antoninus Augustus Eusebes

14. iQj
(2

o
ffi
^

11 c X 1 O X 1Ml
(
Autgrtur Ksrs Tits Als Atrins

)

J Autokrator Caesar TTtu= Aelius Hadrian J

r
eiii Oil

o
o

0 flRTI
f Antannins nt aakhu .\usbus. J
J Antoninus Augustus Eusebes. /

15 .

Lucius Aurelius Verus Augustus

f

I Autokrator
Luki

J
Lucius J

/ Aurli

t Aurelius
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Marcus Aurelius Antoninus Augustus

16. aa
t7

O

f Aurli

i Aurelius
Antanini. '|

Antoninus, j

f Mark Aurli Antanin. \
^ Autokrator Caesar Marcus Aurelius Antoninus.

J

Marcus Aurelius Commouus Antoninus

17. O
a

(2 Cl ..aai
(G ^

'

-Autokrator Caesar

u 0 ^ 0
^ 0 W G

/1Y7 C 0
]

/ .-Vntanins Kamtu nt .iakhu. I

.\ntoninus Commodus -Augustus j

18.

19.

Publius Helvius Pertina.x

Gaius Pescennius Niger Justus

L Cartouches

j

wanting.

Lucius Septimius Severus Pertinax

20. ?jCI{
Q. Tsim aa A 1

Autokrator Caesar

U7 ^ (]{ Ci W

f Sauri
Severus

nti aakhu. 1

Augustus. J

DA

G

Marcus -Aurelius Antoninus (Car-AC-alla)

21. tOs o
Cl ]

Autokrator Caesar Antoninus .Augustus.
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Publius Septimius Geta Augustus

22. O la

o

Autokrator Caesar

__ A.V>AAA

^7 o o \'-

f
Gat nti aakhu.

")

l^Geta Augustus, j

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Marcus Opellius Severus ^Iacrinus

Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (Elagabalus)

Marcus Aurelius Severus Alexander

Gaius Julius Verus Maximinus

Marcus Antonius Gordianus

I Cartouches

[

wanting.

Marcus Julius Philippus

28. df
w

!!Q

O

Autokrator Caesar

N

/Philipps nti aakhu. 1

\ Philip Augustus I

Gaius Mersius Quintus Tr.a.ianus Decius

29. dj 1V
Autokrator Caesar f Takis nti aakhu

)

\ Decius Augustus. )

Kings of Napata (Southern Nubia)

1 (^ /VWVNA V

u 1
. J

Kashta. Pankhi meri Amen.

Neferkara .Shabaka.

(3^
Tetkara Shabataka meri Amen.
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Akhunefertem

O Li

Bakara

Tahrq (or Tarhq) = Tirhakah.

i)

Tanutamen.

O L
Akhukara

"I

U ^ J

Atlnersa.

Sekheperenra

y AVNA-VA I AA/WV\ /VWvV\

Senkaamenseken.

Ankhkara

^S'i! V^_

|\ p, ^-'•AAA^

I
{ I

1 -.•-v. 1 -g3^

Anlamen.

10. 4=1

Merkara Aspelta.

11. 4=' Q
Uatchkara

O Y L
Sekhemkara

) -S££>

I Zl

Amtiq.

It A/ANV\

0 A_
Malneqen.

Neferkara Nelmai (?).

14
. S i

Akheperura

^7?

Netaklabathamen.

Kargamen (?).
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Nasakhmat (?).

Talakhamen.

Hersaatef Sameriamen.

Ankhkara Nastasen.
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THE DECIPHERMENT OF THE EGYPTIAN
HIEROGLYPHS—THE ROSETTA STONE AND THE

OBELISK FROM PHILAE
The famous “ Stone ” in the British Museum (Southern Egyptian
Galler}?, No. 24), which is now universally known as the Rosetta
Stone, was accidentally discovered at a spot near the town of

Rashid, or Rosetta, in the Western Delta. The fortunate finder

was M. Boussard,^ or Bouchard, a French Officer of Engineers, who
was engaged in strengthening Fort St. Julien in August, 1799. This
fort stood on the west bank of the Rosetta arm of the Nile, exactlv

opposite Jazirat al-Khadrah, about half-way between Burg Sa'ir

and Jazirat Warshi. The spot where the Stone was found marks
the site of the temple of Bolbitine, which was probably dedicated
to the god Tem in the reign of king Nekhtherheb, or Nektanebus I.

who reigned about B.c. 378. The Stone was taken to the house of

Gen. Menou in Alexandria, who had it carefully packed up in cotton
cloth and matting, and claimed it as his personal property. After
the capitulation of Alexandria all the antiquities which had been
collected in Cairo by Napoleon ready for despatch to Paris were
surrendered, according to Article XVI of the Treaty of Capitulation,

to Gen. Hutchinson, who ordered them to be sent to London.
Among the antiquities surrendered was the Rosetta Stone, which
Gen. Menou refused to give up, declaring that it was his private

property. When Gen. Hutchinson heard this he sent a detachment
of artillerymen and a “devil cart” to Maj.-Gen. H. Turner, and
ordered him to take possession of the Stone. This was done without
delay, and Gen. Turner embarked with it on board the frigate
“ Egj'ptienne,” which the British had captured in the harbour at

Alexandria, and arrived at Portsmouth in February, 1802. With the

consent of the Secretary of State the Stone was taken to the rooms of

the Society of Antiquaries of London, where it remained until it was
removed to the British Museum. In April the Rev. S. Weston read

a translation of the Greek text before the Society, and in July the

Council ordered four casts of the Stone to be made, and one each to be
sent to the Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, Edinburgh and Dublin.

In its present state the Rosetta Stone is an irregularly shaped
slab of compact black basalt which measures about 3 ft. 9 in.

by 2 ft. 4J in. by 11 in., and the top corners and the right-

hand bottom corner are wanting. It is inscribed with 14 lines

of hieroglyphic text, 32 lines of demotic and 54 lines of

Greek. The inscription on the Stone is bilingual,- and is written

^ He attained the rank of “ General,” and was alive in 1814.
- The Rosetta inscription has been often called trilingual and compared to

the Bihistun Inscription
;

but in the former there are only two languages,
though three forms of writing are employed, while in the latter there are

three distinct languages.
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in Egyptian and in Greek. The Egyptian portion is in hieroglyphs

and also in demotic characters.

We may arrive at an idea of the original size of the Rosetta Stone

by comparing the number of lines upon it with the number of those

upon the Stele of Canopus, which is also inscribed in hieroglyphic,

demotic and Greek, and measures 7 ft. 2 in. by 2 ft. 7 in.

by 1 ft. 2 in., and is inscribed with 36 lines of hierogh^phs,

73 lines of demotic writing, and 74 lines of Greek. The
demotic inscription is on the edge of the stele, and seems
to have been overlooked by Lepsius when he was preparing his

edition of the hieroglyphic and Greek te.Kts. This stele was set

up at Canopus in the ninth vear of the reign of Ptolemy III

Euergetes I (B.C. 247-222)', to record tte decree made at

Canopus by the priesthood, assembled from all parts of Egypt,
in honour of the king. It records the great benefits which he
had conferred upon Egypt, and states what festivals are to be
celebrated in his honour, and in that of Berenice, etc., and,
like the Rosetta Stone, concludes with a resolution ordering
that a copy of this inscription in hieroglyphs, Greek and demotic,
shall be placed in every large temple in Egypt. Now the Rosetta
Stone is inscribed with 32 lines of demotic, and the Stele of

Canopus with 73 ;
but as the lines on the Rosetta Stone are

rather more than double the length of those on the Stele of

Canopus, it is pretty certain that each document is of about
the same length. The Stele of Canopus has 74 lines of Greek
to 54 on the Rosetta Stone, but as the letters are longer and
wider, it is clear from this also that the Greek versions occupied
about the same space. Allowing then for the difference in the
size of the hieroglyphic characters, we should e.xpect the hiero-
glyphic inscription on the Rosetta Stone to occupy 14 or 15 lines.

\Vhen complete the stele must have been about 12 inches longer
than it is now, and the top was probably rounded and inscribed,
like that of the Stele of Canopus, with a winged disk, having

pendent uraei, that on the right wearing , the crown of Upper

Egypt, and that on the left the crowm of Lower Egypt
;
by

the side of each uraeus, laid horizontally, would be and above

^ ta ankh,
“
giver of life.”

The inscriptions on the Rosetta Stone form a version of the
Decree of the whole priesthood of Egypt, assembled in solemn
conclave at Memphis to do honour to Ptolemy V Epiphanes,
king of Egypt (B.C. 196), written in hieroglyphs, demotic and Greek!
A complete facsimile^ of them was published by the Society of

1 Other facsimiles are given in Lepsius, A uswahl, BL 18, and in Arundale
and Bonomi, Gallery of Antiquities, pi. 49, p. 114.
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Antiquaries^ in 1802, and copies were distributed among the scholars

\%'ho were anxious to undertake the investigation of the texts. The
hierogly-phic text has been translated by Brugsch in his Inscriptio

Rosettana, Berlin, 1851
;

by Chabas, UInscription hieroglyphique

de Rosette, Paris, 1867 ;
b}’’ Sharpe, The Rosetta Stone in hieroglyphics

and Greek, London, 1871
;
by Birch, Gallery of Antiquities, p. 114 ;

and by Mahaffy, Empire of the Ptolemies, pp. 316-327. The demotic

text has been studied by M. de Sacy, Lettre a M. Chaptal sur

V inscription egypt. de Rosette, Paris, 1802; by Akerblad, Lettre a M.
de Sacy sur I’ inscription egypt. de Rosette, Paris, 1802 ;

by Young,
Hieroglyphics (collected by the Egyptian Society, arranged by Dr.

T. Young, 2 vols., fob, 100 plates, 1823-1828), pi. X ff.
; by Brugsch,

Die Inschrift von Rosette nach ilirem dgyptisch-demotischen Texte

sprachlich nnd sachlich erkldrt, Berlin, 1850 ; by Salvolini, Analyse
Grammaticale Raisonnee de differents textes des ancietts Egyptiens,

\^ol. I.. Texte hieroglyphique ct demotique de la pierre de Rosette,

Paris, 1836 [this work was never finished]
; by de Saulcy,

Analyse Grammaticale, Vol. I, pt. I, Paris, 1845; by de Rouge,
Lettre d M. de Saulcy {Revue Arch., 1847, pp. 321-343)

;
by Revillout,

Chrestomathie Demotique, 1880 ;
and by Hess, Der Demotische Teil

der Dreisprachigen Inschrift von Rosette, 1902, The Greek text

has been edited in Vetusta Mommenta, Y"ol. IV, pll. VIII and IX

;

and Description de VEgypte, tom. V, pll. V-VH
; by Lepsius,

Auswalil, pll. XVm and XIX ; Heyne, Commentatio in inscrip-

tionem graecam monumenti trinis titulis insigniti ex Aegypto

Londinum apportati, in tom. XV of Comment. Soc. R. Sc. Gbtt.,

pp. 260-280 ;
Ameilhon, £claircissements sur V inscription grecqtie du

monument trouve d Rosette, Paris, 1803 ;
Bailey, Hieroglyphicorum

Origo et Natura, Cambridge, 1816; Drumann, Commentatio in

inscriptionem prope Rosettam inventam, Regiomont, 1822; and
Drumann, Historisch-antiquarische Untersuchungen iiber Aegypten,

Oder die Inschrift von Rosette aus dem Griechischen ilbersetzt und
erldutert, Konigsberg, 1823 ;

Lenormant, Essai sur le texte grec de

r inscription de Rosette, Paris, 1842 ;
Letronne, Recueil des inscrip-

tions grecques et latines d’Egypte, Paris, 1842 ; and by Franz in Boeckh,
Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum, t. Ill, 1853, p. 334 ff.. No. 4697, etc.

The complete hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek texts, together

with transliterations and English translations and facsimiles, will be
found in Budge, The Decrees of Memphis and Canopus, Vols. I-III,

London, 1904. This work is out of print. A good and cheap
autotype facsimile of the Stone, with a few pages of letterpress by
myself, was published by the Trustees of the British Museum in

1914, price sixpence. The glass was removed and the Stone was

^ The Greek version of the decree of the Egyptian Priests in honour of

Ptolemy the Fifth, surnamed Epiphanes, from the stone inscribed in the sacred
and vulgar Egyptian and the Greek characters, taken from the French at the

surrender of Alexandria. London, 1S02. Nichols.
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levelled and grey powder was carefully dusted into the inscriptions.

A day when the hght w'as most suitable was waited for and the

photograph was taken bv Mr. D. Macbeth, who had mounted his

camera on a scaffold immediately above the Stone. T he reproduction

on the Plate opposite is, for its size, one of the best ever made.

Contents of the Decree of the priests at Memphis.—The
inscriptions upon the Rosetta Stone set forth that Ptolemy V
Epiphanes, while king of Egypt, (1) consecrated revenues of silver

and corn to the temples
; (2) that he suppressed certain taxes and

reduced others
; (3) that he granted certain privileges to the priests

and soldiers
; (4) that when, in the eighth year of his reign, the Nile

rose to a great height and flooded all the plains, he undertook, at

great expense, the task of damming it in and directing the overflow

of its waters into proper channels, to the great gain and benefit of

the agricultural classes
; (5) that he remitted taxes

; (6) that he gave

handsome gifts to the temples, and (7) that he subscribed to the

various ceremonies which were carried on in them. In return for

these gracious acts the priesthood assembled in the great temple of

Ptah at Memphis decreed that a statue of the king should be set up
in a conspicuous place in every temple of Egypt, and that each should

be inscribed with the name and titles of Ptolemy, the saviour of

Egypt. Royal apparel was to be placed on each statue, and
ceremonies were to be performed before each three times a day. It

was also decreed that a gilded wooden shrine, containing a gilded

wooden figure of the king, should be placed in each temple, and that

these were to be carried out with the shrines of the other kings in

the great panegjnics. It was also decreed that ten golden crowns of

a peculiar design should be made and laid upon the royal shrine
;

that the birthday and coronation day of the king should be
celebrated each year with great pomp and rejoicing and feasting

;

that the first five days of the month of Thoth should each year be
set apart for the performance of a festival in honour of the king

;
and

finally that a copy of this decree, engraved upon a tablet of hard
stone in hieroglyphic, demotic and Greek characters, should be set

up in each of the temples of the first, second and third orders, near
tire statue of the ever-living Ptolemy. It was formerly supposed
that the Greek portion of the inscriptions was the original document,
and that the hieroglyphic and demotic versions were merely trans-

lations of it, but many reasons have been adduced for thinking
that the original draft was in demotic, especially as neither the hiero-
glyphic nor the Greek version really represents the exact meaning
of many of the carefully thought-out phrases of the demotic text.

Although it is nearly certain that, without the aid of the Greek
inscription found on the socket of an obelisk at Philae, and the
hieroglyphic inscription found on the obelisk which belonged to that
socket, the hieroglyphic alphabet could never have been recovered
from the Rosetta Stone, still it is around this wonderful document
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that all the interest in the decipherment of the Egyptian hiero-

glyphs chngs. For many hundreds of years the interest of the
learned of all countries has been excited by the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions of Egypt, and the theories propounded as to their contents

were legion. Speaking broadly, the references to this subject bv
classical authors^ are not very satisfactory

;
still there are some

remarkable exceptions, which will be referred to presently. Inas-

much as the names of Roman emperors, as late as the time of Decius,

were vuitten in hieroglyphs, it follows that the knowledge of this

subject must have been possessed by someone, either Greek or

Egyptian, in Egypt. “ For a hundred and fifty years after the
Ptolemies began to reign, the Eg3"ptian hierogh'phics appear to

have been commonly used, and the Eg^-ptians were not prohibited
from making use, so far as it seemed requisite, according to ritual

or otherwise appropriate, of the native language and of its time-
hallowed written signs."- Little by little, however, the Greek
language displaced the Egyptian among the upper classes, and the
writing in common use among the people, called to-day “ demotic

”

or “ enchorial,” and ancientty “ epistolographic,” completely usurped
the place of the “ hieratic " or cursive form of hieroglyphic writing.

Even the abbreviated texts from the Book of the Dead which became
common in the Graeco-Roman Period w'ere often written in demotic,
and much of the fiction of that time was written in demotic. The
Egyptians seem to have forgotten the fact that the " w^ords of the

god," I I

W'ere held by their ancestors to be hol3^ Although

the Greeks and Romans appear not to have studied the hieroglyphs
thoroughly, only repeating generally w’hat they' were told about
certain signs, nevertheless writers like Herodotus, Diodorus Siculus,

Strabo, Hermapion, Chaeremon, Clemens Alexandrinus, and Hora-
poUo, contribute information on this subject of considerable value.

To Hecataeus of IMiletus,® who visited Egypt between b.c. 513-
501, we owe, through Herodotus, much knowledge of Egy'pt,

and he must be considered the earliest Greek w'liter upon Egypt.
Hellanitus of Mydilene, b.c. 478-393, shows in his AljvTrna/ca

that he has some accurate knowledge of the meaning of some hiero-

glyphic words. ^ Democritus wrote upon the hieroglyphs of Meroe,®
but this w'ork is lost. Herodotus says that the Egyptians used
two quite different kinds of writing, one of which is called sacred

^ See Gutschmid, “ Scriptorum rerum Aegyptiacarum Series, ” in Philologus,
Bd. X, Gottingen, 1855, SS. 712 ff.

2 Mommsen, Provinces of the Roman Empire, Vol. II, p. 243.
“ See “ De rerum Aegyptiacarum scriptoribus Graecis ante Alexandrum

Magnum," in Philologus, Bd. X, S. 525.
‘ See the instances quoted in Philologus, Bd. X, S. 539.
® Ilept Ttt'i/ eV Mepo'j iefjwv ^pa/qiaTa’j'. Diogenes Laertius, Vtt. Democ., ed.

Isaac Casaubon, 1593," p. 661.
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(hieroglyphic), the other common^ (demotic). Diodorus says that

the Ethiopian letters are called by the Egyptians “ hieroglyphs.’

^

Strabo, speaking of the obelisks at Thebes, says that there are

inscriptions upon them which proclaim the riches and power of their

kings, and that their rule extends even to Scythia, Bactria, and
India.® Chaeremon of Naucratis, who lived in the first half of the

1st century after Christ,* and who must be an entirely different

person from Chaeremon the companion of Aelius Gallus (b.c. 25),

derided by Strabo,® and charged with lying by Josephus,® wrote a

work on Egyptian hieroglyphs,' -n-epi rmv iepwv ypaupaTcov, which
has been lost. He appears to have been attached to the great

library of Alexandria, and as he was a “ sacred scribe " it may
therefore be assumed that he had access to many important works
on hieroglyphs, and that he understood them. He is mentioned b}'

Eusebius® as H.aip'^p.cDv o iepoypap,p.aTev^, and bv Suidas,® but
neither of these writers gives any information as to the contents
of his work on hieroglyphs, and we should have no idea of what manner
of work it was but for the extract preserved by John Tzetzes
(Tferfij?, bom about a.d. 1110, died after .t.D. 1180). Tzetzes was
a man of considerable learning and literary activity, and his works^'’

have value on account of the lost books which are quoted in them.
In his Chiliades^^ (Bk. V, line 395) he speaks of o Alyv-7rTio<;

Upoypafip.aTev<; Xaipi]fio>v, and refers to Chaeremon’s BiBayfiara tmv
iepo)v ypafifidrcou. In his Exegesis of Homer’s Iliad he gives an
extract from the work itself, and we are able to see at once that
it was written by one who was able to give his information at first

hand. This interesting extract was first brought to the notice of

the world by the late Dr. Birch, who published a paper on it in the
Transactions of the Royal Society of Literature, Vol. Ill, second series

1850, pp. 38^396. In it he quoted the Greek text of the extract,
from the edition of Tzetzes’ Exegesis, first published bv Hermann,*^

* Kal Tn avTti-v ipd. yd ck cipioyiicd Herodotu^, Ii, 36, ed.
Didot, p. 84.

2 Diodorus, III, 4, ed. Didot, p. 129.
^ Strabo, XVH, 1, § 46, ed. Didot, p. 693.
According to Mommsen he came to Rome, as tutor to Xero, in the reisn of

Claudius. Provinces of Rome, Vol. II, pp. 259, 273.
°

reXayieros- re yd yrXdov wy dXa^wt^ Kai u.twytp, Strabo, X\'1I. 1, ^ 29 ed.
Didot, p. 685.

« Contra Apion, I, 32 ft. On the identity of Chaeremon the Stoic philo-
sopher with Chaeremon the iepo-fpapfiay^vy, see Zeller, Hermes, XI s 431

His other lost work, Ai-ivwyiaKd, treated of the Exodus.
'

® Praep. Evang., v, 10, ed. Gaisford, t. 1, p. 421.
'' Sub voce 'lepoyXvCpiKa.

“ For an account of them see Krumbacher, Geschichte dey Bvsantiruschen
Literatur, Miinchen, 1891, pp. 235-242.

Ed. Kiessling, Leipzig, 1826, p, 191.
12 Draconis Stratonicensis Liber de Metris Poeticis Joannis Tzetzae

Exegesis in Hoineri Iliadem. Primum edidit God. Hermannus
Lipsiae, 1812.
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and added remarks and hieroglyphic characters illustrative of

it, together with the scholia of Tzetzes, the text of which he
emended in places. As this extract is so important for the history of

the study of hieroglyphs, it is given here, together with the scholia

on it, from the excellent edition of the Greek text, by Lud. Bachmann,
Scholia in Horneri Iliadeni, Lipsiae, 1835, pp. 823, §97, and 838, with

an English translation.

"Ofir/po'; Se, iraiSevOelt; aKpi^Si^; Se irdaav ^adtjaiv ix raiv avfi^oXi-

kS)V AldtOTTi/cmv '/pap.fLdrwv. ravra • ol jap AWloire^ aroi'X^ela

jpappaTwv ovK e-)(ovaiv, dW’ dvr’ avTcav iravTola, xal fiiXrj tovtcov

Kal popia • QovXopevot, jdp ol dpy^aLOTepoi tmv lepojpappLuTecdv tov irepl

6ewv (bvcnKov \6yov KpvTTTeiv, Bi dWrjjopLKuv /ca) avp^oXcov toiovtwv

Kol jpapLpLarwv rot? tSi'ot? tekvoi'; aind 'irapeBihovv, &)? d lepojpappiaTeix;

^alpJjpcov •

3-

4-

5-

6 .

7-

8 .

9-

10 .

II.

12 .

13-

14-

IS-

IS.

17-

i8.

19-

xai dvTi pev '^apd<i, jvvalxa rupiravLi^ovaav eypaifjov •

dvr\ XuTTJ;?, dvdpanrov rp to yeveiov xparoOvra, xal irpoi;

yrjv VEvovra •

dvrl Be (rvp(f)opd<i, o^OaXpov BaxpvovTa •

dvTi TOV prj e')^eiv, Bvo yeipa^ K€vd<; e/crerapepa'i •

dvrl dvaroXp'i, o<piv i^ep-^opevov ex npo? OTrfp •

dvrl Bucreco^, el<Tep')(opevov •

dvrl dpa^idi(Te(o<;, 0dTj}a\ov •

dvrl iepaxa ' ert xal uptI ifktov xal deov •

dvri SpXvyovou ywaixo’;, Kal pprpb'i xal ^popov xal ovpapov,
yvira •

dvrl ySacTiXeo)?, piXicrcrap •

dvTt yevea-ew^; xal avT0<f)vd)P xal dppevcov, xavOapop •

dvrl yip, /3ovp ’

Xeorro? Be TTporopp Trdcrap dpj(^r)p xal (pvXaxijP BpXol xar
avTov<{ •

ovpd XeoPTo?, avayxpp •

€\a^o<i, epiavTOP •

opolcov xal 6 (pOLi'i^ •

o TTaZ? BpXol rd av^apopeva •

o yepcop, TO. (pdeipopepa •

TO To^op, TTjp d^elap Bvpapip • xal erepa pvpia e^ wv "Opppot;
Tavrd (fjpaip ip dXXm Be tottq), eiirep alpeiade, lBmv ex
TOV Aaipijpovoii, xal rd? rd)p ypapparoop avToip iK(f)Q}ppcr€i^

AWiotvlxw elivui.

“ Now, Homer says this as he was accurately instructed in all

learning by means of the symbolic Ethiopian characters. For the
Ethiopians do not use alphabetic characters, but depict animals of

all sorts instead, and limbs and members of these animals
; for the

sacred scribes in former times desired to conceal their opinion about
the nature of the gods, and therefore handed all this down to their

own children by allegorical methods and the aforesaid symbols and
characters, as the sacred scribe Chaeremon says.”

I
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“ And for joy, they would depict a woman beating a tam-
bourine.”

[The drum or tambourine was used in the temples for

festival services, and a woman beating a tambourine

is the determinative of the words
p

seger, “ to

beat a tambourine,” and „ „ ^ tckhennii?\

2. “ For grief, a man clasping his chin in his hand and bending
towards the ground.”

[A man, seated, with his hand to his mouth, ^ is the

determinative of the word
| ^ V ^ ^^ kliaandii,

“
grief.” A seated woman with head bent and hands

thrown up before her face, is the determinative of

"I
hat, “ to weep.”]

3. “ For misfortmte, an eye weeping.”

[The weeping eye is the determinative of the common

word retn, “to weep.”]

4. " For'z£'a«/, two hands stretched out empty.”
[Compare —(U. at, “not to have,” "“to be without.”
Coptic ^,'T.]

5. “ For rising, a snake coming out of a hole.”

[Compare per, “ to come forth, to rise
”

(of the sun).]

6. “For setting, [the same] going in.”

[Compare -.s\ = ^
aq, “to enter, to set ” (of the

sun)
.]

7.

8 .

“ For vivification, a frog.”r

a

[The frog
|^^ hefnti, means 100,000, hence fertility

and abundance of life. See also the description of the
frog used as an amulet in the section “ Amulets.’”

For soul, a hawk
; and also for sun and god.”

[Compare ha,
“
soul,” neter,

“ Horus ” or “ the Sun-god.”]

1 But .compare Horapollo (ed. Leematis, p. 33), ’‘ATrXaa-o,’ li ai-dpa'Tro..

''^pa(poi/7c^f l^arpap^ov '^tc''fpa(l)ovaiv^
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9. “ For a female-bearing woman, and mother and time and sky,

a vulture.”

mut,
“
mother,” is the common meaning of a

vulture, and at times the goddess Mut seems to be

identified with
^

nut,
“
the sky.” Horapollo says

that the vulture also meant “ year ” (ed. Leemans,
p. 5) ,

and this statement is home out by the evidence of

the hieroglyphs, where we find that

renpit, "year.”]
^®-f o

10. “ For king, a bee.”

[Compare nesn-oat, “ king of the North and South.”]

11 .

“ For hirth and natural grouih, and males, a beetle.”

[The beetle © Khepera was the emblem of the god

Khepera ^ 1| ^ , who is supposed to have created or

evolved himself, and to have given birth to gods, men,
and every creature and thing in earth and sky. The

word
,

means “ to become,” and in late texts

khepera may be fairly weU rendered by
" evolutions.” The meaning male comes, of course, from
the idea of the ancients that the beetle had no female.
See the section Sc.-^r.^b.]

12. “ For earth, an ox.”

V means field, and
(| |

ah means “ ox ”
;

can Chaeremon have confused the meanings of these
two words, similar in sound ? ]

13. And the fore part of a lion signifies dominion and protection
of every kind.”

[Compare ha,
“

chief, that which is in front, duke,
prince.”]

14. “A lion’s tail, necessity.”

[Compare
| 'Ni peh, “ to force, to compel, to be strong.”]

15. 16. “ A stag, yeur
;

likewise the
[Of the stag meaning “ year ” I can give no e.xample.

The palm branch
j

or ^ renpit, is the common word
for " year.”]
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17. “ The boy signifies growth.”

[Compare ^ i which is the determinative of words meaning

“ youth ” and juvenescence.]

18. “ The old man, decay.”

[Compare the determinative of
{| ^^ dan,

“
old age.”]

19. “ The bow, the sicift power.”
r~)

[The Egvptian word for bow is pd. Compare

^ ^

^

' pet, “ to run, to flee away.'']

“ And others by the thousand. And by means of these

characters Homer says this. But I will proceed in another place,

if you please, to e.xplain the pronunciation of those characters in

Ethiopic fashion, as I have learnt it from Chaeremon.”i

In another place^ Tzetzes says, “ Moreover, he was not uninitiated

into the symbolic Ethiopian characters, the nature of which we will

expound in the proper places. All this demonstrates that Homer
was instructed in Egypt,” va\ /xrjv oi/Se twv XWio-mKwv avfi^oXiK&v
ypajj.ij.dTQJv dfivpTO^ yiyove, ivepl div ev rot? oi’/tetot? tottoi? BiPd^oixev

orroia elaL Kal ravra 8e tov "Opnppov eV AlyviTTCp Traihevdrfvat

'jrapahetKvvova-i, and upon this the scholia on Tzetzes say ;

—

Hepi
TO}V AlOLOTTiKOiv jpap.p,dTaiv Atd[8<<>/509] ph i'KepvprrOr), xal pepiKW
ecirev, dX\' cjcnrep dicorjt; dWov padcov Kal ovk UKpi^wi adrd?
€'7ncrrdp€vo<i [et] /cat riva rovrcoi’ KareXe^ev dxnrep ip oT? olSe

rrappTjcridl^eTac. ^aiprjpwv Be o lepoypapparev'; oXyv j^i^Xov rvepl

rfov roiovT(ov ypapparoop (xvvera^ev. uriva, ip tok 7rpo[cr(f)6poi^]

TOTTOt? TUP Oprjpeiuv iiruv d[Kpi\^e<jTepov Kal irXaTvrepw^ ipu
" Diodorus made mention of the Ethiopian characters and spoke
particularly, yet as though he had learnt by hearsay from another
and did not understand them accurately himself, although he
set down some of them, as though he were talking confidently

on subjects that he knew. But Chaeremon the sacred scribe

compiled a whole book about the aforesaid characters, which
I will discuss more accurately and more fully in the proper
places in the Homeric poems.” It is much to be regretted that
Chaeremon’s work, if he ever fulfilled his promise, has not come
down to us.

One of the most valuable extracts from the works of Greek
and Roman writers on Egypt is that from a translation of an

^ Hermann, p. 123, 11. 2-29 ; Bachmann, p, 823, 11. 12-34.
^ Hermann, p. 17, 11. 21-25 ; Bachmann, p. 755, 11. 9-12.
’ Hermann, p. 146, II. 12-22 ; Bachmann, p. 838, 11. 31-37.
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Egyptian obelisk by Hermapion, preserved by Ammianus iMar-

cellinus d unfortunately, however, neither the name of Hermapion’s

work nor the time in which he lived is known. This extract consists

of the Greek translation of six lines of hieroglyphs : three lines are

from the south side of the obelisk, one line from the east side, and
a second and a third line from the other sides. A comparison of

the Greek extract with any inscription of Rameses II on an

obelisk shows at once that Hermapion must have had a certain

accurate knowledge of hieroglyphs
;

his translation of the lines,

however, does not follow consecutively. The following examples

will show that the Greek, in many cases, represents the Egyptian

very closely. Aeyet ''HXto? Baa-iXet ’Fafiearr]- SeSaiprj/xab croi avci

TTacrav oiKOVfievrjV /xera '^apa.f /9a<rtX6iieti', ov (piXei =
o

'T] AAlWV\

^ i

'

I I I

Q 1 i q]

^
“ Says Ra, I give to thee all lands and foreign

countries with rest of heart, O king of the North and South, Usr-

maat-Ra-setep-en-Ra, son of the Sun, Rameses, beloved of Amen-

Ra.’' @eoyivi»]To<; kti(tt>)v ol/covnevt]^ =
p 1^1 1

^ —

.

“born of the gods, possessor of the two lands” [i.e., the world).

'O ea-T(B? eV aXrjdela'i SecnroTi]^ BbaS!'jfiaro<;, rpv AlyvTrrov bo^affa^

" [the mighty bull], resting upon Law, lord of

diadems, protector of Egypt, making splendid Heliopolis with

monuments.” "HXto? deo? /xeya? BeffTrorr]^ odpai/oO

Ke/CTp/j,h 0‘f, o dyXaoTroc>jcra‘} 'HXtov ttoXiv

a ( O

o
o

'

IWWW I

“ Says Ra Harmakhis, the great god, lord

of heaven,” TrX-^pwo-a? tov yea)v rov ^oLvlko<; aya9d)V, w ol 9eol

a AAWW

-^povov eBcoppaavro
I
Ci ’

1115 if
o “ hlling the temple of the hennu (phoenix)

with his splendours, maj^ the gods give to him life like the Sun for

ever,” etc.

The Flaminian obelisk, from which the Egyptian passages

given above are taken, was brought from Heliopolis to Rome by
Augustus, and placed in the Circus Maximus,- whence it was dug

out ;
it now stands in the Piazza del Popolo at Rome, where it was

* Liber XVII, 4.

^ Qui autem notarum textus obelisco incisus est veteri, quern videmus in

Circo, etc. Ammianus Marcellinus, XVII, 4, § 17. It seems to be referred to

in Pliny, XXXVI, 29.
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set up by Pope Sixtus V in 1589.^ This obelisk was originally set

up by Seti I, whose inscriptions occupy the middle column of the

north, south, and west sides
;

the other columns of hieroglyphs

record the names and titles of Rameses II who, in this case, appro-

priated the obelisk of his father, just as he did that of Thothmes III.

The obelisk was found broken into three pieces, and in order to

render it capable of standing up, three palms' length was cut

from the base. The texts have been published by Kircher, Oedipus

Aegyptiacus, tom. Ill, p. 213; by Ungarelli, Liiopretatio Obelis-

conim Urbis, Rome, 1842, p. 65 sqq., plate 2 ;
and by Bonomi,

who drew them for a paper on this obelisk by the Rev. G. Tomlinson
in Trans. Royal Soc. Lit., Vol. I, Second Series, p. 176 ff. For an
account of this obelisk see Zoega, Dc Origine et Usu Obeliscorum,

Rome, 1797, p. 92.

The next Greek writer whose statements on Egvptian hiero-

glyphs are of value is Clement of Alexandria, who flourished about
A.D. 191-220. According to Champollion, “ un seul auteur grec,

. . . a demele et signale, dans I'ecriture eg\'ptienne sacree,

les elemens phonetiques, lesquels en sont, pour ainsi dire, le principe

vital- . . . Clement d’Alexandrie s’est, lui seul, occasion-

nellement attache a en donner une idee claire
; et ce philosophe

Chretien etait, bien plus que tout autre, en position d’en etre bien
instruit. Lorsque mes recherches et I’etude constante des monu-
ments egyptiens m’eurent conduit aux resultats precedemment
exposes, je dus revenir sur ce passage de Saint Clement d’Alexandrie,
que j’ai souvent cite, pour savoir si, a la faveur des notions que
i’avais tirees d’un examen soutenu des inscriptions hieroglyphiques,
le texte de hauteur grec ne deviendrait pas plus intelligible qu’il ne
havait paru jusque-la. J’avoue que ses termes me semblerent alors
si positifs et si clairs, et les idees qu'il renferme si exactement con-
formes a ma theorie de I’ecriture hieroglyphique, que je dus craindre
aussi de me livrer a une illusion et a un entrainement dont tout me
commandait de me deher.”* From the above it will be seen what a
high value Champollion placed on the statements concerning the
hieroglyphs by Clement, and they have, in consequence, formed the
subject of various works by eminent authorities. In his Precis
(p. 328) Champollion gives the extract from Clement with a Latin
translation and remarks by Letronne.'^ Dulaurier in his E.xaiiien
d’un passage des Stromates de Saint Clement d'Ale.xandrie, Paris,
1833, again published the passage and gave many explanations
of words in it, and commented learnedly upon it. (See also
Bunsen’s Aegyptens Stelle, Bd. I, p. 240, and Thierbach, Evklaning

1 For a comparative table of obelisks standing in 1840 see Bonomi “ Notes
on Obelisks,” in Trans. Royal Soc. Lit., Vol. 1, Second Series, p. 158

”

^ Precis du Systeme hieroglyphique des anciens Egyptiens Paris 1824 n 3'^!
^ Precis, p. 327.
^ See also (Eitvrcs Choisics, tom. I, pp. 237-254.
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aiif das Aegyptische Sckriftwesen, Erfurt, 1846.) The passage is as

follows :—
avTiKa ol Trap' XI’^vtttloi^; TraiBevofievoi irputTOV fiev TTuvrav rrjv

XlyvTTTLWV jpa/j,/j.dT(OV pLeOohov eKpuivOdvovai Tpv eTTLCTToXoypcKpLKrjiJ

Ka'kovpevrjp, Sevrepav Be Tr)v ie.pa.TLKrjv, p T^payvrai ol lepaypapparel^,

vart'iTpp Be Kal reXevTalav rpv LepoyXvpLKTfV, p pev e<TTt Bid tmv

TTpcoToov aToiyeLap KvpLoXoyLKTj, p Be crvpjSoXLKrj. t/}? Se avp^oXtKrji;

-p pev KVpLoXoyeiTai Kara. pLprjcrLi’, p B' Siairep TpoTTLKU)^ ypdperai,

p Be dpTLKpv^ uWpyopeLTab kcltol Ttfct? a.tPLypov<;, r/Xiop yovv ypd'yj/'ai

jSovXopevoi kukXov ttoiovcti. creXpvpv Be ayfjpa ppvoeiBei; Kara to Kvpio-

Xoyovpepov eiBo'i, rpoiriKoi^i Be nar oliceiOTpra perdyopre^ Kai perari-

6ePTe^, Ta B’ €^aXXdrTovTe<;, rd Be iroXXa-yo}^ peTaa")^ppaTi,^0PTe<;

yapaTTovuLV. Tou? yovv tojv SacriXeatv eTraipovt 0eoXoyovpepoL‘; pvOoL<;

TrapaBiBovre^ dvaypdpovab Bid tmp ctvayXvpcov, tov Be Kara tovs

alvLypov<; rpirov €'lBov<; Belypa earo) roBe. Ta pep yap Toip dXXcov

daTpwv Bid Tpp TTopeiap Trip Xo^pp dipeiov adipaatp direiKa^op, top Be

pXiov Tip Tov icai'ddpov, eTrebBp /cvicXoT€pe<; eic t/)? /3oeia? 6p6ov ayfjpa
TrXacrdpevo^ avTiTTpocraiTro^ KvXivBei. ijiaal Be Kal e^dppvop pep viro

yp<;, ddTepov Be tou eTov<; Tptjpa to ^coov tovto virep y?p BiaiTdaOai,

aTreppalveiv re et? Tpp crifiaLpap Kal yepvdv, Kal dpXvp KapOapop pp
ylvecrdai}

“For example, those that are educated among the Egyptians

first of all learn that system of Egj'ptian characters which is styled

EPiSTOLOGRAPHic ; secondly, the hieratic, which the sacred scribes

employ
;

lastly and finally the hieroglyphic. The hieroglyphic

sometimes speaks plainly by means of the letters of the alphabet,

and sometimes uses symbols, and when it uses symbols it some-
times (a) speaks plainly by imitation, and sometimes (b) describes

in a figurative way, and sometimes (c) simply says one thing for

another in accordance with certain secret rules. Thus (a) if they

desire to write san or moon, they make a circle or a crescent in plain

imitation of the form. And when (1)) they describe figuratively (by

transfer and transposition without violating the natural meaning
of words), they completely alter some things and make manifold

changes in the form of others. Thus, they hand down the praises

of their kings in myths about the gods which they write up in relief.

Let this be an example of the third form (c) in accordance with the

secret rules. While thev represent the stars generally by snakes'

bodies, because their course is crooked, they represent the sun by
the body of a beetle, for the beetle moulds a ball from cattle dung and
rolls it before him. And they say that this animal lives under

ground for six months, and above ground for the other portion of

the year, and that it deposits its seed in this globe and there

engenders offspring, and that no female beetle exists.”

Cleui. Alex., ed. Dindorf, tom. Ill, Strom, lib. v, §§ 20, 21, pp. 1/, 18.
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From the above we see that Clement rightly stated that the

Eg^'ptians had three kinds of writing—epistolographic, hieratic

and hieroglyphic. The epistolographic is that kind which is now
called “ demotic,” and which in the early days of hieroglyphic

decipherment was called “ enchorial.” The hieratic is the kind

commonly found on papyri. The hieroglyphic kind is described as,

I. cyriologic, that is to say, by means oi figurative phonetic characters,

e.g.,
P^ ^

emsiih, "crocodile,” and II. symbolic, ihdit is

to say, by actual representations of objects, e.g., “goose,”

"
bee,” and so on. The symbolic division is subdivided into

three parts: I. cyriologic by imitation, e.g., , a vase with water

flowing from it represented a “libation”; II. tropical, e.g., ,

a crescent moon to represent “ month,” |j| , a reed and palette

to represent “writing” or "scribe”; and III. enigmatic, e.g.,

a beetle, to represent the “ sun.”^ In modem Egyptian Grammars

the matter is stated more simply, and we see that hieroglyphic signs

are used in two ways : I. Ideographic, II. Phonetic, niu,

“ water,” is an instance of the first method, and P^^ m-s-u-h,

is an instance of the second. Ideographic signs are used as deter-

minatives, and are either ideographic or generic. Thus after
^ (j ^

mdu,
“
cat,” a cat is placed, and is an ideographic determina-

tive ; but heaven with a star in it, written after 5 <=> ^
gerh, is a generic determinative. Phonetic signs are either Alphabetic

as a,
Jj

b, k, or Syllabic, as men, khen, etc.

Porphyry the Philosopher, who died about a.d. 305, says of

Pythagoras^ :

—

Kal iv AlyviTTW fiev TOt9 lepeixTi avvrjv Kal rrjv aoplav e^efiaOe,

Ka\ TT)v AlyvTTTlav pwvrjv, jpafXfj.aTwv Be rpicraa'i Biapopd'i, €7^^c^To\o-

ypapiKwv re Kal lepoyXupiKMV Kal crv/MfioXiKuv, rS)v p,ev KoivoXoyov-
fievcov Kara p.ip.rjo'iv, TUtv Be dXXriyopovpbevwv Kara Tiva<; ah‘iyp,ov<:.

“ And in Egypt he lived with the priests and leamt their wisdom
and the speech of the Egyptians and three sorts of writing, epistolo-

graphic and hieroglyphic and symbohc, which sometimes speak in

the common way by imitation and sometimes describe one thing by

^ Champollion, Precis, p. 278.
- Porphyry, De Vita Pythagorae, ed. Didot, § 11, p. 89, at the foot.
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another in accordance with certain secret rules.” Here it seems that

Porphyry copied Clement inaccurately. Thus he omits all mention
of the Egyptian writing called “ hieratic,” and of the subdivision

of hieroglyphic called “ cjHologic,” and of the second subdivision

of the symbolic called “ tropic.” The following table, based on
Letronne, will make the views about hieroglyphic writing held b\’

the Greeks plain :

—

Herodotus, Diodorus
and the inscription

ot Rosetta divide-

Egyptian writin g L
j

into two divisions
1

The common,
called

The sacred,

divided by
Clement into

i

brj/iOTiKa and SrjfiaSri by Herodotus and
Clement,

iy^topia by the inscription ol Rosetta,

I

(w.aTo\(typa(f>iKd by' Clement of Ale.xandria

and Porphy'ry'.

C I . Hieratic, or the writing of the priests.

! I'a. Cyriologic, by means
I 2 . Hieroglyphic I

of the first letters of

composed ofl the alphabet.

Is. Sym- f «. Cyriological

bolical by imitation,

c o m- b. Tropical or

prising 1 metaphorical,
the G. Enigmatical.

The next writer of importance on hierogl^-phs is Horapollo,
who towards the close of the IVth century' of our era composed a

work called ’lepoyXv^iKd
; this book was translated into Greek by

one Philip, of whom nothing is known. Wiedemann thinks that

it was originally written in Coptic, which, in the Middle Ages, was
usually called “ Egyptian,” and not in ancient Egyptian.^ In this

work are given the explanations of a number of ideographs which
occur, for the most part, in Ptolemaic inscriptions ; but, like the list

of those given by Chaeremon, no phonetic values of the signs are

given. Nevertheless the list is of considerable interest. The best

edition of Horapollo is that of Conrad Leemans,- but the text was
edited in a handy form, with an English translation and notes by
Samuel Sharpe and Dr. Birch, by' J. Cory, in 1840.

In more modern times the first writer at any length on hiero-

glyphs was Athanasius Kircher, the author of some ponderous
works^ in which he pretended to have found the key to the hiero-

glyphic inscriptions, and to translate them. Though a man of

* Aegyptische Geschichte, p. 151. The sepulchre of Gordian was inscribed

in Egyptian. "
Gordiano sepulchrum mihtes apud Circeium castrum fecerunt

in finibus Persidis, titulum hujus modi addentes et Graecis, et Latinis, et

Persicis, et Judaicis, et Aegyptiacis literis, ut ab omnibus legeretur.” Eras-
mus, Hist. Rom. Scnptorum, Basle, 1533, p. 312, at the top.

^ Horapollinis Niloi Hierogly'phica edidit, diversorum codicum recenter
collatorum, priorumque editionum varias lectiones et versionem latinam sub-
junxit, adnotationem, item hieroglyplncorum imagines et indices adjecit C.L.

Amstelod., 1835.
^ Obelisci's Paniphiliiis, Hieroglyphic is inioliita Symbohs,

detecta e tenebris in lucem asseriiur, Rome, 1650, fol. Oedipus Aegyptiacus,

hoc est, universalis hieroglvphicae veterum doctrinae, temporum injuria

obolitae instauratio. Rome, 1652-54. Tom. I-IV, fol.
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great learning, it must be plainly said that, judged by scholars of

to-day, he would be considered an impostor. In his works on Coptic^

there are, no doubt, many interesting facts, but mixed with them is

such an amount of nonsense that Jablonski says, touching one of his

statements, “ Verum hie ut in aliis plurimis fucum lectoribus fecit

Jesuita ille, et fumum vendidit ”
;
from the same writer, also,

ivircher’s arrogant assertions called forth the remark, “ Kircherus,

in quo semper plus inest ostentationis, quam solidae eniditionis.”-^

It is impossible to understand what grounds Kircher had for his

statements and how he arrived at his results
;

as for his trans-

lations, they have nothing correct in them. Here is one taken at

random from Oedipus Aegyptiacus, tom. Ill, p. 431, where he gives

a translation of an inscription (A) printed on the plate between

pp. 428 and 429. The hieroglyphs are written on a Ptah-Seker-

Osiris figure and read ;

—

Y)U 1 AANTvW

m
rail P eXXD

C

i
-

tchet an Asar Khent Amentt neter aa neb

“ Saith Osiris, at the head of the icnderworld. god great, lord of

1
-<g-~^rxcwi’

etc.

Re-stau

Re-stau (i.e., the passages of the tomb),'’

and his translation runs ;

—
“ Vitale providi Numinis dominium,

quadruplicem iMundani liquoris substantiam dominio confert

Osiridis, cujus una cum Mendesio foecundi Numinis dominio, benetica

virtute influente, omnia quae in Mundo sunt, vegetantur, animantur,

conservantur." Other writers on hieroglyphs whose works Kircher

consulted were John Peter Bolzanius Valerianus,® and Mercati/
but no good results followed their investigations. In the year 1770

Joseph de Guignes determined the existence of groups of characters

having determinatives,® and four years later he published his

Meinoire,^ in which he tried to prove that the epistolographic and
symbolic characters of the Egyptians were to be found in the Chinese

characters, and that the Chinese nation was nothing but an Egj-ptian

1 Prodronius Coptiis, Rome, 1636 ;
Lingua Aegvptiaca restitiita, Rome,

1643.

- Jablonski, Opiiscula, tom. I, ed Water, 1804, pp. 157, 211.
3 Hieroglyphica, sen de sacris Aegyptwruni aharunique gcntmni littevis

CoinmentanorihH lihn VII, diiohiis aliis ab eyuditissimo vivo luinexis, etc.,

Basil., 1556.
^ Legli Obelischi di Roma, Rome, 1589.

Essai sur le moyen de parvemr a la lecture et a I’intelligence des Hiero-
glyplies egyptiens. (in Memoires de VAcadeniie des Inscriptions, tom. XXXIV,
pp. 1-56.)

' Ibid., tom. XXXIX, p. 1 ft.
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colony. In 1 797 Zoega made a step in the right direction, and came
to the conclusion^ that the hieroglyphs were letters and that the

cartouches contained royal names. A few j’ears later Silvestre

de Sacy published a letter on the inscriptions on the Rosetta Stone,''

and the work of this learned man was soon after followed by that of

Akerblad who, in a letter to M. de Sacy,'* discussed the demotic

inscription on the recently discovered Rosetta Stone, and published

an alphabet of the demotic characters, from which a large number
were adopted in after times by Young and Champollion. It would
seem that Akerblad never gained the credit which was due to him for

his reaUy good work, and it will be seen from the facts quoted in

the following pages how largely the success of Young’s labours

on the demotic inscription on the Rosetta Stone depended on those

of Akerblad.

But side by side with the letters of de Sacy and Akerblad and
the learned works of Young and Champollion, there sprang into

e.xistence a mass of literature full of absurd statements and theories

written by men having no qualifications for e.xpressing opinions

on hieroglyphic matters. Thus the Comte de Pahlin, in his

De I’Etude des Hieroglyphes^ hesitated not to say that the inscription

on one of the porticoes of the Temple at Denderah contained a

translation of the hundredth Psalm, composed to invite all people

to enter into the house of the Lord. The same author said that to

produce the Books of the Bible, which were originally written on

papyri, it was only necessary to translate the Psalms of David into

Chinese and to write them in the ancient characters of tha,t language.®

Lenoir considered the Egr-ptian inscriptions to contain Hebrew
compositions,® and Lacour thought that the\' contained Biblical

phrases.'^ Worse than all these wild theories was the belief in the

works of the Kircher school of investigators, and in the accuracy of

the statements made by Warburton," who, it must be confessed,

seems to have recognized the existence of alphabetic characters,

but who in no way deserves the praise of Bailey, the Cambridge
prize essat'ist, “ ^'ir singulari quodam ingenii acumine praeditus,

\\"arburtonus
;

qui primus certe recentiorum ad rectam harum
rerum cognitionem patefecit viam.”'-*

^ De Us’.i el Ovigine Ob^it <coyit.:i, Rome, 1797, fol., p. 465.
- Letire au citoycn Chapla’, cm siijet de 1'Inscription e'gyptieiine d:i Monu-

ment troiive a Rosette, Pans, 1802.
* Lettre suy 1' Inscription eg\p':e’:ne de Rosette, Pans, 1S02,
^ Published at Pans in 5 vols,, 1812.
’ Lettres siir les Hieroglvphes, Weimar, 1802.

'Ill Xouielle explication des Hn'rogbpiics, Paris, 1S09-10, 4 vols.; and
Xoiiveaiix Essais siir les Hidrogh'plics, Pans, 1826, 4 vols.

’ See his Essai siir les Hieroglvphes egyptiens, Bordeaux, 1821.

In his The Divine Legation of Moses demonstrated, to which is adjoint an
Essay on Egyptian Hieroglyphics, London, 1738, 2 vols.

Hicroglyphicorum Origo et Xatiira, Cambridge, 1816, p. 9.
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Young and Champollion

Here naturally comes an account of the labours of Young and
Champollion, two men who stand out pre-eminently as the true

discoverers of the right method of decipherment of Eg3"ptian hiero-

glyphs. As much has been written on the works of these savants,

and as some have tried to show that the whole merit of the discovery

belongs to Young, and others that it belongs to Champollion, it

will not be out of place here to summarize the actual facts which
can now be put together about the value of the labours of each

;

a few details concerning the lives of these remarkable men may also

be given.

Thomas Young was born at Milverton, in Somersetshire, on
June 13th, 1773. His parents were both members of the Society

of Friends. At the age of two he could read fluently, and before he
was four he had read the Bible through twice. At the age of six

he learnt by heart in six weeks Goldsmith’s Deserted Village. When
not quite seven years of age he went to a school, kept by a man
called King, at Stapleton, near Bristol, where he stayed for a year
and a half. In March, 1782, when nearly nine years of age, he went
to the school of Mr. T. Thompson, at Compton, in Dorsetshire,

where he remained four years. Here he read Phaedrus’s Fables,

Cornelius Nepos, Virgil, Horace expurgated by Knox, the whole
of Beza’s Greek and Latin Testament, the First Seven Books of

the Iliad, Martin’s Natural Philosophy, etc., etc. Before leaving
this school he had got through si.x chapters of the Hebrew Bible.

About this time he learnt to use the lathe, and he made a telescope
and a microscope, and the Italian, Persian, Syriac, and Chaldee
languages all occupied his attention. From 1787 to 1792 he was
private tutor to Hudson Gurney, at Youngsbury, in Hertfordshire,
where he seems to have devoted himself to the study of English,
French, Italian, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Chaldee, Syriac, Samaritan,
Arabic, Persian, Turkish, andEthiopic, as well as to that of Natural
Philosophy, Botany, and Entomology. In 1792 Young began to
study Medicine and Anatomy in London, and in 1793 he entered
St. Bartholomew’s Hospital as a pupil. In 1798 Young received a
splendid bequest from his uncle. Dr. Brocklesby, consisting of his
house in Norfolk Street, Park Lane, his librarv, his prints, his
pictures, and about £ 1 0,000 in money

; hence he was free to form his
own scheme of life. In May, 1801, he discovered the undulatory
theory of light, and his paper on this subject was read before the
Royal Society in the November following

;
in the same year he

accepted the office of Professor of Natural Philosophy at the Royal
Institution. In 1802 he was appointed Foreign Secretary of the
Royal Society. In 1803 he read a paper before the Royal Society,
and was elected a Fellow the following year (balloted for and
elected, June 19th). Shortly after he attended medical lectures in
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Edinburgh and Gottingen, and he subsequently went to Cambridge,
where he took the degree of Bachelor of Medicine (1803), and after-

wards that of Doctor of Physic (1808). The attention of Young was
called to Egyptian inscriptions by Sir \V. E. Rouse Boughton, who had
found in a mummy case at Thebes a papyrus written in cursive

Egyptian characters, and to a notice of this which Young prepared

for his friend he appended a translation of the demotic text of

the Rosetta Stone. As the details of his studies on the Rosetta

Stone belong to the history of the decipherment of Egyptian hiero-

glyphs, they are given further on. The reader who wishes to under-

stand Young’s position, and to know what exactly he contributed

towards the decipherment of Egyptian hieroglyphs, should read

Dean Peacock’s account of it in Leitch’s Life of Thomas Young,
Vol. Ill, London, 1845, pp. 258-344. Here he will find a collec-

tion of dated letters from Young and ChampoUion which put the

relations of these two great men in their true light, and supply

a series of facts which are usually suppressed by the friends of

ChampoUion.
In 1816 Young was appointed Secretary to a Commission for

ascertaining the length of the seconds pendulum, for comparing
French and English standards, etc., and in 1818 he was appointed

Secretary of the Board of Longitude and Superintendent of the

Nautical Almanac. In 1825 he became Medical Referee and In-

spector of Calculations to the Palladium Insurance Company. In

1 826 he was elected one of the eight foreign Associates of the Academy
of Sciences at Paris. In February, 1829, he began to suffer from
repeated attacks of asthma, and by the April following he was in a

state of great w'eakness ; he died on May 1 0th, not having completed
his fifty-sixth year. An excellent steel engraving of Young, by
R. Ward, from a picture by Sir Thomas Lawrence, P.R.A., forms
the frontispiece to his life by Dean Peacock, which, according to

J. J. Champollion-Figeac, “ exprime fidMement la douceur, la grace,

les traits d’une figure toute rayonnante d’intelligence.”^

Jean Francois ChampoUion, surnamed le Jeune, was born
at Figeac on December 23rd, 1790. As a boy he made rapid progress

in classical studies, and he devoted himself at the same time to botany
and mineralogy

; at a very early date, however, he showed a natural

taste for oriental languages and, like Young, was, at the age of

thirteen, master of a fair knowledge of Hebrew, Syriac and Chaldee.*

In 1807 his brother, J. J. Champollion-Figeac, brought him to Paris

and caused him to be admitted to the Cours de I’Ecole des Langues
Orientales, and introduced him to Silvestre de Sacy. Soon after

' Lettre an Divecteur de la Revue Britannique an sujet des Recherches du
Docteur Young, Pans, 1857, p, 11.

- On the subject of Champollion’s studies at Grenoble see Chroniques
Daiiphinoises, par A. Champollion-Figeac, tom. Ill, pp. 153, 156, 157-238.
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his arrival in Paris Champollion turned his attention to the study

of the hierogtyphic inscription on the Rosetta Stone, but his powerful

friend de Sacy advised the elder brother to warn the younger off

a study which ne pottvait donner auciin residtat. In 1812 (1809 ?)

he was nominated Professor of Ancient History to the faculty of

Letters at Grenoble, where he stiU carried on his oriental studies.

WTien he arrived in Paris he found that the older Egyptologists

maintained that hieroglyphs were a symbolic language and, seeking

to verify this theory, he wasted a year. He sketched out a plan

for a large work on Egj^pt in several volumes, and the first part of

it appeared at Grenoble in 1811, entitled Introduction
;

it was never

sold, for only about thirty copies were printed, but it appeared,

without the analytical table of Coptic geographical names, under

the title L'ligypte sous les Pharaons, 8vo., 2 vols., 1814.

About this time (May 19th, 1814) Young, in England, was
studying the texts on the Rosetta Stone, and had actually made a

translation of the demotic section, making use of the results obtained

by de Sacy and Akerblad. Whatever may be said as to Champollion’s

ignorance of Young’s results, it is quite certain that he must have
known of those of Akerblad, and we know (see p. 1 45) that a printed

copy of Young’s paper on the Rosetta Stone had been put into

Champollion’s hands by de Sacy. In a very short time Champollion
discovered where his predecessors had broken down, and having

already written De I’Ecriture Hieratique des Anciens Egyptiens,

Grenoble, 1821, on September 17th, in the following year, he read

his Memoire on the hieroglyphs and exhibited his hieroglyphic

Alphabet, with its Greek and demotic equivalents, before the

Academic des Inscriptions. In the same year Champollion published

his Lettre d M. Dacier, relative d VAlpJiahet des Hieroglyphes phond-
tiques, in which he fully described his system. In a series of

Memoires read at the Institut in April, May and June, 1823, he
explained his system more fully, and these he afterwards published
together, entitled Precis du Systeme Hieroglyphique des Anciens
Egypt iens, Paris, 2 vols., 1824. A second edition, revised and
corrected, appeared in 1828. In June, 1824, Champollion arrived

in Turin, where he devoted himself to the study of Egyptian pap3ui.

Early in 1825 he arrived in Rome, and thence he went to Naples,
where all the museums were opened for him. In 1826 he returned
to Paris. In July, 1828, he set out on his long-planned voyage
to Egypt, and returned in March, 1830, bringing with him a fine

collection of antiquities and a number of copies of inscriptions which
filled about two thousand pages. As soon as he returned to France
he set to work to publish the rich results of his travels, but
while occupied with this undertaking death overtook him on
March 4th, 1832. An etched portrait of Champollion le Jeune willbe
found in Les Deux Champollion, leiir Vie et leurs (Euvres, par Aime
Champollion-Figeac ; Grenoble, 1887, p. 52. See also H. Hartleben,
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ChampolUon, Sein Lehen und sein M^erk, Berlin, 1906. [With
Introductions by Maspero and Meyer.] His most important
works are :

—

Rapport a son Excellence M. le Due de Doudeauville, sur

la Collection Egyptienne d Livoiirne, Paris, 1826
;

Lettres d

il/. le Due de Blacas d'Aulps relatives au Musee royal Egyptien

de Turin . .
.

[avec Notices chronologiqiies par ChampoUion-
Figeac), Paris, 1824—26; Notice sur les papyrus hieratiques

et les peintures dii cercueil de Petamdnoph (Extr. de Voyage
d Meroe par Cailliaud de Nantes), Paris, 1827

;
Notice

descriptive des Alonuments Egyptiens du Musee Charles X,
Paris, 1827 ;

Catalogue de la Collection Dgyptienne du Louvre,

Paris, 1827
;

Catalogue des Papyrus Egyptiens du Musee du
Vatican, Rome, 1826 ; Monuments de I’Egypte et de la Nubie,

4 Vols., fob, 440 planches, Paris, 1829-47
;

Lettres e'erites

pendant son voyage en Egypte, en 1828, 1829, Paris, 1829;
2me edition, Paris, 1833 ;

collection complete. A German
translation by E. F. von Gutschmid was published at Oitedlin-

burg in 1835 ;
Grammaire Dgyptienne, aux Principes genPraux

de I'Ecriture sacree Sgyptienne appliques d la representation de

la langue parlee ; . . . Avec des prolegomenes et un portrait

de Vediteur, M. Champollion-Figeac, Paris, 1836-41
;
Diction-

naire Egyptien, en ecriture hieroglyphique, public d’apres les

maniiscrits autographes . .
.

par Champollion-Figeac, Paris,

1841.

The results of Dr. Young’s studies of the Rosetta Stone were
first communicated to the Royal Society of Antiquaries in a letter

from Sir W. E. Rouse Boughton, Bart.
;
the letter was read on

May 19th, 1814, and was published the following year in Archaeologia,

Vol. XVm, pp. 59-72.1 jpg letter was accompanied by a trans-
lation of the demotic text on the Rosetta Stone, which was
subsequently reprinted anonymousR in the Museum Criticum of

Cambridge, Pt. VI, 1815, together with the correspondence which took
place between Dr. Young and MM. Silvestre de Sacy and Akerblad.
In 1802 M. Akerblad, the Swedish President at Rome, published his

Lettre sur I’Inscription Egyptienne de Rosette, adresse'e au citoyen

Silvestre de Saev, in which he gave the results of his study of the

demotic text of the Rosetta Stone ;
M. Silvestre de Sacy also had

occupied himself in the same way (see his Lettre au citoyen Chaptal,

au sujet de ITnscription Egyptienne du monument trouve d Rosette, Paris,

1 802) ,
but neither scholar had made any progress in the decipher-

ment of the hierogRphic text. In August, 1814, Dr. Y'oung wrote
to Silvestre de Sacy, asking him what Mr. Akerblad had been doing,

and saying, “ I doubt whether the alphabet which Mr. Akerblad

^ Litter to the Rev. S. Weston respecting some Egyptian Antiquities. With
4 copper plates. London, 1814.
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has given us can be of much further utihty than in enabling us to

decipher the proper names ; and sometimes I have even suspected

that the letters which he has identified resemble the syllabic sort of

characters by which the Chinese express the sounds of foreign

languages, and that in their usual acceptation they had different

significations : but of this conjecture I cannot at present speak

with any great confidence.” . . To this M. de Sacy replied

:

. . . " Je ne vous dissimule pas. Monsieur, que malgre I’espece

d’approbation que j’ai donnee au systeme de M. Akerblad, dans la

reponse que je lui ai adressee, il m’est toujours reste des doutes tres

forts sur la validite de I’alphabet qu’il s’est fait. . . . Je dois

vous ajouter que M. Akerblad n’est pas le seul qui se flatte d’avoir

lu le texte Egyptien de I’inscription de Rosette. M. ChampoUion,
qiu vient de publier deux volumes sur I’ancienne geographic de
I’Egypte,^ et qui s’est beaucoup occupe de la langue Copte, pretend
avoir aussi lu cette inscription. Je mets assurement plus de con-

fiance dans les lumieres et la critique de M. Akerblad que dans celles

de M. ChampoUion, mais tant qu’ils n’auront publie quelque resultat

de leur travail, il est juste de suspendre son jugement.” (Leitch,

Vol. Ill, p. 17.)

Writing to M. de Sacy in October of the same year. Young says :

“ I had read Mr. Akerblad’s essay but hastily in the course of the
last winter, and I was not disposed to place much confidence

in the httle that I recollected of it
;
so that I was able to enter

anew upon the investigation, without being materially influenced

by what he had published ; and though I do not profess to lay
claim to perfect originality, or to deny the importance of

Mr. Akerblad's labours, I think myself authorised to consider
my own translation as completely independent of his ingenious
researches : a circumstance which adds much to the probabflity
of our conjectures where they happen to agree. It is only since
I received your obliging letter, that I have again read j\Ir. Akerblad’s
work ; and I have found that it agrees almost in every instance
with the results of my owm investigation respecting the sense
attributed to the words which the author has examined. This
conformity must be allowed to be more satisfactory than if I had
followed, with perfect confidence, the path which Akerblad has
traced : I must, however, confess that it relates only to a few
of the first steps of the investigation

; and that the greatest and
the most difficult part of the translation still remains unsupported
by the authority of any external evidence of this kind ” (Leitch

p. 18.)

1 For these letters I am indebted to the third volume of the Miscellaneous
Wovks of the late Thomas Young, M.D., F.R.S., etc., ed. John Leitch, London,
1855.

^ L’Egypte sous les Pharaons, on recherches sitr la Geographic, la Religion,
la Langttc, les Ecritiires, et I’Htstoire de I’Egypte, Paris, 1814.
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Nearly three weeks after writing the above. Young sent another

letter to M. de Sacy, together with a Coptic and a demotic alphabet,

derived partly from Akerblad, and partly from his own researches,

and a list of eighty-six demotic words with the words corresponding

to them in the Greek version. Of these words he says :
“ Three

were observed by de Sacy, sixteen by Akerblad, and the remainder

by himself.” In January, 1815, Akerblad addressed a long letter

to Young, together with which he sent a translation of some lines of

the Rosetta Stone inscription, and some notes upon it. Regarding
his own work he says :

” During the ten years which have elapsed

since my departure from Paris, I have devoted but a few moments,
and those at long intervals, to the monument of Rosetta . . .

For, in fact, I have always felt that the results of my researches

on this monument are deficient in that sort of evidence which carries

with it full conviction, and you. Sir, as well as 51. de Sac\^ appear
to be of my opinion in this respect ... I must however give

you notice beforehand, that in most cases you will only receive

a statement of my doubts and uncertainties, together with a few
more plausible conjectures

;
and I shall be fully satisfied if these

last shall appear to deserve your attention and approbation . . .

If again the inscriptions were engraved in a clear and
distinct character like the Greek and Latin inscriptions of

a certain antiquity, it would be easy, by the assistance of the proper

names of several Greek words which occur in it, some of which I have
discovered since the publication of my letter to 51. de Sacy, and of

many Egyptian words, the sense of which is determined
: it would

be easy, I say, to form a perfectly correct alphabet of these
letters ; but here another difficulty occurs

;
the alphabetical

characters which, without doubt, are of verj' high antiquity in

Egypt, must have been in common use for many centuries before

the date of the decree : in the course of this time, these letters, as

has happened in all other countries, have acquired a very irregular

and fanciful form, so as to constitute a kind of running hand.”
(Leitch, p. 33.) In August, 1815, Youn.g replied to Akerblad’s
letter and discussed the passages where his own translation differed

from that of Akerblad.
In July, 1815, de Sacy sent a letter to Young, which contains

the following remarkable passages :
“ Monsieur, outre la traduction

Latine de 1’ inscription Egyptienne que voits in’avez coininuniqui'e,

j’ai regu posterieiirement unc autre traduction Anglaise, imprimee,
que je n'ai pas cn ce inonient sous les yeux, I’ayant pretee d M. Cham-
pollion sur la deinande que son frere ni’en a faite d'aprhs une lettre

qu'il m’a dit avoir recue de vous. . .
. Je pease. Monsieur, que

vous etes plus avance aujourd’hui et que vous lisez une grande partie,

du nioins, dii texte Egvptien. Si j’ai un conseil d vous dojuier, e’est

de ne pas trop commiiniquer vos decouvertes d iM. Champollion. II se

pourraitfaire qu il pretendit ensuite d la priorite. II cherche cn pliisieurs

K
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endroits de son onvrage d faire croire qii’il a decouvert heaucoiip des

mots de Vinscription £gyptienne de Rosette. J’ai bien peur que ce

ne soit Id que du charlatanisnie ; fajoute meme que j’ai de fortes

raisons de le^penser. . . . Au surplus, je ne saurais me persuader

que si M. Akerblad, Et. Quatremere, ou Champollion avail fait des

progrh riels dans la lecture du texte Egyptien, Us ne se fassent pas plus

empresses de faire part au public de leur decouverte. Ce serait une
modestie bien rare, et dont aucun d’eux ne me parait capable.” (Leitch,

p. 51.)

In a letter to de Sacy, dated August 3rd, 1815, \oung says:
“You may, perhaps, think me too sanguine in my expectations of

obtaining a knowledge of the hieroglyphical language in general

from the inscription of Rosetta only
; and I will confess to you that

the difficulties are greater than a superficial view of the subject

would induce us to suppose. The number of the radical characters

is indeed limited, hke that of the keys of the Chinese
; but it appears

that these characters are by no means universally independent of

each other, a combination of two or three of them being often

employed to form a single word, and perhaps even to represent a
simple idea

; and, indeed, this must necessarily happen where we
have only about a thousand characters for the expression of a whole
language. For the same reason it is impossible that all the characters
can be pictures of the things which they represent : some, however,
of the symbols on the stone of Rosetta have a manifest relation to
the objects denoted by them. For instance, a Priest, a Shrine, a
Statue, an Asp, a Mouth, and the Numerals, and a King is denoted
by a sort of plant \vith an insect, which is said to have been a bee ;

while a much greater number of the characters have no perceptible
connection with the ideas attached to them

;
although it is probable

that a resemblance, either real or metaphorical, may have existed
or have been imagined when they were first employed

; thus a
Libation was originally denoted by a hand holding a jar, with two
streams of a liquid issuing from it, but in this inscription the repre-
sentation has degenerated into a bird’s foot. With respect to the
epistolographic or enchorial character, it does not seem quite certain
that it could be explained even if the hieroglyphics were perfectly
understood, for many of the characters neither resemble the corre-
sponding hieroglyphics, nor are capable of being satisfactorily
resolved into an alphabet of any kind : in short, the two characters
might be supposed to belong to different languages

; for they do not
seem to agree even in their manner of forming compound from simple
terms.” (Leitch, pp. 55, 56.)

Writing to de Sacy in the following year (May 5th, 1816) touching
the question of the alphabetic nature of the inscription on the Rosetta
Stone, Young says :

“ Si vous lisez la lettre de M. Akerblad, vous
conviendrez, je crois, qu au moins il n’a pas ete plus heureux que
moi dans ses lemons Coptes de I’inscription. Mais le vrai est que la
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chose est impossible dans Tetendue que vous paraissez encore

vouloir lui donner, car assurement I’inscription enchoriale n’est

alphahdtique que dans un sens trfe borne Je me suis

borne dernierement a Tetude des hieroglyphes, ou plutot a la

collection d’inscriptions hieroglyphiques Les caracteres que
j’ai decouverts jettent deja quelques lumieres sur les antiquites de

TEgypte. J’ai reconnu, par exemple, le nom de Ptolemee dans
diverses inscriptions a Philge, a Esne et a Ombos, ce qui fixe a peu
pres la date des edifices ou ce nom se trouve, et c'est meme quelque

chose que de pouvoir distinguer dans une inscription quelconque les

caracteres qui expriment les noms des personnages auxquels elle a

rapport.” (Leitchj p. 60.)

On November 10th, 1814, Champollion sent to the President of

the Royal Society a copy of his L’Egypte sous les Pharaons, and in

the letter which accompanied it said :
“ La base de mon travail est

la lecture de I’inscription en caracteres Egyptiens, qui est I’un des

plus beaux omemens du riche Musee Britannique
;

je veux parler

du monument trouve a Rosette. Les efforts que j’ai faits pour y
reussir n’ont point ete, s’il m’est permis de le dire, sans quelques

succes ; et les resultats que je crois avoir obtenus apres une etude

constante et suivie, m’en font esperer de plus grands encore.”

(Leitch, p. 63.) He asked also that a collation of the Rosetta Stone

with the copy of it which he possessed might be made, and suggested

that a cast of it should be presented to each of the principal libraries

and to the most celebrated Academies of Europe. As Foreign

Secretary of the Royal Society, Young replied saying that the needful

collation should be made, and adding, “ Je ne sais si par hasard
M. de Sacy, avec qui vous etes sans doute en correspondance, vous
aura parle d’un exemplaire que je lui ai adresse de ma traduction

conjecturale avec Te.xplication des dernieres lignes des caracteres

hieroglyphiques. Je lui avais deja envoye la traduction de I’in-

scription Egyptienne au commencement du mois d’Octobre passe
;

I’interpretation des hierogtyphiques ne m'est reussie qu’a la fin du
meme mois.” (Leitch, p. 64.) In reply to this Champollion wrote,
“ M. Silvestre de Sacy, mon ancien professeur, ne m'a point donne
connaissance de votre memoire sur la partie Egyptienne et le texte

hieroglyphique de I'inscription de Rosette
;

c’est vous dire. Monsieur,
avec quel empressement je recevrai Texemplaire que vous avez la

bonte de m’offrir.” But it is clear from the facts given above and the

extracts from letters of Young and de Sacy that Young had already

done in October, 1814, what Champollion in November, 1814, also

claimed to have done.

On August 2nd, 1816, Young addressed a letter^ to the Archduke
John of Austria, in which he reported further progress in his

hieroglyphic studies, thus : “I have alreadj'- ascertained, as I have

1 This letter was printed in 1816, and circulated in London, Paris, and
elsewhere

; it did not appear in the Museum Criticum until 1821.

k2
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mentioned in one of my letters to M. de Sacy, that the enchorial

inscription of Rosetta contained a number of individual characters

resembling the corresponding hieroglyphics, and I was not disposed

to place any great reliance on the alphabetical interpretation of

any considerable part of the inscription. I have now fully

demonstrated the hieroglyphical origin of the running hand,^ in which
the manuscripts on papyrus, found with the mummies ”

(Leitch, p. 74.)

The principal contents of Young’s letters, however, incorporated

with other matter, were made into a more e.vtensive article, which was
contributed to the Encydopiedia Britannica, Supplement, Vol. IV.

He made drawings of the plates, which were engraved by Mr. Turrell,

and, having procured separate copies, he sent them to some of his

friends in the summer of 1818, with a cover on which was printed the

title, " Hieroglyphical Vocabulary.” These plates, however, were
precisely the same that were afterwards contained in the fourth

volume of the Supplement, as belonging to the article ” Egypt.”
The characters explained in this vocabulary amounted to about two
hundred

;
the number which had been immediately obtained from

the stone of Rosetta having been somewhat more than doubled by
means of a careful examination of other monuments The
higher numerals were readily obtained by a comparison of some
inscriptions in which they stood combined with units and with
tens.^ Young’s article in the Encydopcedia Britannica obtained
great celebrity in Europe, and was reprinted bj" Leitch in the third

volume of the TEo;Ts of Dr. Young, pp. 86-197
;

it contains eight

sections :

—

I. Introductory view of the latest publications relating to

Egypt-
II. Pantheon.

III. Historiography.

IV. Calendar.

Customs and Ceremonies.

VI. Analysis of the Triple Inscription.

Vn. Rudiments of a Hieroglyphical Wcabulary.
VIII. Various Monuments of the Egyptians.

This article is of very great importance in the histert' of the decipher-
ment of the hieroglyphics, and had Young taken the trouble of having
it printed as a separate publication there would have Iteen less

^ Que ce second sesteme (1 Hieratiene) ii’est qu'uiie simple moditication
du systeme Hitroglyphique, et n)eii diftere uniqucment que par la forme
des signes. Champoliion, De lEciituve Hityaiiqiw da, Anciens Lgxptiens,
Grenoble, 1821, We should have expected some reference by Champoliion
to Young’s discovery quoted above

2 Young, A,n Account of some recent discoveries in Hierogh'phical Litera-
ture, p. 17.
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doubt in the minds of scholars as to the good work which he did,

and the facts that were borrowed from it by Cliampoliion would
have been more easity identified^

It has already been said (p. 142) that Champollion published at

Paris in 1814 the first two parts of a work entitled L’Egypte sons les

Pharaons, on recJierclics siir la Geographic, la Religion, la Langue, les

Ecritures et VHistoire de VEgvpte avant Vlnvasion de Camoyse
;
these

parts treated simply of the geography of Egypt. In a note to the

Preface he tells us that the general plan of the work, together with
the introduction of the geographical section and tlie general map of

Egypt under the Pharaohs, was laid before the Sociele dcs Sciences

et des Arts de Grenoble, September 1st, 1807, and that the printing

began on September Ist, 1810. On p. 22 of his Introduction, referring

to the Rosetta Stone, he says :
“ Ce monument interessant est un

decret des pretres de I’Egypte, qui decerne de grands honneurs au
jeune roi Ptolemee Epiphane. Ce dtTret est ccrit en hieroglyphes,

en langue et en cTriture alphabetique Egyptiennes, et en Grec." Now
by the words “ en langue et cn ecriture alphabetique Egt'ptiennes

”

we are clearly to understand that part of the Rosetta inscription

which is written in demotic. Plaving referred to the studies of

de Saej' and Akerblad, and spoken of the words in demiDtic which
the latter scholar had rightly compared with their equivalents in

Coptic, “ que nous y avons lus ensuite,” Champollion adds in a

foot-note, “ Ce n’est pas ici le lieu de rendre compte du resultat de
I'etude suivie que nous avons faite du te.xte Egyptien de ITnscription

de Rosette, et de I’alphabet que nous avons adopte. Nous nous
occuperons de cet important sujet dans la suite de cet ouvrage.

En attendant, nous prions le lecteur de regarder comme exacts les

resultats que nous lui presentons ici.” From this it is clear that as

early as 1810 Champollion claimed to have made progress in the

decipherment of the demotic text (texte Egyptien) of the Rosetta
Stone, and it is now time to ask how much he was indebted to

Akerblad’s letter for ideas and results. A comparison of Plate II

at the end of Akerblad’s Leitre sur I’Inscription Egyptienne de Rosette,

with Plate IV in Champollion’s Leitre d M. Dacier relative d 1’Alphabet

des Hieroglyphes Phonetiques, will show that sixteen of the characters

of the alphabet printed by Akerblad in 1802 were retained by
Champollion in 1 822 ; also, if Akerblad’s alphabet be compared with
the “ Supposed Enchorial Alphabet ” printed at the foot of Plate IV
accompanying Young’s article “Egypt,” printed in 1818 and

^ Ich lialte mich daher verpfiichtet, alles auf unsern Gegenstand bezugliche
dem Leser nachtraglich genau mitzutheilen und zwar mit einer um so grossem
Gewissenhaftigkeit, je hoher durch desseii Kenntniss die Achtung gegen
den tretflichen Forscher steigen wird, der besonders in der Erklarung der
symbolischen Hieroglyphen so iManclies zuerst aussprach, was man ohne
den Artikel der Encyklopaedie gelcsen zu haben, meistens als das Eigenthum
Champolhon’s zu betrachten gewohnt ist Schwartze, Das Alte Aegvpten,

p. 446.
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published in 1819, it will be found that fourteen of the characters

are identical in both alphabets. Thus it seems that a greater degree

of credit is due to Akerblad than has usually been awarded to

him either by Young^ or Champollion,- or, indeed, by writers on

Egyptology generally.®

Having seen what foundations Young and ChampoUion had for

their own works on the demotic text to rest on, we may return to

the consideration of Young's hieroglyphic studies. On the four

plates which appeared with his article “ Egypt ” he correctly

identified the names of a few of the gods, Ra, Nut, Thoth, Osiris, Isis,

and Nephthys, and he made out the meanings of several Egyptian

ideographs. His identifications of kings’ names w'ere, however,

most unfortunate. Thus of Amenhetep, he made Tithons ; of Thi

(a queen), Eoa ;
of Usertsen, Heron

;
of Psammetichus, Sesostris

;

of Nectanebus, Proteus ;
of Seti, Psammis ; of Rameses II, Amasis

;

of Autocrator, Arsinoe, etc., etc. He correctly identified the names
of Ptolemy and Berenice, although in each case he attributed wrong
values to some of the hieroglyphic characters which formed these

names. The hieroglyphic alphabet given by Young was as follows

jS-ip true value b.a,.

e „ R or r.

ene » tch.

I I.

o
1 Mr. Akerblad was far from having completed his examination of the whole

enchorial inscription, apparently from the want of some collateral encourage-
ment or co-operation to induce him to continue so laborious an inquirj’' ; and
he had made little or no effort to understand the first inscription of the pillar

which is professedly engraved in the sacred character, except the detached
observation respecting the numerals at the end ; he was even disposed to
acquiesce in the correctness of Mr. Palin’s interpretation, which proceeds on
the supposition that parts of the first lines of the hieroglyphics are still

remaining on the stone. Young, An Account, p. 10.

2 " Feu Akerblad essaya d’etendre ses lectures hors des noms propres grecs,

et il echoua completement." ChampoUion, Precis, 1 ed., p. 14.
^ See Schwartze, Das Alte Aegypten, pp. 160, 162.
* No. 205, which is omitted here, is really two demotic characters the values

of which are ba and R : to these Young gave the value here, and so far he was
right, but he failed to see that what he considered to be one sign was, in reality,

two. In Nos. 213 and 214 his consonants were right but his vowels were
wrong. We are thus able to see that out of a total of fourteen signs he
assigned correct values to six, partly correct values to three, and wholly wrong
values to five. Champollion-Figeac, in his Lettre an Directeur de la Revue
Britannique an siijet des Recherches dii Docteur Young snr les Hieroglyphes
Egyptiens, p. 5, gives Young no credit whatever for the three partly correct
values assigned to hieroglyphic characters by him.

2o6.4 ^

208.

209.
(](|
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210. Ke, KK t

2 I I

.

JUL, JUL^.

2 12. AA/WSA n

213. oXe

214.
P

OUj, oc

215- n

216. q

217. T

218. 1 03

M.

R or L.

!vHA.

In 1822 Champollion published his famous Lettre a M. Dacier

relative a VAlphabet des Hie'roglyphes Phonetiques, in which he stated

his discovery of the Egyptian hieroglyphic alphabet in the following

words :
" Vous avez sans doute remarque, Monsieur, dans mon

Memoire sur I’ecriture demotique Egj^ptienne, que ces noms etrangers

etaient exprimes phonetiquement au moyen de signes plutot sylla-

biques qn’alphabetiques. La valeur de chaque caractere est reconnue

et invariablement fixee par la comparaison de ces divers noms ;

et de tous ces rapprochements est resulte I’alphabet, ou plutot le

syllabaire ddmotiqtie figure sur ma planche I, colonne deuxieme.
L’emploi de ces caracteres phonetiques une fois constate dans
Tecriture demotique, je devais naturellement en conclure que puisque

les signes de cette ecriture populaire etaient, ainsi que je I’ai expose,

empruntes de Tecriture hieratiqiie ou sacerdotale, et puisque encore

les signes de cette ecriture hieratiqiie ne sont, comme on Ta reconnu

par mes divers memoires, qu’une representation abregee, une verit-

able tachygraphie des hierographes, cette troisieme espece d'ecriture,

Vhieroglyphique pure, devait avoir aussi un certain nombre de ses

signes doues de la faculte d’exprimer les sons ; en un mot, qu’il

existait egalement une serie d’hieroglyphes phonetiques. Pour
s’assurer de la verite de cet apergu, pour reconnaitre Texistence et

discemer meme la valeur de quelques-uns des signes de cette espece,

il aurait suffi d’avoir sous les yeux, ecrits en hieroglyphes purs,

deux noms de rois grecs prealablement connus, et contenant plusieurs

lettres employees a la fois dans Tun et dans Tautre, tels que Ptolemee

et Cleopdtre, Alexandre et Berenice, etc.” (p. 5). Throughout this

work there appears to be no mention whatever of Young’s identifica-

tion of any letters of the hieroglyphic alphabet, although on p. 2

ChampoUion says : “A Tegard de Tecriture demotique en particulier.
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il a suffi de la precieuse inscription do Rosette pour en reconnaitre

I’ensemble
;

la critique est redevable d’abord aux lumieres de votre

illustre confrere, IM. Silvestre de Sacy, et succes5i\-ement a celles de
feu Akerblad et de M. le docteur Young, des premieres notions exactes

qu’on a tirees de ce monument, et c'est de cette meme inscription

que i’ai deduit la serie des signcs demotiques qui, prenant une valeur

syUabico-alphabetique, exprimaient dans les textes ideograpJiiques

les noms propres des personnages etrangers a I'Egypte.” That
Champollion should not have known of Young's article “ Egypt '' is

a thing not to be understood, especially as advance copies were sent

to Paris and elsewhere as early as 1818. The whole matter is neatly
summed up by Klaproth in his Exanieu Critique des Travaux de feu
M. Champollion. He says ;—For 10 years past people have been
talking enthusiastically about the discovery of the “ phonetic
alphabet ” made by the late M. Champollion, but veiy? few people
seem to have any clear idea either of what it really is, or of the
results which it has been able to produce. Dr. Young, in England,
is beyond contradiction the first author of this discoveiya In 1818
he recognized the alphabetic value of the greater number of the signs

which form the names of Ptolemy and Berenice, among which he
has correctly determined the following seven, which correspond
with the results obtained by Champollion. [Here follow the
hieroglyphic characters for B, F, I, M, N, P, T.] The idea that the
hieroglyphs could contain an alphabetic section never took root
in his [Champollion’s] mind.

Klaproth proceeds to quote a lengthy extract from Cham-
pollion’s work, De VEcriture Hidratique, Grenoble, 1821, wherein,
after referring to the works of the Comte de Caylus, Barthelemy,
Zoega, and ]\I. de Humboldt, all of whom were agreed that the
writing of the Egyptian MSS. was .alphabetic, that is to say, that
it was composed of signs that were intended to recall the sounds of

the spoken language, Champollion goes on to say :—A long study,
and above all an attentive comparison of the hieroglvphic texts
with those of the second kind, whicli are regarded as alphabetic,
have led us to a contrary conclusion. As a result he then states the
following ;

—

1. The writing of the Egyptian 2.IS3. of the second kind
(hieratic) is not alphabetic.

2. The second system is only a simple modification of the
hieroglyphic system, and differs merely through the
form of the signs.

3. This kind of writing is that called hieratic by the Greek
writers, and must be considered as hieroglyphic tach\^-
graphy.

4. Finally, the hieratic characters are signs of things and
not signs of sounds.
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Statement No. 4 proves beyond all doubt that when Champollion
wrote the work in question he did not only not believe in the
alphabetic character of any of the Egyptian signs, but also

that he never suspected the possibility of such a thing. In the

following year (1822) when he published his Lettre d M. Dacier,

he gave in it an alphabet consisting of various characters discovered

by himself, as well as those the value of which had been ascertained

by Young, and showed that several of the signs which Young had
believed to be syllabic were actually alphabetic ! We are entitled

to ask here, WTiat was it that had caused Champollion to arrive at a

conclusion diametrically opposed to that which he had asserted so

confidently one year before ? There is, in my opinion, only one
answer possible to this question : Champollion altered his opinion

because he had either read or had had read or explained to him the

fact that Young had successfully identified the names of Ptolemy
and Berenice in the hieroglyphic text on the Rosetta Stone and
elsewhere. Champollion was swift to grasp the importance of this

discovery and to employ the system inaugurated by Young to the

decipherment of the hieroglyphic forms of Greek and Latin proper
names other than those of Ptolemy and Berenice, and of titles like

Autokrator.

It has been popularly supposed that it was Champollion who was
the first to identify the name of Cleopatra on an obelisk at Philae,

but it was not so, as we may see from Young's letter to M. Arago.
The great astronomer asked Young why he did not publish “ a simple

statement of the dates of the several steps ” which he had made in

the recoverj' of the literature of the Egj'ptians. On July 4th, 1828,

Young wrote to M. Arago as follows^ :
—

“ I told you the other day
that I thought I had done quite as much as was necessary for asserting

my claim, and that I had no reason to be over-anxious for establishing

it any further and that the public at large was perfectly willing to

concede it me. I thought SI. Champollion had been unjust to me,
but I freely forgave him, without requiring him to acknowledge his

injustice
;
and on the other hand I was inchned to believe that

he had also forgiven me, without my having made any concession

to him. Now of the nine letters, which I insist that I had discovered,

M. Champollion himself allows me five, and I maintain that a single

one would have been sufficient for all that I wished to prove
;

the

method by which that one was obtained being allowed to be correct,

and to be capable of further application. The true foundation of

the analysis of the Egyptian system, I insist, is the great fact of the

original identity of the enchorial icith the sacred character, which I

discovered and printed in 1816,^ and which SI. Champollion probably
rediscovered, and certainly republished in 1821 (1822 ?) ;

besides

the reading of the name of Ptolemy, which I had completely ascertained

1 See Leitch, Works of Dr. Young, Vol. Ill, p. 464.
- The italics are mine.
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and published in 1814, and the name of Cleopatra, which Mr. Bankes
had afterwards discovered by means of the information that I had sent

him out to Egypt, and he asserts that he communicated indirectly to

M. Champollion. And whatever deficiencies there might have
been in my original alphabet, supposing it to have contained but
one letter correctly determined, they could and must have been
gradually supplied by a continuous application of the same method
to other monuments which have been progressively discovered and
made public since the date of my first paper.”

Young’s assertion that the name of Cleopatra was identified by
Mr. Bankes is supported by Henry Salt (see Essay on Dr. Young’s
and M. Champollion s Phonetic System of Hieroglyphics, London,
1826, p. 7), who declared that the discovery was made as far back as

1818 ! Mr. Bankes noticed that, as the Greek inscription upon the

propylaeum at Diospolis Parva “ furnishes the only example extant

in all Egypt of the name of a queen Cleopatra preceding (instead of

following) that of a king Ptolemy, so does the sculpture on the same
building furnish the only example, where the female figure, offering,

takes a precedence over that of the man
;
these therefore, it seemed

more than probable, must be intended for Cleopatra and Ptolemy.”
Mr. Salt goes on to say that Mr. Bankes proceeded to confront the

supposed name of Ptolemy, as furnished to him from the Rosetta
Stone by Dr. Yormg, with the hieroglyphic designation over the

male figure, and found an exact agreement. The next step was to

examine whether the same two names could be found on the shaft

of the obeUsk which Mr. Bankes was removing from Philae, that being
a known memorial of a Ptolemy and his two Cleopatras

; and upon
both being detected, not upon that only, but upon a little temple at

Philae, where Mr. Bankes had discovered a dedicatory inscription

in Greek of the same sovereign, the matter was brought to complete
proof, and the result was communicated by Mr. Bankes both to
Mr. Salt and Dr. Young, and noted by him also in pencil in the
margin of many copies which he afterwards distributed. It was
so noted, amongst others, in the margin of that sent to Paris to be
presented to the French Institute by Monsieur Denon. To the
plate of that obelisk M. Champollion refers for the discovery and
proofs of this important name

; but it will be obvious that, without
other data, a mere collation of the Greek on the pedestal with the
hieroglyphs on the shaft could not, in this instance, have led to such
a result. Mr. Salt adds, “ These facts are stated, not so much with
a view of detracting from anj' credit assumed, on whatever grounds,
by M. Champollion, as of proving that the chain of evidence which
establishes this important name is much more full and complete
than M. Champollion has been able to make it appear to his readers.”

From the facts given above we are enabled to draw' up the
following statement as to the amount of work done in the decipher-
ment of the Egyptian language by the early workers in this field.
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Barthelemy^ and Zoega- had come to the conclusion long
before the labours of Akerblad, Young, and ChampoUion, that the

cartouches contained proper names. Akerblad drew up an
alphabet of the demotic characters, in which fourteen signs had
correct values attributed to them. Young published a demotic
alphabet in which the greater number of Akerblad’s results were
absorbed

; he hxed the correct values to six hieroglyphic characters,

and to three others partly correct values ; he identified the names of

Ptolemy and Alexander, the numerals and several gods’ names.
ChampoUion published a demotic alphabet, the greater part of

which he owed, without question, to Akerblad, and a hieroglyphic

alphabet, of which six characters had had correct values assigned

to them by Young and the values of three others had been correctly

stated so far as the consonants were concerned. By using the

method of decipherment inaugurated by Young, ChampoUion was
able to deduce the values of the remaining letters of the Egyptian
alphabet. These facts are proved by the evidence collected in the

preceding pages. No one with any knowledge of the subject

would contend for one moment that the discoveries that ChampoUion
made after he had once got his alphabet were not entirely his own,
or that Young had any share in them, but that Young supplied the

method and discovered the true values of several alphabetic

characters—which ChampoUion himself adopted !—is incontrovertible.

The credit that was Young’s due has been strangely denied to him
by a number of modern writers on Egyptology, but this is probably
due to the fact that they have not made themselves acquainted with
the literature deaUng with the early history of Egj'ptian decipherment.

Some who know the facts generalty have confused Young’s correct

identification of several alphabetic signs with the incorrect trans-

lations that he made, and have condemned both, whilst others have
totally ignored or misrepresented both. Most of the contem-
poraries of Young and Champolhon, I mean men like Birch and
Hincks and Brugsch, who did more than anyone else to establish

Egyptology on a sound base and as a working system, thought
highly of Young’s labours, as the following extracts will show.
Thus in Wilkinson’s The Egyptians, pp. 195, 196, Birch saj's of his

alphabet :

—

Amidst this mass of error and contradiction, the applica-

tion of the phonetic principle by Young, in 1818, had aU
the merit of an original discovery and it was only

by a comparison of the three kinds of writing that he traced

^ Caylus, Recueil d’Antiqidtes Egyptiennes, Etriisques, etc., tom. V, p. 79.
® In De Origine et Usu ObcUscornm, p. 165. Conspiciuntur auteni passim

in Aegyptiis monumentis schemata quaedam ovata sive elliptica planae basi
insidentia, quae emphatica ratione includunt certa notarum syntagmata, sive

ad propria personarum nomina exprimenda, sive ad sacratiores formulas
designandas.
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the name of Ptolemy up in his own way, from the demotic
into hieratic, into hieroglyphs.

But as regards Young’s translations Birch honestly says :

—

His translations, however, are below criticism, being as

unfounded as those of Kircher. How far even, in the de-

cipherment, he proceeded correctly, may be doubted. . . .

But even here [in interpretation] there is much too incorrect

in principle to be of real use
;
much of it is beneath criticism.

—Birch, Hieroglyphs, p. 196.

And Hincks says :

—

In the first work of Champollion, his essay De I'Ecriture

hicratique des Anciens Egyptiens, published in 1821, he
recognized the existence of only the first of these three ways
of representing words, supposing that all the Eg\’ptian

characters represented ideas. When he discovered the

erroneousness of this opinion, he used all possible efforts to

suppress the work in which he had stated it. That work,

however, contained a valuable discovery In the

year after this publication, Champollion published his Letfre

d M. Dacier, in which he announced the phonetic powers of

certain hieroglyphics and applied them to the reading of

Greek and Roman proper names. Had he been candid
enough to admit that he was indebted to Dr. Young for the

commencement of his discovery, and only to claim the merit
of e.xtending and improving the alphabet, he would probably
have had his claims to the preceding and subsequent dis-

coveries, which were certainly his own, more readily admitted
by Englishmen than they have been. In 1819 Dr. Young
had published his article “ Eg\'pt ” in the Supplement to
the EncyclopcBdia Britannica

;
and it cannot be doubted that

the analysis of the names “ Ptolemaeus ” and “Berenice,”
which it contained, reached Champollion in the interval

between his publication in 1821 and 1822, and led him to
alter his view's The Grammaire Egyptienne ought
to have been given to the public as his sole bequest in the
department of Egyptian philology. It was piiblished from a
manuscript written in 1831, immediately before his last

illness. Shortly before his decease, having carefully collected
the sheets, he delivered them to his brother, with the remark,
“ Be careful of this

; I trust that it will be my visiting card
to posterity.” Even the warmest admirers of Champollion
must admit that he left his system in a verv imperfect state.
Few, probably, will deny that he held many errors to the
close of his life, both in what respects the reading of the
characters, and in what respects the interpretation of the
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texts.—Hincks, “ On the Number, Names, and Powers of the

Letters of the Hieroglyphic Alphabet,” in Traps. Royal Irish,

Acad., Yol. XXI, Section, Polite Literature, pp, 133, 134,

Dublin, 1848.

In 1851 Brugsch, adopting the views which Lepsius^ expressed

in 1837, wrote :

—

Saeculi enim hujus et initium usque quum cognitio

hieroglyphorum, quibus veteres Aegyptii in sacra dialectn

scribenda utebantur, densissimis tenebris scateret, ita quidem
ut fere omnia, quae antea vel eruditissimi homines summo
ingenii acumine explorasse sibi visi sunt, si hodie forte legimus

risum vix tenere possimus ; hoc lapide detecto postquam
omnium animi ad spem enucleandi tandem istud monstru-
osum et perplexum per tot saecula quasi involucris involu-

torum genus signorum arrecti sunt, unus vir Champollio
Francogallus exstitit, qui mira sagacitate incredibilique

studio adjutus totam hieroglyphorum rationem nulla fere

parte relicta luce clarius explanavit et exposuit.—Brugsch,
Inscriptio Rosettana, Berlin, 1851, pp. 1, 2.

But in 1891, when he was the greatest Egyptologist in Europe,
he wrote :

—

Fast gleichzeitig mit dem alten Jomard .... hatte
Dr. Young das Gliick aus den hieroglyphischen Texten die

Bezeichnungen fiir die Finer, Zehner, Hunderte, und Tau-
sende richtig herauszuerkennen und iiberdies den hieroglyph-

ischen Konigsnamen

—

PL j
o IS und

T .M

ihre entsprechende griechische Form Ptolemaios und Berenike

gegeniiberzustellen, eine Entdeckung, die ihm .ullein

^ Ce fut en 1819, que le Dr. Young declara le premier que les cartouches,
ou eiicadrcments elliptiques, dans le texte hieroglyphique de I'inscnption de
Rosette, correspondaient au.x noms propres grecs et particulieremcnt a celui

de Ptolcmee du texte grec, et aiix groupes. du nieme nom, dans le texte inter-

mediaire en ecriture egyptienne demotique ou vulgaire, groupes qui avaient

ete deja reconnus et decomposes par MM Silvestre de Sacy et Akerblad, II

allait encore plus loin en supposant ciue chaque sigiic du cartouche ropre-

sentait un son du nom de Ptolemee et en cherchant a les delimr reellcment
un a un par une analyse tres mgenieuse . . Plusieurs signes avaient ete

faussenient mterpretea et la previve la plus evidente en etait cpi'il ne reussissait

pas a lire d’autres noms que ceux de Ptolemee et de Berenice. 11 faut done
avouer que, malgre cette decouverte, les opinions du Lr, Young, sur la nature
du systeme hieroglvphique, etaient encore essentiellenicnt fausses et quo cette

decouverte elle-mCmc serait probablemciit restee infructucuse et a peine
signalec comme decouverte dans la science, si on avait siiivi le chemm que son
auteur lui-meme avait propose.—Lepsius, Letlre a M le Frojtsseitr F. Rosellini

sitr I'Alphabet Hieyoglyphique, Rome, 1837, p. 11.
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GEBUHRT und die den Ausgangspunkt der spateren Ent-

zifferungen bilden sollte Dr. Young’s gliickliche

Zusammenstellungen der oben aufgefiihrten agyptisch-hiero-

glyphischen Eigennamen mit ihren entsprechenden griechis-

chen ^’orbildem sollten ihm plotzlich die Augen offnen und
ihn [i.e., Champollion] auf den rechten Pfad fiihren.—

•

Brugsch, Die Aegyptologie, Leipzig, 1891, pp. 9, 11.

In his Aegypten, p. 14, Erman wrote ;—

Ein solcher Ring mit Hieroglyphen

land sich nun auch an den betreffenden Stellen der Inschrift

von Rosette und er musste den Namen des Ptolemaus bilden.

Es war der bekannte englische Naturforscher Thomas Young,
der im Jahre 1819 diesen scharfsinnigen und vollig richtigen

Schluss machte und wenigstens fiir einige Zeichen des Namens
den Lautwert feststellte.

Unabhangig von Young kam gleichzeitig ein junger

franzosischer Gelehrter, Fran9ois Champollion, zu der

gleichen Vermutung und ihm war es beschieden, sogleich

ein vollig richtiges Resultat zu erhalten.

Another supporter of Young is Wiedemann, who says :

—

Der erste, der es that und von dem richtigen Grundsatze
ausging, dass die Konigsnamen alphabetisch geschrieben sein

miissten war der beriihmte englische Physiker
Thomas Young (geboren 1773). Er erkannte in der haufigsten

in dem Dekret von Rosette vorkommenden Gruppe den
Namen Ptolemaus, er vermochte ein spater zum grossen

Teile bestatigtes hieroglyphisches Alphabet aufzustellen und
sie fiber das System der agyptischen Schrift vollkommen
richtige Ansichten zu bilden. So haben wir denn in Young
den eigentlichen Entzifferer der agyptischen Schrift zu sehen,

wenn es ihm auch nicht gelang, der Sprache selbst Herr zu
werden.—Wiedemann, Aegyptische Geschichte, S. 29.

The opinion of Diimichen is just but grudging, for he says ;—

•

Wenn wir die Frage so stellen : Wer hat zuerst einige

hieroglyphische Zeichen in ihrem Lautwerthe richtig

bestimmt ? oder besser gesagt, zufallig errathen, so miissen
wir antworten ; das war Th. Young

;
den Schliissel zur

Entzifferung der Hieroglyphenschrift jedoch hat er nicht
gefunden. Francois Champollion, geb. den 23. December
1790, gest. den 4. Marz 1832, er ist es, den die Wissenschaft
der Aegj'ptologie in dankbarer Verehrung als ihren eigent-
lichen Begriinder nennt —Diimichen, Geschichte
des alien Aegyptens, Berlin, 1878, S. 304.
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And Ebers held the same view ;

—

Zwei grosse Manner, in England der auf vielen Gebieten

des Wissens ausgezeichnete Thomas Young, in Frankreich

Francois Champollion, begaben sich zu gleicher Zeit, aber

unabhiingig von einander, an die Arbeit. Beider Bemii-

hungen lohnte schoner Erfolg. Champollion aber wird mit

Recht vor seinem britischen Rivalen als Entzifferer der

Hieroglyphen genannt werden miissen.—Ebers, Aegypten in

Bild und Wort, Leipzig, 1 879, Bd. II, S. 49.

French Egyptologists naturally supported Champollion, as wll
be seen from the extracts below. Chabas wrote :—

Young, qui, le premier, fit I’application du principe

phonetique a la lecture des hieroglyphes. Cette idee fut,

dans la realite, le fiat lux de la science II avail bien

reconnu dans les hieroglyphes les noms de Ptolemee et de
Berenice, mais sans reussir a assignor a chacun des signes

qui les composent leur veritable valeur ; Ouelques

minces qu’ils soient, ces premiers resultats constitueraient en

faveur du docteur Young un titre considerable, s’il ne les avail

pas compromis lui-meme en s’engageant dans une fausse

voie, et en publiant des traductions tout aussi imaginaires

que celles de ses devanciers. La solution du probleme etait

reservee au genie de Champollion le jeune
;

c’est un honneur
que personne ne pent lui disputer.—Chabas, UInscription de

Rosette, p. 5.

And Maspero wrote :

—

Un savant anglais du plus grand merite, Th. Young,
essaya de reconstituer I’alphabet des cartouches. De 1814

1818, il s’exerga sur les divers systemes d'ecriture egj'ptienne,

et separa mecaniquement les groupes differents dont se

composaient le texte hieroglyphique et le texte demotique de
I’inscription de Rosette. Aprfe avoir determine, d’une

maniere plus ou moins exacte, le sens de chacun d’eux, il

en essaya la lecture Ses idees etaient justes en
partie, mais sa methode imparfaite

;
il entrevit la terre

promise, mais sans pouvoir y entrer. Le veritable initiateur

fut Francois Champollion —Maspero, Histoire

Ancienne, Paris, 1886, pp. 729, 730.

It could hardly be expected that the system of decipherment
proposed by Champollion would be accepted by those who had rival

systems to put forth, hence we find old theories revived and new
ideas brought to light side by side with Champollion’s method of

decipherment. Among those who attacked the new system were

;

Spolm, the misguided Seyffarth, Goulianoff and Klaproth. Spolm
and Seyffarth divided hierogl3’phs into euphonies, s\^mphonics and
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aphonies, by which terms they seem to imply phonetics, enclitics

and ideographics. Their hopelessly wrong theory-" was put forth

with a great show of learning in De Lingua et Literis veterum

jEgyptiorum at Leipzig, 1825-31. Goulianoft'^ did not accept Cham-
pollion’s system entirely, and he wished to consider the phonetic

hieroglyphs acrologic
;

this also was the view taken by Klaproth in

his Lettre siir la decouverte des hieroglypJies acrologiqties, adressee d

M. de Goidianoff, Paris, 1827, and also in his Exa>nen critique des

travaux de feu M. Champollion sur les HieroglypJies, Paris, 1832. To
the first of these two works Champollion published a reply entitled

Analyse critique dc la lettre sur la decouverte des hieroglypJies acro-

logiques par J. Klaproth (Extr. du Bulletin de Ferussac), Paris, 1827,

in which he showed the utter worthlessness of the theory. In 1830,

when the correctness of Champollion 's system was not fully demon-
strated, Janelli published at Naples his Fiindamenta Hermeneutica
Hieroglyphicae, in three volumes, in which the old symbolic theory of

the hieroglyphs was re-asserted ! and there were many who hesitated

not to follow the views of Francois Ricardi, the soundness of which
may be estimated by the title of one of his works, “ Decouverte

des HieroglypJies dctnesfiqnes pJionetiques par lesquels, sans sortir de

chez soi, on peid deviner I’histoire, la cJtronologie (! !), le culte de tons

les peuples anciens et modernes, de la meme mani'ere, qu’on le fait en
lisant les hieroglypJies e'gyptiens selon la nouvellc metJiodc,” Turin, 1824.^

Champollion’s system of decipherment and translation owes its

acceptance chiefly to the famous Lettre which Lepsius addressed to

Rosellini in 1837. In his discussion of the whole question of

Egyptian decipherment Lepsius added to Champollion’s sj’stem the
cohesion and stability which it lacked, and stated clearly the facts

which it would seem Champollion onl}’ partly realized. About this

time Samuel Birch, who was then an Assistant in the Record Office,

and Dr. Edward Hincks (1792-1866) in Ireland devoted themselves
to a careful study of Champollion’s system. To these men we owe
the true explanation of the use of determinatives and phonetic
complements, and the correct values of a large number of hiero-
glyphs. Hincks’s paper in the Transactions of the Roval Irish
Academy (Dublin, 1848, 8vo.), entitled “ An attempt to ascertain the
number, names, and powers of the letters of the Hieroglyphic Ancient
Egyptian Alphabet,” was so epoch-making that Dr. Brugsch declared
that he was the first to use the correct system of decipherment.-

1 See his Esmi sur les Hieroglypkcs cFHorapollon. Paris, 1827.
2 As regards Hincks ’s work on the demotic text on the Rosetta Stone

Brugsch says, " Rs licgt mir davon ein Abdruck vor unter deni Titel : 'The
Enchorial Language of Egypt' {Dithlin Uuiv. Rev. No. HI, 1833, 8vo.). In
dieser Abhandlung werden zum ersteninale diejenigen grammatischen Bestand-
theile der Volksschrift, welche weniger leicht auf der Hand liegen und schwie-
riger aufzufinden sind, richtig bestimmt und aus bekannteren demotischen
Texten nachgewiesen.” Zeitschnft der Deutsch. Murgen. Gtsellsdwft Bd III
p. 263.

-j , . .
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Birch and Hincks showed that they were able to translate Egj'ptian

texts and to obtain valuable historical information from them, and
this work was developed to a most remarkable degree by Emmanuel
de Rouge, who produced translations of hieratic papyri and of

many hieroglyphic stelae and other monuments. These three men
were the rei founders of Egyptology as we now know it, and their

work formed the foundation on which Chabas, Goodwin, and
H. Brugsch built with such conspicuous success.

Briefly, the way in which the greater part of the Eg\-ptian alpha-

bet was recovered is as follows ;—It will be remembered that, on
account of breakages, the only name found on the Rosetta Stone is

that of Ptolemy. Shortly before ChampoUion published his letter

to M. Dacier he had published an account of the obelisk^ which
Mr. Bankes brought from Philae, which was inscribed with the name
of a Ptolemy, written with the same characters as that on the

Rosetta Stone, and also contained within a cartouche. It was
followed by a second cartouche, which Bankes and Young said

was that of a queen. The obelisk was in a socket, bearing a Greek
inscription containing a petition of the priests of Isis at Philae,

addressed to Ptolemy, to Cleopatra his sister, and to Cleopatra his

wife. Now', it was argued, if this obelisk and the hieroglyphic

inscription which it bears commemorate the petition of the priests,

who in the Greek speak of the dedication of a similar monument,
it follows of necessity that the cartouche must contain the name of a
Cleopatra. The names of Ptolemy and Cleopatra having, in the

Greek, some letters that are alike, may be used for comparing
the hieroglyphs which are used in each ;

and if the characters which
are similar in these two names express the same sound in each
cartouche, their purely phonetic character is at once made clear.

A previous comparison of these two names written in the demotic
character shows that w'hen they are written phonetically several

characters, exactly alike, are used in each. The analogy of the

demotic, hieratic, and hieroglyphic methods of writing in a general

way leads us to e.xpect the same coincidence and the same con-

formity in these same names, written hieroglyphically. The names
Ptolemaios and Cleopatra written in hieroglyphs are as follow's :

—

No. 1, Ptole,my

r 70
No. 2, Cleop.\tr.\

^ "Observations sur I’Obelisque Egyptien de Tile de Philjc, ” in Revue
encyclopedique. Mars, 1822.

L
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Now in No. 2 cartouche, sign No. 1, which must represent K,

is not found in cartouche No. 1. But we find as a variant,

therefore both ^ and = K, the first letter of the name of

Kleopatra. Sign No. 2, a lion lying down, is identical with sign

No. 4, in cartouche No. 1. This clearly is L. Sign No. 3, a reed,

represents the short vowel E ; two of them are to be seen in character

No. 6 in No. 1 cartouche, and considering their position their value

must be AI in aioi. Sign No. 4 is identical with No. 3 in No. 1

cartouche, and must have the value O in each name. Sign No. 5

is identical with sign No. 1 of No. 1 cartouche, which, being the first

letter of the name of Ptolemy, must be P. Sign No. 6 is not found

in No. 1 cartouche, but it must be A, because it is the same sign as

sign No. 9, which ends the name KAEOflATPA; sign No. 10 is

No. 2 in Ptolemy ; sign No. 1 1 is not a letter, but is a determinative

that accompanies feminine proper names, e.g.,
jj

Isis, and

Nephthys. Sign No. 7, an open stretched out hand, must be T.

It does not occur in No. 1 cartouche, but we find from other car-

touches that ^ takes the place of c:^
,
and the reverse. Sign

No. 8 must be R ; it is not in No. 1 cartouche, and ought not to be

there. In No. 1 cartouche sign No. 7 must be S, because it ends the

name which in Greek ends with S. The remaining sign in car-

touche No. 1 is
—

7. ,
which must be M. Thus from these two

cartouches we may collect twelve characters of the Egyptian

alphabet, viz., A, AI, E, K, L, M, O, P, R, S, T, T. Now let us

take another cartouche from the Description de Vtigypte, tom. Ill,

pi. 38, No. 13, and try to make it out
;

it reads :

—

No. 3

Now signs Nos. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, and 8, we know from cartouches

Nos. 1 and 2, and wc may write dowm their values thus :

—

AA . . ZE . . TP.

The only Greek name which contains these letters in this order

is Alexander, therefore let us assign to the signs
,
and —

,

the value of K, N and S respective!}-. We find on examination
that the whole group corresponds, letter for letter, with the group
which stands in the demotic text of a papyrus in the place of the
Greek name AAEXANAPOZ. We have, then, gained three new
phonetic signs—K, N, and S—and have determined the value of

fifteen in aU.

Again, let us take the cartouche of another lady :

—
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Now signs Nos. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 we know, and we ma}' write

them down thus :

—

. RNAI . .

The only female name which contains these letters in this order

is that of Berenice, and to ^ and ffl we may therefore assign the

values B and K respectively. Thus we have gained two more signs.

If we take two other cartouches, xdz. :—

-

we find that we are able to read the first at once KAISRS, which is

clearly Kaiaapo:;, or Caesar ;
in the second the only sign we do

not Imow' is e . Writing down the values we know we have
A . TAKRTR, which is clearly AvTo/cparop

;
thus the value of the

second character must be U. In this manner the names of aU the

Ptolemies and the Roman Emperors were worked through, and
eventually ChampoUion succeeded in making out the value of one

hundred and eleven signs. At the foot of Plate I, in his Lettre d

Monsieur Dacier, he writes his own name in hieroglyphs thus :

—

3

Sn.t.-

-Sai

© .2^5.

M -PU-LL - I - o - X .

The following are the letters of the Egyptian alphabet with their

values as now accepted by Egyptologists :

—

EGYPTIAN HIEROGLYPHIC ALPHABET

or

/vwww or

A the Hebrew

A a short a, e or i

A the Hebrew

ij(] or w I or Y Q
n

—H— or n
or (E U or W 1

V

B

P

F

M

N

R

ro

SI

Q

•]

L

H

H

KH, Gr. ,Y

S

SH

K
Q
G

T

TH
T (D)

TCH

L 2
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COPTIC ALPHABET
A. A

1

P K

S, B
i c s

V G 1

1

T T
Jb. ^

\ T U, Y
e

\ 4> PH

H
Z

E X KH

e TII
PS

I I (JO 6

K K S = Iilfl
SH

X L q = <

—

F

JUL 1 CH
n N & = i

H

2:
X (KS) X = i DJ

o O
j

TCH
Tl P ^ A_0

1 T — ^ TI (1)1)

THE EGYPTIAN LANGUAGE
Of the language which the Egj^ptian of the Palaeolithic and Neo-

lithic Periods spoke nothing is known, but the decipherment of the

Egyptian hieroglyphs has revealed many facts about the language

which was in use among the Eg\-ptians under dynastic rule. Benfey^

tried to prove that the Egj-ptian language had sprung from a

Semitic stock, and de Rouge^ and Brugsch® accepted his arguments.

Barthelemy, de Guignes, Giorgi, de Rossi and Kopp proclaimed

unhesitatingly the identity of Coptic with Hebrew,* but Ouatremere
thought that Coptic was another tongue and had affinity with no
other language.^ Lepsius attempted to prove that the Indo-

European, Semitic and Coptic families of languages were originally

1 The whole of the facts which favour the theory that the Egyptian is allied

to the Semitic languages are collected in his work Ueber das Verhdliniss der

Aegyptischen Sprache zum Semitischen Sprachstanime, Leipzig, 1844.
^ Memoire sur I' inscription dii tombeaii d’Ahmes, p. 195. “ et

presque toujours un fait curieux a ete mis en evidence, a savoir, que la

grammaire de la langue antique se rapproche bien plus decidement des
caracteres propres aux idiomes semitiques."

^ Wbrterbiich, I. Vorrede, SS. 9-12. “ Es steht mir namlich fest, dass die
altagyptische Sprache, d. h. die alteste Gestaltimg derselben, im Semitischen
wurzelt und dass wir von hieraus alle jene Erscheinungen zu erklaren haben,
welche sonst ohne jede Autldsung dastehen wiirden."

* Renan, Histoire Generate des Langues Se'mitiques, p. 80.
5 Recherches, p. 16.
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identical,^ and Schwartze^ asserted that Coptic was analogous to

the Semitic languages in its grammar, and to the Indo-European
languages by its roots, but that it was more akin to the Semitic
languages in its simple character and lack of logical structure.

Bunsen and Paul de Lagarde thought that the Egyptian
language represented a prehistoric layer of Semitism, and tried to

show that the forms and the roots of the ancient Egyptian could be
explained neither by Aryan nor Semitic singly, but by both of these

families together, and that they formed in some way the transition

from one to the other. ^ Stem believed that there was at one time
a relationship between Egyptian and Semitic, which was proved
by the pronouns and other words, but that a separation took place

between Egyptian and its Asiatic relations at a very early period,

and it followed its own course.* Prof. W. Wright held that "we
have not a few structural affinities, which may perhaps be thought
sufficient to justify those linguists who hold that Egyptian is a
relic of the earliest age of Semitism, or of Semitic speech as it was
before it passed into the peculiar form in which we may be said to

know it historically.”®

From the above it is clear that Lepsius, de Rouge and Brugsch
believed in the affinity of Egyptian with the Semitic languages, and
as they were Egyptologists their collective opinion is important.
The general erudence on the subject was summed up by Erman in a
valuable paper which he contributed to the Zeitsclirift d. Deiitschen

Morgen. Gesell. (Bd. XLVI, pp. 93-129), and he added a list of

Egyptian words with their Semitic equivalents, which strengthened
his arguments considerably. Brockelmann, following Brugsch and
Erman, would include Egyptian among the Semitic languages
and, judging from the language of the Pyramid Texts, is more and
more convinced of its similarity to the Semitic languages. But it

must be pointed out that the Pyramid Texts were written under
the Vth and Vlth dynasties, and it has yet to be proved that in

their original form they are not of Asiatic origin. Brockelmann
also thinks that Egyptian separated itself from its Semitic sisters

thousands of years ago, and that it developed it.self more quickly than
they for much the same kind of reasons that have made English go

' Uebey den Uysbyung itnd die Veruaiidtichaft dey Zahlivorlcy in dey Indo-
Germanischen, Semitischen und Koptischen Spyache, Berlin, 1S36.

^ Das alte Aegypten, pp. 976, 1033.
“ Renan, op. cit., p. 82.

Es besteht eine alte Verwandtschaft zwischen der aegyptischen, welche
dem hamitischen Stamme angehdrt, und den semitischen Sprachen, wie sich

unverkennbar noch in der pronominalbildung und in manchen gemeinsamen
Wurzeln zeigt

; doch scheint sich das aegyptische von den asiatischen
Schwestern fruh getrennt zu haben und seinen eigenen Weg gegangen zii

sein. . . Die allgemeine Stammverwandtschaft der beiden Sprachen ist

dutch weitgehende Lautverschiebungen und Veriinderungen verdeckt."
' Comparative Grammar op the Semitic Languages, p. 34.
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far away from the other Germanic languages.^ Whilst not venturing

to criticize the opinions of the older Egyptologists, \\ right thought

that an examination of the Coptic alone readily suggests several

considerations in support of the view that Egyptian is descended

from the same stock as the Semitic languages. And as the most

convincing of these considerations he mentions the “ marvellous

similarity, almost amounting to identity, of the personal pronouns,

both separate and suffixed—a class of words which languages of

radically different families are not apt to borrow from one another.

Renan, like Wright, was struck by the identity of the pronouns and

the manner in which they are treated in the two groups of languages,

and he regarded the identity that is apparent even in the details

that seem to be secondary^ as a remarkable fact.®

The forms of the pronouns in hieroglyphs, Coptic and Hebrew,

are as follows :

—

Egyptian Coptic Hebrew

Sing. - anuk I A.nOK
, T

')

A.W'"'

2. m. (? entuk thou IteOK HHN for
T “ T :

^ G-%

1 anta

'
•)

2 f.

OiCi
entut thou rteo for

a
^ \

anti

3- ra. ^ entuj he neoq

3 . f. 0 eutiis she fiooc
—H—

Plur. j
/VWv'A

t 1 1

enen we Anon

•5 ^ .VSAAAA

V III
eniuten you noojTen DFiS' for antum

I

I

I

entu they iieoOOT

w-vvx ^gfi Assyr. J sliunu
III '>-.4

The views of the German Egyptologists summarized above are

iiot generally accepted, and the views held by those who think

differently on the subject are set forth with skill and learning by
Naville in his L’Evolution de la Laugiie Egypticnm et les Langues

1 Gmndfiss der vergleichenden Grammaiik dev Se’.ntt^sclien SpyacJien, Berlin,

1908, p. 3.

^ Comparative Grammar, p. 33.
• Renan, Hist. Generale, p. 84 ff.
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Semitiques, Paris, 1920. To this work the reader is referred for the
discussion of details which cannot be considered here. i\Iany writers

on the alleged affinity of Egyptian with the Semitic languages have
tried to show that the Egyptians borrowed their words for numbers
from the Semites, but from the examples quoted below it is tolerably

certain that the Egj’ptians had their own set of words for numbers

1, 3, 4, 5 and 10. Thus we have for 1 uau Copt. o'ifA. ;

for 3 KHEMT Copt. cyoJULlt'r; for 4 ftu Copt.

qT-ooTf : for 5 TU Copt, 'foaf ;
for 10 met C

Copt. JULHT". These Egyptian words in no wa\- resemble the

Semitic inS', and The words for 6,

SAS n [1 n or n <=.
p
(Jeqmer), Copt, coonr

; 7, sefekh
'

m «

III)
' -’III!

Copt. cA.^q : 8, khemexu O Copt. qjJt*.oafn
;
and

9, PSETCH
p

1 1 I , Copt. a{fiT, seem to be modifications of

indigenous Egyptian words and to be connected with iril',

nmiy and That the Egyptian language contains Semitic

words and forms of speech^ there is no doubt
i whatever, but it

seems to me that there is equally no doubt that the indigenous
language of the Egyptians finds its true affinities in the Libyan
languages of North Africa and in the Nuba languages of East Africa.

-

Throughout the Dynastic Period the influence of the Semitic languages
on Egyptian must have been considerable, and it attained its

maximum when the Egyptians began to occupy Western Asia. So
far back as 1 885 some authorities thought that Sumerian loan-word^
could be identified in the hieroglyphic inscriptions. In a paper now
practically forgotten the late Dr. Strassmaier put forth the theory
that a relationship existed between the Akkadian Sumeriair
and Egyptian languages, and he printed a small list of Egyptian,
Coptic and Sumerian words which he believed to be identical. See
his paper " Akkadisch und Aegyptisch” in the Album presented to
Dr. Leemans.®

^ The.se are all ably described and set out with SelheV, characteristic
clearness in lus great work Das Aesyptische I'eybitiii, 3 Vols I.eipzii’- 189d-
1902.

- See Reinisch, Das persOnhche Fiiricort inid die Verbalfit xion in dtii Chamilj-
semitiscken Spracheit, Vienna, 1909 ; and Die Sprachliche Stellnii ' des Xub.i,
Vienna, 1911 .

^Etudes Archeoiogujiies, Linguistiques et Historiqiies, dediee.s a Dr. I'.

Leemans, Leide, 1885, pp. 105-107.
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EGYPTIAN WRITING

The earliest known Egyptian writing consists of a series of pictures

of objects, animate and inanimate, and the series of pictures that are

found on the Neolithic antiquities discovered at Nakadah and other

verj" early sites in Upper Egypt may be regarded as “ inscriptions.”

As these cannot possibly be the earliest attempts to write made by
the Egyptians, it may be assumed that the art of writing was known
in Egv’pt from a very remote period. The origin of Egyptian writing

has been much discussed,^ but there is no reason why the pictographs

in use among the Neolithic Egj'ptians should not have been invented

by the indigenous peoples of the Nile Valley themselves. It seems

that writing in all ancient countries started with pictographs, and
that each nation developed its own writing in its own way. The
dynastic Egyptians had three kinds of writing—Hieroglyphic, Hieratic

and Demotic.

Hieroglyphic writing (Gr. iepoyXv(f)iK6<;) is called on the

Rosetta Stone ^ 1 i- 1

’
" writing of the words of the god ”

;

the god alluded to is Tchehuti, , or Thoth, who was believed

to have invented writing. Hieroglyphs were commonly employed
for inscriptions upon temples, tombs, statues, coffins, and stelae,

and the most important codices of the Theban and Saite Recensions

of the Book of the Dead are written throughout in them. The earliest

hieroglyphic inscriptions known are those found upon the objects

that were discovered at Abydos and Nakadah by de Morgan, Petrie

and Amehneau. Hieroglyphic writing was used for ceremonial

and monumental purposes until the IVth century a.d., but it is

very doubtful if anyone living at that time could read or under-

stand the inscriptions on the temples and tombs of the Dynastic

Period. The number of hieroglyphs for which types have been made
is about 2,860, including variants. These have been arranged in

groups by modern Egyptologists, thus : Figures of Men, Figures of

Women, Figures of Gods, Members of the Body, Figures of Animals,

Figures of Birds, Trees, Plants, Flowers, etc.. Water and Liquids,

etc., either according to numbers or letters of the alphabet. But
in respect of many hieroglyphs the grouping is purely arbitrary,

for no one knows what objects many of them were intended to

represent. The first fount of hieroglyphic type cast in England was
designed by Mr. Joseph Bonomi and cast by Mr. Branston. The
first book printed in these solid, handsome types was Birch’s Hiero-
glyphic Dictionary, London, 1867, but the types were in existence
several years earlier. The fount of hieroglyphic type in which the
objects are drawn in outline was designed by Lepsius, who used it

in printing the October-November number of the Aegyptische

1 For a good summaiy^ of the views about it see Spiegelberg, Die Schrift und
Spyache der alien Aegypter, Leipzig, 1907.
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Zeitschrift in 1864. He says that he undertook the task of setting

up a fount of hieroglyphic type soon after his return from his Mission

in 1846, and that the fount was available for use in 1848.^

Hieratic (Gr. lepariKos:) is the name given to the cursive

writing that was used by the priests in copying literary compositions
on papyrus, and by merchants and others for the purposes of every-

day life. The oldest examples of its use in papyri date from the Vth
dynasty, and the latest specimens of it are found in the funerary

compositions of the “ Book of Breathings,” and “ May my Name
Flourish,” and the abridged versions of the Book of the Dead of

the Roman Period. The cofhns of the Xllth dynasty were often

covered with texts written in hieratic, and under the Priest-kings

of the XXIst dynasty the whole Book of the Dead was written in

hieratic. Hieratic codices began at the right-hand end of the papyrus,

instead of at the left, as in the case of hieroglyphic codices. The
finest codex of the class is that of Nesitanebtashru (the Greenfield

Papyrus, B.M. 10554), the largest known the latest known complete
codex is B.M. 10558, which is 59 feet long, and was written in the

Roman Period. About this time all funerary works were written

in hieratic or demotic, and the Vignettes and hieroglyphs were,

seemingly, only used for purposes of ornament or to show respect

for tradition. For those who wish to acquire a knowledge of the

hieratic character the best method is to read over the hieroglyphic

transcripts of hieratic texts published in such works as Erman’s
Die Mdrchen des Papyrus Westcar, 2 Vols., Berlin, 1890 ;

Devaud,
Les Maximes de Ptahliotep, Fribourg, Te.xte, 1915; Vogelsang and
Gardiner, Die Klagen des Bauern, Berlin, 1908 ; Grebaut, Hymne d

Ammon-Rd, Paris, 1874, and those published by Budge in Fac-

similes of Hieratic Papyri, First and Second Series, London, 1910,

1923. A very useful Sign-list for beginners was compiled by Levi,

RaccoUa dei segni ieratici egizi nelle diverse epoche con i corre-

spondenti geroglifici ed i loro differenti valor
i fonetici, Turin, 1880.

But for a comprehensive knowledge of the different forms of hieratic at

different periods recourse must be had to that invaluable work of the

lamented G. Moller, Hieratische Paldographie, Bande I-III, Leipzig,

1909-1912. The care displayed in this work and its accuracy are

beyond all praise. The twenty-seven facsimiles reproduce specimen
columns of te.xts during a period of about 3,000 years, namely,
from the Vth dynasty to the 1st or Ilnd century a.d.

Demotic writing (Gr. hTj^ioTiKo^;) is a purely conventional

modification of hieratic writing which was much used, especially for

social and business purposes ; it is said to have come into use

about the time of the XXVIth dynasty,® and it lasted until the

^
. . . so class sie bereits im Jahre 1848 zu ausgedehnter Verwendung

kommen konnten.” Vorwort to Theinhardt’s Liste, Berlin, 1875.
“ It is 123 feet long, 183 inches wide, and contains 2,666 lines of text

arranged in 172 columns.
® Spiegelberg says b.c. 800 ; see Aeg. Zeit., Bd. XXXVII, p. 18 fi.
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Illrd century a.d. The early Egyptologists called it Enchorial, from
the Gr. €y)((opto <;

;
on the Rosetta Stone it is called the “ writing

of books,” ^ ^
l](] In the Roman Period copies of

the Saite Recension of the Book of the Dead were written wholly

in demotic. Demotic texts are very difficult to read and need a

careful and special study, but the help available for the student is

now very considerable, and he can obtain much assistance from works
like Moller, Die Beiden Totenpapyrus, Leipzig, 1913 (in this work
the hieratic and demotic texts are side by side) ;

Hess, Roman vo-ii

Sine Ha-m-us, Leipzig, 1888; Hess, Inschrift von Rosette, Freiburg,

1902; Griffith, Stories of the High Priests of Memphis, Oxford,

1900 ;
Spiegelberg, Demotische Studien, Leipzig, 1901-10 : Spiegel-

berg, Kanopus und Memphis (Rosettana), Heidelberg, 1922, and the

transcripts of demotic texts published by Revillout and Griffith.

The Egyptians who embraced Christianity, and are known as

Copts (Arab Ljd or bljJilj* did not, so far as we have any

evidence, -write copies of the Holy Scriptures in demotic, but made
use of the letters of the Greek alphabet. But there were certain

sounds in the Egyptian language for which the Greek alphabet
did not contain letters, and in order to make Egyptian translations

of the Old and New Testaments they invented six signs, based upon
the demotic forms of ancient Egyptian hieroglj'phs, and added them
to the Greek alphabet. These si.x signs are ;

—

SH cy = F (turned upright).

KH or CH ^ ^
k/ia H

\

d; Z =
I

dcha tch (P' - k

The Egyptian language written in Greek letters with these
•*>0 ^

additions is called Coptic, Kibtiy, or Kubtiy. A
good idea of the e.xtent and scope of Coptic literature is best
obtained from W. E. Crum, Catalogue of Coptic MSS. in the British
Museum, London, 1905, and the list of published texts given by
Mallon in his Grammaire Copte, Beyrouth, 1904. For descriptions
and translations of Coptic letters, business documents and funerary
texts see Hall, Coptic and Greek Pexts of the Christian Period, London,
1905 ;

Crum, Coptic Ostraka, London, 1909. The most useful Coptic
grammars are those of Mallon and Stern. For beginners Parthey’s
Vocabidarimn, Berlin, 1844, is a most mseful book; for advanced
students Spiegelberg’s Koptisches Handivorterhuch, Heidelberg, 1921,
is invaluable. The New Testament in the dialects of Upper and
Lo\ver Egypt, edited and translated by the Rev. G. Homer, forms
a most useful and instructive chrestomathy. (Published by the
Oxford University Press, 1898 ff.)
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EGYPTIAN WRITING MATERIALS

The writing materials chiefly used by the ancient Egyptians con-
sisted of papyrus, leather, palette, reeds, sUces of calcareous stone,
pieces of earthenware pots, ink and coloured ochres.

Papyrus^ (in Egj'ptian ^ thuf, or vi

thufi, or thef, Heb. *1^^, Copt, xoo^q) was made from the

bybliis hieratictis, or Cyperus papyrus, which at one time grew all

over the Delta and in the marsh lands near the Nile. The height
of the plant was from 20 to 25 feet, and the largest diameter of its

almost triangular stalk w'as from 3| inches to 6 inches. All parts
of the plant were used in much the same way as the date palm is

used in Egypt and other countries in Africa. The large cabbage-like
head was boiled and eaten, as it is in the Sadd region of the Sudan
to-day. The roots seiA^ed as firew-ood, and the other parts were
woven into mats and ropes and baskets and closely-fitting cases

for mummies, and shallow floats or boats w'ere made of the large

stalks when tied together. The boat in which Isis set out to seek
for Osiris was made of papyrus (Plutarch, De Iside, Squire’s trans-

lation, p. 22), and the “ark of bulrushes” in which Closes was laid

was probably made of the same material. Wflien it was intended to

make writing-paper from the plant the stalk was cut into sections

and the layers were removed from them with a flat needle or spatula.

These layers were cut into strips, which were laid side by side

perpendicularly, and upon these another series of strips w'as laid

horizontally. A thin solution of gum or some adhesive material w'as

run in between the two layers of strips of papyrus, which were then
pressed, or rolled, or beaten together and dried. By joining a
number of such sheets of papyrus together a roll of almost any
length could be made. The quality and te.xture of the papyrus or

paper depended upon the size of the stalk and the age of the plant
from which the strips were cut. The colour of the papyri that

have come down to us varies from a rich brown to a sih-ery grey.

The longest roll of papyrus in the world is the Great Harris Papyrus
(B.M. 9900), which, including two blank sheets, one at each end, is

135 feet long by 161 inches in width. This is a masterpiece of

the papyrus-maker’s art, and was specially made to record th.e

benefactions of Rameses III to the priesthoods of Egypt and the
historical summary of his reign. The next longest papyrus is the
Book of the Dead that was written for Princess Nesitanebtashru of

the XXIst dynasty, b.c. 1100-1000
;

it measures 123 feet in length

by 18-| inches in width. It is made of three layers of papyrus and
the sections are joined with great neatness

; on it are written

^ From the Greek TraTrv/ios
; the derivation is uncertain.
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172 columns of writing, chiefly hieratic, and the text contains 2,666
lines. Next to this in length are the Papyrus of Ani, 78 feet by
15 inches in width, the Papyrus of Nebseni, 77 feet by 13J inches,
the Papyrus of Nu, 65 feet by 13J inches, and the Papyrus of Nekht,
46 feet 7 inches by ISJ inches. A good specimen of the papyri
used for Government Reports is the Abbott Papyrus {B.M. 10221).
The papyri used for ordinaiy'^ literary compositions varied in length
from 10 to 20 feet, and in width from 7 to 9 inches, and those inscribed
Avith liturgical and magical compositions were a little wider. The
papyri inscribed with bilingual contracts in demotic and Greek
form a class by themselves and vary in width from 10 to 14 inches,
and in length from 2 to 10 feet. The roll of papyrus, or book.

was called tchama,
^ Copt. xcuJUUULe, and was

tied round with a piece of papyrus string, as we see in the hieroglyph
When it was necessary to seal it, a piece of mud was laid

on the string and the impression on it was made by a ring, or a

scarab which served as a seal, tcJiehdt, J Q . Specimens

of mud sealings are tolerably common, but of special interest are
the sealings of king Shabaka found at Kuvunjik (B.M. 5585), and
the seals of Amasis II and Naifaarut' (B.M. 5583, 5584). The

Christians wrote the Books of the Bible and their Patristic
Literature upon papyrus, but instead of keeping to the use of the
roll, like their non-Christian ancestors, they wrote their texts on
small sheets of papyrus, wbich they bound up as books. Very
fine examples of such books are Oriental 5000 and Oriental 5001.
The former contains 1 56 folios measuring 1

1 1 inches by 84 inches
forming 20 quires,^ each of which is signed by a letter, and the
latter contains 175 leaves measuring from 11 to 12| inches by
84 to 9|- inches, forming 22 quires, each of which is signed by a letter
Both these books were probably written in the Vlth century a.d.

Leather, or skin, was sometimes used as a writing material
but comparatively few examples of it have come down to us Prob-
ably the best-known example is B.M. 10473, which is part of avellum roll inscribed with Chapters from the Book of the Deadand the Vignette of the weighing of the heart of the deceased Nekht

ancient legal document connected
with the temple of Heliopolis is said to have been written on
leather, or skin.

As papyrus and leather must always have been costly articles
in Egypt, senbes and their pupils were obliged to make use of othermateria s on which to write their drafts and school exercises andtnal copies of texts. For this purpose thin slabs of’ softwhite limestone and pieces of broken earthenware pots wereused; to these the name ostraka is commonly given Goodexamples of the limestone slab are B.M. 5624, 5631 and 5632 the
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first is inscribed with a text relating to a grant of land about b.c. 1 400 :

the second is inscribed with a copy of a legal document, and the

third with five lines of a song. In some cases the scribe used a

wooden tablet, covered with a thin layer of white lime or plaster,

as his writing material. A good example is B.M. 5629, which
contains a copy written in hieratic of the Lament of Khakhepera-

Senbu, Q
^ :j^ <:z>

| J (2 1
^ libationer of Heliopolis who

flourished under the Xllth dynasty. This tablet, like B.i\I. 21633,

was intended for use in schools. The Copts also wrote drafts

of texts, letters, extracts from the Bible, etc., on slices of white

limestone and on pieces of broken pots
;

for specimens see

Table-Case A in the Coptic Room in the British Museum. From
the Illrd century B.c. to about .a.D. 400 ostraka were e.xten.sively

used by Government officials and others, who wrote on them receipts

for ta,xes, lists of workmen and materials, invoices, letters, etc.,

in Greek and demotic characters. From the \Tlth century onwards
the Copts wrote many of their legal documents on leather, and
little by little copies of the Scriptures came to be written on small

sheets of well-prepared skin which were bound up in book.s like

folios of papyrus.

The palette of the Egj-ptian scribe, called gesta, "jj
(|

or was a rectangular piece of wood, or ivory,

or stone which varied in length from about 9 to 16 inches,

and from 2 to 3 inches in width. At one end of it were two or more
circular or oval hollows to hold ink

;
sometimes tlie circular hole was

made in the form of the slte/i sign, Q, and the oval hollow in the

form of a cartouche
(

"j- A groove, sloping at one end, was

cut lengthwise in the palette to hold the writing reeds. These

were kept in their place either by a wooden or stone cover which

fitted into the groove, or by a fi.xed covering like a small tunnel at

one end of the groove. Sometimes a sliding cover entirely covered

the reeds, much in the same way as the top of the modern pen-box

in the East protects the pens. Sometimes loyal scribes caused a

cartouche containing the name of the reigning king to be cut

on one end of the palette, or the figure of Thuth. Some
palettes have as manv as a dozen hollows, and these probably

belonged to scribes who painted the Vignettes on papvri. 'Hu-

inscriptions on palettes are usually in hieroglyphs, but B.M. 5324,

made of ivory, is inscribed in hieratic, B.jI. 5517, made of wood, is

also inscribed in hieratic, and B.M. 12753, also made of wood, is

inscribed in demotic. The palettes found in tombs are of two

classes
: (1) those that had been actually used by the deceased

persons during their lifetime in the exercise of their profes.-^ion, and

(2) those that were votive offerings. E.xamples of the latter cla^^s
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are B.M. 52942 and B.M. 12778. The first of these is made of

white alabaster and dates from the IVth or Vth dynasty ;
it has

two circular hollows, which never had ink in them, and a groove

with a sliding cover, also made of alabaster, length Ilf inches.

It was made for a superintendent of the priests called Senni,

PI 1 !
(
1

-^ 0^
is made of green stone and is 16 inches long. The positions of the

hollows for ink are marked by lightly incised lines, and pieces of

reeds are plastered into the groov^e. At one end, cut in outline, is a

scene representing the deceased standing before Osiris with both

hands raised in adoration ;
behind Osiris stand a goddess (Maat, or

Isis ?) and a dog-headed god, wearing the lunar horns and disk,

who is the representative of Thoth. The inscription, which is

on both sides of the groove, reads : 1. ^ j ^
qqq • n y\ ‘d o ' M
Ml Ml /V VA

O ‘5?, tliib 1 I I L
I I 1 . V/'A- ^

.11-14 MA- n:

= 0“® 1“ 1 (i“'"an.4ni
J I I A/WV^^ ! TNI I 1 AVO^A^ ! I I

’ /""i vj 0

Oft

nrWWVl CZi I 4 A/VW^^ I Till 11 A^AAA.^ ! i !
' « J g (5 <r=> Ml Ml AW

“ May Thoth, lord of the words of the gods. President of all the gods,

grant exit from and entrance into Khert-Neter
;

let there not be
repulse of soul to the Ka of the scribe of the of the water of

the temple of Menmaatra (Seti I) in the House of Amen, Amenmes,
speaker of the truth before Osiris, the lord of eternity. May Osiris,

lord of Ta-Tchesert, give meat, and drink, and o.xen, and geese, and
hnen garments, and incense, and bitumen oil, and every good and
pure thing to the Ka of the of the water in the House of

Amen-Ra, the king of the gods, Amenmes, speaker of the truth
before all the gods of Thebes.” This palette was never used. The
palette B.M. 5523, also made of green stone, is also probably
to be regarded as a votive offering. It is a little less than
10 inches in length, and was made for the chief bowman, Meriti,

w^as never used. The inscription reads

|]\\'^ U HL “Hail, Ka of Osiris,||\\^ U
[ I’

of Osiris,

Meriti, the truth-speaker,” and is clearly the address of the kinsman
or friend who dedicated the palette to the deceased. By the side

of hollows for the ink is a figure of the god Osiris with a green face
;
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he is in the form of a mummy, but wears a red collar. On Plate 5
of the Papyrus of Ani we see a palette being carried in the hand of

a member of the funeral procession, but whether it was the great
scribe's own palette or the offering of a friend is not clear. Of the
palettes that were actually used by scribes the following are typical
examples. B.M. 12784 is a thin strip of wood about 1 LI inches in

length, with two hollows for ink and a groove running the whole
length of it

; a part of the sliding cover, which protected the reeds,

of which four still remain, is wanting. The inscription reads

“ Beneficent god, Lord of the Two

Lands, Neb-pehti-Ra,” i.e., Amasis I, the first king of the
XVIIIth dynasty, about b.c. 1600. The second example is made
of wood, is 13 inches long, and has two circular and twelve oval
hollows for ink or colours. At one end is a cartouche running
the whole width of the palette containing the inscription

“ May live the beneficent god, the Lord of the Two Lands,
Menkheperura (Thothmes IV), beloved of Thoth, the Governor
of Heser.” By the sides of the groove are the inscriptions :

—

L n <=> il LL ^ n

""

o

1

1 lii u
IK V

7\

/•Vi /\ I I I -LI

LLA 1 I

“11
f

AyWW

AAAAW u

cr^ 3

1. “May Thoth,

the lord of the words of the gods, grant the knowledge of tla;

writing which came forth from him, and penetration of the meaning
of the words of the gods to the Ka of the Erpa, the great (?) Ha,
at the head of the royal nobles (?), steward of the King’s House,
Ra-meri.” 2. “May Amen-Ra, Lord of the thrones of the Two
Lands, the One God, living in (or by) Truth, grant the sweet wind
that comes forth from his nostrils and great favours (or rewards, or

praises) in the King’s House to the Ka of the steward of the King's
House, Ra-meri.” Across the width of the palette is written

nii ^ 111

” scribe of the steward of the

governor Nuna,” and these words seem to imply that Nuna had the
palette made to commemorate Ra-meri. In connection with the
palette reference must be made to Chapter XCIV of the Book of

the Dead, which contains a prat'er wherein the deceased asks for

an ink-pot and a palette to offer to Osiris. The palette was supposed
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to contain a portion of the spirit or essence of Thoth, and an offering

of ink-pot and palette propitiated Osiris, who also took the form

of a palette on occasions. In the Chapter the deceased addresses

Osiris as the " Aged God,” and it is important to note that a figure

of Osiris is attached to B.M. 5523. As already said, the face of the

god is green, which is the colour given to the face of Osiris when it

is intended to represent him as the “ Old God,” or the God of olden

time, or the " Ancient of days.”

Here, for convenience sake, may be mentioned a couple of objects

that seem to have formed part of the equipment of a scribe or

artist
;
they were found in Upper Egypt and were acquired by the

Trustees in 1906 (B.M. 43047, 43072). Each object consists of

two parts
; (1) a flat piece of w'ood of the shape here shown—in the

case of the larger object it is 12f inches long-—and

(2) a parchment sheath inches long, into which the

wood slides. The front of the parchment sheath is raised

and forms a flat projection with five holes, and attached

to this, by leather thongs, is a circular cup with two
raised bands, one at the top and one at the bottom.

It is suggested that the five holes in the parchment case

held reeds or pens, and that the cup attached to it was
filled with water or varnish. The flat board may have

been used for mi.xing colours upon, or it may have served merely as

a rest for the wrist of the scribe or artist, always of course supposing

that this instrument was used by a “ writer ” or painter. On the back
of the parchment sheath is a design, stamped in black ink, consisting

of annules, triangles, dots, flowering trees or plants, etc. The general

appearance of this ornamentation suggests that the object is of

Coptic origin, and that it is not the work of ancient Egyptians.

The ink-pot, ^ p
XJ

, pus, or \7 fes, was usually made
of glazed Egj^ptian porcelain, and varied in height from U inches to

3 inches. The ink, or liquid colour, was probably contained in a
pad of vegetable fibre or linen, which served the purpose of the
httle piece of sponge that is seen in the modern pen-cases of Orientals.

The writing reed, ar, or perhaps ffl oa
|

gash,

Copt. was about 10 inches long, and the end used in writing

was bruised and not cut
;
writing reeds were of various thicknesses.

In late times a much thicker reed, which closely resembled that
used by the Arabs and other Oriental peoples to-day, was employed,
and when this was the case the end was cut hke a quill or steel pen.

The black ink that the Egyptians used is commonly supposed
to have been made of lamp-black, mixed with water and a little

gum. But such an ink could be easily washed off the papyrus or
tablet, for there was nothing in it to make it “ bite ” into the
papyrus, or skin, or wood on which it was used. The Syrians and
Arabs used to boil shavings of the root of the arid U? ,1 tree in wine.
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m '-m
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and having strained the liquor they added to it a little copperas’^

and gum, and so obtained an ink that was hard to erase from leather

or parchment. And even if the colouring matter were rubbed off

a skin, it was, and still is, possible to read what was written by
means of the outlines of the letters which had been bitten into the

skin by the acid in the ink. Another kind of indelible ink was made
from wine, in which galls had been steeped, and gum-water,^ with
the addition of a little copperas. The scribe who gives the hrst

recipe says that it was used for the manufacture of the ink em-
ployed in writing “ by the Egyptian Fathers who lived in the desert

of Scete.” It is hardly hkely that the Fathers invented this kind

of ink, and it is far more probable that they copied a recipe that had
been known to the scribes of ancient Egypt from the early dynastic

period. In hterary papyri the only inks used are black and red,

the latter being made, probably, from red ochre. The Egyptians

seem to have had no special name for black ink, for
O 0 o’

rit, is used for any kind of writing fluid. Blue and green colours

were probably made from preparations of copper. The coloured

ochres—white, yellow, brown, etc.—were carefully rubbed down on
a small rectangular slab of granite, basalt, or marble with a hard
stone muller before being mixed with gum and water. A good
example of such a slab and muller is B.M. 5547, which was made

for Queen Tui, ^ Rameses II. The scribe,

or artist, who painted the brightly coloured vignettes in such
papyri as those of Ani, Hunefer and Nekht, must have kept a stock
of small lumps of prepared ochres similar to those that we see in

the bronze bowl, B.M. 5556. Under the XVIIIth dynasty, when
riches poured into Eg;ypt from the Sudan and Western Asia, bronze
figures of the gods were plated with gold ;

ushabtiu figures were
decorated with gold (B.M. 22742, 24390), but the precious metal was
not used in illuminating the Vignettes of the Book of the Dead,
however brightly coloured they may have been. The only example
known to me of the use of gold in a papyrus is found in the copy
of the Book of the Dead that w'as written for Anhai, a singing woman
and priestess of Amen-Ra (B.M. 10472). Here, in the Vignette of

the Sunrise, we see the god Ra-Heraakhuti, or Ra-Horus of the Tw'o
Horizons, in the form of a haw'k, w-earing the solar disk encircled

by a serpent on his head. The disk of the sun is gilded, and the
surface of the papyrus at this place seems to have been painted
yellow before the gold leaf was .aid over it.

^ Sulphate of iron ("q.

See the recipes in the Syriac MS. .\dd. 14632, foil. 2 and 17 (Wright,
Catalogue of Syriac MSS., p. 581).

M
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2. Figures of Women

1
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0
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fl

1 renn
VVWVS

AND Goddesses

Asar Osiris

Pth Ptah

I'Tatanen (god)

Iptah-tanen (god)

Anher Onouris

/"Menu Min

iAmsu (?)

Amen Ammon

(Aah Moon-god
1

[Khensu Khens

Shu (god)

Ra (god)

Set (god)

Anpu Anubis

Tchehuti Thoth

Khnemu Khnoumis

Hap Nile-god

Khepera (god)

Bes (god)

As-t Isis

Nebthet Nephthys

Nut (goddess)

Sesheta (goddess)

Maat (goddess)

Anqet (goddess)

Bast (goddess)

Sekhmit (goddess)

Un (Hare-goddess)

I

4. Members of the Body
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I
usher
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M
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mbah
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10. Fish

9. Reptiles
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11. Insects

bat
J

Nesu bat (royal title)
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13. Heaven, Earth and Water
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O, Ra, the Sun-god
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19. Arms and Armour
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neb
J

k

kat

heriheb

at

fitr

D hemt Ik
D ta

23. Offerings

(S), C=ZD ta

C3ZD Nekhen (city)

O’0>O ta

© paut °k^
© , © pestch

® , © sep

kh

A ta

scshesh

nefer

n?i'n

Nefer-Tem (god)

n

25.

'.-f 5 X

'T

24. Writing and Music.^l

Instruments

£=^!bsj

''aa

men

aoa

Line Char.acters

sign of dual

sign of plural

J sheben |]

\nesb (?)

metch

metcht

herit

ten

ki tchet

t

qen

ren

W'AAA

sesh
czso

;

sen
NA/WW

metchat kik !
^

1

seqer !'k
gau ak^ ! (2

1

apt k
bent

n /WWW

J1 ^ M nem
AWAW
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A LIST OF THE COMMONEST DETERMINATIVES

1. Mex

1- ^ to call, exclamation

% 1
pray, adore, praise

exalted, rejoice

1 disaster, overthrow

r turn back or away

to run

ef. r-l

T 1

I'dance

bend, to bow

dwarf, pygmy-

skip

make a pact

form, image.

j IL mummy

great, aged

i royal statue, image

i king

old age

beat, strike, strong

‘i- 'i

f

!»

to offer

to sow

pour out libation

bear, carry

build

build

evil, enemy

support

stab, pierce

run

pour out libation

child, youth

to sit, to set

to offer

to plough

make music, joy

bear, carry

enemy, death

captive, foreign

enemy, criminal
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man pregnant woman

eat, drink, speak,
j ^ to bring forth,

think
1
S* childbirth

rest, inactive

praise

pray

to hide, hidden

pour out libation

multitude

write

blessed dead

soldier

god

king

shepherd

dead, ancestor

defeat, overthrow

to suckle

to dandle

s'D Goddesses

Osiris

Ptah

Ptah-tanen

Menu

Amen

Shu

Khensu

Ra

Her (Horus)

Anpu (Anubis)

swim

2. Women

woman

lady

dead woman

Khnemu

Hapi (Nile)

Set

Tchehuti (Thoth)

Bes

n2
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o to die

woman, goddesiLwr

S3'

q

Aset (Isis) ^

Nebt-het £),

(Nephthys)

Het-Her (Hathor)

I

X- ^
i ^

Nut

Maat

Sekhmit

Bastit

Sesheta

Serqit

4. Members of the Body

)

to see

eyebrows

nose, joy, breath

jaws

to cut, destroy

to nurse

embrace

negation.

not to have

0 to give, strength

j , actions of the arm

.'i. fl. A I', a L give, offer

head eai_i! to wash

'tCt,

j'hair, temples,

Ibald, what is lacking
j

I

L=J] strength

liSa hand

to see 1

1

Ca grab[). seize

1

eye paint
|

1

1' 1
10,000

Iff
to weep '

IV 11
middle, the right

beauty to take, seize

eye of Horus
1

(“=15) male, masculine
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Si
testicles

'a woman

G|D
female (of a cow)

j\ walk, stand, enter

A. return

to w'alk, march

S to invade

to eat

flesh

5. Animals

horse

bull

cow

^^

Anubis and Upuatu

evil

6. Parts OF Animals

G bull, ox

nose, breath

£> nose, breath

!
neck, to swallow

\ horn

tooth, tusk

ear, to hear

haunch, thigh

i
bone

I'least, animal

X goad, tail, end

heir, kinship

5̂

calf

thirst

ram

7. Birds

hawk of Horus

god, divine

goat

COW' calving, birth

wrath, anger

lion

image

sacred bird

vulture

goddess Mut

fatten, food

to destroy, birds in

general and a

few' insects
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crocodile, anger i
Upper Egypt

'i

gather together bud

frog, goddess Heqit
|

flower

goddess, i

divine woman
j

f growing grain

tew worm grain

evil, wickedness H wine

10. Fish
to grow

fish 13. Heaven, Earth and Water

winged solar disk

grasshopper

sky, heaven

night, darkness

rain, dew, storm

thunderstorm,

hurricane

sun, day, time

Sun-god

to shine, light,

coruscate
goddess Serqit
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winged disk
i

door

moon, night

A pyramid

star, god
!

fl
obelisk

,
C=D land, earth, country ii

ESX
Upper and

Lower Egypt

stele, tablet,

boundary stone

desert m room, hall

nome
-j. /\ stairway, to ascend

\> land

land
!mnm to open

land, boundary
-<ioc=*

-a;>-
,

'

Y
the god Menu

to be remote
15. Ships -\nd Boats

,

ipa stone, mineral

boat, to sail

0 grain

AAAAAA
AAAAVk water, sea, lake

overturn

canal, water-channel sail upstream

L
j trrj, IlHili] sea, lake, water

island

air, wind, breath

14.

pool, basin of water

Buildings

N.

I

to steer

paddle

© town, city
16. Furniture

CT^ house, shed.

building d chair of state

goddess Nephthys litter

S goddess Hathor W. to lie, to sleep

TT
wall

int
funerary chest,

y sarcophagus

destroy, overthrow M clothing

O fort to raise up, support
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T

41

shade

scales, to weigh

to cut

bow

chariot

17. Temple Furniture

altar

god

Osiris pillar,

backbone

block of execution

20. Tools and Implements

=1

^
to smite, fight

to plough, plough

T goddess Sesheta

1
metal, mineral

1

18. Apparel
' to shave, razor

crown 1
bone

white crown
Y

21. Cords and Ropes

V red crown cord, string, rope

red and white to fasten

crowns
5 cord, string

apron,

waist-garment i

15 bag, packet, purse

"yf clothing
cz>

to tie, to untie

name

uterus of Isis
'

0
j

something with a

A strong smell, dead

2 seal
[body, to count up

tassel, tuft
03 smell, odour

2

19. Arms and Armour 22. Vessels

1
alien, stranger unguent, ointment

I
support, pillar cool, cool water

1

1

axe, hatchet
; S, 0 , 0, =0= pot, vase, liquid

anchoring post,

to land
‘ 4 milk
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wine
;

24. Writing and Musical
Instruments

heart
i ^ abstract ideas

stone pot
I

pot, vase ;

25. Line Characters

fi
flame, fire, heat

i ^
1

to compute,

reckon up

festival
1
ft furniture

D metal .T what is terrifying

23. Offerings 1 to divide, share

C~2D. (^3) bread, cake
1

! o circle

© bread 1—1—

1

THE MUMMY
Mummy is the term that is generally applied to the body of a human
being, animal, bird, fish, or reptile, which has been preserved by-

artificial means, and it has been commonly but wrongly used to
describe human bodies that have been merely dried by the sun.
The word is neither a corruption of the ancient Egyptian word for

a preserved body, nor of the more modern Coptic form of the
hieroglyphic name. The word “ mummy ” is found in Byzantine
Greek [fiovfiia, ^wfiiov), and in Latin, and indeed in almost all

European languages. It appears in Latin about a.d. 1000. See
Wiedemann, Herodots Zweites Buck, Leipzig, 1890, p. 349. It is

derived from the Arabic
,

“ bitumen,’’ a word that in its original

Persian form meant “ wax.” The Persian and Arabic word for

mummy is
, which means a body preserved “ by wax or

bitumen.” The Syriac-speaking people called the substance used

in making mummies “ Mumya,” the Greeks TriTTfia'^aX.Tos-

and the Persians call a drug used in medicine The
celebrated Arabic physician Ibn Betar (died a.h. 646), quoting
Dioscorides,! who lived in the first century of our era, says that
Miimia is found in the country called Apollonia, and that it flows

^ Materia Medica (ed. Kiihn, in Medicorum Graecorum Opera, tom. XXV,
Leipzig, 1829, p. 101).
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down with water from the “ lightning mountains,” and being thrown
by the water on the sides of the water-courses, becomes hard and
thick, and that it has a smell like that of pitch. Having further

quoted the article by Dioscorides on Pittasphaltus, he adds, “ What
I say on this subject is as follows : The name mumia
is given to the drug of which mention has just been made, and to

that which is called ‘Bitumen of Judaea,’ , and to

the mumia of the tombs which is found in great

quantities in Egypt, and which is nothing else than a mixture which
the Byzantine Greeks used formerly for embalming their dead, in

order that the dead bodies might remain in the state in which they
were buried, and experience neither decay nor change. Bitumen of

Judsea is the substance which is obtained from the Asphaltites Lake,

ijssr:.
”

‘Abd al-LatiB mentions that he saw mumia, or

bitumen, which had been taken out of the skulls and stomachs of

mummies sold in the towns, and he adds, “ I bought three heads

filled with it for half an Egyptian dirham,”

and says that it varies very httle

from mineral pitch, for which it can be substituted if one takes the

trouble to procure it.

About three or four hundred years ago Egyptian mummy formed
one of the ordinary^ drugs in apothecaries' shops. The trade in

mummy was carried on chiefly by Jews, and as early as the Xllth
century a physician called Al-Magar was in the habit of prescribing

mummy to his patients. It was said to be good for bruises and
wounds. After a time, for various reasons, the supph' of genuine
mummies ran short, and the Jews were obliged to manufacture them.
They procured the bodies of all the criminals that were executed in

gaols, and of people who had died in hospitals, Christians and others.

They filled the bodies with bitumen and stuffed the limbs with the
same substance

; this done, they bound them up tightly and exposed
them to the heat of the sun. By this means they made them look
like old mummies. In the year 1564 a physician called Gu}" de la

Fontaine made an attempt to see the stock of the mummies of the
chief merchant in mummies at Alexandria, and he discovered that
they were made from the bodies of slaves and others who had died
of the most loathsome diseases. The trafhc in mummies as a drug
was stopped in a curious manner. A Jew at Damietta who traded
in mummies had a Christian slave who was treated with great
harshness by him because he would not consent to become a Jew.
Finally, when the ill-treatment became so severe that he could bear
it no longer, the slave went to the Pasha and informed him what his

* See ‘Abd al-Latif, Relation de I'llgypte (tr. bvDe Sacy, Pans, IS 10, p. 273),
and AbdoUatiphi Historiae Aegypti Compeudnim fed. White, Oxford, 1810,
p. 150).
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master’s business was. The Jew was speedily thrown into prison,

and only obtained his liberty b^' payment of 300 pieces of gold.

Every Jewish trader in mummy was seized by the local governor of

the place where he lived, and money was extorted from him. The
trade in mummy, being hampered by this arbitrary tax, soon

languished, and finally died out entireh'.^

The common word for treating a body with medicaments and

bandaging it up in mummj- form is itta. D
and an embalmer was called tdii, ^ ^
setekh, pi r

the former means literallv

'"W Other words were

zi r
yU= or

.4
or setekh, Z. , and qes,

to embalm,” and the latter ” to wrajt

up in bandages.” But qes mat' be a shortened form of qeres,

^ ^
which generally means the mummy and coffin and aU

the funeraiy equipment. The word Ki.cr seems to mean “he who

buries,” or undertaker. The Coptic forms of
|
^ are Kec, KHC.

KOJC, KU5tuc, Koouoce, and they were used by the Copts to translate

the Greek evra^iacr/io?, Ta<^?J, ev~a(jiidLeiv, OdirreLv, etc.
;
the word

JULIoXuort, “mummy,” is also given bv Kircher, Lingua Aegyptiaca

Restituta, Rome, 1643, p. 183, at the foot. The mummifier was called

peqKojc
; compare onro^ A.afKtwc jtx. ^scp^-HX rtite rt\peqKabc- =

Kai iverapLacrav ol ivTapiaa-ral r'ov '\<Tpai]\:'’

The knowledge of the way in which the ancient Egyptians
mummified their dead is obtained from the works of Greek historians,

and from the examination of mummies that has been made by
surgeons and anatomists during the la.st 150 years. According to

Herodotus (II, 85), “ When in a family a man of any consideration

dies, all the females of that family besmear their heads and face^

with mud, and then leaving the body in the house, they wander
about the city, and beat themselves, having their clothes girt up,

and exposing their breasts, and all their relations accompany them.
Gn their part the men beat themselves, being girt up, in like

manner. \^Tlen the}’ have done this, the\' carry out the body to be

embalmed. There are persons who are appointed for this very
purpose ; the}^ when the dead boelv is brought to them, show to the

bearers wooden models of corpses, made exactly like by painting.

And they .show' that which they say is the most e.xpensive manner of

embalming, the name of which 1 do not think it right to mention on
^uch an occasion

;
they then show’ the second, w’hich is inferior and

less expensive
; and then the third, w’hich is the cheapest. Having

explained them all, they learn from them in w’hat way they w'ish

' Pettigrew on Miuiniiies, p. 4.
- Lagarde, Der Pentateuch Koptisch, Gen. 1, 2.
^ Lagarde, Librorum Vet. Test. Canon, Gen. 1, 2. p. 51.
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the body to be prepared ;
then the relations, when they have agreed

on the price, depart
;
but the embalmers remaining in the workshops

thus proceed to embalm. In the most expensive manner, first they

draw out the brains through the nostrils with an iron hook, taking

part of it out in this manner, the rest b}/ the infusion of drugs. Then
with a sharp Ethiopian stone they make an incision in the side, and
take out all the bowels

; and having cleansed the abdomen and rinsed

it with palm-wine, they next sprinkle it with pounded perfumes.

Then having filled the beUy with pure myrrh pounded, and cassia,

and other perfumes, frankincense excepted, they sew it up again ;

and when they have done this, they steep it in natron, leaving it

under for 70 days ; for a longer time than this it is not lawful to

steep it. At the expiration of the 70 days they w'ash the corpse, and
wrap the whole body in bandages of flaxen cloth, smearing it with

gum, which the Egyptians commonly use instead of glue. After

this the relations, having taken the body back again, make a

wooden case in the shape of a man, and having made it, they
enclose the body ; and thus, having fastened it up, they store it in

a sepulchral chamber,^ setting it upright against the wall. In this

manner they prepare the bodies that are embalmed in the most
expensive w'ay.

“ Those who, avoiding great e.xpense, desire the middle way, thej'

prepare in the following manner. - When they have charged their

syringes with oil made from cedar, they fill the abdomen of the corpse

without making any incision or taking out the bowels, but inject it

at the fundament
; and having prevented the injection from escaping,

they steep the body in natron for the prescribed number of days,

and on the last day they let out from the abdomen the oil of cedar

which they had before injected, and it has such power that it brings

away the intestines and vitals in a state of dissolution
;
the natron

^ Compare Tfipt-^ci et re o oino^ fliv F lcioii~^^rjpava^ ror

veKfiov ^vi/cetTTvvr uni ^vuwoTiji' tTroi/jirmo, Lucian, De Luctu, §21 (ed. Dindorf,
Paris, 1867, p. 569).

AlrfvTTTlOl Ck TU 7apl')(€VOUaiV oi'Toi'?, Kill avv fcaVToi*. VTThp

7'C ^xovaiK. Sextus Empiricus, Pyrrhoniarum Institutionum, lib. Ill, cap, 24
(ed. J. A. Fabricius, Leipzig, 1718, p. 184).

Mortuos limo obliti plangunt • iiec cremare aut fodere fas putant : verum
arte medicates intra penetralia collocaiit. Pomponius Mela. lib. I, cap. 9
(ed, Gronov., Leyden, 1782, p. 62).

.Vegyptia tellus

Claudit odorato post funus stantia saxo
Corpora, et a mensis exsanguem baud separat unibrani,

Silius Italicus, Pv.nicoruvi lib XIII, II. 474-476
(ed. H. Occioni, Turin, 1889).

Balsama succo unguentaque mira feruntur
Tempus in aeternum sacrum servantia corpus.

Corippi, De landibus Justini, lib. Ill, II. 22-25
(ed. Antwerp, 1581, p. 4).
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dissolves the flesh, and nothing of the body remains but the skin and
the bones. Wflien they have done this they return the body without

any further operation.
“ The third method of embalming is this, which is used only for

the poorer sort : having thoroughly rinsed the abdomen in syrmaa,
they steep it with natron for the 70 days, and then deliver it to be

carried away.”^
According to Genesis 1, 3, the embalming of Jacob occupied

40 days, but the period of mourning was 70 days. From Eg^'ptian

documents it is known that the length of the period from the death

of a man to his burial varied
;

in one case the embalming occupied

16 days, the bandaging 35 days, and the burial 70 days, i.e., 121 days

in all. In a second case the embalming occupied 66 days, prepara-

tions for burial 4 days, and the burial 26 days
;
in all 96 days.

Elsewhere we are told that the embalming lasts 70 or 80 days, and
the burial ten months.

-

The account given by Diodorus (I, 91) agrees with that of

Herodotus in many particulars, but some additional details are given.

According to it, if any man died, all his relatives and friends threw

dust or mud on their heads, and went round about through the town
uttering cries of grief as long as the body remained unburied ; during

the inter\'al between the death and the burial, they abstained from

the use of baths and wine, thej' partook of no choice foods, and they

put not on fine apparel. The methods of embalming were three in

number
;

the most e.vpensive, the less expensive, and the poorest

of all. The first method cost one talent of silver, about £250 ;
the

second twenty minae, about £60 ;
and the third cost very httle

indeed. The people who practise the art of embalming belong to a

class of men in whose families this profession is hereditary, and they

set down in writing a statement of the various methods of embalming
practised by them and the cost of each, and ask the relatives of the

dead man to decide upon the method to be adopted. When this

question has been settled, the embalmers take the body into their

charge, and they hand it to those who are fully acquainted with the

process of embalming. The first of these, called the “ scribe
"

lypa/j-fiaTeix;), makes a mark on the left side of the body, which is laid

upon the ground, to indicate where the incision is to be made. Next,

a man, called the “ ripper up ” (Trapao-yto-Tj^s'), with an Ethiopian

stone {\l0ov h.WiO’TviKoi'} makes a cut in the side lengthwise of fhe

size indicated by the scribe. Having done this, he flees away in all

haste, pursued by his assistants, who hurl after him pieces of stone

and call down curses, that vengeance maj'^ come upon him for this

crime
;

for the Egyptians hold in abomination anyone who wounds
or commits an act of violence upon the human body. The embalmers

^ Cary’s translation, pp. 126, 127.
- For the authorities see Wiedemann, Herodots Zweites Buck, p. 358.
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{Tapi^evTctl) are held in high honour, and are treated with much
consideration, because they are friends of the priests, and are allowed

to enter the sanctuary as if they were ceremonially pure. Having

assembled around the body, one of them puts his hand into it through

the cut that has been made, and draws out everything that he finds

inside, with the exception of the heart and reins (lungs ?) ; others

clean the intestines, and wash them with palm-wine and balsams.

Finally, having treated the body first vfith oil of cedar and other

materials of this nature, and then with myrrh, cinnamon, and other

sweet-smelling drugs and spices suitable for embalming purposes,

they bring it into such a state of completeness that the eyelashes

and eyebrow’s remain uninjured, and its form is so little changed

that it is easy to recognize the features. The greater number of the

Egyptians who keep the bodies of their ancestors in magnificent

chambers, enjoy the sight of those who have been dead for several

generations, and they feel great satisfaction in seeing the features

and form of these bodies, and look upon them, to a certain extent,

as contemporaries.

With reference to the fleeing away of the paraschistes it is difficult

to understand what Diodorus had in his mind. A little further on he

says that the embalmers w’ere great friends of the priests, and as this

was certainly the case, the man who performed the operation

probably merely fulfilled a religious obligation in fleeing away, and
had very little to fear. In some particulars Diodorus appears to

have been misinformed, and in any case the knowledge he possessed

of mummies could hardly have been at first hand. He lived too

late (about b.c. 40) to know what the well-made Theban mummies
were hke, and his experience therefore would only have familiarized

him with the Egy^pto-Roman mummies, in which the limbs were
bandaged separately, and the contour of their faces, somewhat
blunted, was to be seen through the thin and tightly drawn bandages
which covered the face. A good example of a mummy made
about this date is that of the lady Mut-em-Mennu, which is

preserved in the British Museum, No. 6704 ;
in this mummy the

features of the face can be clearly distinguished underneath the
bandages.

A curious idea about the fate of the viscera taken from the body
obtained among certain Greek writers. Plutarch^ says, in two places,

that when the Egyptians have taken them out of the body of the dead
mm they show them to the sun as the cause of the faults which he
had committed, and then throw them into the river, while the body,

1 Oi Ton vekpov antni^ivov-cs LCti^av Tip i]\.iic, i^t avTa pen cl^t t'ov TroTufiun

knTtl3ti\or, TOO ce a\\c»i' utvnuTO'i rjcij KaOapou 'y€-/oi^f?TOv tTri niXonTtii. Piutarch
VII. Sap. Conv., XVI., ed. Didot, p. 188. C/. also E-ei AaXi'Q oi-yev, waTrep
AS/vTTTioi Turn v€Kpu!V Tiji’ kuiXIai' Kal Tplii- TCI' 'ijXioi' d vnay^iXovTe^
hicjidWiivaiv, il? aiTian aTrdmwn uoi/ d avOpa>~oi rjuapTtv. Plutarch, De Carniimi
Esu, Oratio Posterior, ed. Didot, p. 1219.
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having been cleansed, is embalmed. Porphyry^ gives the same
accoemt at greater length, and adds that the viscera were placed in

a box ; he also gives the formula which the embalmers used

when showing them to the sun, and says that it was translated b}’

Ekphantos- into Greek out of his own language, which was presum-
ably Eg^’ptian. The address to the sun and the other gods who are

supposed to bestow hfe upon man, the petition to them to grant an
abode to the deceased with the everlasting gods, and the confession

by the deceased that he had worshipped, with reverence, the gods

of his fathers, from his youth up, that he had honoured his parents,

that he had neither killed nor injured any man, all these have a
sound about them of having been written by someone who had a

knowledge of the “ Negative Confession ” in the I25th Chapter of the

Book of the Dead. On the other hand it is difficult to imagine any
Greek acquainted with the manners and customs of the Egyptians

making the statement that they threw the viscera into the river, for,

when they were not placed in jars separate from the body, they were

mummified and placed between the legs or arms, and bandaged up
with the body, and the future welfare of the body in the nether-world

depended entirely upon its having every member complete.

The evidence of Pettigrew and later surgeons shows that the

accounts given by Herodotus and Diodorus are generally correct,

for mummies both with and without ventral incisions are found,

and some are preserved by means of balsams and gums, and others

by bitumen and natron. The skulls of mummies, which exist by
hundreds in caves and pits at Thebes, contain absolutely nothing,

a fact which proves that the embalmers were able not only to

remove the brain, but also to take out the membranes without

injuring or breaking the bridge of the nose in any way. Skulls of

mummies are found, at times, to be filled with bitumen, linen rags,

or resin. The bodies that have been filled with resin or some such

substance are of a greenish colour, and the skin has the appearance

of being tanned. Such mummies, when unrolled, perish rapidly

^ Ka'pu'o ov TTaijfiTTciiiTneoi'j o~i toi’s- Twi' ( i' yc~^oi*oTwi>

oTav Tapi^cutCGip^ Icla -rijv koiXuiv c’^cXoVtcv tcai elv Ktf3iVTou cifOei'-es' uctu tuji'

(tWCidP, wy ^laTTpUTTOl^TCU bTrLp TOV VeKpOVj KUt Tljl' Klf3(t'T01f KpaTOVlfre-^ “/JOS TOl'

uap7vpoi'Taij ii'Os tiI’P uttcj) ror vcKpur “o/op«€i'Oi' \d'^piu Tu.'if “apiy^^UTWi^,

E«TT4 Ci. Kill (j Xo'‘/09, op i^pul^l'CUGCl’^ ^K(pnVTO^^ CK TraTpinV rtdXck'TOl', TOfOOTOV.

O ^fT7T07a teal Otol TTaPTfw ot Tiji' ToI? duOpic'^roi'i coVtcs, 7rpo(T(

ue fctu TTapdeoTi, toiv dictois' 0coi< (TvyoiKoi', ^(dp tou^ Ohovs^ ops- oi

not irapticet^av^ €Vcje\^d.'i/ cttTtXopp octcjp ypovov eV tu’ cVt/pid atil'ui top

TOU9 re TO aixJLUL fxov ''ycpp/y«7HP7a9 tTtptcv dcL' TtZ'p tc aXXa’P oi'6^/j£D7ra.w' ot'xe

aTTu/cTfcdpa, opTc ~apah.a~a07jKi]i' dTrec-tpijoa^ o»'7€ aXXo ovi i.i> dinjKiGioi' ctc'G'pa^auijv.

Et ca Tt dpa kaxa top t/iai'Tor) jiiov rju.aprov i) ^ ttiivv ter Oepnrr ifv. ov

ft tpavTOr ijUfipTor. oX\a cia tovto 7ip' KicitvTor^ cv rj yj
"(o.<j~^p ^/p)*

Porphyry, De Ahstineyitia, lib. IX", 10, ed. Didot, p. 75.

“ Wilkinson reads “ Euphautos ” [Ancient Egyptians, III, 479).
® Wiedemann [Herodots Zweites Buck, p. 354) adds tAddrv in brackets.
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and break easily. Usuall}’, however, the resin and aromatic-gum
process is favourable to the preservation of the teeth and hair.

Bodies from which the viscera have been removed and which have
been preserved by being filled with bitumen are quite black and
hard. The features are preserved intact, but the body is heavy
and unfair to look upon. The bitumen penetrates the bones so

completely that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish which is bone
and which is bitumen. The arms, legs, hands and feet of such

mummies break with a sound like the cracking of chemical glass

tubing ; they bum very freely, and give out great heat. Speaking

generally, they will last for ever. 'UTien a body has been preserved

by natron, that is, a mi.xture of carbonate, sulphate, and muriate

of soda, the skin is found to be hard and to hang loosely from the

bones, in much the same way as it hangs from the skeletons of the

dead monks preserved in the crypt beneath the Capuchin convent
at Floriana, in Malta. The hair of such mummies usually falls off

when touched.

The Egv'ptians also preserved their dead in honey. '.Cbd al-Latif

relates that an Egyptian worthy of belief told him that once
when he and several others were occupied in e.xploring the graves

and seeking for treasure near the Pyramids they came across a

sealed jar, and having opened it and found that it contained hone}',

they began to eat it. Someone in the party remarked that a hair

in the honey turned round one of the fingers of the man who was
dipping his bread in it, and as they drew it out the body of a small

child appeared \vith all its limbs complete and in a good state of

preservation
;

it was well dressed, and had upon it numerous
ornaments. 1 The body of Alexander the Great was also preserved

in “ white honey which had not been melted."

The bodies of the poor were preserved by two ver}’ cheap methods
;

one method consisted of soaking in salt and hot bitumen, and the
other in salt only. In the first process every cavit}- was filled with
bitumen, and the hair disappeared : clearly it is to the bodies that

were preserved in this way that the name " mummy ’’ or bitumen
w'as first applied. The salted and dried body is easily distinguish-

able. The skin is hke paper, the features and hair have disappeared,

and the bones are very white and brittle.

The general descriptions of the modes of mummification by
classical writers quoted above naturally have not, at any time,
satisfied e.xpert surgeons and anatomists, but to speak of them as
“ dragomans’ tales ’’

is incorrect. The first Englishman who
attempted to deal with mummies from the anatomical point of

view was Thomas GreenhilP (bom 1681, died 1741 (?)), who wrote

’ ‘Abd al-Lat!f, tr. De Sacy, p J99.
2 His mother, Elizabeth, was famous towards the close of the XVTIth

century for having given birth to thirty-nine children, all of whom, with the
exception of one, were bom singly and baptized

.
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a work entitled Ne/cpo/ceSt'a. This book “ on the art of embalming,
wherein is shown the right {sic) of Burial, the funeral ceremonies,

especially that of preserving Bodies after the Egyptian method,
and the several ways of preserving dead bodies in most nations of

the world,” w'as published in London in 1705 when Greenhill was

24 years of age ! It was said to show great promise, but I cannot

see that he did much to increase our knowledge about mummies.
The trade in “ mummy ” as a drug flourished in the XVIIIth century,

and among others who discussed it and wrote about it was the

notorious Dr. J. Hill (born 1711, died 1775). Dr. Johnson’s article

Mummy,” in his Dictiouarv. was based upon the account of the

so-called drug which Hill published in his Materia Medica, London.

1751, 4to. The surgeon who really did what Greenhill professed to

do was Dr. T. J. Pettigrew (bom 1791, died 1865), who published

A History of Egyptian Mammies and an account of the worship and
emhalniing of the sacred animals of the Egyptia)is, etc., with 1

1
plates,

London, 1834. In this work he gave an account of his personal

examination of several mummies, and. inter alia, a remarkable

chapter on the Physical History of the Egyptians, the first attempt

to discuss the subject ever made, I believe, by a competent
authority. See also his ‘‘ .\ccount ” of a mummy brought from

Egypt by Mr. Gosset (in Archacologia, Vol. XXVH)
;
his “ Account

”

of the unrolling of two others (in Archaeologia, \'ol, XXXIV)
;

and his “ Observation on the mode of Embalming among the

Egyptians ” (in the Jnl. of the Brit. Arch. Association, Vol. XR^
1849). Another student of the physical history of the Egyptians

was Mr. G. R. Gliddon, who wrote the Indigenous Races of the Earth

in 1857, a sort of supplement to his Types of Mankind, which he

had produced in collaboration with 5Ir. J. C. Xott in 1854. His

works. Early History of Egypt (1857), Ancient Egypt (New York,

1847, 8vo.), and his Otia Aegyptiaca (London, 1847) contain a great

deal of useful information and show that he was a clear thinker.

Following on the lines of Pettigrew, in recent \ ears Dr. Elliot Smith
has examined and described from the anatomical point of view a

large number of Egj’ptian mummies, including those of the kings,

queens and priests from Der al-Bahari, and the results of his

investigations will be found in his ‘‘ History of Mummification in

Egypt” in Proc. Royal Phil. Soc. of Glasgow, 1910; Journal of the

Manchester Egyptian Society, 1912; Journal of Egyptian Archaeology

,

Vol. I, p. 189 ff.
;
and in his Catalogue of the Royal Mummies in

the Cairo Museum, Cairo, 1912. A list of all the important works
on the mummification of the Egy’ptians will be found in Pagel-

Sudhoff, Einfiihrung in die Geschichte der Medizin, 2nd edition, Berlin,

1915, p. 33.

Whether the prc-dynastic Egyptians used any special means
for preserving their dead cannot be said with certainty, but it seems

as if they were content to remove the viscera and dry the body and

o
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then commit it to the grave. That mummification was practised

in Egypt under the Old Kingdom is certain, and the mummy of

the woman which Mr. Ouibell found at Sakkarah is declared to

belong to the find dynasty. The body lay on its left side and was
in the contracted, pre-natal position of which many examples exist

in pre-dynastic graves. Each leg was wrapped, not bandaged, in

a sheet of linen, and on the abdomen a sort of linen cushion was
foimd.^ The body of this woman was wrapped in linen as, probably,

many other bodies had been wrapped for generations past, and we
are not assuming a great deal in believing that mummification was
practised under the 1st dynasty. A mummy found near the

Pyramid of Medum, and now in the Royal College of Surgeons in

London, is thought to have been made “ as early as the \hh dynasty,
or possibly even earlier than this,”- but many mummies have been
found that must have been made earlier than the Vth dynasty.

When digging out the layers of tombs in the hill opposite the modem
town of Aswan in 1886-87 we found several small, low chambers,
each with a shallow pit in it containing a body wrapped in sheets

of coarse linen. The chamber above the pit was usually about
18 inches in height, and was only large enough to hold a body in

the pre-natal position
; the depth of the pit varied from 2 to 4 feet,

and the little chamber above it was filled with pieces of stone

which were placed there to prevent the jackals from dragging
out the body. Mr. Garstang, in his valuable book on the funeraiy^

customs of the Egyptians,® tells us that he found similar tombs
at Bani Hasan, and bodies that had been treated in the same
way. These tombs, mth their small chambers and shallow pits,

were the forerunners of the mastabah tombs of the Vth and
Vlth dynasties, and the bodies in them were undoubtedly those
of Egyptians who lived under the early dynasties of the Old
Kingdom. In 1886 Maspero believed that the oldest mummy in

the world was that of Sekeremsaf, the son of Pepi I (Vlth dynasty)
and elder brother of Pepi II, which was found at Sakkarah in

1881, and is at Gizah.* The lower jaw is wanting, and one of

the legs has been dislocated in transport
; the features are well

preserved, and on the right side of the head is the lock of hair

emblematic of youth. Maspero, and others following him, did

not beheve that the remains of the mummified body of a man
which Howard Vyse found in the Pyramid of Menkaura were
those of the king who built the pyramid, but whether they are or

not matters little, for the graves at Aswan and Bani Hasan and other
places prove that the Egy-ptians mummified their dead under the
IVth dynasty.

^ See Quibell, Excavations at Saqqara, Cairo, 1908, pp. 13-18.
2 Elliot Smith in Jnl. Eg. Arch., Vol. I, p. 192.
3 Funeral Customs, T-ondon, 1907.
* See Maspero, Gtiide du Visiteiir an Muse'e de Boulaq, 1883, p. 47.
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Under the Xth or Xlth dynasty the embalmers were able to

remove the fleshy portions of the body, leaving nothing but skin and
bones. On one occasion when I was visiting a village to the north

of Asyut the natives brought in a considerable number of rect-

angular painted wooden coffins which they had found in some tombs
in the hills, and which were made under the Xth or Xlth dynasty.

Each coffin contained a muinmj- that was wrapped in a single large

sheet of brownish yellow linen, and it appeared to be a solid thing.

I wished to acquire two of the coffins, viz., those of Heni and Khati,

but not the mummies, and I made arrangements to have the mummies
taken back to the tombs from which the}' had come. Two natives

went to lift each mummy out of its coffin, one taking the head and
the other the feet, but when they began to lift them each mummy
quite suddenly collapsed in the middle, and we heard the bones

falling in a heap together inside the linen covering, which was laced

up the back. When we cut the lacing we found the skull, and ribs,

and bones of the arms and feet piled up in a heap among a lot of

dust and small pieces of dried skin of a yellowish colour. The
pieces of skin crumbled in the hand even when touched with the

utmost gentleness. The natives gave me both mummies as bakshish,

and I packed each in a box and brought them to the iluseum.

Sir WiUiam Flower examined the bones and dust, and was much
interested in an indentation in one of the skulls. He had the bones

articulated at the Natural History Museum, and the skeletons are

now exhibited with their coffins in the British Museum at Blooms-

bury. The natives broke up all the other mummies of the “ find,”

and from some of them the}' obtained wire gold rings, each with a

scarab as a bezel. The rings were always on the little finger of the

left hand. The coffins in which mummies of this period are found

often contain baskets, tools, bows and arrows, etc. The mummies
of the Xllth dynasty are dark-coloured, and the skin is brittle and
dry

; they are wrapped rather than bandaged in sheets of linen.

Scarabs and amulets are frequently found with them.

The mummies of the XVIIIth dynasty found at Memphis closely

resemble those of the Xth-XIIth dynasties in Upper Eg}'pt. The
breast cavity often contains the green basalt heart-scarab and various

kinds of amulets, and sometimes the amulets
^

and ^ are

attached to the neck under the chin. During this period the art

of mummification attained its highest pitch of perfection, and the

royal mummies^ are masterpieces of the embalmer’s craft. But
the luxury of costly mummification fell to the lot of royal personages

and the highest officials only ;
the ordinary citizen of limited means

had to be content with the services of cheap embalmers, cheap

methods, and cheap materials. The high priests of Amen-Ra who

^ For anatomical descriptions of the mummies from Der al-Bahari see

Elliot Smith’s Catalogue, Cairo, 1912, Egyptian Mummies, London, 1924.

o 2
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usurped the duties of the Pharaohs and became the Priest-kings of

Upper Egypt, and the ladies of their families, were mummified, but

the mummies of this period show many marks of inferiority. It

is to the credit of the priest-kings that they repaired the royal

mummies which the tomb-robbers had wrecked, but their agents

who did the work lacked the skill of the great embalmcrs of the

XVnith dynasty. The princesses of the families of the priest-

kings and rich women of high rank attached great importance to

mum.mification, but bitumen, pure and simple, played a large part

in the preservation of their bodies, for the high priests were unable

to provide the costly spices and medicaments which came from

Western Asia and Kubia. The mummy of the lady Hentmehit,

whose splendid coffins are in the British Museum (B.M. 48001), was
discovered by the natives in 1887-88, and when I saw it in her inner

coffin it was wrapped from head to foot in large sheets of papyrus

inscribed with religious texts written in a bold hand in hieratic.

When these were removed the mummy was an oblong black shapeless

mass, which was stuck to the bottom of the coffin, and to get it out

it had to be broken in pieces. Under the later dynasties of the

New' Kingdom a very large number of bodies were turned into

mummies by being dipped, bandages and all, into bitumen, and
they are quite black and very heavy. It was this class of mummy
w'hich the natives of Western Thebes broke with hatchets and used

as fuel. The mummies of the early centuries of the Christian Era
are poorly made and badly bandaged and, as may be seen from the

mummies of members of the family of Cornelius Pollios, Archon of

Thebes in the time of Hadrian (B.M. 6706, 6707), they are shapeless

bundles. Scenes are painted on the wrappings athwart and along

the body in which the deceased is repre.sented adoring iU-shaped

Egyptian deities ; the hieroglyphic inscriptions arc faulty copies

of old religious formulae, and the name of the deceased is given in

Greek as well as in Egyptian letters.

A remarkable example of a very late Graeco-Roman mummy,
probably of the IVth century a.d., is the mummv of Artemidorus
(B.M. 21810). The body is enveloped in a number of wrappings,
and the whole is covered with a thin layer of plaster painted a pinkish-

red colour. Over the face is inserted a portrait of the deceased, with
a golden laurel crown on his head

;
on the breast, in gold, is a collar,

each side of which terminates in the head of a hawk. The scenes
painted in gold on the body are

: (1) Anubis, Isis, and Nephthys at

the bier of the deceased; (2) Thoth, Horus, uraei, etc., referring
probably to the scene of the weighing of the heart

; (3) The soul

revisiting the body, which is attempting to rise up from a bier,

beneath which are two jars
; beneath this scene is a winged disk.

Above these scenes in a band is inscribed, in Greek, “ O Artemidorus,
farewell,” APTEMIAUIPH, EYTYXI; and above the band is a

vase, ^ ,
on each side of which is a hgure of Maat, ^

.

The bodies of
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children of this period have traces of gilding upon them (B.M. 30362-

30364). And mummies of children have the hair curled and gilded,

and hold bunches of flowers in their hands, which are crossed over

their breasts.

In the early centuries of our era, mummies of wealthy people were

wrapped in roval cloth made wholly of silk.^ When Pisentios, Bishop

of Coptos, and his disciple John took up their abode in a tomb in the

tTHJULI =
I

mountain of Tchemi (niT-OJOT It

the necropolis of Thebes) they found it filled with a number of

mummies, the names of which were written on a parchment roll which

lay close by them. The two monks took the mummies and piled

them up one upon the other
;
the outer coffins were very large, and

the coffins in which the bodies were laid were much decorated. The
first mummy near the door was of great size, and his fingers and

his toes were bandaged separately (IteqTKS. ft XIX nex*.

neqtri.XA.'ifX KHC ft Of^-I OHX-I)
;

the clothes in which he was

wrapped were made entirely of the silk of kings (g^oXoCHplKort*

ftxe rtio'irpuoo'ir).® The monk who wrote this description of

mummies, and coffins, and silk, evidently described what he had

actually seen. The huge outer coffins to which he refers belong to

a very late period, as do also the highly decorated inner coffins ;

the fingers and toes being bandaged separately also points to a late

Roman period. His testimony that silk was used for wrapping

mummies is corroborated by the fact that between 1 887 and 1 890

a number of mummies wrapped in cloths covered with silk* were

^ Silk, Heb. (Ezek. xvi, 10, 13), LXX, Tpi'xnTrTOf, ai/fUKo^ (Rev. xvii,12),

f

Syr. ,
was common in Greece and Rome at the end of the Ilnd century

of our era. According to Aelius Lampridius (cap. 26), Heliogabalus was

the first Roman who wore cloth made wholly of silk, holoserica veste, and

an idea of the value of silk in the early days of its adoption in Europe is gained

from the fact that Aurelian denied his wife a shawl of purple silk because a

pound of silk cost one pound weight in gold (Flavius Vopiscus, Vit. Aitr.,

cap. 45). The custom of women wearing silk was railed at by Clement of

Alexandria, Tertullian, Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage, Ambrose, Chrysostom

and others
;
yet Basil, about a.d. 370, illustrated the doctrine of the resurrec-

tion from the change of the chrysalis into a butterfly. The custom in Italy

of wrapping dead bodies in silk is probably not earlier than the end of the

Illrd century, and in Eg^'pt we may place it about one hundred years

later. On the use of silk hy the ancients see Yates, Textrimim Antiqiiontm,

pp. 161-249, and for the collected statements of ancient authors on the

subject see G. D. Hoffman, Observaiiones circa Bombyce^, Sericum, et Moros, ex

antiquitatum, hislorianiiit, juriuinquc penii deprompiae

;

Tubingen, 4to., 1757.

“ Greek oXumjfUKf)^-.

^ For the complete text see Amelineau, Etude stir le Chnstianh'.ne en

Egypte, p. 143.
* For excellent coloured representations of Byzantine mummies see Plates

A and B in Memoires de la Mission Atcheologiqiie Francaise an Caire, tom. III,

Paris, 1890.
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found. In the British Museum is a fine specimen (No. 17173), in

which two men on horseback, four dogs, flowers, etc., are woven in

green and yellow on a reddish ground. The whole is inside a circular

border ornamented with flow-ers. This piece of silk is sewn on a

piece of fine yellow silk, which is in turn sewn on a piece of ordinary

mummy cloth to strengthen it.

Mummies of the Roman Period were identified by small wooden
labels, of an average size of 5 inches by 2 inches, pierced at one end,

and tied to the necks of the dead. (See page 224.) Unfortunately

they are very easy to forge, for the natives use old wood from
Egyptian coffins, and are able to imitate the inscriptions very closely,

and many imitations are sold to tourists annually.

The Eg^-ptian Christians appear to have adopted the system of

mummifying, and to have mixed up parts of the old Egyptian
mythology with their newly adopted Christianity. Already in the

Illrd century of our era the art of mummifying had greatly decayed,

and although it was employed by wealthy people, both Christian

and pagan, for two or three centuries longer, it cannot be said to have
been generally in use at a period later than the I\’th century^ I

believe that this fact was due to the growth of Christianity in Egypt.
The Egyptian embalmed his dead because he believed that the perfect

soul would return to its body after death, and that it would commune
with it once more ; he therefore took pains to preserve the body from
all the destroying influences of the grave. The Christian believed

that Christ would give him back his body changed and incorruptible,

and that it was therefore unnecessary for him to preserve it with
spices and medicaments. The idea of embalming the body and
keeping it in the house with the living seems to have been repug-
nant to many famous Christians in Egypt, and Antony the Great
admonished his two faithful disciples not to allow his body to be
taken into Egypt, but to bury it under the ground in a place known
to none but themselves, lest it should be laid up in some dwelling

and adored as a sacred rehc. He disapproved of this custom, and
had always entreated those who w'ere in the habit of keeping the
body above ground to give it up ;

and, concerning his own body, he
said, “ At the resurrection of the dead I shall receive it from the
Saviour incorruptible.”^

The pre-Christian Egyptians protected their dead by drawing

figures of dnkh, “ life,” upon the wrappings of their mummies,

^ /ijy d0t?Te TO cCcfia fxov cfs Al'yvTrroi'^ tV 7019 0I1C019

aTToOwprai ' tovtov ''(Of) xapiv claTjXdov to of}09, Kal yK9oi' u'te. Oifa-G Ct Kal

7rtji'9 del ivETpeTTOV tou<? tovto 7rotodvTa9^ Kat 'jrapTjyyeWoi' ’rravaatsOai T/ys- ToiavTî 9

avPTjOeia^, to ijpcTepov v«ris, Knt vtto ’'pjp Kpdyp^aTc • A:a/ eaTvo to
Trap if-iov pfjpa. (pvXaTTOuevov Tap i'/iUP, o-'OTe /n/jCepa yii'toaiccip t'ov tottop, tXtjp

vjnwv p.dptL'p. yap eV T?y dpaaTaaet tu:p peKpivp aTroXypyopai Tapd too

'^wT7jpo9 dcfiOapTOp ai'Ta .—See Lite of Antony by Athanasius. (Migne, Patfo^
logia, Ser. Grace., tom. 26, col. 972.)
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and painting it on the coffins and cartonnages. For this sign the
Christian Egyptians substituted the Cross pure and simple. A
remarkable proof of this is afforded by a portion of a mummy
wrapping, on which the Cross is painted, which Sir H. Rider Haggard
obtained near Asyut and presented to the British Museum in 1923
(B.M. 55056).

MUMMY CLOTH
The bandages with which the bodies of men and animals are

wrapped were, until comparatively lately, believed to be made of

cotton. In 1646 Greaves stated in his Pyramidographia that the
“ ribbands, by what I observed, were of linen, which was the habit

also of the Egyptian priests,” and he adds, “ of these ribbands 1

have seen some so strong and perfect as if they had been made but
yesterday.” Rouelle, in the Memoires de I’Academic R. des Sciences

for 1750, asserted that every piece of mummy cloth that he had
seen was made of cotton, and Forster^ and Solander, Larcher® and
Maty, Blumenbach® and others accepted this opinion. Jomard
thought that both cotton and linen were used for bandages of

mummies;^ Granville, in the Philosophical Transactions for 1825,

p. 274, also embraced this view. The question was finally settled

by Mr. Thomson, who after a 1 2 years’ study of the subject proved in

the Philosophical Magazine (Illrd Series, Vol. V, No. 29, Nov., 1834)

that the bandages were invariably made of linen. He obtained
for his researches about four hundred specimens of mummy cloth,

and employed Mr. Bauer of Kew to examine them with his

microscopes. “ The ultimate fibre of cotton is a transparent tube
\vithout joints, flattened so that its inward surfaces are in contact

along its axis, and also twisted spirally round its axis : that of flax

is a transparent tube jointed like a cane, and not flattened nor
spirally twisted.”® The coarse linen of the Egyptians was made of

thick flax, and was used for making towels, awnings and sail-

cloth ;® the fine linen, '066vri, is thought by some to be the

equivalent of the of Proverbs vii, 16. The Greek 'ZtvBav

= Heb. plD
,
was used to denote any linen cloth, and sometimes

cotton cloth
;
but the o-lvoovos /Suo-o-G/;? with which mummies,

according to Herodotus (II, 86), w'ere bandaged, is certainly linen.

The Egyptian word usuallv translated by “ byssus ” is '

(5

shens, Coptic ^eitc ;
ordinary words for linen are mdk,

‘ De Bysso Antiquorum, London, 1776, pp. 70, 71.
^ Herodote, Paris, 1802, p. 357.
^ Betirdge, Gottingen, 1811, pt. 2, p. 73.
* Description cle I’Egyptej Memoires sur les Hypoge'es, p. 35.
^ See Yates, Textrinum Antiqiiorum, London, 1843, p. 262, where the

whole subject is carefully discussed.
» Comp. Dnxsp nai?‘;i3 Ezekiel xxvii, 7.
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O %>(](] 5 inenniti, 9 5 nil, Coptic n^T" = oBovlav ^va-aivcov
/WVWy /T 1 I I

(Rosetta Stone, 1. 17). One piece of linen of very tine texture

obtained at Thebes had 152 threads in the warp, and 71 in the

woof, to each inch, and a second piece described by Wilkinson

{Ancient Egyptians, III, 165) had 540 threads in the warp, and 110

in the woof.^ One of the cities in Eg\'pt most famous for its linen

industry was
(|

Apu, the Panopolis of the Greeks,® the

.^JULIJUL or ^JULirt of the Copts, and Akhmim of the Arabs ;
but

as Eg\’pt exported great quantities of this material, and also used

immense quantities for bandages of mummies, it is certain that

other cities also possessed large linen manufactories. The city of

Tanis was the centre of the linen trade in Lower Eg3’pt. Pelusium

also had its linen manufactories, and the name of one special linen

cloth that was woven there was that of the citt' itself, and has sur-

vived in the French word “blouse” [i.e., Pelouse, or Pelusium).^

The length and breadth of mumm\' bandages varj’ from about

3 feet bj’ 2\ inches, to 1 3 feet b\' 41- inches
;
some are made with

fringe at both ends, like a scarf, and some have carefulH' made
selvedges. Mummies of the Ilnd and Illrd dynasties are wrapped
in sheets of linen about 4 feet square. The pads that are laid

between the limbs are made of pieces of linen from about 18 inches

to 2 feet square. Under the XVIIIth d\'nastv linen sheets 9 feet

to 12 feet square have been found. The saffron-coloured pieces

of linen with which mummies are finalh' covered measure about
8 feet bj' 4 feet

;
the dj’e was obtained from the carthaniiis tinctoria.

Usually two or three different kinds of linen are used in bandaging
mummies. Jlummy cloths are with very few exceptions quite plain,

and it is onl\' in the Greek times that the fine outer linen covering is

decorated with figures of gods, etc., in gaudy colours. Several

square pieces of linen in the museums of Europe are ornamented
with blue stripes, and it is pretty certain that the threads that form
them were d\ed with indigo before thej' were \voven into the piece.

As far back as the time of Thothmes III it was customary to inscribe

texts in the hieratic and hieroglj’phic characters upon mummy
cloths, and at that period large Vignettes accompany’ the Chapters

1 See also an interesting letter by De Fleury to M Leveiia on “ Les Etoffes
Egyptieimes ” in Rlt. Arch., tom. XXI, Pans, 1S70, pp. 217-221.

® 11 avthv TToXtv, Kfu KaTOfKtit TraXaia, Strabo, XVII, 1. 42.
In the map published by Yates {Textrimim Antiquorum, p. 250) to show the
divisions of the ancient world in which sheep's-wool, goat's-hair, hemp, cotton,
silk, beaver’s wool, camel’s-wool, camel’s-hair and linen are found, the only
other districts where linen was made besides Egypt are Colchis, Cinyps, and a
district near the mouth of the Rhine.

“ l.\imhvoi,o, Recherches stir VEconomic Politique de I'Egypte, p. 108. This
is on all fours with “muslin” from Mosul, “damask'' from Damascus,
“ dimity” from Damietta, and “ calico ” from Calicut
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from the Book of the Dead
;

after the XX\Tth dynasty hieratic

only appears to have been used for this purpose, and the bandages,
which are rarely more than 4 inches wide, are frequently so coarse

that the text is almost illegible. Badly drawn Vignettes, in outline,

usually stand at the top of each column of writing. It is worthy of

note that Egyptian ladies marked their linen with indelible ink
;

see the fringed wdnding-sheet of Tchehuti-sat (B.IM. 37105).
The cultivation of fla.x was a very important industrv in Eg\^pt,

for the dead as well as the living had to be clothed, and there are

m.any representations of its culture and treatment on the monu-
ments.^ Examples of the “ combs” with which the ilax to be made
into cloth was heckled, and of the spindles and whorls which the

weavers used are to be seen in the British iluseum (B.M. 18182,

41563). On some of the spindles portions of the linen threads still

remain (B.M. 6119, 6477, etc.).

The marvellous skill that the Egyptians displayed in making
linen did not die out with the fall of the native sovereigns of Eg\’pt,

and the Copts, or native Christians of that country, have carried on
the industrj’ with splendid success until the present day. Although
they ceased to mummify their dead—for, in my opinion, the hope
of the resurrection of the body given by Christianity practically

killed the art of embalming—they continued to dress them in

garments that are remarkable for the beauty of the designs and
needlework with which the\' are decorated. A great “ find

'' of fine

examples of this work was made at Akhmim, the ancient Panopolis,

in 1886-87. The graves at Akhmim are about 5 feet deep, and are

not indicated by any mound. The bodies appear to have been
buried with natron sprinkled over them, for many of their garments
are covered with cr\’stals of this substance

;
and they appear also

to have been buried with their best clothes on. The head was
provided with a band or cap, and was sometimes supported on a

pillow. The body wore a tunic, and the feet had stockings, sandals

or shoes upon them
;

the head, breast, arms, and fingers were
decorated with ornaments. The condition in life of the deceased
was indicated by inscriptions on rectangular wooden tesserae or by
his tools, which were buried with him. The body was entirely covered
with linen and laid upon a board, and thus dressed was then

deposited in the earth. The chief ornaments found in the tombs at

Akhmim are ; hair-pins and combs made of wood or bone
;
ear-rings

of several shapes and forms made of glass ; silver and bronze filigree

work, gold with little gold balls, and iron with pendent agates ;

necklaces made of amber, coloured glass, and blue and green glazed

faience beads
;

torques, or neck-rings, made of bronze
;

bracelets,

open and closed, made of bronze, iron, glass and horn
;

finger-

rings of bronze
;

and bronze belt buckles made in the form of a

^ See Newberry, Be)ii Hasan, Vol 1, pi. 29 ; Vol. II, plL 4 and 13 ;
Klebs,

Reliefs, p. 53 f.
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Christian cross. A large number of ivory crosses are also found
;

the cross which is found so often on these objects was not used merely

as an ornament, but as a special symbol and emblem of Christianity.^

The most ancient and the greater number of the tombs that con-

tained these belong to the Ilnd or Illrd century after Christ, and the

most recent to the Vlllth or IXth century they are taken from

bodies of Christians and heathen which were buried with or with-

out coffins, and in private or common burial-places. The Museum
of Gobelins possesses a piece of cloth, the threads of the woof of

which are made of pure silk, and this is said by IM. Gerspach,® the

Director of the National Manufactoiv^ at Gobelins, to belong to a

period subsequent to the Vlllth century, because silk does not

appear in Eg^-ptian tapestries until that century. It may then be

considered that the Coptic linen work found at iVkhmim covers a

period of eight centuries, viz., II-IX. ]M. Gerspach adds :

—

“ II est fort probable que les Copies ont continue, pendant

plusieurs siccles encore, une fabrication dans laqueUe ils

excellaient
;

ils ont vraisemblablement travaille a ces miUiers

de pieces representant les grands hommes de ITslam, montrant

des villes, des paysages et des animaux que possedait le calif

Mostansser-Billah et qui furent brulees au Caire en 1062

avec les immenses richesses accumulees dans le Depot des

etendards ” (p. 2).

Of the character, style, design, and antiquity of Coptic linen work
he says ;

—

“ Le style est plus ou moins pur, mais il denote constam-

ment une grande liberte de composition et de facture
;

il

est exempt de minuties et de subtilites, meme lorsque nous

ne comprenons pas tres bien la pensee de I’artiste. Quand il

ne se rattache pas a la decoration romaine ou a I’art oriental,

il est original, il a un caractere propre, une saveur particu-

liere, qu'il soil fin comme nos dentelles ou epais et obtus

comme les ornements des races inferieures
;

il constitue alors,

dans une manifestation intime et populaire, un genre special

qu’on ncmmera peut-etre bientot le style copte. A premiere
vue, en effet, on retrouve I’antiquite dans les pieces les plus

1 I owe these details to Forrer, Die Grdber und Textilfunde von Achmim—Panopolis, Strassburg, 1891, pp. 12, 13. This book contains 16 plates, on
which are photographed, in colours. 250 pictures of the textile fabrics and the
other most interesting objects found at Akhniim.

2 According to Forrer (p. 26), the foundation of the cemetery- at Akhmim
may be dated in the 1st or Ilnd century after Christ, and the decay of the
art of the best kind is to be sought at the end of the VHth or in the course
of the Vlllth century after Christ.

^ Les Tapisseries Copies, Paris, 1890, p. 2, this most interesting work
contains 153 reproductions in one or more colours of the most important
designs found on Akhmim linen.
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simples, qui sont aussi les plus anciennes
;

en general, ces

morceaux sont d'une seule couleur, pourpre ou brune, avec

des filets clairs en lin ecru. Le dessin est sommaire, net,

sobre, bien combine, harmonieux, d’une grande franchise

plastique, dans le style qu'adoptera ulterieurement I’art

heraldique
;

naturellement, dans la figure il est plus faible

que dans I’oniement. car le tapissier, avec sa broche, ne trace

pas aussi facilement que le ceramiste avec son pinceau

;

nous devons excuser les tapissiers copies, leurs successeurs de

tous les temps et de tous les pays ayant comme eux fait plus

ou mioins de fautes de dessin Les tapisseries poly-

chromes^ sont generalement posterieures a cette premiere

serie, mais il importe de faire remarquer que certains modeles

primitifs n’ont pas ete abandonnes et qu’on les retrouve dans

les tissus modemes du bas Danube et de TOrient

Jusqu’ici- le dessin est clair et lisible ;
maintenant nous

arrivons a une suite inferieure
;

les lignes se compliquent et

les formes deviennent epaisses ;
Tornement est encore

dans un bon esprit, mais les figures sont faibles

Avec les siecles suivants, nous tombons dans une decadence

relative, moins profonde que celle de la mosai'que au IX^

siecle ; le corps humain est contourne, strapasse ;
les tetes

sont bestiales
;

les animau.x sont difformes et fantastiques,

pourvus de sortes de tentacules ;
ils se transforment en orne-

ments
;

la flore n’est meme plus ornemanisee ni convention-

nelle
;
certains motifs sont incomprehensibles ;

Tornement,

mieux tenu, presente toujoursdescombinaisonsinteressantes ;

.... meme dans leurs fautes, les Coptes continuent a

prouver qu’ils sont decorateurs.”

THE MUMMY-GRID AND MUMMY-BOARD

In many of the rectangular wooden coffins that have been found in

the mountains that lie behind the modern town of Asyut, in Upper

Egypt, and in those that extend to the north and south of it, the

mummies were raised a few inches from the bottom of the coffins

by means of wooden grids, which had been painted white or yellow.

Most of these grids were broken up and thrown away by the natives,

who, because no one would buy them, regarded them as useless,

but one was secured and it is now preserved in the British IMuscum

(No. 46639). The reason for placing the grid in the coffin is unknown

to me.
The so-called ‘

‘ mummy-board” is a flat wooden covering which

w'as of the same shape and size as the mummy on which it was laid,

1 Oi the IVth century.
= ^'th century.
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and which seems to have been introduced into funerarj" paraphernalia

by the priests and priestesses of Amen-Ra at Thebes. This covering

is slightly rounded so that it may lie firmly on the mummy, and on
the end which rests on the face of the mummy a human face is carved,

which was intended to be a portrait of the deceased. In some cases

the face was caiv^ed in high relief on a separate piece of wood, which

was pegged to the board, and in others the face is carved on the

board itself in much lower relief. This board is covered with figures

of the gods and mythological scenes painted in bright colours, which
are rendered more conspicuous by a coat of varnish. The back of

the board was often painted a mauve or purple colour, and on it in

yellow outlines were painted figures of the boat of the sun, the

mummy lying on its back with grain plants growing up from it,

and other funerary scenes. A fine typical example of this class of

object is B.M. 22542. This is decorated with an elaborate pectoral,

figures of the gods, sacred symbols of Osiris and Isis, and at the foot,

between crowned uraei, is a cartouche containing the prenomen and

nomen of Amenhetep I,
O u A

Tcheserkara

Amenhetep, one of the earliest kings of the XVIIIth dynasty and a

great benefactor of the priesthood of Amen at Thebes. This board
was presented to the British Museum in 1889 by Mr. A. F. Wheeler,

and has been the subject of many paragraphs in the newspapers.

On the back of another example (B.M. 15659) is a memorandum
roughly written in hieroglyphs, showing that the board and the

mummy to which it belonged were repaired by the inspectors of

mummies and tombs, probably under the rule of the Priest-kings

of the XXIst dynasty.^ Another instructive e.xample of the

mumm3^-board is that which was made for Hentmehit (B.M. 48001),

a priestess and singing woman in the temple of Amen-Ra at Thebes.

The face and head-dress were carved with elaborate care, and the

middle and lower parts of the board are decorated with hollow-work
panels containing figures of the gods. Their background is a layer of

linen, dyed pink or purple, and as the board was heavily gilded

before being covered w’ith a layer of purple varnish, the effect, when
it was first made, must have been very striking. With the end of

the rule of the Priest-kings the mummy-board disappeared from
coffins, but we seem to meet with survivals of it in B.M. 35464,
36502. These are long flat boards of the shape of a mummy, but
neither has a face either cut or painted upon it ; thej- resemble some-
what in form the head-stones that are seen in old Arab and Turkish
cemeteries. On Xo. 36502 figures of the deceased on his bier and
the four Canopic jars are painted. Beneath these are figures of

seven gods, i.e., the Seven Spirits of Chapter XVII of the Book of

^ It is dated in the third year of a king whose name is not gi\ en
;
see Guide

to the First, Second and Third Egyptian Rooms, p. 50.
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the Dead, and extracts from the Shai ex Sexsexu, or "Book of

Breathings,” written in hieroglyphs. On the rev^erse is a scene in

which are depicted the light of Ra, lord of heaven, falling on the body
of the deceased (Chapter CLIV), and figures of the Seventy-Five

Forms of Ra. In No. 35464 the scenes are painted on one side only

of the board, and the text of thirty-nine lines is written in demotic.

For the sake of convenience I have called these memorial boards.

THE CARTONNAGE MUMMY-CASE
The object of the mummy-board is not clear, unless we assume that

it was intended to take the place of a complete second inner cofhn,

and so save expense. But it may also have been devised with the

view of hiding the mummt'-bandages, and of beautifying the mummy.
Another way of beautifying the mummy was to place it in a carton-

nage case with a moulded face. This case was made of layers of

linen with plaster run in between them, and when the mummy had
been placed inside it the edges of the sheet of plastered linen, which
formed the case, were sewn together down the back. The case was
then treated as a coffin, so far as decoration was concerned. The
face was painted flesh-colour, rosettes, lotus flowers, etc., were painted

on the head-dress
;
below the pectoral are the usual scenes with gods

and goddesses, Utchats, etc., and the inscriptions contain the usual

prayers for offerings. The mummy in a brightly painted cartonnage

case is often found with an inner and an outer coffin, a fact which

suggests that the cartonnage case, like the mummy-board, was
intended to hide the mummy from sight. Cartonnage cases seem to

have been kept in stock by the undertaker, for on some of them the

prayers and inscriptions are painted all complete, but spaces are

left blank for the insertion of the names of those who were to occupy

them (see B.5I. 6687). Another form of cartonnage case was made,

not of plaster and linen, but pap\rus. In such cases the papyrus

was moulded into form on the actual body of the deceased, and the

exact shape of the features and other physical characteristics are

reproduced in detail. Wren, like the two fine examples in the

British Museum (29585, 29586), such cartonnages are painted with

representations of the dress and jewellery usually worn by the

deceased woman, the effect is lifelike. In the Ptolemaic and Roman
Periods cartonnage cases that covered the whole of the mummy
became rare, and many Egyptians were content to provide the dead

with cartonnage head-cases having gilded faces and pectorals with

a hawk’s head near each shoulder. Attached to the pectoral was a

strip of cartonnage on which the name of the deceased and a

prayer for offerings were painted ;
some mummies are provided

with cartonnage feet-cases. Interesting examples of the painted

cartonnage pectoral of the Roman Period are those of Sheret-Menthu,

inscribed with a prayer to Ra-Heraakhuti-Khepera (B.M. 6966),
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Uahabra, an official of the temple of Osiris Bakhat (B.M. 6969), and
that of Afu, inscribed with an address to Temu and Khepera
(B.M. 54146). Cartonnage pectorals were kept in stock by the

undertaker, and spaces were left in which to add, after they had
been bought, the names of the persons for whom they were intended

(B.M. 6967 and 34^62). The cartonnage case B.M. 20744 is of special

interest. It contains the mummy of a very j'oung woman, which is

kept in position by a block of wood fixed by pegs to the cartonnage

under the feet ; the case is laced up the back and has not been
opened. The wooden arms attached to a cartonnage case, as in this

instance, are probably unique. The face is gilded and the case is

inscribed with the name of the deceased, and is decorated with the

characteristic scenes of the XXth or XXIst dynasty
;
but these

have at some time all been washed over with a layer of bitumen,

probably with the view of making the identification of the mummy
impossible.

BEADWORK ON MUMMIES
Under the XX\Tth dynasty, or later, w'hen the Egyptians were
unable to protide their dead with mummy-boards or cartonnage
cases, they frequently covered their mummies with sheets of bead-

work. The beads were of the bugle varietjq w’ere made of blue or

green glazed Egt^ptian porcelain, and varied in length from half

an inch to one inch. They were arranged in diamond pattern,

and frequently a small flat, round bead made of the same material,

though not always of the same colour, was threaded where the

ends of the bugle-beads met. This blue beadwork covering typified

the blue sky of night, and in late times faience figures of Nut the

Sky-goddess were attached to it. The usual ornaments found sewn
to it are (1) a flat faience scarab, with outstretched wings, or a ^m all

light green scarab without base, and (2) figures of the Four Sons of

Horus in faience or beadwork.

SHROUDS
However well and carefully made the mummy, the desire to

ornament it or cover it with some decorative material seems to

have been prevalent in the minds of the Egyptians under the New
Kingdom. The shrouds of Amenhetep III and Saptah and other
kings were inscribed all over with religious texts, and the mummy of

Hentmehit, a priestess of Amen, was wrapped in one large sheet of

papyrus inscribed in hieratic with Chapters from the Theban Book
of the Dead. In the late Ptolemaic and Roman times, when
mummy-boards and cartonnage cases and beadw'ork coverings were
not to be got, shrouds were painted with figures of gods and repre-
sentations of bugle-beadw'ork. A typical example of such a shroud

is that of the lady Seusertsetes,
P

"
p ^ (B.M. 17177).
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On a later example we have a full-face figure of Osiris within the

shrine of “ living uraei,” the w-eighing of the heart and the Judgment
Scene, and the deceased sowing and reaping, and drawing water

by means of the sJiddtif (Arab. . hili) ^ from a well (B.M. 30092).

MODELS OF PERSONAL ATTENDANTS AND
SLAVES IN THE TOMB

It has been the custom of many peoples in primitive times to

kill a number of slaves and others when a king died, and to bury
their bodies with him in his tomb, their idea being that the spirits

of the murdered people would accompany the spirit of their dead
king and minister to him in Dead Land. When an Egyptian
governor died in Nubia as many' as 1,000 oxen were slain for the

funeral feast, and when his body had been placed in the chamber
provided for it, the sacrificial victims, who were all local Nubians,

were laid outside on the floor of the corridor ; whether they were
drugged or not before they were strangled cannot be said, but it is

probable that they' were. The corridor was then filled in with
earth, stones, etc., much in the same way as the pits in which African

kings were buried in the Sudan during the last centurv. In the

tombs of Dafufah and Karman the members of the Harvard-Boston
Expedition (1913-15) found in one royal grave the remains of from
200 to 300 men, women and children (see the Bullet i)i. Boston,

December, 1915, p. 71). The evidence available shows that the

chiefs of the pre-dynastic Egyptians, and probably some of the

kings of the Archaic Period, were surrounded in their graves by
the bodies of many murdered subjects, slaves and others, and the

contents of several tombs of the dynastic Egyptians show that funeral

murders were common even under the New Kingdom,- The walls

of mastabahs and other early tombs are covered with scenes in which
slaves are seen ploughing and sowing and reaping, and performing

works of all kinds for their lords, and their presence is usually

explained by saying that they were painted or cut on the walls to

gratify the pride of the owmer of the tomb. But I think that these

pictures or reliefs were painted and cut on the walls because it was
beheved that the deceased by means of words of power could endow
all these simulacra with life and motion, and make them provide for

his wmnts and minister to him in the Other World. Without a

suitable retinue of slaves and workmen and women the spirit of

a dead nobleman would command no respect among the inhabitants

of Amenti, and would starve.

^ The water-raising machine is well described by' Lane, Modern Egyptians,

Vol. II, p, 30.
^ I have summarized the facts in my Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection.

Vol. I, p. 197 fi.
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Under the Xllth dynasty the kinsmen of the dead were not
content to entrust the well-being of their beloved ones to paintings
and sculptures on the walls of the tombs alone, so they placed in the
tombs groups of painted wooden figures of slaves, male and female,

butchers, bakers, handicraftsmen and others. Some groups are

engaged in killing the sacrificial bull and dismembering him, others

are grinding grain and making the flour into cakes and loaves,

others are baking the bread-cakes, others are bringing offerings and
preparing beer, and others are ploughing and working at their trades.

The utterance of the necessary words of power would set all these

figures in motion and turn the wooden models of oxen and loaves,

etc., into food for the Kau of the dead. Models of granaries^ pro-

vided with several bins, each filled with a special kind of grain, were
also placed in the tombs at this period, and models of pleasure boats
and war boats. Feasting, boating and fighting were, apparently,

supposed to be the most congenial pursuits of the denizens of the

Other World. The largest and most representative collection of

such models was found by Garstang in the Xllth dynasty tombs at

Bani Hasan and is well described in his work.-

MUMMY LABELS OR TICKETS

The mummy label is a thin strip of hard or soft wood which
varies in length from 3 to 6 inches, and in breadth from 2 to 4 inches,

and is pierced at one end with a hole large enough to permit the

passage of the thick papyrus string by which it was attached to the

mummy. Usually the label is rectangular, but many examples of it

have the ends either rounded or in the form of a truncated pyramid.

All are inscribed, some in Greek, some in demotic {i.e., Egyptian),

and some in both languages, the Greek being on one side and the

demotic on the other. The greater number of these objects actually

served as labels and nothing else, for they were tied to mummies
that were being transported from one part of Eg^’pt to another,

and served for purposes of identification only. Mummies must
have been despatched to specially sacred sites, such as Abydos, in all

periods of Egyptian history, but curiously enough no labels of the

Dynastic Period appear to be known. Those that are now to be

seen in the great collections in Cairo, London and Berlin, all belong

to the first four centuries of the Christian Era, and they seem to owe
their existence to some regulation or law' introduced into the adminis-

tration of Egypt by the Romans. But, if such a law existed, it

must have concerned one part of Upper Egypt only, for all the labels

now know'n were found in the district that lies betw'een Suhak and
Girga, and chiefl}- in and about the towm of Akhmim (Panopolis).

Some of the labels now' in the British Museum w'ere found attached

1 For a model of a granary of the Vlth dynasty see B.M, 21804.
- Funeral Customs, London, 1907.
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THE BOOK OF THE DEAD

to mummies that had been heaped up in the rock-hewn toml^s

behind Akhmim, but the greater number were found in a box with

several small rolls of papyrus inscribed in demotic. There were no
mummies in the tomb in which they were found, and it is possible

that they represent the transactions of some Mummy Transport

Agency, and were preserved by the successive agents for reference.

The labels and the inscriptions on them have little historical interest

,

for the Greek inscriptions only record the names, ages, and dates of

the deaths of a number of artisans, merchants aird officials of quite

humble station in life. The demotic inscriptions often contain

prayers, either that the deceased persons may receixe funerary

offerings, or that their souls may appear before Osiris-Seker and be

numbered among the souls of those who are his followers. Such

inscriptions suggest that the mummies to which the labels had been

attached had been despatched to Abydos and buried there, lint

philologically the labels are of great importance, esjKeially those-

which are bilingual, for they supply a mass of information about

the Graecized forms of Egyptian names, the pnmunciation of the

language, etc. The collection of mummy labels made by Dr. l-'orn-r

is described and translated by Spiegelberg, Ae^yptische itnd

Griechische Eigennamen aits Mumienetiketten der Rvmischen Kaiserzeii,

Leipzig, 1901. The Berlin Collection is published by Krebs, Griech-

ische Mumienetikette aus Aegypten ” in Ac'g. Zed., Bd. .\X.\I1, 1904,

p. 37 ;
and a comprehensive selection of the collection in the British

Museum has been published and translated, with notes and explana-

tory introduction by H. R. Hall, in Eroc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Vol. XX\T1

.

1905, pp. 13-20, 48-56, 83-91, 115-122, 159-165. Descriptions <4

other important collections will be found in Revillout, Planchettes

bilingues trouvees a Sohag.” in Rev. Eg., tom. \T, pp. 43 45. 100-101
,

tom. VH, 29-38
;
Wessely, Holztdfelchen der Sununlioig der Papyrus

Erzherzog Rainer, Bd. V, 11 (1892); and Le Blant, ' Tablai

Egyptiennes,” Rev. Arch., New Scries, tom. XVHl, 1875.

THE BOOK OF THE DEAD
In modern Egy-ptological works the writer^, when they speak ol

the “ Book of the Dead.” are referring in reality to one Recension (jf

one only of the Books of the Dead that were known to the Eg\-j)tian',,

and that one is the Theban Recension of the great cfillection ot

religious and magical texts which the Egyptians called " Cliaptei-

of Coming Forth by (or in) the Day,”*"^j ®

and which was compiled under the X\TlIth dynasty. Tie

oldest collection of Egyptian religious te.xts known is found in-'cribcil

on the walls of the chambers and corridors of the pyramids < !

Unas, Teta, Pepi I, 51erenra and Pepi II, kings (jf the \'th and
Vlth dynasties at Sakkarah. The texts are .dl hieroglyidiic, and

many of the sections, or paragraphs, w-ere copied from a \-ery much
p
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older collection of texts of a similar character, which were divided

into Chapters. Unfortunately, none of the Chapters of this older

collection has come down to us, and therefore it is useless to speculate

as to its origin and age and authorship. But it is fair to assume that

the Chapters that were repeated on the walls of the pyramids of the

kings named above represented substantially the beliefs of the

Egyptians of the Vth and Vlth dynasties concerning the dead, and
continuit}' of religious thought in the higher classes of Egyptians at

least. The collection of texts in the ro\'al pyramids is now commonly
known as the Pyramid Texts. They were discovered more or less

by accident. Until the time of Mariette’s Directorship of the Sercdce

of Antiquities of Eg\'pt it was generally assumed, though why it is

hard to say, that pyramids never contained inscriptions. Deter-

mining to test this theor\', Mariette ordered the pjnamids of Sakkarah
to be opened, and the discovery of the Pyramid Texts was the result.

It is one of the ironies of fate that this great excavator of the

Serapeum and of the finest temples in Egypt died without knowing
the contents and importance of the texts that he had brought to

light. After Mariette’s death the excavation of the pyramids was
continued by Maspero, with the generous financial help of ilr. J. M.
Cook, of Messrs. Thos. Cook and Sons. Maspero directed E. Brugsch
Bey to make paper “ squeezes ” of the inscriptions in the pyramids,

a work that was attended with dire results as far as the green

paste inlay of the hieroglyphs was concerned
;
when these were

ready he began to publish the texts in the Recueil des Travaux,

with translations of them in French. The text of Unas appeared
in tom. Ill, pp. 177-224 and tom. IV, pp. 41-78

;
that of Teta in

tom, V, pp. 1-60, and the texts of Pepi I, Merenra and Pepi II in

tom. VII, pp. 145-176, tom. VIII, pp. 87-1 10, tom. IX, pp. 177-190,

tom. X, pp. 1-28, tom. XI, pp. 1-30, tom. XII, pp. 53-95, 136-195

and tom. XD'. These sections were reprinted by him and appeared
in a single volume entitled Les Inscriptions des Pyramides de Saqqarah,

Paris, 1894. The translations made by Maspero showed that he
possessed an unrivalled knowledge of the Egyptian language, and
his faculty of divining the meanings of fiapax legomena and the

general significance of the darkest passages in the texts was almost
uncanny

;
they represent one of the greatest triumphs of Egyptian

decipherment. Some ten years later the paper squeezes in the

Berlin Museum were carefully examined by K. Sethe, who prepared
an edition of the Pyramid Texts, which appeared under the title

Die altagyptiscJien Pyramidentexte nach de Papierabdriicken und
Photographien des Berliner Museums, 2 vols., 1908-10, Leipzig 4to.

Supplementary volumes (III and IV) containing indexes, epigraphical

notes, etc., were published by him in 1922; his long-promised
translation^ has not, it seems, appeared.

^ A French translation has been attempted by Louis Speleers, Les Textes
des Pyramides Egypiiennes, Vol. I, Brussels, 1923.
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The second great collection of religious and magical texts was
compiled under the IMiddle Kingdom, and many Chapters of it are

found written in cursive hieroglyphs, or a kind of hieratic, on the

rectangular wooden coffins of the Xlth and Xllth dynasties.

A considerable number of these are versions, more or less com-
plete, of Chapters of the Pyramid Texts, but side by side with these

are many Chapters that were composed at a later period. These

represent beliefs and ideas of a religious character that were unknown
to the Eg^’ptians under the Vth and Vlth dynasties, and they prove

that a very considerable development of religious thought had taken

place in the minds of the people since the Pyramid Texts were

compiled. The Pyramid Texts were intended to benefit not the

dead Egyptians in general, but their kings only
;

none of the

mastabah tombs contains copies of any of their Chapters, and no

relatives of any Erpa or Ha or Smer, however important, imagined

for one moment that their departed kinsman could or would share

in the Tuat the greatness and glory of the kings of Egypt, or that the

Pvramid Texts could be made to apply to him. On the other hand,

the Texts of the Middle Kingdom might be used to benefit any

and every dead person whose kinsfolk could afford to have them cut

upon the walls of his tomb or written upon his coffin. In the oldest

copies of the Pyramid Texts Ra is represented as paramount in

heaven, but in the latest Osiris is the lord of heaven, and king and

judge of the dead, and in this character he appears in the Texts of

the Middle Kingdom. The spirits and souls of dead kings in heaven

were now obliged to share their domain with the spirits and souls

of such nobles and officials of high rank as succeeded in satisfying

Osiris and his Tchatchau, or Assessors, in the Judgment when
hearts were weighed in the Balance of Truth. No e^tion of the

Texts of the Middle Kingdom has appeared as yet, but a good idea

of their contents may be gathered from the following works : Lepsius,

Aelteste Texte des Todtenbuchs, Berhn, 1867, 4to.
;

Birch, Coffin of

Amamu, London, 1886 ;
and the copy of Wilkinson's transcript

from a coffin of the IMiddle Kingdom (which has disappeared),

published by Budge in Hieratic Papyri in the British Museum, First

Series, Plates XXXIX-XLVIII, London, 1910, And a long series

of hieroglyphic transcripts from the te.xts of the magnificent painted

wooden sarcophagi and coffins from Al-Barshah in Upper Egr’pt,

now preserved in the Museum in Cairo, was published by Lacau
in Maspero’s Recueil des Travaux {Textes Religieux), tomm. XXVI-
XXXIII. Transcripts of another group of Chapters from the

tomb of Herhetep in Cairo w'ere published by Maspero in Memoires
de la Mission Archeologiqite, tom. I, pp. 136-144.

We have seen that the first and oldest collection of religious and
magical texts, i.e., the Pyramid Texts, which \vere written for the

exclusive use and benefit of dead kings, was inscribed upon the walls

of the chambers and corridors in hieroglyphs
;
and that the second

p 2
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collection of such texts, which were written for the benefit of nobles

and officials of high rank, was written on rectangular coffins in

cursive hieroglyphs or hieratic
; and we may now add that the

third collection of such texts was written upon rolls of papyrus, first

of all in hieroglyphs, and at a later period in hieratic also. The
home of this third collection was Thebes, and it is therefore

known as the Theban Recension of the Book of the Dead, or

the “ Chapters of Coming Forth by Day. ” The total number
of the Chapters that are now known is about 190. A few of

them are derived directly from the Pyramid Texts, se\'eral of them
are versions of Chapters found among the Texts of the Middle
Kingdom, and the remaining Chapters are of Theban origin, and
illustrate the great development that had taken place in the minds
of the Egyptians concerning religious matters and eschatology' in

general. The whole work was believed to have been composed
by Thoth, the personification of the mind of the Creator, the keeper
of the words of the gods, and the inventor of writing. The Theban
Recension, or the Book of the Dead, as it is now called, has been
described as a collection of spells, but the description is misleading
and inadequate. It does contain a large number of hekaii,

I

, or mighty words of power, which were written to

enable the deceased to supply himself with everything he needed in

the Tuat, or Other World, and to journey successfully to the realm of

Osiris, and to overcome every enemy that might attempt to kill or

injure him or to impede his progress. Besides these it contained a

number of spells that would enable him to take the form of certain
animals, birds and reptiles, and even of some of the gods, whenever
it was necessary for him to do so. But all these spells and formulas
were the products of beliefs held in bygone ages, and were only
retained as the result of the innate ultra-conservatism of the
Egyptians. No text that was thought to be of the least use for

preserving their bodies or souls was ever abandoned entirely. The
Book of the Dead proves beyond all doubt that from the time
of the Middle Kingdom the Egyptians believed in the Last Judgment,
and that the future of a man’s soul in the Other World depended
upon the manner of life that he had led upon earth. The soul of

the sinner was annihilated, and the soul of the righteous man
entered into everlasting life. The Assessors of Osiris, who were
incorruptible and strictly just and impartial, weighed the hearts of

men in the Great Balance, and the final decision of Osiris was in

accordance with the finding of Thoth, the personification of truth
and eternal justice. So important was this weighing of the heart
that a picture of the Judgment Scene was attached to the great
rolls of papyrus upon which the Book of the Dead was written, and
this and the texts that accompany it form the chief characteristic
of the Theban Recension of the great papyri written under
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the New Kingdom. Another striking characteristic of the work is

the section of Chapter CXXV which is known as the Negative

Confession. This enshrines the moral and religious code of Osiris,

and makes quite plain the high standard of morality and the exalted

character of the personal religion of which Osiris demanded proof

before applicants were admitted into his kingdom. In our limited

space here it is impossible to describe even briefly the general

contents of the Theban Recension of the Book of the Dead, and
the reader is referred for a summary of them to the Monograph, The
Book of the Dead, with 25 illustrations, which the Trustees of the

British Museum published in 1820.

The Egyptian text of the Theban Recension is derived from copies

of the Book of the Dead which were written on papyri for scribes and
high officials under the XVIIIth and XlXth dynasties. No two
papyri contain the same Chapters or the same number of Chapters ;

in no two papyri is the order of the Chapters the same, and it is

tolerably certain that a person selected the Chapters for his papyrus
for himself. And in no two codices is the treatment of the Vignettes

exactly the same. In 1874, under the auspices of the Second Inter-

national Congress of Orientalists, a Committee was formed to discuss

the possibility of publishing the text of the Theban Recension, and
its members, Birch, Lepsius, Chabas and Naville, made arrangements
for carrying out the work. Naville undertook to prepare the edition,

and his Committee thankfully accepted the services of this dis-

tinguished scholar. At the instance of Lepsius the Berlin Academy
voted a sum of 3,000 marks for preliminary expenses, and the Prussian

Government voted 4,800 thalers for its publication. Twelve years

later Naville, having meanwhile examined all the papyri in all the

great libraries and museums in Europe, published in two volumes,

folio, Das Aegyptische Todtenhuch der XVIII bis XX Dynastie,

Berlin, 1886. The first volume contains the hieroglyphic texts,

which were beautifully drawn by Madame Naville
;
and the second

contains the variant readings. In a small quarto volume, published

a few months later, Naville gave a history of the Theban Recension,

and discussed its importance, and described its palaeography and
the papyri that he had used, and gave a list in hieroglyphs of the

Chapters. This work is, and always will be, invaluable for the

study of the Book of the Dead.
With the view of providing material for the great work the

Trustees of the British Museum published a complete photographic

reproduction of the Papyrus of Nebseni (B.M. 9900), London, 1876,

fob, and a coloured lithographic reproduction of texts on the coffin

of Amamu (Xlth or Xllth dvnasty), entitled Egyptian Texts of the

Earliest Period, London, 1886 (Translations by Birch). Other

editions of single papyri, published in France and Holland, were :

Guieyesse, Le Papyrus Funeraire dc Soidimes, Paris, 1877 ;
Deveria,

Lc Papyrus de Neb-qed, Paris, 1872 ;
'Slariette, Papyrus of Amen/ietep,
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Paris, 1876 ; Leemans, Papyrus of Qenna, Leyden, 1882. In 1888
the British Museum acquired the Papyrus of Ani, which contained
Chapters that were in no other papj-rus of the Theban Recension
and a comprehensive series of Vignettes, which for completeness,
accuracy, and beauty of colour is, to this day, unique. This papyrus
was written in the latter part of the XVIIIth djmasty, and is of

exceptional importance. A facsimile edition of the papyrus w'as

prepared for the Trustees by Mr. W. Griggs, but the text was faulty,

for the films of some of the negatives perished in places. The edition
was sold out and a second, which was more accurate in every way,
was prepared by Mr. F. C. Compton Price, ^ and as this was soon sold
out Mr. P. Lee-Warner obtained permission from the Trustees to issue
a facsimile of the papyrus in a smaller size, together with a transcript
of the text printed in hieroglyphic type and a translation and
introduction.

-

The mummy of the scribe .\ni on its bier in his tomb being
\-isited by his soul in the form oi a human-headed hawk.

In 1890 the British Museum acquired the Papyrus of Nu,

0 0 0 ^ the steward of the keeper of the king’s seal, the son

of Amenhetep and the lady Senseneb, who flourished in the early
part of the XVIIIth dynasty. This papyrus contains 131 Chapters
of the Theban Recension, including tw’o versions each of Chapters
XXXb, LXI\

,
CXXX\ I and CLIII

; it is as old as the papyrus of
Xebseni, if not older, and is therefore the first authority for the text
of the Theban Recension. As it contained a large number of
Chapters that were wanting in the later papyri I prepared an edition
of the unmutilated Chapters,® adding to them the Chapters that were

1 Soon after its publication the Trustees instructed me to prepare an edition
of the Egyptian text with interlinear transliteration and translation, a running
translation and introduction, etc. This appeared in a 4to. volume in 1895.

“ Budge, The Book of the Dead, Papyrus of Ani, Medici Society 2 vols.
London, 1913.

^ -A. complete transcript of the hieroglyphic text was published by me in
The Papyri of Hunefer, ArJiai, etc., London, 1S99, fol.
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extant in the other great Theban papyri, and published it with an
English translation and Egyptian Vocabulary, under the title The
Chapters of Coining Forth by Day, 3 vols., London, 1897. This
edition ran out of print quickly, and two editions of the translation,

each in three volumes, were issued in 1901 and 1909 respectively
;

and a revised and enlarged edition of the Egyptian text was issued

in three volumes in 1910 and a revised edition of the Vocabulary in

the following year. A translation of portions of the Theban Recen-
sion was published by Renouf in the Proceedings of the Society of
Biblical Archaeology

,

Vols. XII-XIX.^
Under the XIXth, XXth and XXIst dynasties many fine copies

of the Theban Recension were written in hieratic, and those which
were made for the wives and daughters of the high priests of

Amen-Ra are of special interest. Among such may be mentioned the
Papyrus of Queen Netchemet,- the Papyrus of Nesi-Khensu,® and
the Papyrus of Nesitanebtashru.* The hieratic papyrus published
by de Rouge belongs to a somewhat later date.®

Under the XXVIth and following dynasties many copies of the
Book of the Dead were made, and these contain what is commonly
known as the Saite Recension. Under the XXVIth dynasty it

was usually written in hieroglyphs, but in the Ptolemaic and Roman
Periods the texts were commonly written in hieratic. One of the
finest copies known to belong to the Roman Period, written in

hieratic, is B.M. 10558
;
the Vignettes in it are drawn in black outline

and are remarkable for their delicacy and accuracy.

Curiously enough the Book of the Dead became known to scholars

first of all through the latest Recension of it—that is to say, the

Saite. The earliest publications of parts or whole copies of it were
made by J. Marc Cadet, Copie figiiree d’un rouleau de papyrus, trouve

d Thebes, dans tin tombeau des Rois, Strassburg, 1805; Fontana,
Copie figuree d’un rouleau de papyrus trouvd en Fgypie, puhliee

par Fontana ct expliquee par Joseph de Hammer, Vienna, 1822 ;

Senkowski, Exempliim Papyri Aegvptiacac qiiam in peregrina-

tione sua repertiim Universitati Cracovienski dono dedit, Petropoli,

1826 ;® Young, Hieroglyphics, London, 1823, fob, Plates I-VI
;

Hawkins, Papyri in the Hieroglyphic and Hieratic Character from
the Collection of the Earl of Belmore, 23 plates, London, 1843, fob;’

^ Thfso wore reprinted m his Life Work, edited by W. H. Rylands.
iMaspero and E Xaville, 1st Scries, Vols. I-D'. Paris, 1904.

- Published in facsimile, with translation by Budge. Papyrus of Hiiiiefer,

London, 1899.
^ Published bv Xa\ ille,P<i/'vn/.s Funerchres de la XXI Dynastie, Pams, 1912.
^ I.e., the Greenfield Papyrus. Published by Budge, The Funerary Papyrus

of Princess Xesitanebtashru, daughter of PainelLheni II, Loudon, 1912, 4to.
^ Rititel Fitncraire des Ancicns Egvptuns, Pari.-., ISGl, foi.

° This book was published at the expense of the Academy of St, Petersburg
and never came into the market.

' The descriptions, etc., were the work of Birch, but Hawkins was his

official superior, and as such signed the Preface.
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Rosellini, Breve notizia intorno un frammerdo de Papiro funebve

egizio esistente nel ducale miiseo di Parma, Parma, 1839, 8vo.
;

“ De-

scription de I’Egypte,” ed. Jomard, Antiquites, tom. II, pi. 64 ft'.

The most important publication, howev'er, was that of Lepsius,

who in 1842 reproduced the complete text of a papyrus at Turin,

which contained 165 Chapters, under the title of Das TodtcnhiicJi

der Aegypter. Champollion called the Book of the Dead the “ Rituel

Funeraire,” and this misleading title was adopted by de Rouge
who, in his Phides siir le Rituel Funeraire des Anciens Pgyptiens,^

brought forward his reasons for so doing, and considered that all he

said “ justifie suffisamment, suivant nous, le titre choisi par Cham-
pollion.” Now, the famous “ Grammaire ” proves that Champollion

had examined every part of the work which he called a “ Rituel,”

and the many short passages which he translated show that he

recognized the nature of its contents and rightly appreciated its

great value from a religious point of view. But he analysed no com-
plete Chapter of it, and he translated no paragraph of any length,

and the assertions that have been made to the effect that he was the

first translator of the Book of the Dead are incorrect statements

based upon insufficient information on the subject. Now the Saite

Recension is no funerar}’ Ritual, a fact which was pointed out by
Lepsius as far back as 1 842,* but it is almost as wrong to call it “ Book
of the Dead ” as funerary Ritual, and it is unsatisfactory and mis-

leading. For the texts in it do not form a connected whole
;
they

represent se\'eral grades of religious thought which were evolved

during a period of from three to four thousand years, and they tell

us nothing about the lives of the dead with whom they were buried.

Moreover, the Egyptians possessed manj" works of a funerary

character that are, in exactly the same way as the Theban and
Saite Recensions, “ Books of the Dead,” e.g., the “ Book, of the Two
Ways,” the “ Book Ammi Tuat,” the “ Book of Gates,” the “ Book
of Breathings,” the “ Book of Traversing Eternity,” etc. The title

‘‘ Book of the Dead ” is only a translation of Kitab al-Mayyitun,
which was the Arabic name given by the natives in Egypt to the roll

of inscribed papyrus that the tomb robbers found in almost every

fine tomb in Thebes. Champollion, after his return from Egypt,
called such a roll “ Livre des Morts,” Lepsius called his reproduction

1 In Rii'ite Archeologiqite, X.S
,
tom I. 1860, pp. 69-100, 234-249, 337-365.

- Dieser Codex ist kein Ritualbuch, wofiir es Champollion’s Bezeichnung
Rituel Funeraire ” zu erklaren scheint

;
es enthalt keine Vorschriften fiir

den Todtenkultiis, keine Hymnen oder Gebetc, welche \’on den Priestem etwa
bei der Beerdigung gesprochen worden waren : sondern der Verstorbene ist

selbst die handelnde Person darin, und der Text betrifft nur ihn und seine

Begegnisse auf der langen tVanderung nach dem irdischen Tode. Es wird
entweder erzahlt und beschrieben, wohin er kommt, was er thut, was er

hort und sieht, otier es smd die Gcbete und Anreden, die er selbst zu den
eerschiedenen Gottern, zu welchen er gelangt, spricht. Lepsius, Vorivort

(Todtenbiich), p. 3.
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of the Turin Papyrus “ Das Todtenbucli,” and their example was
followed by Brugsch, Deveria, Ebers, Emian, Golenischeff, Lauth,

Lieblein, Maspero, Naville, Pleyte, and others. Birch, in deference

to the views of Bunsen, used the title “ Funereal Ritual,” but,

like Goodwin and Renouf, always spoke of the “ Book of the Dead
’

when referring to the
, J ,

9 '5^ ^
“
Chapters of

Coming Forth by Day.” Chabas spoke of the work as “ Le Pirc-

em-hrou ” (Oriental Congress, Compte Rcndii, tom. I, Paris, 187R,

p. 37 ft'.), and Deveria boldly translated the title as “ Livre de sortir

du jour” [Catalogue, Paris, 1874, pp. 48-129). A facsimile of the

text of the Saite Recension as published by Lepsius was republished

by C. FI. S. Davis and, under the title of the ‘‘ Egyptian Book cd

the Dead,” appeared at New York in 1892. And Lieblein published

an Index de tons les Mots confenns dans le Livre des Morts, Paris,

1875, that is to say. a Vocabulary to the Suite Recension. Only
two translations of the Saite Recension have appeared, viz.,

that by Birch entitled the “ Funereal Ritual ” in Bunsen's Egypt's

Place in Universal History, Vol. V, pp. 123-333, London, 1867.

and that by Pierret, Le Livre des Morts des Anciens £gyptiens.

Traduction complete d’apres le papyrus de Turin et les MSS. du

Louvre, Paris, 1882. Translations of a number of Chapters, which
probably belong both to the Theban and Saite Recensions, were

published by Pleyte in his Chapitres Supple'inoitaires du Livre des

Morts, Leyden, 1881, 3 vols.

The most remarkable funerary papyrus of the Graeco-Roman
Period is that of Kerasher, or Gersher, a coloured facsimile of which
is published in my Facsimiles of the I^apyri of Hunefer, Anhai.

Kerasher, London, 1899, fob The Vignettes are painted in gaudy
colours, and one of them represents the Judgment Scene in the Hall

of Osiris
: the text is written in hieratic and contains the Sh.\i ex

SixsiN, or “ Book of Breathings.” About the time when this was
written it became customary to bury with a mummy a small roll of

papyrus inscribed in hieratic with a series of short e.xtracts from the

Saite Recension, including the Negative Confession of Chapter CXXV.
The little roll was formed of a sheet of papyrus of from 6 to 1 2 inches

square, and the text on it was supposed to contain all that was
necessary to effect the acquittal of the deceased in the Hall of

Osiris and to ensure his resurrection. Other short and popular

funerary works at this time were the “ Book of Traversing Eternity,”

the “ Book of Breathings,” and the “ Book May my Name Flourish,”

the last-named being based upon a well-known passage in the

Pyramid Texts.

^

^ EnglLli translations of all these will be found in my Chapters of Coming
Forth by Day, 1 vol., Loudon, 1923; see also Birch, "On some Egyptian
Rituals of the Roman Period in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch ,

Vol. \ II, p 49.
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Reproductions of the Book of the Dead written in demotic
have been published by Revillout, E., Ritiiel Ftineraire de Psamuth,

Paris, 1880, and bv Lexa, F., Pas DemotiscJie Totenhuch der Pariser

NationalbibliotJiek, Leipzig, 1910. Here, too, must be mentioned
the two papyri that were acquired at Thebes by Mr. A. H. Rhind
in 1861, and were published in facsimile by him two years later.

The texts in them are of a funerary character and are based on the

Book of the Dead ;
they are written in hieratic and demotic. A

translation of the hieratic text was published by Birch in Mr. Rhind’s

Facsimile in 1863, and as a result of Birch’s remarks on the decipher-

ment of demotic Brugsch repubhshed the papyri in a work entitled

Henry Rhind’s Zveei Bilingue Papyri, Hieratisch und Demotisch,

iihersetzt und herausgegeben, Leipzig, 1865, 4to. The description
“ Bilingue ” is likely to mislead, and therefore it may be pointed out

that the texts are not written in two languages
;
the language is one,

namely, Egj'ptian, but the forms of writing are two, namely, hieratic

and demotic. A new edition of these Rhind papyri was published

some ten years ago by Moeller, Die Beiden Totenpapyrus Rhind.

Leipzig, 1913, 4to. The man for whom they were written was

Mentsaf, ^ the son of ]\Ienkara,

U iGX ,
and Tasheritpament,

(WWW 1 ili

His wife was called Tanit, A | ijO

LTUia-l.

a
]

^ - This is a most useful

book, and all must lament that the activities of Moeller were

brought to an end by his death during the Great W’ar.

ANOINTING TABLETS

During the recital of the Book of Opening the Mouth over the

figure of the deceased or his mummy in the tomb, vessels containing

the Seven Holy Oils were brought into the Tuat Chamber, and the

ceremony of anointing took place according to the directions given

by the Rubrics. In the case of a king the oils were presented in

alabaster flasks or bottles, but for a man of lesser rank only a few
drops of each of the seven oils were poured into seven circular hollows

which were cut in a rectangular slab of alabaster measuring about

5^ inches by 2^ inches. The names of the oils are
: (1) Seth-heb,

(2) Heknu, (3) Sefth, (4) Nem, (5) Tuaut, (6) Ha-iish, (7) Tet-ent-

Thehenu. These are the forms of the names as given on the slab

of the Kher-heb priest Atena,
(j

^ (|
. The British Jluseum

Collection contains three fine examples of such slabs, which are

here shown.
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No. 6123.—With hollo'd’S below the names.

No. 6122 .'—With hollows above the names.''-

r'

]

O
'

O i O
:
O

I

I

E 5

!

No. 29421 .—Without holloivs for the oils.

1

o

m
AW.' ^

Cs

Cl. Cl

Ni

_,S->

oo

^ On the back of this slab, cut in outline, are the two signs

refer to the magical protection given by the oils.

which



THE VASES OF THE FOUR SONS OF HORUS, OR
“ CANOPIC ” JARS

Canopic jars is the name given to the series of four jars in which
the principal internal organs of a deceased person were placed. They
were thus named by the early Eg\'ptologists, who believed that in

them they saw some confirmation of the legend handed down by
some ancient writers that Canopus, the pilot of ]\ienelaus, who is

said to have been buried at Canopus, in Egypt, was worshipped there

under the form of a jar with small feet, a thin neck, a swollen body,

and a round back. Each jar was dedicated to one of the four sons

of Horus, who originally represented the four cardinal points, and
each jar was provided with a cover which was made in the shape of

the head of the deity to whom it was dedicated. The names and

characteristic heads of each are
: (1) Mesta or Amset,

eii db , man-headed. headed.

(3) Tuamutef, i<

AAAAVk

AAV^^

(2) Hapi, l]i| ^ , dog-

jackal - headed. (4) Qebhsenuf,

^ , hawk-headed. fiesta represented the

south, Hapi the north, Tuamutef the east, and Qebhsenuf the west.

These four gods are, in some texts, said to be the children of Horus,

and in others the children of Osiris. Each jar was hollowed out and
received one of the larger organs after it had been steeped in bitumen

and wrapped up in bandages ;
the covers of the jars were then fastened

on by plaster. Mr. Pettigrew examined the contents of one set of

vases, and he found that the vase dedicated to Mesta contained the

stomach and large intestines ;
that dedicated to Hapi, the small

intestines
;

that dedicated to Tuamutef, the lungs and heart
;
and

that dedicated to Qebhsenuf, the liver and gall-bladder.

The oldest Canopic jars date from the Xlth or Xllth dj’nastj*,

and are made of wood or stone. Under the XVIIIth dynasty many
handsome sets are known in fine alabaster, aragonite, calcareous

stone, and blue or green glazed porcelain. The jars of the XXVIth
dynasty are poorly made, and in the Graeco-Roman Period the covers

generally lack the characteristic heads of the four gods. Many sets

in earthenware have the same diameter throughout, and the gods

are painted on them in outline. Wooden jars are often painted in

gaudy colours. Several wooden models of Canopic jars are known,
and their existence may be due either to the poverty of the friends

of the deceased persons or to the dishonesty of the funeral furnisher.

But models were buried with the dead under the XVIIIth dynasty,

a fact proved by the set of blue glass models (B.M. 51074-51077)

which came from the Valley of the Tombs of the Queens at

Thebes. WOien the viscera were left in the body, figures of the

four sons of Horus, made of wax, gold, silver, or porcelain, were
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laid over the organs that they were supposed to protect. For
examples in white and red wax, see B.M. 15563, 15564, 15573,

15578, 8889-91 and 54850. The inscriptions on stone Canopic jars

were engraved, and on wood and porcelain jars they were written

or painted. In papyri of the XVIIIth and XlXth dynasties, the

Vignettes of the 17th Chapter of the Book of the Dead show that

Canopic jars were placed in a sepulchral chest, upon the sides of which
were painted figures of the four gods, in the form of men, but each

having its characteristic head. Out of the cover there rises the sun

with the head and arms of a man, and in each hand he holds dnkh,

“ hfe ” {Papyrus of Ani, pi. 8). On papyri and coffins of a later

period the jars are shown arranged in a row under the bier. In the

151st Chapter of the Book of the Dead the four gods are shown
standing in the mummy chamber, one at each corner

;
the

inscriptions which refer to them read :

—

metch an Mesta nuk Mesta sa - k Asar

Alestd, “ I am Mesta son thy, O Osiris.

i - a un - a em sau - k serut - na per - k

Came have I that may be I in protection thy. Make to flourish J house thy.

/VVVWV @ I I

men sep sen

firm, firm,

-wvw
°

utu en Ptah

has commanded Ptah,

lyi
ma utu en Ra
as commanded Ra

tchesef

himself.
'

metch an Hapi nuk

Hdpi, “ / am
Hapi

Hdpi

sa - k .4sar

son thy, O Osiris.

f\ /VW\AA

i - na

Come have I that inav he I
em sau - k

in protection thy.

(S @— 1 1

1

thes - k tep

Tie up [7] for thee head

£ I

at - k

and limbs thy.

hui

smiting down

iiek

for thee

o
khefti

enemies

I I I

k

thy

kher - k

beneath thee.

b. fl

erta - na

Give I

/WWVA

nek

to thee

tep tchetta

head\thy'\ forever."

O
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III.
I' I AiWW\

metch an

\ AAWV\

J\

1 - na

S
\\ K=lol

y. ^ T

CANOPIC ” JARS

Tuaniutef nuk sa - k Her

Tuamutef, “ I am son ihy Homs

o ^ ^
^ \ > 5(1

netch

meriu - k

loving thee.

AA/WV\

tef Asar eni ta ari nek

Come have I to avenge father [/«r] Osiris, not allowing to be done to thee

nek - f

destruction his.

ta - a

Place I

w ffl
l/

J\1 II

su

it

kher retui - k tchetta sep sen

under feet thy for ever and everI'

IV.
I I I

metch an

Says

\

Qebhsenuf

Qebhsenuf

O vS

nuk

‘ / am

k Asar

W

son ihy Osiris. Come have I

AA\WS

un - a

that may be I

saq

collect

ein

in

a

I

I

III

sau - k

protection thy.

1

temt - a

Gather together I
/WVNAA A.W>AA

^ e i'^
qesu - k

bones thy,

cz

at - k an - na nek

I

ab - k ta

J
her

Cs

aset - f

limbs thy, bring I for thee heart thy, place I

1

nek su her aset - f em khat - k serut - na per - k

for thee it upon seat its in body thy, makeflourish I house thy.

I

The inscriptions on the outsides of the jars, which are some-
times accompanied by inscribed figures of the four gods, vary con-
siderably

;
some consist of a few words only, but others occupy

several lines. These inscriptions show that each of the four gods
was under the protection of a goddess

; thus Isis guarded Mesta,
Nephthys guarded Hapi, Neith guarded Tuamutef, and Selkit or
Serqit guarded Qebhsenuf. The following are examples of the
formulae inscribed on these jars :

—

^

These inscriptions are taken from the set of Canopic jars exhibited in the
British Museum, Nos. SSfi to 889 ; they were made for the commander of

A_iJsoldiers f ‘7
0 p

<= Sinn;?,

.Ci .

Nefer-ab-Ra-em-aakhiit, Psammetichus, son of Neith, son of Ta-ta-

nub-hetep. See Sharpe, llgyptian Inscriptions, 1st Series, pi. 114.
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I. Amset.

metch an Aset

Jsis,

sam

Conquer

a tchat setep - a

I the foe, make J

sa her Amseth enti am - a sa Asar

e'rotection over Amseth who is in me. Theprotection, of Osiris [A]

sa Amseth Asar Amseth

the protection of Amseth, \^for\ Osiris [is] Amseth."

TiJL I s =
- a bessametch an Nebt-het hap - a sesheta ari - a bessa

Saj’s Nephthys, “ Hide I the secret thing, make J protection

1

AAfWs*'

o W
-am-

J-

-cs>.

her Hapi enti am - a sa Asar sa

over Hapi who is in me. The protection of Osiris [Vj] the prot€(tio7i of

P— fly
Hapi Asar pu

Hapi, [for] Osiris [A]

III. Tuamutef.

Hapi

IIdpi.’’

metch an

P ? I
setua - a

“• Make pass the morning I

semasher

s:3:7 ^
I

neb her ari maket

make pass the night I of day every in making the protection of

Tuamutef

Tuamutef

.'C, \\

enti

which is

o
Tuamutef

in me. The protection oj Osiris

"k a D

[is] the protection of Tuamutef, [for] Osiris [A]

Tuamutef

Tuamutef."'

Here follow the name and titles of the deceased.
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IV. Qebhsenuf.
AA/WV\

metch an

“CANOPIC” JARS

Serqit

u o
seqetet

sa - a

o

entet

Saj’s Serqii,

os- i\A/V'>V>

neb ari makei en

every in making protection

ilHKI
Qebhsenu-f

Qebhsenu-f

am Asar sa Qebhsenu-f

which is in me. The protection of Osiris [A] the protection of Qebhsenuf

i I
Asar nu

[/^r] Osiris [A]

Qebhsenu-f

Qebhsenuf."

A
Frequently the first parts of these inscriptions read

ow ^
dihii-a her enti

am-d, “ I embrace with my two arms that which is in me
;

” the

variants for 0
AAAWV { V 4

frequently also

O ^ X
AAAAV\

being I
i

f ) seklien and 0
I /VSWV\ V 4 1

anq ; trequently also they only contain the names and titles

of the deceased preceded by the words ijfj dmakhi kher,

“
watchfully devoted to,” which are followed by the names of the

four gods. Often the same formula is repeated on all four jars.

In the Saite and Ptolemaic Periods the character of the in-

scriptions on Canopic jars changes greatly. Thus in the set that was

made for Tche-Bast-auf-ankh, ^ > the son

of Her and the lady Ankhet (B.M. 22374 ff.), the inscription on
the jar of Amseth begins, “ Thy bread is to thee. Thy beer is to

thee. Thou livest upon that on which Ra lives. [Amseth] protects

the Osiris [here follow titles and genealogy'] in every place to which
he may journey.” The inscription on the jar of Hapi opens with the
words, “ Hapi says :

—^Thy bread is to thee by the favour of the
K.A.U (?). Thy beer is to thee by the favour of the god Ubunu,

S'
Thy meat shall not be separated from thee. Hapi

protects the Osiris in the Khent-Aqer of Osiris, the Prince dwelling
in Ta-she (the Fayyum) of Osiris, the Soul of the Tuat of Un-Nefer,”

Jhe inscription on the jar of
J 1
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Tuamutef reads :

—
" Tuamutef gives thee thy bread in the Hall

of the House of Ra The Osiris shall be with his Ka for ever.

Thy heart (mind ?) is to thee in the House of the Heartfs], Thy
breast is to thee in the House of the Breastfs], Thou livest like Ra
among them. Thy food is with that of the gods of heaven, thy
portion is among them. Thy body is everlastingness, [thou] art

complete (?) for ever.” The opening words of this passage are taken
from the first part of Chapter XXVI of the Book of the Dead. The
inscription on the jar of Oebhsenuf begins ;

—
“ Oebhsenuf gives thee

purification (or, washing). Thou appearest before thy son, thou
appearest before Horus, appearing from Atem, appearing from

Thou shalt act by day and by night as the overseer of the
gods who are helpless. Oebhsenuf endows the Osiris with a spirit

before the gods who are the judges of eternity.” Thus from first

to last in this set of jars the object of the inscriptions is to procure
funerary^ offerings for the deceased, and the protecting goddesses
are not mentioned.

CHESTS FOR CANOPIC JARS

The Canopic jars that were made for the viscera of men of high
rank were usually placed in rectangular chests, the interior of which
was divided into four equal spaces by wooden partitions, and these
chests were placed in the tomb with the mummy. It is probable
that, when the ceremony that took place in the tomb in accordance
with Chapters CXXXVII and CLI of the Book of the Dead was
performed, the jars were removed from the chest and each placed
in its duly appointed comer of the mummy chamber. In the
Vignettes of the papyri and in pictures on coffins the four jars are

frequently depicted as standing in a row under the mummy as it lies

on its bier. But many sets of jars have been found in sealed chests,

and it is tolerably clear that in most cases the jars remained in the
chests after they were carried to the tomb. The chests are from
about 18 inches to 24 inches square, and are made of the wood of

the sycamore-fig tree ; see the chests of Sen and Guatep (Xllth
dynasty) in the British Museum (30722, 30838). The alabaster jars

of the latter have wooden heads. At a later period the Canopic
chest was made in the form of a pylon and mounted on runners, so
that it might be drawn to the tomb in the funeral procession. On

the chest of Xebi, J ^ (B.M. 35808), the sons of Horus

and the four allied goddesses are painted in white outline on
a black ground. On one end are Neith and Serqit, and on the other
Isis and Nephthys, and on one side are Mesta and Hapi, and on the
other Tuamutef and Qebhsenuf. On the outside of the cover is

a figure of the goddess Nut. Sometimes, as in the case of the chest
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of Hentmehit (B.M. 51813), the box is painted black and is without

inscriptions. The priestesses of Amen-Ra of the XXIst dynasty

revived many of the funeral customs of the Xlth and Xllth dynas-

ties, and it seems that more Canopic chests were made during the

rule of the Priest-kings than at am'^ other period of Eg\-ptian History.

An interesting class of sepulchral boxes comes from Akhmim,
the ancient Panopolis, which deserves special mention. The largest

of them in the British Museum (18210) is 3i feet long and 3 feet

high. Each side tapers slightly towards the top, and is in the shape

of a pylon. The hollow cornice is ornamented with yellow, black,

and red lines upon a white ground. Beneath it are two rows of

ornaments : the first is formed by second

by
^ ^ §

repeated several times. Beneath each line is a row of

five-rayed stars . The front of the box is ornamented

with uraei wearing disks
^

and a winged disk .

Behind is a hawk upon a pedestal, before which is an altar with

offerings. On the right-hand side is Thoth, with both hands
raised, pouring out a libation

; and on the left is a hawk-headed
deity with both hands raised, also pouring out a libation. On the

back of the box is a hawk, with e.xtended wings, and sceptres

On the right-hand side of the box is a figure of the deceased, kneeling,

having his left hand raised, and above him are two cartouches QQ.
Behind him are three jackal-headed deities, each having his left

arm raised, while his right hand is clenched and laid upon his stomach.
On the left-hand side of the box the deceased is represented in the

same attitude, and behind him are three hawk-headed deities.

These six gods form the Vignettes of the CXIlth and CXIIIth
Chapters of the Book of the Dead

;
the hawk-headed were called

Horus, Mesta, and Hapi, and the jackal-headed Horus, Tuamutef
and Oebhsenuf

;
they are figured in Lanzone, Dizionario, Tav. XXVI.

In two sides of the box are two pairs of rectangular openings about
6 inches from each end the use of these is unknown to me.

THE HEAD-REST OR PILLOW
The Egyptians, in common with many other peoples, both ancient
and modern, in all parts of Africa, were in the habit of using a
head-rest or pillow during sleep, and in all essentials it has remained
unchanged in shape and form. At averj' early period the head-rest
that a man had used during his lifetime was buried with him in his

1 For the description of a similar box see my article in Proc Soc P’b -1 ych
1886, pp. 12U-122.

’
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grave or tomb, where it was actually placed under his neck. But the

significance of the head-rest, i.e., the lifting up of the head of the

deceased, caused men to deposit it with the dead even after their

bodies had been mummified and the head-rest was useless. When the

Egyptians realized that the large head-rest was unnecessary for the

mummy, they made small models of it in haematite and other sub-

stances, and placed them with the dead as protective amulets (see

Amulets). And the editors of the Theban Recension of the Book of

the Dead included in it a word of power (Chapter CLXVI) that would
lift up the head of the deceased in the horizon,” and the picture

of a head-rest formed the Vignette. The head-rest '^> uys,

was usually made in three pieces, viz., the curved neck-piece on which
the neck rested, the column or support, and the base

;
it varied in

height from 6 to 10 inches, and was made in many materials—wood,
ivory, granite, alabaster, calcareous stone, earthenware, etc. The
column may be round or square, and the base is oblong. A few
typical examples may be described. The head-rest of Guatep (Xllth
dynasty) is of ivory and is about 61- inches in height. The neck-piece

rests on a rectangular plaque, which in turn rests on two supports.

each made in the form of the Tet of Isis, ; these take the place

of the ordinary column, and are fastened into the ivory base, which
has bevelled edges (B.M. 30727). Many fine examples of the head-
rest are made of alabaster, and one of the oldest is that which was
made for Atena, the Smer uat and Kher-heb priest of Abydos under

the Vlth dynasty, P ^ ^ I Jj ^ ^ sj

(B.il. 2523). The neck-piece rests on a rectangular plaque, and the

fluted column, which is slightly concave, and increases in diameter

towards the bottom, rests on a thick rectangular base. In the

example B.M. 51806 the column and base, which has rounded corners,

are made of a single piece of hard wood, to which the neck-piece is

fastened by a rectangular slot and a peg with an ivory head. The

column is fluted, and on each of two flutings is a lotus flower. ,

above which is a head of Bes, both flower and head being in relief.

On each end of the base is a figure of Bes in high relief. The god

wears a large feather on his head, and his thighs are girt about with

a leopard skin. One figure holds a serpent in each hand, and the

other the Utchat, in one hand and the ^ in the other.

On another example (B.IM. 2529:?) are cut a number of lion-headed

gods, the signs
J

on the front, a figure of Bes, ^ ,

on the back, and the ape of Thoth holding the Utchat, .
on
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each side. Sometimes heads of Bes are cut on the ends of the

neck-piece, and legs like those of a folding stool take the place of the

column and base ;
in the case of B.M. 18156 the ends of the legs

are cut in the forms of necks and heads of geese. The neck-piece

is sometimes supported by two columns (B.M. 17102), and some-

times by six thin rods (B.M. 17102), and even by twenty-one

(B.M. 18155). The head-rest has sometimes the form of an animal,

e.g., B.M. 20753, which is in the form of a stag, the horns being

curved downwards to form the neck-piece. On another example
(B.M. 35804) the neck-piece is decorated with lotus tlow'ers and the

Utchatcut in outline and coloured, — the Utchat being

in the centre w'here the back of the neck of the deceased would rest
;

on the upper side, at each end, there are also lotus flowers. On the

lower side of the base are 1 9 lines of hieroglyphs, written in black ink,

w^hich show that this head-rest was made for the married woman

Aaua, daughter of Her, a priest of Menthu,

and the lady Nes-Mut, ^ • Then follows the text of the

LVth Chapter of the Book of the Dead :
“ I am the Jackal of jackals.

I am Shu, drawing in air in the presence of the god Aakhu to the

uttermost limits of heaven, to the uttermost limits of earth, to the

uttermost limits of the flight of the Nebeh bird,

May there be given unto me the air (or, breath) of these Hunnutiu

[gods]
, ^ ^ i

' mouth of Osiris shall be opened,

he shall see with his eyes.” Following this Chapter come versions

of Chapters LXI and LXII, and it is clear that these w'ords of power,

coupled with the use of the head-rest, were believed to secure for the

deceased air and water and everlasting life in the “ horizon of heaven.”
The head-rest B.M. 26256 is an e.xample of a very rare type. The
neck-piece is inlaid with an ivory plaque decorated with a linear

design of lotus buds and flow'ers, surrounded by eight i\'ory rosettes
;

at each end is inlaid a lotus flower. The column is square, and each
side is inlaid with an ivory panel. On each of the tw^o larger panels

is cut in outline the figure of a man seated on a framew'ork stool,

who in one hand holds a lotus flow’er, and in the other a spear (?)

made in the form of a flower with buds. On one of the smaller panels

is cut in outline the figure of a man holding a lotus flower with an

abnormally long stalk. On each flower a bird, . is perched.

On the other smaller panels is cut in outline the figure of a man holding
one spear (?) upright with the crook of his arm, and another spear,

round w'hich his left leg is crooked, in his right hand. The base is

inlaid with two ivory panels, one on each end
;
these have the form

of truncated pyramids, and on each is cut in outline a lion. This
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head-rest belongs to a very late period, and the engravings on the

ivory suggest Coptic workmanship. The object seems too small to

have been actually used as a head-rest for the dead, and it is possible

that it was only placed in the grave or tomb as the result of custom.

In the Saite and Ptolemaic Periods the head-rest was carelessly made,
and was both undecorated and uninscribed

;
often it was merely a

rough block of wood with slightly concave sides and a slight pro-

jection in the place of a base. In the Roman Period head-rests were
often made of terra-cotta

;
a typical example is B.M. 49332. This

e.xample is solid, and the column is nearly as thick as the neck-piece

and base are long
;

it appears to have been glazed or burnished.

PECTORALS IN PORCELAIN AND STEATITE

The custom of inserting a scarab of green stone in the breast of a

man in place of his heart does not seem to be older than the XVUIth
dynasty, although the text which is often found inscribed upon it was

believed to have been discovered by Prince Hertataf in the reign of

IMenkaura (ilycerinus), a king of the I\Th dynasty. Under the

XIXth and XXth dynasties the green stone scarab was frequently

placed, not inside the body, but between the bandages of the breast,

and later still it was enclosed in a rough framework and laid outside

the bandages on the breast of a mummy. Out of the scarab and its

frame grew the pectoral, several examples of which are usually

found in all great collections of Egv'ptian antiquities. Porcelain and

glazed steatite pectorals vary in size from 51 inches by 4-| inches to

31 inches bj' 3 inches. They are all made in the form of a funerar\'

edifice, with a heavy cornice,
,
and the predominant colour

of the glaze is blue or bluish green. In some pectorals, e.g.,

B.M. 7865, a blue-glazed porcelain scarab is inserted, and as a boat

is painted below it, ^ -5
,

it is clearly intended to represent the

beetle-headed god Khepera. A figure of Isis,
.
and the tet,

T|,and the one Utchat, are seen on the left, and a figure of

li ® —

-

Nephthys, and the tet, and the other L'tchat, on the

right. On the base of the scarab, in a lighter colour, is a version

of Chapter XXXb of the Book of the Dead. The pectoral was

made for the “ lady of the house, Hent-taui.” On another

example, belonging probably to the same period as the afore-

mentioned, a model of the heart takes the place of the scarab, and
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it has above it a woman’s face in red porcelain. The heart is placed

in a boat, with Isis standing in the stem and Nephthys in the bows.

On the reverse, in brown on a white ground, are
^

and ^
(B.M. 29369). Another example, in blue porcelain, likewise has
the model of a human-headed heart inserted, and as there is a
kneeling figure of a man with his hands raised in adoration of the

heart, it would seem that it was supposed to have absorbed the

qualities of the god Khepera. On the reverse of this pectoral a

man-headed heart is drawn with
J ^

and ^ on each side of

it (B.M. 14654). On other and smaller pectorals the decoration

and designs are simpler. Thus we have on the obverse the jackal

of Anubis, and on the reverse ^ ^ (B.M. 29370) ; or

the deceased, a priestess, kneeling in adoration before Anubis, above

whom is the (B.M. 14653) ;
or the deceased kneeling in

adoration before Osiris on the obverse, and a figure of Anubis on the

reverse (B.M. 7849) ; or figures of four gods on the obverse, and the

deceased, the scribe Pa-meht, kneeling in adoration

before Anubis couchant and a winged disk on the reverse (B.M. 7847).

The pectorals in steatite are of unusual interest because the figures

are often in relief. Thus on B.M. 7852 the deceased Sebek-hetep (?)

is kneeling in adoration, with both hands raised, before Anubis, who

is lying on the top of his building and holding the sceptre

between his fore paws. Round his neck is an object resembling a

pair of tongs,
,
and above his back is the whip l\

.

On the

reverse are the signs ^ ^
cut in outline. On B.M. 14626

the deceased stands in adoration before Anubis, who is lying on tb.e

top of a four-pillared shrine, with the utchat above him, all the

figures being in relief. On the reverse, which has no comice, is a

scene representing Isis and Xephthj-s seated in the solar boat with

the
^

between them
; the figures and the boat are in relief.

Above the figures is the solar disk with outspread wings, and below
them is a row of lotus flowers and buds in relief. A similar decoration
is found on B.M. 7850, where the flowers are in outline, like the figures

on the obverse and reverse. The porcelain pectorals of the XXVIth
dynasty are of little interest, for the work is poor, and the texts, where
they occur, are full of inaccuracies, having been copied by men
ignorant of what they were writing.

/
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SHAUABTIU OR USHABTIU FIGURES

Shauabti, M^ J ^ J,
is the name that was given

under the XVIIIth and following djmasties to the figure of the

deceased^ which was placed in the tomb in order to perform

certain agricultural labours for the deceased. \'arious explanations

have been given of the name, some connecting it with the verb
“ to answer,” and translating it by “ answerer ” (respondent),

and others holding it to mean a figure made of shauahti wood.^

But as the figure itself must be the Osirian equivalent of the man (or

woman), who was murdered at the burial of a chief in primitive times,

and sent to the Other World to work for his master, it is far more
likely that the name “ shauabti ” represents the word for the

funerary victim in some early African tongue. Be this as it may,
there is no doubt whrd the figure was intended to do for the person

whom it represented, i.e., when it happened that the deceased in

the Other World was called upon to perform any work that was
obligatory, that is to say, digging the furrows, and irrigating the

cultivated plots, and carrying the sand of the East to the West,

it was the duty of the figure to cry out “ Here am I.” ^Moreover,

the figure was not to hearken to anyone except the person whom it

represented, as we see from the inscription first noticed by Erman
and quoted by Borchardt,^ which ends, “ Obey the person who made

thee : obey not his enemies,” ^
-C2>-

The Shauabti figure of the New Kingdom seems to be the equiva-

lent of the personal servant of the deceased, of whom many examples
are found in the tombs of the Old and Middle Kingdoms, But as

no one servant could perform all the work which had to be done
in and about the house of a great official or man of high rank, and
as a nobleman’s household consisted of manv servants, it was con-

sidered necessary to place more than one Shauabti in the tomb of

a king, or nobleman, so that all his needs in the Other World might be
satisfied. Many officials {e.g., Amenhetep and Ankhef-en Khensu)*

^ This appears to be certain from the text on the figure made for

User, son of Oahatu, in the Berlin IMuseum (Xo. 10S14), the inscription on

,vhich begms
tj g SW f) J “

I
i)

jj

<=-

saSsfl’kJb \ t|

^
. See Borchardt, -ieg. Zeit., Bd. XXXII

(1894), p7 117.
- When the figure is made of stone or bronze or faience this argument must

fail, unless we assume that the Egyptians overlooked the incorrect use of the

word.
" Aeg. Zeit., Bd. XXXII (1894), p. 117.
‘ Brit. ilus. 35289, 35290.
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had large boxes full of Shauabtiu buried with them, and they

provided themselves each with 365 Shauabtiu—one for every day in

the year. Seti I seems to have had a supply of figures sufficient for

two years, for Belzoni found over 700 in his tomb at Thebes. It is

a moot point whether many of these were not votive offerings made
by kinsfolk and friends, for there is evidence that, in some cases

at least, the heka, or word of power, which is inscribed upon them,
was recited by one or more of the kinsfolk of the deceased.

Shauabtiu figures are made of plain or zoned alabaster, granite,

basalt, crystalline sandstone, porphyry and diorite limestone, wood,
mud, glazed faience, etc. The Shauabti, later Shabti, was sometimes
laid on the mummy itself, as we see from the mummy of Katebet
in the British Museum, and sometimes it was laid in or by the coffin.

In tombs which contained a large number of figures, probably votive,

they have been found lying scattered about on the floor. The
Shauabti figure is found in tombs of all periods, from the Vlth
dynasty to the Roman Period, but it is almost certain that the

religious views as to its use and importance that prevailed under the

Vlth dynasty were greatly modified when the cult of Osiris became
predominant under the Xllth dynasty. Many of the oldest figures

are uninscribed and their hands are invisible. Under the Xllth
dynasty the name and titles of the person for whom the figure was
made are written or cut upon it, and the arms are crossed at the

wrist, and the palms of the hands lie fiat on the breast. Under the

XVIIIth dynasty the hands are treated differently, and a heka,

which forms Chapter VI of the Theban Recension of the Book of the

Dead, is cut upon the figure. Thus in the limestone Shabti of

Aahmes I, the first king of the dynasty (B.M. 32191), the arms are

crossed at the wrists, and each hand is clenched, as if grasping an
amulet. The hieroglyphic text reads :—

7. (Height, 1 4 ins.)
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In the Shabti figure of Amenhetep II (B.M. 35365) the arms are

crossed as before, but in each hand the king grasps the symbol of

“ life,” . The text reads ; 1."^
J

Mi
3.1( ] = 0

g—

>

I I I

6. 1°^ iJ^;
III

!

*7, ^.^AAl^A

Ci Ci 1 1

1

In the handsome Shabti of Parmer-ahu (B.M. 8703), of about the

same period, the figure has the form of a mummy and no hands are

visible. The text contains some interesting variants, and reads :

—

1 .

w
2.

f

iWWVN

4.

5.

.<s>-

;
i-^ o

? n Dill

7.

o I I I

A \\
^

jr^

1“^ AWV*v\
(SA'VWN
/WvWi.

(1: o

a

G

UK
8 .

-cs>-

Another class of Shabti is illustrated by B.IM. 29403. The
face is broad, the nose large, the lips are full and the chin firm,

and the head-dress is arranged in such a way as to show the ears.

The general appearance suggests that the face was copied from that

of the deceased. On the breast, in low relief, is the figure of a man-
headed hawk, representing the soul. The arms hang by the sides

of the body, and the hands are stretched flat on the thighs, the one
resting on the tet (tstxi ,

and the other on the tet, ©23 . Behind

the left shoulder two hoes, are cut in outline, and behind

the right shoulder a ropework basket (?) is cut in outline. The

usual text fills seven lines, and begins, then follows

a blank space for the name of the deceased, which was not filled in.
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and after it
[

|- This figure probably belongs to the XVIIIth

dynasty, but it is possible that it may be older.

The inscriptions on the fragments of the Shabti figures made
for Amenhetep III show that a text other than the Vlth Chapter of
the Book of the Dead was preferred by him. Thus on B.M. 8690

O (0 cz
the inscription reads :— 1.

2 . 1
I AAAA/V

O

3.

4.

®
I

o
/WWW

: I M /WWVi^^^ A.WW.
( -') /WVWV

A.WW\
i I i

a
1

I I I

III (0

'f| 1 18- The beginnings of these lines were probably

on the upper portion of the figure, which is wanting. It is a curious
fact that the upper parts of the three or four Shabtiu in the
British Museum that were made for Amenhetep III are wanting.

The text of the Vlth Chapter of the Book of the Dead that is

found on the beautiful blue-glazed faience Shabti of Seti I (B.M.
22818) well represents the version current under the XIXth dynasty.
The king is shown wearing the usual royal head-dress, with a uraeus
over the forehead, and a deep collar or breastplate, and wide bracelets
on the wTists. The arms are folded over the breast

;
in the left hand

he holds a hoe, , and in the right hand a hoe and the cord of a

Ml which hangs over his left shoulder.basket (?)

reads

2. Mil

3.

‘•pm

0

<2>-

1C
rwn ]]

The text

ll o

oa <2>-

n lilt: ^
5.

Cslli

o o • O

ex
VWW\
I ! I

7. [the rest is wanting.]

The huge hard sandstone Shabti (B.M. 55485) of the Nubian king
Taharq (the Tirhakah of the Bible) supplies us with the version of
the Vlth Chapter that was accepted at Napata in the Vlllth century
before Christ. This Shabti is 1 foot 8h inches in height. The king
wears a short thick head-dress, with a uraeus over his forehead, and the
ears rest upon the lower part of the head-dress. The face is evidently
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a portrait, but the beard is unusually long. The hands rest upon the

breast, undone grasps a hoe, and the other the string of a bag or

Ijasket, which hangs behind the shoulders. The te.xt reads : 1
. ^ |

TlCiani ^ mij:|

flP m P’lJl

G>
!

^ U
I I 1 A X (WS/W\ U -sa \> <r A> ^ Q /\AA/W

’-XM: Jxrx^'fll

klXX The variants are of interest, and not

the least remarkable are the last two words, “ I am thou,” in which
the figure makes itself identical with the deceased.

Under the XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties the Ushabtiu figures

that w'ere buried with persons of importance were made chiefly of

stone—white, grey, green or black—and when limestone w'as used the

inscriptions were usually coloured red or blue. But a large number
of Ushabtiu were made of wood and Egyptian porcelain, or faience

—

green, or brown, or red-—and a few of bronze (e.g., B.M. 32692, which

bears the name of the royal scribe Ani,
J|

The position of

the hands varies, and sometimes the figure is represented as wearing
the costume of eveiy’day life. A verj' interesting variety of figure is

offered by the small class in which the face and hands are coloured

red and the inscriptions are mitten in brown paint upon a white
or yellowish-white background. A good e.xample is B.M. 53974.

The deceased Tchehuti-mes, ^ j|j
, wears a heavy wig which

falls back, showing the ears, and on his breast hangs a heart amulet,

O
,
and he holds a hoe in each hand. Behind his right shoulder

hangs the basket (?) 1 1( [ 1 1 j | ,
and behind his left is a circle (2),

In B.M. 30004 there is a sort of counterpoise, , on each side of

the basket (?). Ushabtiu made of wood for women sometimes wear
gilded pectorals and bracelets (B.M. 22743), and figures of stone
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also were sometimes gilded in parts. Thus B.M. 24390 has a gilded

face, and there are traces of gold on the main swathings
; it was

made for Ana, ^ ^
^ libationer of Amen,

and it is interesting to note that the inscription begins with the

words Nesu ta hetep,
^ ^ cTd'

*^^’^6ady in the Old Kingdom

the Shabti was sometimes inscribed with a prayer for sepulchral

offerings^ instead of Chapter VI of the Book of the Dead, but it is

possible that such figures were votive offerings made by kinsfolk

or friends of the deceased. The priests, or those who supplied

Ushabtiu figures, kept a number in stock with spaces left blank
in the text for the addition of the name of the purchaser

; compare
B.M. 36434. Under the Priest-kings of the XXlst dynasty the

makers of Ushabtiu succeeded in covering their figures with a

most beautiful blue glaze
;
some of the finest examples of these

bear the names of Princess Nesi-Khensu, Queen Henttaui, Queen
Maatkara, Panetchem and Pankhi. The last two were priests of

Amen-Ra, king of the gods of Thebes. Under the XXVIth dynasty
Ushabtiu hold the hoe and basket and mattock (?) in their hands,

which rest on the breast, and stand on a square pedestal and have a

rectangular plinth down the back ;
many of them were cast in moulds,

and are easily recognized by their light bluish-green colour. The
Ushabtiu of the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods are coarse and badly
made, and the inscriptions are garbled, or are wholly wanting.

USHABTIU IN SMALL SARCOPHAGI AND COFFINS

In most of the great collections of Egyptian antiquities there are

seen a number of wooden Ushabtiu lying in models of sarcophagi or

coffins
;
sometimes both figure and coffin bear inscriptions, and

sometimes the coffin alone is inscribed. In some cases the figure

is swathed in linen, like a mummy, and in others it is bare and lies

upon pads or wads of linen. The earliest examples belong to the

Xllth dynasty, and the latest to the XXth or XXlst. Among
the examples in the British Museum the following are of special

interest. The wooden model coffin B.M. 16007 contains two wooden
Ushabtiu wrapped in a strip of linen on which is inscribed the name

“ Tchehuti-mes,” (Thothmes). On each figure is written

a copy of the version of the Vlth Chapter of the Book of the Dead
which probably dates from the Xllth dynasty, and it is quite clear

that the two figures were expected to dig the furrows, irrigate the

fields and carry sand for the deceased if called upon. But on

1 E.g., B.M. 32556 ^D-•V
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the cover of the cof&n, written in very cursive characters, is an

in which Osirisinscription, beginning with the words
^ ^

is entreated to give to the Ka of the deceased Thothmes ‘

‘ sepulchral

meals, and every good and pure thing whereon the gods live,”

^ ^ ( J^r:, TO Isil
inscription

ends with the statement, i

Q WWV\ ^ n
nf71 1 ' iJ PA

,

“
Behold, it is his sister Antcf who makes his name to iivt

On the model wooden sarcophagus B.M. 21707 there is written

in cursive characters a copy of the version of the Vlth Chapter that

was current early in the XVIIIth dynasty, and at the end of it is

the statement, ” Behold, it is his brother Tetares (?) ^ i|
j|

who makes his name to live.” And the little wooden
B.M. 15765 was made and dedicated to Apu - sa - Khensu,

ftgure

brother Apu-Nefer, Ij

J-

There is no reason to doubt the view expressed by Birch so far back
as 1864,1 .t-];^a.t the Shabti does represent the deceased, and that the

figure was supposed, under the influence of the heka, or word of

power, to perform for him in the Other World whatever work had to

be done there, and, in fact, to serve as his personal servant.- But
when the lady Antef dedicated two figures of her brother Thothmes,
it is clear that she intended each of them to benefit her brother in

some way, and to do work for him
;
or perhaps she meant one to

work for Thothmes and one for his Ka. And when over 700
Ushabtiu were buried with Seti I it is perfectly certain that the

current opinion of the day was that every one of them would do
work for the king in the Other W'orld and form a member of

his personal retinue. But the existence of the models described

above may be explained in another way. Thothmes, the brother

of the lady Antef, may have been drowned, or his bod\' may have
been devoured by wild beasts, and so there was nothing of him to

burjx She therefore had the model sarcophagus and the figures

made, and inscribed, and buried, trusting that the words of power
would be as efficacious as if the body of her brother had been there.

I am informed that in the Semliki Valley and other parts of

Africa, when a body has been wholly destro\-ed and there is

nothing to bury, the kinsfolk take a piece of wood and lay it on
a mud bier, and heap earth over it, and perform over it the funeral

ceremonies that are usually performed over a grave with a dead
body in it.

^ Aeg. Zeit., Bd. II, p. 89.
“ See Borchardt, “ Die Dieuerstatuen ” (in Aeg. Zeit.. Bd. XXXV, 1897,

p. 119).

R
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And here it is convenient to mention the unique blue-glazed

porcelain Shabti figure (height, 9 inches) with coffin of Amen-mes
(length, Ilf inches) which forms one of the most striking objects in

the collection of glazed Egyptian porcelain in the British Museum
(53892) . The deceased wears a wig and collar with a pectoral plaque

inscribed with the name of Amen-Ra, A short cloak covers

his shoulders and upper arms, and his arms hang by his sides, the

extended hands resting upon his thighs. On each wrist is a wide
bracelet. The deceased was a “ king’s scribe and overseer of the

treasury of Amen,”
^ |i|j

^

^
The porcelain coffin

is of the usual anthropoid form common to the period, and a curious

feature of the cover is that the beard is gilded. The figures of the

gods and the inscriptions are in black outline. The hands are

crossed over the breast, the right grasping ^ and the left On
the breast is a seated figure of Nut, with outstretched wings. Down
the front is the inscription, “ Osiris, fan-bearer on the right hand of

the king, king’s scribe, overseer of the Great House, overseer of the

treasury of the sanctuary of Amen, Amen-mes of Thebes,’’
jj^

1

In the panels are figures of the Four Sons of Horus, two figures of

Thoth opening the doors of two of the Four Winds (see Chapter LXI
of the Book of the Dead), and Isis and Nephthys. The inscriptions

mention Geb, Anpu, Tuamutef, Sep, Hapi, etc. On the outside of

the body of the coffin are painted in black outline figures of Nephthys
(at head), Isis (at foot), the Utchats, Mesta, Her-netch-tef, Oebhsenuf,
Anubis, and two figures of Thoth, each opening the door^ of one of

the Four Winds. The text of Chapter VI of fhe Book of the Dead,
which we should expect to find on the figure, is wanting. There is

reason to believe that the coffin and figure were not found in a tomb,
but on the ground under a large heap of sand near the entrance to
the Valley of the Tombs of the Queens. They were probably votive
offerings.

OBJECTS FOR THE TOILET IN THE OTHER
WORLD

In all periods the Egyptians have suffered severelv from disease
of the eyes, and there seems never to have been a time when they did
not apply unguents and medicaments to them to minimize the
effects of the heat and glare of the day and of the bitter cold of the
night. They used many kinds of salves and ointments of a soothing
nature, but these were not sufficient to preserve the eyes from



PI.ATE XXI
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rheum and inflammation, and at a very early period the use of

mineral compounds became common, both among men and women.

The mineral powder in commonest use was
p j1 ^

,

mestem-t,^ the c'TKXX. of the Copts, and the a-rlfifii of the Greeks, or

stibium. This seems to have been a black powder, the sesqui-

sulphuret of antimony, but oxide of copper,
|

natch.

sulphide of lead, and many other substances were used. I brought
home several specimens of the powder which was used in the Sudan in

1905-6, and an expert chemist informed me that the substance was
black oxide of manganese. Mestem-t was used in the countries to the

East of Egypt, and in a painting on a wall in the tomb of Khnemu-
hetep at Bani-Hasan we see a company of the Nomads (Aamu)
bringing a present of it to this nomarch in the reign of Usertsen II.

And it wall be remembered that Jezebel “ set her eyes in stibium
”

(nNJi* airnT II Kings ix, 30), and that the daughter

of Zion was told that her lovers would seek her life, even though
" she rent asunder her eyes with stibium ” (Jeremiah iv, 30), an
allusion to the wide-open appearance which stibium gives to women’s
eyes in the East.

The stibium-pot or tube (or more commonly the kohl-pot, from

the Arabic ) is one of the commonest toilet necessaries

found in the tombs, and the varieties known are many. The simplest

form consisted of a hollow tube of alabaster, steatite, ivory, wood or

glass, from 2 to 6 inches high. A good example in ivory is B.M.
6179 ;

the bone tube with circular bands grooved on the outside

is still filled with the black paste (B.M. 6184). Another interesting

example in bone or ivory is in the form of the god Bes (B.M. 2571).

The god wears a decorated tunic and deep anklets, and stands on a
cluster of lotus flowers. Sometimes a piece of a reed 71 inches

long was used for a tube, and the example B.M. 51068 is inscribed

wvw\ <r <r > ^M AAA/W\ which seems to suggest

that the powder in the tube will make the user to attain to the greatest

beauties of the god Set, who is here drawn with emblems of

on each side of him. The inscription is written within notched
palm branches, indicating length of years, and below the hieroglj’phs

is the sign . In short, it was claimed that the powder in the

tube would give everlasting youth and beauty. Sometimes the

single tube is in the form of a woman wearing a heavy pigtail

(B.M. 2570), and when made of steatite or alabaster it is sometimes

^ Var.
c

Tlie Egyptians seem to have bad a special

preparation, CXHJU. rtKliT'.
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supported by a dog-headed ape (B.M. 26355, 37190). The green-

glazed steatite example B.M. 21895 is being embraced by the arms
and legs of a dog-headed ape. The single glass kohl-tube is well

represented by B.M. 2589, which is in the form of a column with a

lotus capital. Porcelain single tubes are often inscribed, e.g.,

B.M. 27376, which is glazed green and has written upon it in black ink

S
O

I I I

god. Lord of the Two I^ands, Lord of Crowns, Nebkheperura
(Tutankhamen), giver of life for ever.” Another example gives the

prenomen of Tutankhamen and the name of his wife Ankhnesamen,

on ^
I I I

AAA^AA
I

V I i yi

(B.M. 2573). Of the double tube there are

several varieties. Sometimes they are uninscribed and are made of

wood (B.M. 2598). An example in obsidian (B.M. 2599) has on
it a figure of Bes in relief

;
an example in steatite has a flat back

support on which are cut in outline figures of Osiris, Isis and
Nephthys (B.M. 30052) ; and an example in wood (B.M. 37202) is

inscribed with the prenomen of Amenhetep III and Queen Ti,

we have the beautiful example B.M. 22839. The two tubes are in

the form of columns, between which is a triangular shaft, with a

notched collar in which the kohl needle is to rest w'hen not in use.

Each tube had a little rectangular cover which worked on a pivot,

but one of these is wanting. The double tubes held, presumably,
two kinds of eye-powMer, one medicinal and one that w'as applied to

the eyelids as an ornament. Kohl-pots with three tubes are not

common, and the example B.M. 2612 is of unusual interest. It is

made of terra-cotta and is in the form of the triple crown with plumes.

and the front of each crown is decorated with a different linear

design. The kohl-stick, by which the powder was applied to the
eyes, is made of wood, and its head is in the form of the haw k of Horus.
This triple tube was probably made during the Ptolemaic Period,
when the triple crown wns in common use. Of kohl-pots with four

tubes several examples are known, and the example in wood which
was made for the scribe Aahmes (B.M. 27 1 96) gives us an idea of when
the contents of the tubes wnre used. On the back of the plinth is

an inscription w’hich contains a prayer that Amen-Ra will give all

kinds of good and pure things to the Ka of Aahmes, Scribe and

Clerk of the Works,
T Lu 1 AAAAAA 0 f ^

AAVWS

U On the outside of the tube to the
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left of the plinth is inscribed
: ^

!ll

O Fine

eye-paint [for use] every day.

o
G 1 1 1

1

On the front of the next tube we have

T)T»T Q ,
the meaning of which is

that the contents of that tube are to be used from the first month of

the season of Akhat to the fourth month of the same {i.e., from the

end of July to the end of November). On the front of the next tube

' S Uhc s,oQ 0 J J MM
the contents of that tube were to be used from the end of November
to the end of IMarch, i.e., during the whole of the season of Pert.

The inscription on the fourth tube reads :

we have which directs that

rtn

C3a
O and directs that the contents of that tube were

A.WW\

fill ^A^/V'A

to be used from the end of March to the end of July, i.s-, during the

whole of the season of Shemu. Thus we see that the Egyptians
found it necessary to use different medicines for the eyes at different

seasons of the year, in addition to the medicine that had to be used
daily. In the space between the four tubes there is a fifth hole or

tube, which probably contained the common medium for applying

the medicines to the eyes. The kohl-stick stood in a small metal
holder fastened between the two front tubes. In the example
B.M. 2606, which is made of green-glazed steatite, the kohl-stick was
provided with a small hollow between the four tubes. On the

outside of the first tube is the name of the scribe Mes,

and on the outsides of the other three are “ life,”
J

“ happiness,”

and ^ “stability,'' respectively. In a third example (B.M. 18176)

the wooden block containing the four tubes is sunk into a pretty

httle four-legged stand, inlaid with ivory. Another interesting

example of the four-tubed kohl-pot was formerlj’ in the collection of

Lord Grenfell. It was made for the scribe Atef , ffi) 0
^ ^ ,

and was

inscribed with a prayer to Amen-Ra for a “ beautiful (or good) life,

favour and love for the Ka of the follower of his lord, the scribe Atef,”

m n

U LJ
/WWW

I ^ tube contained powder for daily use.

O 1

the second powder that “ opened the eyes,'

the third powder that cleansed (?) the eyes,

fourth powder that removed rheum from them, ^

and the
I I I
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The example in blue-glazed porcelain (B.M. 2611) suggests that

at one period five different kinds of eye-paint were in use, for it

has five distinct tubes. Some Eg\’ptians carried their kohl-tubes

about with them, as we see from B.M. 12539, which is a leather bag.

about 7 inches long, containing parts of three kohl-tubes and
a stick.

The kohl for daih’ use was often kept in a small vase or pot

made of alabaster, haematite and other hard stones, porcelain, glass,

etc. Examples of the rarer kinds of pots are the greenish-blue

opaque glass pot and cover decorated with gold rims (13. AI. 24391) ;

the haematite pot, with a thick band of gold round the top

(B.M. 32151) ;
the purplish-grey marble pot with handles in the form

of heads of uraei (B.1\I. 12753) ; the pot, made of the same material

as the preceding, with handles in the form of dog-headed apes

(B.M. 20759) :
and the almost spherical pot, which has its neck and

cover encircled with gold (B.M. 32150). Kohl-pots in alabaster are

very common, and every large collection of Egyptian antiquities

contains several examples ; the greater number of them appear not

to have been used, and must be regarded as r'otive offerings.

The kohl-stick with which the stibium was applied to the

eyelids was made of wood, bronze, haematite, glass, etc., and the

end that was dipped in the powder was pear-shaped and larger than

the other. This thick end was moistened with water or scented

unguent and then drawn along the eyelid, under the eye -gcs:
,
or

over the eye . When not in use the stick rested either in its

special cavity, or in a metal ring attached to the pot or tube.

The mirror (in Egyptian ^ dnkh-t, or
j
ID .

'f

un-her, J maa-her,
(](]

(or //i, Copt. eiA.X)

was usually made of sheets of copper or very highly refined bronze.

Some mirrors are perfectly circular, others are o\'al, others pear-

shaped, and others have shapes irregular and abnormal. The
pear-shaped bronze mirror B.M. 37176, 10 inches long, has a

wooden handle in the form of the god Bes. The massir'e oval bronze
mirror B.M. 2732 is mounted in a wooden handle, which resembles

the standard on which the gods are repi'esented as

standing. At the top of the handle, close to the bronze, a figure

of the Utchat, , is cut on each side
;
these were inlaid, but the

inlay has fallen out. The massive oval mirror B.M. 38150 is fixed

by a peg into a solid bronze handle, which has the shape of a lotus

column decorated on each side with the head of Hathor in relief, with
the face of a woman and the ears of a cow. Another heavy oval

mirror is pegged into a solid bronze lotus-shaped handle, and has a

Spiegelberg, Kopt. Handworterbuch, p. 24.1 Var.
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figure of the hawk of Horus, on each side of it (B.M. 32583).

A smaller mirror of similar shape, and with a similar handle, rests

between two pairs of uraei, one pair on each side (B.M. 20756).
In B.M. 20773 the handle is made in the shape of a woman with
outspread arms and hands touching the sides of the calix of a lotus.

Of special interest is B.M. 29428. The handle of this weighty
example terminates in a head of Hathor on each side. The goddess's

face is that of a woman with ears showing prominently against the
heavy folds of her wig. From the top of her head springs a pair of

horns, \/

,

and between them rests the disk of copper that forms
the mirror proper, The handle of the little mirror B.M. 2733
is made of wood, and is in the form of one of the steering-poles of

Horus, "ji. One of the oldest examples of the bronze mirror is

B.M. 2736. It is set in a handle of green-glazed steatite, in the
form of a lotus column, and is inscribed with the name of Menthu-

em-hat, the son of Heqab,

It probably dates from the Xllth dynasty. As an example of the

inscribed mirror of a late period may be mentioned B.JI. 51067.

The mirror itself, which is oval and somewhat pear-shaped, is set

between a pair of horns, which project from a double-headed hawk
of Horus

;
the handle is of ivory. On the front of the mirror is

cut in outline a representation of the shrine of Mut, the lady of

heaven. Above the comice of the shrine is a row of uraei wearing

disks, Q n H, and beneath it are three winged disks, on each

side of the door is a lotus column with uraei, and on each side of

the shrine is an Utchat, . The goddess, wearing the crowns of

the South and the North, is seated within the shrine, and before

her stands the deceased lady, o (j>
Tuta (?), the daughter of

Her and Aahertas, offering a mirror (?). Below this shrine are two
lines of hieroglyphs, the general meaning of which seems to be,
“ The follower of Mut, the Eye of Ra, the Lord of heaven, the
Mistress of the gods, made^ this mirror. May she grant life,

strength, health, a long life, and a great old age with happiness, to

Tuta," etc. The te.at reads: 1.
^ ^ ^ C

f[l P A P
’ cases were made of bronze and

wood, and the names of their owners were sometimes inscribed

on the bronze cases, which were usually circular. Sometimes the

^ I.e., she dedicated this mirror to the shrine of Mut as a votive offering.
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wooden cases were made in the form of the solar disk resting on
the horizon, or in the form of Q (B.M. 51063). Examples of

Coptic mirrors and mirror cases will be found in the Coptic

Room in the British Museum (51062-51065).

Tweezers.—Pairs of tweezers, for removing hairs from the face

or other parts of the body, were usually made of bronze, the ends
being, at times, in the form of human hands ; they vary in length

from 2 to 6 inches. Impurities or irregularities in the surface of the

skin were removed by a strigil, or scraper, but ancient Egyptian
examples of the instrument are rare. The iron strigil (B.M. 18181)

probably belongs to the Roman Period. Pumice stone also was
used for removing excrescences from the skin, and for polishing it.

Many examples of hair-pins, and many varieties, are known. They
are usually made of wood, bone, ivory, bronze, etc., and vaiy' in

length and thickness. The heads are often made of gold, or are

decorated with bands of metal, and frequently are in the forms of

birds or animals. The greater number of the hair-pins now known
belong to a comparatively modem period. The tooth-comb was
generally made of wood or bone or ivory, and many examples are

known. The back of a comb with a single row of teeth is often

carved with serrated edges, and its sides are decorated with orna-

mental devices of various kinds. Double combs, i.e., combs with
two rows of teeth, have the teeth of one row thicker and longer

than the other. The large combs that were used for purely decora-
tive purposes and those that were votive offerings terminate in

figures of animals in hollow-work. In 1920 a great number of

wooden Coptic combs were brought to light in Egypt, and a

selection of them is in the British Museum. They vary in length from
7 to 9 inches, and most of them are 3 inches wide

;
at one end the

teeth are fine, and at the other they are coarse. The surface between
the rows of teeth in some is ornamented with rows of annules,
some large and some small, and in others with designs in fretwork.
In one example we have figures of three men and two birds

(B.M. 54475), in a second the figure of a horse (?) eating leaves
from a tree (B.M. 54478), and in a third the figure of a bird which is

probably intended to be a peacock (B.M. 54477). In the last two
examples the figures are cut in a sort of sunk panel.

The toilet-box. It is pretty certain that in all periods toilet-

boxes were placed in the tombs of both men and women of high rank
or of official position

; these, of course, varied in size according to
their contents. The larger boxes were made of wood, either plain or

inlaid with designs in porcelain, ebony, ivory, etc., and the smaller
ones, which in shape much resemble the modern jewel-case, were
made of ivory, ebony and acacia wood. What were the exact
contents of such boxes is not known, unfortunately, and the only
toilet-box that has come down to us with its contents complete is

that of Tutu, the wife of Ani the scribe (B.M. 24708).
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When found the cover was in its place on the box, and was fastened

to it by a papyrus cord which was twnsted round the knob in front

of the box and sealed with a clav seal. The natives who found the

bo.x broke the seal and opened the box because the}- belie\-ed that

there were gold objects, necklaces, etc., inside it, but thev weie dis-

appointed. The inside of the box is divided into four compartments
by wooden divisions, which are ornamented with red wood and
ebony, and these contain (1) a terra-cotta vase, filled with an unguent,
or some substance that took the place of soap, for rubbing over the

body
; (2) two alabaster vases containing unguents, which were

probably scented
; (3) a large piece of pumice stone to be used in

rubbing the skin smooth
; (4) a double stibium tube bound with

leather and provided with two kohl-sticks, or “ needles," as the

Arabs call them, one made of wood and the other of ivory—one
tube probably contained a powder that was to be smeared under
and over the eyes during the Inundation, when the glare is well-nigh

insupportable, and the other a medicinal (mineral ?) powder to be
used during the season when the air is filled with sand and dust

;

(5) an ivory comb, with carved back
; (6) a bronze “ shell ’’ on which

the unguents were to be rubbed down and mi.xed
; (7) a pair of

gazelle-skin sandals, with turned-up toes—the outer skin has been
stained pink

; (8) three little cushions made of papyrus stained red.

These last may have been used for resting the elbows upon.

It has usually been assumed that the Egyptians had no soap, but
in the later period of their history they must have had some good

equivalent, for the word
|

(jij MicJiiy, is found

in demotic papyri, and the same word occurs in Coptic under the

form ^^rtXIp, which is generally translated'- by " soap."

Scented oils, pastes, pomades, lip-salve and hinna. The
Egyptians of all classes were greatly addicted to the use of oils and
unguents, because the anointing of the body with almost any kind
of grease or fat promotes a refreshing feeling of w-ell-being, especially

in hot climates. Oil or unguent for anointing the body was almost
as necessary for the Egt'ptians as food, and the myriacls of unguent
flasks, bottles, jars ancl vases that have been found in the tombs
show they believed that the dead were as much in need of unguents
as the living. The so-called “ cone " which we see on the heads of

the guests, male and female, at a feast, was a contrivance for holding
scented unguent, which, being slowty melted by the heat of the head,
ran down over the hair and dripped on to the shoulders, and so

gradually made its way over all the upper part ol the body. .Many
tribes in the Eastern Sudan at the present day place small receptacles

containing grease on their heads, and let it melt and run over their

shoulders and bodies, in much the same way as the Egyptians did.

' See Spiegelberg, Kopt. Haiidu-'orterbuch, p, 7
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In 1887, at Wadi Halfah, when large tins of soft soap were ser\"ed

out for the use of one of the “ Black ” battalions, the soldier? went
down to the river to bathe and, having well lathered themselves,

each put a lump of soap on the top of his head, and then sat

down in the shallow water in the sun and sang songs. W'hat the

unguents were perfumed with is not known, but it is probable that

any and every strong-smelling vegetable oil or essence known to

the Egyptians was used by them. And no doubt many of the oils

and essences possessed medicinal and curative properties
;
each of

the Seven Holy Oils mentioned on p. 239 must have been a specific

for some ailment. WTiether the Egyptians knew how to prepare

scents, using spirit for the purpose, is not known, but it is probable
that they did not. Evidence supplied by mummies and by drawings
proves that the Egj'ptian lady reddened her lips with some substance,

but no sample of red lip-salve seems to have been found in the

tombs. It is equally certain that she stained the nails of her fingers

and toes with hinnd f {Lausonia i)iennis), but how the

tincture was made is not known. The unguent that was placed in

jars in the tombs has now the appearance of a brown thick viscous

substance, and specimens of it which are still liquid can be seen in

the alabaster vases B.M. 4501, 21981 and 4500; in the last-men-

tioned it has percolated through the pot, which is now stuck tightly

to the mount. A specimen of the substance, but quite dry and hard,

is preserved in B.M, 4654, and the alabaster bottle B.M. 36384 also

contains an unguent.

BEADS AND NECKLACES, RINGS, BRACELETS, ETC.,

FOR USE IN THE OTHER WORLD
The enormous numbers of beads of almost every kind found in

the tombs of all periods pro\ e that they were highly prized as orna-

ments by the Egyptians. They occur in many shapes—round, oval,

rectangular, both square and oblong, celt-shaped, tube-shaped, etc.

—

and they were made of diorite, jasper, mother-of-emerald, lapis-

lazuli, crystal, amethyst, sardonyx, onyx, carnelian, agate of various

kinds, sard, garnet, haematite, porcelain, glass, gold, silver, and
even of clay and straw. Strung as necklaces they were worn by
the living and the dead. And wdien figures of the gods and sacred

animals, and amulets, and pendants of certain shapes, which were
made of certain materials, were interspersed among them, such

collections, or necklaces, were supposed to bring protection and
w'ell-being to their wearers. Every stone was believed to possess a

certain magical power or influence wdiich it never failed to make
operative when it was addressed in the proper manner, or when it

was cut into a certain form, or had divine words of power cut upon
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it. In primitive times, before men found out how to perforate them,
beads were pressed in rows into bands or collars of mud laid upon
the breast, and from this arrangement the necklace developed.

Under the Ancient and ivliddle Kingdoms beads were generally made
of crystal, carnelian, amethyst and agate of various kinds, but the

arts of the lapidary and jeweller culminated under the Xllth
dynasty. The necklaces and bead-work ornaments in general of

this period remain unsurpassed in fineness of work, beauty of design,

and good taste. An examination of the plates in dc 3Iorgan’s

Fouilles a Dahchour, Vienna, 1903, and Vernier’s Catalogue, Cairo,

1908, will afford abundant proof of this statement. Under the

XVIIIth dynasty the pendants and other additions to the beads
were made of gold, and in some cases (B.M. 14693) all the beads
and the attachments by which they were fastened round the neck
were made of gold. Another example of a necklace of gold beads
is B.^I. 3075

;
the centre pendant is in the form of a heart. Neck-

laces made of carnelian beads with gold pendants were popular at

this period. In one example (B.M. 3081) the pendants are in the

form of crocodiles and leaves, the centre pendant being inlaid with

lapis-lazuli. In another (B.JI. 14694) the carnelian beads are cut

into facets and the pendants are in the form of
J,

meaning

“ good luck
; and in a third (B.M. 30355) the gold pendants are

in the forms of a lotus and a hawk (the central one). In another
necklace the beads are made of chalcedony and lapis-lazuli

;
each

is in the form of a celt and has a fiat band of gold round the thickest

part (B.M. 24772). In B.M. 3077 gold shells are ranged at intervals

among the beads, and the gold pendants are in the form of the
lock of hair—which is symbolic of youth—and hsh. From the centre

pendant, a lotus flower inlaid with green and red stones, hangs a

sub-pendant in gold signifying a “ hundred thousand
^ r

years.” In many necklaces the pendant nefer, is very common,

but it is often mixed with beads of a much later period (B.M. 18172) ;

this is due to modern stringing. In some of the best necklaces

both beads and pendants are made of the same material. In
B.M. 3097 the beads are made of dark carnelian and the pendants of

light carnelian, the latter having the forms of the foot and leg Ij

,

the hand the face the utchat
,
the bee (or hornet)

, the fish and the nefer In the Graeco-Roman

Period necklaces made of glass beads with gilded insides were ^'er\'

popular, and of these B.M. 35119 is a good example. In the same
period the ends of long oval beads w'ere often set in little caps of

gold, and a central bar with a pendant and gold bosses set with
stones hanging from it is often seen (B.M. 24772). Necklaces made
of porcelain beads glazed in various colours were very common in
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all periods, but to give anjdhing like an adequate description of

them a volume would be necessarj^. In the late Roman Period

glass and gold were the materials chiefly used for beads.

Rings were made of gold, silver, bronze, camelian, agate of

various kinds, green and blue-glazed porcelain, etc. Interesting

examples^ in gold are : IMassive gold ring with bezel in the form of

a cylinder of blue glass set in a gold mount (B.M. 2922). Gold ring

with the signs
| ^

repeated several times on the outside in

gold wire after the manner of the modern West African “ Zodiac ”

rings
;
the is inlaid with lapis-lazuli (B.M. 54533). Massive

gold ring inscribed with the prenomen of Amenhetep IV,
I V—

y

J
® w I

I I I

(®-^- 37644). Gold ring with blue

glass scarab in a gold frame set as a bezel
;
the inscription reads

;

“ Maatkara (Hatshepsut), flesh and bone of Amen-Ra ”

(|
(B.M. 2933). Thick hoUow gold split ring with the

cartouche > in wire-work in a rectangiflar

cavity (B.M. 54459). Gold ring with rectangular bezel with a

human-headed hawk inlaid (B.M. 20871). Gold ring with rect-

angular bezel in lapis-lazuli inscribed with the figure of a

man-headed lion, wearing the crown and trampling upon

a prostrate foe. On the obverse and reverse are the names and

rwi
titles of Thothmes III,

'0 1 J ^ Q ^
(B.M. 4349). Gold ring with rectangular bezel on which are cut

figures of two gods adoring the cartouche of Amenhetep II

O and between them the sign
J

(B.M. 54549).

Massive gold ring inscribed with the name of the

of Ra, Ptolemy, living for ever, beloved of Ptah,”

son
O

with stamp inscribed .<s>- srA:vT

(B.M. 36468). Gold ring

Gold ring of the Ptolemaic Period with figures of Isis (?), Osiris (?)

and Sarapis (B.M. 2965). In silver may be noted the ring with
large, circular bezel stamp of a priest and libationer with two

1 See Section III, Signet-rings and stamps, in Hall, Catalogue of Egyptian
Scarabs, p. 273 ff.
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cartouches, Shashanq and Psemthek,

(B.M. 24777). Examples in sard and

carnelian are: A large ring inscribed (B.H. 17772) ; a

ring with a figure of Isis cut on the bezel (BAI. 29036) ;
a small

ring with cut on the bezel (B.M. 54604) ; others inscribed with

the figure of a fish (BAI. 5460), and with the title “ Mut lady of

heaven and the Two Lands,” • The bezel of the

chalcedony ring (B.AI. 54605) is inscribed with a flower. Under
the XVIIIth dynasty a large number of pretty blue and green

glazed porcelain rings were produced, and those with hollow-

work bezels are specially interesting. Sometimes the figure

represented is Thoueris (B.M. 54556), sometimes Osiris with figures

of Isis and Nephthys in a boat (B.M. 54594), but usually the subject

chosen is floral in character (B.M. 3071). There are many varieties

of porcelain rings with solid bezels, and on these we have floral

devices (B.M. 54575), or a raised ornament (B.5I. 54576), or the

utchat (B.M. 54574), or stamped inscriptions (B.M. 24179)

relating to the cult of Amen-Ra, or to the Disk
||

(B.M. 27386). 5Iany rings, in addition to the common decoration of

lotus buds, have on them the figure of a cat with several kittens

(B.M. 17842, 54645), or an ichneumon (B.M. 21931), or a hawk
(B.M. 24762), or an aegis of Bast (B.M. 3064, 3063, 29032), or of a

goddess wearing the double crown ^ (B.51. 54644). Among

the glazed porcelain rings are several examples that have attached
to them an elongated stamp-seal, which when the ring was worn
must have covered the upper parts of three or four fingers. One of

these, a fine example in a rich blue-coloured glaze, was evidently

worn on New Year's Day, for the inscription reads, " May every year

begin (or open) happily,” AJ/ ^
^read cij

J
(B.M. 36459).

Another class records the names and titles of ” Amen-Ra. Governor
of the Companj" of the gods, great god, lord of heaven, giver f'f life

and happiness,” tCb J zl
^

(B.5I. 29220).

And yet another class records the name and titles of the godde^^^
“ Mut, the lady of heaven. Mistress of the gods. Lady of .Lshcr,”

^
®

1
-

(B.M. 36458, 28467). The ring in hard green stone (B.M. 54340,
has a bezel in the form of a cartouche inscribed with the following
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signs: it is the work of the

Saite or of a later period.

The ancient Egyptians, like their modern successors, and Africans
generally, wore armlets, bracelets and anklets made of gold or
silver, sometimes inlaid with turquoise, garnets, carnelians and other
coloured stones, and lapis-lazuli and the paste made from it, and
ivory. Some of the bracelets made under the XVIIIth dynasty
were very heavy, e.g., those of Queen Hatshepsut, each of which
weighed more than half a pound avoirdupois. I\Ien as well as
women wore beautiful bracelets, as we see from the monuments. A
handsome product of the goldsmith’s art is the pair of gold bracelets,

inlaid with lapis-lazuli and lapis-lazuli paste (B.iM. 14594, 14595). The
centres are decorated with figures of Harpokrates sitting on a lotus

flower between two uraei wearing disks. Inside is cut an inscription

in hieroglyphs stating that these bracelets were made for the “ princess
Patareshnes, the daughter of the chief of all the bowmen Nemareth,
whose mother was the daughter of the great chief of the Libyan

,, 0 O n aJj* ,41 „ I
'•W'' <=>

Q-GSGrt, J, /VyWA
I j

•—**— 1 N (VWW"' i ^ <4^Til III 1 'm \

^
\ _> g=>

Nemareth was the

descendant in the fifth generation of Buiu-uaua, a Libyan prince,

and the father of Shashanq (Shishak of I Kings xiv, 25), King of

Eg\"pt about B.c. 966.

THE CYLINDRICAL SEAL OR SEAL-CYLINDER

The cylindrical seal was in use in Egypt before dynastic civilization

began, and there is good reason for believing that it is of indigenous
origin

;
but when it first made its appearance cannot be said. It

was thought at one time that the Egyptians borrowed it from the
Babylonians, but the discovery of cjdindrical seals made of wood
and ivory in pre-dynastic graves makes this view untenable. The
Egyptians and the Babydonians may ha\’e borrowed it from the same
source, but there is no evidence to show that either nation borrowed
it from the other. The oldest seal-cylinders are made of wood or

ivory, but steatite w’as soon found to be more durable, and the
greater number of those that were made after the \Tth dynasty
were of glazed or unglazed steatite. A few are known of copper, and
a few are made of a blue paste composition. They" vary' ™ length
from half or three-quarters of an inch to nearly four inches in length,

and in their diameter, which is usually'- uniform throughout, from a
quarter of an inch to nearly one inch. They are usually' pierced like

bugle-beads, for they were carried on a string or wire, and w'hen
unpierced a small hollow was made at each of the flat ends to catch
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the ends of a clip which serv’ed as a holder. Wdien the seal-cylinder

was first used by pre-dynastic sealers it was rolled over moist mud by
the flat of the hand, but their successors found that they obtained

a better and more even impression if thej’ inserted a metal rod in

the cylinder and held that tightly at each end when they rolled

the cylinder over the mud placed to receive the impression. Some
of the seal-cylinders of the Vlth dynasty resemble sections of copper
tubes, and it is possible that they had cores that fitted into some kind
of frame. A picture of the seal-cylinder being rolled over the mud
is preserved in the hieroglyph Q , shen, the circle representing the

end of the cylinder, and the line the mud. The Egyptians of the

Old Kingdom seem to have thought that this sign represented a

signet ring, as have some modem Egyptologists, and later it was
regarded and treated as the bezel of a ring.^ The seal-cylinder was
sometimes kept in a box, but it was more commonly attached by the

rod inside it, or by its frame, when it had one, to a string or necklace

and w’orn by the owner. The seal with its string or necklace is

represented by the hieroglyphs Q and
;
the phonetic value of

the former is kheteni, ^ Q , and the word means both the seal

and the impression, but the value of the latter seems to be unknown.
The finest and handsomest seal-cylinders were made under the Mth,
Xllth and Xlllth dynasties. The use of them decayed under the

New Kingdom, but it was revived under the XXVIth dynasty.

Reproductions of all the important seal-cylinders will be found in

Hall, Catalogue, p. 261 ff., and Newberry, Scarabs, pll. II-VIII.

THE SCARAB

Scarab (also Scarabe and Scarabee)- is the name given bj' Egypto-

logists to the model of a certain beetle, of which myriads of examples

of various sizes and of various materials have been found in mummies,
and coffins, and tombs, and in the ruins of temples and other buildings

in Egypt. They ha\'e also been found in other countries, the inhabi-

tants of which from a remote period had trading and other relations

with the Egyptians. The name is derived from the Latin scarabaeus

or scarabetis, a beetle of the genus Lamellicorn ; the Greek name of

this beetle is KdpajSot;, and the forms (yKapd^eio<i and u/edpafio^ are

said to be of doubtful authenticity. The particular beetle of which
the Egy'ptians made so many myriads of models belongs to the famil}'

called by naturalists Scarabaeidae (Coprophagi, or dung-feeders) of

which Scarabaeus sacer is the type. What views the primitive

^ Hall, Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs, p x.
- ^ plurals compare “ Battening like .scarabs in the dung of peace,"

Massinger, Duke of Milan. III. 1 ;
and “ You are scarabees that batten in

her dung,” Beaumont and Fletcher, Elder Biolhcr. 1\', 1 ; and “ I scorn all

earthly dung-bred scarabies,” Drayton, Idea. XXXI.
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Egyptians held concerning this beetle we do not know, and judging
by the descriptions of it which we find in the vrorks of certain Greek
writers, the Greeks cannot have had any real knowledge of this beetle’s

ways and habits. Aelian, who calls it KavOapo^^ says that it had no
female, a6rj\v fwoc iaTi (De Nat. Animal. X, XV, ed. Didot,

p. 172), and Porphyry says that all the beetles were males KuvOapo^
yap Tra? apprjv {De Ahstinentia, IV, 9. cd. Didot, p. 74). According
to Horapollo, the Eg\’ptians, when they wished to write the
expression “ only-begotten.” drew the picture of a beetle

KavOopov ^a)ypa<pov(Tt,, for the creature is self-produced,

being unconceived by a female, povoyevlq p.ev on avToyei/e^ ecttl to

^woi', VTTO dpXeia'i p,lj KvocpopovpLei’ov. The beetle also represented
"generation,” "father,” "world” and “man,” and Horapollo goes
on to say that when the male is desirous of procreating, he takes
some ox dung and shapes it into a spherical form like the world.
He next rolls it from east to west, looking himself towards the east.

Having dug a hole, he buries the ball in it for twenty-eight days
;
on

the twenty-ninth day he opens the ball and throws it into the water,
and from it the scarabaei come forth. The idea of generation arises

from its supposed acts. The scarabaeus denotes a father because
it is engendered by a father only, and ivorld because in its generation
it is fashioned in the form of the world, and man because there is no
female race among them. There are three species of scarabaei.

The first has the form of a cat and has thirty toes, which correspond
to the thirty days of the month. The second has two horns and is in

the form of a bull, and was associated with the moon, and the third

has only one horn, and, like the ibis, was associated with Mercury.^
The scarabaeus, as an “ only begotten ” creature, seems to have
attracted the notice of Christian writers, and one of them likens it

to Christ as the Only begotten of His Father.-

On the whole, modern naturalists, until comparatively lately,

seem to have been inclined to accept many of the statements
about the scarabaeus sacer made by ancient writers. Latreille, in

the Appendix to Cailliaud’s Voyage d Me'roe, Paris. 1823-27,
identified the scarabaeus sacer with the species that he named
Ateuchus Aegyptioruni or fjXioKdvOapo^.^ )Mr. J. O. Westwood

^ Horapollinis Niloi Hicroglyphica, ed. Leemans, Amsterdam, 1835, p. 11.
2 See the exposition of St Luke's Gospel by Ambrose, Bishop of Milan

{Opera, Paris edition, 1686, tom. I, col. 1528, No. 113), “ Vermis in cruce :

scarabeus in cruce : et bonus vermis qui haesit in ligno bonus scarabeus
qui clamavit e ligno. Quid clamavit > Domine, ne statiias itlis hoc peccatum.
Clamavit latroni : Hodie mecuni eris in paradiso. Clamavit quasi scarabeus :

Dens, Deiis mens, quarc me dereliqiiisti ? Et bonus scarabeus qui lutum
corporis nostri ante informe ac pigrum virtutum versabat vestigiis : bonus
scarabeus, qui de stercore erigit pauperem,”

® Tom. II, p. 311. “Get insecte est d'un vert parfois eclatant ;
son

corselet est nuance d’une teinte cuivreuse a reflet metallique.” Compare
.yelian, De Nat. Animal. IV, 49; Aristotle, Hist. Animal IV 7- Pliny
Nat. Hist., XI, 20 ff. and XXIX, 6.

j
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said^ that the species were usually black, but that among them
were some that were adorned with the richest metallic colours.

Having described the peculiarity of the structure and situation of

the hind legs, he points out that this peculiar formation was most
serviceable to its possessors in rolling the balls of excrementitious

matter in which they enclose their eggs
; whence these insects were

named by the first naturalists “ Pilulariae.” These balls are at

first irregular and soft, but by degrees, and during the process of

rolling along, become rounded and harder
;

they are propelled by
means of the hind legs. These balls are from 1-1 inches to 2 inches

in diameter, and in rolling them along the beetles stand almost
upon their heads, with them turned from the balls. These
manoeuvres have for their object the burying of the balls in holes,

which the insects have previously dug for their reception
;
and it is

upon the dung thus deposited that the larvae, when hatched, feed.

It does not appear that these beetles have the instinct to distinguish

their own balls, as they will seize upon those belonging to another,

in case they have lost their own ; and, indeed, it is said that several

of them occasionally assist in rolling the same ball. The males as

well as the females assist in rolling the pellets. They fly during the

hottest part of the day.

With this evidence from an expert naturalist before him the

Egyptologist, in dealing with the scarab, was obliged to say that

the dung-feeding beetle which it represented collected a ball of

excrementitious matter, and that, having rolled it into a pit which
it had prepared to receive it, the beetle laid eggs in the ball, which
the larvae fed upon when they were hatched out. And this the
Egyptologist continued to say until J. Henri Fabre published his

monograph on the " Sacred Beetle,”^ when he learned that the habits

and customs of the scarahaeiis sacer had been wrongly described both
by ancient and modern writers. A brief summary of M. Fabre’s

account of this beetle may well be given here. The sacred beetle, the
biggest and most famous of our dung-beetles, is black, and his long
legs move wdth awkward jerks, as though driven onward by some
internal mechanism. When he comes to feed, his little red antennae
unfurl their fan—a sign of anxious greed. The edge of his broad flat

head, or shield, is notched with six angular teeth arranged in a semi-
circle. This is used as a digging-tool, and also as a rake for scraping
together the matter which suits him best when he is selecting the
material for the maternal ball. When he is collecting for his own
needs he is less careful, and he scrapes stuff together with his notched
shield more or less at random. The forelegs play a great part in

the work. They are flat, bow-shaped, supplied with powerful

^ An Introduction to the Modern Classification of Insects, London, 1839,
\'ol. I, p. 204 ff.

- See Souvenirs Entomologiques, Vols. I and V, and the English transla-
tion by A, Teixeira de Mattos, The Sacred Beetle and others, London, 1919.
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nervures and armed on the outside with five strong teeth. When
he wishes to remove an obstacle or clear a space he flings his

toothed legs to right and left with an energetic sweep. The legs

then collect the stuff which is raked together by the shield and push
it under the insect’s belly, between the four hinder legs. These
legs are long and slender, especially the last pair, slightly bowed
and finished with a very' sharp claw. They serve as compasses,

and are capable of embracing a globular body in their curved branches
and of verifying and correcting its shape. Their function is, in

fact, to fashion the ball. They heap the material under the body of

the insect and impart to it their own curve and give it a preliminary

outline. The roughly shaped mass is turned from time to time, and
turns round under the beetle’s belly until it is rolled into a perfect

ball. The ball varies in size from that of a walnut or small apple to

that of a man’s fist.

Having made the ball of food which he intends to eat, he clasps

it with his two long hind legs, the terminal claws of which, planted
in the mass, serve as pivots. He obtains a purchase with the middle
pair of legs, and using his toothed fore-arras as levers, he moves
backwards, with his body bent, his head down and his hind-quarters

in the air. The rear legs move backwards and forwards continually

and, the claws shifting to change the axis of rotation, they keep the

load balanced and push it along by alternate thrusts to right and
to left. Sometimes the beetle will try to roll his food-ball up a slope,

and in doing so will make a false step, when the ball will slip out of his

grip and roll down to the place whence it started. But nothing
daunts the beetle, and he will try and try, ten and even twenty times,

to roll it up the slope before he abandons the slope and chooses
another path. Sometimes two beetles will be seen pushing the same
ball

;
but this does not represent a partnership between the sexes,

nor community of family, nor community of labour, but an attempt
at robbery. The beetle that com.cs to help intends to steal his

neighbour’s ball. IM. Fabre tells us that he has seen one beetle come
and knock down the beetle which was rolling along his ball and seize

the ball by leaping upon it. The owner of the ball could do nothing
but turn his ball round and round, which caused the robber to

fall off on the ground. The robber and the robbed then began to

fight each other, and on several occasions the latter was defeated
and his bail carried off by the robber in triumph. Sometimes a
second robber came and robbed the robber. Fabre’s conclusion
is that theft is a general practice among the scarabaei. The hole
which the beetle prepares for his food-ball is a shallow cavity
about the size of the fist : it is dug in soft earth, usually in sand,

and communicates with the outside by a short passage just wide
enough to admit the ball. When the ball is in the cavity, the beetle

goes in and stops up the entrance and then devotes all his energies to

devouring the ball. When the ball is eaten, the beetle comes out
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from the cavity and looks about him until he can find another patch
of dung from which to make another ball. The beetle feasts in

this way from May to June, and then buries himself in the cool

earth until the first autumn rains come, when he leaves his refuge

and comes out and makes preparations for reproducing his species.

M. Eabre has proved once and for all that the balls which beetles

roll along are balls of food, and that they nex'er contain the eggs of

the beetle. How was it, then, that ancient writers were led to believe

that they did ? This question is answered by M. Fabre, who tells

us that the female beetle fashions the food for the larva into a pear-

shaped mass, and that in this the insect deposits her egg, not eggs.

This “ pear ” is found in a space underground which the beetle

excavates, and it is reached by means of a shaft about 4 inches deep
and a horizontal gallery. This crypt acts as an incubator, for the

rays of the sun strike the ground only a few inches above the “ pear.”

In shape and size this ‘‘ pear ” resembles the little Midsummer’s
Day pears which delight the children of Southern Europe

;
the

largest is about If inches in length and the smallest
1 J inches. The

surface is even and is glazed with a thin layer of red earth, and the

outer layer soon becomes as hard as wood. The mother beetle does

not place her egg in the large round part of the pear, where we should

expect to find it, but in the narrow part of the pear, in the neck,

right at the end. In this neck is a niche with polished and shiny

walls, and this is the hatching chamber of the egg. The egg is

10 millimetres long and 5 millimetres wide in the widest part. It

is white in colour, and only the rear end, which adheres to the top
of the niche, touches the walls of the niche. The larva, or grub,

appears from 6 to 12 days after the egg is laid, and it begins

to feed upon the floor of its niche, i.e., the ” pear ” at the bottom of

the neck. It has a fine white skin with pale slate-coloured reflections

proceeding from the digestive organs. It is bent into the form of a

broken arch or hook, and at the bend the third, fourth, and fifth

segments of the abdomen swell into an enormous hump, and the

creature looks as if it were carrving a knapsack. Its head i' 'mall,

slightly convex, bright red in colour and studded with a fe'v pale

bristles. In due course the grub sheds its skin and becomes a

nymph, and M. Fabre says; ” There are very few inhabitants (>f the

insect world that can compare for sober beauty with the delicate

creature which, with wing-cases recumbent in front of it like wide
pleated scarf and forelegs folded under its head like tho'e of the

adult beetle when counterfeiting death, calls to mind a mummy
kept by its linen bandages in the approved hieratic attitude. Semi-
transparent and honej'-yellow, it looks as though it were carc’ed from
a block of amber. Imagine it hardened in this state, minerali.zed,

rendered incorruptible
; it would make a splendid topaz gem.”^

' Sacred Beetle, translation, p. 98.
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An examination of the n5rmph showed il. Fabre that the fore-limbs

lack the tarsi which the remaining legs possess, and that the toothed
limb ends bluntly, without any trace of a terminal appendage.
In the others the tarsus is easily distinguishable. The sacred

beetle is born maimed
; his mutilation dates from the beginning.

Further observation showed M. Fabre that the nymph occupied
28 days, as Horapollo said, in assuming his final shape as a beetle.

Horapollo said that the creature obtained its release from its hard shell

through the action of its mother, who threw it into water, whereby
the shell became dissolved

;
but in this he was wrong. It is true

that the shell was drenched with water, but the water that drenched
it was the rain, which soaked through the earth into the hollow in

which the “ pear ” was hidden, and dissolved it. The young and
perfect beetle made its way along the horizontal passage, and up
through the shaft to the surface of the ground, where it at once began
to collect food for itself and to fashion a dung ball after the manner
of its forbears. With the above facts before us we can see now why
Horapollo and other ancient writers made so many mistakes in

describing the scarabaeiis sacer. They mistook the ball of food for

the “ pear,” of which they knew nothing, and therefore could not
deduce the existence of the mother-beetle. Horapollo somehow knew
that the beetle deposited only one egg in the ball {i.e., “pear”)
and therefore called that egg the “ only-begotten ”

;
but as a matter

of fact the scarabaeus deposits a single egg in each of several balls

{i.e., “pears ”) in a season. The existence of the larva was wholly
unknown to Horapollo, Aelian and Porphyry, and none of them
realized that when two or more beetles were seen rolling along the
food-ball each beetle was watching his opportunity to steal the
ball for himself.

The reverence shown by the Egyptians to the scarab as an emblem
of incarnation of the Creator of the universe was not shared by neigh-
bouring nations. Thus Physiologus, after describing how scarabs
roll up their eggs in balls of dung, and how they push them backwards
and how the young, having come to life, feed upon the dung in which
they are hatched, goes on to say that we may learn of a certainty
that scarabs are heretics who are polluted by the filth of heresies”;

that these balls, which are formed of filth and nastiness, and which
they roll backwards and not forwards, are the evil thoughts of their

heresies, which are formed of wickedness and sin, and which they roll

against mankind, until they become children of error, and by being
participators in the filth of their heresies they become other beings
like unto them (Land, Anecdota Syriaca, tom. IV, p. 77, cap. 56).

And the ignorance of the habits and manner of life of the scarabaeus,
which is displayed by certain Syrian writers of repute upon natural
history, is astounding

;
here is a specimen :

“ The scarabaeus receives

conception through its mouth, and when it comes to bring forth, it

gives birth to its young through its ears. It has the habit of stealing.
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and wherever it hnds small things, and things of gold and silver, it

takes them and hides them in its hole. And if it finds pulse in the

house, it takes it and mixes it up with other things, and [it mixes]

chick-peas with beans, and beans with lentils, and rice with millet

and wheat, and everything which it finds it mixes together in the

place where it hides itself. Thus it does the work of the cooks who
mix such things together to make to stumble those who buy pulse

at the shops. And if any man takes notice of it and smites it, it

takes vengeance upon his clothing. If having collected pieces of

money and taken them forth to the race-course to play with them,
they be taken away from it, it wanders about, and turns hither and
thither, and if it finds them not it straightway kills itself.”^

And Bar-Hebraeus, commenting in on Psalm

Ixxviii, 45, and referring to the words ~ ocraA^^ rix-

_ caK* (Heb. ITi’ he sent among them the

gad-fly, LXX, 'JL^aTrearecXei’ eh avTov<; Kwonviav). “he sent against

them crowds of insects and they devoured them,” includes the scarab

OaOikSim) plur. plur. among

noxious creatures like dog-flies, scorpions, ants, etc., . en .

rclala. •kao.'i r^CU ,
r^ass.io

The texts afford abundant proof that from the earliest times the

scarabaeus sacer was associated in the minds of the Egyptians with

the Sun-god, by whatever name he was called. It is clear that this

association had a rehgious significance, and the name of the insect

in Egyptian, Kheprera, ^ ^ ^ suggests

what that significance was. The root of this name is hheper, ^
,

or ^ <=>, or meaning “ to come into e.xistence, to become.

to take birth, to spring into being,” and the god of which this

orbeetle was an incarnation was called Kiiepera, ^ <=

^ (j
i.e., “ the god who came into being ” [of and by

himself]. This god is often depicted with a beetle on his head, or

with a beetle, with or without outstretched wings, instead of a head.

He came into being in primeval time when nothing but himself

existed, and was self-produced and self-existent. By an effort of

his will he created the sun, and heaven, and earth, and the gods, and

men, and evert’ animate creature, and everything inanimate. The

‘Ahrens, Das Buck dev Xaimgcgcnstdude, text, p. 41, translation, p. 62.
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creation of this universe began, it was thought, when the ball of the

sun appeared above the horizon, and in one way or another all life

sprang from and depended upon that ball. Primitive man in the Nile

Valley marvelled at the sight of the solar ball mounting up in the sky
and then rolling across it to the place where it rolled dowm below
the horizon and disappeared. By some reasoning, to us inexplicable,

he associated it with the balls of dung which he saw the dung-beetles

rolling along the ground in the spring and summer. He knew that

young beetles appeared on the earth, and he assumed that they came
out of the balls which the full-grown beetles made, for he knew
nothing about the grub and the larva of the beetle. Life came out

of the ball of the beetle, and life came out of the solar ball in the sky,

which was also rolled along, therefore the roller of the solar ball

must be a beetle, and from first to last a god who had the form of a

beetle was declared by the Egyptians to be the creator of the universe.

Khepera was a very ancient form of the Sun-god. whose cult at an
early period extended from one end of the Nile ^'alley to the other,

and it may well be the oldest of all the solar cults in Egypt. The
use of the scarab as a religious amulet does not begin with the intro-

duction of the worship of Ra into Egypt, as some have supposed, for

the cult of the scarab is indigenous, being probably of Sudani origin,

whilst that of the man-god Ra was brought from the East, and did

not become predominant in Egypt until the IVth or Vth dynasty.
The Egyptian wore the scarab amulet at first with the idea of

equipping himself with the power of the great Sky-beetle, and as a

protection against evil, visible and invisible
;
and it gave him life

and health and strength daily. Soon, however, he connected in his

mind the daily course of the sun with the period of his own life, and
the sunset with the death of his mortal body. But the sun derived
power from the great Sky-beetle to rise again daily, and the Egj'ptian
argued, “ Why should not the beetle which I wear, if placed on my
dead body, give it power to rise again ? " In this way the ideas of

resurrection and renewed life became associated with the beetle,

and men began to attach scarabs to the dead, and to bury them in

the tombs, with the view of preventing the death of the deceased
from being eternal.

The Egyptians selected two kinds of beetles as originals for the
copies or models of them which they made, namely, the scarabaeus
sacer and the Goliathus Atlas. The former is the type of the
thousands of scarabs that exist in our great collections, and the
latter is that which is copied in the heart scarabs. A specimen of the
Goliathus caught by Dr. Junker was 10 cm. (4 in.) long and 4| cm.
(nearly 2 in.) wide. The wing-cases were brown, the thorax was
black with white bands, and the sides of the abdomen and the legs

were of a dark olive-green colour. ^ Sir Harry Johnston says that
the Ceratorrhina goliath was much used in native medicine and

^ Travels in Africa, Vol. II, p, 450.
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sorceryT It appears early in August in large numbers, and dis-

appears when the rains cease
;

it makes a ball as large as an apple.-

Livingstone, knowing nothing about the “ pears ” in which the

mother-beetle deposits her eggs, says that whilst the larvae are

growing they feed upon the balls of dung.® He thought that the

natives connected this beetle with ancestor worship because he saw
a large beetle hung up before a figure in a spirit-house of a burnt and
deserted village.^ The modem Sudani women eat beetles and say

that they make them prolific, and the ancient Egyptians used the

shell of a beetle mixed with oil, etc., as a medicine to assist a woman
in labour to give birth to her child. “

Scarab amulets were made of almost every kind of material

—

wood, hard stone, steatite, ivory, glazed faience or Egyptian porcelain,

iron, etc.
;
they vary in length from half an inch to about two inches.

The earliest scarabs made were used as amulets and nothing else, but
when the Egyptians began to make them is not known. Many
scarabs of undoubtedly ancient workmanship have been found bearing

on their bases the name of Khufu (Kheops), Khafra (Khephren),

Menkaura (ilycerinus), kings of the IVth dynasty and builders of

pyramids, and of Unas, a king of the Vth or Mth dynasty. This

fact has led many to assume that these scarabs were made under the

Old Kingdom, but all the known facts go to show that all the scarabs

bearing these names were made at a much later period. There is

nothing surprising in this. The names of the great kings were
regarded and used as “ words of power ” under the New Kingdom,
and probably earlier, and the scarab-makers of the Saite Period might
well consider the names of the builders of the three great pyramids
at Gizah as eminently suitable for talismanic inscriptions. But
why the name of Unas should have been considered to be a “ word of

power ” is hard to understand.® A few scarabs are known which seem

^ George Grenfell, in Bentley, Pioneering on the Congo, Vol. II, p 944 ;
and

see Vol. I, p. 405.
- Baker, Albert Xyanza, p. 240.
“ Travels, p. 24.
Last Journals, Vol. II, p. 27.

’ Ebers Papyrus, Plate XCR'. rN m
° Hall suggests {Catalogue, p. xii) that ij r i

Haas, was confused with
AAAAAA 1 I

Un-iiefer, a title of Osiris, but another explanation may be

offered. When the Rev. J. Loftie was making his collection of scarabs
(afterwards purchased by the British hluseum) he lived for some winters at
Gizah and Cairo, with the r iew of collecting scarabs of e\-ery king of Egypt,
including iMena or !Menes ! He employed several natives, both at Gizah and
Sakkarah, and to assist them he wrote the cartouches of the kings he wanted
on slips of paper, which they carried about with them whilst searching. The
scarabs which he failed to find one winter were often forthcoming the next,

and as the names of the kings of the Old Kingdom are comparatively simple
and easy to copy, it is probable that the expert forgers of “ anticas ” who then
lived in Gizah village helped him out of liis difficulties. For years scarabs bearing
the names of the three great pyramid builders were wry common at Gizah.
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to belong to the period immediately following the Vlth dynasty,
but the use of the scarab did not become general until the Xlth
and Xllth dynasties. At this period names of kings were inscribed

on the bases of scarabs as “ words of power,” and the scarab was
supposed to carry in itself both the life-giving power of Khepera and
the power of the king whose name was cut upon it. The best scarabs

of this period are beautifully made, and the actual form of the

scarahaeus sacer is copied with marvellous accuracy. Officials and
men of high rank had their names cut upon their scarabs, which
were then used as seals, and such scarabs were buried with their

owners, presumably with the idea that in addition to their value to

them as amulets, they would be useful to them in transacting business

in the Other World. WTien the scarab was used merely as a seal by
its owner it was carried on a string or wire attached to a ring of some
kind, and not worn. Frequently it was mounted as the bezel in a

ring of gold or silver-gold, which was worn on the finger like an
ordinary ring. Under the Xllth dynasty a great development in

the arts of the jeweller and the lapidary took place, at any rate in

the north of Egypt, and the ornaments of the period, with their

minute and accurate inlays of carnelian, mother-of-emerald, lapis-

lazuli, etc., are very remarkable examples of skill, good taste and
judgment

;
they were never equalled by the best handicraftsman

of the XVIIIth dynasty at Thebes. Side by side with the scarab, the

use of scaraboids and cowroids became common
;
both varieties

were inscribed on their bases, the backs of the former being usually

quite plain. But neither scaraboids nor cowroids were regarded as

amulets, and they possessed no religious significance.

Under the Xllth dynasty the principal home of the jeweller and
lapidary w'as ^Memphis, where no doubt the beautiful jewellery found
at Dahshur was made. A fine example of the gold-mounted scarabs

of the period is exhibited in the British Museum (30711). As
Memphis declined and Thebes grew in importance, the scarabs

made by Theban craftsmen began to improve in workmanship,
and they soon equalled those of Memphis in accuracy of form and
beauty. The scarabs which the officials used as seals bore their

owners’ names and titles on their bases, but a great many scarabs
were made in glazed faience, and as the material of which they were
made rendered them too fragile to be used as seals, it is clear that
they were used as religious amulets only. The scarabs bearing the
name of Thothmes III are remarkable for their number and treat-

ment, and they proclaim the great importance that was attached to

his name as a heka (“ word of power ”). Under the XIXth dynasty
a space was left between the body of the scarab and the base, which
was attached to it by the legs only. The scarab-makers of the
XXVIth dynasty copied the style and treatment of the scarabs
of the Xllth, XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties, and their work is

unrivalled for its delicacy and “ cleanness.” Their workmanship in
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hard stone, mother-of-emerald, green and black basalt, yellow jasper,

etc., is remarkably fine ; it is perhaps best exhibited in the scaraboids,

cowroids, and plaques of the period. With the close of the XXVIth
dynasty the use of the scarab as a seal declined, but a form of it was
in demand for funerary purposes, that is to say, for attachment to

the outer wrappings of mummies and glazed-faience beadwork.
The commonest form of it was made of glazed faience, light green

in colour, and beneath the body there is a small ring by which it

could be sewn to beadwork. Scarabs of this class are uninscribed

and have no bases. How long this class of scarab continued to be
made cannot be said. The actual evidence supplied by scarabs

shows that they were used from the Vlth to the XXVIth dynasties,

i.e., for a period of between two and three thousand years. If we
accept the traditions recorded in the Papyrus of Xu we must lengthen

this period and add to it the years of the reigns of the kings from
Semti to Pepi II.

The Rubrics in the Book of the Dead show that the Egyptians
considered it necessary to write certain hekaii, or “ words of power,” on
certain kinds of stone, and this fact suggests that they attributed

magical properties to such stones. Thus the heart-scarab was to

be made of a certain kind of green stone (basalt ?), the Tet of

camelian, the Hatch amulet of mother-of-emerald, and so on. The
stone most used for scarabs was steatite, which is usually light grey

in colour, but as the scarahaeiis sacer in Egypt was usually black,

the craftsman covered the natural colour of the stone with some
kind of dark wash or pigment, and later with green or blue glaze.

Under the Xllth dynasty many scarabs were made of amethyst,
but as the cutting of inscriptions upon them was ver\- difficult work,
their bases were covered with thin plates of gold, on which the names
of the owners were cut or stamped. The jewellery of the Xllth
dynasty found by de iMorgan at Dahshur inchtdes scarabs made of

carnelian, sard, obsidian, haematite, various kinds of agate, lapis-

lazuli, and the choice of material by the scarab-maker at that time
seems to have been untrammelled by any religious regulations.

Gold was used but rareh'.^ Scarabs in ivory are not common,
though Wilkinson found a batch of about thirty in an XVUIth
dynasty tomb at Western Thebes. Although models of the
scarabaeus sacer existed in millions in Egypt, few large-size models,
or colossal scarabs, such as would be deposited in temples,
are now known. The largest example is in the British Museum
(Central Saloon 965). It is made of green granite, is uninscribed,

and is 5 feet long and 3 feet high, and weighs about 43 cwt. It was
brought from Constantinople by Lord Elgin, but where it stood
originally is not known. Another colossal scarab, which was made

^ The two hollow-work gold scarabs, with the prenomen of Thothmes III

stamped upon their bases, in the British Museum (29159, 29160) are modern
imitations

;
they were made bv a goldsmith at Luxor.
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in the reign of Amenhetep III, was found by Legrain at Kamak

;

it stands on a high pedestal at the west end of the sacred lake of

the temple of Amen.
In the space here available it is wholly impossible even to

summarize the various inscriptions and designs that are found cut

on the bases of scarabs, but a brief general description of their more
important characteristics may be attempted. Royal Scarabs of

the Old and Middle Kingdoms. The principal feature of these is,

of course, the royal name. Sometimes one of the king’s names only

is given, e.g.,

Unas, f f(u 1

<wvwi y

Khafra (Khephren),
y [ 1 ^

Usertsen (Senusert), and sometimes the

1

royal name in a cartouche stands with spirals or linear ornaments

on each side of it. The cartouche may be preceded by
J,

“beneficent god,” or plumes or King of the North, or

King of the South and North, or Horus, or

son of Ra, and on some the uraei of sovereignty, each wearing a

crown, appear. In the field are often seen the signs
,

" life,”

“stability,” “gold,” the two Utchats,

the plant of the North (lotus ?) ;
occasionally the frame of the

Horus name . takes the place of the cartouche. The scarabs

of officials give the names and titles of their owners, often at some
length, and many of them are ornamented with spirals or linear

designs, a form of decoration which is said to be of foreign origin.

The titles are often important as throwing light upon the history of

Egy^pt. religion and administration. IMany scarabs have nothing
but linear desi^s^ inscribed on their bases, and the most intricate
of these contain motifs which have survived in Coptic and Arabic
decorative patterns found on walls and house furniture and in

manuscripts. The scarabs of the Hyksos Period are very
important, both historically and artistically. They form a very
large class, and from most of them, through the operation of

the salts in the Delta mud, the glaze and colour have entirely dis-

appeared. Outwardly they are not as attractive in appearance as
the scarabs of Upper Egv^pt. The Hyksos scarabs have preserved
for us the names of many Hyksos kings of which no other memorials
exist, and from them the list of the kings of the XVth and XVIth
dynasties has received many authentic additions. The names of

1 These are best studied from the photographic reproductions given in
Hall’s Catalogue, when originals are not available.
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princelings and kinglets are sometimes given between parallel lines

thus, “ son of Ra lamu,” but more often without lines.

The names of really great Hyksos kings are given in car

touches, e.g. Q Khian. O

Aa-userra, Nehsi, the “ Black." The

¥

^A^AA.^
scarab-makers of the Hj^ksos Period copied the decorations
of the scarabs of the Xllth dynasty, and thus we
hnd on their scarabs the Utchats, the winged disk ,

the

lotus cluster, the spirals, the hawk wearing the crown of the

North ^ , etc. The entire bases of many of their scarabs are

filled with hunting scenes, figures of lions, crocodiles, small animals
of the desert, the ass (?), the Hathor-headed standard, the gryphon,

the winged uraeus, the fish and and the whole base of one is

occupied by a beetle, W An interesting feature on some of them

is the human figure shown full face, one being surrounded with
annules.- It seems fairly certain that the Hyksos associated no
religious beliefs with the scarab, and that they only used it as a seal

or wore it for an ornament.
The designs on the scarabs of the XVUIth and XIXth dynasties

have much in common with those on the scarabs of the Xllth dynasty,

and the scarab-makers of the period initiated little. Scarabs bearing

the prenomen or nomen of Thothmes III and his titles were made
in myriads, and the popularity of his name as a “ word of power ” was
very great. His cartouche was decorated with uraei and other

emblems of his might and power, and borders of spirals and annules
often appear. Under the XVHIth dynasty, especially in the reigns

of Thothmes III and Amenhetep HI, a custom grew up of inscribing

texts commemorath'e of great or important events on the bases of

scarabs, which were made of steatite and were as large as the Goliath
beetles of the Sudan. Thus Thothmes III caused a scarab to be
made and inscribed with a record of his erection of the obelisks

at Kamak Amenhetep III commemorated his marriages and
hunting exploits by issues of scarabs ; and Amenhetep IV had
specially large scarabs made in honour of Aten—the solar disk.* The
inscriptions fill the bases of these scarabs, and the}’ are without
ornament.

A very large number of scarabs bear no names on their bases,

which are entirely filled with representations of flowers, designs that

’ Newberry, Scarabs, plate XXV, Xo 27
' Ibid

,
plate XXV, Xos, 4, 5, 6.

' Preserved in Berlin
; see the official IViveic/i/uA, p. 417, Nn 3530

See the unique specimen B.M. 510S4 ; Hall, Catalogue, p 303 and Budge,
Tutankhamen, p. 104.
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are floral in character, spirals, annules, hieroglyphs of amulets,

figures of men, animals, trees, fish, reptiles, etc. Many more have
figures of gods and goddesses cut on their bases, e.g., Amen, Amen-Ra,
Mentu, the War-god of Thebes, Ra, Ra Her-Aakhuti, Khnem, Horus,

Ptah, Thoth, Shu, Maat, Isis, Hathor, Bes and other Sudani gods,

and Set (comparatively rarely). Another large class is inscribed

with short legends containing statements of devotion to or trust

in some deity, and good wishes, e.g., Khensu in Thebes is protector.

Amen is protector, jl Amen is the

guide to the seat of the heart {i.e., happiness), ' the

favour of Amen of Thebes is protection,

unite thyself to peace, Q

Face is the lord of the rewards of men,
D

Ptah of the Beautiful

i
ci

Ho, everyone, Ptah of Memphis is the giver of strength,
(j

(?> t

9
"

-'A Q §
A_0 d t.

J
/\ '3 ; Amen-Ra is the guide of happiness,

0

hOA
Jj J

Amen, be not afraid,

guide to happiness,
|

heart,

the peace of Amen-Ra, the self-produced,

Ptah is the

O etc.

Some scarabs were given as gifts with good wishes, thus : thousands

of good things [to you], every good thing [be thine],

J
; a happy year

! O J
^ a happy new year from the high priest

jj^imayof Amen, Peta-Ast, \Jf f J ^
I

^

thy house be abundant in food with strength to thee,

LJ ill There is no doubt that scarabs, both inscribed

n I

and uninscribed, were given to the gods as votive offerings, and
that those on which the power of Amen and Ptah is proclaimed
were carried back to their homes by the faithful who had visited the

great sanctuaries of these gods at Thebes and Memphis. Scarabs
were never used as currency, as was once thought.

Scarabs inscribed with certain kings’ names were made and
worn for centuries after the death of the kings whose nam.es they
bear. Thus the scarabs found at Naucratis cannot be older than
the Vllth century e.c., but many of them bear the prenomens of

Thothmes III, Seti I and Rameses II. Material, workmanship and
design aU point to the XXVIth dynasty as the period when they
were made. Some appear to be the work of Egyptian craftsmen.
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but the greater number must have been made by the Greek settlers

at Naucratis. Scarabs have also been found at lalysos and Kamiros
in Rhodes, and at Tharros in Sardinia. At lalysos porcelain and
steatite scarabs are rare, and this is true also of Kamiros as far as

concerns the tombs. But a well on the Acropolis was found to

contain many specimens mixed with objects that appear to be of

about the same date as the early tombs. In those tombs at Kamiros,
where black and red-ware vases were obtained, as at the spot called

Fikellura, no scarabs were found. The scarabs seem to be distinctly

associated with pottery made under Oriental or more particularly

Assyrian influence. The scarabs disappeared when the purely Greek
style of black and red vase decoration came into force. The scarabs

of Tharros are indisputably of Phoenician origin, but whether they
were produced by the Phoenicians proper or by their later descendants,

the Carthaginians, whose influence began to prevail in Sardinia as

early as about B.c. 500, is somewhat uncertain.^

The Phoenicians borrowed the use of the scarab from Egypt,
and as their country was overrun by Shalmaneser III, King of

Assyria b.c. 859-824, and by many of his successors, it is only natural

that the scarab inscribed with devices to suit the Ass3Tian market
should find its way to Nineveh and Babjdon, the Phoenician

adopting in return the cone, the form of gem commonty used by
the Assyrians for seals. A good example of the Phoenicio-Assyrian

scarab is No. 1029, exhibited in the long Table Case in the Second
Semitic Room of the British Museum. It is made of green jasper,

and measures 1 1 inches in length. On the base is inscribed a man
who stands adoring a seated deity

;
above is a seven-raj-ed star, and

between them is dnkh,
“

life.” Beneath is inscribed in Phoenician

characters, “ Belonging to Hodo the Scribe.” For
other examples see the specimens exhibited in the same case.

As an example of the adoption of the chalcedony cone bj' the

Phoenicians, see No. 1022, on which are cut the figure of a man
standing before a fire altar and the name Palzir-shemesh in Phoenician
characters. The scarab in relief,^ wdth outstretched wings inlaid

with blue, red and gold, carved upon an ivory panel found at Abu
Habbah, about five hours’ ride to the south-west of Baghdad,
together with a number of miscellaneous ivor\' objects, is a proof of

the knowiedge of the scarab in Mesopotamia. That the panel was
not carved by an Egyptian workman is ver\' evident.® Scaraboids in

^ Murray, A. S., “ Introduction ” to A. H. Smith’s Catalogue of Engraved
Gems in the British Museum, London, 1888, p. 13.

- See Table-Case I (Babylonian Room).
^ The two rectangular weights (') found at Mmrud by Sir A. H. Layard

{Nineveh and Babylon, London, 1867, p. 64) have each, on one face, the figure

of a scarab inlaid in gold in outline ; the workis excellent, and is a fine example
of Phoenician handicraft. Exhibited in the Assyrian Room. Table Case C,

Nos. 14 and 15.
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agate and crystal, etc., are a small but very interesting class
; at

times the device is purely Egyptian, and the inscriptions in Phoenician

letters are the only additions by the Phoenicians. B.M. Nos. 1024

and 1036 are tolerably good examples of them. The former is

inscribed on the base with three hawks with outspread wings, and
two of them have disks on their heads

; these, of course, represent

the hawk of Horus. The Phoenician inscription gives the name
Eliam. The latter is inscribed with a beetle in a square frame, and

on the right and left is an uraeus \L
;
each end of the perpendicular

sides of the frame terminates in ankh, and above and below it is

a figure of Ra, or Horus, hawk-headed, holding a sceptre The

name, inscribed in Phoenician characters, is “ Mersekem.” In 1891,

while carrying on excavations at Der, a place about three and
a half hours to the south-west of Baghdad, I obtained a steatite

scarab inscribed with an uraeus dnkh
,
and an illegible sign,

together with an oval green transparent Gnostic gem inscribed with
the lion-headed serpent XNOYBIC. Both objects were probably
brought from Lower Egt'pt.^

Dr. Birch describes in Nineveh and Babylon (London, 1853,

pp. 28 1 , 282) a series of eleven scarabs^ which Sir Henry Layard
dug up at 'Araban, a mound situated on the western bank of the

Khabur, about two and a half days’ journey north of Der on the

Euphrates, and about 10 miles east of the ‘Abd al-‘Aziz hills. With
one exception they are all made of steatite, glazed yellow or

green or blue. Two of them are inscribed with the prenomen of

Thothmes III
;
one bears the prenomcn of Amenophis III, with the

titles “ beautiful ,god, lord of two lands, crowned in every land ”
;
one

is inscribed iffHh M 0 nien Kheperd at Avten, “ established

of Khepera, emanation of Amen ”
; two are inscribed

P ^ J

J P ^ , and belong to the same period
; one is inscribed with a

hawk-headed lion and a hawk
;

one bears the legend, “ beautiful

lord, lord of two lands,” i.e., the North and South
; one is inscribed

with a human-headed beetle, with outstretched wings, in the field

are uraei and
J J

of beautiful workmanship
;
and one is inscribed

with -<25-
p
and an uraeus ^ having on its head. The scarab

in haematite is inscribed with the figure of a king seated on a throne,

and a man standing before him in adoration
;
between them is •

^ The numbers are G. 475 and 24314.
- Another scarab from ‘Araban was presented to the British Museum by

Mrs. Garratt m 1917. It was given by Layard to Miss de Sahs, and on its

base is cut a figure of Anubis or Set.
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With the exception of this last scarab, it is pretty certain that all

belong to the period of the XVIIIth dynasty, for they have all the

appearance of such antiquity, and they possess all the delicacy of

workmanship found upon scarabs of this time. The design on the

haematite scarab appears to be a copy from an Egyptian scarab

executed by a foreign workman, but it may be that the hardness
of the material made the task of engraving so difficult that the

character of the design was altered in consequence. The presence of

these scarabs at 'Araban is not difficult to account for. Thothmes I,

one of the early kings of the XVIIIth dynasty, carried his vic-

torious arms into Mesopotamia, and set up a tablet to mark the

boundary of the Egyptian territory at a place called Xi, on the

Euphrates, and the authority of the Egyptians in that land was so

great that when Thothmes III arrived there several years after he
found the tablet still standing. The kings who immediately suc-

ceeded Thothmes III marched into this land, and that their followers

should take up quarters on the fertile banks of the Khabur, and leave

behind them scarabs and other relics, is not to be wondered at.

The antiquities found at ‘.Araban are of a very miscellaneous character,

and, among other things, include an Assyrian colossus inscribed
“ Palace of Jleshezib-^Marduk the king ” (b.c. 700), and a Chinese

glass bottle inscribed with a verse of the Chinese poet Kein-tac,
A.D, 827-831

;
it is possible that the scarabs described above may

have been brought there at a period subsequent to the XVIIIth
dynasty, but, in any case, they themselves belong to this period.

Etruscan scarabs. Gems engraved in the form of beetles

or scarabs had their origin in Eg\’pt. Thence the scarab found its

way into Greece and Etruria, partly through the commerce of the

Phoenicians, and partly under the influence of Greek residents in

Egypt during the Vlth century d.c., or nearly so. The Greeks cared

little for the scarab, but the Etruscans admired them greatly, and
their lapidaries made them in large numbers for their fellow-country-

men. The Etruscans owed the subjects which they engraved on
their scarabs to the Greeks, and these are taken from the legends of

Greek heroes, and very rarely from myths of the gods. The figures

are represented in profile and constantly engaged in action
;
and

the workmanship is laboriously minute. The beginning of scarab-

engraving in Etruria was assigned by Alurray to the end of the \Tth
century and the beginning of the Vth century b.c. The inscrip-

tions are in Etruscan, but the Greek names inscribed on scarabs

have been modified in the spelling to suit Etruscan habits, and not
seldom they are wrongly applied. Inscriptions are more frequent in

the later period of engraving than in the earlier. The elaborate gold

mounts, and the absence of mountings specially adapted for sealing,

suggest that the Etruscans did not generally use their scarab^ as

seals. Necklaces of scarabs have been found, and the well-known
taste of the Etruscans for jewellery worn on the person suggests
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that they wore their scarabs mounted on bracelets, like the Greek
scaraboids, or set as bezels in their finger rings. On the sources

of the designs on Etruscan scarabs see Murray’s “ Introduction,”

pp. 22, 23, and for details of the scarabs from lalysos, Kamiros,
Tharros and Etruria see Mr. A. H. Smith’s description in his

Catalogue of Engraved Gems, London, 1888.

The Gnostics inscribed the scarab on the gems worn by them,
and partly adopted the views concerning it held by the Egyptians.
On an oval slab of green granite, in the British Museum, is inscribed

a scarab encircled by a serpent having his tail in his mouth. The
same design is found on another oval, but the beetle has a human
head and arms

;
above the head are ravs, and above that the legend

eiAAM'H
; to the right is a star, to the left are a star and crescent,

and beneath the hind legs three stars.

The first published classification of scarabs was made by the late

Dr. Birch in his Catalogue of the Collection of Egyptian Antiquities at

Alnu'ick Castle (printed by the Duke of Northumberland for private

circulation, London, 1880), pp. 103-167, 236-242, in which he
described 565 scarabs. The arrangement he followed was

: (1)

Names of gods and emblems
; (2) historical inscriptions, names of

kings and historical representations
; (3) names of officers. Catalogues

of public collections of scarabs have been published by myself^

and by Newberry,^ and catalogues of private collections by Loftie,®

Petrie,^ Frazer,® Ward® and myself.’ And a miscellaneous collection

of seal-cylinders has been published by Newberry,® with descriptions

and, a ” scientific ” introduction. But for a comprehensive treat-

ment of scarabs as a whole the student must rely solely upon the
Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs, etc., in the British Museum, the first

volume of which has been published by the Trustees of that Institu-

tion. This volume, the work of Dr. H. R. Hall, deals with Royal
Scarabs {i.e., scarabs with royal names on them). In it, after a
description of the proper use of the scarab as a religious amulet,
the scarab is treated as a seal, and its correct place assigned to it

in the series of objects which the Egyptians used as seals, viz.,

cylinder-seals, button-seals (imported from abroad), scaraboids,
cowries and plaques. The volume contains full descriptions of

2,891 scarabs, seal-cylinders, seal-amulets, etc., and is illustrated

by 1,518 full-sized photographic reproductions and line drawings,

' Budge, Catalogue of Egyptian Antiquities in the Fitzwilliam Museum,
Cambridge, pp. 87 ff. ; and Catalogue of the Egyptian Antiquities in the Harrow
School Museum, p. 14 ff.

- Scarab-shaped Seals in the Cairo Museum, London, 1907.
^ Essay on Scarabs, London (no date).
‘ Historical Scarabs, London, 1889.
° Catalogue of Scarabs, London, 1900.
* The Sacred Beetle, London, 1902.
~ Hilton Price Collection, p. 17 ff.

; and Lady Meux Collection, p. 183 ff.

’ Scarabs, London, 1908.
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which are distributed throughout the book. The inscriptions are

often reproduced, with translations, in hieroglyphic type. Here,

for the first time, the student has a mass of material for stud}" not

found elsewhere, and the photographic reproductions are infinitely

superior to and more accurate than the published hand-made copies

of the designs and inscriptions on the bases of scarabs. In many
instances the hand-copies give a totalh' false impression of the appear-

ance of the scarab, and when, as in many cases, the copyist has not

been able to read the inscription, his copies have destroyed the chance
of anyone else doing so without consulting the originals.

THE SCARAB OF THE HEART

From first to last in the Dynastic Period the Egyptians attached

great importance to the preservation of the heart of a man, and
the help of the priest and the magician was invoked to pre\"ent any
evil befalling it. It was taken from the body and mummified, and
placed in one of the so-called “ Canopic ” jars, and a scarab, usuall}"

made of a greenish or black stone, was inserted in the body to take

its place
;
hence the name “ heart scarab.” On this scarab was cut,

in hieroglyphs, a prat’er which the deceased was to recite when his

heart was weighed in the Hall of the Two Maati goddesses in the

presence of Osiris, and which was held to possess very special import-

ance. The Theban Recension of the Book of the Dead contains

several spells that were written with the view of giving a heart to

the deceased and of effecting its preservation, viz.. Chapter XXM

—

the Chapter of giving a heart, to the Osiris [i.c., the deceased).

Chapters XXVH and XXVIII—the Chapters of not letting the heart

(or, breast O ) of a man be carried awav from him in the
' ^ \\ I

,

"

Khert-neter (the underworld). Chapter XXIX—the Chapter of not

letting the heart,
,
of a man be plucked aw'ay from him in

the Khert-neter (a variant of this Chapter in the Papyrus of Ani

speaks of a heart of seher-t stone, |-q
o

j. Chapter XXX—the

Chapter of not letting the heart, O ,
of a man be driven away

from him in the Khert-neter. Chapter XXVI is also known as

“ Chapter of the heart of lapis-lazuli ”
( J| ]

Chapter

XXVil as ‘‘ Chapter of the heart of nesliem-t stone,” :

Chapter XXIXb as “ Chapter of the heart of sehcr-t stone," H T!
^

Chapter XXX exists m two versions, A and B, and the latter is

T
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known as “ Chapter of the heart of green basalt " (or, green jasper).

Of all the Chapters the most important was Chapter XXXb, which
is found in all the great Codices of the Book of the Dead that were
written early in the XVIIIth dynasty. But the Chapter belongs to

a much earlier period, for it was known and copied upon coffins that

were made under the Xlth and Xllth dynasties,^ and the Rubrics of

the LXI\Th Chapter of the Book of the Dead show that ancient

Egyptian traditions assigned it alternatively to the 1st and IVth
dynasties. The Papyrus of Nu mentions both traditions. According
to the first (see sheet 13) the Chapter was found inscribed on a

foundation-stone in the shrine of Hennu during the reign of Hesepti,

i.e., Semti,

according to the second “ it was found in Khemenu (Hermopolis)

upon a slab of alabaster (?) of the South, and was cut in real lapis-

lazuli under the feet of the god [Thoth] in the time of His Majesty,

the King of the South and North Menkaura, by prince Hertataf,”

a king of the 1st dynasty. And

WA

O

o

Several papyri ascribe the “ finding ” of the Chapter to the reign of

ilenkaura (Mycerinus), and make Hermopolis, the city of the Eight

Gods of the Cycle of Thoth, its place of origin. The text of it, as

given in the Papyrus of Nu, reads :

—

i ^ Hi II o w Hi

My heart of my mother, twice
; | |

of my being.

Stand not up against me at my testifying. Tender no evidence

against me at

—

W

my testifying. Contradict me not

1 See Aeg. Zeitschnft, 1866, p. 55 (Goodwin, “ On a Text of the Book of the

Dead belonging to the Old Kingdom ”)
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i i I—t-H i Z] J\ ^
before the Assessors. Make not thy failing (?) for me

(] « ft fell; Mi
in the presence of the Guardian of the Scales. Thou art my Ka dweller in

my body, Khnemu making strong my members. Come forth

J ' I^ 'd ?
^ —

, , , ^^ ^ P

thou to happiness, transport us thereto. Make not to stink

2 bl “Sli ^
mv name to the Divine Lords who make men and women.

hearing

W 1 i.' i I
I 6 <z=> 'll 6 <cz>

Be there standing up. Make fair for us. (Make fair

joy [-tidings] at the weighing of words. Speak not lies

against me near God the Great. Assuredly be thou lifted up

/i

Joy [-tidings] at the weighing of words.

living.

The Rubrics to this Chapter read :—A.

Then make a beetle

iwwvA :

j

I

'

1
1

M

j

[

I

^ ij 'f J
AMW ^ ^ CIZ>

f
]
AAV^A^

A/V'.''A^ 0 3 0

of anmehf stone fashioned [and] plated with gold, place [it] in-

^ ^ -gr ^ V
AAAAAA C I Q CZt, X I

side the heart of a man. [It will] for him the Opening of the Mouth.
perform

-\'.L k kk
Anoint with myrrh.

B. ^AA^A^

l!
' V I I I

Recite over a beetle of

[this Chapter]
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mehf stone, encased in

° 111

silver-gold,

/Wi/WN

O
its suspending ring

[being of] silver. Place [it] on the aakhu at his neck,

deceased)

Some copies of the Chapter prefix to it the words

U
1

meaning that it is to be recited as a Jieka,

cJll

i.e., as a magical

utterance. The word occurs in Coptic under the form gjiK, which is

by general consent translated “ magic, but this meaning does not

explain the word fully. The Pyramid Texts show that heka,
^ LJ

,

is in the first instance a property of the gods and something that is

inherent in their nature. It was transmitted to the dead who suc-

ceeded in reaching the abode of the gods, but, as we see from
Chapter XXIV of the Book of the Dead, the heka which the gods
had given to them could be stolen from them. Without heka the

dead could not live in heaven with the gods. Each day Ra_used heka

to render impotent the schemes and wiles of the monster Apep, and
similarly the beatified dead used the heka which Ra gave them to

defeat the fiends and devils who attacked them. And as heka

rendered powerless every hostile being, so it destroyed the sicknesses

and diseases that were caused by devils, and its power destroyed the

effect of poisons. In the text in the pyramid of Unas the king is said

to have eaten all the gods, and by so doing to have gained possession

of their heka and saa, i.e., knowledge.^ In a remarkable passage in

the Teaching of Khati® the king says that God created heka for the

benefit of men : “He made for them heka to put to flight [untoward]
happenings and [evil] visions by night and by day."* Thus it is

clear that men could obtain possession of heka. and that by means of

it they acquired supernatural powers. Now, in one of the Rubrics
to Chapter XXXb, the Chapter is said to have been “ found ” in

Khemenu, or Hermopolis, the city of Thoth, and this god was, of

course, the author of this heka. But Thoth was the heart or mind of

Ra, therefore the source of this heka is Ra himself. When the

deceased recited it he would be in the Hall of Judgment, looking

1 For examples see Spiegelberg, Kopt. Handn’orterbuch, p. 229.

the knowledge of everv’ god ” (lines 519, 520).
^ Golenischeff, Les Papyrus Hie'ratiques, Xos. 1115a et 1116b, St. Peters-

burg, 1913, lines 136, 137.
* And see Gardiner’s translation in the Jiil. of Egyptian Archaeology, Vol. I,

Part I, p. 34.
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on when his heart was placed in the Great Scales to be weighed,

and his soul was standing by his side. Apparently he had
no fear about the evidence that his soul might give, but the heka

that is put into his mouth proves that he was not sure that

the testimony of his heart would be wholly in his favour. He
was afraid that his heart might be hostile to him and gainsay

him before the Assessors, and that it might in some way fail him
when he who belonged to the Scales was dealing vdth it. “ He of the

Scales ” in the earliest times was the Ape of Thoth, and later was
Anubis, who acted under the direction of the Ape. As a kind of

excuse for addressing his heart, the deceased says, “ Thou art my Ka
{i.e., my mental and spiritual nature), [and] Khnem, the strengthener

and maintainer of my members ” (be., body). In other words, he
throws the responsibility for all his mental and physical doings upon
his heart, and then goes on to tell it not to make his name to stink

before the Shenit, or nobles of the kingdom of Osiris, and not to tell

lies about him, or to utter calumnies before the Great God, the Lord
of Amentt. Now, Chapter XXXb has hitherto been translated as

a prayer, and the deceased has been thereby represented as a humble
suppliant who is entreating his heart to be kind and gracious to him,

as if there was a possibility that it might be cruel and hostile to him,

and thereby destroy his chance of entering the kingdom of Osiris.

But as Chapter XXXb is a heka of divine origin, i.e., a “ word of

power,” it seems to me that the deceased is not making supplication

to his heart, but commanding it concerning the things that it must
and must not do, and that in translating it we should use the impera-

tXe instead of the precative.

Of the green basalt heart scarab there are many varieties, and
each typical variety has its own peculiar characteristics. The form
most approved of by the Egyptians consisted of a scarab of fine hard
basalt or green crystalline stone, set in a gold frame, with a loop at

the top by which it was suspended from a wire or chain hanging round
the neck. The folds of the wings of the beetle were indicated

either by lines of gold painted on the back, or by pieces of gold inlaid

therein. One of the oldest specimens of the heart scarab is B.M. 7876.

This scarab is made of very hard green stone, polished, and where
the head of the beetle should be is a human face, which suggests

that the individuality of the deceased was supposed to be merged
in that of the Beetle-god. The scarab is set in a plinth of gold on the
base of which are stamped extracts from Chapters XXXb and
LXIV of the Book of the Dead. On the edge of the plinth is cut the

cartouche of Sebekemsaf of the

XIVth dynasty, about B.c. 2300. The text of Chapter XXXb
has some interesting variants, but contains only a shortened form of

the prayer which was to be recited as Jiekau
| ^ i

, i.e., a magical
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formula of divine origin. The deceased says :

“ My heart of my
mother, my heart of my mother. My heart of [my] becomings

(transformations ?). Let no one stand up against me bearing testi-

mony against me, let no one thrust himself against me to repulse

me among the Tchatchau {i.e., the Two and Forty Assessors).”

The text reads ;

—

I

©
II

I

I

I

i.su)
-ki-
-<2>- 1

I"' J
I Jl

Sometimes the scarab is joined to a heart that is pierced for

suspension, and the heart itself is inscribed with the signs >

i.e., “ life,” and the symbols of Osiris and Isis. On the wings of

the scarab is cut the prayer, “ Mayest thou go forth over the sky
in threefold peace (or, offerings). Mayest thou sail hither and
thither according to the dictates of thy heart, ilay the ferryman
(or, ferry-boat) transport thee so that thou mayest look upon
the lord of the gods. Maj' he give thee thine eyes to see and thine

ears [to hear]

<0

A D

X

' A D

Til

This scarab was made for

the lady Aui
^ ^ |

(B-M. 7925). The oldest heart scarabs

contain nothing but the te.xt of Chapter XXXb and the name
of the deceased, e.g., B.M. 7923, which was made for the steward

^ have the text vdth a space for the

name left blank (B.M. 7877). This was a “ trade ” scarab
purchased in the bazar and not specially made for the deceased.

Though the Rubric of Chapter XXXb orders that the heart scarab

be set in a gold frame, verv^ few examples in our museums have
this setting

;
this is accounted for by the fact that the natives

who found the scarabs stripped off the gold and melted it. A
fin e, example in which the setting is preserved, and also the gold wire
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by which it was suspended from the neck, is BAI. 24401
;

it was made

for the royal scribe Rensenb Some heart

scarabs have no inscription on the base, which is filled with figures

of the gods. Thus on 7930 is a figure of Osiris Khenti Amenti,

Lord of the Holy Land,” W' . with Isis on one side and

Aephthys on the other. A space of two lines is left blank for an
inscription. Others have this scene cut on the base, and figures of

Ra and Osiris, and the moon and Utchats on the back,

(B.M. 15500, 15507, 35402). On B.H. 7931 we have a figure of the
deceased standing with his hands raised in adoration before Osiris.

On the back of some heart scarabs the Benu Bird of Heliopolis takes

the place of Ra. Thus on B.M. 7883 are cut the Boat of Ra

a figure of Osiris and the Benu

and on B.M. 7878 we have the Benu Bird and the inscription “ The

Divine Heart of Ra,” ® ^ last-namedThis last-named

scarab was made for Ani, and on its base is a

shortened form of Chapter XXXb. A few e.xainples are known in

which a human head takes the place of the head of the beetle,

e.g., B.M. 7999. The text of the Heart Chapter is usually

cut across the base of the scarab in horizontal lines, but in

one instance the lines are cut perpendicularly (B,5L 33868).

On this scarab the names of the father and mother of the

deceased are recorded, which is unusual. B.M. 7917 shows
that the heart scarab was sometimes made of material other than
green basalt. This example is in white limestone, and was made
for a Seim priest, who was also the high-priest (Ur-kherp-hem) of

Ptah
P t f I

surprising to find that the

relatives of such a high ecclesiastical official should have disregarded

the direction of the Rubric of Chapter XXXe. The use of the heart

scarab continued down to the Graeco-Roman Period, as we see from
B.M. 7966. This example is made of a hard crystalline green stone,

with an uninscribed polished base. On the back of it are cut four
figures

; the first is probably the deceased, the second is Anubis,
who carries a palm branch, the third carries a sistrum, and the fourth

holds a long staff in the right hand and a cornucopia in the left.

This model is a ver^- accurate representation of the scarabaeus sacer.

Examples of the heart scarab in glazed porcelain with parts of

Chapter XXXb written on the base are not \-ery common, but
several good specimens are known, viz., the cobalt-coloured scarabs

B.M. 34289, 7868 and 7869. The last-named was made for a
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libationer

O
of Amen called Ra-mes

The wooden heart scarab BAl. 24752 is of interest, for

the inscription on the base is of an unusual character. It reads :
“ The

king gives an offering. iMay Osiris give sepulchral meals, oxen,

geese, and things of all kinds pure and good to the Osiris, the lady

1
112

of the house, the singing woman of

qi ^a oia III

Amen, Ruru-Uas.”
^

-=-1

—

Q /VWV*A

I mj- I

In some cases a heart of green stone or glazed porcelain was
made to serve as the heart scarab. Thus the green-stone heart

which was made for Pa-ser ^ (B.IM. 29439) is set in a gold

frame, with gold bands across the back to represent the folding of

the beetle’s wings, and on the base of it is cut the greater part of

Chapter XXXb. Another good e.xample is the hard crystalline

green-stone heart B.M. 15619, which was made for the royal scribe,

Xekht-Amen, scribe of the divine offerings of all the gods,

AWWi I

jO I I I 1 I

Good examples in

glazed porcelain and stone are B.M. 29440 and 8805. The former is

a heart coloured cobalt on one side and green on the other. The
upper part is shaped to represent a woman’s wig, and in the hollow,

in red porcelain, is a woman’s face. Below the face, in j^ellow colour,

is the Benu Bird, i.e., the soul of Ra. On the base, written in black
on a green ground, are the opening words of Chapter XXXb. The
latter (B.M. 8805) is made of stone, the upper part of which, when
complete, was in the form of the head of a woman wearing a wig
and necklace. Below the face was inlaid in blue and red porcelain

the figure of a man-headed hawk, ^-e., the Ba, or soul of the

deceased. A portion of this interesting object, unfortunately, is

wanting.

In the late period the base of the heart scarab was flattened out,

and ultimately became a pylon-shaped pectoral, as in B.M. 7858.

On the base the shape of the beetle is outlined with

above it, and (the horizon) below it. In the three lines of

hieroglyphs enclosing the oval we have the name of the deceased,
D n TIC riA

1 4.1 -ir 4-1, 1

, and the prayer, Alay thy soul

of the divine books. May thv

it

the scribe Piaai,
w

rest in Khert-neter, 0 scribe

soul appear as a living being.” - m I -c2>-
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CZi

J\ Q The “ lord of the two lands,”

mentioned in the top line was probably one of the late Pharaohs.

A still later example is B.M. 24767. Here on the one side, cut in relief,

we have the beetle in a boat with Isis on one side and Nephthys on
the other. Above is the Tet, and below, in relief, are two jackals,

probably intended for Anubis and Up-uatu. On the flat side, or

base, is cut a part of Chapter XXXb, and the last line says that this

“Chapter of the heart,” was written for Her-Nekht, an

overseer of the peasants (or, corvee ?)

There are a few mistakes in the text, but the

general sense is clear. A tradition was current among the old men of

Luxor and Kurnah in 1886-90, that, in the first half of the XIXth
century, when so manj’ heart scarabs were found in the tombs, the

bases of many of them were covered with plates of gold, on which
lines of hieroglyphs were cut or stamped. In such cases the base of

the scarab itself was uninscribed. I have been shown many heart

scarabs with gold coverings having lines of hieroglyphs stamped
on them, but there is reason to believe that the plates of gold were
made by a Coptic goldsmith at Luxor, and that the inscriptions

were stamped upon them by a friend and partner of his who lived

at Kamak. An example of this kind of work was presented to the

British Museum by Mr. Somers Clarke, F.S.A., and is exhibited in the

Fourth Eg\-ptian Room (26978). The native at Karnak possessed

great skill in the making of “ anticas,” and the scarabs that he
made deceived sometimes both the ordinary tourist and the archae-

ologist. His models were genuine XVUIth dynasty scarabs, which he
had obtained from Wilkinson, and he obtained the steatite from the

hills whence his ancestors obtained theirs 3,000 years before. In
glazing his scarabs he used the blue and green glaze which he chipped
off from fragments of glazed pottery and melted in a rude furnace

;

but his glazing was uneven, and no one was more conscious of its

defect than he was. Through the good offices of a well-known
English collector he obtained from England a small portable furnace,

with crucibles, etc., and his glazing improved wonderfully. His
friends among the dragomans in Luxor told him when scarabs bearing

the cartouches of Thothmes III or Rameses II were in demand, and
he took care to provide a supply. Through a friend he obtained from
an amiable English professor a list of the cartouches of all the king.-

of the XVUIth and XIXth dynasties, and then he made it easy for

a collector to complete his series of scarabs of these kings without
delay. Finding that heart scarabs were in demand he set to work
and made several, but his ignorance of the correct forms of the hiero-

glyphs caused him, when cutting the Chapter of the Heart, to make
mistakes that were recognizable as such by beginners in the study
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of Egj'ptian Archaeology’, and he abandoned that class of work. He
then made a series of large steatite scarabs, on the bases of which he

cut the figures of all the kings of the XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties,

and their prenomens in cartouches, and sometimes their titles

—

“ Beautiful god,” “ Lord of the Two Lands,” etc. He mounted each

scarab in a gold setting, and covered the base with gold leaf, and then

fastened it to a chain made of gold of a low quality or to a bronze

collar. Some of them he sold very successfully to collectors, but

before he could dispose of them all he died, and his family asked me
to come and see the “ anticas ” which he had left behind and help

them to dispose of them. On examining the collection I found

several heart scarabs of the kind described above, and duplicates

of two scarabs which had been bought by the British Museum and
bv the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge, some years before.

Maspero was with me when I examined the collection, and he thought

the objects such good examples of native forgeries that he purchased

them en bloc on behalf of the Egyptian Government, and took them
with him on his dahahiyyah when he returned to Cairo. The
specimen purchased by the British Museum may be thus described.

Green-glazed steatite scarab, measuring 3 inches by 1 -Jf inches by
1|- inches, set in a metal frame ^ inch wide, with a band across the

back and another down the body over the place where the wings meet
when folded. On the gilded base is cut the figure of a king wearing

the crown a collar or necklace, and a loincloth, with

projecting linen attachment. The king is kneeling, and holds in his

right hand the -whip /\, and in the left an offering a—0 (sic), or

perhaps a censer. In front of him is a sitting lion, and behind him is

a hawk, with the solar disk on his head. In the field are the prenomen

of Thothmes

the title
J

HI, ^ G) 1
^^ ^ and the sign

J
(part of

(?) ), and some garbled hieroglyphs. The scarab has

on it pieces of linen, which are intended to suggest that it was taken
out from among the bandages of the mummy of Thothmes III. It

was fastened by a loop in the setting to a piece of gold chain about
1 0 inches long, which was in turn fastened to a large hoop of perfectly

genuine bronze. The number of this forgery is 18190.

HISTORICAL SCARABS
The principal Historical Scarabs belong to the reigns of Amenhetep
HI and his son Amenhetep IV, and all of them were made and issued

to commemorate events in their reigns which these kings considered

to be of great importance. The beetle that was taken as the model
for them was not the scarabacus sacer, but the Goliafhus, large speci-

mens of which attain a length of nearly 5 inches. As a preface to
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these scarabs mention must be made of the large scarabs which
some think were issued by Amenhetep III to commemorate his

marriage with Ti. The fine specimen in the British Museum (Hall,

Catalogue, No. 1724) is made of green-glazed steatite and is 3^ inches

in length. The text reads :

—

3. 1. 2.

1. Neter nefer nth ari kJiet \eb-Madt-

God beneficent, lord maker of things, Neb-Maat-

Rd, Amen-Rd meri 2. sa Rd meri-f

Ra, of Amen-Ra beloved, son of Ra whom he loves,

Amenhetep hcq Uast \dnk/i\ md Rd hru

Amenhetep, governor of Thebes, living like Ra day

neb 3. Henit nesti iir-t Ti,

every. Woman of the King, great lady, Ti,

dnkh-t.

the living one.

Brit. Mus. 4004.

The size and beauty of the scarab suggest that it had some special

significance, but, as is the case with the scarab that records the

names of the father and mother of Ti, no regnal year of the king is

mentioned, and it is therefore impossible to say when it was issued.

I.—The Wild-Cattle Hunt by Amenhetep III in the IInd

YEAR OF HIS REIGN.—The scarab from which the text is taken was
formerly in the (MacGregor Collection at Tamworth, and is now in

the British Museum (No. 55585). Photographs of it have been pub-

lished by Fraser {Catalogue, frontispiece) and Budge {Tutdnkhamen,

pi. VI), and a drawing by Newberry {Scarabs, pi. XXXII)
;

trans-

lations have been made by Fraser and Newberry. The text reads :

—

{o
" !' 2. ^ C=ll

[In] Year two under the Majesty of Homs the bull mighty
living one,

- ^ f M P”
diademed with Truth, Nebti Stablisher of law^, pacifier of the

Two Lands
(/.£., Eg>-pl).

Horus of gold.

<rtT3

Mighty of thigh. Smiter of the Nomads,^

^ This is the King's Horus-name.
^ Tliis is the King's name as the chosen one of Kekhebit of Xekhen and

Uatchit of Per-Uatchit. ^ This is the King's name as the Horus of gold.
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King of the South Lord of the

and the North. Two Lands,
Nebmaat-Ra' Son of

Ra.
Amenhetepj Governor

of Thebes,-

A f 1 « ¥
Giver of life. King’s woman, great lady,

f ] ? E

living one like Ra.

A marvellous thing happened through His Majesty. One came to say

to His Majesty ; There are wild cattle

6 .

upon the plain of the
(i.e,, desert)

I
/vvvw

district of

I I I -fl '-r’-X ¥ ©

Shetep. Set out by boat His Majesty sailing down stream

S

in the King’s barge Kha-em-maat

,

V. t
at the

r

time of

O
I A

\\

evening.

Receiving a way prosperous [he] arrived in peace at the district of

rm i=L
III 8.

c. 0 1^^
Shetep

• O -k O
s

at the time of daybreak. Mounted His Majesty upon

a horse, his bowmen all

the captains, [and] the officers

A
following him.

> [PJI
/VW^VV

[Were] directed

D
I

of

likewise

I

over the

10. AWWV

company of bowmen all of it,

of the locality to keep watch

!jP“

the young folk

wild cattle. Moreover commanded His Majesty

^ This is the King’s name as the Reed and the Bee, i.e., King of the South
and the North (Nesu bat).

- This is the King’s name as the sou of Ra.
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lj[o] 11.

to be

I c.

. L_j]

drawn
I I

these wild cattle into

PJ
Cl ^

l=tl=i !

an enclosure

\ 12 .

1

1

TT

with

1^7^'
1

a ditch (?). Commanded

<=

His Majesty

III O ^
to [count] these wild cattle in their entirety. The list of them-

5^1
wild cattle

nn <=
n n n n n g ,

13 j
\AAAA.A /WV^

[70. The list of [those which] brought in His Majesty

.. .

o
~A7i-

by hunting

(/.f., slaughter)

1

on this day— wild cattle

' r, n n r

1 1 1 1 1

1

56.

His Majesty four days

Q

I \\ .1

inactive, givinu

1
nre

Waited

to

M 9 B 15 . [i:]“
List of the.sehis horses. MounteiJ His Majesty upon a horse.

Zk JIM
cattle [which] he brought in from the hunt. Wild cattle 2c [+ 20. Total]

n n n n n

nnnn ii

wild cattle 96.

5^ 11

II.—Scarab giving the names of the father and mother
OF Queen Ti and the southern and northern boundaries of Amen-
hetep's kingdom. The text printed below is taken from B.M. 4095.

Many translations of it have been published : see Hall, Catalogue,

p. 170. The first four lines give the five titles and names of Amen-
hetep as in No. 1.

2. M p“J: ratki-jin
! /vvwNA lJ d _2r L LI 1 -1

^ 1 .e., to allow them to recover their dash and fire.

“ The beginnings of the last two lines are mutilated.
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3,

II]
O f n

King’s -woman, great lady Ti, living one. Name of her father

Name of her mother

A<WW\

8.

Thiiaa,

c:^ r^trn \\ >5.

of the king mighty.
g X X V
His boundary southern

[reaches] to

A-'.WVV AAAAA^

Karei.* / [His] northern

\ boundary reaches

Naharn.*

III.—^THE lion-hunts of AmENHETEP III DURING THE FIRST TEN
YEARS OF HIS REIGN.

—

Many examples of this scarab are known,
and many translations of the inscription have been made. The
following text is from B.M. 4096 :

—

“I

3-^ "11,
c\r^r\ »-

^ The capital of this district in later times was Napata, the modern Mara-wi,

at the foot of the Fourth Cataract.

- Northern Mesopotamia du3.
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>. I ^
T O ^

*

List of the lions

^JZ !i- k X-^ ^ EakZ
brought in His iMaj>"Sty by his orvn shooting, beginning

’ k ! o I 5 f
o ^ "

with year i up to year x. Lions tierce ic2,

IV.—The arrival ix Egypt of Gilukhipa, the Mitaxiax

BRIDE OF AmEXHETEP III, IN THE TEXTH YEAR OF HIS REIGX.—The

inscription on this scarab was first published bp Brugsch in Aeg. Zeif.,

Bd. XVIII (1880), p. 82, from an example in the possession of

Madame Hoffmann
;

for the inscription on the example in the

Berlin Museum see Newberry, Scarabs, pi. XXXII, and for the

mutilated example B.M. 49707 see Hall, Catalogue, p. 171. A tran-

script of Brugsch’s text, with my English translation, was published

by me in the Mimimy, Cambridge, 1893, p. 243.

1
. f ^ n ®

I

I O <r:> A

tierce ic2.

^li PkZ
iCXi

Q ( [\ dEb
f1 Af 1

6. ftw

II M n

Tim Jj

Marvellous thing ! the bringing

1'=^ f i P

for His Majesty, life, strength, health, of the daughter of the prince

[be to him I]

^ I

Neherna.
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[and] the chief women of the ladies (harim),

11 . (2 0 © n
Mil

womenfolk 317 .

V.

—

-The CONSTRUCTION’ OF A LAKE IN WESTERN ThEBES FOR
Queen Ti by Amenhetep III in the eleventh year of his reign.

—

The inscription on the base of the scarab recording the execution

of this work was first published by Rosellini {Mojinmenti Storici,

tav. XLIV, No. 2), who obtained it from an example in the Vatican.

It was partly translated by him, and its contents were discussed by
Dr. Hincks, to whom Egyptology' owes much, in his paper " On the

Age of the Eighteenth Dynasty of Manetho" (Transactions of the Royal
Irish Academy, Vol. XXI, Dublin, 1848, p. 7). A transhteration of

another example preserved at Alnwick Castle was printed, together

with an English translation, by Dr. Birch in his Catalogue of

the Duke of Northumberland’s Collection (London, 1880, p, 127),

and a reprint of the translation was given by him in Records of the

Past, Old Series, Vol, XII, p. 41. Another copy of the text was
printed by Stern in Aeg. Zeit., 1887, p. 87, note 2, and this, corrected,

was given by me in the Mummy, Cambridge, 1893, p. 244, The
text reads :

—

1. 111 D I

[|
I

Year xi, month iii of Akhat,- day 1 under [the Majesty of] Horus,

"a?!

the bull mighty, diademed with Truth, Nebti.

A.W.'N

Est.ablisher of laws,

3 ^—Si

pacifier of the Two Land'^, (lolden .Mighty of thigh,

Horus,

smiter of the Nomads

[A'i/igs name and tttles\

nT
( Tis name a/\ tiTes\

* She was the sister of Tushratta, who succeeded Shutarna as king of

Mitani.
- The season Akhat = July 19th-Xo\ember 15th.
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6
I \> 1

Commanded His Majesty the making a lake for the king’s woman, great lady,

7 .

Ti living one, in her estate of Tcharukha.

A'—
Its length

(2 \J
(2®®

C2(2(2—^ 9-
<2C2e

cubits 3.700. its width cubits 700.

't.

10.

Made His Majesty the festival opening of the lake

III

in month iii

T»T(! C0 11- k 1
^

T AAA/VW

of Akhat, day XVI. Sailed His Majesty in the King’s boat

i 0
12. k CX3

/VWVSA
-

.Athen- Thehen [sitting] in its cabin.

This scarab is of special interest because it shows that already,

in the eleventh year of his reign, he publicly acknowledged the

cult of Aten. The lake which he dug on the estate that he settled

on Ti was, reckoning the cubit at 18 inches, 1,850 yards long and
350 yards wide. It was not in the Eastern Delta, as was formerly

supposed, but in Western Thebes, and it is probably represented

now by Birkat Habu. The name of the boat or barge in which the

king sailed over the lake means " The Disk Sparkles," and it was
probably given to it with the intent of letting the people know that

the cult of Aten or Athen was in the ascendant.

VI.—A large steatite scarab found at Sadengah in the Egyptian
Sudan shows that Amenhetep I\’ followed the example of his father

in " issuing ” specially large scarabs to commemorate events of

importance. This scarab, which is now in the British Museum-
(No. 51084), has seven lines of te.xt cut on the base, and the pre-

nomen of the king is cut on one side of the scarab, and his nomen
on the other. The last three lines contain the names and titles of

the king and his queen Xefertiti, and the first four form an address

by the king to a “ beneficent god ” who is the “ great one of

^ Xoi 3,600. The figures are clear on the Alnwick scarab; see Newberry,
Scarabs, PI. XXXIII.

- See Hall, Catalogue, No. 2868, p. 302 ; Budge, Tutankhamen, p. 104.

u
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roarings, ra ra
Ci

1 1

1

whose name is great and holy, and who

is present in the Set Festival like Tathunen,

After a break is mentioned “x\ten in heaven, stabhshed of face,

the gracious one in Anu (Heliopolis).” The breaks in the text
make it impossible to grasp the exact meaning of the inscription as a
whole, but it is possible that it represents an attempt to identify
some local thunder-god with Aten. The mention of Tathunen is

interesting, for he was one of the old non-solar gods of Egypt.

AMULETS
The Egj'ptians, in common with almost every other nation of

antiquity, attached to their mummified dead, and wore on their

persons when living, a number of objects which they believed would
secure for them protection from fiends and devils, and enable them
to escape from the sicknesses and diseases that they produced in

their bodies, and from accidents and calamities of all kinds. To

such objects they gave the name of m’ket, 1] 1 or ,

“ protective things, from mdk, ^ . or mek, ^ .

to protect.” These objects were believed to have the power to
protect a man, either because the substances of which they were
made contained special properties that were beneficial to those who
wore them on their bodies, or because they were thought to be the
abodes of benevolent spirits. In the earliest times these “ pro-
tectors ” were probably portions of the bodies of ancestors—a toe
or finger joint, a piece of skin, or even a dried eye-ball—objects that
are used to this day as fetishes in many parts of the Sudan. Later,
objects connected with the various cults and regarded as holy were
chosen as “ protectors,” but in process of time men forgot what
their special attributes were, and the greater number of them
became mere amulets, which were worn on the bodv as ornaments or
decorations of dress. The word “ amulet ” is derived from the Arabic

himdlah,
^

the name of the cord or chain on which the

case of an amulet hangs, and also of the amulet itself. Egyptian
amulets are of two classes, the inscribed and the uninscribed, the
former being the more powerful. The inscriptions on the most

important amulets are hekait,
^ j

,
i.e., magical utterances

which conferred extraordinary powers on the spirits of the dead,

^ Another favourite word is i.e., strengtheners.”
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and were composed by Thoth, the lord of the words of the god,

The principal Egyptian amulets were :

—

I.—The Tet, This object was formerly said to represent

a mason’s table, and a Nilometer, and the primitive roof tree, the

horizontal bars representing its branches on the north, south, east and
west. But it has nothing whatever to do with any of these things.

The text of Chapter CLV of the Book of the Dead associates it with

the backbone, pest, and vertebrae, thesu,

of Osiris, and it is clear that
^

is a conventional representation of

a part of his spinal column. The oldest form of this part was ^ ,

which represents the sacrum, and, when the Egyptians forgot what
it represented, they lengthened the hieroglyph and straightened the

projections and made the sign
^

The meaning of the word

Tet is “ firmness,” “ stability,” and the “ setting upright of the Tet ”

was a very important ceremony in the cult of Osiris. The Rubric of

Chapter CLV directs that the Tet shall be made of gold, but as a
matter of fact very few examples of the amulet in gold are known

;

when made of wood, or wax, or bitumen they were often gilded.

Several examples are known in hard stones, e.g., lapis-lazuli

(B.M. 20623), carnelian (B.M. 8272), and lapis-lazuli, carnelian, and
mother-of-emerald inlaid (B.M. 20636). Many varieties of the Tet
are found in glazed porcelain, and in some of them the top is

surmounted by the Atef crown of Osiris
^^^2,

(B.M. 739). The Chapter

of the Tet reads :

—

Chapter of the Tet of gold. Thy backbone is to thee,

•O'

1

Urt-ab,2

thy vertebrae are to thee,

ti fl

AWWN AyvV'A^

A.'WV'X'N

Av-VWW

Urt-ab.

D

I set myself on thy side.

J)

A.'vVSVN

'WW'A

I give thee seed under thee. Verily I have brought to thee

a Tet of

° ill

gold,

K y

rejoice thou

y
in it.

Rudric,
’n

Recite

^ See Budge, Osiris a>id the Egyptian Resurrectioii, Vol. II, p. 280.
- He whose heart is at rest.
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I ii ' ° ill © Jr L^ 1 \\ VVV rQo Y
over a Tet of gold fashioned on a core of sycamore wood

n ^ AA/WSA ^ Q AAW.'VA T
^Yy C

^ \ /^^AAAA '^X /WVvAA ^ *¥* ^ f)
'^\ - — VX ,

AAWAA

dipped in juice of ankhamu plants. Place on

- >1^ ? IM 7Z X
the deceased at his neck the day of the union with the earth. If

A 0

Place on

be placed for him strengthener this his neck he will be

5^i a ? -
spirit honoured dwelling in Khert Xeter on the day of

5||i
the beginning of the year, like those who are followers of Osiris regularly,

millions of times.

II.—The Tet,
1 ^ • This amulet has been commonly called

the “ Tie ” or “ Buckle,” but the earliest writers about it were
wholly uncertain as to what object it represented.^ The text that

is often found engraved upon it is Chapter CL\T of the Book of the

Dead, and this indicates that it was supposed to bring to the wearer

the virtue of the blood of Isis, and her words of power, and her

magical spells and works. The object represented by ^ is no

ornament of the goddess but is a part of her body,^ and there is little

room for doubt that the hieroglyph is intended to be a picture of

her genital organs.® On coffins and statues we often see one hand

of the figure holding
^

and the other thus indicating that

the deceased regarded amulets made in the form of the sacrum
of Osiris and the uterus of Isis as mighty protectors in the Other

1 See Birch, Aeg. Zeii., 1871, p. 13, and Maspero, Mcmoive sur Quelques
Papyrus du Louvre, p. 8.

^ See my Osiris and the Egyptian Resurrection, Vol. I, p. 276, Vol. II, p. 280.

= ]
“

t-t, is probably an old form of Cl
[j[|

,
ati-t, vulva,

which exists in Coptic under the forms lOTC, and .LXe
;
compare

also TOTre.
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World. The Tet was most commonly made of red jasper, carnelian,

porphyry, red glass, red faience and sycamore wood
;
sometimes it

was made entirely of gold, and sometimes when made of stone or

faience it was set in a gold frame or was gilded. Typical examples
in red stone are B.M. 20619 and 20641 ; the former (in a gold wire

frame) was made for Rames,
[j]

>
^.nd the latter for the lady

Maa, Instances of the use of stones that were not red are

B.M. 20646 and 20621. The former is of mottled stone and was
i ©made for a Sem priest of Ptah, called Ariri (?)

[j ^ who

was also high priest of iilemphis,
^ | ;

and the latter, made of

black schist, was made for Meri, a controller of sepulchral offerings.

The text inscribed on the Tet reads—1\

AA/WV\

The blood of Isi.s, the mastic of

ns
Isis,

X I I I

the words of power of

/WVW\

this

Isis, [are] strengtheners

I

protecting

D
great one

.
^ -/I <2>-

destroying the doer of things abominable to him.

J I I

Rubric.
I

Recite over a Tet

o

of

O

carnelian

red jasper (1)

dipped

A/ywvv

/WWA

'W'/vXA

-wvw\

T o T^iii
in juice

X'VVv'' A

[U^'T
of the sycamore.

of ankhamu flowrers.

v\

fashioned

I

of

\\\w
the core

S]]
Place [it] spirit

{/.f. the deceased)

AAAAyvy

this at

o,,» e o
O -fi- !

'WWV'

his neck [on] the day of

I w
union with the earth. If be done

1 1
'T W iol k ?{; it

for him this will the magical spells of Isis protect his limbs.
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iiJ! I

U I i
Will rejoice Horus. the son of Isis, in him [when] he sees

oa

'

-D
I fenS
1

AA/WNA

I I

him. Not shall be hidden the way from him. His [one] hand is to

^
-fl !

6 I

heaven, his [other] to earth regularly,

hand is

Do not thou

\\ I ^ AAAWv

allow to see it person any. Verily there is

©©
AAAAAA 1 ©
none above his powers (?).

In the Sa'ite Recension of the Book of the Dead the Rubric adds

:

“ If this writing be known [by the deceased] he shall be among the

followers of Osiris Un-Nefer, whose word is truth. The gates of

Khert-neter shall be opened to him. A plot of ground, with wheat
and barley, shall be given to him in Sekhet-Aanru {i.e., the Field of

Reeds). His name shall be like the names of the gods who are there,

that is to say, the Followers of Horus who reap [the grain] there.”

III.—The Head-rest or Pillow, jl Vrs?- As an amulet

the head-rest is usually made of haematite, and is uninscribed

;

it is a model of the large head-rests made of wood, alabaster and
stone, which were placed under the necks of mummified bodies to
“ lift up ” their heads. The heka, or text, inscribed on the head-rest

amulet is a version, more or less complete, of Chapter CLXVI of the

Book of the Dead, which is found in all the great Codices of the

XVnith dynasty. The text on B.M. 20647 reads :

—

Rise thou up. sick one, lying dead. They keep watch over

thv head

^C1
in the horizon,

:a,-

being raised up. Thou overthrowest

I

thine enemies. Thou triumphest over those who work against thee.

^ See Birch in Aeg. Zeit., 1868, pp. 32-54.
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Has commanded to be done for thee [this] Horns, avenger of his father

X IT X] X X
Osiris, governor of the store, Aahmes, whose word is truth, this.

I 1 1 I ^ I

^
Thou cuttest off the heads of thine enemies. Not shall they

carry off from thee ever thy skull. Verily slaughter

a ^
U 1 1 1

Osiris, governor of the store, .Aahmes, makes at the appearances

1 i
?

' ' '

-A- ^ ]

of the heads of his enemies. Not shall they carry off his head

from him for ever.

IV.—The Heart,
Jj

importance that the

Egyptians attached to the heart is proved by the Chapters of the

Book of the Dead (XXVI-XXXb) that deal with the heart. To
them it was the source of all life and thought, and it seems to have

been the seat of the Ba,
,
or heart-soul, and perhaps also of the

Ka, U, or natural disposition of a man. When taken from the

body that was to be mummified it was embalmed separately and
placed with the lungs in a jar (Canopic vase) which was under the

special protection of Tuamutef, one of the Four Sons of Horus. .At

a comparatively early period the model of a heart, made of a special

kind of stone, was inserted in the mummy in place of the heart,

or was laid upon the breast. Sometimes the upper part of it was
made in the form of a human head, and hands were crossed over it

(B.M. 1 5598) ,
and sometimes a figure of a man-headed hawk, typifying

the soul, was inlaid on one side of it (B.M. 8005). .An interesting

example of the heart amulet is described by Birch in his Catalogue

of the Egyptian Antiquities in Alnceick Castle, p. 224. On one side

are cut the signs ?czk, Xet (Neith) and
,
the Benu bird,

and the legend Q ©, Nuk ba Khepera, “ I am the soul of
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Khepera,” and on the other is the ordinary Heart-Chapter (XXXb).
So the heart, after death, or a model of it, could become the abode of

the soul of Khepera (who was also incarnate in the scarabaeus sacer),

and therefore could, and, in the opinion of the Egyptians, did live

again. Amulets of the heart are made of many kinds of hard stone

—

camelian, red jasper, red faience, and coloured paste. The Chapters
of the Book of the Dead which relate to the heart are XXVI-XXXb.
In the Papyrus of Ani (pi. 33) there are Vignettes of the four principal

amulets, viz., the the the and the 'O', and the

text which is given beneath the Vignette of the Heart reads ;

—

’0
AyWvNA

Chapter of a heart of

I Li o

<=>111
carnelian (?). I am the Benu bird, the soul of

"i 'S'.T Tni
Ra, the guide of the gods to

cr=i

the Tuat. [When] come
I I I

forth souls

gi -c2>- o
[_!

I I IS O C=> III
I

upon earth to perform the wishes of their Kas, shall come forth

III

the soul of Osiris

I 1

1

Ani
[--T] s
to perform the wish of his Ka.

V.—The Vulture, neran-t. The vulture amulet

is not common, and few examples of it are known
;

it seems to have
come into general use under the XXVIth dynasty. The text of

which it forms the Vignette in the Saite Recension of the Book of

the Dead is not found in Codices of the Theban Recension. The
amulet was supposed to bring to the deceased the protection of
“ Mother ” Isis. It was placed on the neck of the mummy on the

day of the funeral. The text reads :

—

a

Chapter of a vulture of gold placed on the neck of the glorified one.

J\
jj

Comes Isis.

X \

111
She hovers over the city. She seeks the places

cr~n

==111 Hi III 1

hidden of Horus at his appearance from the papyrus swamps,

ra \
up his horn (?) [when] it was sick. He Joined himself to theshe roused
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side of the divine bark. \Vas decreed for him the rule of the world.

He wages a war great, he makes to be remembered [his]

deeds. He sends forth his fear. He creates awe of himself.

His mother, the great lady, she makes protection for him, hastening (?)

[her] steps for Horus.

Rubric.

Recite over a vulture

of

0 111

gold inscribed

1

chapter

/vwv'v^

this upon it. Place [it] at the neck of

IM Z Ikk
glorified one this [on] the day of union with the earth [i.e., funeral).

VI.—The Collar, ^ p
,

tisekh. This amulet also came into

common use about the time of the XXVIth dynasty, but examples
of it are rare, especially in gold (see B.M. 16980). In the Graeco-
Roman Period liUle difference was made between the pectoral and
the coUar, as may be seen from the examples made of cartonnage
in the British Museum. Each has two heads of Horus, one by each
shoulder, a fact that suggests that the collar and pectoral were
supposed to carry with them the protection of Horus of the Two
Horizons, Her-aakhuti. A collar forms the Vignette of Chapter
CLVHI of the Saite Recension of the Book of the Dead, the text

of which reads :

—

Chapter of the collar of scold

/wvw\

placed on the neck of the glorified one.

M
My father, my brother, my mother Isis, unfetter me, make me to see.

I am

°-3- 77;
among the unfettered ones [who] see Geb.one
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Rubric. —^ ^ A.WW\

Recite over a collar

_ 1 ^ u

° 111 I S I ,WWV^

of gold inscribed chapter this

fiiktS D ra iko^ 1.

upon it. Place [it] on the neck of glorified one this the day of

VII.—The Papyrus Column Sceptre,
|

,
Uatch. The

name of this amulet is derived from
|

or ^ J , to

be green, verdure, freshness, etc., and it was supposed to bestow

the strength and vigour of youth upon its wearer. It is usually

made of mother-of-emerald, and two forms of it are known
;

in the

one the amulet is in the form of a miniature papyrus column in the

round (B.M. 8201), and in the other the column is cut in relief upon
a flat tablet with a rounded top. Both forms were worn as pendants

(B.M. 8212, 13328). A picture of the amulet without a tablet

under it forms the Vignette of Chapter CLIX of the Saite Recension

of the Book of the Dead, which is a comparatively modern com-
position. In the Mgnette of Chapter CLX we see Thoth in the form
of an ibis-headed man giving a rectangular plaque to the deceased

scribe Nebseni. Thoth is called the “ great god,” and before him

are the words, “ the giving of an Uatch of neshmet ’
’ T

I

7 s
union with the earth.

name of this amulet is derived from

The text reads
'CU76 u m
I am the Uatch mother-of-emerald, which

5 Q w I w uJ I

is deadly in its operation, which the hand of Thoth adores it.

Its abomination is slaughter. It is strong, I am strong.

/WVX'V' /wwvs n Z\ PA fV ~|

It is not slaughtered, conversely It is not smitten,

I am not slaughtered).

I am not smitten. The words of Thoth are thy protection. Come
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ii
1

©
in peace, great one of Heliopolis, great one. dweller in Pe.

-
Advances Shu to him, he finds him in

1 gj a

makins;

Shenemu in

is-
ag his seat

I
^

AAAVS/V\ 1

his name
ra
Xeshmet,

Oi

. era

his seat

^(jB
the stronghold of the god, the great one.

o ^^nnr

Rests Tern

.<2>-

1
O I

upon his Eye,

5 ®
L=J1 Ji

fettered are his members.

According to the Rubric to Chapter CLIX of the Saite Recension

the Uatch amulet was to be laid upon the neck of the deceased.

VIII.—The Life amulet or A.'vWv\ f , or
,
clnkli. This

amulet is found in almost every material which the Egyptians used

for making amulets, and was worn by the living to maintain and
prolong life, and laid with the dead to renew their life and effect

their resurrection. WTiat object is represented by is not

known. About its meaning there is no doubt, fortunately, for

ancient authorities, both Greek and Coptic, say that ankh (Copt.

(JOitg,, means “ life.” The gods possessed and always

carried it with them, and without it they would not have been gods.

They could bestow' this quality, or essence, or attribute, upon the

souls of the righteous, who attained the pow'er and status of the gods

forthwith. In later times stood for more than mere “life”;

it meant the life that could not die—immortality.^ An interesting

proof of this is afforded by B.M. 84412. This is a large cinkli amulet,

inches long, made of bluish-green Egyptian porcelain. Within

the loop of the are “stability,” and “well-being,”

and on top of the in low' relief, is the sign for “ one hundred

thousand millions of years” is possible that w'as

^ As in Coptic = Gr. aOavaaia (see Spiegelberg, Kopt. Hand-
u'drierbuch, p. 181).
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used by the pre-dynastic Egyptians as an amulet, and though their

dynastic successors do not seem to have known exactly what it

represented, from the fact that they associate it with
^

and

it would appear that they associated it with the human body.

Many Egj-ptologists have suggested identifications for
,

but

none is satisfactory, and the fact is that no one knows what this

sign represents. 1 The Egyptian Christians, or Copts, adopted

both the sign and its meaning in connection with the Cross

of Christ, and it is seen frequently on gravestones (see the stele of

Pleinos in the Coptic Room of the British Museum). During some
excavations made by the late Colonel G. T. Plunkett, R.E., and
myself in 1887, near the Monastery of St. Simeon at Aswan, we
found the remains of an episcopal staff with a silver head.

This head was formed of
^ and csO

,
joined together

thus
,
and the fusions seem to represent the bishop’s attempt

to merge the symbols of the three great Egyptian amulets into

the great Symbol of Christianity. The loop of the stands for

the solar disk G, and for the horizon, but it was Christ, and not

Ra, WTiose rising with healing in His wings was indicated by the

solar disk on the horizon . Thus the object represented the
“ Life ” of Christ, Isis and Osiris, and the bishop who affixed it

to his pastoral staff no doubt used it, as did the ascetics in other

parts of Egypt, to drive away devils and evil spirits, and to cure

diseases.

IX.—The Utchat y or “Symbolic Eye.” This

amulet was made of faience, glazed in various colours, wood, granite,

haematite, carnelian, lapis-lazuli, gold, silver, copper and many

other materials. Its name is derived from utcha,

be in good health,” “ sound and comfortable in mind and bod}’.”

The reason why this amulet was so popular is obvious. The source

of all health and happiness was the right Eye of Horus the Elder,

and later the right Eye of Ra, which was able to protect both the

living and the dead. The two Utchats, one facing to the right and
the other to the left, represented the two eyes of Horus, i.e., the sun
and the moon, or, as late texts seem to indicate, the southern and
northern halves of the sun’s daily course. The tw’in Utchats,

appear on coffins as early as the Vlth dynasty, and indicate

1 See Jequier, “ Les Talismans 4 et Q,” in Bull, de Vlnstitut Francais,

Cairo, 1913, p. 123.
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that the dead were under the protection of the Eyes of the Sun
and Moon. On sepulchral boxes we often find them with a triple

J
betw’een, The Utchat amulet is made both as a solid

plaque and in hollow-work, and when made of carnelian the eyebrow
is carefully marked (B.M. 15624, 29041). Sometimes a uraeus

wearing a solar disk is attached,
^

(B.M. 29040), and

sometimes it is provided with a wing and the leg and claw of a bird

(hawk ?) (B.M. 29222). The examples in faience are interesting,

some having a head of Hathor stamped on them (B.M. 7357), others

a figure of Bes. (B.M. 21547). In some two pairs of Utchats are

united. (B.M. 7386). Occasionally the Utchat is quite

round, and is outlined on one side, and on the convex side

about 50 small eyes <a>- are shown in relief (B.M. 30035). Egyptian
tradition told the story of how the Eye of Ra had suffered injury and
eclipse through a mighty storm which had been stirred up by Set, or

Apepi, and also of how the Eye of the Moon had been swallowed up
by the same monster, but in each case the Eye was “ brought back,”
i.e., restored to its original state, by Thoth. The Book of the Dead
(Chapter LXVII) provides a heka, or spell, which the deceased can
use to prevent himself from suffering through a similar calamity.

It reads ;

—

WW'.'N

I JJ

Chapter of bringing

iXW-WV

/WVW\

an Utchat. Brought Thoth
(/.a, restored)

the Utchat.

on
He made to be at peace the Utchat after sent forth it

w \ n ^3^
\ \ /VW^"'/vvwv\

It was

i

Ra.

'A w n^
k-rSf tii ! o
Thoth made to be at peace it

tempest-tossed greatly, but

after

-\WvXA

the tempest. I am sound.

it departed from

It IS sound [and] I am sound.

A
It IS sound [and] sound is the scribe Nebseni, lord of reverence.
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The Egyptians celebrated a great festival in honour of the
“ Filhng of the Utchat ” on the last day of the sixth month of their

year, on which day the Sun-god Ra was believed to obtain his maxi-

mum strength. The Mgnette of Chapter CXL in the Saite Recension

shows us the deceased adoring Anubis, and a god sitting with the

Utchat on his head, \^, w'ith Ra, behind him. The Chapter is

ordered to be recited over two Utchat amulets,

was to be made of lapis-lazuli or mag stone.

The first amulet
Z5

plated with or set in gold, and offerings were to be made to it.

O
second amulet was to be made of khenem stone.

either

The

, and

laid on some part of the body of the deceased, and when the Chapter

had been recited over these, the deceased would become one of the

gods, and would be able to take his seat in the boat of the Sun-god.

During the recital of the Chapter at the moment when the Utchat

was full, fires were to be kindled on twelve altars—four in honour

of Ra-Tem, four for the Utchat, and four for the Two Companies of

the Gods who sang, “ Hail to thee, Ra, overthrower of Apep ! Hail

to thee, Ra, self-produced, who earnest into being as Khepera !

Hail to thee, Ra, destroyer of thine enemies ! Hail to thee, Ra, who
hast broken the skulls of the impotent rebels, the Mesu Betshu

”

,H
The day of the filling of the Utchat was the

I I I

longest day of the Egyptian year.

X.—The Cow, ra Ahat. An ancient tradi-

tion held that in primitive times, when the Sun-god Ra was
about to set for the first time, he felt that when he had lost the vital

heat which had been in him in the daytime he would become an

inert, dead mass. His mother, the Sky-goddess, appealed to a

mighty god by his secret names, and Ra was at once surrounded by
flames of fire, which prevented his death. In the Saite Period, or

earlier, the editor of the Book of the Dead included a Chapter (CLXII)

containing a series of hekaii, or words of power, which were to be

recited on behalf of the deceased with the intention of preserving

the vital heat in his body for ever. The Chapter is entitled “ Chapter

of making to become heat (or, fire) under the head of the Aakhu,”

in the heka is Par, or Pal

1 B

i
Q

/VWW, —

are rO

^ (1 ^ ^^ 'D' ij

AuLAUAAQERSAANQLEBATI, ^

The god addressed

and his secret names

Haqahagaherher,

^ ,
Khalserau, and
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Khalsata, The Rubric orders the Chapter

to be recited over a figure of a cow in fine gold, which is to be placed

on the neck of the deceased. The Vignette shows the cow wearing a
disk and plumes between her horns, and she has a menat suspended
from her neck. Besides this a figure of the cow was to be written on
a piece of new papyrus and placed under the head of the deceased,

who would then retain the vital heat which he possessed during his

life. When the image of the goddess was placed in position on the

body the following prayer was to be said :
“ O Amen, 0 Amen who

art in heaven, turn thy face upon the dead body of thy son, and
make him sound and strong in Khert-Neter.” The amulets of the

Cow, which have been found under the heads of mummies, are

circular in form, and are made up of a series of layers of linen

gummed together
;
they are slightly concave in shape, and therefore

fit the back of the mummy’s head. The linen is co\"ered with

a thin layer of plaster, upon which are drawn in black outline :

(1) a four-headed Ram-god adored by si.v dog-headed apes;

(2) the cow Ahat, the Four Sons of Horus, an Utchat goddess,

and a serpent adoring a man-headed Hawk-god
; (3) a god with

two heads facing in opposite directions, the boat of Her-Sept,
the Boat of Khepera, and a boat containing the soul of the

deceased. All these scenes are enclosed in a circle that is intended
to represent the pupil of the Eye of Ra, and outside it extracts in

hieroglyphs from Chapter CLXII are given. See the examples in

the British Museum—No. 37330, which was made for Tcheher (Teos),

the son of Utchat-Shu, No. 35875, which was made for Her

and No. 37909, which was made for Ta-khart-Khensu,

XI.-The Frog, qerer. The frog was an incarnation

of the goddess Heqit, played a very important

and prominent part in Egyptian mythology. She is mentioned in

the Pyramid text of Pepi and she was present when Rut-Tet,
the wife of the priest of Ra, gave birth to the three boys- who after-

wards became kings of Egx^pt under the names of Userkaf, Sahura
and Kakaa. She presided over conception and birth, and was
present when Osiris was united to Isis after his death. Her cult

flourished at Abydos under the XIXth dynasty and later. On
the bas-reliefs there she is seen assisting Anubis to reconstitute the
body of Osiris, and she is present when the soul of Osiris is rejoining

w ,

1. 570.

- Westcar Papyrus, ed. Erman, Plate 9.
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its body. And it was assumed that she was present at the birth of

everj^ king and every person of royal rank. The four great primeval
gods, Nen, Heh, Kek and Nau, are depicted in the form of a frog.

The frog amulet appears in two forms, one being about 5 inches

long and the other about half an inch long. The former, the matla-

metlo [Pyxiceplialus adspersiis), appears from out of the sands of the

desert as soon as the rains begin to fall, and the natives associate

with it the idea of new life and fertility. The latter, the small

tree-frog, appears suddenly in myriads as soon as the Nile begins to

rise in the Sudan, and the women of many tribes in Africa eat them,
as thej" do the scarahaeus sacer, to make themselves fertile.^ Models of

this little tree-frog were made in large numbers in steatite, faience,

hard stone, and gold, and were worn as pendants on necklaces,

pectorals, etc. (for specimens see B.M. 14609, 14758, 29050). Accord-
ing to King [The Gnostics, London, 1864, p. 139) the frog was not an
uncommon device for a heathen’s signet, and it was often adopted by
early converts. It came into the list of emblems of the resurrection

of the body on account of the complete change of nature it goes

through in the second stage of its existence, i.e., from a fish to a

quadruped. And Plutarch says {De E. Delpliico, X) that the frogs

and the snakes on the basis of the bronze palm-tree which the

Corinthians dedicated to Phoebus typified the spring. The Copts
also regarded the frog as a type of the resurrection, and on a Christian

lamp described by Lanzone {Dizionario, p. 853) there is a raised

figure of a frog surrounded by the legend, ’Eyoi eltj-i 'XvaaracrK;,
“

I am the resurrection.” In the catacombs of Alexandria the frog

is often seen associated with the Cross,- each being intended to typify

resurrection. From Eg^'pt the cult of the frog passed westwards,
and even at the present day glazed earthenware models of the giant

frog may be seen in many houses in Morocco and the neighbouring
countries.

An interesting example of the association of the frog with the

symbol of virility is afforded by a bronze handle of a knife or dagger
which was formerly in the well-known Collection of Dr. Fouquet in

Cairo. This handle is 24 inches in length, and is formed by the figure

of a pygmy who is standing on the top of a lotus flower and holding
a cluster of lotus flowers. He is furnished with a large phallus, which
is out of all proportion to his size, and on the end of it is perched a

frog. The little green tree-frogs which swarm when the Nile is

beginning to rise in the Sudan have already been mentioned, and the

frog and the pygmy together recall the Sudani belief in the frog as a

symbol of fertility and fecundity. When the Fouquet Collection

was sold in Paris in 1923 the bronze handle described above was
purchased for the British Museum, where it is now preserved in the

Greek and Roman Department.

^ Johnston, George Grenfell, Vol. II, pp. 613, 615.
® Birch, Ancient Pottery, Vol. I, p. 52.
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XII.—The Nefer,
J

(or perhaps funda-

mental idea attached to this amulet is not very clear, but
from the fact that this same word is used to express young man, and
maiden, and young horse and well-favoured cow, we may assume
that it was supposed to bring to its wearers the strength, gladness

and happiness of youth. The word also means good, and what is

good, pretty or beautiful, and perhaps also perfect and perfection.

Neter nefer,
^ J

,
is the well-doing or beautiful god. The amulet

was made of glazed faience, carnelian, etc., and large numbers
were made to string on necklaces and pectorals. Originally it repre-

sented the human heart with an attachment, but in the XXVIth
dynasty popular ideas associated it with a musical instrument, and
it was commonly held to typify joy and gladness.

I

XIII.—The Ba, or Soul amulet,
,

a man-headed hawk.
Atrk

d'his amulet was made of gold and inlaid with semi-precious stones,

c.g., lapis-lazuli and carnelian, and was laid on the breast of the

mummy with the object of enabling the soul of the deceased to visit

its body in the tomb. Sometimes the amulet takes the form shown
in the hieroglyph above, and sometimes the wings are outspread

;

a good, characteristic example is B.iM. 57323. In the Vignette to

Chapter LXXXIX of the Book of the Dead the soul is seen hovering
over the mummy, which is lying on its bier, and in the text the

deceased is made to sa}'',
‘

‘ Grant that my soul may come to me from
wheresoever it may be Let me have possession of my Ba
(soul) and of my Aakhu (spirit). Let me not lie down as a dead
being in Anu (Heliopolis), the place wherein souls are joined unto
their bodies in thousands (?). Let m\’ soul appear before the gods,

and grant that it may journey, O ye gods who tow along the Boat of

the Lord of Millions of Years, in the eastern sky with you and follow

on to the place where it was yesterday. And let it have peace,

peace in Amentt. May it look upon its natural body, may it rest

upon its sdlui (spirit-body), and mav its body neither perish nor suffer

corruption for ever !

”

XIV.—The Sma,

the lungs

% This amulet represents

,
sma, and it was believed to impart to the wearer

of it the power to breathe freely, and to prolong the existence of the
breath of life in the bodv. It is usually made of dark-coloured
stone, and varies in length from three-quarters of an inch to an inch

and three-eighths
;
the examples in the British Museum (8291 and

24082) are uninscribed.

XV.—The Sun on the horizon, . This amulet was made
of red jasper, red paste or red glass, carnelian, and other stones of

a reddish colour (B.M. 8297, 8299, 8300). It sj’mbolized the
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strength of Horns the rising sun, and was believed to afford to the

wearer heat and protection in life, and renewed life, or resurrection

after death.

XVI, XVII, XVIII.—Crown amulets. These were : The Red

Crown of the North (Lower Egj’pt), ^ ,
Teshert

;

the White Crown of the South (Upper Egypt), ^
.
Hetchet

;

the Two Crowns of the South and North, V Sekhemti.

XIX.—The Two Feathers, or
[J,

Shuti

This amulet represents the two plumes which some of the gods

wear, e.g., Amen and Osiris. The straight plumes,
j|],

are those

of Amen, and indicate the power of generation, virility, and
the plumes with curved tops are the feathers worn in the Atef

Crown,
,
by Ptah-Seker-Osiris, the triune god of the Egyptian

Resurrection. From first to last the feather symbolized air and
light. The Shuti amulet was made in stone, sometimes dark,

sometimes light (B.(M. 8143, 20618), and also in solid gold, but the

natives melt down the latter as soon as they find one.

XX.—The Shen, Q ,
originally represented the end of a

cyhndrical seal being rolled over the moist mud which is to take

the impression of the seal, but at a very early date it was associated

with the idea of a ring with an attachment which bore an inscrip-

tion and was used as a seal. The word shen, 9. ^3 ,
9 Q,

means “ to encircle,” and shenii, 5 ^ f—

>

or ^ Q >
means

“ circle.” The determinative is sometimes C or Q , and some-
times CZD

,
and it is possible that the cartouche amulet, CZt', is

only a modification of this sign. In any case the Shen represents the

all-embracing power of the sun, and probably also eternity.

XXI.—The Cartouche, CHX . This amulet is made of lapis-

lazuli (B.M. 13469) and dark stone, and sometimes a pair of plumes,

are attached to it (B.M. 8166, 8168). The hieroglyph is

used as a determinative for ren, the word for name, and it is

possible that the idea underlpng the use of this amulet was the

preservation of the name of the deceased in perpetuity, or as long

as the solar disk continued to revolve in the skv.

XXII.—The Serpent’s head, This

amulet is made of red jasper, red paste, carnelian and other reddish
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stones. It represented Isis as the great serpent-goddess, and was
placed inside the wrappings of mummies and attached to their necks
to prevent their being devoured by worms in the tombs. It was
also worn by the living as a protection against snake bite. The
hekau, or words of power, which are found engraved on the amulet,
are taken from two Chapters of the Book of the Dead (XXXIV and
XXX\

)

which were intended to prevent the deceased from being
devoured by worms or serpents in the Other World. In Chapter
XXXIV he says, “ I am flame emanating from the brow of the
god of Eternity I am the ilaftet,” i.e., the divine Lynx,

One example (B.il. 23301) contains an address to the Great God in

Khert-Neter,
[ ^ ^ nj-

,
another gives

the name of the

O A

:

deceased, T 'K
**

who held the office of
0 II ..BX—

(B.M. 3125), and a third is inscribed with a text

beginning Vbm - (B.M. 14898).

XXIII.—The Menat,
(]
o ^ . This amulet was in use

. _ ^
A<WVV\ I )m Egj'pt in the early dynastic period, and was probably invented

by the pre-dynastic Egj-ptians. It was w'orn by gods, goddesses,
kings, priests, and others, and it often forms the pendant of a neck-
lace, being made of lapis-lazuli, dark stone or glazed faience, and,
when attached to large statues, of bronze. The primitive idea
associated with this amulet was physical well-being, in the male
virility and in the female fecundity, and it was buried with the dead
\vith the idea of renewing their se.xual instincts and powders in the
Other World. In Lower Egypt the IMenat was a prominent attribute
of Ptah of Memphis, and in Upper Egj’pt of Hathor, whether as a
fine cow or beautiful woman. Two characteristic examples are
B.M. 8172, 8173, but one of the finest examples known is B.M. 41515.
It is 6| inches long by 2f inches. The upper part consists of an aegis
of Hathor set between two papyrus columns, the one surmounted
by the Uraeus of the South, and the other by the uraeus of the
North. The goddess wears a plaited head-dress, and a heavy curl
falls by each side of her face. Above her head is a small shrine

,
in which is a serpent, upright, wearing a disk and horns ^

.

The aegis rests upon another shrine, which is flanked on each side

by a lotus pillar surmounted by a head of Hathor. Within the
shrine are figures of two goddesses in the form of women, the one
wearing and the other a sistrum (?). On the reverse of the

mendt this shrine is provided with two doors and two bolts. On
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one door is cut in outline the figure of a goddess with horns (?),

and on the other the figure of a woman kneeling, with a lotus in

her hand and a bird on her head. The doors and bolts show that the

shrine has a funerary character. Below, within a circle, in sunk relief,

is a figure of the cow of Hathor, with a solar disk in red stone inlaid

between her horns. An altar, with offerings upon it, stands before

her, and luxuriant plants form a background for her. The two

goddesses symbolized by this menat were Xebthetep, x::r7 ,
and

Hether, lady of heaven,
y

c. ^ 5=c: compare B.M. 20760

and 300, and ^ and r-, 4, in Lanzone, Dizionario,
CZ ZX 04 Zli I LI Y

tav. XVI, 3rd register.

XXIV.—The Fly. A few examples are known of an amulet

made in the form of a fly, ^ ,
but the head, instead of being that

of the insect, is that of a man or woman. This amulet is made
of green stone or green-glazed faience

; typical examples are

B.M. 3134, 3135. The common Egyptian word for a fly is

dff, but it is possible that at one period the Egyptians represented
the soul as a human-headed fly, just as they depicted it as a human-
headed hawk, and if this be so the name of the amulet would probably
be “ Ba.”

XXV.—The Ladder, ^ ,
maqet, Copt. JUtO'iTKS. In

many tombs of the Old and Middle Kingdoms models of a ladder, ^

,

made of steatite and wood have been found, and some time elapsed
after the finding of them before it was realized that they were amulets.
These models are symbols of the Ladder by which, according to a
very ancient legend, Osiris ascended into heaven. In primitive
times the Egy’ptians thought that in some places the floor of heaven
touched the mountains, and that the Spirit-bodies of the dead
stepped from the tops of the mountains on to the crystal (or

alabaster ?) floor of heaven. But in some parts there was a
considerable space between the earth and this floor, and then the
spirit-bodies needed a ladder. The legend stated that Osiris wished
to enter heaven, but that on account of his want of strength he was
unable to spring up to it, and that he would never have reached
heaven at all had not Ra pro\'ided him with a ladder. According
to one form of the legend Osiris was helped to ascend the ladder by
Ra and Horus, who stood one on each side of it, and according to
another the two helpers of Osiris were Horus the Aged and Set.

To make the ladder perform its functions it was necessary for the
deceased to recite the heka, or word of power, which was specially

composed for this purpose. In the text as given in the Pyramid of
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Pepi (line 192 f.) the dead king is made to saj', “ Homage to thee,

O divine Ladder ! Homage to thee, O Ladder of Set ! Stand thou
upright, O divine Ladder ! Stand thou upright, O Ladder of Set !

Stand thou upright, O Ladder of Horns, whereby Osiris appeared in

heaven when he worked magic on Ra Pepi is thy son, Pepi
is Horus. Thou hast given birth to Pepi even as thou didst give

birth to the Lord of the Ladder. Give Pepi the Ladder of Horus,
give him the Ladder of Set, whereby he shall appear in heaven when
he has worked magic on Ril Pepi rises like the uraeus on
the forehead of Set. Every god and every spirit stretches out his

hand to Pepi on the Ladder. Pepi has collected his bones, and
gathered together his flesh, and he has gone quicklv into heaven by
means of the two fingers of the god, the Lord of the Ladder,”

^ (line 196). In another place we read, “ Homage

to thee, O thou Ladder I Give thy hand to this Pepi.

This Pepi seats himself between the two great gods. This Pepi is

at the head of the thrones. His hand grasps Sekhet-Hetep. He
sits among the stars that are in the sky ” (lines 472, 473). In the

Papyrus of Ani (pi. XXII) a \’ignette of the Ladder is given, and
in Chapter CXLIX (Aat XI) the deceased says, “ I set up a Ladder
among the gods, and I am a divine being among them.” In the

Papyrus of X'u we read, “ The Osiris Nu, whose word is truth,

appears upon your Ladder which Ra has made for him, and Horus

and Suti grasp him by the hand,” W
rff

(Chapter CLIIIa, 1. 34).

' * ^

XXVI.—The Two Fingers,
|]

—a (, ,
tchehdui. This

amulet has been found in coffins and among the swathings of

mummies, and it is usually made of a thin slab of dark green or black
stone, or obsidian, or haematite, which is rounded at one end and
shaped to represent the index and medius fingers at the other

;
it

varies in length from 3 inches to 3f inches, and is sometimes gilded

(B.M. 8361, 8362, 8366). This amulet was believed to secure for the

deceased the assistance of the two fingers of Horus, wffio would
help him to ascend the Ladder by which Osiris mounted to heaven.

XXVII.—Amulets in mother-of-emerald. This stone was be-
lieved to possess magical properties, and amulets made of it were
supposed to transmit health and strength to the wearers. Examples
are the small plaque in the British Museum (8231), 1| inches long,

with perforated projection for suspension, which is inscribed with a
garbled version of some words from Chapter XXXb, and a portion
of a papyrus sceptre, which has been reworked (20602),
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XXVIII.—The Head of Hathor. Under the XVIIIth dynasty

the cult of the goddess Hathor, either in the form of a fat and well-

favoured cow or a lovely woman, became prominent, and votive

offerings to her shrines were very numerous. These consisted of

scarabs, and plaques on which figures of her head were cut, and

small gold models of the head of the goddess set upon a standard.^

These last were usually mounted upon bases made of alabaster or

still more precious stone, and as the head on the standard had two

faces, each base had steps at its front and back Gold

amulets of the head of the goddess on a standard were worn on neck-

laces, and B.M. 26977 is a good example of them ;
it is 1 1 inches in

height
; the face of the goddess is triangular, and the ears are large

and resemble those of a cow.

This amulet gave to the wearer the protection of Hathor, to

whom women prayed for offspring. The cult of Hathor as a

cow-goddess probably originated in the great cattle-breeding districts

in the Sudan, and the flint amulet, B.M. 32124, which seems to

represent a cow’s head, suggests that the cult of the cow existed in

the Neolithic Period.

XXIX.—The Kef-pesesh, ^ or Peseshkef,

p
CZZD

,
which had the shape

, was used in the

ceremony of “ Opening the Mouth ” (see Index). The oldest

known example of this instrument as an amulet is B.M. 37279,

which is 2\ inches long, and is 1| inches in its widest part.

Another example is B.M. 30848, which is made of a reddish carnehan,

and is mounted in a gold setting fashioned in the form of the head of

a woman wearing a heavy wig. The jawbones of the deceased were

made incapable of work by mummification, but when they were

touched by the Peseshkef their former power returned to them.

XXX.—The amulets Neterui (?) These amulets are usually

made of haematite, or some other kind of hard, dark stone. Under
the Old Kingdom, and probably much earlier, the Egyptians gave

these instruments the forms of axe-heads attached to handles.^

as above, but under the XXVIth dynasty they appear in the forms

'=[]'=[] (B.M. 8330, 8331). The instruments represented by both

forms were used in the ceremony of Opening the ilouth, and they

completed the work begun by the Peseshkef. The Sem priest said

to the deceased in this ceremony, “ Osiris Unas, thy mouth is opened
for thee,” and the Rubric indicates that whilst these words were

being said by him he presented to the face of the deceased two

1 This standard may represent the windpipe.
^ See the text of the Pyramid of Unas, 1. 27.
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instruments made of “ iron (?) of the South,”
j Jj

, and

'‘iron(?i of the North,” A respectively. The two gods

represented by are Horns and Set, whilst the two

represent two different kinds of metal. These amulets were placed
among the wrappings of the mummy near the head, and they were
supposed to open the mouth of the deceased and obtain for him
the protection of Horus and Set.

XXXI.—The Steps, ^ With this amulet is associated

the idea of resurrection, and it is also symbolic of the steps that Shu
used to stand upon when he lifted up the Sky-goddess Nut from the
embrace of the Earth-god Geb, and of the throne of Osiris. In the
fourth section of the Vignette of Chapter X of the Book of the Dead
three sets of steps are depicted. And in the Papyrus of Anhai
(pi. 8) we see the mummy of the deceased lying on the top of the
steps, /\ ,^ and two figures of Khnem standing, one at its head
and the other at its feet. Above, in the blue vault of heaven, are

the Eight White Spheres. The amulet of the Steps is usually made
of glazed faience—green, blue or white.

Neolithic amulets. The Neolithic Egr-ptians appear to have
worn models of animals and reptiles made of flint as amulets, and a
few examples of these har-e come down to us. Thus we have the
crocodile (B.M. 32117), 2]^ inches in length, and the hippo-
potamus (B.M. 43066), 3 inches in length. The latter object has
a perforated projection on its back, and it is quite clear that it was

tvorn as a pendant. The flint objects and oc (B.M. 32097,

54429) are also probably amulets.

In every Egyptian collection of importance a large number of

rings, having a gap in each, will be found
;
they are made of gold,

red jasper, obsidian, red-glazed faience, shell, stone and glass. Some
of those made of gold have a small ring at each end for a wire to pass
through (?), and they ma.y thus have been used as ear-rings or
pendants for necklaces

;
on the other hand, they may have been used

as amulets. Some have thought that they may have served in some
w'ay as buttons.

GNOSTIC AMULETS

The Eg\’ptians in all periods of their history believed firmly in the
magical powders possessed by certain stones, especially w'hen hekaii,

or words of power, names of gods, and figures of supernatural beings,

W'hen in human or animal forms, w'ere inscribed upon them. Amulets,
m some form or other, were absolute necessaries of hfe to them, and

^ These steps were in Khemenu (Hermopolis)

.
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when they lost faith in the native varieties that were within their

reach, they adopted those that the\' believed would give them
the protection of foreign gods. The Egyptians who embraced
Christianity were in this respect no different from their pre-Christian

ancestors, but their amulets represented more complex beliefs than

the old Egyptian amulets did, and the greater number of these were

drawn from the Indian, Persian, Syrian, and Hebrew religions. Some
authorities think that Gnosticism is older than Christianity, and some
forms of it undoubtedly were in existence many centuries before

the Christian Era. The word is derived from the Greek yvoxrt^,
“
knowledge,” but the knowledge was of a special and superior kind,

transcendental and celestial in character. The Egyptian Kherheb,

or priest who performed the sacramental ceremonies in the

chapels of the Pyramids of Gizah in the IVth dynastjg claimed to

possess this transcendental knowledge in precisely the same way
as did the priest of any Gnostic sect in the 1st or Ilnd century A.D.

In most respects Gnostic amulets only reproduce ancient Egyptian
ideas, with additions. The soul of the Egyptian made its way to

heaven by the use of spells, prayers, the knowledge of names of power,

and the use of symbolic amulets, and the soul of the Gnostic relied

on precisely the same things to help his soul into heaven. But his

priest helped him materially by simplifying the intricate system of

magical figures and symbols and texts, and condensing their powers
into a single word, or name, or figure, or svmbol. Provided with a

magical stone on which any one of these was cut, the Gnostic believed

that all heaven was open to his soul when it left his bodv, and that

no devil or demon could resist his will and pleasure. To this belief

the Gnostic amulet wholly owes its existence. According to Gnostic
teaching Christ Himself was obliged to use words of power to enable

Him to descend into hell and to return to the earth, and the Gnostic
endeavoured to provide himself with similar means of overcoming
the Pow’ers of darkness. This is no place to attempt to summarize
the various Gnostic beliefs that are represented on the amulets, or

to describe in detail every Gnostic inscription or figure, but the notes
given below’ will indicate their general character. To those w’ho wish
to follow’ up the study of these most interesting but puzzling amulets,
the books recommended are : (1) The Fistis Sophia, a w'ork probably
of the Ilnd century a.d., the Coptic text edited by Schwartze. There
is a German translation by C. Schmidt [Koptiscli-gnostische Schriften,

Bd. I, 1905), and a good English translation by the Rev. G. Horner
is now available. (2) The Coptic texts of the two ” Books of leu,”
edited w’ith a German translation by C. Schmidt, Leipzig, 1892.

(3) Hilgenfeld, Ketzsrgeschichte des U?'J:risteutti>ns, Leipzig, 1884.

(4) Lipsius, De>- Gnosticisnais, Leipzig, 1860. (5) Mansel, The Gnostic
Heresies, London, 1875. (6) Liechtenhahn, Die Offenbarung ini

Gnosticismns

,

Gottingen, 1901. (7) Staehlin, Die Gnostischen
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QiieUen. Hippolyte, Leipzig, 1890. (8) The list of Gnostic 'A'orks by
Harnack in his Geschichte, Parts I and II. (9) E. de Fa\'c, Intro-

duction, Paris, 1903. (10) Matter, Histoire Critique dii Gnosticisme,

2 vols. and plates. Paris, 1828. (11) C. W. King, The Gnostics and
their Remains, London, 1864. (12) Bellermann, Drci Programmen
iiher die Ahraxas-Gemmen, Berlin, 1820. There are good articles on
"Gnosticism” in Ersch and Gruber’s EncvclopdJ.ie (bv Lipsius)

;

in Hastings, Encvclopaedia of Religions, 4"oi. VI, p. 231 ft.
;
and in the

Encyclopaedia Brit., Xlth edition, Vol. XII, p. 152 ft.

Gnostic amulets are made of various kinds of green stone and
green plasma, green basalt, greenish-grey granite, sard, carnelian,

chalcedony, haematite, and, rarely, crystal. They are usualty flat

and oval in shape, and from half an inch t(r 3 inches in length :

the greater number of t’nem have a bevelled edge, and it seems that

they were mounted as bezels in rings, or set in metal frames and
worn as pendants. Green stone seems to have been preferred,

just as green basalt was the correct material of which to make heart-

scarabs. According to Galen, “ Some indeed assert that a virtue

of this kind is inherent in certain stones, such as is in reality possessed

by the Green Jasper, which benefits the chest and mouth, if tied upon
them. Some indeed set the stone in a ring, and engrave upon it a

serpent with his head crowned with rays Of this material

I have had ample experience, having made a necklace of such stones,

and hung it round the patient’s neck, descending low enough for

the stones to touch the m.outh of the stomach, and they proved to

be of no less benefit than if they had been engraved in the manner
laid down by King Xechepsos ” [De Simp. Med., Book IX

;
King,

The Gnostics, p. 74).

Almost all the Gnosti: amulets now available for study were
found in Egypt, and chiefly in Lower Egypt and the Fayyum. The
designs on the oldest of them, which are pre-Christian, were inspired

by the reliefs on monuments like the Metternich-Stele. On one we

have the scarab the hawk of Horus and Ra
,
the star

fc
,
the crescent moon d, and the winged, bird-bodied man holding

“ life,” -|- ,
in each hand and standing upon a crocodile and two

scorpions (B.M. G. 35). This design is given a Gnostic meaning by
the words cut on the reverse, lAW ABPAMA MAPI. On another

we have a beetle, ^ ,
within an oval formed by a snake with its

tail in its mouth. The beetle is the self-existent one, Khepera in

Egyptian, and the serpent is the protector of the Sun-god and his

visible emblem, the sun. The le.gend on the reverse is one of the
well-known Gnostic legends (B.M. G. 455). On a third, a flat,

heart-shaped pendant, we have on the obr'erse the well-known
figures of Horus and Ra, each hawk-headed, and seated on a throne
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and holding a sceptre
|
and . Between them is a winged serpent

with a disk on its head, and ^ suspended from its body. On the

reverse is cut the inscription here given, which is thus rendered by
C. W. King :

“ One Bait, one Athor,
one their power, Akori.^ Hail, Father
of the World ! Hail, triformed god !

”

The Egyptian triad referred to is

probably Khepera - Shu - Tefnut, but
the Gnostics identified these purely
Egj.'ptian figures rHth triune gods of

their own, and the Christians among
them with the Christian Trinity (B.M.

G. 1 ) . A portion of the scene in which
the deceased is represented reaping in the Elysian Fields seems to

be reproduced on B.M. G. 46 and 227. On these haematite ovals

the bowed figure of an aged man is seen reaping, and on the reverse

of 46 is the word CXIWN, which may be connected with the

€IC BAIT
eiC A0U)P MI

A TWN BIA €IC

Ae AKWPI XAIP€

HATeP KOCMOY XA

IP€ TPIMOP<l>€ 0€OC

Egyptian sekh, to reap. Another purely Egyptian figure

is seen on B.M. G. 69, that is, Harpokrates rising up out of a lotus.

Twelve rays emerge from his head, and he holds in his left hand a

whip, to the top of which a crescent moon is attached. By the

flower is a lizard. On the reverse is a legend in which the well-known
ABAAN A0AN, “thou art our father,” surrounded by a serpent

with its tail in its mouth, occurs (B.M. G. 69). Another example
shows us Harpokrates in a boat, with two serpent attendants and
two adorers (B.M. G. 68). In Harpokrates the Eg\’ptians, Gnostic

Christians, Gnostics and follow'ers of Mithras saw the supreme God
of heaven and earth. Below the boat is the name ABPACA2,
“ Abrasax,” which will be mentioned again later on. The haematite
plaque B.M. G. 139 shows an extraordinary mixture of beliefs.

A naked w^oman is standing below a crowm which is held over her
head by two winged angels

;
on each of her hands rests a bird

;

before her stands a Cupid holding a looking-glass, and behind her
is a jug, emblematic of purification

;
the inscription reads <1>ACIC

APIIjOPI<I>, “the manifestation of Arioriph.” On the reverse is

Harpokrates seated on a flower with four buds, which springs from
a lamp with two burners formed of two phalli united at the bases.

Around him are the seven planets, and triads of beetles, hawhs,
ibises, crocodiles, goats, and uraei, symbolic of Khepera, Thoth,
Horns, Sebek, and other Egyptian gods. Above these are the great

names lAW, lao, and ABPACAZ, Abrasax. From an Egyptian
point of view' the naked woman is Hathor, but to the Gnostics

Sophia, and to the Ophites Achamoth. In the Revelation of

Marcus it is said that the Supreme Quaternion came down from heaven

^ AKWPI, not AXWPI, as King prints it.



PLATE XXIV

Lrruup * il ( inu'-lu 111 iIk- i»nti-?h Mu-^cuin ciii^iax cd \\ illi "louc'' illLi''ti dliiii; the
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and CriKitixion ut Christ.
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in the form of a naked woman, and that she was revealed to ilarcus

as Truth. She opened her mouth and uttered a Word, which became
a Name, which we know as Christ Jesus.

^

Several Gnostic amulets were believed to be talismans of great

power through the names of the Hebrew Archangels that were written

upon them, and through magical signs that were not of Hebrew
origin. Thus on B.M. G. 110 we have the signs rW ^ Msl

surrounded by a serpent, and outside these are the names FikBPIHA,
«|)NIHA. PAFi^YHA, OYPIHA,
Pi.<|)ivHA, COYPIHA, MIXAHA. On
the reverse are the great name liiW

and the legend, which to me is

incomprehensible. An example in-

scribed with the names of Hebrew
Archangels, li»U), and what is ap-

parently a prayer to them, is afforded

by B.M. G. 201, where we have
MEIXivHA ri^BPIHA Piv<l>i.HA

C€C€NT€ KIBAPivNm NIAW.
This amulet is made of chalcedony.

Abraxas Amulets.—These are Gnostic amulets on which is

cut one form or another of the god Abraxas or Abrasax, who was
especially esteemed by the Basilidans. a Christian philosophic sect

which was founded by Basilides in the last half of the 1st or first

half of the find centur}’. He was an Eg\'ptian who was born at

Alexandria, and who professed to be a pupil of Glaucias, a disciple

of St. Peter. The figure which he invented for his god consisted of

the body of a man with the head of a cock, two arms, one hand
holding a shield and the other a whip, and two legs, which were in

the form of serpents. This figure represented a Pantheos with

Five Emanations
;

the cock’s head represents Phronesis, the

serpent-legs Nous and Logos, and the arms Sophia and Dynamis.
The shield symbolizes Wisdom, and the whip Power. The sum of

the numerical values of the letters of his name = 365 (^ = 1

,

B = 2, P = 100, A = 1, L = 200, = 1, 2 — 60, total 365), and
he was said to be the lord of the 365 Heavens, and of the angels

and Aeons thereof. The Aeons were arranged in pairs by \'alentinus,

and were fifteen in number, each containing a male and a female.^

A knowledge of the names of the Aeons enabled its possessor to

do what Christ (Whom the Basilidans call KivYAiiC^Y) did

—

triumph over all powers, both celestial and terrestrial. The meaning
of the name Abrasax has been discussed by King and others, but

no satisfactory derivation for it seems to have been found.

According to Leemans (Papyrus HI, 210-213) the Egyptian form

1 King, The Gnostics, p. 39, and Plate V. No. 1.

* We have the same idea in the companies of gods of Heliopolis and
Hermopolis, and in the Babylonian story of the Creation.

OY^HI 0YH0
YAH HIHAA'PeiH

A BIBI OYBIBIO

YC<l>HC4>HKO

Y0XZ©KH<!>A0

K0
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of the name is -js I

,
but the name Abrasax

can hardly be of Egyptian origin. A g' 'od example of the cock-

headed Abraxas is given on B.iM. G. 54, where he is seen holding

a shield inscribed with the name of ; on the reverse is the

legend XWN IU3X, surrounded by a serpent, blore elaborate

figures of Abraxas, or Abrasax, are given bv flatter (Pll. \ and

VI). In one he is called Tir^NTORHKT^, or “breaker of

giants ’’ (No. !) ; in another he stands above the material world,

he is called KENE, and around him are the names of I^U), or

Mithras, ^AlON^I, the Hebrew God, NIK- and Michael the

Archangel. The letters K<|)A = Kurios, Photos and Logos,

respectively, and his shield called EAn(IS) indicates “ hope
“

(No. 3). On another amulet he is seen surrounded by the Seven

Spirits of laldabaoth in the form of the Seven Stars of ivlichael-

Ophiomorphos (No. 5), and on others he is identified with Ananael,

an ass-headed god (No. 6). Other forms of Abrasax in the character

of lAW are well shown on B.M. G. 11, 14 and 18, and all are

modifications of the Egyptian four-winged pantheistic figure. A
form of this four-winged figure with the head of the jackal Anubis is

well shown on B.M. G. 119; in the field are a beetle ,

a crescent, and a star. Compare also the examples given by IMatter

(PI. II, C).

Khnoubis amulets, or Agathodaemon talismans. This god’s

name is spelt XNOYMIC, XNOY<l>iC, XNOYBIC ; he is repre-

sented in the form of a huge serpent having the head of a lion, from

which proceed seven or twelve rays. When the rays are seven in

number, on the end of each stands one of the seven vowels,

AEHIOYW, and each vowel symbolizes one of the seven heavens.

On almost every Khnoubis amulet the name of the god is cut on

some part of it, and on the back of the amulet is the triple S on a

bar -000- ,
the exact signification of which is unknown. The Seven

Vowels, arranged or grouped in \’arious combinations, are found on

many Gnostic amulets. Thus on the obverse of B.IM. G. 33 we see

the lion-headed Khnoubis, this time with a man’s body, and an

ass-headed god,^ holding up a standard of unique form, in exactly

the same way as on scarabs we see the obelisk of

Amen being held up by priests
; on the reverse

the Seven Vowels are cut thus :

—

The slaughter of the dragon by an angel or

god on a horse is often represented on Gnostic

amulets. On B.M. G. 88 and 149 the horseman
is called Solomon, CAAOMWN

; on the reverse

is cut E<t>PAriC 0EOY. “ seal of God.” On the

bronze pendant B.M. G. 498 we have the same scene on the

AEEH
HHIIIlOO

OOOYYYY
YYWWU)
WWWtO

1 The engraver may have intended the head to bo that of a jackal (.\nubis),

but the head actually engraved is that of an ass.
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obverse, and on the reverse the names livU), CikBAtO[0]. MIXi^HA,
rABPIHA. OYPIHA. Below these names are a star, X , and the

Mithraic Lion. On B.M. G. 323 the obverse has a similar scene, but
on the reverse are a bird, a serpent, and an unidentifiable object.

Christian Gnostic amulets are rare, but on B.M. G. 231 the

Crucifixion seems to be depicted
;

the inscription on the reverse

throws no light on the scene. A remarkable scene is represented on
B.M. G. 469. A woman is standing beside a tree, and is giving birth

to a child from her left side, whilst a figure in front of her is

presenting to her face the symbol of “ life ”
;
on the other side

of the tree is an animal. On the reverse is a large
,
and

round it runs the inscription €IC 0EOL N OYP^.NU). This
amulet is made of a dark reddish stone, and was given to the British

Museum by Sir H. Rider Haggard. The scene calls to mind the

birth of Horus among the papyrus swamps of the Delta, when

Amen-Ra presented to Isis and Thoth or magical protection.’-

On the other hand it may refer to the birth of the Buddha in

the Lumbini Garden, when the child was brought forth from his

mother’s left side. But no animal was present at the birth of Horus
or the Buddha, while both an ox and an ass were in the stable when
Christ was born. The inscription “ One God of heaven ” seems to

connect the amulet with Christian rather than with non-Christian

or Buddhistic legends. Two names from the Old Testament, which
was all but ignored by the Gnostics generally, are sometimes found
on Gnostic amulets, namely Solomon and Moses. On one amulet
published by Matter (PI. X, No. 1) are the three names lAW.
COAOMON and C^Bi^U), and on another are the names
likU), and MOYCH, with a serpent. Some amulets are

inscribed with bearded, mummy-like figures which are svmbolic

both of Osiris and our Lord, and these are accompanied by Gnostic

inscriptions and emblems (B.IM. G. 25). An amulet published by

Matter (PI. II, B, No. 6) shows us the Cross, and the legend

OZIPIZ, Osiris, and King (PI. VI, No. 4) publishes an amulet on
which the Cross has a human head

;
the reverse of the latter is

inscribed with eight vowels, thus •

In the designs on the amulets of the Illrd centurj" a.d. the

Mithraic influence is very strong. On the obverse of B.M. G. 434
we have a six-armed man with a torch in each of four hands, and a
serpent in each of the other two ;

on the reverse is a figure of li^tO

in the form of an ape with a tail. Babylonian influence is shown in

the palms and in the dress of the goddess who is represented on
B.M. G. 8. The lion of Mithras and two stars appear on B.iM. G. 156,

’ See Budge, Gods of the Egyptians, Vol. II, plate facing p. 208.
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with an inscription in the so-called “ enigmatic ” writing used by
magicians in Eg^^pt in the late period. The Egj^ptian m\ihical

animals, the Akhekh, and the Sefer, H and the Sas:,

—tt— find their descendants in the animals cut on B.M. G. 86

and 459. But the origin of the crocodile with a serpent’s head and
neck, and a tail ending in a bird’s head, on B.M. G. 552 is not clear.

On the obverse of B.M. G. 25, a large oval green stone plaque,

Osiris in mummy form, bearded and wearing a fi\’e-pointed crowm,

is seen ascenchng into heaven with the help of four beings, two of

whom have wings, who stand on a three-zoned planisphere. On
the reverse he is seen standing amid eight stars or heavens. The
four figures who raise Osiris are the four sons of Horus in Gnostic

forms, and the planisphere represents the earth. The inscription

is composed chiefly of vowels :

—

YOIYHIYHIYHIXI
IHYTIOXtOXYO
HYIOIYAHTX(OIX

Below the angels on one side is lYO and on the other ln(?)l

The large letters appear to be forms taken from some Semitic

alphabet
;
compare the drawing in King, PI. \T, No. 1, but the

original of this drawing must have been a modern, or rather a
mediaeval copy, for it has on it the astrologer’s pentagon, commonly
called “ Solomon’s Seal.”

From what has been said above it is clear that Egypt was the

earliest home of the amulets now called ‘‘ Gnostic,” and that the
Indians, Persians, Hebrews, Greeks, and the Gnostic sects added
nothing of fundamental importance to the religious magic of the
Eg^'ptians. The chief object of the Eg}’ptians, as well as of all these
peoples with religions alien to that of the Egyptians, was to attain

to a happy resurrection, and to a new' and immortal life, and to gain
absolute freedom to travel at will through all heaven. But not all

Gnostic amulets were made with such a high purpose, for some were
merely intended to protect their wearers from attacks by diseases

of various kinds. This is certain from an amulet in the Cabinet de
Sainte-Genevieve published by Matter (PI. II, C, No. 4). On the
obverse is a figure of the lion-headed serpent Khnoubis, facing a

hawk-headed mummy
; behind him is a draped woman w'earing

on her head the emblem of Isis,
j|. Below' these, resting on a

stand, is the so-called “ vase of sins,” to w'hich four serpents are

attached. In the field are the Seven Vowels AEHIOYU). The
whole scene is surrounded by a serpent with its tail in its mouth.
“ Vase of sins ” is the name that Matter gave to the pot or vase seen
on the Gnostic amulets, because he thought that it represented the
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jar or vessel in which the embalmersplaced the \dscera of the deceased.

This jar, he thought, was held up to the gods, who were assured by
the priest that it contained the sources of all the sins committed
by the deceased during his lifetime, and therefore the sole portion of

him deserving of future punishment. Now the object on the amulets

is not a vase at all, but a representation of the uterus of the goddess

Isis, or of one of her many forms, and the legend on the reverse of the

amulet proves this; it reads: TACCON THN MHTP^N THE
AeINA EIC ton iAIAN TOnON 0) TON KYKAON TOY
HAEIOY. “ Place the womb of Such-and-such a one in its proper

place, O circle of the sun.” Thus the amulet was intended to

protect the woman who wore it from “ a frequent complaint lin

ancient times, owing to the abuse of the hot bath ” (King, op. cit.,

p. 153). Round the edge of the obverse is an inscription, which
was probably added by one of the owners of the amulet

;
it reads

:

ETPAniNNAHO KAINEIAAAYXNOY WPWZOEPONXtO.
Other amulets on which the “ vase ” of Isis is represented are

B.M. G. 238 and 479. On the latter the Khnoubis figure is called

lACO or lAtOI, and on the reverse, below the bird and altar and

double S S. are the two names OPtOPlOY© and lAU). The
serpent that surrounds the scene on each of these gems suggests

that they were used by the Ophites, perhaps exclusively. The black

stone oval (B.M. G. 486) on which is cut a beetle with the bearded

head of a god is probably another Ophite amulet
;

in this example

eleven rays proceed from the head, and round them is written

€1AAM'P, the C€M€C being omitted. As an example of the

mixture of Indian and Egyptian gods B.M. G. 251 may be noted, for

it also is an Ophite amulet. On the obverse stands a deity with

three faces and three pairs of arms and hands. On her right side

is a figure of Harpokrates, and on her left is the lion-headed serpent

Khnoubis
;
on the reverse is the snake coiled into a circle, within

which are the seven stars of the Seven Planets or of the Seven

Heavens.
In the space available here it is not possible even to summarize

the inscriptions that are found on Gnostic amulets, and that up to

the present have defied all attempts to translate them. But enough
is now known about them to justify the statement that some of them
contain garbled forms of the names of the Thirty Aeons and their

rulers mixed up with the Seven Vowels arranged in mystic order, and
some of them magical names such as are found in the two Books of

leu, and others series of letters, each letter of which is the first of

a word in some Oriental language. Gnostic amulets were copied

largely in the Middle Ages, and the names of gods. Aeons, and
Archangels became greatlv corrupted, and formulae also, for there

seems to be little doubt that Abracadabra, the great word of power
used by wizards, is derived from ABAANivGANikABi^, as King
and others have stated.
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AN EGYPTIAN FUNERAL IN THE DYNASTIC PERIOD
How the bodies of the slaves, male and female, throughout the

country, and those of the destitute (and the maimed, the halt, the

blind, and the half-witted, who must have existed in the great towms
like Memphis, Heliopolis, Hanes, Abydos, Thebes, etc.) were disposed

of is not known for a certainty. But judging from the well-known

customs of the peoples of Africa before the coming of Islam, we may
assume that the destitute dead were carried out into the desert, or

to the slopes of the hills, and left there for the hyenas and desert

wolves, and jackals, to dispose of. In regions where the hills came
down to the river-bank they were probably thrown into the Nile and
became the food of the crocodiles. The bodies of the poorer members
of the fallah, or peasant, class, also must have been treated in much
the same way. In fact, large numbers of people were never

‘
‘ buried

”

at all in our sense of the word, for all the land on each side of the

Nile was required for agricultural purposes and any and every part of

it was far too valuable to turn into a cemetery. The body of the

ordinary citizen was either dried in the sun, or washed with a solution

of natron, and then placed in a hollow in the sand on the edge of the

desert, or thrust into a cave in the skirts of the hills. In either case

the wild beasts must have dragged the dead from their resting-places

and devoured them. Sometimes the body was wrapped loosely in

a coarse linen cloth and buried in a hole dug in the sand, with his

stick to support his steps, and his sandals to protect his feet during

his long journey to the Other World. Nobles and men of high rank
and authority in the community, and wealthy civilians, were really
" buried,” i.e., they were laid in graves or caves in the hills which were
carefully guarded, and under the early dynasties their bodies were
wrapped in skins, or placed in baskets, or in earthenware chests, or

in rudely made boxes. It is probable that the deceased, when
carried to his grave, was accompanied by his kinsfolk and friends,

whose number depended upon his social importance and wealth,

and who, as they went, intoned praises of him, whilst the women of

his house bewailed their loss with shrill cries. Whether any cere-

monies, religious or magical, were performed at the grave of the

ordinary citizen is not known, but under the earliest dynasties, at

least, only kings and royal personages, and priestly and civil officials,

and hereditary landowners, could afford to have tombs and to have
adequate funerary rites and ceremonies performed when they were
deposited in them.

The funeral of a great official must have been a very elaborate

affair, especially under the XVIIIth dynasty, when Eg\’pt was hlled

with the gold of the Sudan and the tribute of Western Asia, and it is

impossible for us to realize to the full the magnificence of the funerary
equipment and the pomp that attended the burial of the mummy of

a really great king and conqueror like Thothmes HI. Treating of

the burial of a king in Egr^pt, Diodorus says (I, 72), that when a
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king died all the inhabitants of the country wept and rent their

garments
;
the temples were closed, and the people abstained from

sacrifices and celebrated no festival for a period of seventy-two days.

Crowds of men and women, about two or three hundred in number,

went round about the streets with mud on their heads, and with their

garments knotted like girdles below the breasts (o-tz/SoVa? viroKaTw

TMv /jiaaTwv), singing dirges twice daily in praise of the dead.

They denied themselves wheat, they ate no animal food, and they

abstained from wine and dainty fare. No one dared to make use of

baths, or unguents, or to recline upon couches, or even to partake of

the pleasures of love. The seventy-two days were passed in grief and

mourning as for the death of a beloved child, llleanwhile, the funeral

paraphernalia was made ready, and on the last day of mourning

the body, placed in a coffin, was laid at the entrance to the tomb, and

according to law, judgment was passed upon the acts of the king

during his life. Every one had the power to make an accusation

against the king. The priests pronounced a funeral oration oyer

the body, and declared the noble works of the king, and if the opinion

of the assembled multitude agreed with that of the priests, and the

king had led a blameless life, they lestihed their approval openly
;

if, on the other hand, the life of the king had been a bad one, they

expressed their disapprobation by loud murmurs. Through the

opposition of the people many kings have been deprived of meet and

proper burial, and kings are accustomed to exercise justice, not only

because they fear the disapprobation of their subjects, but also

because they fear that after death their bodies may be maltreated,

and their memory cursed for ever.

It is very doubtful if the above description of the mourning is

not somewhat exaggerated, and there appears to be no authority

in Egyptian inscriptions for the statement that many kings were

deprived of their meet and proper burial because of the disapproval

of their past lives shown by the people. This account by Diodorus

is more valuable for the indication of the great and solemn respect

that was shown to dead kings, as sons of the god Ra and as lords of

the land of Egypt, than for its strict accuracy of detail. The

customs observed at the burial of kings would be respectfully imitated

at the funerals of the nobles and officials of his court, and the account,

by the same writer, of what happened after the mummy of an

Egyptian gentleman was prepared for burial, may next be mentioned.

According to Diodorus (I, 92), when the body is ready to be

buried, the relatives give notice to the judges and the friends of the

deceased, and inform them that the funeral will take place on a certain

day, and that the body will pass over the lake
;
and straightway the

judges, forty in number,^ come and seat themselves in a semi-circle

above the lake. Then the men who have been commissioned to

1 Is it possible that Diodorus has confused the forty judges at the lake with

the forty-two judges or assessors of the Book of the Dead, before each of whom
the deceased was supposed to declare that he had not committed a certain sin ?

Y
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prepare a boat called bring it to tiie lake, and they set it

afloat under the charge of a pilot called Charon. And they pretend
that Orpheus, traveUing in Egj’pt in ancient times, was present at

a ceremony of this kind, and that he drew his fable of the infernal

regions partly from his remembrance of this ceremony, ^ and partly

from his imagination. Before the cofiin containing the dead man
was placed in the boat on the lake, every person had the right to

bring accusations against him. If any accuser succeeded in showing
that the deceased had led a bad life, the judges made a decree which
deprived the body of legal burial

;
if, on the other hand, the accusa-

tion was found to be unjust, the person who brought it was compelled
to pay heavy damages. If no one stood forth to bring an accusation,

or if an accusation seemed calumnious, the relatives of the deceased
ceased to mourn and began to praise the dead man and his virtues,

and to entreat the gods of the infernal regions to admit him into the

place reserved for good men. The Egyptians never praised the birth

of a man, as did the Greeks, for they believed that all men are equally

noble. The people being gathered together, add their cries of joy,

and utter wishes that the deceased may enjoy everlasting life in the

underworld in the company of the blessed. Those w'ho have private

burial places lay the bodies of their dead in the places set apart for

them ; but those who have not, build a new chamber in their house,

and set the body in it fixed upright against the wall. Those wEo are

deprived of burial, either because they lie under the ban of an accusa-

tion, or because they have not paid their debts, are merely laid in

their own houses. It happens sometimes that the younger members
of a family, having become richer, pay the debts of their ancestors,

secure the removal of the condemnatory sentence upon them, and
give them most sumptuous funerals. The great honours that are

paid to the dead by the Egj'ptians form the most solemn ceremonies.

As a guarantee for a debt, it is a customarj' thing to deposit the bodies

of dead parents, and the greatest disgrace and privation from burial

w'ait upon those who redeem not such sacred pledges.

In this account also there are many details given for wdiich proof

is still w'anting from the Egv'ptian monuments.
An attempt may now' be made to describe brieflj' what happened

after death to the body of a man of high rank W'ho departed this

life at Thebes tow'ards the end of the XVIIIth or beginning of the

XIXth dynasty—that is to say, about b.c. 1450. The facts are all

known, and it is only necessart* to focus them on the person of one

man. We must imagine, then, that w'e are hving on the east bank of

^ In Egyptian
: J 'iys

.jj ^ barei.

- Thus Orpheus brought back from his travels in Egypt the ceremonies,

and the greater part of the mystic rites celebrated in memory of the courses

of Ceres, and the whole of the myth of hell. The difference between the feasts

of Bacchus and of those of Osiris exists only in name, and the same may be

said of the mysteries of Isis and those of Ceres. Diodorus, I, 96.
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the Nile, near the temple of Amen-Ra, in the Northern Apt at Thebes,
in the XVth century before Christ. One morning at dawn, even
before the officials who conduct the dawn services in the temples are
astir, we are awakened by loud cries of grief and lamentation, and
on making inquiries are told that Ani, the great scribe of the offerings

of the gods in the temple of Amen-Ra, is dead. As he was the
receiver of the revenues of the gods of Abydos, as well as of Amen-
Ra of Thebes, his death naturally causes great e.xcitement in the
temples and the immediate neighbourhood. His forefathers for

generations have been temple-officers of the highest rank, and it is

certain that his funeral will be a great event, and that numbers of

the hereditary aristocracy and government officials will assist at

the ceremony. He leaves no wife to mourn for him, for she is already
dead, and is now lying in a chamber of a rock-hewn tomb, not yet
finished, however, nine miles away across the river, awaiting the
coming of her husband. She was called Tutu, and belonged to one
of the oldest and most honourable families in Thebes, and was a
member of the famous college of singers of Amen-Ra, and also

of the choir of ladies, each one of whom rattled a sistrum or beat a
tambourine in the temple of that god. The hewing of this tomb was
begun under Ani's directions many years before his death, and the
work had gone on year by year for several years

;
Ani spared

neither trouble nor expense. Ani was probably an old man when he
died. He was a learned man, and knew the religious literature

of Egypt well
; he himself wrote a fine, bold hand, and was, it seems,

no mean artist with his pencil. He was a tried servant of the king,

and loved him well, but he loved his god Amen more, and was very
jealous for his honour and for the glory of his worship in the temple
of the Northern Apt. All his ancestors had been in the service of

the god and he, or his father, had seen the disastrous consequences
of the reign of Amenhetep IV, who tried to overthrow the supremacy
of Amen-Ra, the King of the Gods. It was even said that the oldest
of them had seen Amen—who, until the expulsion of the Hyksos by
the kings of Thebes, had occupied the position of a mere local deity—
suddenly become the national god of Egypt. \Miether Ani beheved
in his innermost heart any or all of the official religion is another
matter. His official position brought him into contact with the
temporal rather than the spiritual affairs of the Egv^ptian religion,

and whatever doubts he may have had in matters of belief, or con-
cerning the efficacy of the magic of his day, he professed to be a devout
follower of Osiris, and died in the hope of resurrection through him.

For some days past it had been seen that Ani’s death was to
be e.xpected, and many of his colleagues in the temple had come to
visit him from time to time, one bringing a charm, another a decoction
of herbs, etc., and a few had taken it in turns to stay in his room for
some hours at a time. One night his illness took a decidedly serious
turn, and early in the morning, a short time before daybreak, when,
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as the Orientals say, the dawn may be smelled, Ani died. The
news of his death spreads rapidly through the quarter, for all the

women of his house rush frantically through the streets, beating

their breasts, and from time to time clutching at their hair, wEich is

sprinkled with the thick dust of the streets, and uttering wailing

cries of grief. In the house, parties of mourning women shriek out

their grief, and the rest of the household add their tears and sobs.

The stew'ard of the house has sent to the Kher-heb, or priest who
superintends and arranges the funerals of the wealthy and great,

and informed him of Ani’s death, and as quickly as possible this

official, together with his assistants, makes his way to Ani’s house.

Ha\ing arrived there he takes Ani’s body into his charge, and
proceeds to discuss w'ith Ani’s son the method by which the body
shall be preserved, and the style of the funeral. While his assistants

are taking away the body to the embalming house, he sends quickly

to the western bank of the Nile and summons the chief mason of

the necropolis to his presence. When he arrives the Kher-heb
instructs him to go to Ani’s tomb with a body of men and to finish

hewing whatever chambers and pillars remain in a half-completed

state, and to paint upon the plastered walls certain scenes repre-

senting recent events in Ani’s life, for which he supplies him with
details and notes. The Kher-heb knows that for many years past

Ani, and one or two of his friends among the scribes, had been writing

and illuminating with Vignettes a fine copy of the Book of the Dead ;

he remembers that this work remains unfinished, and he therefore

sets a skilful scribe to finish it in the style in which Ani would
probably have finished it. Parties of professional mourners are next

organized, and these go round about the city at stated times, singing

in chorus—probably accompanied by reed pipes—funeral dirges, the

subjects of which are the shortness of life and the certainty that

all must die, and the instabihty of all human affairs. These dirges

were sung twice daily, and Ani’s friends and colleagues, during the

days of mourning, thought it to be their duty to abstain from wine
and every kind of luxury, and they wore the simplest and plainest

garments, and w'ent quite unadorned.
Meanwhile it was decided that Ani’s funeral should be one of

the best that money could buy, and as while he was alive he was
thought to be in constant communion with the gods, his relatives

ordered that his body should be mummified in the best possible way,

so that his soul, ha, and his spirit, aakhu, whensoever

they returned to visit his body in the tomb, might find his ha,

or " double,”^ there waiting, and all three might enter into com-

1 I have used the word “ double ” to translate simply because it is

convenient to do so, but I doubt if that or any other single word known to

us represents the ideas which the primitive Egyptians attached to ^

^ . The

rendering of ka has presented difihculties to every Egyptologist, as we may
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munion with the body and enjoy reunion with it. No opportunity

must be given to these four essential parts of the man to drift away

one from the other, and to prevent this the perishable body,

kha-t, must be preserved in such a wa}' that each limb of it may
be identihed with a god, and the whole of it with Osiris. Moreover,

the tomb must be made a ht and proper dwelling-place for the ka,

which will never leave it as long as the body to which it belongs lies

in its tomb. The furniture of the tomb must be of the best, and
every material, and the workmanship thereof, must also be of the best.

The Kher heb next goes to the embalming chamber and orders

his assistants to begin their operations upon Ani's bod\', over which

assistants are preparing to recite protective formulas. The body is

first washed and then laid upon the ground, and one of the assistants

traces with ink on the left side, over the groin, a line, some few inches

long, to indicate where the incision is to be made
;
another assistant

takes a knife, probably made of flint, and makes a cut in the body the

same length as the line drawn in ink by his companion. The Greeks

called the man who ripped up the body lengthwise a Trapao-yfcrrijs'.

Whether this man was then driven away with sticks and stones

thrown after him, as Diodorus states, or not, is a point upon which

the inscriptions give us no information. The intestines and the heart

and the lungs, the liver and gall-bladder and the stomach, were then

carefully taken out and washed in palm wine and stuffed with sweet-

smelling spices, gums, etc. They were ne.xt smeared all over with an

unguent, and then carefully bandaged with strips of linen many yards

long, on which were inscribed the names of the four sons of Horus^

see bj’ the varietj- of meanings that have been suggested, e g ,
person, per-

sonality, self, individual, genius, spirit, emblem, type, being, principle,

image, semblance, statue, ei'SmXof, simulacrum, idol, double, gliost, etc.

The number and variet3'of these renderings seem to me to prove that no modern
man knows, or can ever know, exacth' what the primitive .African meant when
he invented the word ka. The general meaning of the word was first pointed

out bj’ Birch, in his Memoire siir line Patere, Pans, 1858, p 59 If., and supple-

mentary' evidence as to its general correctness was supplied by Maspero
in 1878 at the Congress at Lyons, by Renouf m Trans Soc. Bill. Arch., Vol.

VI, p.494 ff., and by Brugsch, Uumichen, Bergmann, Wiedemann and others.

For the divergent and contradictory' modern views on the subject see iNIoret,

' Le Ka des Egvptiens, est-il un ancieii totem ''
'in Revue de\ Religions, 1913) ;

Steindorff, “ Der Ka und die Grabstatuen " (in Aeg. Zeit., Bd, XLtlll,

pp. 152-159)
;
von Bissing in the Sitsiingiberichte ol the Bavarian Academy,

1911, Abth. V
;
Breasted, Development, p, 52 ff. ; Maspero in Memnon,_Xom.. \T,

p. 125 ff., and in Revue Critique, 1912, No. 43; Moret, Mysteres Egyptians,

O Q ‘7
J

' the four

children of Horns, in the form of four fi.sures made of metal, with the face of a

man, with the face of an ape, with the face of a jackal, and with the face of a

hawk.”

p. 199 ; and Sottas in Sphi

1 Compare ^ jtl
|

"
n.Y, tom. XVII, p 33

1
I s-'j> n

I II

"" ' ^ /W
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who symbolized the four cardinal points and of the four goddesses

who took the viscera under their special protection. WTiile

this was being done a set of four alabaster jars was brought
from the Kher-lieh’s estabhshment, and in each of these one of the

four packets of embalmed viscera was placed. Each jar was
inscribed with a formula, and all that was wanted to make it the

property of Ani was to inscribe his name upon it in the blank spaces

left for the purpose. Each jar had a cover made in the form of

the head of the son of Horus to whom it was dedicated. The jar of

Mesta, ^ P 1 ^ ^ head of a man, and in it was placed

the stomach
;

it was under the protection of Isis. The jar of Hapi,

,
had the head of an ape, and in it were placed the smaller

intestines
;

it was under the protection of Nephthys. The jar of

Tuamutef, "k ^ had the head of a jackal, and in it was

placed the heart
;

it was under the protection of Neith. The jar of

Qebhsenuf
, ziJ| 1 111

»- ^ ,
had the head of a hawk, and

in it were placed the liver and large intestines
;

it was under the

protection of Serqit. The inscriptions on the jars state that the part

of the deceased in it is identified with the son of Horus to whom the

jar is dedicated, and that the goddess under whose charge it is pro-

tects it. The covers of the jars are fastened on by running in liquid

plaster, and they are finally set in the four divisions of a coffer on
a sledge with a vaulted cover and a projecting rectangular upright

at each comer. It was of the greatest importance to have the

internal organs^ preserved intact, for without them a man could

not hope to live again.

The brain is ne.xt removed through the nostrils by means of an

iron rod curved at one end, and is put aside to be dried and buried

with the body
; at every step in these processes rehgious and

magical sentences are recited. The body thus deprived of its more
perishable parts is taken and laid to soak in a tank of liquid natron

for a period of seventy days.^ At the end of this time it is taken out

and carefully washed and dried, and it is seen that it is of a greenish-

grey colour
;

the skin clings to the bones, for the flesh beneath it

has shrunk somewhat, but the hair of the body is well preserved,

the nails of the hands and feet still adhere to the skin, and the face.

though now drawn and vert' thin, has changed but little. Longi-

tudinal slits are next made in the fingers and toes and the fleshy

^ In mummies of the best period the internal organs are sometimes found
in packets beneath the bandages.

'Compare
nnn

fulfilled in the Chamber of Embalmment,” Gardiner, text in Garis Davies,
Amenemhet, p. 56.
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parts of the arms, thighs and legs, which are then stuffed with a
mixture of sweet spices and natron and sewn up again. The cavity

in the skull is now fiUed up with a mixture of spices, powdered
plaster and natron, and the nostrils, through which it was inserted,

are plugged up with small linen pledgets dipped in an astringent

liquid ; white stone eyes, with pupils of black obsidian, are also

inserted in the eye-sockets. Large quantities of gums, spices, natron,

etc., are pounded and well mixed together, and with them the breast

and stomach are carefully packed through the slit in the side. While
certain formulae are being recited, a gold plate inscribed with the

Utchat, or eye of Horus, is laid upon the sUt to indicate that

this god watches over this body as he did over that of his father
•Jj

Osiris. The nails of the hands are stained with hinnd (Arab.

and on the little finger of the left hand is placed Ani’s gold ring, in

the bezel of which is mounted a glazed steatite scarab inscribed on
the base with his name and titles. The ring gave to the deceased

the protection and strength of the Sun-god. No one was buried

without one or more rings, and if the relatives of the deceased were
not able to buy them in gold or silver, they made use of faience

rings, glazed in various colours, and even of small strings of beads,

or linen, or straw, which they tied on the fingers in lieu of rings.

The legs are then brought closely together, and the arms are laid on
the body with one wrist crossed over the other. The Kher-heh next
provides a large and handsome scarab made of green basalt which is

set in a frame of gold. Over the back of it is a horizontal band of

the same metal, at right-angles to which, on the side of the tail of

the beetle, runs another band which joins the frame ; at the head of

the scarab is a gold loop, through which is now threaded a thick gold

wire sufficiently long to go round Ani’s neck. This scarab was part

of the stock-in-trade of the Kher-lieb. and all that was necessar\^

to make it Ani’s property was to inscribe his name and titles

upon it in the blank line left for the purpose at the head of the flat

base. This done the scarab was covered with a thin gold plate and
laid upon Ani’s breast at the neck.^ The inscription upon it is

Chapter XXXb of the Book of the Dead, and contains a prayer,

addressed by Ani to his heart, that there might not be brought against

him adverse evidence when it was weighed in the Balance in the

Judgment Hall of Osiris, that his name might not be “ made to

stink,” i.e., vilified, before the Powers who examined and judged
the dead. The prayer ends with a petition that no false evidence

may be borne against him in the presence of the god.

And now the bandaging begins. The body is first of all smeared
all over with unguents. Pieces of linen are then torn into strips

^ According to some Rubrics of Chapter XXXb the scarab was to be
placed " within the heart ” of a person, where it would " open the mouth,”

o
crm O’ '

v- X
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about 3 inches wide, and one edge of each strip is gummed. On
one end of each of these the name of Ani has been written in hieratic

characters to facilitate the identification of the mummy during
the process of bandaging. The embalmers ha\dng bandaged the

fingers, hands, and arms, and toes separately, begin to bandage the

body from the feet upwards. The bandages cling tightly to the body,
and the gummed edge enables each fold of the bandage to obtain
firm hold ; the little irregularities are corrected by small pledgets of

linen placed between the folds and gummed in position. These
linen bandages are also held in position by means of narrower strips

of linen wound round the body at intervals of 6 and 8 inches,

and tied in a double knot. On these fine linen bandages passages
from the Book of the Dead, and formulae which were intended to give

power to the dead, are written. One end of a very thick bandage of

eighteen to twenty-five folds of linen is laid under the shoulders, and
the other is brought over the head and face, and rests on the upper
part of the chest

;
this is held in position by a bandage wound round

the neck and tied in a double knot at the back of the neck. The
same plan is adopted with respect to the feet, but before the bandage
which secures all is tied, thick pads of linen are laid on the top of

the feet to prevent any injury' happening to them when the mummy
is made to stand upright.^ The bandaged arms having been pressed

closely into the sides, and the fore-arms and hands having been
laid upon the stomach, the bandaging goes on again, while formulae
are recited by the Kher-heb. Each bandage had a special name,^ each

1 Referring to the embalming of the feet, the following extract is of interest.
" After these things perform the embalming operations on his right and left

arms, and then the . . . and the children of Horns, and the children of

Chent-aat, shall carry out the embalming operations on the two legs of the
deceased. Rub the feet, legs, and thighs of the deceased with black stone (?)

oil, and then rub them a second time with the finest oil. Wrap the toes in a
piece of cloth, draw two jackals upon two pieces of linen with colours mixed
with water perfumed with anti, and each jackal shall have his face turned
towards the other

;
the jackal on the one bandage is Anubis, lord of Hert

;

the jackal on the other is Horus, lord of Hebennu. Put Anubis on the 'right

leg, and Horus on the left leg, and wrap them up in fine linen. To complete
the embalming of the legs, take six measures of anchanm flowers, natron and
resin, and mix with water of ebony gum, and put three measures on the right
leg and three measures on the left. Then put some fresh (?) senh flowers
made into twelve bundles (?) on the left leg, and twelve bands of linen, and
anoint with the finest oil.” Maspero, “Le Rituel de I’Embauinement,” pp. 43,

44, in “ Memoire sur Quelques Papyrus du Louvre ” (extrait des Notices et

Extraits des Manuscrits, tom. XXIV, pv partie, Paris, 1875).

- E g., one of the bandages of the nostrils was called
ra S’ nelii,

and the other 1

'

'

|
5 >

^nien . a head bandage
^

two bandages of the cheek

top of the head
|

eek -j-'-j- ankhti-su, the two bandages of the

I

uieh xitchati.
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bandage gave power to the deceased, and was inscribed with words
and figures of gods, which also gave him power, and the adjustment
of each in its proper position required both care and judgment.
More folds of linen are laid on the body perpendicularly and more
bandages are wound round the body horizontally, until, little by little,

it loses its shape beneath them. When a length of about three

hundred cubits has been used in folds and bandages, a coarse piece

of linen is laid on the body and is sewn up at the back. Over this

again a saffron-coloured linen sheet is laid, and this, having been
deftly sewn over the head, down the back, and under the feet, is

finally held in position by a perpendicular bandage of brownish-

coloured hnen, passing from the head to the feet and under them up
the back to the head, and by four horizontal bandages of the same-
coloured linen, one round the shoulders, one round the middle of the

body, one round the knees, and one round the ankles. Thus the

mummy is complete.

During the seventy days that have been spent in embalming and
bandaging Ani’s body the coffin-makers have not been idle, and they

have made ready a covering of wood to be laid on the mummy, and two
beautiful coffins. The covering, in the form of a mummy, is slightly

vaulted, and has a human face, bearded, on it
;

it is handsomely
painted outside with collar, figures of Nut, Anubis, and Up-uatu,
the full names and titles of Ani in perpendicular lines of inscription,

the cartouches of the king in whose time he lived, and scenes in

which Ani is adoring the gods. On the inside of the cover, on the

purple ground, are painted in a light yellow colour pictures of the

horizon, the spirits of the East, in the form of apes, adoring Ra, the

lion gods of the morning and evening with a disk on their united

1 While the head was being bandaged the following petition was recited by
one of the einbalmers ;

—
'' O most august goddess, O lady of the west, O

mistress of the east, come and enter into the two ears of the deceased ! O
doubly powerful, eternally young, and very mighty lady of the west, and
mistress of the east, may breathing take place in the head of the deceased in

the nether-world ! Grant that he may see with his eyes, that he may hear
with his two ears, that he may breathe through his nose, that he may utter

sounds from his mouth, and articulate with his tongue in the nether-world !

Receive his voice in the hall of truth and justice, and his triumph in the hall

of Geb in the presence of the great god, lord of the west. O Osiris (' e., the
deceased), the thick oil that cometh upon thee furnisheth thy mouth with
life, and thine eye looketh into the lower heaven, as Ra looketh upon the
upper heaven. It giveth thee thy two ears to hear that which thou wishest,
just as Shu in Hebit (’) heard that which he wished to hear. It giveth thee
thy nose to smell a beautiful perfume like Geb. It giveth to thee thy mouth
well furnished by its passage (into the throat), like the mouth of Thoth,
when he weigheth Maat. It giveth thee Maat (Law) in Hebit. O worshipper
in Hetbenben, the cries of thy mouth are in Siut, Osiris of Siut cometh to

thee, thy mouth is the mouth of L'p-uatu in the mountain of the west." (See

Maspero, •' Le Rituel de I'Embaumement,’’ p. 27, in " Memoire sur Quelques
Papyrus du Louvre" (extrait des Notices etE.xtraits des Mannscrits, tom. XXIV,
Re partie, Paris, 1875).
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backs, etc., etc.^ The inner coffin is equally handsome, and carpenter
and artist have expended their best labour upon it ; before Ani was
embalmed he was measured for it and, due allowance having been
made for the bandages, it fits the mummy exactly. It is in the form
of a mummy, and the sycamore planks of which it is made are about
2 inches thick

;
the bottom is in one piece, as is also each of the sides

;

the rounded head-piece is cut out of a solid piece of wood, and the
foot-piece is also separate

;
all these parts are pegged together with

wooden pegs about 2 inches long. On the cover is pegged a solid

face, carved out of hard wood, wffiich %vas intended to be a portrait of

Ani
;
bronze eyelids and obsidian eyes are fixed in it, and a carved

wooden beard is fastened to the chin. Solid wooden hands are

fastened to the breast, the one holding the amulet of the blood of Isis,

^ ,
and the other the amulet of the backbone of Osiris, ^

.

The whole coffin, inside and out, is next covered with a thin layer of

plaster on which scenes and inscriptions are painted in red, light and
dark green, white and other colours. Both coffin and cover are then
varnished a fight yeUowish-red colour. At the head is Nephthys,
and at the foot is Isis, each making speeches to Ani and telling

him that she is protecting him. On the cover outside is Nut, and
between two series of scenes, in which Ani is represented worshipping
the gods, are two perpendicular lines of inscriptions recording his

name and titles
;

at the foot of these are figures of Anubis and
Up-uatu. The sides of the coffin are ornamented with figures of gods
in shrines, the scene of the weighing of the heart, Ani drinking water
from the hands of the goddess Nut or Hathor, standing in a tree, Shu
hfting up Nut from the embraces of Geb, etc. Inside the coffin are

painted figures of a number of gods and genii with instructions

referring to them, and the goddesses Nut and Hathor
;

the first

covers Ani with her wings, and the second, as mistress of the nether-

world, receives Ani into her arms. Around the edge of the coffin near
the cover, from head to foot, run two lines of inscription, one on each
side, which repeat at considerable length the name and titles of Ani.

The outer edge of the coffin, and the inner edge of the cover, are

“rabbeted” out, the one to fit into the other, and on each side, at

regular intervals, four rectangular slots about 1 ^ inches by 2 inches

by I inch are cut
; to fasten the coffin hermetically, tightly fitting

wooden dowels, 4 inches long, are pressed into the slots in the

coffin, and pegs driven from the outside of the coffin through them
keep them firmly in position. Ani’s body having been placed in

this coffin, the cover is laid upon it, the ends of the dowels fit into

the slots in the sides, and coffin and cover are firmly joined together
;

wooden pegs are driven through the cover and dowels, the “ rabbets
”

fit tightly, the little space between the coffin and cover is “ stopped
”

^ A fine example of such a covering is that of Nesi-pa-ur-shefi, preserved
at Cambridge.
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with liquid plaster, and thus the coffin is sealed. Any injury that

may have happened to the plaster or paintings during the process of

sealing is repaired, and the whole coffin is once more varnished.

This coffin is, in its turn, placed inside an outer coffin, which is

painted, both inside and outside, with scenes similar to those on the

inner coffin
;

the drawing is, however, more free, and the details

are fewer. The outer coffin being sealed in the same way as that

inside it, Ani is now ready to be carried to his everlasting home in the

Theban hiUs.

On a day fixed by the relatives and friends, all the various articles

of funerary furniture which have been prepared are brought to Ani’s

house, where also the mummy in its coffins now lies awaiting the

funeral
;

the Kher-heh sees that the things necessary for a great

man’s funeral are provided, and arranges for the procession to start

on the first auspicious day. This day having arrived, the Kher-heh'

s

assistants come and, gathering together the sert^ants and those who
are to carry burdens, see that each has his load ready and that each

knows his place in the procession. When aU is ready the funeral

train sets out from Ani’s house, while the female servants wail and
lament their master, and the professional mourners beat their

breasts, feign to pull out their hair by handfuls, and vie with each

other in shrieking the loudest and most often. They have not a
great distance to go to reach the river, but the difficulties of passing

through the narrow streets increase almost at everj' step, for the

populace of Thebes loved the sight of a grand funeral as much as

that of any European country to-day. After some few hours the

procession reaches the river, and there a scene of indescribable

confusion happens
;

ever}'' bearer of a burden is anxious to deposit

it in one of the boats which lie waiting in a row by the quay
;

the

animals that draw the sledge, on which Ani’s bier is laid, kick out

wildly and struggle while being pushed into the boat, people rush

hither and thither, and the noise of men giving orders, and the shouts

and cries of the spectators, are distracting. At length, however, the

procession is embarked and the boats push off to drop with the

current across the Nile to a place a little north of the Temple of

Thothmes III, opposite Asasif. After an hour spent in disembarking,

the procession reforms itself in the order in which it will march to

the tomb, and we see for the first time what a splendid funeral has
been proffided. We may describe the procession as it is actually

represented in the Papyrus of Ani. One man carries Ani’s palette and
box of instruments which he used for writing and drawing, another
carries his staff and perfume pots (?), another his bed, another
his chair, others bring the ushahtiu figures in a box with a vaulted
cover and made like a tomb ; and behind them, drawn by two men,
is a coffer surmounted by a jackal, on a sledge decorated with lotus

flowers, in which stand the four jars which contain Ani's viscera.

Next follow the men bearing eveiyflhing which Ani made use of
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during his life, as, for example, the palette which he carried in order

to keep accounts and to make lists of aU the precious things that were
brought to his lord as gifts and tribute. Next comes the funerary

canopy under which is laid the mummy of Ani, placed in a boat which
is mounted on a sledge drawn by four oxen

;
at the head of the

chest is a figure of Nephthys, and at the foot a figure of Isis. The
boat is supplied with oars

;
at the head stands a white-robed Sem

priest wearing a panther skin
;

he holds a bronze censer,
,

filled with burning incense in the left hand, and with the right he

sprinkles natron water on the ground from a vase | . In the Vignette

of the Funeral Procession in the Papyrus of Ani his wife Tutu is

seen kneeling by the boat and tearing her hair in grief. Behind the

boat follow a number of white-robed men, one of whom has his

head powdered. Next follow more funerary offerings and flowers

carried in boxes suspended from the ends of poles which the men
who carry them balance on their shoulders. In front of these walk a

number of women with breasts uncovered and dishevelled hair, who
in their waihng lamentations lament the dead and praise his virtues.

Among these w’ould probably be the female seix^ants of Ani’s house.

Jleanwhile the procession has moved on and has entered one
of the rocky defiles to the north of Der al-Bahari, whence, winding
along through the "V'alley of the Tombs of the Kings, they march on
to a remote place beyond the Western valley. The progress of the

train is slow', for the ground is rough and rocky, and frequent halts

have to be made
;
on the right hand and on the left, kings and nobles

are buried in splendid tombs, and almost ever}' hill w'hich they climb

hides the mummy of some distingriished Egyptian. A few mdes
further on, in the side of a hill, a rectangular opening is seen, and
when the procession arrives at the foot of it, a number of w'orkmen,
attendants, tomb-guardians and others are seen assembled there.

The mummy in its cothns is lifted off the funerary sledge and carried

up the hill to the rectangular opening, which proves to be the mouth
of Ani’s tomb

;
there it is set upright, and before it the attendants

pile up tables with sepulchral offerings and flowers, and animals for

sacrifice are also brought there. The wailing women and the distant

relatives of Ani here take farew'ell of him, and when they have
descended the hill the coffin is let down the slanting passage by ropes
into the chamber, w'here it is hoped that Ani's friends will bring
sepulchral offerings to his ka at the appointed seasons. This
chamber is rectangular and has tw'o row's of square pillars in it.

From it there leads a passage about 6 feet wide by 7 feet high, and
passing through this we see to the right and left a series of chambers
upon the w'alls of which are painted in vivid colours the pictures of

Ani and his wife Tutu making offerings to the gods, and inscriptions

recording his prayers and their answers. The w'alls of some rooms
are occupied entirely with scenes drawn from the daily events of his
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life. As he was a scribe, and therefore no mean artist, we are

probably right in assuming that he superintended the painting of

many of them himself. Some of the rooms have their walls unorna-
mented, and it would seem that these were used for the living-rooms

of the priests who visited or lived in the tombs for the purpose of

carrying out the various sepulchral rites at their appointed times.

We pass through or by seventeen chambers, and then arrive at a

flight of steps which leads down to the chamber in which the mummy
and cofhn are to be placed. Hewn in the wall just above the top of

the flight of steps is a square niche, in which, seated on one seat, are

two stone figures of Ani and his wife
; he has an open roll of papyrus

on his knees and holds a palette in his hand, and she has lotus

flowers in both hands, which rest on her knees. The plinth of the
statues is inscribed with the names and titles of Ani and Tutu.

Beneath, let into the wall, is a stone stele, the surface of which is

divided into two parts
;
the upper part contains a representation of

Ani adoring the sun-god Ra, and the lower contains about thirty

fines of inscription in which Ani prays that Ra, Osiris and x\nubis

will cause all kinds of sepulchral foods to be supplied for his ka, or

genius
;
that they will grant his coming forth from and going into the

nether-world whenever he pleases
;
that his soul may alight on the

trees which he has planted
;
that he may drink cool water from the

depths of the Nile when he pleases, etc.

The mummy in its coffin has been brought down the steps, and
is now carried into a large chamber on the left, where its final resting-

place is to be. As we pass into this room we see that a part of it is

already occupied by a cofhn and the funerary furniture belonging to

it. When we come nearer we find that it is the coffin of Tutu, Ani’s

wife. Close by her is a table of alabaster covered with shapely

vessels of the same substance, filled with wine, oil, and other

unguents
;
each of these fragile objects is inscribed with her name.

On the table are spoons made of ivory of the most beautiful work-
manship. They are shaped in the form of a woman. The bodj' is

stained a deep creamy colour, the colour of the skin of the Egyptian
lady, who guarded herself from the rays of the sun

;
the hair is

black, and we see that it is movable ;
when we lift it off we see the

name of “ Tutu, the sistrum bearer,” engraved beneath. On a

second stand, made of wood, we find the articles for her toilet—mirror,

kohl pot in obsidian, fan, etc.—and close by is the sistrum which she

carried in the temple of Amen-Ra upon earth, and which was buried

with her, so that she might be able to praise that god with music in

his mansions in the sky. Chairs and her couch are there too, and
stands covered with dried flowers and various offerings. Removing
the fid of the coffin we see her mummy lying as it was laid a few years

before. On her breasts are strings of dried flowers with the bloom
still on them, and by her side is a roll of papyrus containing a copy
of the servdce which she used to sing in the temple of Amen in the
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Apts when on earth. Her ameth\'st necklace and other ornaments
are small, but verr^ beautiful. Just over her feet is a blue-glazed

steatite ushabti figure.

WTiile we have been examining Tutu’s funerarv' furniture, the

servants of the Kher-heb have brought down the coffin, which is

placed on a bier along the east wall, and the chairs and couch and
boxes and funerary offerings, and arranged them about the chamber.
In a square niche in the wall, just over the head of the coffin, Ani’s

writing palette and reeds are placed, and by their side is laid a

large roll of papyrus nearly 90 feet long, inscribed in hieroglyphs

during his lifetime and under his direction with the oldest and most
important Chapters of the Theban Recension of the Book of the

Dead ; the Vignettes, which refer to the Chapters, are beautifully

painted, and in some as many as thirteen colours are used
;
and in

every work connected with Ani’s tomb there is a simple majesty
that was characteristic of the ancient Egr'ptian gentleman. At each
of the four corners or sides of the bier is placed one of the so-called

Canopic jars, and at the foot are laid a few stone ushabti ii figures,

whose duty it was to perform for the deceased such labours as filling

the furrows with w'ater, ploughing the fields and cariying the sand,

if he were called upon to do these. When everjThing has been
brought into this chamber, and the tables of offerings have been
arranged, a priest, wearing a panther skin and accompanied by
another who burns incense in a bronze censer, approaches the mummy
and performs the ceremony of " opening the mouth,”

nn re, while a priest in white robes reads from a roll of papj'rus

or leather. The act of embalming has taken away from the

dead man all control over his limbs and the various portions of

his body, and before these can be of any use to him in the Other
World a mouth must be given to him, and it must be opened so

that his ka may be able to speak. The XXIst and XXIInd Chapters

of the Book of the Dead refer to the giving of a mouth to the

deceased, and the Vignette of the XXIInd Chapter represents a

priest, called the “guardian of the scale,”
| ^

’

ari mdkhet, giving the deceased his mouth, fn the Vignette to

the XXIIIrd Chapter a priest is seen performing the operation of
•<2:^ > r . .

opening the mouth, ^ ^
,

ant upt re, wuth the instru-

ment and the deceased says in the text, “ Ptah^ has opened my
mouth with that instrument of iron w ith wRich he opened the mouth
of the gods.”^ Whilst the.se sacred ceremonies are being performed

Some copies read Shu.
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the crowd of friends at the door of the tomb is being entertained

by singers and dancers and acrobats. When the mouth of the

deceased had been opened, his ka gained control of his speech,

intelligence and limbs, and was able to hold intercourse with the

gods, and to go in and out of his tomb whenever he pleased. When
the formulae are finished and all rites performed, Ani’s near relatives

and friends withdraw from the mummy chamber and make their

way up the stairs, through the long passage and into the first

chamber, where they find that animals have been slaughtered, and
that many of the assistants and those who accompanied the funeral are

eating and drinking of the funerary offerings. When the last person

has left the mummy chamber, masons bring along slabs of stone and
lime which they have ready and wall it up

;
the joints between the

stones are so fine that the blade of a modern penknife can with
difficulty be inserted to the depth of half an inch. We have seen

Ani’s body embalmed, we have watched all the stages of the manu-
facture of his coffin, we have seen the body dressed and laid in it,

we have accompanied him to the tomb, we have gone through it and
seen how it is arranged and decorated, and we have assisted at the

funeral ceremonies
;

in his beautiful tomb, then, let us leave him
to enjoy his long rest in the company of his wife. Ani did not cause

such a large and beautiful tomb to be hewn for him merely to gratify

his pride
;
with him, as with all educated Egt’ptians, it was the out-

come of the belief that his soul would revivify his body, and was the

result of a firm assurance in his mind of the truth of the doctrine of

immortality, which is the foundation of the Egv'ptian religion, and
which was as deeply rooted in them as the hills are in the earth.

THE CEREMONY OF THE FOUR BLAZING FLAMES

We obtain our knowledge of this ceremony from the Papyrus of

Nebseni and the Papyrus of Nu, both of which were written under
the reigns of the early kings of the XVIIIth dynasty. As its object

was to bring the vital heat of Ra into the body of the deceased in the

mummy-chamber and to make him live and mo\'e about in aU the

mansions of Osiris at pleasure, it is probably of Heliopolitan origin,

though the Rubric says the Chapter was found at Hermopolis.

The Papyrus of Nebseni gives only a ver\" short section of the text

which was recited during the performance of the ceremony, and omits

aU the supplementary Chapters and Rubrics which are supplied by
the Papyrus of Nu only. The ceremony was performed in the

mummy-chamber with great secrecy. No one was to be present

except the father or son of him who performed it, and such assistants

as were absolutely necessary’ to carry it out. The objects required

were four earthenware bowls or dishes, which were brought into the
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mummy-chamber and sprinkled with incense
; when this was done

the bowls were filled with the milk of a white cow, which was to be

used in quenching the flames when the recital of the text was

finished. The substance to be burnt was dtmd cloth, i)T'

%which was smeared with Libyan unguent.

As soon as the flames were kindled in the four bowls each bowl
was given into the hands of a man who had the name of one
of the Four Sons of Horus inscribed on his upper arm. These four

men represented the four gods who sat upon the four pillars which
supported Horus, both as god and as skjy and were called Mesta or

Amset, Hapi, Tuamutef and Qebhsenuf. Judging by the Vignette
to Chapter CLI of the Book of the Dead in the Papyrus of Mut-
hetep, each man took his place in one corner of the chamber, which

was called “ Tuat,”
^ ^

, and was a type of the underworld, and

kept the flame from the oiled cloth burning whilst the text, now known
as Chapter CXXXVII.a., was recited. This text may be summarized
thus :

—

Fire comes to thy ka, O Osiris Khenti Amenti,
Fire comes to thy ka, O Osiris Nu the steward.

Fire comes to thy ka, O Osiris.

The Two Sisters of Ra (Isis and Nephthys) come likewise.

The Fire rises in Abtu (x\bydos), it comes to the Eye of Horus.
The Eye of Horus is on thy brow, O Osiris, and protects thee.

The Eye of Horus is on thy brow, 0 Nu, and protects thee.

Thine enemies have fallen, O Osiris,

Thine enemies have fallen, O Osiris Nu.
These four flames enter into thy ka, O Osiris,

These fodr flames enter into thy ka, O Osiris Nu.
Hail, Sons of Horus, ye protected Osiris, your Divine Father,
Protect ye now the Osiris Nu.
Ye destroyed the enemies of Osiris, who fives with the gods ;

He smote Suti (or Set) and fight dawned on the earth.
Horus avenged his father Osiris, and joined him to his ka.

Destroy ye the enemies of the Osiris Nu.
Make him to five with the gods, and destroy his Enemy,
And make him to join himself to his ka.

The Eye of Horus has avenged thee, O Osiris Nu.
O Osiris Khenti Amenti, grant fight and fire to the soul that

dwells in Hensu (Herakleopolis).

O Sons of Horus, give ye power to the living soul of the Osiris
Nu within his flame.^

^ The soul in Hensu and the soul of the deceased are represented in the
Vignette to Chapter CLI in the Papyrus of Mut-hetep.
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The recital of these words was believed to effect the union of Nu
and his ka with Osiris and his ka, and this being done, all the spirits

and gods in the underworld would identify him with Osiris and pay
to him honour as to the god. Another effect of the recital of this

Chapter was to bring the spirits of Isis and Nephthys into the Tuat
Chamber to guard the mummy of the deceased, the former kneeling

at his feet and the latter by his head. But other precautions had
to be taken to safeguard the mummy, for bodiless spirits of evil

might force their way through the walls of the chamber and attack

it and destroy it. To prevent this a powerful amulet was placed in

each of the four walls, and a set of these amulets preserved in the

British Museum shows us exactly what they were like. The Rubric to

Chapter CXXXVIIa in the Papyrus of Xu directs how each is to

be made and where it is to be placed, and thus our knowledge of

these amulets and their use is tolerably complete. The amulets

are four in number :

—

(1) A blue-glazed faience
^

/WWSA

O 111’
tcheJien-t) Tet 2^ inches

high, set in a rectangular brick of Nile mud, measuring 4| inches by

4| inches, and inscribed with four lines of hieratic text (B.M.

41547). This, with the face of the Tet turned towards the east,

was to be placed in a cavity in the west wall, and the cavity was to

be walled up with earth mixed with cedar juice. It repulsed all

enemies coming from the east.

(2)

A mud figure of Anubis couchant on his pedestal, , set

upon a nearly rectangular brick of Nile mud measuring 6 inches by
4 inches, and inscribed with four lines of hieratic text (B.M. 41545).

The Rubric orders that the mud of which Anubis is made shall be

mixed with incense. This brick, with the face of Anubis turned

towards the west wail, was to be placed in a cavity in the east wall,

and the cavity was to be walled up. It repulsed all enemies coming
from the south (west ?).

(3)

A piece of a reed, 7| inches in length, set up in a brick of

Nile mud measuring inches by 4| inches, inscribed with five lines

of hieratic text (B.M. 41544). The Rubric directs that the reed

undni,
^ ^

, shall be smeared with bitumen, or pitch, and

set light to, and that the brick shall then be placed in a cavity

in the south wall, with the front of it facing the north. The cavity

was then walled up, and this amulet repulsed all enemies coming
from the north.

(4)

A wooden figure of a woman wearing a heavy wig, and having
her hands clenched and lying on her breasts, set in a brick of Nile

mud measuring 6-|- inches by 4J- inches, inscribed with five lines of

hieratic text (B.M. 41546). The Rubric directs that the figure is to

be seven finger [breadths] in height, and that it is to be made of

z
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iimm wood,
(j

/
. On this figure the ceremony of

“ opening the mouth ” was to be performed, and then it was to be
placed in a cavity in the north wall, with the face of the figure towards
the south. The cavity was then walled up, and this figure repulsed

all enemies coming from the south. This ceremony was to be
performed by a man who was w'ashed clean, and was ceremonially

pure, and who had neither eaten meat or fish, or had intercourse

with women [recently].

The hieratic texts on the four bricks may be transcribed thus :

—

PC rf^i s

ra ®
==>© 1

5

I repulse thy steps I repulse behind the Tet of Ra on the

day of fighting against slaughter. I am protecting the Osiris Hent-
mehit, the truth-speaker.”

(’),
“ 0 thou who comest quickly.

¥ k fi\ i-l IC
I (j[j

o
j

“ Keep watch, Osiris Hent-mehit. He who

Cs£i Ea

is on his Hill {i.e., Anubis) watches thy moment. Assuredly I

have overthrown the Atu Crocodile fiend. I am protecting the

Osiris Hent-mehit.”

thee from slaughter—blocking the way of the hidden one. I repulse

them setting flame in the regions of the dead. I obstruct their ways.

I am protecting the Osiris Hent-mehit.”
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to be overthrowTi (?). I have come to hurl missiles ; I will not let

missiles be hurled at thee. I am protecting the Osiris Hent-mehit.”

FIGURES OF EGYPTIAN GODS

The gold, silver, bronze, wooden and faience figures of gods in

Egyptian collections may be reckoned by thousands, and they vary
in size from ^ inch to 15 inches or more. Bronze statues were usually

cast in moulds in one or more pieces, the core being made of sand
or earth. When cast in pieces the limbs were soldered together and
the edges smoothed with a file or scraper. The core is frequently

found inside the statue, where it was left by the workmen to

strengthen the casting. Figures of gods in gold are comparatively

few, the gods most often represented in this metal being Amen-Ra,
Ra, Khensu, and Xefer-Atmu

;
figures of these gods were also made

of silver and plated with gold, and a figure of the god Set, made of

bronze plated with gold, is also known (B.M. 18191), Bronze figures

of gods were sometimes inlaid with gold, and the eyes were made of

gold or silver with obsidian pupils. Glazed faience figures of gods
are very common, and certain gods were made of this substance,

which up to the present have rarel}' been met with in bronze. They
were usually cast from moulds, and follow fairlj^ closely the design

and patterns of the bronze figures
;
they do not occur much earlier

than the XXVth or XXVIth dynasty, and although wretched copies

of them were made for hundreds of years after, they do not appear
to have continued in use among all classes of people in Egj’pt. It

may be mentioned in passing that the natives of Eg\-pt at the present

day make use of the old moulds, found chiefly in Upper Egypt, to

cast figures of the gods in gold and silver, which they sell to the

traveller as genuine antiquities.

Figures of the gods of Egypt are found among the ruins of

houses and in temples and tombs. According to M. Mariette^

those found among the ruins of towns are of two kinds
: ( 1 )

Those
that were placed in a niche, cut in the form of a shrine, and that

represented the divinitv to the service of which the inhabitants of

the house were attached, and before which, on certain days, offerings

1 Catalogue General des Momtnients d'Abydos, p. 1.

Z 2
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were laid
; (2) those that were placed in cavities of the waUs of the

inner chambers of the house, and that were supposed to he able by
magical influence to protect the inhabitants of the house from spells

and the results of incantations, and from other malignant influences.

The use of this latter class of statuettes, or small hgures, is as old

as the XVnith dynasty, at least. The figures of gods found in

temples are very numerous and are votive. The Egyptians seem to

have believed that the gods inhabited statues or figures, made in

their honour, and on this account they often made them very
beautiful, so that they might form worthy habitations for them. On
certain days prayers were said before them, and offerings were made
to them. As figures of many different gods are found in the same
temple, it follows that a worshipper wishing to place a figure of a god
in a temple was not bound to offer one of the god to whom the temple
was dedicated

; supposing the temple to be one of Ptah, he could
offer a figure of Ra, or Khnemu, or of any god he pleased. Figures
of gods were supposed to answer questions, for it will be remembered
that when Khensu was asked if he would go to the land of Bekhten
to cure a daughter of the prince of that land of her sickness, he
inclined his head in assent. When he arrived in that land, he held
a conversation with the demon that possessed the maiden, and
when the demon agreed to come out from her, provided that a feast

were made in his honour, the god, through his priest, assented.

Figures of gods other than Osiris, Isis, and Nephthys are not commonly
found in tombs ; it is true that many examples in faience are found
in the wrappings of mummies, but in these cases they were simply
used as amulets like the Tet of Isis, the Tet of Osiris, the pillow, and
many others. Figures of gods made of every sort of material were
also buried in the sand around temples and tombs with the view of

guarding them from every evil influence. The following is a list of

the most important of the gods and goddesses of whom figures were
made in bronze and glazed faience ;

—

of the day or night, usually represents the sun at sunset. He wears

the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt
;

in the right hand he holds

, and in the left Nefer-Atmu, the son of Ptah and Sekhmit

or Bast, represents the power of the heat of the rising sun.

Figures of this god were made in gold, silver, bronze, and faience.

In metal, he stands upright, wearing lotus flowers and plumes on

his head
;
in his left hand he holds |, and in his right Sometimes

each shoulder is inlaid in gold with an Utchat (B.M. 22921).
In faience he has the same head-dress, but stands on a lion

;
in

faience, too, he is often accompanied by his mother Sekhmit or

Bast (B.M. 2506, 260fl).
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Her-pa-khart, i.e., Horus the Child,
, represents

the morning sun. During the night he was supposed to be engaged
in fighting Apep, the serpent, who, at the head of a large army of

fiends, personihcations of mist, darkness, and cloud, tried to over-

throw him. The battle was renewed daily, but the Sun-god always
conquered, and appeared day after day in the sky. Bronze and
faience hgures of this god represent him hawk-headed and wearing
disk and uraeus.

Horus, the morning sun, son of Isis and Osiris, is

usually called “ the avenger of his father,” in reference to his defeat

of Set. Figures in bronze and in faience represent him hawk-headed
and wearing the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt. This god was
distinguished in name only from Her-ur, the elder brother of Osiris.

Ra, Sun-god, was also the creator of gods and

men
;

his emblem was the sun’s disk, and he represents the sun at

noonday. His worship was very ancient, and the Hehopolitan

theologians said that he was the offspring of Nut, or the sky. He
assumed the forms of several other gods, and is at times represented

by the lion, cat, and hawk. In papyri and on bas-reliefs he has the

head of a hawk, and wears a disk, in front of which is a uraeus ^

.

Menthu-Ra, in bronze figures is hawk-

headed, and wears the disk, in front of which are two uraei, and
plumes

; at times figures have two hawks’ heads on a single body.

Menthu was the old War-god of Hermonthis.

Menu or Min, — ^ ,
formerly read Khem

and Amsu, represented ‘‘ generation ” or the productive power

in Nature; figures of him, in bronze and faience, are tolerably

numerous.

Khnemu, ^ “Moulder,” the Xvov/j,i<;, Xvov^i<;,

Xvov^t, K.vrj(f} or K.vov(pi^ of the Greeks, is one of the oldest gods

of Egypt, and wms especially cvorshipped in Nubia, at Philae, where

he is represented making man out of clay on a potter’s wheel,

and at Elephantine. Like Amen-Ra he is said to be the father of

the gods,^ and with this god and Ptah and Khepera he shared the

^ Father of the fathers of the gods and goddesses, the lord who evolveth.

from himself, maker of heaven, earth, the underworld, water, and mountains

Cl
/WVWi
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name of “ creator of men.” Khnemu put together the scattered

limbs of the dead body of Osiris, and it was he who created the

beautiful woman who became the wife of Bata in the Tale of the

Two Brothers. In bronze and faience, figures of this god represent

him with the head of a ram, and w'earing plumes,
;
these figures

are tolerably common.

Ptah,
^ J)

Ihe “ Opener,” perhaps the oldest of all the gods

of Egypt, was honoured with a temple and worshipped at Memphis
from the time of the 1st dynasty. He is said to be the father of the

gods, who came forth from his eye, and of men, who came forth from
his mouth. He is represented in the form of a mummy, and he holds

a sceptre composed of “strength,” ^,dnkJi, “life,” and

tet,
“
stability.” At the back of his neck he wears the menat

With reference to his connexion with the resurrection and the nether-

world he is called Ptah-Seker-Asar, and is represented as a little

squat boy, with bent legs, and his hands on his hips. Sometimes he
has his feet on the head of a crocodile

; on the right side stands

Isis, on the left Nephthys; at his back is a human-headed hawk,
emblematic of the soul

;
on each shoulder is a hawk, and on his

head is a beetle, the emblem of Khepera, the self-begotten god. In
faience figures of this god are very common, but in bronze they

are rare.

lemhetep, Imouthis of the Greeks, was

the first-bom son of Ptah and Nut. He is represented both standing

and seated, holding a sceptre,
| ,

in the right hand, and in the left
;

at times he holds on his knees an open roll, upon which is inscribed

his name. The bronze figures of this god are usually of very fine

workmanship, often having the inscriptions inlaid in gold
;
in faience,

figures of this god are verj' rare.

Thoth, in Egyptian Tchehuti (Tehuti),
, the “ iMeasurer,”

was the scribe of the gods, the measurer of time and inventor of

writing and numbers. In the Judgment Hall of Osiris he stands bv
the side of the balance, holding a palette and reed readv to record
the result of the weighing of the heart, as announced by the dog-
headed ape who sits on the middle of the beam of the scales. In
bronze figures he is represented vith the head of an ibis, but he has
upon it sometimes horns and plumes. In faience figures he has also

the head of an ibis, and occasionally he holds an Utchat,

between his hands in front of him (B.M. 490a).
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Set or Sut or Setesh, G-r. , was one of the sons of

Geb and Nut, and was brother of Osiris, and husband of Nephthys.

His worship dates from the Vth dynasty, and he continued to be a

most popular god in Egypt until the XIXth dynasty ; kings delighted

to call themselves “ beloved of Set,” and to be compared to him for

valour when the records of their battles w'ere written down. He
probably represented the destructive power of the sun’s heat.

Between the XXIInd and XXVth dynasties a violent reaction set

in against this god ;
his statues and figures were smashed, his effigy

was hammered out from the bas-reliefs and stelae in which it appeared,

and from being a beneficent god, and a companion of Amen and his

brother-gods, he became the personification of all evil, and the

opponent of all good. His persistent hatred of Osiris is mentioned
below. Set, under the form of Sutekh, was chosen by the Hyksos
for their god. Bronze figures of Set are very rare indeed. The
British Museum possesses two examples. Nos. 18191 and 22897 ;

each represents the god standing upright, in each he has the charac-

teristic animal’s head, which is, probably, that of the camel, and

wears the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt, ^ ; each figure was

originally gilded, and each has a hole drilled in a projecting piece of

metal, from which it was suspended and worn. When I acquired

the larger figure it was bent double, evidently by a violent blow,

given probably when the reaction against this god’s worship set in.

Faience figures of Set I have never seen.

Osiris, in Egyptian Asdr, the great god and king of the

underworld, the judge of the dead, was the son of Geb and Nut, and
husband of Isis

;
he was murdered by his brother Set, who was in turn

slain by Horus, the son of Osiris and the “ avenger of his father.”

According to Plutarch {De Iside et Osiride, xii-xx) Osiris was the wise

and good king of Egv’pt, who spent his life in civilizing his subjects and
in improvdng their condition. Having brought them out of degrada-
tion and savagery, he set out to do the like for the other nations of

the world. Upon his return his brother Set, together with seventy-

two other people, and the queen of Ethiopia, made a conspiracy

against him. They invited him into a banqueting room, and by
an artful device made Osiris get into a bo.x which Set had previously

caused to be made to fit him. As soon as Osiris had lain down in it,

the conspirators nailed the cov’er on it and, having poured molten
lead ov'er it, they carried it by riv^er to the sea, the waves of which
washed it up at Byblos. As soon as Isis heard of what had happened,
she set out to search for her husband’s body, and eventually found
it

; but having carried it off to another place, it was accidentally

discov^ered by Set, who forthwith broke open the chest and tore

the body into fourteen pieces, which he scattered up and down the
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country. Isis then set out to search for the pieces of her husband’s
body, and she found all but one ; wherever she found a piece she

buried it, and built a temple over it. He was the type of all mummies,
and the deceased is made like unto him, and named after him, and
identified with him. Bronze figures of this god represent him as a

mummified figure wearing the crown > in his right hand he

holds the whip /\, and in the left the crook Figures of this

god in faience are not very common. In the large bronze figures,

about 2 feet in height, he wears the White Crown. One of the

largest known painted stone figures of the god is preserved in the

British Museum (Northern Eg. Gallery).

Isis, in Egyptian Aset, q "''’ns a daughter of Geb and

Nut
;

she married her brother Osiris. Bronze figures represent her

(1) standing and wearing
jj

upon her head, and (2) seated, suckling

her child Horus, who is sitting on her knees, at her left breast, and
wearing disk and horns upon her head. Faience figures of both

kinds are common. Isis usually stands at the foot of the bier of

Osiris.

Nephthys, in Egyptian Neht-het, was also a daughter of

Geb and Nut
;
she married her brother Set. Bronze figures, which

are not common, represent her standing draped in a long tunic,

and wearing on her head ; in faience, figures of this goddess are

very numerous, and follow the style and design of those in bronze.

A number of rectangular faience pendants have been found in

which Isis, Nephthys and Harpokrates (Horus) stand side by
side.

, N AA/WV\

Anubis, in Egyptian Anpii, was, according to some

legends, the son of Nephthys and Osiris, who mistook that goddess
for Isis

; elsewhere he is said to be the son of Ra. He is always
represented as having the head of a jackal, and he is one of the chief

gods of the dead and the nether-world. He presided over the embalm-
ing of the mummy, he led the mummy into the presence of Osiris, and
watched over the ceremony of weighing the heart, and he is often

represented standing by the bier with one hand laid on the mummy.
The belief that this god acted in this capacity survived for some
centuries after Christ, and a remarkable proof of this fact is given

by a light -green, glazed faience plaque in the British Museum
(22874). On the obverse, Anubis, jackal-headed, in relief, stands by
the side of a bier in the shape of a lion, also in relief

; on the reverse,

in rehef, are two lines of inscription in Coptic which read, ACIHC e
TOOftk, “ May she hasten to arise." At each end is a pierced
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projection whereby the plaque was fastened to the mummy. The
plaque is an interesting example of the survival of ancient Egyptian
ideas among the Egyptians after they had embraced Christianity.

A counterpart of Anubis who is also represented as a jackal is

Up-uatu, “the opener of the ways.” Bronze and

faience figures of this god represent him standing and having the

head of a jackal.

Shu, > and Tefnut, ^ were emanations of Temu

or Khepera ; Shu typified light, heat and air, and Tefnut moisture.

In papyri and on coffins Shu is represented in the form of a man,
standing with both arms raised, lifting up Nut, or the sky, from
the embrace of Geb, the earth. In bronze and faience figures he
is in the form of a man kneeling on his right knee and supporting on
his shoulders the sun's disk and the horizon with his upraised

arms. There is in the British Museum (11057) a fine example of

an aegis in bronze with the heads of Shu and Tefnut, ^ U,

his sister, upon it. Shu is bearded and wears two pairs of plumes
upon his head ;

Tefnut has the head of a lion and wears a disk and
uraeus

;
B.M. 389 is an example of these gods in faience. Standing

figures of Shu, in faience, have sometimes Uh on the head.

_D

:
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^ (the old form of the name appears to be

, the god of the Nile, is depicted as a man,

Hapi,

Hepr,

sitting or standing, holding a table or altar on which are vases for

libations, and lotus flowers and fruits, and with a

clump of lotus flowers upon his head. He is also represented

standing upright, with a table of offerings of plants, fruits and flowers

before him (B.M. 11069). On his head he wears ’jf, and in front is

an Utcliat,

Khensu, ® was, under the New Kingdom, associated

with Amen-Ra and Mut in the Theban triad, and was god of the

moon. In bronze figures he is human-headed, and wears a crescent

and disk
; in faience figures he is made like a mummy, and

holds sceptres of different shapes in his hands. Khensu Nefer-
hetep was worshipped with great honour at Thebes, and he is said

to have played a verj" prominent part in the Story of the Possessed

Princess of Bekhten. Khensu-pa-khart, i AA has all the
AAAAVv T !y ii

attributes of Harpokrates, and figures of him in bronze are not

common. A very fine specimen is B.M. 11045.
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Amen-Ra j,
and Mut and Khensu formed the great

triad of Thebes ; the word Amen means “ hidden.” Under the

New Kingdom Amen usurped the attributes of all the other great

gods. Before the expulsion of the Hyksos by Seqenen-Ra his

position was that of the local god of Thebes
;

subsequently he

became the national god of Eg\'pt. He was said to be the maker of

things above and of things below, and to have more forms than any

other god. He made the gods, and stretched out the heavens, and

founded the earth ; he was lord of eternity and maker of everlasting-

ness. The Egyptians affirmed of him that he was ONE, the only
ONE. In bronze figures he stands upon a plinth, he holds the

sceptre
|

in his left hand, and on his head he wears the disk and

feathers ;
at times he holds a scimitar (B.iVI. 28, 29). He is

also represented seated on a throne, and the throne was sometimes

placed inside a shrine, the top of which was ornamented with

uraei, winged disk, etc., and the sides and back with hollow-work

figures of Isis, Nephthys, and Osiris (B.H. 11013). On the pedestals

he is called “ Amen-Ra, lord of the thrones of the world, the

president of the Apts (i.e., Karnak), lord of heaven, prince of Thebes,”

o S' o
I

zl He
1 YLi ^

is, at times, one of a triad consisting of Amen, Menu, and Ra
(B.M. 18681). The faience figures of this god are similar to those in

bronze ^ ,
and he appears together with the other members of his

triad, Mut and Khensu.

Apis or Hapi, ‘‘the second life of Ptah,” and the

incarnation of Osiris, was the name given to the sacred bull of

Memphis, where the worship of this god was most ancient, having

been introduced from Heliopolis by Kakau, a king of the Ilnd

dynasty. He was the “ hving emblem ” of Ptah-Seker-Asar,
the triune god of the Egyptian resurrection. He is variously

called ‘‘ the son of Ptah,” ‘‘ the son of Tmu,” ‘‘ the son of Osiris,”

and ‘‘ the son of Seker.” In bronze Hapi is sometimes represented

in the form of a man with a bull’s head, between the horns of

which are a disk and a uraeus wearing a disk. Usually, however,

he is in the form of a bull having a disk and a uraeus between the

horns ;
on the back, above the shoulders, is engraved a vulture \vith

outstretched wings, and on the back, over the hind quarters, is a

winged scarab. The bull usually stands on a rectangular pedestal,

on the sides of which are inscribed the name and titles of the person

who had him made ;
on the same pedestal is frequently a figure of

this person kneeling in adoration before him. Figures of Apis in

bronze are commoner than those in faience. According to Herodotus
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(II, 27-29) Apis was the calf of a cow incapable of conceiving another

offspring; “and the Egj/’ptians say, that lightning descends upon
the cow from heaven, and that from thence it brings forth Apis.

This calf, which is called Apis, has the following marks : it is black,

and has a square spot of white on the forehead
;
and on the back

the figure of an eagle
;
and in the tail double hairs

;
and on the

tongue a beetle.” But there is a mistake in this description, for

on the forehead of the Apis Bull B.M. 37448 the blaze is triangular,

not four-sided, as Herodotus (III, 28) says, eVl tw /^.e-rcoirco XevKov

Terpaycovop.

When Apis was dead he was called Asar Hapi,
jj ^ ^

or Serapis by the Greeks, and he is represented on coffins in the

form of a bull with disk and uraeus on his head
; on his back is the

mummy of the deceased, above which the soul, in the form of a

hawk, is seen hovering. The place where the Apis bulls that lived

at Memphis were buried was called the Serapeum, and ITariette

discovered at Sakkarah their tombs, dating from the time of

Amenhetep III down to that of the Roman Empire. Above each

tomb of an Apis bull was built a chapel, and it was the series of

chapels that formed the Serapeum properly so called.

The Mnevis bull, was worshipped at Heliopolis,

and is thought by some to represent the same symbolism, and
to be identical in form \vith Apis

;
he is called the “ renewing of

the life of Ra.”

Mesta, Hapi, Tuamutef and Qebhsenuf, the four children of

Horus, are common in glazed faience, but rare in hard stone, gold,

silver, bronze and wax.

Sati, J],. Anqit, Khnemu formed the triad

of Elephantine, and Sati seems to resemble Nephthys in some of

her attributes. She usually stands upright, holding ^ in her right

hand, and
J

in her left. The British Museum possesses one example

(110) in bronze, in which she is represented seated. On her head
she wears the crown of Upper Egypt, in the front of which is

a uraeus
; a pair of horns follows the contour of the White Crown,

and above them is a star. No. 11143 is a fine bronze figure of a

woman, standing upright upon a pedestal ; her right arm hangs
by her side, but her left arm is bent, and her hand, holding an object,

is laid upon her breast. She has the same head-dress as No. 110,

and seems to be the same goddess. The British Museum possesses

one example also in faience (13664) in which the goddess stands

upright.
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Sebek, represented the destroying power of the

sun, and his worship is as old as the Vlth dynasty. In bronze
(B.M. 22924) he stands upright, and has the head of a crocodile

surmounted by horns, disk, plumes and uraei, which have disks and

horns •

Anher the leader of the celestial regions,” which

Shu supports, is usually represented wearing plumes [], and holding

a dart
; he is at times called

n n

n
£), neb mdb, “lord of the dart.

This god is represented in relief, standing upright and wearing plumes;

in his right hand he holds and in his left the sceptre | ; see the

glazed faience pendant B.M. 1 1335. His sceptre is usually composed

of ^1 ^ , and
I

arranged perpendicularly one above the other. He

is sometimes called An-her Shtt sa Rd, “ An-her Shu, the son of Ra.”

Bes,
Jj I

i

I

)
a- god whose worship in Egypt dates from a very

remote period, seems to have possessed a double character. He is

represented as a grotesque person with horns and eyes on a level with

the top of his head, his tongue hangs out, and he has bandy legs.

He wears a crown of feathers on his head, and a leopard’s skin thrown
round his body. As a warrior, or the god of war, he is armed with a

shield and sword, and sometimes he has a bow
;
he was also the god

of music and the dance, and in this character he is represented as a

tailed creature, half man, half animal, playing a harp, or striking

cymbals together and dancing. It is thought that he symbolized

the destructive power of Nature, and in this capacity he is identified

in the Book of the Dead with Set
;

as the god of joy and pleasure

figures of him are carvxd upon the kohl jars, and other articles used
by Egyptian ladies in their toilet. The worship of this god seems to

have been introduced into Egypt from"^^^, Neter ta, i.e., the land

which was situated by the eastern bank of the Nile, supposed by the

Egyptians to be the original home of the gods. Figures of this god
in bronze and faience are very common, and they represent him as

described above. Some figures of him in faience are 14 inches

high, and are sometimes in relief and sometimes “ in the round.”
A large mould used for making flat figures of the god was presented

to the British Museum (20883) by the late F. G. Hilton Price, F.S.A.,

who obtained it from Bubastis. The beautiful figure in the round in

blue-glazed faience (B.M. 28112) is about 14 inches high. A remark-
able example of the use of the head and face of this god is furnished

by a bronze bell in the British Museum (6374). The plumes on his

head form the handle, and the head, hollowed out, forms the bell.
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Bronze and faience statues of this god, to which have been added
the distinguishing characteristics of many other gods, also exist.

B.M. 17169 is a bronze ithyphallic bird with two pairs of outstretched

wings and the legs of a man, from the knees of which spring serpents,

the arms of a man, and the head of Bes. Above the wings is a second

pair of outstretched arms, with clenched fists, and on each side of

his head, in relief, are the heads of a ram, a dog-headed ape, a

crocodile, and a hawk (?). Above the head are two pairs of horns,

two pairs of uraei and two pairs of plumes, between which is a disk.

In this figure are united the attributes of Amen-Ra, Menu, Horus,

Khnemu, Sebek, and other gods. No. 1205, a bronze cast from a

genuine bronze, makes this polytheistic figure stand upon crocodiles
;

the whole group is enclosed within a serpent having his tail in his

mouth. A very interesting example of a similar kind of figure in

faience is described by Lanzone in his Dizionario, p. 2 1 1 ,
tav. LXXX,

and compare B.M. 11821. It need hardly be said that such figures

belong to a very late period, and they are found imitated on gems
inscribed for the Gnostics; see B.M. G. 10, 11, 12, 151, 205, etc.

On the Mettemich Stele Bes is represented in much the same way as

in the bronze figures, but in the pair of outstretched arms and hands

he holds sceptres of knives,
,

etc., and in those

which hang by his side he holds
|
and -p : he has on his head in

addition eight knives and the figure “ myriads of years.” He

stands on an oval in which are a lion, two serpents, a jackal, crocodile,

scorpion, hippopotamus and tortoise. This scene is repeated verv’

accurately on a Gnostic lapis-lazuli plaque in the British Museum
(12), on the back of which is an address to lAU) ZABAU)0 =

with whom this polytheistic deity was identified. Figures

of the god Bes are common on gems and seals other than Egyptian,

and on a small Babylonian cylinder that was in the possession of the

late Sir Charles Nicholson he is represented in the form in which he

ordinarily occurs^ . On a red carnelian cylinder in the British

Museum ^Reg. No. he is engraved, full face, wearing plumes,

and holding a lotus flower in each hand ;
on each side of him is a

male bearded figure, with upraised hands and arms, supporting a

winged disk. This seal was inscribed for Arsaces, and belongs to the

Persian Period.

Sekhmit, ^ also written ""as the wife of Ptah, and

was, in this capacity, the mother of Nefer Atmu and I-em-hetep ;

she was the second person of the triad of Memphis. She represented

the violent heat of the sun and its destroying power, and in this

capacity destroyed the souls of the wacked in the underworld. In

2 .\2
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bronze and faience figures she has the head of a lion, upon which she

wears the disk and uraeus, and she holds in her right hand and
|

in her left
;

she is sometimes seated with her hands laid upon her
knees.

Bast,
^ ^ i

represented the heat of the sun in its softened form

as the producer of vegetation. She has often the head of a lion,

but, properly speaking, the head of a cat is her distinguishing

characteristic
;
in her right hand she holds a sistrum, on her left arm

she carries a basket, and in her left hand she holds an aegis. She was
chiefly worshipped at Bubastis, Pa-Bast, where a magnificent temple
was built in her honour. Bronze figures of this goddess are tolerably

numerous, and she is represented, both sitting and standing, wearing
the disk and uraeus on her head. In faience, standing figures hold a

sceptre (B.M. 236), or (B.M. 233), or an aegis (B.M. 11297);

when seated she often holds a sistrum (B.M. 272) ;
a fine large

example of the goddess seated is B.M. 277. Such figures are some-
times inscribed with the prayer, “-may she grant all life and power.

all health, and joy of heart,”
O A

T 1 A
or, " I am Bast, the lady of life,”

Menhit,

0 -^0
G 1

represented the power of light or heat,

or both ;
in faience she is represented as an upright woman, walking,

having a lion’s head, upon which she wears a disk and uraeus
;
in

her right hand is
,
and in her left |

.

,
the World-mother, was the wife of Amen, and the

lady of

Asher,”

Mut,
G

second member of the Theban triad
; she is called the

'

’

, the name given to a district to the southoro
of the great temple of Amen-Ra at Karnak, where her temple was
situated. She symbolized Nature, the mother of all things. In
bronze and faience figures she is represented as a woman, seated or

standing, wearing a head-dress in the form of a vulture, surmounted

by the crowns of Upper and Lower Egypt
;

she holds in her

right hand, and
|

in her left.

{Tv

Net, ^ or Neith, the “Weaver” or “Shooter,” also a

Mother-goddess, was a counterpart of the goddess Mut, and was also

identified with Hathor
; she w'ears the crowm of Lower Egypt ^

on her head, and she is often represented armed with bow and
arrows. In bronze and faience figures of this goddess are tolerably

common.



The god Shu lifting up Nut from Geb.

On the head of the god is _5Sl. meaning magical power and strength (H;ka)
Ihe four signs

| | | |
represent the Four Pillars which stood, one at each of

the Four Cardinal Points, and supported the heavens.
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Maat, ^ ^ !
the “ daughter of Ra and mistress of the

gods,” symbolized Law, and she is always represented with
,
madt,

emblematic of Law, upon her head
;

in papyri two Maati are shown

together, each wearing but sometimes this feather alone takes

the place of the head. These are the Maati goddesses of Upper
and Lower Egypt. In figures of bronze, lapis-lazuli, and faience

Maat is represented sitting down.

,
or

O ’
Het-Hert, the

” house of Horus,” is identified with Nut, the sky, or place in

which she brought forth and suckled Horus
;

she was the wife of

Atmu, a form of Ra. She is represented as a woman, cow-headed,

with horns and a disk between them, and shares with Isis and Mut
many of their attributes.^ She is often represented as a cow coming
forth from the mountain of the west. The worship of Hathor is

exceedingly ancient, and she was supposed to be the goddess of

beauty, love, and joy, and the benefactress of the world. The forms-

in which she is depicted on the monuments are as numerous as the

aspects from which she could be regarded. Full-length figures of

this goddess in bronze and faience are comparatively few, but

plaques and pendants of faience upon which her head is inscribed

or painted are common.
For a fine example in bronze of Hathor, cow-headed, wearing

horns, disk, uraeus and plumes, see B.M. 22925. In two interesting

bronze hollow-work mendts Hathor is represented in profile
;
B.M.

20760 shows the goddess wearing a uraeus on her forehead, and four

uraei on her head ; she has the usual head-dress of women falling

over her shoulders. Beneath is a Hathor-headed sistrum, with

Hathor, in Egyptian

pendent uraei, resting on Beneath in an oval is the cow
of Hathor, wearing standing in a boat. Above, on each side,

is a uraeus. One wears the crown of Upper Egypt, D
,
and the

other wears the crown of Lowur Eg^'pt. This beautiful object was
found at Der al-Bahari, and is inscribed with the prenomen of

Amenhetep HI B.M. 300 represents the goddess with

a vulture head-dress, wearing Below, in relief, are a figure

of the goddess and a floral ornament
;

it is inscribed
,

" Hathor, lady of heaven.”

Nu,
Nut.

000
AA/W\’^ was the god of the sky and the husband of

* A list of the gods with whom she is identified is given in Lanzone,
Dizionario, pp. 863, 864.

2 On a pendant (B.M. 302) she is represented at full length, in relief.
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^ , the sky, the wife of Geb, and mother of Osiris,

Isis, Set, Nephthys, Anubis, Shu, and Tefnut, was represented by a

woman having a vase of water O on her head, and holding in

her right hand and
J

in her left. She was painted on the outside of

coffins, and was supposed to protect with her wings the deceased
within. Figures of this goddess in bronze or faience are unknown
to me.

Geb, ^J|, was the husband of Nut, the sky, and father

of Osiris, Isis, and the other gods of that cycle
;

figures of this god
in bronze or faience are unknown to me.

Serqit, jl

^ ^ ,
daughter of Ra, wife of Horus, and

identified with Sesheta and Isis, symbolized the scorching heat of

the sun. A bronze figure in the Lou\'re (see Pierret, Pantheon
£gyptien, p. 17 ; Lanzone, Dizionario, tav. CCCLXII) gives her the
body of a scorpion, and the head of a woman wearing disk and horns,
by which she is identified with Isis. There is a similar figure in

the British Museum ( 1 1 629) on the base of which are the words

I 0 A T’
"

’

• 3- small bronze scorpion, B.M. 18667,

also gives her the head and arms of a woman with disk and horns.
The figures of this goddess, other than bronze, are usually made
of lapis-lazuli.

Maahes,
^ f P' ^ ,

is sometimes represented as a man,

lion-headed, wearing a disk and uraeus
;
a few figures of this god in

faience are known.^

Seker, ^3:^ ^ ,
or Socharis, a form of the night-sun, is repre-

sented as a man, hawk-headed, holding y\, |
and

J
in his hands.

There are among the Egyptian gods in the British iiluseum two
examples (1419 and 22930) of a polytheistic figure of considerable

interest. They have hawks' ithyphallic- bodies, human legs and
feet, each of which stands on a crocodile, and human hands and arms ;

the front of the head is in the form of a jackal’s head, surmounted
by plumes and disk, and the back is in the form of a ram’s head,

surmounted by a disk and uraeus. In the right hand is a whip /\

,

and in the left an object which I cannot identify. Each group

^ See Lanzone, Dizionario, p. 272.
^ In B.M. 22930 the hawk’s body is more distinct, and has a head, sur-

mounted by a disk, and the feathers of the tail rest upon a hippopotamus.
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stands on a pedestal with a circle formed by a serpent having his

tail in his mouth. These figures have much in common with those

described under the name Bes, and may be variant forms of this

god.

Another figure of interest is B.M. 24385, which represents a

seated woman, with the head of a sheep, surmounted by disk, uraeus,

and horns
;
behind this head-dress is the tail of a scorpion. The

right hand is laid underneath her left breast, which she touches with
her finger and thumb, and the left rests upon her knee. The Museum
of the Louvre possesses a similar figure with the addition of a naked
child whom she holds upon her knees, and whom she is about to

suckle. Lanzone {Dizionario,^. 841 ;
for the figure see tav. CCCXI)

thinks that the sheep and scorpion-headed goddess represents Isis,

and the child, Horus.

Cl 1^, or Thoueris, was the wife of Set,

and she is usually represented in bronze and faience with the head
and body of a hippopotamus, the hind quarters of a lion, and the

tail of a crocodile. On her head she wears a modius which is some-

Ta-urt, - ^

times surmounted by a disk, horns, and plumes,

Sefekh-Aabu, or Sesheta, is a form of the goddess Hathor
that was worshipped in Hermopolis, and was also adored in Memphis
from the earliest dynasties.

Neheb-ka, y ^ 3. god mentioned in the

Book of the Dead (Chapter XVII, 61 ;
Chapter XXX, 3, etc.), and

pictures of him are found upon coffins. In bronze figures he has
the body of a man and the head of a serpent

; in wood he has the

body of an animal and the head of a serpent, and holds in

his paws (B.M. 11779), in faience he has an animal’s body and a

serpent’s head, and either holds O 0 outstretched in his paws
(B.M. 11795), or raises them to his mouth (B.M. 1197). He some-
times wears plumes and horns.

GRAECIZED FIGURES OF EGYPTIAN GODS

In many large collections of Egvptian Antiquities that include

objects of the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods wall be found a

numerous group of red terra-cotta figures of Eg\'ptian gods and
goddesses to whom the Greeks, and possibly the Romans also, paid

adoration. The gods chosen by them were not the old solar gods of

Heliopolis and Memphis, but Osiris and the members of his family

—

Isis, Nephthys, Horus, Anubis—-and, curiously enough, the old Sudani
god Bes. The group of such figures in the British Museum
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(Vlth Egyptian Room) contains examples of all the known- forms of

importance, and an examination of them reveals the following facts :

Isis has several forms, and the large number of figures shows that

this goddess was a great favourite. (1) She is seen on plaques in the

form of a large, handsome woman seated on a throne offering her

right breast to Horus, who is lying across her knees. She has on
her head the horns, disk and plumes of Hathor, but her body is

arrayed in a voluminous Greek garment which reaches dowm to her

ankles. (2) In the old mythology' Isis was associated with Sept,

or Sothis, the rise of which heralded the Inundation, and she travelled

over the heavens in a boat. This made her a goddess of navigation,

and we see her in the form of a Juno-like woman w'earing her

characteristic head-dress and Greek attire, and holding in her right

hand a rudder, as the great protectress of ships and of all who go
down to the sea in ships. (3) She was identified with Hathor, and
so appears in the form of a nude woman, wearing the disk, plumes and
horns of that goddess on her head, a necklace and pendant, armlets
and sandals. (4) Isis also appears on plaques and pectorals in the

form of a serpent, with the disk and horns. on her head.

A jug near her indicates her character as mother of abundance

and prosperity, and the sistrum, placed in her dress, her connection

with and patronage of music and dancing. On a plaque at

Berlin (8164) we see her with the disk and horns on her head in

a shrine surmounted by the “ living uraei,” side by side with Osiris,

also in serpent form and wearing the crowns of the South and North,

. (5) As the goddess of the star Sept, i.e., Sothis or Sirius,

the Dog-star, she rides upon a dog, who lias a star on his head between
his ears.

Osiris appe-ars on stelae of the Ptolemaic and Roman Periods in

his usual form as a mum.my wearing the Atef Crown.
,
and

holding J\ and and in this form he is associated with Isis the

woman-goddess. But the form of Osiris that is most common

in terra-cotta figures is Osiris Apis, Asar-Hap, or

Serapis. The original form of .-\sar-Hap was that of a bull, but in

the terra-cotta figures he is represented as a man with masses of

curly hair and a thick beard
;
in his hair he wears the horns of the

ram, sacred to Amen, and on his head is the modius. In these
figures there is no trace of the Apis Bull or of the mummy-form of

Osiris. The Greeks brought to Egypt the image of the god of the
dead at Sinope, and called it Asar-Hap, which was the name at that
time of the god of the dead of the Egyptians. The people in general
preferred the form of the handsome bearded man to that of a
mummy, and so the terra-cotta figures of the god of Sinope multiplied
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in Egj.'pt. But terra-cotta figures of Osiris in the form of a mummy
are known, and there are two such in the British Museum (2312, 26264)
in which he is seen wearing the Atef CrownA Sometimes Serapis is

associated with an eagle (or vulture ?), on which he seems to be
riding, but I know of no incident in the life of Osiris that can be
referred to by such figures, „ „

The most popular member of the family of Osiris was
“ Horus the Child,” Herpkhrat or Harpokrates, ’\p7roKpdrr,<;,

and he appears in many forms : (1) As a babe lying on the lap of

Isis. (2) As an old man, in which character he seems to have been
confused with Horus the Aged. (3) As a babe seated upon a lotus

flower. This clearly identifies him with the young Sun-god, who
in the Vignette of Chapter LXXXIe of the Theban Book of the
Dead is seen rising out of a lotus flower.- (4) As a young Egyptian
prince, the heir of Osiris, wearing the Crowns of the South and

North, (5) As a young, virile god, ithyphallic, like )Menu,

the god of procreation, and like the ithyphallic Osiris on his bier.

(6) As a successor of Amen, riding a ram, sacred to Amen, or a goose,

a bird also sacred to Amen. (7) As a military knight riding a horse.

On his head he wears the crowns of the South and the North, and he
holds a long spear in his right hand, ready to transfix a foe

;
this

is often represented on Gnostic amulets (King, Gnostic Gems. PI. AT,

No. 7). In this form he represents Herur, who slew Set, and Ra, who
speared Apep, and Osiris, who slew Set, or Typhon. This form of

Harpokrates was adopted b\' the Copts for Saint George and other

military knights. (8) As a god, wearing the triple crown, and seated

on a plinth which is being carried bv two priests
;

in the crook of

his left arm is a torch or a horn of abundance. He s^mibolized the
rising Nile, and was regarded as the giver of life and strength and
of all food and wealth and prosperity. (9) As a draped youth with
his hand in a pot—probably of phallic significance. (10) As a naked
man, clasping with his left hand the legs of a naked girl who is sitting

on his left shoulder (Berlin, 9181).

Figures of the other members of the family of Osiris—Nephthys
and Anubis—are rare, and we mav pass on to those of Bes, which are

comparatively numerous. In one character he appealed to the

popular imagination as the god of mirth and jollity, and of singing

and dancing, and his plumes and general appearance proclaim his

Sudani origin. But this god of pleasure was also renowned as a

fighter, and in the terra-cotta figures he is brandishing a sword in

his right hand and grasping a shield in his left. For his history

generally see the description of him in the section on figures of the

^ There is also a compact well-made bronze figure of him vvhich dates from
the Ptolemaic Period (B.M, 26264).

- Thus is he seen on Gnostic amulets, where he is called CEMC EIAAM,
the “ everlasting sun.” King, Gnostic Gems, p. 35.
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gods. Egyptianized forms of purely Greek and Roman gods are

to be found in aU large collections of such figures, and figures of

Helios were represented with the attributes of Ra and Horns
;

Artemis and Aphrodite were made to resemble Hathor, and Neith,

and Isis and Mersegert
;

Priapus was treated as a form of Menu,
Hercules and Mars as forms of Horns and perhaps Bes, and so on.

It seems that figures of any and every god who struck the popular
imagination, no matter whence he came or what his origin was, were
made and circulated by the merchants and dealers in such wares.

The people kept them in their houses as protectors, and placed them
in the graves \vith their dead as amulets in exactly the same way as

the older Egyptians had done with their figures of gods in bronze,

wood and faience.^

WOODEN FIGURES- OF ASAR AND PTAH-SEKER-AsAr

Under the XVHIth dynasty the Egyptians placed the great

papyrus rolls inscribed with the Chapters of the Theban Recension
of the Book of the Dead either in the coffins with the mummies of

those for whom they were written, or in niches cut in the walls of

their tombs. Early in the XIXth dynasty they adopted a new
plan, and placed the roll inside a wooden figure of the god Osiris,

which was placed by the side of the coffin in the tomb. One of the

oldest examples of such figures is B.M. 9861 . The god is in the form
of a mummy and is painted white, but his beard and head-dress are

greenish-black. He wears the WTiite Crown, with plumes, and above
his head is painted the solar disk

;
his arms are bent at the elbows ;

his hands rest on his breast, and in one he holds a bronze model of

a flail or whip with three thongs,^ inlaid with carnelian. The figure,

including its rectangular pedestal, is 30| inches in height. Down
the front is a line of hieroglyphs wffiich read :

" Nesu ta hetep
Osiris Khenti-Amentt, Anpu, dweller in the Chamber of Embalm-
ment, lord of the Holy Land, may they grant entrance into and exit

from Khert Neter to the Osiris Hu-Nefer the truth-speaker for

ever,

'

^ rn
.4

.
iz-n7\

/“"A /“/'/vw\

©
irv ^111

—M ra_

The figure is hollow, and the roll of papyrus was pushed

Figures in the British Museum which illustrate the above remarks are :

Harpokrates on goose (37539), on horse (24372), enthroned (37546), with jar

(37566), draped (37503), on lion throne (37567), as warrior (37518), with
Serapis (37562); Serapis and eagle (14285); Osiris (2312, 26264); Isis with
Harpokrates (37497), as woman-serpent (37495, 12822) ; Bes on lions (16025),
Bes, 17 inches high (22378) ; Baubo on pig (37534).

- The T which the other hand held is missing.
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up into it through a hole in the pedestal. From its neck hangs a

vien'at on which is inscribed “ Osiris, lord of eternity,”
jJ ^

The splendidly coloured papyrus which was found in it is now in

the British Museum (9901).

Another typical painted Osiris figure is B.M. 20868. The

god is in the form of a mummy, and his hands, which hold the
J

and y\, rest on his breast. He wears the White Crown, with

plumes, and a collar, and his cloak or shoulder-cape is decorated with
large black spots and surrounded by a circle of small white spots.

The body, from the waist downwards, is covered with scale (?) work,
or perhaps feather-work. The face and hands are painted green,

which suggests old age in the god ;
the niendt hanging behind from

the neck is uninscribed. The pedestal is in the form of
,

madt, and through a hole in it a roll of papyrus was pushed up into

the hollow figure of the god. This papyrus was the copy of the Book

of the Dead which was written for Anhai,
(| ^ fB

(| (|

a priestess of Amen-Ra about b.c. 1000, and is now in the British

Museum (10472). But not every Egyptian official could afford to

have a large roll of papyrus in its case placed in his tomb, and the

custom grew up of making the figure of the god solid and placing

a small roll of papyrus in a rectangular cavity sunk in the pedestal.

The god was now called Asar-Seker, “Osiris,

the coffined one,” and he was given the Atef Crown
.

The

inscriptions on the figure also were of a different character. Thus on
B.M. 23046 the inscription down the front contains a prayer that

Osiris will give sepulchral offerings to the deceased Peta-Mut,

priest of Amen-Ra, king of the gods, and scribe of the That of

Mentu, lord of Thebes,
-VVWVV I f " 111

On each side of the figure are painted two

of the Four Sons of Horus. The figures made at Apu (Panopolis)

are differently fashioned and ornamented. They are not hollow in

their entire length, and only a small cavity is made in the breast

of the figure to hold the papyrus, the entrance to it being at the

back of the neck. In the example B.M. 16784 the figure wears the

Atef Crown, the face is gilded, and the whole front of the body is

covered with a large hawk-headed pectoral painted in bright colours.

Above the lower part of the abdomen is a figure of the goddess

Nut, with widely extended arms, and she holds a feather,

symbolic of air, in each hand. Down the back of the figure runs a
line of hieroglyphs giving the name of the deceased, Ani, the son of
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Ani and Mehttath, which is followed by a prayer to Osiris and Seker-
Osiris dwelhng in Apu for funerary offerings. The body of the
figure is painted the deep red colour that is a characteristic of all

funerary objects from Apu (Akhmim). In the Saite and Graeco-
Roman Periods the Seker-Osiris figures were much smaller, and no
attempt was made to place the pap^Tus inside them. When the

papyrus to be placed under the protection of the god was a hieratic

copy of the Book of the Dead it was inserted in a long cavity made
in the side of the pedestal (B.M. 9870), and when it was a very small

roll the cavity was made in the pedestal just in front of the feet of

the figure. Under the XXVIth dynasty we find that not only

papyri were inserted in the pedestal, but sometimes portions of the

body of the persons for whom the figures were made. In such

cases the portion of the body was mummified and wrapped in

bandages and laid in a rectangular cavity cut in the fore-part of the

pedestal. On this a cover made in the form of a sarcophagus was

fitted, and upon this was set the figure of a hawk, Horus-

Sept. Frequently each angle-post was surmounted by a hawk.
The object of placing a part of the body of the deceased in the

pedestal is clear. It was believed and hoped that the mortal part

of the man would be changed, and that the deceased would become
the very bone and flesh of the god

;
the presence of Seker-Osiris was

sufficient to effect this. And when Ptah is associated with Seker-

Osiris, it was believed that the resurrection of the deceased would
follow as a matter of course, and that he and the triune god of the

resurrection would share and share alike. Under the influence of

this belief the character of the inscriptions changed, and in one

(B.M. 9742) we read, “ Homage to thee, O flesh and bone proceed-

ing from this god, Efflu.x proceeding from Tern,”
(|

^

ITI ,,,
And on the pedestal

of this figure, after the now common opening words
^ ^

“ the King gives an offering,” comes a long prayer that Ptah-Seker

will give to the deceased Pekhet, b or Pakhet,

the son of Her, funerary offerings and truth-speaking before

all the gods. And Osiris is to protect him and enable him to live

again in the Tuat, and to go forth from it [at pleasure].

The pedestals of some of the figures are supposed to represent

the lake of cool water in which the deceased will bathe and enjoy
himself. On the top of one pedestal a rectangular lake or tank is

painted (B.M. 36424) with lotus flowers and buds growing in it.

And the long inscription begins, “ Thou art cleansed, Osiris, the

cool water that comes forth from Elephantine bathes thee,”
A/VVA''
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n O -fV I

A.\VA^ A.NA.'* “W

/WWW
A.*A/WA

crzi

y\ PI Thy

soul lives, thy seed germinates, thou renewest thy j-outh as governor
f=v)

of the Living Ones,”

.2-
1

' i#
The name of the deceased appears to have

been Tchau, , the son of Her-aru,
III

, and both father

and son were engaged in the linen trade at Panopolis

FIGURES OF ANIMALS, BIRDS AND REPTILES,
SACRED TO THE GODS

The figures of animals found in the temples, tombs and ruined

houses of Egypt maj’, like those of the gods, be divided into three

classes:—(1) Votive; (2) those worn as amulets either by the

living or dead
; (3) those that stood in houses. They are made of

hard stone, bronze, steatite, basalt, faience, wood, wood gilded,

lapis-lazuli, wax, plaster, and many other materials. Those in

bronze, stone, and wood were usually made for temples, and to

stand in tombs
;

those in faience, lapis-lazuli, and other semi-

precious stones were placed on the bead-work or under the folds of

the wrappings of mummies, or were worn suspended to necklaces

by the living
;
those placed in the walls of houses, but which have

not sufficient distinguishing characteristics to give many details,

were usually made of faience cast in moulds. A comprehensive
collection containing many examples of all three kinds will be found
exhibited in the British Museum (Fifth Egyptian Room). The
animals, birds and reptiles of which figures are most commonly found
are ;

—

1. Ape, dog-headed. wearing disk and crescent, sacred

to Thoth and Khensu. Figures in bronze, stone, wood and faience,

in which he is represented sitting, sometimes on a pedestal with

steps, or standing, are common ;
sometimes he holds (B.M. 1442),

and sometimes a goat (B.M. 11910).

2. Hippopotamus, Ta-urt, Thoueris, standing

on the hind-quarters of a lion, and holding the tail of a crocodile ;

figures in bronze and faience are common. The most beautiful

e.xample of this composite animal in green basalt is preserved in

the Museum at Gizah, a cast of which is exhibited in the Egyptian
Gallery of the British Museum (1075). See also the fine example in

red and yellow agglomerate (B.M. 35700).

3. Cow, sacred to Hathor, with disk between her horns, •
’ ^ —J-.i
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Lion,
, couchant or standing, sacred to Horns. Examples

are very common in faience. Frequently the body of the lion has
a lion’s head at each end of it, and sometimes there is a lion’s head
at one end and a bull’s head at the other

; on the back, between the

two heads, is the disk of the sun the whole representing the

sun on the horizon, cQ]. The two heads, facing in opposite directions,
are supposed to represent the south and north, i.e., the sun’s course
daily. An example in which each lion's head has two faces, one
looking towards the south and the other towards the north, is

figured in Lanzone, Dizionario, tav. CVI.

5.

Sphinx, couchant or sitting on his haunches, sacred
to Harmakhis. Figures in bronze and faience are tolerablv common.
The Sphinx at Gizah is the symbol of Her-em-aakhu-t,
or Horus on the Horizon.

6. Bull, , sacred to Apis, having disk and uraeus between

his horns, and the figures of a vulture with outspread wings, and a

winged scarab on his back, and a triangular blaze on his forehead.

Figures in bronze and stone are more common than in faience.

7. Ram, sacred to Khnemu or Amen-Ra; figures in bronze
and faience are tolerably common.

8. Cat, sacred to Bast, lady of Bubastis. Large votive

figures of the cat were made of bronze and wood, the eyes being inlaid

with obsidian and gold
; B.M. 22927 has the eyes, and a large number

of the hairs of the body, inlaid with gold. The smaller figures worn
for ornament by the votaries of Bast are made of bronze, stone, rock-

crystal, lapis-lazuli, faience, etc.
;

in the smaller figures the cat is

represented with one, two, or more kittens, and the top of the
|

sceptre is often ornamented with a cat.
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9. Jackal, sacred to Anpu (Anubis), or to Up-uatu.

In bronze figures, which are numerous, he stands on a pedestal

which fitted on to the top of a sceptre or staff
; faience figures are

not very common. A large number of wooden models from the top
of sepulchral boxes are known.

10. Hare, sacred to Osiris Unnefer
;

figures in faience are

common.

1 1. Sow, sacred to Set (?), was the abomination of Horus,

J| Q^ ^ according to Chapter CXII of

the Book of the Dead
;

figures of this animal in faience are fairA

common. B.M. 1 1897 has a head at each end of its body.

12. Hippopotamus, , sacred to Set, or Typhon
;

many
large and beautiful examples of this animal in glazed faience and
steatite exist in public and private collections.

13. Stag, Figures in which the animal is represented

with its legs tied together readv for sacrifice are known in bronze,

5.g., B.M. 1696.

14. Hedgehog, a few examples of which, in bronze and faience,

are known.

15. Shrew-mouse, sacred to Horus (?), examples of which are

more common in bronze than in faience.

16. Ichneumon. Examples in bronze, in which the animal

wears disk and horns and plumes, are known, but figures in faience

are rare.

17. Crocodile, sacred to Sebek
;

e.xamples in bronze and
faience are fairly common.

18. Vulture,

and faience are few.

sacred to Mut
;

figures of this bird in bronze

19. Hawk, sacred to Horus ; votive figures are made of

bronze, stone, and wood, and the hawk wears either the crown of

Upper or Lower Egypt, or both crowns united. In smaller figures,

worn for ornament, it wears a disk (B.M. 1889) or ^ (B.M. 1850),

or plumes (B.M. 1859) ;
it is often man-headed, when it represents

the soul , and sometimes two hawks are on one pedestal, and

each has the head of a man. A form of Horus, worshipped in Arabia

under the name of , is often found in hard stone

and wood
;

figures made of the latter material are generally found

on the small chests which cover the portions of human bodies placed

2 B 2
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in the pedestals of Ptah-Seker-Asar figures. When complete they
have plumes on their heads.

20. Ibis,

not rare.

,
sacred to Thoth ; figures in bronze and faience are

21. Frog ; figures in bronze and faience are common.
22. Fish, . The five kinds of fish of which figures in bronze

and faience are known are the Oxyrhynchus, Phagrus, Latus, Silurus,

and the Lepidotus ; of these the Oxyrhynchus, Silurus, and Lepi-

dotus are the commonest. The Oxyrhynchus fish (B.iM. 1953) has
on its back horns, disk, and uraeus

;
fish were sacred to Hathor,

Isis, Mut, and other goddesses.

23. Scorpion, sacred to Serqit. Figures in bronze have
often a woman’s head on which are horns and disk, and, if mounted,
the sides of the base have inscriptions upon them which show that

the scorpion was regarded as Isis-Serqit. Faience figures of this

reptile are tolerably numerous.

24. Uraeus, or serpent, sacred to or emblem of Mehen,

1^, or Mersegert,
p

figures in bronze and faience

are not rare.

25. Scarab, emblem of the god Khepera. The largest

scarab known is preserved in the British Museum (Southern Egyptian
Gallery, 74), and is made of green granite

;
it was probably a votive

offering in some temple, and was brought from Constantinople,

whither it was taken after the Roman occupation of Eg\’pt. The
scarabs worn for ornament round the neck, and in finger-rings, were
made of gold, silver, every kind of valuable stone known to the

Egyptians, and faience. B.M. 11630 is an interesting example of

a homed scarab
;
B.M. 2043, in faience, has the head of a hawk,

and B.M. 12040 has the head of a bull.

26. The camel, gemla (?), Copt. XA.JULA'rX!,

was known to the pre-dynastic Egj'ptians, and earthenware figures

of the animal were found at Nakadah.

27. The ostrich. O nu, was well known to the

Egyptians of all periods, and the eggs of the bird,
P^ ^ {

^ buried with the dead. An ostrich egg-shell,

perforated at one end, was found in a pre-dynastic grave at Khizam
(B.M. 36377). Figures of the bird are unknown.

28. The bear, Tj^. ruahii, was known and hunted

by the pre-dynastic Egyptians, but no figures of the animal have
been found.
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VESSELS IN EARTHENWARE, STONE, GLASS, ETC.,
FOR OFFERINGS TO THE DEAD

The pre-dynastic Egyptians made offerings of various kinds of food
to their dead, such offerings being packed in earthenware vessels,

which were placed near the dead in their graves. The use of the
potter’s wheel was unknown, and all such vessels were shaped by
the hand or foot of the potter. They vary greatly in shape and size,

and though in form and substance and colour manv appear to be
duplicates, it will be found by the use of the measure and callipers

that very few are exactly identical. The oldest pottery vases are
usually red and black, the red colour being derived from a salt of

iron
; sometimes vases all red and all black are found, but the}' are

relatively few. All three kinds were burnished. In the Archaic
Period unburnished, buff-coloured potterv came into fashion, and
these vases are decorated with designs, drawn in red outline, repre-

senting primitive African farm settlements with ostriches grazing
near them, boats, some with sails, figures of animals and human
beings, palm-trees, etc. To this period belong probably the vases
that have wavy handles or are decorated with a rope border. A
fine collection, containing many good examples of all the kinds of

earthenware vessels mentioned above, will be found in the British

Museum (Sixth Egyptian Room). For descriptions and illustrations

of pre-dynastic and early dynastic pottery vases in other collections

see de Morgan, RecJierches, Paris, 1896, and Premieres Civilisations,

Paris, 1909
;

Reisner, Early Dynastic Cemeteries, Leipzig, 1908,
Pt. I, pi. 5!ff.

;
Quibell, Archaic Objects (Cairo Catalogue), 2 vols.,

Cairo, 1904-5; von Bissing, Towgr/usse, Cairo, 1913; Petrie, A'

London, 1896, etc., Royal Tombs, Abydos, Parts I-III
; Naville,

Cemeteries of Abydos, and other works published by the Egvpt
Exploration Fund.

Little by little during the Archaic Period stones of various kinds
were used in making sepulchral vessels, and many beautifully shaped
bowls, dishes, saucers, vases and pots were made in granite, diorite,

basalt of various colours, porphyry, etc. A large number of

bowls, with lugs and flat rims, made of red and yellow breccia, were
obtained from Al-'Amrah, near Abvdos, and typical e.xamples of

these are B.M. 35699, 53886, 36331 and 43061. The boring and
polishing of these vessels prove that under dynasties I-III the
worker in stones had already acquired wonderful skill. Characteristic

specimens of the sepulchral vessels of this period are to be seen in

the British iMuseum. But working in granite and diorite was no easy
matter, even for the skilled workman, and vases made in these and
other hard stones must have been expensive luxuries

;
and it was

probably these considerations that led to the introduction of alabaster
and aragonite and to their extended use. From the I\'th dynasty
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onwards countless vases, bowls, saucers, pots, jars, jugs,

S. 'Q. O. V7, S j were made in

I !?•

these

materials
;

in the Graeco-Roman Period marble took the place of

alabaster. Sepulchral pots from Nubia, of native workmanship, are

usually made of sandstone. The beautiful shapes of alabaster

vessels for perfumes, oils, etc., are well illustrated by the

British Museum Collection. Alabaster vases were often inscribed

on the covers or sides with the names of the persons for whom they
were made, and when the names are those of kings and other royal

personages they serve to date the object. One of the Persian kings

of Egypt had his names engraved on alabaster vases in Egyptian
and cuneiform characters (B.M. 91456). Some of the large aragonite,

or “ zoned alabaster,” vases appear to have been used as measures
for liquids, e.g., B.5I. 4839, a handsome example with two handles
and a cover, and bearing a statement as to its capacity, which reads

^ & II!! "TTT’
“ eight hen^ and three-quarters.” Sepulchral

/VVVNAA I I I I
• 1 •

^

vases were also made of glazed steatite, e.g., B.M. 4762, a black-

and-green vase inscribed with the prenomen and nomen of Thothmes I

Akheperkara Tchehutimes, dia-

demed like Ra. Among the sepulchral vases of Thothmes III were

some made of solid gold, with the king’s prenomen engraved on

their sides, and under the XVIIIth dynasty it was customary to

make bowls, vases and libation pots of tchdm, or

a kind of whitish gold, which probably contained silver. Large

numbers of vases were made of bronze
;

libation buckets were
also made of bronze. These are ornamented with figures in relief

representing the deceased adoring the gods, or with designs cut in

outline representing the adoration of the dead and the worship of

Osiris. The ladles belonging to these have handles with ends in

the shape of the heads of geese, and, in some respects, resemble old

English toddy ladles. These buckets and ladles belong to the

XXVIth dynast}’ and Ptolemaic Period (B.IM. 36319). Many of the

stone vases found in tombs are only models, and were never intended

to contain offerings, and many models were made of wood. These
were painted to resemble variegated glass, and sometimes they

were covered all over with plaster gilded (B.M. 30454, 30455, 35276,

Gilded32598 and 9528), with an inscription beginning
^ ^

models are represented by B.M. 35273, 35274, which were made for

Rameses II and are inscribed with the names of two kinds of eye-

^ Compare Hebrew hhi, (’’'T. The Hebrew htn = 6-06 litres, the

Egyptian hen = 0-456 litre.
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paint,
o I

1 and ^ Sepulchral vases, bottles, jugs
I V _zr III

and flasks for unguents were made also of opaque glass, or

glass paste, which was composed of flint, lime, soda, alkali, manganese
and copper. This paste was known under the Old and Middle
Kingdoms and small vessels, beads, amulets, etc., were made of

it. But transparent glass in our sense of the word was unknown to
the Eg\"ptians until after the XXVIth dynasty. Mr. Chauncey
Murch of Luxor acquired a hoUow cylindrical seal-shaped object,

2f inches long and 1 inch in diameter, which is formed of an outside
tube of semi-transparent material lined with two layers of paste,

coloured blue and white respective!}’. This remarkable object was
found in the pyramid of Pepi II and is inscribed with the prenomen

llof this king,

Neferkara, the ever-living.”

of hieroglyphs which reads.

[
Q ^ U ~]

,
“King of the South and North,

By the side of the cartouche is a line

the smey.

superintendent of the servant [s] of the god, neh Soon
after this object was found it was submitted to certain experts
in Cairo who declared that the outside semi-transparent material

was glass, and therefore that the Egyptians were able to make trans-

parent glass under the Vlth dynasty. On my suggestion Mr. ^Murch
sent the tube to London by me, wishing it to be deposited for examina-
tion in the British Museum (wEere, by the way, it still is) . A careful

examination of it has been made, and I am convinced that the semi-

transparent substance is crystal, and that its peculiar glassy appear-
ance is due to the reflection of the blue paste behind it. Were the
paste removed the tube would be seen to resemble the crystal of

which the figure of the goddess Taurt (B.M. 24395) is made, and that

was found in the same place as the tube. The internal flaws that

are seen in ancient crystal objects and amethyst scarabs appear both
in the tube and in the figure of the goddess.

Under the New’ Kingdom the use of opaque glass of various

colours became very general, and large quantities of it were cut

up into plaques and roundels for inlaying in metal and in coffins

and other wooden objects. Eine examples of variegated opaque
glass vases are B.M. 36344 (with two handles), B.M. 4743 (with four

handles)
;
the glass alabastra (B.M. 4745 and 30762), and the hand-

some fish (B.M. 55193), w’hich was found at Tall al-‘Amamah by
Mr. Hayter. The glass jug (B.M. 47620), inscribed with the pre-

nomen of Thothmes III, probablv came from the tomb
L._ I

of this king, and the large handsome, two-handled vase (B.M.

36343), and the blue-glass bowl (B.M. 36342), certainly did. The
light-blue glass kohl pot (B.M. 24391) belonged to Hatshepsut’s
funerary equipment, as also did the fine deep-blue glass set of
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“Canopic” jars (B.M. 51074-51077). Other interesting objects in

opaque glass are a deep-blue scarab from the beadwork of a mummy
(B.M. 22872), a cobalt-blue head-dress of Bes, which was inlaid in a

statue of the god (B.M. 29674), and two tw'o-handled white glass

vases, with decorated rims (B.M. 29210, 54431). A pretty little

vase, of mottled black-and-white glass (B.M. 17043) which formed
part of the funerary equipment of Princess Xesi-Khensu, fell to

pieces in consequence of the salt which it had by some means
absorbed. It may be mentioned in passing that much of this opaque
glass paste is porous.

Sepulchral vases made of the ordinary “ potters’ clay ’’ or of the

so-called Egr'ptian porcelain w'ere often glazed, and under the

New Kingdom the art of glazing steatite and earthenware was
carried almost to perfection, as may be seen in the lavender-coloured

glazed bowl bearing the name and titles of Rameses II (B.M. 4796)

and the beautiful little blue vases made for Princess Nesi-Khensu
(B.M. 13152, 17402). It is clear from the different shades of colour

in the vases and other objects that were made for the same person
that the potter mixed the ingredients for his flux by rule of thumb,
and that he was never sure what colour his vessels or figures would
be when they came out of the furnace.

In tombs of the Xlllth-XVIIth dynasties various kinds of

vessels, bottles, jugs, etc., made of black ware are found, and
they are usually assigned to the Hyksos period. In tombs of the

XVIIIth dynasty flasks and bottles made of red polished ware
are found. Some of the flasks have spouts and necks in the form of

human heads (B.M. 29934, 29935), some have the forms of dwarfs, of

a seated man, a woman playing a guitar (B.M. 5114), women carrying

their babes under their arms (B.M. 24652, 54694), and a wine-skin
inscribed with the name of Sanni (B.M. 5117). A selection of typical

examples is exhibited in the British Museum
; they were probably of

Syrian origin. Another interesting class of sepulchral vessels are

the false-necked vases that are commonly called Bugelkannen
or “ pseudamphorae.” These vases are of the well-known Mycenaean
type, and were imported into Egypt from Greece. According to

Spiegelberg (Geschichte der Aegyptischen Kunst, p. 57) the Egvptians
made copies of this class of vase in their native-glazed faience.

Under the XXVIth dynasty flat, circular, convex vases or bottles

made of glazed faience came into common use as votive offerings.

The neck is in the form of a lotus flower, with an ape at each side, and
where the body of the vase joins the neck it is ornamented with a
pattern formed of rows of papyrus flowers and pendants. On the

upper part of the flat edge which goes round the vase a new year's

wish is inscribed thus: ^
j J

“ May Ptah open

a happy year for its owmer ”
; or ^ “ \J ]

t
, “May
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Sekhmit open a happy year for its owner ”
; or

^ ^ V '

i

n f f
''•vv\A

“ May Isis open a happy year for its owner ”
; or

^ \/ -j ^
"37,

“ May Amen-Ra open a happy year for its owner ” (B.M. 4767, 4768,

24651). The Meroitic sepulchral vases are of fragile make, have
graceful shapes and forms, and are frequently painted with simple

but pretty designs.

FUNERARY TERRA-COTTA CONES ^
This name was given by the early Eg\'ptologi5t3 to the terra-cotta

conical objects that were at one time found in large numbers in and
about the tombs at ‘Asasif and Kurnah in Western Thebes. It is

doubtful if any have been found elsewhere in Egypt. The oldest

of them date from the Xllth dynasty, and they were in general

use under the XVUIth and XIXth dynasties
;
none has been found

that can be later than the XXVIth dynasty. Thej’ vary in length

from 6 to 10 inches, and in diameter, at the larger end, from 2 to

4 inches. The base or face of the cone usually bears upon it an
inscription, in hieroglyphs stamped in relief, containing the name and
titles (if any) of the person in whose tomb it was found

;
these

inscriptions appear to have been made with a stamp with the

characters incuse. The end of the cone bearing the inscription is

sometimes coloured red and sometimes white. The style and
character of the inscriptions are illustrated by the following examples :

1 . Cone of Userhat, overseer of the cattle of Ame

(]‘^ 1“=^ (B.M. 9659). 2. Cone of the Erpa H.a-.v, Menthu-

em-hat, fourth priest of Amen, Scribe of the sanctuary of the temple

of Amen, inspector of the priests in the buildings of the King’s

House, 3,^ 1! O h™ fe IQn I'T

1!ik £3 3,Coue

of Ruru, a superintendent of the Matchaiu (Police of Thebes)

^*1) k St ^ 31. 35650).

4. Cone of Nefer-renpit, X ^ J 1 M.
Cone

of the Overseer of the House of Khensu,
^ ^ (B.1\I. 9641).

6. Cone of Amenemhat, scribe and accountant of the of

the South and North,

3 ^ 35681). 3. Cone

superintendent of the Matchaiu (Police of Thebes)

St ^ (B.M. 35650).

efer-renpit, Av) T I 1 ,
"^1 (B.M. 9700). 5. Cone
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(B.M. 9640). 7. Cone of a second priest of Menkheperra called

Amenemka,
}

"] (o^f] ^^ (B-M. 35660).

8. Cone of Nefer-heb-f, a priest of Amenhetep II, and his sister, the

lady of the house, Tauai, ^ (|i]

I o ^
N

^1! CDm At

9. Cone of Meri, chancellor of the god, high priest of Amen, Director

of the priests of the South and the North, overseer of the estates

of Amen, keeper of the granary of Amen, sealer-in-chief (?) in the

king’s house (life, strength, health to it !), and inspector of the

cattle of Amen.

0

/v-AiV^

[GDj
I I t

^ tip

{j^ KAA (b.M. 9708).
J A-VAAA \ I 1

As to the use of these cones opinion is divided. The simplest

explanation is that they are models of the pyramidal loaves of

bread, or of a pyramidal-shaped offering of some kind which

we see worshippers presenting to the various gods. If they were
models of loaves of bread they were placed in the tomb with the

view of supplying bread to the ka of the deceased person. Birch
thought that they were used to mark the site and extent of tombs,
or were worked as ornaments into the building of the tomb. Hodges,
Tyler, Cull and others attributed to them a phallic signification.

And others, having seen bricks with pjTamidal sides (e.g., B.i\I.

35697) with one repetition of the inscription, or more, upon them,
have said that the cones were seals. But an examination of the

shape of any such brick shows that the object of impressing the

name and titles of the deceased upon it several times^ was to make
it to represent several cones. This is proved by the pyramid shape
of the sides of the brick, and the cones were assuredly not seals.

1 B.M. 35468 has four stamps or impressions upon it.
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THE EGYPTIAN GRAVE AND TOMB

Of the Palaeolithic and early Neolithic graves in Eg\'pt nothing is

known
;

the earliest graves in the Nile Valley consist of shallow

hollows dug in the sandy or stony soil which lies between the River
Nile and the mountains on each side of the river. These hollows

have no fixed shape, but they are usually oval or circular. The
graves in late Neolithic cemeteries lie very close together and often

overlap, and sometimes one part of a body lies in one grave and the

other part in another. The body was often wrapped in a reed mat,

and sometimes in the hide of an animal, probably a bull or gazelle
;

the men buried in hides were chiefs. The body was laid upon its

left side, the head usually faced the south, and the knees were bent
up on a level with the top of the breast, and the hands were placed

before the face—the usual pre-natal position. Round the body
were placed vessels made of coarse earthenware filled with offerings

of food, and with these are often found flint weapons and implements.

The food offerings were intended for the use of the deceased on his

journey to the Other World, and the flint weapons were given to

him to enable him to defend himself against the attacks of enemies

and to kill beasts when he went hunting. No attempt to mummify
the dead was made at this period. Later the body was placed in

a very rough box or basket, and sometimes an earthenware cover

was placed over the grave to prevent the body being dragged out of

its grave by animals, or broken up when new graves were being dug
close by. Sometimes the body was dismembered, and its limbs

were buried in the sand or mud, until such time as all the flesh had
been eaten off the bones ; this done the bones were collected and
brought to a grave and finally buried. This custom persists in some
parts of the Sudan to this day. When the body was laid in its final

position the grave was filled in with earth or sand and stones

;

whether its place was marked by any kind of monument cannot be

said. The Land of the Dead was believed to be situated in the

west, and therefore isolated graves and cemeteries, and rock-hewn
tombs, are usually found on the western bank of the Nile. The best

and fullest material for the study of the graves of the Neolithic and
Archaic Periods will be found in de Morgan. Recherches, Paris,

1896—7
;

Les Premieres Civilisations, Paris, 1909 ;
Reisner, Early

Dynastic Cemeteries, Parts I and II, Leipzig, 1908 ; Archaeological

Survey of Nnl)ia,\o\s. I-IV, Cairo, 1910; Petrie, London,
1896; Quibell, Archaic Objects, 2 vols., Cairo, 1904-5. For the

literature on the subject generally see the list of Baillet, Recueil de

Travaiix, tom. XNII, p. 180 ff., and for a summary see Wiedemann,
Urnschau, Bd. I, pp. 561 ff., 590 ff.

Lender the Illrd dynasty, and perhaps even under the Ilnd
dynasty, chiefs and men of importance were buried in graves that

were cut in the rock. Long before this time men of importance must
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have been buried in clefts in the rocks and in small natural caves,

but now attempts were made to place the dead in pits more or kss

deep, which were sunk in the skirts of the hills and mountains

Both at Aswan and at Bani-Hasani the tomb consisted of a small

square chamber which was hewn in the rock, and a shallow pit was

dug in the floor of it to hold the body. Sometimes a recess was cut

in the pit for the body, and this was clearly the prototype of the

mummy chamber which is always found, in one form or another, in

the great tombs of the later dynasties. At AswMn w'e found the

remains of the wooden coffins in which the bodies w'ere buried but

at Bani-Hasan the coffins discovered by Dr. Garstang wxre made of

earthenware, and were usually oval in form. From these early

dvnastic tombs it is clear that the tomb of any important man must

contain : 1 . A chamber, which gives access to a pit, and m which

Entrance to a Mastabah at Sakkarah.

offerings to the dead can be placed. 2. A shallow pit or shaft.

3. A recess to hold the body. All these requisites are found m tne

Mastabah, which mav now- be briefly described. “ Mastabah ’ is

the name that the Arabs gave to the low, long stone building which

marks the site of a tomb at Sakkarah, because its length, m pro-

portion to its height, is great, and as it reminded them of the long,

low scat, or dtwdH, which, was familiar to them, they called^ it

mastabah, i.€., “bench.” The mastabah is a heavy, masshe

building of rectangular shape, the four sides of which are four walls

symmetrically inclined towards their common centre. The exterior

surfaces are not flat, for the face of each course of masonry, formed

of stones laid verticallv, is a little behind the one beneath it, and if

these recesses w-ere a little deeper, the external appearance of each

1 See Garstang, Funeral Customs, London, 1907, p. 26.
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side of the building would resemble a flight of steps. The stones

that form the mastabahs are of a moderate size, and, with the

exception of those used for the ceiling and architrave, have an average

height of 18 or 20 inches. The width and length of the mastabah

Three Mastabahs at Gizah.

vary
;
the largest measures about 170 feet long by 86 feet wide, and

the'smallest about 26 feet long by 20 feet wide
;
they vary in height

from 13 to 30 feet. The ground at Sakkarah is formed of calcareous

rock covered to the depth of a few feet with sand ;
the foundations

of the mastabahs are always on the solid rock. The plan of the

0 s ,0^

1

L_I I I

Plan of a Mastabah Transverse section at the

with four sardabs. bottom of a sardab.

mastabah is a rectangle, and the greater axis of the rectangle is,

without exception, in the direction from north to south. Moreover,

at the pyramids of Gizah, where the mastabahs are arranged sym-

metrically, the plan of their arrangement is like a chess-board, the
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squares of which are uniformly elongated towards the north. Masta-

bahs are oriented astronomically towards the true north, and
in the cases where thej' are a few degrees out this difference must
be attributed not to design but to negligence. It has been asserted

that mastabahs are only unfinished pyramids, but properly considered,

it is evident that they form a class of buildings by themselves, and
that they have nothing in common with the pyramid, save in respect

of being oriented towards the north, this orientation being the

result, not of a studied imitation of the pyramid, but of a religious

intention, which at this early period influenced the construction of all

tombs, whatever their external form. The mastabahs at Sakkarah
are built of stone and brick

;
the stone

employed is of two kinds, the one being

very hard, and of a bluish-grey colour,

and the other being comparatively soft,

and of a yellowish colour. The bricks

also are of two kinds, the one yellowish

and the other black
;
both sorts were

sun-dried only. The bricks of a yellowish

colour seem to have been used entirely

during the earliest dynasties, and the

black ones only appear with the second
half of the IVth dynasty. However
carefully the outside of the mastabah
was built, the inside is composed of sand,

pieces of stone thrown in without design

or arrangement, rubble, rubbish, etc., and
but for the outside walls holding ail to-

gether many of them must have perished

long since. The eastern face of the

mastabah is the most important, for,

four times out of five, the entrance is in

it
;

it is sometimes, but very rarely,

plain. Some yards from the north-east

corner is, at times, a very high, narrow’ opening, at the bottom of

which the masonry of the mastabah itself assumes the form of long

vertical grooves, which distinguish the stelae of this epoch
;
a stele,

with or without inscription, sometimes takes the place of this

opening. At a distance of some feet from the south-east corner is

generally another opening, but larger, deeper and more carefully

made
;
at the bottom of this is sometimes a fine inscribed calcareous

stone stele, and sometimes a small architectural facade, in the centre

of w’hich is a doorway. When the eastern face has the opening at

the south-east corner w’hich has just been described, the mastabah
has no interior chamber, for this opening takes its place. When the

mastabah has the facade in the place of the opening, there is a

chamber within. When the entrance to the mastabah is made on

The upper chamber, the

pit, and the sarcophagus

chamber of a Mastabah.
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the north side, the fagade is brought back to the end of a kind of

vestibule, and at the front of this vestibule are set up two mono-
lithic columns, without abacus and without base, which support the

architrave, which supports the ceiling. The entrance to the mastabah
is sometimes made from the south, but never from the west

;
the top

of the mastabah is quite flat.

The interior of the complete mastabah consists of three parts—
the chamber, the sardab, and the pit. Having entered the

upper Chamber by the doorway in the side, it is found to be either

without any ornamentation whatever, or to be covered with sculp-

tures. Near the bottom of the chamber usually facing the east is

Mastabah at Gizah with double pit.

a stele, which, whether the walls are inscribed or not, is always

inscribed. At the foot of the stele, on the bare ground, is often a

table of offerings made of granite, alabaster, or calcareous stone
;

two obelisks, or two supports for offerings, are often found at each

side of this table. Besides these things the chamber has no furniture,

and it rarely has a door. Not far from the chamber, oftener to the

south than to the north, and oftener to the north than to the west,

is a lofty but narrow nook hidden in the thickness of the masonry, and
built with large stones

;
this nook is called the Sardab.^ Sometimes

^ A sardab, i
,
strictly speaking, is a lofty, vaulted, subterranean

chamber, with a large opening in the north side to admit air in the hot weather.
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the sardab has no communication whatever with the other parts of

the mastabah, but sometimes a rectangular passage, so narrow
that the hand can only be inserted with difficulty, leads from the

sardab into the chamber ; in the sardab statues of the deceased

were placed, and the narrow passage served to conduct to them the

smoke of incense or perfume. In primitive times the offerings in

the tomb were supposed to be absorbed by an immaterial personality

of the deceased which was called the Ka LJ . But later a figure

of the deceased was placed in the tomb, and in this the Ka was
believed to dwell

;
for this reason the figure in the sardab is called

the “ Ka figure,” or the “ Ka statue.” The interior of the sardab is

never inscribed, and nothing but statues, inscribed with the names and
titles of the personswhom they represented, have ever been found in it.

Statues were at times placed in the court in front of the mastabah.
The pit, square or rectangular in form, but never round, leads

to the chamber where the mummy was laid
;

it is situated in the

middle of the greater axis of the mastabah nearer to the north than
the south, and varies in depth from 40 to 80 feet. The top part of

the pit, where it passes through the platform on which the mastabah
stands, is built of fine large stones. There was neither ladder nor
stairway leading to the chamber at the bottom of the pit, hence the

coffin and the mummy, when once there, were inaccessible. At the

bottom of the pit, on the south side, is an opening into a passage
from four to five feet high

;
this passage leads obliquely to the

south-east, in the same direction as the upper chamber, and soon
increases in size in all directions, and thus becomes the sarcophagus
chamber. This chamber is exactly under the upper chamber, and
the relatives of the deceased when standing there would have the

deceased beneath their feet. In one corner of the lower chamber
stood the rectangular sarcophagus made of fine calcareous stone,

rose granite or black basalt
;
the top of the cover was rounded. The

chamber contained no statues, ushabtiu figures, amulets, Canopic jars,

nor any of the numerous things which formed the furniture of the

tomb in later times
;
in the sarcophagus were, at times, a head-rest,

or a few vases, but little else. Wffien the body had been placed in

the sarcophagus, and the cover of the sarcophagus had been cemented
down on it, the entrance to the passage at the bottom of the pit was
walled up, the pit itself was filled with stones, earth and sand, and the

deceased was thus preserved from all ordinary chances of disturbance.

The tombs of the mastabah class stop suddenly at the end of the

Vlth dynasty
;
of tombs belonging to one of the first three dynasties,

M. Mariette^ found 4 at Sakkarah
; of the IVth dvnasty 43 ;

of

^ A full description of the great necropolis of the Old Kingdom at Sakkarah
will be found in Les Masiaba de I'Ancten Enipits, by Mariette and IMaspero,

Paris, 1882, Part I. Full descriptions of the mastabahs, with plans and
copies of the texts, will be found in Parts II-VI. See also the descriptive

articles by Mariette in Revue Archeologique, Serie 2me, tom. XIX, p. 8 fi.





Cattle on the March. From a Vth dynasty Tomb at SakkMah.
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the \Th dynasty 61
;
and of the Vlth dynasty 25. The mastabahs

of the first three dynasties have but one upper chamber, which
is built of brick, the stelae are very^ deeply cut, the hieroglyphs

and the figures are in relief, and display more vigour than at

any other time
;

the inscriptions are terse, and the use of phonetic

signs IC'S common than in later times. These tombs can hardly

be said to be oriented at all, for they are, at times, as much as twelve

degrees west of the true north. In the second half of the IVth
dynastjg mastabahs have a size and extent hitherto unknown ;

they arc either built entirely of black brick or of stone. Their

orientation becomes exact, the figures and hieroglyphs are well

executed, the formulae become fixed, and the statues in the sardabs,

which are very numerous, unite the vigour of those of the first

half of the IVth with the delicacy of those of the \Th dymasty.

The famous wooden statue of the Shekh al-Balad belongs to this

time. In the Vth dynasty, mastabahs are not so large, and
they are always built of stone

;
inside there are more chambers

than one ; they are approached by long passages, and the statues are

not so characteristic as those of the latter half of the I\’th dynasty.

The mastabahs of the Vlth dynasty show a decided decadence,

and lose their fine proportions
;

the figures are in light relief, the

formulae become longer, and the chambers are built of brick and
covered with thin sculptured slabs of stone.

The walls of the upper chambers of mastabahs are frequently

covered with scenes which, according to M. Mariette, are without
any representation of divinities and religious emblems, the names of

deities and characters employed in the course of writing naturally

excepted. The inscription which asks the god Anubis to grant a
happy burial to the deceased, after a long and happ}- old age, to

make his way easy for him on the roads in the underworld, and to

grant the bringing to the tomb of a perpetual supply of funerary

gifts, is inscribed in bold hieroglyphs over the entrances to the tombs
and upon the most conspicuous places on the stelae in the upper
chambers. The scenes depicted on the walls of the mastabahs
are divided b}' IMariette into three classes: (1) Biographical; (2)

Sepulchral
;

and (3) Scenes representing funerary gifts. Bio-
graphical scenes are found in tombs of all periods. The deceased
is represented hunting or fishing, taking part in pleasure e.xcursions

by water, and listening to music played before him accompanied by
the dancing of women

;
he is also represented as overseer of a number

of building operations in which many workmen are employed. It

is tolerably certain that these scenes are not fictitious, and that they
were painted while the person who hoped to occupy the tomb was
still alive, and could direct the labours of the artist. The prayer
that the deceased might enter his tomb after a long and prosperous
life has a significance which it could not possess if the tomb were
made after his death. The sepulchral scenes refer to the passage
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of the mummy in a boat to Amenti. Sepulchral scenes repre-

sent the deceased, having colossal proportions compared with the

other figures, sitting or standing with a round table before him, upon
which fruits, flowers, vegetables, ducks, haunches of beef, etc., etc.,

are placed. These offerings are sometimes carried in before the

deceased on the head or hands of servants and others, who often

lead beasts appointed for slaughter
;

they were brought into the

tomb in an appointed order, and an endowment to ensure their

presentation in the tomb on the specified festivals and seasons was
specially provided. The scenes in the tombs that represent agri-

cultural labours, the making of wine, etc., etc., all have reference

to the bringing of funerar}”- gifts
;

and it is certain that estates,
'VWV'A

® o o
of everlasting ” {i.e., the tomb), were set apart to supply palm
branches, fruit, etc., for the table of the dead. The act of bringing

these gifts to the tomb at the appointed seasons was probably

connected with some religious ceremony, which seems to have con-

sisted in pouring out libations and offering incense, bandages, etc.,

by the
^ ^ f J| ^ priest. The Egyptian called

the tomb per tcJietta, “ the everlasting house,” and he

believed that the Ka ^ or ‘‘ individuality ” of the deceased resided

there as long as the mummy of his perishable body,
^

kJia, was

there. The K.\ might go in and out of the mummy chamber
and refresh itself with meat and drink whensoever it pleased ; the

ha, or soul, and the iiakhu, or spirit, or spirit-soul, visited

the mummy to wEich they belonged, and enjoyed reunion with its

body, and its Ka, and its An (heart), and its Sekhe.m (vital power),

and its Kh.\ibit (shadow), and its Ren (name).

nut ent per tcJietta,
“
estates of the house

THE PYRAMID TOMB
One of the oldest Egyptian monuments is the famous Step-Pyramid
of Sakkarah, which is now known to be the tomb of Tcheser, a

king of the Illrd dynasty. Because of its steps, or terraces, the

A.rabs call it “ Al-Haram al-^Iadarragah.” This pyramid has six

steps, which are in height about 38 feet, 36 feet, 34i feet, 32 feet,

31 feet and 291 feet respectively
;

the width of each is from 6 to

7 feet. The lengths of the sides at the base are : north and south

352 feet, east and west 396 feet, and the actual height is about

197 feet. The pyramid is oblong in shape, and its sides do not

exactly face the cardinal points. The arrangement of the chambers
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inside the pyramid is quite peculiar to itself, and the green and
black glazed tiles (now in the British Museum, 2437 ff.), which were

inlaid in the walls of the chambers, show that the art of funerary

decoration had reached a high standard in Tcheser’s day. It is

difficult to understand why this king decided to cover the small

underground chamber that was to hold his body with a mighty
building having steps, or stages, which seems to have been the hrst

of its kind known in Egypt. And it is equally difficult not to think

that this stvle of building was suggested to him either by something

that he had heard of the funerary monuments in Asia, or by some
person of Asiatic origin who possessed sufficient influence with the

king to make him reject the brick or stone mastabah as a tomb,

and introduce a new form of royal tomb into Egypt. There is

no doubt that this pyramid was a tomb, and it is very probable,

as Mr. W. Simpson suggested in 1893,^ that the step-pyramids were
in Egj’pt what the pagodas were in China, the stupas in India,

and the ziggurats, with their four or seven stages, in Babylonia and
Assyria. The steps of the Sakkarah Pyramid may well be compared
with the steps, or stages, of the Birs-i-Nimrud and of the ziggurat ol

Bel at Babylon. Attached to the ziggurat there was a building

called “ gigunu,” which may be compared to the tomb-chamber or

to the funerary temple that was attached to each pyramid in Egypt

,

and both ziggurat and pyramid were connected with a dead king

or god. If we compare the general arrangement of the buildings

round the ziggurats with that of the buildings grouped round the

Sun-temples^ e.xcavated by von Bissing, and with that of the temples,

etc., attached to the great pyramids of the IVth dynasty, an e.xtra-

ordinary general similarity is evident. But whether the ziggurat

of Bel at Babylon was or was not the tomb of Bel, as classical writers

thought (Aelian, Varia Historia, XIII, 3), is a matter for e.xcava-

tors to decide
;
meanwhile reference may be made to the discussion

printed by Prof. Langdon in his Babylonian Epic of Creation, O.xford,

1923, p. 35 f. It may be noted in passing that the form of the

ziggurat was due to a religious conception concerning the formation

both of heaven and of hell
;
and the type persists in later monu-

ments, c.g., the Black Obelisk in the British Museum. There were
three, or four, or seven heavens and seven hells, which decreased

in size, the former ascending and the latter descending.

Of pyramid tombs that have no steps, or terraces, the finest

and most awe-inspiring are the three great Pyramids of Gizah, which
were built by Khufu, Khafra and ilenkaura respectively. These
colossal m.onuments have been admired and wondered at for several

thousands of years and have formed the subjects of countless specula-

tions and theories. The building of them has been attributed to

the Hebrew Patriarchs, and to genii, and many Muslim writers

^ Trans. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Vol. IX, p. 307 fi.

- See Borchardt, Das Re-Heihgtum, Berlin, 1905.
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believed that they were the granaries in which Joseph stored up
grain for use during the years of famine which he had foretold.

According to some distinguished thinkers the arrangement of the

chambers, the lengths and angles of the inclination of the corridors,

etc., represented mysteries the knowledge of which was of the

highest importance to the human race, and every measurement
had its esoteric meaning and symbolism. The present writer is

convinced that the Great Pyramid was built not to serve as an
astronomical instrument or as a standard of measurements for the

world, but as a tomb and as nothing but a tomb. Pyramids stand

in cemeteries, and the tombs of the officials of the kings who built

them are clustered about them. The pyramid-tomb is to all intents

and purposes a mastabah of which the greater part is abo\'e ground
;

it consists of the chamber, or chapel, in which funerary gifts were
offered, the corridor, or passage, and the sarcophagus chamber.
The actual pyramid contained the corridor and the sarcopha.gus

chamber, and although the chamber, sometimes called temple oi

chapel, in which the funerary gifts were offered, was a building

separate from the pyramid, it nevertheless formed an integral part

of the pyramid plan.

The Pyramids of Gizah. The names of the ancient writers

who have described the Pyramids are given by Pliny {X.H. XXXVI,
12, 17) ;

in modern times they have been e.\amined b_v Shaw (1721),

Norden (1737), Pococke (1743), Fourmont (1755), Niebuhr (1761),

Davison (1763), Bruce (1768), Volney (1783), Browne (1793), Denon
and Jomard of Napoleon’s Mission (1799), Hamilton (1801), Caviglia,

the excavator of the Sphinx, and Belzoni (1817), Wilkinson (1831),

Perring and Vyse (1837), Lepsius (1842-5), Petrie (1881) and others.

The plan that was followed in building a pyramid was first scientifically

enunciated by Lepsius, who thought that before the actual building

of a pyramid was begun a suitable rocky site was chosen and cleared,

a mass of rock if possible being left in the middle of the area to form
the core of the building. The chambers and galleries leading to

them were next planned and excavated. Around the core a trun-

cated pyramid building was made, the angles of which were filled

up with blocks of stone. Layer after layer of stone was then built

round the work, which grew larger and larger until it was finished.

Lepsius thought that when a king ascended the throne he built for

himself a small but complete tomb.-pyramid, and that a fresh coating
of stone was built round it every year that he reigned

;
that when he

died the sides of the pyramid were like long flights of steps, which his

successor filled up with right-angled triangular blocks of stone :

and that the door of the pyramid was walled up after the bod}' of

its builder had been laid in it, and thus it became a finished tomb.
The explanation of Lepsius may not be correct in all details, but at

least it answers satisfactorily more objections than do the views of

other theorists on this matter. It has been pointed out that near
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the core of the pyramid the work is more carefully executed than
near the exterior—that is to say, as the time for the king’s death

approached the work was more hurriedly performed. During the

investigations made by Lepsius in and around the pyramid area

he found the remains of about seventy-five pyramids, and noticed

that thej" were always built in groups.

The pyramids of Gizah were plundered early in dynastic times,

and the tomb robbers did great damage in the search for treasure.

They were opened by the Persians during the Vth and IVth centuries

before Christ, and it is probable that they were also entered by the

Romans. The Khalifah Mamun (a.d. 813-833) entered the Great
Pyramid, and found that others had been there before him. The
treasure w'hich is said to have been discovered there by him is prob-

ably fictitious. Once opened, it must have been evident to every-

one what splendid quarries the pyramids formed, and very few
hundred years after the conquest of Egypt by the Arabs they were
laid under contribution for stone to build mosques, etc., in Cairo.

At the end of the Xllth century Malik al-Kamil made a mad attempt
to destroy the pyramid built by Mycerinus

;
but after months of

toil he only succeeded in stripping off the covering from one of the
sides. It is said that iiluhammad ‘Ali was advised to undertake
the senseless task of destroying them all.

The Great Pyramid. This, the largest of the three pyramids

at Gizah, was built by Khufu
(
'-b ^ or Cheops, the second

king of the IVth dynasty, w'ho called it
,

A "Aakhut,”

2 .C., “ (horizon of) splendour.” His nam.e was found written in red
ink upon the blocks of stone inside it. All four sides measure in
greatest length from 750 to 755 feet each, but the length of each w'as
originally about 20 feet more

;
its height now is 451 feet, but it is

said to have been originally about 48! feet. The stone used
in the construction of this pyramid was brought from Tura and
MukaHam, and the contents amount to 82,549,000 cubic feet.

The area covered by the pyramid is about 12 acres. The flat

space at the top of the pyramid is about 30 feet square, and the
view from it is very fine.

The entrance (a) to this pyramid is, as with all pyramids, on the
north side, and is about 43 feet above the ground. The passage
A B c is 320 feet long, 3^ feet high, and 4 feet wide

;
at b is a granite

door, round which the path at d has been made. The passage D E
is 125 feet long, and the large hall e f is 155 feet long and 28 feet
high

; the passage e g leads to the pointed-roofed Queen’s Chamber h,
which measures about 17 by 19 by 20 feet. The roofing-in of this
chamber is a beautiful piece of mason’s work. From the large hall
h F there leads a passage 22 feet long, the ante-chamber in which
was originally closed by four granite doors, remains of wEich are
still visible, into the King’s Chamber, j, which is lined with granite.
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and measures about 35 by 17 by 19 feet. The five hollow chambers
K, L, M, N, o were built above the King’s Chamber to lighten the

pressure of the superincumbent mass. In chamber o the name
Khufu was found written. The air shafts p and Q measure 234 feet

by 8 inches by 6 inches, and 174 feet by 8 inches by 6 inches respec-

tively. A shaft from e to r leads down to the subterranean chamber
s, which measures 46 by 27 by 104 feet. The floor of the King’s

Chamber, j, is about 140 feet from the level of the base of the

pyramid, and the chamber is a little to the south-east of the line

drawn from t to u. Inside the chamber hes the empty, coverless,

broken, red granite sarcophagus of Cheops, measuring 74 by 3J by

3J feet. The account of the building of this pyramid given by
Herodotus (II, 124-126) is as follows :

“ Now, they told me, that to

Section of the Pyramid of Cheops at Gizah. From Vyse,

Pvramids of Giseh, Yol. I, p. 2.

the reign of Rhampsinitus there was a perfect distribution of justice,

and that all Egypt was in a high state of prosperity
;
but that after

him Cheops, coming to reign over them, plunged into every kind of

wickedness. For that, having shut up all the temples, he first of

all forbade them to offer sacrifice, and afterwards he ordered all the

Egyptians to work for himself
;
some, accordingly, were appointed

to draw stones from the quarries in the Arabian mountain down to

the Nile, others he ordered to receive the stones when transported

in vessels across the river, and to drag them to the mountain called

the Libyan. And they worked to the number of 100,000 men at

a time, each party during three months. The time during which the

people were thus harassed by toil, lasted ten years on the road which
they constructed, along which they drew the stones, a work, in my
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opinion, not much less than the pyramid ; for its length is five

stades (3,021 feet), and its width 10 orgyae (60 feet), and its height,

where it is the highest, 8 orgj-ae (48 feet)
; and it is of polished stone,

with figures carved on it : on this road then ten years were expended,
and in forming the subterraneous apartments on the hill, on which
the pyramids stand, which he had made as a burial vault for him-
self, in an island, formed by draining a canal from the Nile. Twenty
years were spent in erecting the pyramid itself ; of this, which is

square, each face is 8 plethra (820 feet), and the height is the same

;

it is composed of polished stones, and jointed with the greatest

exactness
;
none of the stones are less than 30 feet. This pyramid

was built thus ;
in the form of steps, which some call crossae, others

bomides. When they had first built it in this manner, they raised

the remaining stones by machines made of short pieces of wood :

having lifted them from the ground to the first range of steps, when
the stone arrived there, it was put on another machine that stood

ready on the first range
;
and from this it was drawn to the second

range on another machine
;

for the machines were equal in number
to the ranges of steps

;
or they removed the machine, which was

only one, and portable, to each range in succession, whenever they
wished to raise the stone higher

;
for I should relate it in both ways,

as it is related. The highest parts of it, therefore, were first finished,

and afterwards they completed the parts next following
;

but last

of all they finished the parts on the ground, and that were lowest.

On the pyramid is shown an inscription, in Egyptian characters,

how much was expended in radishes, onions and garlic, for the work-
men

;
which the interpreter, ^ as I well remember, reading the

inscription,- told me amounted to 1,600 talents of silver. And if

this be really the case, how' much more was probably e.xpended in

iron tools, in bread, and in clothes for the labourers, since they
occupied in building the works the time which I mentioned, and no
short time besides, as I think, in cutting and drawing the stones, and
in forming the subterraneous excavation. [It is related] that

Cheops reached such a degree of infamy, that being in want of money,
he prostituted his own daughter in a brothel, and ordered her to

extort, they did not say how much
;
but she exacted a certain

sum of money, privately, as much as her father ordered her
;

^ Herodotus was deceived by his interpreter, who clearly made up a trans-

lation of an inscription which he did not understand, ^^'illiam of Baldensel,
who lived in the XI\'th century, tells us that the outer coating of the two
largest pyramids was covered with a great number of inscriptions arranged in

lines. (Wiedemann, Aeg. Geschichie, p. 179.) If the outsides were actually
iiiacribed, the texts must ha%'e been purely religious, like those inscribed inside

the pyramids of Pepi, Teta, and Unas.
- “ their surfaces exhibit all kinds of inscriptions written in the

characters of ancient nations which no longer exist. No one knows what this

writing is or what it signifies.” Mas'udi (ed. Barbier de Meynard), tom. II,

p. 404.
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and contrived to leave a monument of herself, and asked every
one that came in to her to give her a stone towards the edifice

she designed : of these stones they said the pyramid was built

that stands in the middle of the three, before the great pyramid,
each side of which is a plethron and a half in length.” (Cary’s

translation.)

The second pyramid at Gizah was built by Kha-f-Ra,

^
Q or Chephren, the third king of the IVth dj-nasty, who

called it A . ur, i.e., the “Great.” His name has not been

found inscribed upon any part of it, but the fragment of a marble
sphere inscribed with the name of Kha-f-Ra, which was found near

the temple, close by this pyramid, confirms the statements of

Herodotus and Diodorus Siculus, that Chephren built it. A statue

of this king, -now in the Gizah Museum, was found in the granite

temple close by. This pyramid appears to be larger than the Great

Pyramid because it stands upon a higher level of stone foundation

;

it was cased with stone originally and pohshed, but the greater part of

the outer casing has disappeared. An ascent of this pyramid can only

be made with difficulty. It was first explored in 1816 by Belzoni

(born 1778, died 1823), the discoverer of the tomb of Seti I and of the

temple of Rameses II at Abu Simbel. In the north side of the

pyramid are two openings, one at the base and one about 50 feet above
it. The upper opening leads into a corridor 105 feet long, which
descends into a chamber 46J by 16^ by 22-1 feet, which held the

granite sarcophagus in which Chephren was buried. The lo\ver open-

ing leads into a corridor about 100 feet long, which, first descending
and then ascending, ends in the chamber mentioned above, which is

usually called Belzoni ’s Chamber. The actual height is about
448 feet, and the length of each side at the base about 692 feet.

The rock upon which the pyramid stands has been scarped on the

north and west sides to make the foundation level. The history of

the building of the pyramid is thus narrated by Herodotus (H, 127)

:

“ The Egyptians say that this Cheops reigned 50 years
;
and when

he died, his brother Chephren succeeded to the kingdom
;
and he

followed the same practices as the other, both in other respects, and
in building a pyramid

;
which does not come up to the dimensions

of his brother’s, for I myself measured them
; nor has it sub-

terraneous chambers
; nor does a channel from the Nile fiow to

it, as to the other
;
but this flows through an artificial aqueduct

round an island within, in which they say the body of Cheops is laid.

Having laid the first course of variegated Ethiopian stones, less in

height than the other by 40 feet, he built it near the large pvramid.
They both stand on tlie same hill, which is about 100 feet high.

Chephren, they said, reigned 56 years. Thus 106 years are reckoned,
during which the Egyptians suffered all kinds of calamities, and for

this length of time the temples were closed and never opened.
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From the hatred they bear them, the Egyptians are not very willing

to mention their names
;

but call the pyramids after Philition, a

shepherd, who at that time kept his cattle in those parts.” (Cary’s

translation.)

The third pyramid at Gizah was built by Men-kau-Ra,

0 j
, or Mycerinus, the fourth king of the IVth dynasty,

who called it ,
Hey. Herodotus and other ancient authors

tell us that Men-kau-Ra was buried in this pyramid, but Manetho
states that Nitocris, a queen of the Vlth dynasty, was the

builder. There can be, however, but little doubt that it was
built by Mycerinus, for the sarcophagus and the remains of the

inscribed coffin of this king were found in one of its chambers by
Howard Vyse in 1837. The basalt sarcophagus, which measured
8 by 3 by feet, was lost through the wreck of the ship in which
it was sent to England, but a fragment of it is preserved in the

British Museum (6646). The cover of the coffin which was found
in it, and fragments of the coffin itself, and also the human remains,

are in the British Museum. Some think that the coffin is a “ restora-

tion ” of the XXVIth dynasty, and that the human remains are not

those of the king. The form.ula on the coffin is one that is found

upon coffins down to the latest period, and is an extract from the

Pyramid Texts.

The pyramid of ]Men-kau-Ra, like that of Chephren, is built

upon a rock with a sloping surface
;

the inequality of the surface

in this case has been made level by building up courses of large blocks

of stones. Around the lower part the remains of the old granite

covering are visible to a depth of from 30 to 40 feet. It is un-

fortunate that this pyramid has been so much damaged
;

its injuries,

however, enable the visitor to see exactly how it was built, and it

may be concluded that the pyramids of Cheops and Chephren were
built in the same manner. The length of each side at the base is

about 354 feet, and its height is variously given as 204 and 210 feet.

The entrance is on the north side, about 13 feet above the ground,

and a descending corridor about 104 feet long, passing through an
ante-chamber, having a series of three granite doors, leads into one
chamber about 44 feet long. In this chamber is a shaft which
leads down to the granite-lined chamber about 20 feet below, in

which were found the sarcophagus and wooden coffin of Mycerinus,

and the remains of a human body. It is thought that, in spite of

the body of Mycerinus being buried in this pyramid, it was left

unfinished at the death of this king, and that a succeeding ruler of

Eg\"pt finished the pyramfid and made a second chamber to hold his

or her body. At a short distance to the east of this pyramid are

the ruins of a temple which was probably used in connection with

the rites performed in honour of the dead king. In a.d. 1196 a

deliberate and systematic attempt was made to destroy this pyramid
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by the command of the Muhammadan ruler of Egypt. The account of

the character of jMycerinus and of his pyramid as given by Herodotus
(II, 129, 134) is as follows :

“ They said that after him, Mycerinus,
son of Cheops, reigned over Egypt

;
that the conduct of his father

was displeasing to him
;
and that he opened the temples, and per-

mitted the people, who were worn down to the last extremity, to

return to their employments, and to sacrifices
;
and that he made the

most just decisions of all their kings. On this account, of all the
kings that ever reigned in Egj^pt, they praise him most, for he
both judged well in other respects, and moreover, when an\'

man complained of his decision, he used to make him some present
out of his own treasury and pacify his anger This king
also left a pyramid much less than that of his father, being on
each side 20 feet short of three plethra

;
it is quadrangular,

and built half way up of Ethiopian stone. Some of the Grecians
erroneously say that this pyramid is the work of the courtesan
Rhodopis

;
but they evidently appear to me ignorant who Rhodopis

was
;

for they would not else have attributed to her the building
such a pyramid, on which, so to speak, numberless thousands
of talents were expended; besides, Rhodopis flourished in the
reign of Amasis, and not at this time

; for she was verv many
years later than those kings who left these pyramids.” (Cary’s

translation.)

In one of the three small pyramids near that of Mycerinus the
name of this king is painted on the ceiling.

The Pyramids of Abu Rodsh lie about 6 miles to the
north of the Pyramids of Gizah. Their original number is not
known

; they appear to have been built under the IVth dynasty,
for one of them, which now stands on an almost inaccessible

hill, was the tomb of Tetfra, In ancient days they

were approached by means of a causeway, which is stiU about a
mile long.

The Pyramid of Rigah, when excavated by Borchardt and
Schafer, was found to be a Sun-Temple, which was built by Userenra
(Enuserra), a king of the Vth dynasty.

The Pyramids of Abusir, built by kings of the Vth dynast}',
were originally fourteen in number, but owing to faulty workman-
ship only three of them are now standing. The most northerly

pyramid was built by
, Sahu-Ra, the second king of

the Vth dynasty
;

its actual height is about 120 feet, and the length
of each side at the base about 220 feet. The blocks of stone in the
sepulchral chamber are exceptionally large. Sahu-Ra made war in
the peninsula of Sinai, and he founded a town near Asna, and he
built a temple to Sekhmit at Memphis.
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The pyramid to the south of that of Sahu-Ra was built by

Userenra An. This king, liker G ^ r
\ /wwvv

I

1 n
\

<G=q
^A^A/^A

Sahu-Ra, also made war in Sinai. The largest of these pyramids is

now about 165 feet high and 330 feet square
;
the name of its builder

IS o
,

3
; u j, Neferarikara. Abusir is the Busiris of Pliny.

The Pyramid of Unas,
^

ij lies to the south-west of

the Step Pyramid of Sakkarah, and was reopened and cleared out
in 1881 by M. Maspero, at the expense of Messrs. Thomas Cook
and Son. Its original height was about 62 feet, and the length of

each side at the base 220 feet. Owing to the broken blocks of sand
which lie round about it, Vyse was unable to give exact measurements.
Several attempts had been made to break into it, and one of the
Arabs who took part in one of these attempts, “ Ahmad the
Carpenter,” seems to have left his name inside one of the chambers
in red ink. It is probable that he is the same man who opened
the Great Pyramid at Gizah, a.d. 820. A black basalt sarcophagus,
from which the cover had been dragged off, an arm, a shin bone,
and some ribs and fragments of the skull from the mummy of Unas
were found in the sarcophagus chamber. The w'alls of the two largest

chambers and two of the corridors are inscribed with ritual texts

and prayers of a very interesting character.^ The fine granite
column in the Northern Egyptian Vestibule in the British Museum
was one of four which stood in the funerary chapel of this pyramid.

The Pyramid of Teta,
(
g called in Egyptian Tet-Asut,

/\ ,
is one of the southern group of pyramids at Sakkarah.

The Arabs call it the “ Prison Pyramid,” because local tradition

says that it is built near the ruins of the prison where Joseph the
patriarch was confined. Its actual height is about 59 feet

;
the

length of its sides at the base is 210 feet, and the platform at the
top is about 50 feet. The arrangement of the chambers and passages
and the plan of construction followed are almost identical with those
of the pyramid of Unas. This pyramid was broken into in ancient
days, and two of the walls of the sarcophagus chamber have literally

been smashed to pieces by the hammer blows of those who expected
to find treasure inside them. The inscriptions, painted m green
upon the walls, have the same subject-matter as those inscribed upon
the walls of the chambers of the pyramid of Unas.

^ These and the inscriptions from the pyramids of Teta, Pepi I, Pepi II,

etc., were published by Maspero, with a French translation, in Les Inscriptions
des Pyrainidcs de Saqqarah. Pans, 1894, and without a translation by Sethe,
Die Altaegyptischen Pyrainidentextc, I.eipzig, 1908 f. Another French trans-
lation has been begun bv Speleers, L., Les Te.xtes des Pwamides, Brussels,
1923.
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The Pyramid of Pepi I, or ij ijl
CnAij’

”

son of the Sun, Pepi,” is one of the central group of pyramids at

Sakkarah, where it is called the Pyramid of Shekh Abu Mansur
;

it was opened in 1880. Its actual height is about 40 feet, and the

length of each side at the base is about 250 feet
;
the arrangements

of the chambers, etc., inside is the same as in the pyramids of Unas
and Teta, but the ornamentation is slightly different. It is the

worst preserved of these pyramids, and has suffered most at the hands
of the spoilers, probably because, having been constructed with stones

that had been taken from tombs ancient already in those days,

instead of stones fresh from the quarry, it was more easily injured.

The granite sarcophagus was broken to take out the mummy,
fragments of which were found lying about on the ground ;

the

cover, too, smashed in pieces, lay on the ground close by. A small

rose-granite box, containing alabaster jars, was also found in the

sarcophagus chamber. The inscriptions are, like those inscribed

on the walls of the pyramids of Unas and Teta, of a religious nature
;

some scholars see in them evidence that the pyramid was usurped by
another Pepi, who lived at a much later period than the Vlth dynasty.

The pyramid of Pepi I, the second king of the Vlth dynasty, who
reigned, according to Manetho, 53 years, was called Men-Nefer,

I / \ 1 and numerous priests were attached to its service.

The Pyramids of Dahshur. These lie about 4 miles to the

south of “ Pharaoh’s Mastabah ” {Mastabat al-F ir‘aun)

,

and consist

of three stone and two brick pyramids. The larger of the brick
pyramids was covered with stone slabs, and was, it seems, the tomb
of Usertsen III (Xllth dynasty)

; the length of each side at the base

is about 350 feet, and its height is about 1 50 feet. The smaller of the

brick pyramids, which was probably built by Amenemhat III, is

about 90 feet high, and the length of each side at the base is about
343 feet. Both these pyramids were excavated by J. de Morgan,
who has described his work, and the discovery of the wonderful
jewellery of the Princesses Sat-Hathor and Merit in the “ Gallery

of the Princesses ” in Fouilles d Dahchour, 1894—1895, Vienna, 1903.

The largest of the stone pyramids is about 326 feet high and the

length of each side at the base is about 700 feet
;
some think that

it was built by Seneferu, and if this be so it is the oldest true pyramid-
tomb in Egypt. The second stone pyramid is about 321 feet high,

and the length of each side at the base is about 620 feet ; it is

commonty called the Blunted Pyramid, because the lowest parts

of its sides are built at one angle and the completing parts at another.

The Pyramid of Medum.^ This pyramid, with its three stages.

^ This name seems to be derived from one of the old Egyptian names of the

district, i.e., “ Methun-en-ka,” s=i <=|=.
^

“ Methun of the

bulls,” or “ Mer-Tem,”
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which are about 70, 20 and 25 feet high respectively, is about 120 feet

high, and is commonly known as the “ Liar Pyramid ” [Al-Haram
al-Kadddh). The building was never completed, and the name of

the king who built it is unknown
;
because the mastabah tombs of

several of the kinsfolk of Seneferu lie near it, some have not hesitated

to regard it as the tomb of that king. It was opened by Maspero
in 1881, but the sarcophagus chamber was empty. This pyramid,
like the Step-Pyramid of Sakkarah, was probably built under
Asiatic influences.

Some of the Princes of Thebes, both Menthuheteps and Antefs,

were buried in pyramid-tombs, but they were not like the pvramids
of Sakkarah and Gizah. They were built for the most part of brick,

and consisted of a rectangular substructure with sides sloping slightly

inwards as they ascended, and a high roof in the shape of a

pyramid. For their general shape see the \Tgnettes of the funeral

processions in the Papyrus of Ani and the Papyrus of Hunefer.

The Abbott Papyrus in the British Museum (10221) enumerates
the pyramid-tombs of three Antef kings, of Sebekemsaf, Seqenenra
Taua, Seqenenra Tauaa, Karnes, Aahmes Sapari and Menthuhetep
Nebhapra.

The Pyramids in the Sudan. The Nubian kings of the
XXVIth dynasty built pyramid-tombs, and those of the great king

Piankhi, and his successors Shabaka, Shabataka and Tanutamen, have
been found at Kurru, which lies opposite Tankasi, a few miles down-
stream from the foot of the Fourth Cataract. Near the pyramids of

Kurru were found a number of graves of horses . Each horse was
buried standing upright with his head towards the south. Bones of

horses were also found at Meroe in IQOS.*- The Nubian king Tirhakah
and his successors, for about 350 years, built their pyramid-tombs
at Niiri, about 5 miles from Napata (the modern IMarawi), near the

foot of the P'ourth Cataract. For an account of the excavations

carried out there by the Harvard-Boston Expedition see Reisner,

Harvard African- Studies, II, Cambridge, Mass., 1918; Sudan Notes

and Records, Vol. II, p. 238, and Vol. IV, p. 60. About b.c. 300 the

capital of the Nubian Kingdom was removed to Meroe, the capital

of the Island of Meroe, and there the kings and the Meroitic Queens,
each of whom bore the title of “ Kundaka,” i.e., “Chief,” and prob-
ably also their pure negroid successors, built themselves pyramid-
tombs until the period of the downfall of the Meroitic power in the
IVth century .v.d. Thus pruamid-tombs were built for kings in

the Sudan for about 1,000 years.-

1 Budge, Egyptian Sudan, Vol. I, p. 344.
- For accounts of the American excavations see Sudan Notes, Vol. V,

p. 173.
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THEBAN TOMBS OF THE MIDDLE AND NEW
KINGDOiVIS

Egyptiax tombs belonging to a period subsequent to the mastabahs
and pyramids usually have the three characteristic parts of these

forms of tomb, viz., the chapel, the passage to the sarcophagus

chamber, and the sarcophagus chamber itself excavated in the

solid rock. Sometimes, however, the chapel, or chamiber for offer-

ings, in which the relatives of the deceased assembled from time to

time, is above ground and separate from the sarcophagus chamber,
as in the case of the pyramid. Tombs having the chapel separate

are the oldest, and the best examples are found at Abydos.^ On a

brick base about 50 feet by 35 feet, and 4 or 5 feet high, rose a

pyramid to a height of about 30 feet ; theoreticalb,- such a tomb was
supposed to consist of chapel, passage and pit, but at Abydos, owing
to the friable nature of the rock, these do not exist, and the mummy
was laid either in the ground between the foundations, or in the

masonry' itself, or in a chamber which projected from the building

and formed a part of it, or in a chamber beneath. This class of

tomb is common both at Thebes and Abydos. Tombs hewn entirely

out of the solid rock were used at all periods, and the best e.xamples

of these are found in the mountains behind Asyut,- at Bani-Hasan,®
at Al-Barshah,^ at Thebes,® and in some of the tombs at Aswan.®
The tombs at all these places have preserved the chief characteristics

of the mastabahs at Sakkarah, that is to say, they consist of a chamber
and a shaft leading down to a corridor, which ends in the chamber
containing the sarcophagus and the mummy.

The bold headland that rises up in the low range of hills that

faces the whole of the island of Elephantine, just opposite to the

modern town of Aswan, was found to be literally honeycombed with
tombs, tier above tier, of various epochs. In ancient days there

was down at the water’s edge a massive stone quay, from which a

broad, fine double stairway, cut in the living rock, ascended to a

layer of firm rock about 150 feet higher. At Thebes and at Bani-
Hasan, where such stairs must have existed, they have been destroyed,

and onh" the traces remain to show that they ever existed. At

^ Abydos etant surtout une necropole du Moyen Empire, c'est la petite

pyramide qui y domine. Des centaines de ces monuments, disposes sans ordre,
herissaient la necropole et devaient lui donner un aspect pittoresque bien
different de I’aspect des necropoles d’un autre temps, ilariette, Abydos,
tom. II, Paris, 1880, p. 39.

- See Griffith, The Inscriptions of Slid and Der Rifeh, London, 1SS9.
^ Garstang, Burial Customs, London, 1907.
* See Newberry, Beni Hasan, Pts. I-III ; EI-Bersheh, Pts. I and II

(Eg. Exp. Fund Memoirs).
“Gardiner, Tomb of Amencmhet, London, 1915; Tomb of Antefoker,

London, 1920; Topographical Catalogue of Private Tombs at Thtbes, Tondon,
1913.

* Budge, Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Vol. X, ISSS, pp. 4-40.
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Aswan it is quite different, for the whole of this remarkable stairway

is intact. It begins at the bottom of the slope, well above the

highest point reached by the waters of the Nile during the Inundation,

and, following the outward curve of the hill, ends in a platform in

front of the tombs of the Vlth dynasty. Between each set of steps

is a smooth slope, up which the coffins and sarcophagi v.'ere drawn
to the tomb by the men who walked up the steps at each side. At
the bottom of the stairs the steps are only a few inches deep, but
towards the top they are more than a foot. On each side of the

stairway is a wall which appears to be of later date than the stairs

themselves, and about one-third of the way up there is a break in

each wall, which appears to be a specially constructed opening

leading to passages on the right and left respectively. The walls

probably do not belong to the period of the uppermost tier of tombs,

and appear to have been made during the rule of the Greeks or

Romans. A narrow pathway leads from the stairway to the tombs
of the Xllth dynasty, which are round the corner and face the

north. The most interesting of these is that of
j j j

Sarenput,

in the front of which is a large platform on which stood a hand-
some stone portico with square pillars. The scarped rock was
ornamented with inscriptions, rows of cattle, etc., etc., and passing

through the doorway a chamber, or chapel, having four rectangular

pillars was reached. A passage, in the sides of which were niches

having Osiris figures in them, leads to a beautifully painted shrine

in which was a black granite seated figure of the deceased thus the

sardab and the stele of the mastabah are side by side. On the right-

hand side is a tunnel which, winding as it descends, leads to the

sarcophagus chamber which was bricked up and was situated

exactly under the shrine containing the figure of the deceased.

Sarenput lived in the time o f Usertsen I, and was “ great governor

in Ta-sti,” ® ^ , or viceroy of Nubia. The
_Llr^ I SI O W

walls inside were covered with a layer of plaster upon which scenes

and inscriptions were painted.

^

During the XVIIIth dynasty tombs on the plan of the rock-

hewn tombs of the Xllth dynasty were commonly built, but the

^ The remains of this statue were presented to the British Museum by
Sir Francis (the late Field-Marshal Lord) Grenfell, in 1887 ; it is exhibited in

the Northern Vestibule (1010).
* For a full account of this tomb see my paper in Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch.,

November. 1887, p. 33 ff. A tomb of great importance was discovered at
Aswan in 1892 by Signor E. Schiaparelli, who published the hieroglyphic
text with a commentary in his valuable paper “Una Tomba Egiziana Inedita
della \Ta Dinastia,” Roma, 1892 pn the Memorie della Reale Accad. del

Lincei, Pt. I, pp. 21-53, in Vol. I of the Fourth Series). A plan of the tomb
and a copy of the text were published by de Morgan (Catalogue, tom. I, pp.
162-173). The best text yet published is that of Sethe [Urkunden Bd I

ss. 120-131).
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inscriptions, which in ancient days were comparatively brief, now
become very long, and the whole tomb is filled with beautifully

painted scenes representing every art and trade, every agricultural

labour, and every important event in the life of the deceased. The
biography of the deceased is often given at great length. If a

soldier, the mihtary expeditions in which he took part are carefully

enumerated, and the tribute brought to the king from the various

countries is depicted with the most careful attention to the slightest

detail of colour and form. The mummy chamber was made exactly

/'N .

Section of the Tomb of Seti I in the Biban al-Muldk.

Plan of the Tomb of Seti II in the Biban al-Mulhk.

under the chapel, but the position of the pit which led to it varied.

Under the XVUIth and XIXth dynasties the tombs of kings and
private persons possessed a size and magnificence that they never

attained either before or since. The finest specimens of these

periods are the famous Tombs of the Kings which are hewn in the

living rock in the eastern and w'estern valleys at Thebes
;

those in

the latter valley belong to the XVUIth dynasty, and those in the

former belong to the XIXth dynasty. The royal tombs here consist

of long passages or corridors, usually three in number ;
these recede

into the mountain, and the third corridor ends in a large chamber
which opens into a fine hall containing the cavity in wUich the royal

sarcophagus is placed. The walls are decorated with scenes and

texts from the Book of Gates, the Book “ Ammi Tuat,” the Litany
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of Ra, the Book of Ra during the Hours of the Night, and other

mythological works. According to Strabo these tombs, which he
calls o-vuijye^, or “ pipes,” because of their length, were 40 in

number, but now 43 or 44 are known. The finest tomb of the

group is that of Seti I, and the beauty of the scenes painted

on the walls can hardly be too highly praised. Under this

king Egyptian funerary art seems to have been at its culminating

point, for neither sculptor nor painter appears to have produced
anything so fine after this date. The tomb is entered by means of

two flights of steps, at the bottom of which is a passage terminating

in a small chamber. Beyond this are two halls having four and two
pillars respectively, and to the left are the passages and small

chambers that lead to the large six-pillared hall and to the vaulted

chamber in which stood the sarcophagus of Seti I. Here also is an
inclined plane which descends into the mountain for a considerable

distance
;
from the level of the ground to the bottom of this incline

the depth is about 150 feet ; the length of the tomb is nearly 500 feet.

The designs on the walls were first sketched in outline in red, and
the alterations by the master designer or artist were made in black

;

this tomb was never finished. Each chamber in this tomb has its

peculiar ornamentation, and there is little doubt that each chamber
had its peculiar furniture

;
it is thought that many articles of

furniture, pieces of armour, weapons, etc., etc., were broken inten-

tionally when they were placed in the tomb. For a full description

of the tomb, and copies of the Mgnettes and text, see Lefebure,

Les Hypogees Royaux de Thebes, Paris, 1886.

Under the XXVIth djmasty a great renaissance of Egyptian
art took place, and artists and craftsmen devoted themselves to

reproducing the fine work of the Old Kingdom. Their energies

found ample scope in funerary work, and the scribes of the period

covered the walls of the tombs of nobles like Petamenap^ with
extracts from the Pyramid Texts and copies of ancient versions

of the Book of Opening the Mouth and the Liturgy of Funeran,-

Offerings.

It has already been said that relatively few of the labouring

classes were “ buried,” and this is certainly true for the unofficial

and poor Egyptian under the Old and Middle Empires. But under
the New Kingdom it seems that a number of caves in the mountains
to the west of Thebes and Aswan and other places were set apart

as communal burying places, wherein the bodies of those who could
not afford separate graves were laid. I have seen such caves at

Thebes, in which the mass of decayed mummies was several feet

deep, and in which dried bodies and skulls and bones were heaped
up along the sides nearly to the roofs. The pit and passages of a

forsaken tomb were often made to accommodate hundreds of bodies.

At Aswan we found many pits full of mummies, and it was from

1 See Diimichen, Der Grabpalast des Patuamenap, Leipzig, 1884.

2d2
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these that I obtained the hundreds of skulls that I collected for the

late Professor Macalister of Cambridge. The absence of valuable

funerary furniture and ornaments rendered such bodies of no account
to the professional tomb-robber, and the inaccessible situation of

the places where they were laid made it unlikely that they would
be thrown out to make room for others, or be disturbed by any
except the cemetery jackals and the wolf of the desert.

In the early centuries of the Christian era the tombs in the

mountains of Egypt formed dwelling-places for a number of monks
and ascetics, and it would seem that the statues and other objects

in them suffered at their hands. An instance of the use of a rock-

hewn tomb by Pisentios, Bishop of Coptos, is made known to us by
an Encomium on this saint by his disciple John.^ The tomb in which
Pisentios lived was rectangular in shape, and was 52 feet wide

;

it had six pillars and contained a large number of mummies. The
coffins were very large and profusely decorated, and one of the
mummies was clothed in silk, and his fingers and toes were mummified
separately

;
the names of those buried there were written on a small

parchment roll (ft OTTOjULApiort ft X(x>jul jul JUtejutfipAnon).
Pisentios conversed with one of the mummies, who begged the
saint to pray for his forgiveness

; when Pisentios had promised
him that Christ would have mercy upon him, the mummv lav down
in his coffin again.

THE EGYPTIAN SARCOPHAGUS

It is difficult to make a hard-and-fast distinction between the massive
stone receptacle of the mummy and coffin, or coffins, of the deceased,
and the huge wooden outer coffin, which served the same purpose
as the stone receptacle to which the name of “ sarcophagus ” is

generally given. Both kinds of receptacle were made of stone
and wood, and both kinds appear in two forms, nameha the rect-

angular and the anthropoid. In Egyptological literature generally,
sarcophagi” and “ coffins ” are spoken of as if, to all intents and

purposes, they were the same things. There is much to be said
in favour of this custom^ wffien describing anthropoid sarcophagi
and coffins of the New Kingdom, but when the sarcophagus is

rectangular to me it represents the funerary chamber, and the coffin
when it is anthropoid. The oldest Egyptian sarcophagi found at
Gizah are rectangular and are made of granite and lim.estone, and
belong to the I\ th dynasty

; but examples of almost the same period
are known in wood. The cover of the stone sarcophagus is either

^ For the Coptic text and a French translation see Amelineau, Etude sur
le Christumisme en Egyptc au SepUeme Steele, Paris, 1S87.

^

- Lacau saj's,^ La distinction courante inais vague entre ‘ les sarcophages
’

et les cercueils ne m a pas semble utile a retenir . . . . Je me suis servi
partout du mot sarcophage.” {Sarcophages, tom. 1, Cairo, 1904.)
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flat, in fact a huge slab, or rounded, wdth raised ends. Running

round the edge of the inside of the cover is a “ rabbet,” which is

carefully chiselled to fit a hollow corresponding in the sarcophagus
;

when the cover was finally lowered into its place a layer of fine

cement was run in between, and thus the sarcophagus was her-

metically sealed. In addition, pegs of wood were driven into holes

drilled sideways through the cover and the sarcophagus. The

cover was lifted by means of one or more projections at each end.

A fine example of the sarcophagus of the IVth dynasty is that of

Khufuankh, ^ "f" Q sculptured with

a series of false doors and styles and floral ornaments, and there are

two projections at each end of the cover. For a reproduction see Le
Musie Egyptien, pi. XXI, and there is a complete cast in the British

Museum (1111). The sarcophagus of Menkaura (Mycerinus), found

in his pyramid at Gizah, was like a small building, and closely

resembled that of Khufuankh as far as decorative treatment is

concerned (see the drawings in Vyse, Pyramids, Vol. II, London, 1840,

facing p. 84). Under the Xllth dynasty sarcophagi were made of

granite and hard crystalline limestone. Thus the sarcophagus of

Usertsen (Senusert) II, which Mr. W. Fraser found in the king’s

pyramid at Al-Lahun, is made of red granite and measures 8 feet

1 i inches by 4 feet 2 inches by 2 feet ; and the sarcophagus of

Amenemhat,which Petrie found in the Pyramid of Hawarah, is of hard

crystalline limestone, and measures 8 feet 10 inches by 4 feet by
2 "feet 7 inches. It has a sub-plinth and a rounded cover, and is

ornamented with the false-door decorations and styles that are so

characteristic of the sarcophagi of the IVth and" Vth dynasties.

In the tombs of private individuals who lived under the Xlth and

Xllth dynasties the place of the stone sarcophagus was taken

by large and massive wooden rectangular coffins, the best examples

of which are probably those from Al-Barshah in the Museum
in Cairoi and in the" British ^Museum-, and those from Meir.^

The largest of these are nearly 8 feet long, and the covers are

made of wood nearly 7 inches thick. The coffins of the same period

from Bani-Hasan are smaller, but they are of the same type, and

the decorations are of the same kind ;
Dr. Garstang has given a

detailed description of the method followed in their construction.^

The great kings of the XVIIIth dynasty were buried in stone

sarcophagi closely resembling those of the Xllth dynasty. Thus
the sarcophagus of Thothmes I is made of a solid block of red

crystalline sandstone and is about 7 feet 4 inches in length,

1 Described bv Lacau in Sarcophagus anterieiirs ait Nouvel Empire
(No. 28083 ff.), Cairo, 1904.

^ See British iMuseum Guide, pp. 42, 43 f.

’ See Lacau, op. cit.. No. 28061 ff.

* Burial Customs, pp. 164, 165.
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and that of Queen Hatshepsut measures 8 feet 2 inches by

2 feet 8 inches by 3 feet 1 inchT Both are covered with figures of

gods and hieroglyphic texts. The sarcophagus of Amenhetep IV

was made of granite, but it was smashed by the natives, who offered

the cartouches cut from it for sale to tourists about 1890. King

Ai and Heremheb- each had a granite sarcophagus with a cornice.

Many of the sarcophagi from Memphis of this period are anthro-

poid in form
;
they are made of granite, their sides being sparingly

decorated. The great Theban sarcophagi of the XIXth dynasty

are also anthropoid in form, and are made of granite. A perpendicular

line of inscription runs from the breast to the feet, and the surface

of the cover on each side of it is divided, b}’ three or four lines of

inscription at right-angles to it, into sections on which are inscribed

figures of gods. The inscriptions continue down the sides of > the

sarcophagus. The sarcophagus of Hunefer the scribe, who flourished

early in the XIXth dynastjg is made of grey granite and measures
7 feet 4 inches by 4 feet by 2 feet 7 inches. ^

Under the XXth dynasty granite was used freely in making
anthropoid sarcophagi and coffins, but the cover was treated differ-

ently, and it took the form of a thick slab, on which a figure of the

deceased was sculptured in relief. The figure is often bearded, and
the hands project, as it were from bandages, and grasp the amuletic

symbols of Osiris, and Isis,^- An unusual variation in the form

of the sarcophagi of this period is afforded by that of Rameses III,

for it is made in the form of a cartouche c—

a

,
and on the cover

is sculptured in relief a figure of the king in the character

of Osiris, and holding the
J

and /\, the symbols of the god's

sovereignty and power. The cover is preserved in the Fitzwilliam

Museum, Cambridge, and the sarcophagus is in the Louvre. The
latter is ornamented with figures of the gods, and Vignettes from the

great funerary work that describes the passage of the Sun-god
through the hours of the night. The texts are lengthy extracts

from the Book “ Ammi Tuat.”
Under the XXVIth dynasty most of the sarcophagi from Memphis

and the Delta are rectangular in form, and are made of green and
black basalt and variegated hard stone. A figure of the deceased
in the character of a god or goddess is usually sculptured in relief

on the outside of the cover, and on the inside a figure of the goddess
Nut is usually found ; inside, on the bottom of the sarcophagus, is a

figure of Hathor-Amenti. The best examples of this period are

entirely covered with hieroglyphic inscriptions containing texts

taken from works akin to the Pyramid Texts, a result due to the

^ Davis, Tomb of HAtshopsUH, p. 81.
^ Davis, Tomb of Harmhabi, p. 91.
® Budge, Catalogue (Fitzwilliam Museum), p. 4.
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newly awakened interest in the funerary art and monuments and
literature of the Old Kingdom. The hieroglyphs are well cut, and
show very great attention to detail, but there is a meagreness about

them which makes them easily recognizable as the product of a

late period. One of the best known of this class is the sarcophagus

of Ankhnes-Neferabra, daughter of Psammetichus II and Queen

Tekhauath, (B.M. 32). It was usurped by Amen-

hetep Pimenth, who added an inscription round the top edge. It

measures 8 feet 6 inches by 3 feet 9| inches by 3 feet 8 inches and
weighs about 5 tons 15 cwt.^ The sarcophagi which were made
after the XXVIth dynasty are sometimes rectangular, having covers

with human faces, and sometimes have rounded ends
;
good examples

^—< J Q
are the grey granite sarcophagi of Xesqetiu,

,, |
',j

from

Q A“ Campbell’s Tomb ” at Gizah (B.M. 3), and Hapmen, X V'

(B.M. 23). The anthropoid sarcophagi in basalt of this period are

well represented by those of Uahabra, ^ O O ,
and Psemthek

(B.M. 1047 and 1384), which, though smaller, closely resemble the

huge sarcophagi of Tabnith and Eshmunazar, king of Sidon in the

first half of the IVth century B.c., which are described on page 431.

At this period the sides and ends of sarcophagi are decorated with

rows of figures of gods, each one of whom was supposed to protect

a certain member of the body of the deceased. Under the XXXth
dynasty and during the Ptolemaic Period sarcophagi were very

massive, and one of the finest examples of these is the sarcophagus

of Nekhtherheb - meri - Amen, (the

Nektanebes of the Greek writers), king of Egypt about b.c. 378
(B.]\I. 10). It is 10 feet 4 inches in length, 5 feet 4 inches in width,

and 3 feet 1 1 inches high, and weighs nearly 7 tons. The cover is

wanting. On the inside are figures of gods, at the head and foot

are figures of Isis and Xephthys, and on the edge is a border of the

The outside is covered

with the Vignettes and texts- of the 1st, find. Illrd, Vlth, Vlllth
and IXth Sections of the Book “ Ammi Tuat,'’ or Guide to the Other
V/orld, which the deceased was supposed to use. Another sarco-

phagus on which ATgnettes and te.xts from the “Ammi Tuat ’’ and
the “ Book of the Gates ’’ are also cut is that of Oemhap (B.M. 1504).

^ The complete text and translation are published in my Sarcophagus of
Ankhnesra-yieferab, London, 1885.

* See Budge, Egyptian Heaven and Hell, Vol. I, London, 1906 ; Vol. II

contains the Book of Gates, and Vol. Ill a summary of the contents of each
work, of which complete translations are given.
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The sarcophagus is rectangular and the cover has the form of a

truncated pyramid. Other fine, and in some ways more perfect,

examples of this class of monument are the sarcophagi of Ankhhap,

'f' I § Tcheher,^ Thaherpta (?), ^
in the Egj^ptian Museum.^ The number of such sarcophagi found

in the Museums of Cairo, Europe and America cannot possibly

represent all that were made in the Ptolemaic Period, and we may
assume, as is the case with sarcophagi of the Old Kingdom, that

many of them are still in the earth or in the tombs in the hills.

Under Roman rule, in the case of men of high rank, the coffin seems

to have been dispensed with, and a wooden sarcophagus took its

place. This consisted of two parts : a long rectangular base-board,

from 6 to 8 feet long and from 2 feet 6 inches to 3 feet in breadth,

on which the badly made and much-bandaged mummy was l^id,

and a rectangular, vaulted cover, with angle-posts, from 1 foot 3 inches

to 2 feet in height. Pictures of the old Egyptian gods of the dead
are painted on the outside of the cover, and on its inside are often

found the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac. The gods and scenes painted

on such sarcophagi seem to have been chosen solely for their decora-

tive characteristics.

THE EGYPTIAN COFFIN

The desire to keep the bodies of the dead from touching the earth

appears to be a fundamental characteristic of African peoples.

The Neolithic Egyptians wrapped them in mats and skins and
reed baskets, and at the present time many African peoples wrap
up their dead in “ trade cloth ” and place them carefully in recesses

made at one side of the bottom of the grave. The earlv dynastic

Egyptians placed their dead in the contracted position and laid them
sometimes in rough wooden boxes, and sometimes in round or oval

earthenware boxes. In some cases the box or coffin was placed over

the body or bones like an inverted basin. When the Egj'ptians

began to bury their dead stretched out at full length and lying on
their backs, the coffins were lengthened, and under the Vlth dynasty
both forms of coffin were used. The coffin is painted in monochrome,
and brief inscriptions are painted in black on it, either a single line

of text down the cover, or a single line round the top edges of all four

sides. Of the coffins made under dynasties VII-X little is known.
Under the Xlth dynasty the coffin was covered with texts

written in cursive hieroglyphic characters, and it was evidently the
forerunner of the coffins of kings and nobles of the Xllth dynasty.
This is proved by Wilkinson’s tracing made from a coffin now lost.

^ Full descriptions, with text and plates, will be found in Maspero, Sarco-
phages des £pogues Persane et Ptolemaique, Cairo, 1908.
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The coffin was made for Queen Khnem-nefer-hetchet, the wife

of King Menthu-hetep,
^ ^ 4 CSJSjI ^ T’

and was inscribed with twenty-three Chapters of the [Middle

Kingdom Recension of the Book of the Deadd It is probable

that the coffin of Amamu^ (B.M. 6654) belongs to this period.

At Al-Barshah and elsewhere in Upper Egypt under the Xllth
dynasty coffins were made of thick planks of various kinds of wood
and were rectangular in shape, and except in size they are practically

duplicates of the massive wooden sarcophagi which were made at

this period. There is an inscription on the outside of the cover

of one line or more, which usually begins with
^

and con-

tains a prayer by the deceased to Anpu or Osiris, or both, for a
liberal supply of funerary offerings, and a “ happy burial,” i.e.,

a stately funeral, in a good and safe tomb, and the due performance
of all the prescribed rites and ceremonies when his body is laid to

rest. An inscription, also in one line or more, runs round the top
edges of the two sides and two ends of the coffin, and at right-angles

to this are six, eight, or twelve lines of hieroglyphic text in which
the deceased declares himself to be the vassal of the Four Sons of

Horus—Mesta, Hapi, Tuamutef and Oebhsenuf—and other gods.

Usually these short perpendicular lines of text are six in number,
three on each side, but the correct number is eight, four on each side,

and they were intended to represent the four main bandages of the
mummy. At one end of one side of the coffin the two Utchats,

are painted, and they were intended to secure for the

deceased the strength and protection of the two ej’es of Her-ur, i.e.,

the Sun and Moon, by day and by night for ever. Sometimes these

Utchats rest upon the doorway of the tomb, with its folding-doors

shut and bolted. The doorway is to ali intents and purposes a copy

of the “ false door ” seen in the mastabah tombs of the IVth dvnasty

at Gizah and Sakkarah. In some instances a small rectangular

door is actually cut in one side of the coffin, and it seems to have been

specially made to provide a means of ingress and egress for the soul

when it visited its body in the tomb. good example of this door

is afforded by the coffin of Menthu-hetep (B.M. 6655) ;
here the door

has a sliding panel. The inside of the cover is sometimes decorated

with stars, but usually it is covered with texts written in hieratic.

On the upper edges are painted representations of all the objects

that were to be offered to the deceased according to the Liturgy of

Funerary Offerings. On one side another ” false door ” and the

Vignette of the Islands of the Blessed are painted in colours, and

1 For a facsimile of Wilkinson’s tracing see Budge, Hieratic Papyn, 1st

Series, pll. XXXIX-XLVIII, London, 1910.
^ For a facsimile see Birch, Egyptian Texts of the Earliest Period, London,

18S6.
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all the rest of the space on both sides is covered with hieratic texts.

On the floor of the coffin are diagrams illustrating the various

sections of the Kingdom of Osiris and the “ Two Ways ” thither,

the one by land and the other by river. The texts on the sides

contain extracts from the P^'ramid Texts of the Vlth dynasty,
and Chapters from the great collection of religious texts that was
compiled by the priests under the Middle Kingdom. But all coffins

of the period of the Xlth and Xllth dynasties w'ere not so elaborately

decorated, and many of them are made of thin planks of not very
sound wood, which were merely washed over with a mi.xture of

lime and yellow ochre.

Between the Xllth and the XVIIIth dynasties the shape of the
coffin was changed, probably as a result of the growth of the cult

of Osiris, and the anthropoid coffin came into use. One of the
finest examples of this kind of coffin is undoubtedly that of king
An-Antef (B.M. 6652). The eyes and eyelids are inlaid after the
manner of the statues of the Old Kingdom, and the face was intended
to be a portrait. The body is covered with gilded feather-work—

a

form of ornamentation that seems to have originated at this period

—

and stars, and the inscriptions contain addresses to the deceased
by Isis and Nephthys. Some assign this coffin to the Xlth dynasty,
but it probably belongs to a later period. A great many coffins

in the various large National Collections belong to the period that
lies between the Xllth and the XVIIIth dynasties, but it is quite
impossible to assign anything like e.xact dates to them. The oldest
of them have carved wooden faces, set in heavy wigs, and the fronts

are decorated with figures of the goddess Nut under the form of a
vulture, and with painted feather-work (B.M. 52050, 52051). The
inscription down the front, in addition to a prayer for offerings,

frequently includes the words from the Pyramid Texts, “ Thy
mother Nut spreads herself over thee in her name of IMystery of

Heaven, she makes thee to live as a god, and to be without enemies.”

The Egyptian text reads

;

X
r~w~i—«-

/XVWVs

30 D

-D 1
The finest and most beautiful painted coffins found in Egypt date

from the XVIIIth dynasty,^ and the nobles and priests of Amen-
Ra were provided with most luxurious funerary equipment. It was
no uncommon thing for a great noble to be buried in three coffins,

the outermost serving as a sarcophagus. The coffins are well
shaped and well made, and both inside and outside are covered with
^ and long texts from the Theban Book of the Dead, and

^ A good series of reproductions of fine coffins will be found in Gauthier,
Cercueils Anihropoides des Pretres de Moyitou, Cairo, 1913, and the Guide
to the Egyptian Rooms I-III in the British Museum, London, 1924.
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from the Book of Gates, the Book “ Ammi Tuat,” and scenes from the

work describing the passage of the dead Sun-god Afu-Ra through
the hours of the night. Numerous small scenes, in which the

deceased is seen adoring Osiris and his company of gods of the dead,

and various forms of the Sun-god, are painted on every available

space. Vignettes and texts were painted in bright colours upon the

layer of plaster with which the coffin was overlaid, and the whole
coffin, both inside and outside, was given a thick coat of yellowish

varnish. The passage of thirty-four centuries has diminished the

brightness of the colours and made their general effect to be now
harmonious and pleasing, but when such a coffin left the hands of

the scribe and artist the effect of this medle\' of hard, uncompromising
colours and disconnected subjects must have been somewhat crude

and startling. Good typical examples of painted Theban coffins

are those of Nesipaurshefit, a councillor and scribe, now in the

Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. The uniformity in the make of

the coffins of the XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties that bear the

names of priests and priestesses of Amen-Ra, and the similarity

of the scenes and texts painted on them, suggest that the priest-

hood of Amen included among its members funerary artists, scribes

and craftsmen. The coffins made early in the XVIIIth dynasty
are the finest and best, and the coffins of some of the royal ladies

now in the Cairo Museum, with their rich inlays of lapis-lazuli,

opaque glass of various colours, carnelian, mother-of-emerald, etc.,

are of most interesting and beautiful workmanship. The troubles

caused by the attitude of Amenhetep IV to Amen and the gods of

the dead arrested the work of the undertaker for a time, and destroyed

much of his skill, for the coffins of the XIXth dynasty lack the finish

and delicacy of colouring of those of about b.c. 1500.

Under the XVIIIth and XIXth dynasties the use of stone for

anthropoid coffins became general, and granite, basalt, alabaster

and other hard stones were often employed. The kings of the

X\TIIth dvnastv had their large and massive sarcophagi made of

granite and crystalline sandstone, but their coffins were usually

of wood. Noblemen and high officials were sometimes permitted

to have stone coffins, and iMerimes, Viceroy of the Sudan in the

reign of Amenhetep III, provided himself with a black granite

coffin, which is inscribed with the usual prayer for offerings and the

speech of the goddess Nut (B.i\I. 1001).

The figures and inscriptions on stone coffins of this period are

well cut, and the work is carefully executed throughout. The
granite and basalt coffins of the XIXth dynasty exhibit much
coarser work, and add nothing to our knowledge ; it seems as if

they were the equivalents of the sarcophaffi of the earlier period.

One important exception must be noted, namely, the alabaster coffin

of Seti I which is now preserved in Sir John Soane’s Museum in

Lincoln’s Inn Fields. This fine coffin is covered with hieroglyphic
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inscriptions, 1 filled in with blue paste, containing Chapters from the

Theban Book of the Dead, and a version of the so-called Book of

Gates, with Vignettes. It is 9 feet 4 inches in length, 3 feet 8 inches

in width, and with its cover in position was about 5 feet in height.

The makers and decorators of wooden coffins of the XIXth and

XXIst dynasties copied the w'ork of the XVIIIth dynasty, but the

influence of the priests of Amen caused a modification in the character

of the scenes painted upon them. The arrangement of these is

different, and figures of the various forms of Amen-Ra take the

place of the old gods of Heliopolis, Memphis, Hermopolis and Abydos.

The coffins of the priests and priestesses of Amen form a class by
themselves, as may be readily seen bt'- e.xamining the collections of

them in Cairo and in the British Museum. The decorations are

elaborate, but the w'ork is not good, and the raised plaster figures

of the gods, the beetle, the solar disk, and the amuletic symbols of

Osiris and Isis, wTich are stuck on the covers, only add to their

garishness. The dwindling of the pow'er and material resources of

the priest-kings of the XXIst dynasty is reflected in the poorness

of work of many of the coffins. The beautiful coffins of Hentmehit
(B.M. 48001 and 51101) and her mummy-board are remarkable

exceptions
;

the free use of gold in the decoration of her coffins

suggests that she was of royal blood.

The coffins of the period following the XXIst dynasty exhibit

many varieties of decoration, but it happens sometimes that the

w'ood is left in its natural colour and state. The faces are painted

red, brown, green, flesh-coloured, and the eyes, made of obsidian,

are inlaid betw'een eyelids of the same material, or glass or bronze.

Under the XXVIth dynasty, and later, coffins were often covered with

hierogh’phic texts from the Saite Recension of the Book of the Dead,

and the Vignettes of the Weighing of the Heart, the Soul visiting

its body in the tomb, and the sun shining upon the mummy as it

lies on its bier, often appear on them. A rich man w'as sometimes

buried in three w’ooden coffins at this period, and the outermost

coffln in such cases was of massive but ugly construction. Some
of them are 8 feet long and 3 feet broad, with sides 3 or 4 inches

thick. The inscriptions are so badly and carelessly written that the

scribe or artist cannot have understood what he was writing or

painting. On the other hand, the handsome and well-shaped

granite and basalt coffins which became fashionable at this period

show that, although the art of mummifying was decaying and the

national religion was changing, very successful attempts were made
to reproduce fine examples of ancient w'ork (see B.M. 1384, 1047,

17, 33, 39, 47, etc.). Soon after the XXVIth dynasty a great

local manufactory of w'ooden coffins sprang up at Apu (Panopolis),

1 For texts and translations see Budge. Egyptian Heaven and Hell, Vol. II,

London, 1906, and Budge, An Account of the Sarcophagus of Seti I, London,
1908.
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and a very considerable number of them were found there between
1884 and 1887. The faces are gilded, the head-dress is painted dark-

blue or green, and the lower part of the body of the coffin, below the

elaborate pectoral and figure of Nut and figure of the mummy with
its Canopic jars, is covered with figures of the gods and short extracts

from late funerary works like the Lamentations of Isis. In Lower
Egt’pt, at this time, huge coffins, more than 8 feet in length and
4 feet in breadth, were made of green and black basalt, and the large,

broad human faces on them have flat ears and noses and thick

blubbery lips. They were in demand in Palestine, for Tabnith,

king of Sidon about B.c. 380, was buried in one, and the body of

the cover bears on it a long inscription cut in large hieroglyphs and
containing a prayer for meat and drink and apparel and liberty

of motion in the Other World. The Phoenician inscription giving

the nam.e of Tabnith is cut on the front of the foot of the coffin.

His son Eshmunazar was buried in a coffin of similar size and shape,

but it has no hieroglyphic te.xt upon it, and the front of the body of

the coffin is covered with an inscription in Phoenician characters.

The use of stone coffins was more common in Lower than in Upper
Egypt, and this was because they did not perish from the action of

moist earth as rapidly as wooden ones. In the Ptolemaic Period

the coffin was usually rectangular in form, and was made of thin

planks c>f wood, which were decorated with figures of the gods of

the dead who were favourites at that period, painted in bright

colours. In the Roman Period the coffin was often dispensed with

altogether. The body, more or less well bandaged, was laid upon a

large flat rectangular board, which varied in size from 8 feet by
2 feet 6 inches to 6 feet by 1 foot 8 inches, and had a slot in it at

each corner. A large rectangular wooden canopy, with angle-posts

and a vaulted roof, was lifted over it, and when the ends of the angle-

posts had been driven into the slots in the base-board, pegs were
driven through the ends that projected through the slots, and canopy
and board became fastened together. On the outside of the canopy
were painted figures of the gods, and a favourite decoration of the

inside was figures of the Twelve Signs of the Zodiac. This idea was
derived from earlier coffins of the Egyptians {e.g., B.M. 6678), on
which we have figures of the gods of the constellations, the five

planets, the Signs of the Zodiac, and the thirty-six (or, thirty-nine)

Dekans. Sometimes we have a gilded figure of the Ba, or soul of

the deceased, in the form of a hawk perched upon the ridge in the

centre of the canopy. The base-board is lined with a large sheet of

browm linen, on which a large figure of the goddess of Amenti, or

Nut, or Hathor is painted in the form of an Egypto-Greek woman
with masses of jet-black hair. On coffins of this class the name of

the deceased is written sometimes in hieroglyphs and Greek letters

and sometimes in demotic and Greek letters. The great oases in

the Western Desert probably passed under the rule of Egypt in the
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time of the Middle Kingdom, and there is little doubt that the
Eg^'ptian governors who ruled Khargah were buried there with
the same pomp and ceremony as they would have been in Egypt.

Few funerary remains older than the time of Darius have been found
in that oasis, but since the railway w'as taken thither by a great

sugar company many things have been brought from it to Egypt.

Among these is the finely painted coffin B.M. 52949. The
variations in the scenes painted on the coffin suggest that it was
made and decorated locally, and the hieroglyphic inscription down
the back shows by the numerous mistakes in it that the artist

was copying a religious formula which he could neither copy
correctly nor understand. The coffin may be dated in the Illrd

or TVth century A.D.

Whilst the natives were digging down the limestone hills between
Akhmim and Suhak to burn and turn into lime suitable for mortar
they found a considerable number of tombs. Each tomb contained

generally one or two chambers, and in each chamber there were several

mummies (all of the Roman Period), as often without as with coffins.

The coffins were long rectangular boxes made of thin planks of

wood, and the covers were formed by a single thin plank. They
were painted a yellowish-white colour inside and out, and the names,

which were carelessly scrawled at one end of the cover, were in

cursive Greek letters. But these coffins were of great interest, because

on one end of each of the large ones there was a life-size portrait

plaster head of the deceased, and on the other a pair of plaster feet ;

sometimes a pair of plaster hands lay on the middle of the coffin.

Sometimes the plaster head rested on the mummy, and the flat

projection from the neck served as a sort of pectoral. The faces

on all these heads were undoubtedly intended to be portraits, and a

collection of fine specimens of them is exhibited in the British

Museum (24780, 24781, etc.). All these burials seemed to me to

date from the Illrd century a.d. The coffins that some have
attributed to the Vth and Vlth centuries I have never seen.

THE HETEP, OR TABLET FOR SEPULCHRAL
OFFERINGS

The graves of the pre-dynastic Egyptians prove that the inhabitants

of the Nile Valley were accustomed to make offerings of food and
drink to their dead, and it is probable that their forefathers had
done the same for scores of generations. Many of the modern
peoples of the Sudan, and not only those who inhabit that portion

of it which is called Egyptian, also spread out offerings of fruit, grain,

meat and beer, which they are convinced are of service to their dead
kinsfolk. As long as the Egv'^ptians buried their dead in shallow

oval hollows in the sand, or in cavities lined with sun-dried bricks,

the sepulchral offerings were laid in the graves with the bodies.
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But when they began to mummify their dead, and to build sepulchres

in stone over them, they adopted the custom of placing their funerary

gifts at first upon reed mats and then upon slabs of stone which they
laid on the ground as nearly as possible ov'er the place where the

mummy lay. In the mastabah tombs the tablet for offerings was
laid on the ground at the foot of the “ false door,” or of the inscribed

stele that at a later period took its place in the so-called Tuat
Chamber. The stone slab serv’ed as a table for the Ka of the

deceased when it left its chamber to partake of the offerings provided
for it, and the soul, as it alighted on the stele, or passed through the
“ false door ” on its way to or from the mummy chamber, would
be gratified bj’ the sight of the gifts made to its former associate in

the flesh. In primitive times the offerings were, as is the case to-day
in many parts of Central Africa, laid upon leaves

;
later the reed

mat took the place of the leaves, and at a still later period the stone

slab superseded the mat. The tomb of a king was supplied with
offerings of meat, milk, wine, beer, fruit, vegetables, unguents,

etc., daily, and the priests whose duty it was to recite the liturgy of

Funerary Offerings would take care that everything which the royal

Ka needed was supplied. Nobles and priestly officials had to be
satisfied with offerings m^ade to their tombs on festival days only

;

but what was to happen to the Ka of the man whose kinsfolk were
too poor to make any offerings in his tomb or at his grave ? This

Rectangular stone vessel to receive libations made to Khart-en-Khennutu.
Vth dynasty Brit. ilus. Xo. 1176

difficulty was appreciated at a very early period, and the priests

devised a way out of it. Figures of the things offered—bread-cakes,

geese, haunches of beef, fruits, etc.—were cut in outline or sculptured
in relief on the tablet for offerings, and an inscription was cut upon
the face or its edges, in which Anubis or Osiris was called upon to

provide the Ka of the deceased with per kheru, ^ , or pert kheru,

” things that appear at the word.” The

deceased, himself an immaterial entity, uttered the necessary word
of power, and offerings as immaterial as himself appeared from out

of the sculptmes on the tablet as soon as he had done so, and, so to

2e
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speak, a shadow fed upon shadows. Certain kinds of offerings

were laid upon circular tables, which appear in the inscriptions

under the form of and • The alabaster table

of Atena, a Kher heh who flourished at Abydos under the

Vlth dynasty, is seen with its unguent vessels upon it.

The tablet upon which food and drink offerings were laid, and
which was placed at the doorway of the “ false door,” or wherever
the sepulchral stele stood, is a rectangular slab made usualA of

limestone, basalt, granite, etc., with a projection on one side which

stone Tablet for offerings made for Uashka. Vth or Vlth dynasty.
Brit. Mus. No. 1156.

is often grooved and which was supposed to serve as a kind of
0 ..

spout. The Egyptians called it “ Hetep,” =3=, or , and the
D

^
p

O ' 0

things that were laid upon it “ Hetepet,”
^ ^ ^

^
,

or

o vL. The tablet varies in size from 6 inches to 3 feet in
U III

length, and from about 4 inches to 15 inches in width. In addition

to the figures of the offerings, rectangular hollows, presumably to

hold libations, were cut in the face of the tablet, and in the tablet of

Uashka (B.M. 1156)^ we see hgures of the members of the family

of the deceased bringing bread-cakes, vessels of unguents, etc. A
figure of the tablet for offerings is outlined, and in the

inscription the deceased asks Anubis for pert kheru daily and at

every festival. The inscription begins with the words

which probably means that the king has contributed towards the

materials for the funerary offerings. In later times this formula

was inscribed on every sepulchral stele and tablet, but it can only

have been added as a matter of form. A good example of a Hetep,
or tablet for offerings, of the Old Kingdom is B.M. 1345,- which is

inscribed with a text stating that it was dedicated to the ofncial

1 See Hieroglyphic Texts, Pt. I, pi. 23.
“ Ibid., pi. 5, No. 9.
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Kanefer, b\' his pious son. A very interesting model

in bronze in the British Museum (5315) shows that the Hetep was
sometimes mounted on a stand with four legs, and so became a
veritable table. This Hetep is made of sheet bronze and is 1 2 1 inches
long, 5L inches wide, and 7 inches high

; on one side and one end are
projections in the form of the handle shown in Arranged on
it are bronze models of three flat saucers, one with a raised rim,

eight small vases
,

one libation vessel

two unguent pots

one vessel shaped like a wine-glass

, one bottle Q , two vases with long spouts,

one jar with a painted base, and parts of0
two other vases. On the front edge the inscription

iCi
I

/n J ^1'

0 0

(| ,
“ The Pert Klieni of the Smer uat,

the Kher heb Atena,” is engraved twice. This stand and its models
tell us what the Peri Kherii, for which every deceased person prayed,
was like.

The reliefs of the offerings on the tablets vary in number according
to the period. Under the New Kingdom the vessels used in the
ceremonies connected with offerings were represented prominentlv
on the Hetep, but little by little the number of the figures of the
objects offered increased until, as we see in the case of Cairo 23013,
they filled most of the surface-space. In this e.xample the offerings

are arranged in the order in which they were presented, and it is

interesting to note that some of the cakes bear impressions of seals

and have special names. This custom of stamping sacred bread has
been perpetuated by the Copts in their sacramental cakes. On
many Heteps two rectangular hollows are cut for libations, and two
libation vases are sculptured near them, and it is probable that one
hollow and one vase were used for the wine or beer of Upper Egypt,
and the other hollow and vase for the wine or beer of Lower Egvpt.
The inscription on a fine, large Hetep contains the name and titles

of the deceased, and prayers, which are usually addressed to Anubis,

Thoth,
f ^ Osiris, for funerary offerings. In the

Graeco-Roman Period the decoration of Heteps was modified verv

considerabh’. The hollows, which were formerly rectangular, are

now made in the form of a cartouche
j ;

the offerings repre-

sented are few in number, and a very favourite scene, which is cut
into or sculptured on the main surface, represents the deceased
seated receiving on his hands the water of life from the goddess Nut
or Hathor, who stands in a sycamore tree. Sometimes two trees,

each with a goddess, are represented, and in these cases the deceased
stands whilst he receives the celestial water from one, and sits

2e2
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whilst he receives it from the other.^ The texts that accompany these

figures are badly written and inaccurate versions of Chapters LIX
and LXII of the Book of the Dead. In the Vignette of the

former we see Nut in her tree pouring out water for the deceased,

who kneels before her, and in the text he entreats her to give him air

and water. In the text of Chapter LXII the deceased prays that

access to the “ mighty flood ” may be granted to him by Osiris, and
that Thoth-Hapi, the Xile-god, will grant him power to drink at

will. During the Graeco-Roman Period models of Heteps were

attached to statues, and even to mummies, apparently as amulets.

Examples are B.M. 26813, which has a pierced projection so that

it may be suspended, and measures 5^ inches by 4| inches, and
B.JI. 53999 ; on the former four cakes are represented, and on
the latter one only. An interesting Hetep of the Roman Period is

B.M. 48509. Here we have two cartouche-shaped libation hollows,

two libation vases, with lotus flowers and a modified form of the

resting on a conical base, between them. Above, arranged in

two groups, and in relief, are twenty stamped bread-cakes, and
below the libation vases is a small frieze with a number of offerings

in relief. These include a gazelle, with its legs tied together for

sacrifice, a bull’s head, B , a joint of meat with the bone, ,

ten bread-cakes, stamped as before, vegetables, flowers, and a large

two-handled water-pot, with its pointed end resting in a stand, and

a stopper made in the form of A channel for the libations is

marked on all four sides of these reliefs. The edges of the Hetep are

decorated with a pattern of rosettes and lotus flowers.

Besides the Hetep tablet for the canonical offerings, the

Egj’ptians also heaped up their miscellaneous gifts to the dead on a

stand or kind of table, which was placed in the tomb. This rested

either on a single central support, or on four legs, and

¥
i.e., altar. The table with a single support has survived in the

small table which was found in the house of every well-to-do person

in Cairo and Syria, and is called "Khuwan,”^ and the

in Coptic g^Honre or cyaTG,
<3

was called “Khaut,”
*

table with four legs in the altar which is seen in Coptic churches.

The Egyptians also had another word for altar,
^ ^ ^

^ >

khait, but this appears to have been an altar that was specially set

1 See Ahmed Bey Kamal, Tables d'Offrayides (in the Cairo Catalogue),
Cairo, 1909, pi. XLI ff.

^ Khuwdn is a Persian word, and its literal meaning is a large tray with a
foot ; it is doubtful if it is connected with the Egyptian Khaut, as has been
suggested.
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the burning ofapart for

laid upon the Hetep was incense.

incense. Among the offerings that were

senther or senter, or slhi, ii/n neter, i.e.,
“
smell of the god,” in

Coptic cortTe. Incense was burnt in the tomb, and water in

which natron had been dissolved was sprinkled on the ground
before the presentation of the offerings began ;

that this was
done is proved by the Vignettes in the Papyrus of Ani and the

Papyrus of Hunefer. The censer was usually made wholly of

bronze, and consisted of a long handle made in the form of a pillar

with a lotus capital, the lower end of which terminated in a head of

Horus wearing a disk. From the capital of the pillar a flat shovel

projected, and a small pot attached to the handle held the incense

that was to be burnt. One of the names of the censer was “ Hand

of Horus,”
I I

and the British Museum possesses a

fine example of this form of the instrument (B.M. 41606). It is

18| inches in length, and from the capital of the lotus pillar which
forms the handle a hand projects ,

and on this rests the pot

that contained the red-hot ashes on which the incense was sprinkled.

The other end terminates in a head of the hawk of Horus wearing a

disk and uraeus. On the handle is a kneeling figure of a man with his

hands resting upon a receptacle for incense in the form of a cartouche.

In every set of vessels that are represented on the Heteps there

is a large one that resembles the lustration vase, but it has

no spout. Two good examples of this vase are B.M. 25567 and
25566. The former is 12| inches in height, and is inscribed with

the name and titles of Princess “ Nesitanebtashru, the great chief

lady of the ladies of the high [priest of] Amen-Ra, king of the gods,”

1

1

AAtWW I T
1

III w I

[ ^
The latter is Ilf inches in height, and is inscribed

with the name of Astemkhebit I, wife of Menkheperra, the son of

Painetchem I, and with a prayer to Isis for a Hetep and libations.

The inscription is on the flat rim and opens with the usual words,

and continues,
| ^

®
^ _fl I

AAACwW

D . f to-

o
This is followed by ,

the name of her husband.

Another important adjunct to the ordinary equipment of the

Hetep was the libation bucket, of which few, if any, ancient

examples are knowm. There are several fine ones in the British
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Museum, and the following is a description of the typical example
38212. This bucket is pear-shaped, and is made of bronze

;
it is

about 16 inches in height, and its massive solid copper handle is

securely attached to it by means of the two lugs on the rim. The sides

are ornamented with two scenes, in which all the figures and texts

are cut in outline: 1. The deceased Her adoring Osiris, who is

standing with a table of offerings before him, and saying, “ I grant

O^ Q

^
t

Behindunto thee from myself all strength,”

Osiris stands Hernetchteff presenting “ life,” and saying, “ I give

» _ AA/WW

to thee victory over thy enemies,” “—

^

/] X III

I giveNext come figures of Isis and Nephthys, the latter saying,
thee from myself every kind of pleasant, pure and sweet thing

”

and the former, “ I give thee from myself offerings of rich food in
abundance.” 2. The deceased standing upright and offering incense
and a libation of natron water to his father and his mother, who are
seated on chairs of state, with an altar heaped with offerings before
them. He says to his father, “ This thy water is given to thee,
thy water is to thee before Horus in this thy name of Qebh,”

I AfWWV Q G
<1^

/VWAA

A AAAVW

a formula that is well known from the Pyramid Te.xts. A single

line of text runs round the bucket under these scenes and reads,

V ” V Clk ts I

1! V e k ^ D

O ^
-k

II

crm

V q 'O PI o Thus the

©
•<s>- tk I

e III Jr I

,

father of Her was called Peta-amen-neb-nest-taui, and his mother,
who was a sistrum-bearer of Amen-Ra, Ariru (?). From two lines
of text which run round the upper end of the bucket we learn that
he was a priest of Sebek and other gods, and also of King

Nekhtherheb ^
of various gods.

and a scribe of the offerings
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SEPULCHRAL STELAE AND TABLETS

The sepulchral stele of the Old Kingdom is a development of the
false door, which is a striking feature of the mastabah tomb.
The false door was a large stone slab built into the wall immediately

False door of Uashka.
Vth or Vlth dynasty. Brit ]Mus. No 1156.

above the pit or shaft that led downwards to the mummy chamber,
and on it, in well-defined spaces, were cut the name and titles of

the deceased. On the flat surface on each side of the space that
represented the door we find frequently figures of the deceased and
his wife and their children, sculptured in low relief. On the surface

above the door is usually sculptured a scene in which the deceased
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and his wife are represented as seated one on each side of a table

loaded with funerary offerings, 4^ . The inscriptions that accom-

pany these figures read, ‘‘incense 1,000, eye-paint 1,000, stibium

1,000, hatt oil 1,000, wine 1,000, nehes fruit 1,000, nebset cakes 1,000,

oxen 1,000, geese 1,000, suits of apparel 1,000,” etc. And we are to

understand that the deceased prays that all these things may be

Supplied to him in abundance whenever he (or she) requires them.

Frequently figures of the offerings required, loaves of bread,

skins of wine, haunches of beef, bundles of incense, ,

geese,
,
etc., are sculptured round about the table of offerings.

The deceased may or may not be accompanied by his wife or “ sister,”

but if the latter is not seated at the table with him she is often seen

sculptured on the slab by the side of the door. On the larger false

doors both sides of the sunk part representing the door itself are fitted

with figures of the sons and daughters of the deceased, who are

presenting offerings of fruit, flowers, meat, geese, vessels of drink,

and linen garments (B.M. 1156). In many mastabah tombs the

architra\’e above the false door is filled with a long list of the titles

of the deceased, and the text of a prayer in which he prays for a

happy burial after a fine old age and a supply of offerings at all the

great festivals throughout the year. No details of the personal life

of the deceased are ever given, nor any historical information except

the names of the kings,^ and no mention is made of his age or of the

date of his death. On some of the largest false doors the actual door

space is filled with a selection, more or less complete, of names of

offerings chosen from the great list of canonical offerings, which were
ordered to be made when the Liturgj' of Funerary Offerings was
recited in the tomb (B.M. 658, 718, 1429, 1480). During the recital

of this work about one hundred and fifty objects were presented by
the Kher heb, who said or sang the formula appropriate to each

offering and, as the Egyptians believed,^ so brought about the

transmutation of its substance.

The sepulchral stone stelae of the Xlth, Xllth and Xlllth
dynasties may, for practical purposes, be divided into two classes,

viz., those that are rectangular, and those that have rounded
tops. The former have usually a palm-leaf comice, which is more or

less elaborately sculptured, and a raised border. In the sunk portion

the surface is divided by lines into sections which are filled with
incised scenes representing the wife and sons and daughters of the

deceased worshipping him and presenting offerings to him. The
offerings on the table are elaborately sculptured, and the name of

every member of the family is given. Som.etimes the rectangular

* The false door of Ptahshepses in the British Museum is of special interest,

for he gives the names of several kings whom he served.
^ This Liturgy, with Vignettes, is given in my Liturgy of Funerary Offer-

ings, London, 1909.
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stele is sculptured on a stele with a rounded top, as, for example,
in B.M. 1312, which was set up to the memory of Mer by his wife

Renseneb, ^ o
p
'V. Under the IMiddle Kingdom the

greater number of funerary stelae have rounded tops, which are

Limestone sepulchral stele of Nekht-Anher dated in the 7th year of the reit^n of
Khakaura Usertsen (Sen I'srit ?) III. 'Xllth dynasty. Brit. Mus. No. 575.

ornamented with a cartouche containing the name and titles of
the king under whom the deceased served"(B.M. 575), or the Winged
Disk, Behut, Lord of heaven (B.M. 574), or the Winged Disk, with
uraei,-=;f^, and the king’s name (B.M. 583), or the Utchats and the
symbol of eternity, and the Jackals of the South and
North (B.M. 940), or a figure of Osiris Khenti Amenti (B.M. 222).
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In some cases a rectangular cavity is cut in the lower half of the stele,

which shows that the stele had its origin in the “ false door ” of

the mastabah tomb, and this was intended to serve as a means of

egress and ingress when the soul went to visit the body in the tomb.
A cavity of this kind is cut in the stele of Nekht-Anher, which has
a rounded top (B.M. 575), and in the stele of Sa-Hathor, which is

rectangular and has a comice (B.M. 569) ;
in the latter a squatting

figure of Sa-Hathor is seated in the cavity, or doorway. The inscrip-

tions on the sepulchral stelae of the IVIiddle Kingdom differ greatly

from those of the Old Kingdom, and they often contain historical

information of the greatest importance. They begin with the usual

formula
^
^ ^ , “the king gives an offering,” and this is

followed by a prayer to one or more gods of the dead, usually Osiris

and Anubis, for funerary offerings for the Ka of the deceased.

Frequently the text goes on to enumerate the offices held by the
deceased, and sometimes a brief account is given of the work that

he did in his life. Thus the official Sa-Hathor, who served Amenem-
hat II, tells us on his sepulchral stele in the British Museum (No. 569)
that he directed the work of making the sixteen statues of the king
that were set up near the royal pyramid, and also that he was sent

on the king’s business to the Land of the Turquoise, i.e., Sinai, and
to Nubia, from which he brought back the Sudani tribute to the
king. Another official, Khentiemsemti, who was a highly trusted

adviser of his king, tells us that he visited Abu (Elephantine) and
worshipped Khnem, the great god of the First Cataract (B.M. 574)

;

and we owe to the sepulchral stele of Ikhernefert, which was set up
at Abydos and is now in Berlin (No. 1204), a most valuable descrip-

tion of the great festival ceremonies that were celebrated at Abydos
in connection with the resurrection of Osiris. Still more remarkable
is the sepulchral stele of Antef, the son of Sent, who describes his

mental qualities and characteristics, and explains to us the system
that he followed in dealing with his superiors, equals and inferiors in

the daily course of his official work (B.M. 581). The sepulchral
stelae of the Xllth dynasty contain a great mass of information on
many points, and well repay careful study. The collection in the
British Museum is particularly interesting, and good copies of them
are easily accessible.^

Under the New Kingdom the position of the sepulchral stele in

the tomb varied, and it was placed either in the mummy chamber, at

the head or foot of the coffin, or in the corridor leading to it. And
the decoration, colouring, arrangement of Vignettes and inscriptions,

are different from those of the Old and IMiddle Kingdoms. In the
older periods the deceased is seen surrounded by his family and the
chief persons of his household, but now figures of Osiris and the other

^ See Hall, H. R., Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Stelae, etc., Pts. II-VI,
London, 1912-22.
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gods of the dead take their places, and in many cases the “ family
”

character of the stele has disappeared. The inscriptions are longer

and often contain tolerably full biographies of the deceased persons,

and sometimes they cover not only the stele, but the walls of the

Pointed limestone sepulchral stele of Sebek-hetep, a scribe of the wine cellar, and '

his sister Tchauf, priestess of Hathor XVIIIth»dynasty • Brit Mus. Xo. 1368

chamber in which it is placed. These biographies frequently contain
information that is not met with elsewhere, or they supply supple-

mentary details of great value in piecing together the historv of a
reign. The sepulchral stelae of the XVIIIth dynasty are large and
handsome, and the figures and Vignettes are full of life and spirit.

The stone stelae of the later dynasties are not of very great interest

except in matters of decoration and general arrangem.ent. Under
the XXATth dynasty the stelae are larger in size, and the inscriptions,

which are often copies of texts of the Old Kingdom, are cleanly cut in
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small hieroglyphic characters. After this period the decoration of

the stele deteriorated, the inscriptions are badly cut and contain
many mistakes, and it is quite clear that the placing of a stele in the
tomb had at that time become a mere matter of form. On stelae of

the Ptolemaic Period the inscriptions are often in demotic or Greek
instead of hieroglyphs, and the upper halves are decorated with long

rows of figures of gods, sometimes cut in high relief, who have the
attributes and wear the costumes of Greek gods.

Many Egj'ptians were too poor to have elaborately inscribed

stone stelae set up in their tombs, and had to be contented with
wooden sepulchral stelae. A few of those knovm are as old
as the XVnith dynasty, but the remainder belong to the later

dynasties and to the Ptolemaic Period. Almost all of them have
rounded tops ; they vary in length from 6 inches to 2 feet 3 inches,

and in width from 4 inches to nearly 2 feet. Sometimes the stele

stands upon two pedestals having steps on each side. The inscrip-

tions and scenes upon them are usually painted in white, green, red,

yellow, or black upon a light- or dark-brown ground. On the back

there are sometimes painted figures of the rising sun, and the
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symbols of the eastern, and western horizons, jf- A typical

example is the stele of Uahabra (BAI. 8464). Here we have three

registers containing: (1) The winged solar disk of Behut,

with pendent uraei of Nekhebit and Uatchit, and the jackals Anpu

of the embalmment chamber and Anpu of the Hall. (2) The boat

of the Sun-god of night Afu, 1, seated on a throne under a

il M r ^ mr m
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'

I
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Limestone sepulchrai stele of Th-Imhetep, a priestess of Memphis who died in the

10th vear of the reign ol Cleopatra. Brit Mus Xo. 14/.

fold of the bodv of the great serpent Mehen ;
on each of the raised

ends of the boat is a solar disk. \\ ith the god in the boat are the

beetle of Khepeni, Thoth, lord of the words of the gods,

x:37
^

i\ |, Maat, Isis, Hu, Saa, the herald,
|

and the steersman. In front of the boat the deceased stands and

“praises the god.” (3) Here the deceased is offering incense,

^ , and praising Osiris Khenti Amcnti, behind whom stand Horus,

Isis, Nephthys, Thoth, Anpu, Upuatu, and the four sons of Horus,
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who are seated. Below these registers is the prayer to certain gods

for funerary offerings which is characteristic of this class of stele

under the XXVIth dynasty and later. It reads :

“ Itlay Ra of the

Two Horizons, great god, lord of heaven, of variegated colours,

who comes forth from the horizon, and Atem, lord of the lands

of Anu, and the gods who live in Anu, and Osiris Khenti Amentt,
great god, lord of Abtt (Abydos), and Osiris, lord of Restt, and
Isis, great lady among the goddesses (?), and Nephthys, sister of the

god, and Anpu, dweller in the embalmment chamber, lord of

Tatchesertt, and Upuatu, lord of the roads, and Hathor, mistress of

Amentt, and the gods in Khert-neter, give funerary offerings, beer,

oxen, geese, wine, milk, unguents, cool water, oil, linen garments,

and tables heaped with rich foods and containing every kind of

beautiful and pure thing. ... [to the Ka of] Osiris the soul of the

god (?), Uahabra, begotten bj- the truth-speaker and brought

forth by the lady of the house the truth-speaker.”

The painted wooden stele (B.M. 8468) is one of the finest

examples known,^ and is interesting because the inscription

painted upon it contains a hymn to the Sun-god instead of the

ordinary prayer. In the upper register are the winged disk with

the beetle of Khepera, Nekhebit and Uatchit, each holding

the symbol of eternity, Q , and the two jackals. In the middle

register the deceased Nesui, who is declared to be

a “ truth-speaker before the gods of the Tuat,” is adoring “ The

Company of the great gods who dwell [in Anu].” His soul, in the

form of a human-headed hawk, who is accompanied by his shadow

stands in the bows of the boat adoring Ra-Her-aakhuti,

and the other gods and goddesses, Osiris, Khepera, Shu, Tefnut

and Geb. In the lower register Nesui is seen adoring Osiris and his

sisters Isis and Nephthys, Horus, son of Isis, Hathor, mistress of

the Tuat, Anpu and Upuatu. Of each of the last two named it is

said, “He gives all his protections,” ^ ;

The

gods in the lower register are described as the “ companr- of the

great gods who are in Amentt,” ® ~ m tciccn’

deceased prays that “ they will give [him] their protection,”

0
I I I ^ 1

*

1

' the registers are five lines of inscrip-

tion containing extracts from hymns to Ra and to Horus of the Two

1 Blank spaces are left for the names of his father and mother.
* It was purchased by the Trustees in 1841 from the collection of Signor

Anastasi.
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Horizons which are found in Chapter of the Theban Recension

of the Book of the Dead. The text reads ;

—

(
1

)
“ The Osiris Nesui, the truth-speaker, born of the lady of the

house, Takureheb, the truth-speaker, says in paying adoration to

the Lord of Eternity :—Hail (or homage) to thee, Ra-Her-aakhuti-

Khepera (2) the self-created god, twice beautiful in thy rising in

the horizon. [He] illumines the Two Lands {i.e., Egypt) with his

beams. All the gods rejoice [when] they see the King (3) in the

heavens. The Mistress of the Hour {i.e., the guiding goddess) is

upon th}’ head, she makes her place before thee. The \Miite Crown
and the Red Crown are stablished in thy boat.^ Thoth is stab-

lished (4) in the front of thy boat. All thine enemies have been
destroyed. The gods who dwell in the Tuat come forth with bowings
to meet thee and to see thy (5) beautiful form. Let me come before

thee with (?) those who exult in thee to see thy Disk every day, never

suffering any repulse whatsoever.”

It is important to note that the soul of the deceased, in the form
of a painted wooden man-headed hawk, with a gilded face, is perched

on tire top of the stele of Nesui. There seems to be little doubt that

the stele was regarded as the place on which the soul alighted when
it went to the tomb to visit the body that it had formerly occupied,

and, as the stele represented a door, that the soul passed through it

at will. In fact, the stele appears to have formed the resting-place

of the soul whenever it was pleased to remain on the earth to hold

converse with the Ka of which, in some respects, it must have been

^ Read “on thy brow’’ ;
must be a mistake for but the

scribe did not erase his mistake.
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thought by the Eg;^'ptians to be a counterpart. The two pedestals

of this stele, each with six steps, suggest that the stele itself was
regarded as the throne of the soul.

Men of high rank and wealthy Eg\'ptians arranged for large

sepulchral tablets to be placed in their tombs as a matter of course,

but humbler folk had to content themselves with small stelae, which
are often badty made and poorly painted and inscribed with texts

containing many mistakes. The greater number of these smaller

stelae were provided not b\’ those whose names they bear, but by
their kinsfolk and friends, who were anxious that their dead relatives

should not want for funerary offerings of food and drink and apparel.

Such stelae represent the deceased adoring and praying to Osiris,

who is seated and who holds the whip and crook. The inscription

is always short, and reads, “May he {i.e., Osiris) give offerings and

divine food in abundance,” ™
stele of Pataamen, A I] the overseer of the workmen

// vTH LiA I

/f
I I I

f]

of the temple of Amen,
[ X fs s: /i 4

^484).

In a few cases some form of the Sun-god appears instead of Osiris,

and in one instance we have Ptah, the Lord of Maat (B.M. 8497).

The blue-glazed porcelain plaque which was made for Amenemapt,

[j

wvw'
(j ^ ^ )

“ a scribe and overseer of the offerings of the Lord

of the Two Lands ” (B.M. 6133), is a very fine example of the votive

stele of the XXth or XXIst dynasty.

FOUNDATION DEPOSITS

Among the ceremonies that were performed when the foundation

was laid of a temple, or pyramid, or fortress, was the deposit, in

a secure and secret part of it, of a series of pieces of each material

that was used in the construction of the building. And the

founder's name was usually cut or stamped on each piece. The
deposit that Kameses II placed in the foundation of one of his

buildings at Thebes included models of his bricks, of which a specimen
has come down to us, viz., one in green-glazed fa'ience. The brick

measures 14| inches by 7^ inches by 2? inches, and on the obverse

and reverse are the king’s prenomen and nomen in cartouches

surmounted by disk and plumes, On the edges are painted

in black the king’s Horus-, Xebti- and Ra-names and some of his

titles, f.g., Meri-Maat, Meri-neteru, etc. (B.M. 49234). Examples of

slabs of stone are B.M. 29951 and 29952. A foundation deposit

from a temple built by Psammetichus I at Tall Dafannah (Daphnae,
Tahpanhes) in the Eastern Delta included a rectangular faience

plaque inscribed
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brick, rectangular plaques of gold, silver, copper, lead, carnelian,

jasper, lapis-lazuli, each inscribed either with the king’s prenomen
or nomen, and several fragments of lead and copper ore. The faience

plaque is 2| inches long, and the mud brick 1 .1 inches
;

all the other

plaques are much smaller (D.M. 23556). A deposit from the south-

west corner of the temple which Aahmes (Amasis II) built at

Nabeshah included

or

three models of bricks stamped Q O ^
plaques of gold, silver, carnelian, lapis-

lazuli, copper, lead and limestone (B.M. 23503).

The custom of placing foundation deposits under the corners of

pyramids was adopted by kings of Nubia and the Northern Sudan,
and thanks to the munihcence of the Sudan Government, the British

Museum possesses a valuable series of the foundation deposits which
were excavated by Dr. Reisner at Ntiri. a famous pyramid field near
the foot of the Fourth Cataract. The following is a description

of three typical deposits :—The deposit of king
Anlamen consisted of ( 1 )

Six blue faience plaques,

three stamped, and three moulded, containing the

prenomen and nomen of the king—Ankhkara and
Anlamen

; (2) a blue-glazed faience brick in-

scribed “ Son of Ra, Anlamen, beloved of Kathor,
giver of life"

; (3) Rectangular plaques of gold,

silver, copper and lead, inscribed with the king's

prenomen, and models of slabs of mother-of-

emerald, lapis-lazuli, alabaster, crystal and red

stone similarly inscribed (B.M. 55562-63)
: (4) A

faience cartouche stamped i|

The deposit of king Aspelta consisted of— (1) Two
plaques inscribed with prenomen and nomen of the
king

; (2) Faience models of two bricks inscribed

11 :

-2^
(3) Rectangu-

lar bricks of copper, lead, red stone, mother-of-

emerald, lapis-lazuli, crystal, alabaster and faience,

each inscribed with one of the king’s names
; (4) a

inscribedsemi-circular piece of alabaster

Aspelta, and a piece of crj-stal inches long,

with a thread worked on it like a screw with-

out point. These probably represent tools that

were used in the construction of the p\Tamid
(B.M. 55564). The deposit of Mal-uaib-Amen,

whose prenomen was 4=^^ O Kheperkara, consisted
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of (1) A faience cartouche, coarsely shaped, stamped with his son-

of-Ra name (2) a rectangular faience

plaque uninscribed
; (3) Fifteen rectangular bricks of bronze, lead,

mother-of-emerald, lapis-lazuli, haematite (?), etc., of different sizes
;

(4) a white stone
, and bronze models of seven tools and other

objects used in the construction of the pyramid (B.jM. 55573). No
object has been found among any set of foundation deposits which
suggests that the deposit was other than purely commemorative—
in other words, no deposit carried with it any magical protection of

the building under which it was found.

OBELISKS

Though the word obelisk is derived from the Greek o/SeXto-^o?, a
“ little spear,” the object itself is purely of Egyptian origin, and

is called in the hieroglyphs teklien, ^
j]

• The obelisk, or “ sun-

stone,” as it is sometimes called, was assuredly connected with the
worship of the sun, but whether it was actually worshipped as a
god, or merely regarded as an earthly abode of the Sun-god or the
solar spirit, is not clear. The oldest form of it is found in the tombs
of the IVth dynasty. In these limestone obelisks are found in pairs,

one standing on a small raised platform on each side of the stele, or
the false door, through which the Ka of the deceased came from its

tomb to enjoy the offerings made to it. Their presence was supposed to
keep malignant spirits and influences from, passing through the stele

and down to the mummy chamber to harm the dead. In the great

solar temple of User-en-Ra, or Nuserra

of the Vth dynasty, the Sun-god Ra was
represented by an obelisk standing on a

sort of truncated pyramid, which in its turn
stood on a sub-plinth. On its eastern side

stood an alabaster altar, on which were
sacrificed victims, probably captives taken
in battle, whose blood was carried off by
channels along the north side into alabaster

bowls which were placed to receive it. As
obelisks were used to protect the dead, so

they were employed to protect the great buildings and temples
which were built by some of the kings of the Xllth, XVIIIth and
XIXth dynasties. The oldest survival of these is the obelisk
which Usertsen (Senusert) I set up at Heliopolis

; as the lowest
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part and its plinth are buried its exact hei.s^ht cannot be stated,

but about 67 feet of it are visible^ This king set up a pair of

granite obelisks, of which this ohelisk is one, before the great
“ House of the Sun,” which he rebuilt, and he covered their tops

(pjTamidions) with copper cases. Both were standing when ‘Abd
al-Latif visited the site a.d. 1200. Usertsen I also set up a red

granite obelisk of unusual type at Ebgig, or Begig, a place near the

modern town iladinat al-Fayyiim. It was rectangular in shape
with a rounded, not pointed, end, and judging from the ruins of it

which are now lying there it must have been about 50 feet high. The
obelisks set up by the kings of the X\TIIth dynasty taper gradually

from base to pyramidion and are abundantly decorated with in-

scriptions and reliefs. Thothmes I set up obelisks at Elephantine,

but only a fragment of one remains
;
he set up a pair at Kamak,

but only one bears an inscription of his. Hatshepsut set up four

obelisks, but only one of them is still standing ; the upper part of

its fellow lies near it. According to the inscription on its pedestal

the queen caused the pair to be quarried at Aswan, brought to Cairo,

and erected in the space of seven months—a marvellous achieve-

ment. The height of her obelisk now standing is said to be
about 98 feet.- Thothmes III set up several obelisks at Karnak,
but not one is to be seen there at the present day. The largest

of these is probably that which now stands in the piazza of St. John
Lateran in Rome. It was made by the command of Thothmes III,

but was only set up several years later by Thothmes RJ who added
his own inscription to the one which he had cut on it in the name of

his grandfather. It was taken to Rome and set up in the Circus

Maximus by Constantins, .\.d. 357. It was thrown down and broke

into three pieces, but was set up where it now is by Pope Sixtus V.

It is a little more than 1 05 feet in height and is the highest P2g\'ptian

obelisk in the world. Thothmes 111 also set up a pair of obelisks

in the great temple of Heliopolis, but they were remowd to

Alexandria and erected before the Roman temple (Caesarion) there

when Barbarus^ was eparch of Egypt, in the year n.c. 612.* One of

these, w'hich had fallen, and which was commonly known as Cleopatra’s

Needle, was given to the British by IMuhammad ‘Ali early in the

XIXth century. It was not rem.oved from the place where it lay,

near the railway station for Ramleh, until 1877, when, thanks to the

munificence of Sir Erasmus M'ilson, it was transported to England
and set up on the Thames Embankment between Charing Cross

^ A scale model of this obelisk made by Mr. J. Bonomi is exhibited in the

Fifth Egyptian Room in the British ^luseuni (55199).
- A scale model of this obelisk made by Mr. J. Bonomi is e.xhibited in the

Fifth Egvptian Room of the British Museum (55198).
^ I .e., P. Rubritis Barbariis.
* See Merriam, The Greek and Lathi I iiscriptions on the Obelisk Crab, New

York, 1873, p. 49 ; and Dittenberger, I nscriptiones Selectae, No. 656, Vol. I,

p. 365.
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Bridge and Waterloo Bridged The inscriptions of Thothmes III

run down the centre of the sides, and those on both sides of them were
added by Rameses II. The other obelisk was gi\'en to America
and was removed by Gorringe to New York, where it was set up in

the Central Park.- As was to he e.vpected, Rameses II set up many
obelisks at Tanis, and a pair at Karnak, and a pair at Luxor

;
one

of the Lu.xor obelisks is still in situ, but the other is in Paris. As
stated above he added bombastic inscriptions to an obelisk of

Thothmes III, and he did not scruple to “ usurp ” the obelisks which
his father Seti I set up at Heliopolis. With the end of the XIXth
dynasty the custom of setting up massive obelisks of granite or basalt

seems to have died out, and kings and officials contented themselves

with pairs of comparatively small stone obelisks. Xekht-Her-heb,

about B.c. 378, set up a pair of black basalt obelisks at the door of

the sanctuary of the temple of “ Thoth, the twice great,”

to whom they were dedicated. \\'here the temple was situated

is uncertain, but they were taken to Cairo towards the close of the

XVIIIth century, and set up before one of the mosques. On the

conclusion of the treaty made by General Hutchinson they passed

into the possession of the British in 1801, and were sent to the British

Museum by King George HI in 1802 (B.M. 919, 920). Amenhetep II,

the successor of Thothmes HI, set up no large obelisks at Thebes,

but it seems tolerably certain that he used obelisks to decorate the

shrines of the small temples which he built in the Thebaid. One of

these still exists, and is now preserved in the Egyptian Collection at

Alnwick Castle. It is one of a pair that this king dedicated to Khnem-
Ra and was found in a village in the Thebaid

;
it is made of red

granite and is 7 feet 3 inches in height. It was given to Lord Prudhoe
by Muhammad ‘Ali in 1838,® and when it arrived in England it was
set up at Syon House, Brentford.

It is clear from what has been said above that
: (1) From the

Vth dynasty onwards obelisks were associated with the cult of Ra
and other solar gods

; (2) kings like Thothmes HI regarded the

dedication of obelisks to the gods as acts of worship that were
acceptable to the gods

; (3) in the minds of the Egyptians the idea

of protection was associated with a pair of obelisks. But under the

rule of the Ptolemies an obelisk w'as set up to commemorate some
special event, a,s, for example, the granite obelisk that Mr. J. W.
Bankes excavated on the Island of Philae in 1815. This obelisk is

1 handy popular account of this obelisk is given in King, Cleopatra's

Needle, London, 1886. For Birch’s description and translation of the texts

on it see Athenaeum, October 27th and November 3rd, 1877. The story of

its transport to England is given in Engineering, 1877-78.
^ For the account of the transport see Gorringe, Egvptian Obelisks, New

York, 1882.
® See Birch, Catalogue, p. 344.
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about 21 feet high, and stands on a plinth, or pedestal, about 10 feet

high
;

it was taken to Alexandria by Belzoni and thence to London,
and it now stands in the park of the Bankes family at Kingston Hall
in Dorsetshire, where it was “ inaugurated ” by FAI. the Duke of

Wellington about 18404 On each side of the obelisk is a hiero-

glyphic inscription recording the names and titles of Ptolemy IX
Euergetes II, and those of Cleopatra his wife and Cleopatra his

sister. On the pedestal are three Greek inscriptions containing (1)

a complaint to Ptolemy IX to the effect that they (the priests) are

unable to provide the necessary offerings to the gods, because they
have to provide food for the throng of officials who visit the Island
of Philae and force them to supply them with whatever they need

;

(2) a copy of the letter that Xumenius sent to the priests telling them
that the king had sent a letter to Lochus, the strategos of the Thebaid,
on the subject of their complaint, and giving them the king’s per-

mission to set up a stele
; (3) a copy of Ptolemy’s letter to Lochus,

ordering him to prevent the priests from being annoyed by anyone
in respect of the matters about which they had complained to him
A special interest attaches to this obelisk, for it was from it that Mr.
Bankes and Dr. Young identified the name of Cleopatra before 1818.*

The obelisk was also used as a funerary memorial stone in some
cases, and took the place of the ordinary sepulchral stele. A good

example of this is the little stone obelisk of Ara,
(|

<2>-
[| , which tells

us that the deceased was the Kher heb,
| J , of Heliopolis

;
he

was a priest of Ra, and it is fitting that his memorial-stone should
take the form of the famous “ Sun-stone ” of Heliopolis (B.M. 495).

The upper part of the stone obelisk, B.M. 1512, is of interest, for it

seems to have been dedicated to the Four Winds—Qebui, Shehbui,
Henkhisenui and Hutchaiui

;
on the sides are the well-known symbols

^ Copies of the Greek and Egyptian texts inscribed on this obelisk, with
English translations of the same, will be found in my work on the Rosett.\
Stone, The Decrees of Memphis and Canopus, London, 1904, Vol. 1, p 135 ff.

I \dsited the monument in Oct. 1914, with Mr. Basil Levett, and examined
all the inscriptions that were within reach. The obelisk is handsomely
mounted, but it stands in the park and is wholly unprotected from the
abundant rams that fall in the winter and from frost. The side that faces the
prevailing wind showed many signs of weathering, and the hieroglyphic inscrip-

tions which are cut on the faces of the obelisk in perpendicular lines were much
fainter than they were when Belzoni made his copy of them for Mr. Bankes,
This copy was printed in a thin quarto volume, and from it I made the tran-
script that IS printed in mv Rosetta Stone The late Lord Carnarvon, who
had seen and examined the obelisk, was most anxious that it should be removed
to some place under cover where it would be sheltered from ram and frost.

I understood him to sav that he had opened negotiations with its possessor,

with the view of acqmrin.g it bv purchase or otherwise, but his death on
April 5th, 1923, prevented him from achieving his wish.

^ A scale model of the Bankes Obelisk is exhibited in the Sixth Egyptian
Room of the British Museum (55204). It was given by IMrs. Man.gles in 1878.
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of the winds which were common in the Graeco-Roman Period, The
obelisk as a sepulchral stele was also known in the Peninsula of

Sinai, a fact which is proved by the obelisk with a rounded top (like

the Obelisk of Ebgig in the Fayyum) that was set up in Wadi

Magharah as a memorial of Sebek-her-heb, ^ "

in the 44th
3-ear of the reign of Amenemhat III (B,M. 179, 180).

^

The custom of erecting obelisks seems to have passed from Egv’-pt

to Axum in Ethiopia, but it is probable that in that country the

native idea associated with the obelisk was different from that which
was paramount in the Delta when the form of the worship of Ra
that prevailed at Heliopolis was established there. The common
word for obelisk in Ethiopic is hawelet, rhCD’A'T : > and the plural

: haweldt = o^eXlcTKoi in Job xli, 21 (in the LXX). In

Jer. 1, 13 (LXX) o-riiXoa? 'HX/oa TrdXeco? is rendered b3-
• L'74

Qif\£ '

“
pillars of the city of the Sun.” The oldest obelisks at

Axum are merely roughly hewn stones which seem to be connected

with the primitive sun-worship of Ethiopia and Arabia, but the

more modern are elaborateK’ carved to represent forts or strong

buildings of some kind, and some of them are 60 feet in height.

A few years ago about fort\’ obelisks were still standing, and about

as many more had been overthrown and were h'ing where they had
fallen. The great number of the obelisks at Axum suggests that

they were sepulchral in character, and though some of them may
have been set up in religious buildings, which are in ruins, many
of them must be sepulchral or commemorative in character.'^

The method employed bv the ancient Eg3’ptians in raising their

great obelisks has formed the subject of many theories and specula-

tions. Some have imagined that the Egj-ptians possessed powerful

mechanical appliances which they used for the transport and raising

of them, but it seems quite clear that such cannot have been the

case. The evidence of the monuments does not support this view,

and we are justified in assuming that both the tools used and the

method employed were of the most primitive character. Both
Sir John Aird and Sir Benjamin Baker thought that the method
emplo3’ed was this ; The foundation for the obelisk and the pedestal

on which it was to stand were first prepared, and then a huge mound
of sand was heaped up on one side, the sand being kept from over-

flowing on to them by a low wall of mud bricks. The huge shaft of

granite out of which the obelisk was to be cut was then dragged up
on the mound of sand and laid in a horizontal position. The sand
from the side of the mound near the pedestal was removed, and the

^ A considerable amount of information about obelisks will be found in

Zoega, De Origine et Usu Obeliscorum, Rome, 1797, fol.

2 On the obelisks of Axum see Bent, Sacred City of the Ethiopians, London,
1893 ; Wylde, Modern Abyssinia, London, 1901 ; Glaser, Die Abessinier in

Arabien, Munich, 1895 ; and Littman and Krencker, Vorbencht, Berlin, 1906.
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end of the granite shaft allowed to descend gradually until it rested

on the pedestal, when the shaft was pulled into an upright position

by ropes. The shaping and polishing of the obelisk and the cutting
of the inscriptions were carried out after the shaft in the rough was
standing in position. Both these eminent engineering authorities

were convinced that the Egyptians knew not the “ jack,” and the
“ crab ” and the winch, and that they could never have made
“ sheers ” long enough and strong enough to support the weight of

any large obelisk. And both believed that onh’ by the method out-

lined above could the obelisks have been set up. On a matter of

this kind the practical engineer must be listened to with respect,

for no living Egyptologist possesses sufhcient technical knowledge
to decide whether such a method is or is not possible.

Quite recently the question of the method by which the obelisks

were set up in position has been raised by Mr. R. Engelbach, Chief

Inspector of Antiquities of Upper Egypt, and in his recently pub-
lished book^ the theory which he propounds has much in common
with that of Sir John x\ird and Sir Benjamin Baker. His view is

“ that the obelisk was not let down over the edge of an embankment,
but down a funnel-shaped pit in the end of it, the lowering being
done by removing sand, with which the pit had been filled, from
galleries leading into the bottom of it, and so allowing the obelisk

to settle slowly down. Taking this as the basis of the method, the

form of the pit resolves itself into a tapering square-sectioned funnel

—rather like a petrol-funnel—fairly wide at the top, but very little

larger than the base of the obelisk at the bottom. The obelisk is

introduced into the funnel on a curved way leading gradually from
the surface of the embankment until it engages smoothly with the

hither wall of the funnel. The sand is remo\’ed by men with baskets

through galleries leading from the bottom of the funnel to con-

venient places outside the embankment. ... It is more than
probable, therefore, that men would go down with the obelisk and,

by digging, correct any tendency of the obelisk to lean sideways and
to ensure—if necessary, by inserting baulks (struts) between the base
of the obelisk and the opposite wall of the funnel—that it did not

jam against it. . . . As soon as the obelisk had come down into

its notch, men would enter through the gallery leading in from the

end of the embankment, and clear every particle of sand from under
the base, before it was pulled upri.ght. Any tendency to rock after

passing its dead-centre could be avoided by filling the space between
the obelisk and the further wall of the funnel with coarse brush-

wood to act as a sort of cushion.” Mr. Engelbach’s te.xt is illustrated

by a number of e.xcellent photographs of unusual interest.

1 The Problem of the Obelisks, London, 1923, p. 67 £f.
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THE TOMB STATUE OR KA FIGURE (?)

The Egyptians believed that even' man possessed a spiritual

duplicate of himself which lived within him from the moment of

his birth to the moment of his death
;

to this duplicate they gave
the name Ka (plural Kau) and the hieroglyph,

[ j ,
which represents

it is a conventional representation of a human breast with two out-

stretched arms. It was certainly believed to survive the death of

the body to which it belonged, and it is assuming little to beheve that

it existed before the body to which it joined itself was born. WTien
it joined the body it became its mental, moral and spiritual indi-

viduality and disposition, its rational guide, its far-seeing protector,

and in some respects it acted as its guardian angel. What was
supposed to happen to the Ka when the body died is not clear, but
it is certain that it went on living, and the Egj^ptians, from the

earliest times, made provision for its maintenance, because it was
believed to be the most important of all man’s immortal entities.^

It seems as if in the Pre-dynastic and Early Archaic Periods the

Egyptians believed that the Ka remained in the dead body, and
lived on the offerings which were placed on the graves or in the little

chambers above the pits which were dug in the hills under the early

dynasties. But the primitive Egyptians came to the conclusion

that a figure or statue must be provided for fhe Ka to dwell in, and
that it was necessary to take almost as much care for its preservation

as of the body itself. The oldest model of a human body known
in the Valley of the Nile is B.M. 50945. It was found at Khizam
in Upper Egypt, together with the mud models of kneeling and
standing steatopygous women with pendent breasts, which are

exhibited in the Sixth Eg\^ptian Room in the British Museum. It

was found under a large earthenware covering, which seemed to

have been built up piece by piece over it and the bones of a human
body and a pot or two which were close to it.

In the later mastabah tombs of the Old Kingdom at Sakkarah
and Gizah, and the rock-hewn tombs at Aswan and other places, the

Ka figure was formed of stone, and was made to represent the

deceased as closely as possible. The features were most carefully

modelled, the eyes were inlaid, and the colour and shape of the wig,

necklace, dagger, tunic, etc., were reproduced with scrupulous
accuracy. When small the Ka figure was set in a cavity in a wall

of the tomb, and a large one was accommodated with a specially

constructed enclosure formed of slabs of stone. In an enclosure of

this kind an opening was provided, so that the Ka within the figure

could enjo}’ the sight of the offerings and of his friends who were
still hving, and the smell of the incense. Examples of such figures

are exhibited in the British Museitm (Fourth Eg. Room). This

1 See Maspero in Meynnon, Vol. VI, p. 129.
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wooden figure is 3 feet 8 inches in height, and was found in a cavity

in the granite stele in the mastabah of an official of king Khufu,
whose name is not known. It was excavated at Sakkarah under
Mariette’s direction by his foreman of works, called “ Rubi,” and
the workmen, at once recognizing in it a striking likeness to the

Shekh al-Balad, or "Shekh of the Village,” then in authority at

Statue of Ti. Vth dynasty. Statue of Ra-Nefer. Vth d} nasty.

Sakkarah, promptly called it “ Shekh al-Balad,” and by this name
it has been known ever since. The two illustrations above give

a good idea of the Ka statues of the Vth dynasty at Sakkarah.

When the Egyptians decided that a figure or statue must be made
for the tomb, they found it convenient to pror ide a special table on
which the offerings made to it were to be placed. This table was
the Hetep, —

^
which has been described elsewhere. The necessity
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for giving offerings to the Ka regularly and continually, millions of

times, S
^ ^ ^ , was impressed on every Egyptian

from his childhood, for if a man failed in this duty the Ka might

be compelled by hunger and thirst to drink dirty water and eat

filth. In the Book of the Dead (Chapters LII and CLXXXIX)
the deceased himself savs, “ Make me not eat what I abominate ;

filth is an abomination to me. Let it not touch my body, let me
not be obliged to handle it or to walk on it with my sandals. Let

my bread be made of white grain, and my beer from red grain.

Let me not be sprinkled with filthy water {i.e., urine).”

Lmder the Xlth and Xllth dynasties Ka figures and statues were

made of painted wood
;
typical e.xamples of the Xlth dynasty (or

earlier) are B.M. 55583 and 55584. One of the finest examples

known of the Xllth dynasty is that of king Auabra Her

,
which was found at Dahshur by de 5Iorgan. This figure

had a model
( )

upon his head, and his head-dress, e3'ebrows and
eyelids, beard-rest, neck-ornaments, nipples, and the nails of his

hands and feet were covered -with thin plates of gold. Round the

waist was a thin girdle of gold, the ends of which reached half-

way down his thighs.^ This figure stood in a wooden shrine nearty

7 feet in height, and the inscriptions were painted in green upon
thin plates of gold set in plaster. Under the Xew Kingdom Ka
statues, made of wood and painted black, were placed in ro\'al tombs

;

specimens of these are B.M. 854, the Ka statue of Seti I, B.M. 882,

the Ka statue of Rameses II, and B.M. 883, the Ka statue of an
unknown king. The Ka figures of private persons were made of

gold, silver, bronze, wood, steatite, faience and terra-cotta, and
among the smaller examples B.M. 56842, 32743, 32732 and 32733
are worth\^ of note. The custom of placing a Ka figure in the tomb
seems to have lasted until the Eg3"ptians ceased to mummify their

dead. The preservation of the body wns necessar3' for the w^elfare

and existence of the Ba,¥ , or soul, and the provision of an abode

and bread and beer was equalty necessary for the life of the Ka.
Unfortunately the ideas which the Neolithic Egyptians held about
the Ka and its origin are unknowm.^

^ De Morgan, Fouilles d Dahchour, Vienna, 1895, p. 91, and pis. XXXIII
and XXXIV.

^ Some authorities hold the view- that the figure or statue of the deceased
in the tomb had nothing to do with the Ka.
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MODELS OF OBJECTS USED AT THE OPENING OF
THE MOUTH

A GOOD example of a set of such objects is B.M. 5526. Here in the

face of a rectangular slab of limestone, with rounded back, are cut

cavities to hold the Pesh-ex-kef instrument,
^

Yl ’

two stone knives, two bottles, and four vases for unguents. All the

cavities save one, viz., that for a knife, contain the objects for which

they were made. The Pesh-en-kef is 3| inches in length, the

greyish green stone is If inches in length, the crystal and black

stone bottles are 2i inches and inches high respectively, and the

four rock-crystal vases are each about II inches high, and only

one of them is bored to a depth sufficient for use. The Pesh-en-kef

was regarded as an object possessing magical powers even in

Neolithic times, a fact which is proved by the example in flint

(B.M. 37279). The two small stone knives (?) represent the “iron

of the South ” and the “ iron of the North ” respectively, or the

two neterti instruments, The white and black bottles

are symbols of the purifying liquids of the South and North, and
the four small crystal vases symbolize the four unguents.

A somewhat similar group of models in the British iluseum

(23222) is worthy of note
;

in this group also one of the knives (?)

is wanting. The objects are laid in hollows in a board measuring

6 inches by 4| inches, and the coarseness and irregularity of the

work suggest that they belong to a very early period. Another

group of models of this class is found fltted into the pedestal of a

statue preserved at Alnwick Castle. Dr. Birch’s description of

them is as follows :

“ Figure of a man walking, wearing long striated

hair, rude and coarse features, wearing a tunic, shenti, his left foot

advanced, both hands pendent and clenched. He stands on a

pedestal in shape of an altar of libations, rectangular, with rect-

angular spout
;
on the pedestal are laid the following small models,

two cylindroid jar-shaped vases, and a small one between two
bottles like prochooi of dark stone, an object like an amulet of two
ostrich feathers united of red material, and two other objects like

knife-blades, the use and meaning of which are unknown. The figure

is of veined alabaster (aragonite), and the pedestal, which is in the

shape of a table of offerings, is of calcareous stone
;
height of figure

15 inches, length of pedestal 14^ inches, breadth 8| inches, depth

4-| inches. From Abydos.’’ Dr. Birch assigned the group^ to the

Xllth dynastjE but it undoubtedly belongs to the Old Kingdom.

The object like “ two ostrich feathers united ” is, of course, the

Pesh-en-kef, which has already been described.

^ Birch, Catalogue of the Collection of Egyptian Antiquities at Alnwick Castle,

London, ISSO, No. 505, p. 64.
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THE GRAIN BED OF OSIRIS

Among the objects of a miscellaneous character that are often seen

heaped up in the outer rooms, or “ offering chambers,” of Theban
tombs, excavators have frequently found a sort of “ mattress,”

about 5 feet 4 inches long, and about 1 foot 10 inches in width, of

much the same thickness as the thick padded quilt which is found
in modern houses all over the East. This “ mattress ” usually

lies within a rough rectangular wooden framework, which in a

way suggests the upper part of a Sudani or Egyptian ‘ ankarib,’

,
or bedstead. When it is opened it is seen to consist of

layers of papyrus and linen, and a large quantity of dust and dried

grain, and it is now known that the object was a copy of the so-

called “ bed of Osiris,” and that it was placed in the tomb to assist

the resurrection of the deceased. The bed was made by sowing

grain, probably barley, in a layer of moist earth which was laid

upon a foundation of linen and papyrus matting
;
the grain was sown

in the form of a figure of Osiris wearing the White Crown and having

his usual attributes. In the darkness of the tomb the grain

sprouted quicklj’, and when the shoots were a few inches high,

layers of linen were laid over them, and linen cords, four or five in

number, in imitation of the outer bands of a mummy, were tied

round the whole bed,i which was left in the tomb. Now, Osiris had

inherited the attributes of the old Grain-god Neper, ^

and had under the New Kingdom become the Grain-god of all

Egypt, and not only the source of the harvest, buc the harvest itself,

and the food of his followers, living and dead. The barley whidi was
placed in the tomb in the layer of earth symbolized the bodv of the

deceased which, like the .grain, contained a living germ. And the
sprouting of the grain had the effect of making the dead bodj' send
forth from itself the germ of life that was in it in the form of the spirit

body, which passed into the kingdom of Osiris, and lived henceforth
with the gods and the spirits and souls of the blessed. The barley
was the dead Osiris, and the sproutings from it were Osiris who, in

the form of living plants, had risen from the dead.

The walls of the temple of Osiris at Denderah contain a long
inscription- which deals w'ith the festivals of the god, and describes
at great length the making of a figure of Osiris of grain paste. The

^ See Ouibell, To.nb of Yuaa and Thuiii, p. 36 ; JJare^sy, Catalogue
No. 24661; Davis. Tomb oj louiya and Toinyou, p. 45; and Wiedemann,
Museon, N.S. IV, 19u3, pp. 111-123.

- Portions of the text have been published by Brug.scli and Diimichen
[Recueil, I, 15, 16). iMariette, Tdeudevah, tom. IV, pll 35—39, and a summary
of the contents of the first 32 lines by Lauth, Aeg. Zeit., 1866, p. 66. The
complete text, with a French translation, has been published by Loret, Recueil
de Travaiix, tom. Ill, I\'and V.
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grain was mixed with various substances and kneaded into a paste

which was placed in a mould made in the form of a figure of the

god. This mould was placed in the sanctuarv, and on a certain day
it was moistened with water, and a few davs later the grain in the

paste sprouted and sent forth shoots of young plants. The ger-

mination of the grain in the paste figure of Osiris in the moulel was
believed to produce the germination of all the grain sown in the fields

in every part of Egvpt, and also of the grain that was enclosed in

the Osiris beds in the tombs. According to a texD- in the tomb of

Neferhetep at Thebes, which has been translated bv Gardiner,

-

the grain in the Osiris bed was moistened ceremonially on the

eighteenth day of the fourth month of the season of Shemu,
/vww\

(July-August), and the festival lasted until the twenty-fifth day,

i.e., from the eve of the eighteenth to the morning of the twentv-
fifth—seven full days. This statement is followed by the heka, or

words of magical power, which had to be recited over the bed to

make it fulfil its functions. The heka consisted of an address to

the deceased, who is identified with Osiris and Horus and his four

sons, and he is adjured to rise up on his left side, as did Osiris, for

Geb will open his eyes, and make rigid his legs, and he is assured that

his heart, which is his mother, shall be given its right place in his

breast. But the festival in connection with the sprouting of the

grain in the figure of Osiris in the mould and the Lamentation for

Osiris was celebrated in the fourth month of the season Akhet
(November-December) and at Denderah lasted from the twenty-

second to the twenty-sixth day. In the other great sanctuaries of

Egypt, e.g., Abydos, ^lemphis and Mendes, the festival was cele-

brated on days earlier in the month.

MODELS OF BOATS

The primitive Egvptians believed that the abode of departed spirits

was situated in a region which was remote from their country, and
that the souls of the dead could travel thither both by land and by
water. But the route bv land was in one place or more interrupted

by a river, which tlie dead had to cross, and the heaven that they

hoped to reach was intersected by canals and streams. Therefore

it was absolutely necessary to provide the dead with boats in the

Other World. This was done by making models of boats and putting

them in the tombs with the dead, so that when they arrived at the

great river in the Tuat, or at the shore of the lake or sea in which
the Island of the primitive god (and later of Osiris) was placed, the

^ See Virey, Sept 'Fo.nbeaux Thcbains, Paris, 1891 (Vol. V of the Meii’oircs

de la Mission Archeologique Francaise au Caire).

- Tomb of Amener.ihet, London, 1915, p. 115.
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spirit of the boat might convey the soul to the place where it fain

would be. In the Pyramid Texts souls were carried across the rivers

by Herefhaf> * ^ ,
the ferryman of Osiris, who would, however,

only ferry over to the Island of Osiris the souls of the righteous.

And even the righteous man was not ferried over unless he knew the

heka, or word of power, that would set both the ferryman and the

ferry-boat itself in motion. The custom of placing models of boats

for the use of the dead in tombs is very old, certainly as old as the

Neolithic Period in Eg^’pt, as is proved by the light-brown mud
boat painted with red lines that was found at Nakadah.^ The
custom was observed carefully under the Old and Middle Kingdoms,
and models of boats, chiefly made of wood, were placed in the

tombs until the end of the Xllth dynasty
;
sometimes these models

were so large that they could not be placed in the tomb, and they

were therefore deposited near the tombs and covered over with

sand. Thus three large boats were found buried in the sand near the

Great Pyramid of Khufu, the largest being, according to IM. Daressy,-

about 195 feet long, 16 feet beam, and 16 feet deep. Such “ models
”

were in truth veritable river-going boats, and would have carried a

large crew. Another huge “ model ” of a ri\’er-boat was found near

the tomb of Amenhetep II in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings,

but as it disappeared one night in a most mysterious fashion, no
measurements of it, so far as I know, were taken. Few, if any, of

the small wooden boats which we may assume to have been placed

in the tombs of private individuals under the Old Kingdom have
come down to us, but numerous examples of those of the Middle

Kingdom are to be seen in national museums and in private collec-

tions. Some of these contain models of the mummy and a few
attendants, and perhaps a priest also, and a bull for sacrifice.

In others we see the deceased arrayed in white and seated in a

small cabin, and the boat, having both a sail and oars, is supposed

to be in motion. To place a model of a boat in a tomb was a simple

matter, but to cause it to move over the river and lakes of the Other
World it was necessary to sacrifice a bull, and without such a

sacrifice it was hopeless to expect the boat to mow. To prove to

those who were concerned with such matters in the Other World
that the bull had been sacrificed, the picture of the bull’s hide was
either painted on the walls of the cabin in which the figure of the

deceased sits, or the cabin itself is actually covered over with the

hide of the bull, which is fixed down around the edge by a row of

studs.®

It is possible that the large boats found near the Great Pyramid
were war-boats, and that it was actually believed that the king in

1 See the description by Schafer in Aeg. Zeit., 1896, p. 161.
- Bulletin de I’lnstitut Egypt., tom. V, Ser. 3, p. 37 ff.

^ Garstang, Burial Customs, p. 84.
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his journey towards the Other World might need an armed escort.

Linder the Middle Empire many of the small models of boats have
on board armed figures. Thus in a wooden boat, about 3 feet 6 inches

in length, found at Bani-Hasan in Upper Egypt, the crew proper
consisted of eleven sailors, viz., a steersman, a look-out man, three

sail-men and six rowers. These were protected by a Sudani man,
who stands at the bows and holds in his right hand two arrows, and
in his left a bow nearly as tall as himself. Near the stern is a small

deck-house, on the outside of which hang two shields, and on the

inside a case for spears ; inside the deck-house are two figures of

men, to whom the spears and shields belong, quietly seated playing

draughts.! It is clear that these men had nothing to do with the

working of the boat, and that they were amusing themselves until

such time as their services were required in raiding a village for

supplies or resisting an attack on the boat.

Though the placing of models of boats in the tombs of private

persons ceased after the Xllth dynasty, the belief in the need of

boats by the dead did not disappear with the dropping of the custom,

and the priests endeavoured to provide them by magic and the use

of words of power. They included in the Book of the Dead the
“ Chapter of bringing along {i.e., providing) a boat in the Other
World” (Chapter XCIX), and they drew above it a Vignette in

which the deceased is seen standing in a boat with the sail hoisted.

It is provided with two oars, which are attached to posts fi.xed near

the stern, and as the deceased Nu is standing doing nothing, and the

boat has no crew, we must suppose that the boat is moving by
means of some power within itself. And this supposition is correct.

The boat of Herefhaf, the celestial ferryman of the Pyramid Texts,

refused to carry over to the Kingdom of Osiris any soul that was not

righteous, and that could not prove its freedom from the taint of

sin. But for the deceased who wished to sail in the boat depicted

in the papyrus another test was prepared ; he was obliged to know
the names of the stream on which it sailed, and the banks on each

side of it, and the landing-place, and the wind that moved it, and
also the names of every part of the boat. When he approached the

boat each part of it called upon him to declare its name, and when he

had done so he was free to enter the boat and sail over to Sekhet-

Aaru, wKere he would find meat and drink, and be at liberty to take

any form he pleased, and go where he pleased. Other Chapters in

the Theban Recension enabled him to enter the Boat of Ra and to

sail over the heavens from east to west with the Sun-god. The
Vignettes of the Sekhet-Aaru show that two boats w'ere always
ready for the use of the righteous ; the larger one was moved by
eight oars which \vorked themselves, and the motive power of the

smaller w’as the Utchat, or Eye of Ra.

^ This boat is figured in Garstang, Burial Customs, p. 156.
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The idea that the souls of the dead were ferried over to the
Land of the Blessed by a righteous ferryman passed from the Books
of the Dead into the literature of the Christian Eg}-ptians, or Copts.

Thus St. John Chrj’sostom tells us that our Lord gave to John the

Baptist a boat of gold, which he was to use in transporting the souls

of the righteous over the river of fire in Amente. This boat was
provided with oars, to which lamps were attached. The oars,

apparently, worked themselves under the direction of John the

Baptist, and when the souls landed from the boat the lamps kindled

themselves and lighted the paths over the roads of darkness until

John brought the souls to the Third Heaven.^

THE SPIRIT HOUSE

The religious literature of Egypt of all periods is full of statements

concerning the occupation and enjoyments of the beatified, or
“ glorious spirits,” in the Tuat, or Other World, but in spite of their

celestial delights the souls of the dead wished to have a settled place

of abode, or house, on the earth. Chapter CLII of the Book of

the Dead is entitled " Chapter of building a house on the earth,”

I n and in the Vignette the

deceased is seen building a rectangular house, with a door in one
end. From the text we gather that the god Nebt and the goddess

Sesheta assist the deceased to carry out the command, which Anubis
gave him, to build the house, and that Osiris himself will take care

that the “ honourable spirit ” is provided with provisions in his house.

The craving for a house on earth existed at all periods, and the primi-

tive Egyptians had buried with them earthenware models of the

houses in which they hoped to live in the Other W'orld. Some twenty
years ago a number of these models were found in Upper Egypt,
and several t topical examples were acquired by the British Museum.
In one of these (B.M. 32609) the house is rectangular and stands at

one end of a rectangular courtyard, has two rooms, each with a

doorway, and the roof is approached by a stairway on the left side

of the courtyard, on each side of which is a low wall. On the right

side of the courtyard, in the corner by the house, is a stand with
water-pots on it, of much the same shape as the stands that hold the

large ztrs (water-jars) in modern houses in Egypt. Lying on the

ground in front of the house are models of joints of meat, bread-

cakes, etc., and in front of these is a rectangular tank, which was
emptied and filled by means of two small channels cut in the outside

border. This "spirit-house” and courtyard measure 15J inches

by 14J inches by 7 inches.

* See Budge, Coptic Apocrypha, pp. 347—49.
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Another example (B.M. 32610) shows the house standing on a

plot of ground which is rounded on one side. The house consists of

a single room and is entered through a rounded doorway ; on

one side of it is a square opening dhdded into two parts by a pillar,

and the upper part of the framework is decorated with little roundels.

On the right is a stairway leading up to the roof, where there is a

small chamber, which was probably used for sleeping in
;

it has a

doorway, and part of its roof is open. The roof is surrounded by
a wall which is as high as the sleeping chamber, and is pierced in

one place by a circular hole. Below this hole is a spout, which
suggests that the hole served as an escape, or drain, for rain-water.

The upper part of the wall below the spout bulges outwards, so

that the water running from the spout might drop on the ground
away from the foundation, and not run down the wall itself. In

the courtyard are models of an animal bound for roasting, joints of

meat, a water-pot resting on a circular base, bread-cakes, and a

number of other articles which would be eaten, presumably at a

festival. The deceased wished to have not only a house of the kind

that he approved of, but also a good sujTply of food. This e.xample

measures 1 6 inches by 1 4 inches by 7 inches.

Another model (B.M. 22783) represents what may be described

as two one-storeyed houses, separated by a common party-wall

;

even the courtyard is divided by a low wall. Each house has one
large, lofty room on the ground floor, with an opening, or window,
in the back wall, and one upper room, with one opening in the

front wall and another in the back wall. Before the rooms on
the upper floor is a wide ledge like the floor of a balcony, supported
on a pillar standing in the courtyard and divided by a wall the

height of the rooms. Access to the upper floor and to the roof

was obtained br^ two flights of stairs, one flight on each side of the

girdle-wall, and thus the occupant of each of these semi-detached

houses was in every way independent of his neighbour. On the

floor of each half of the courtyard are laid out groups of articles of

food, and against the wall of each of the lower rooms rest the same
number of jars of wine (?). It is probable that, when these models
were placed with the dead, words of power were recited on behalf

of the deceased persons which would enable them to command them
to turn into full-sized houses whenever they had need of them.

B.M. 3261 1 is a model of a different class of building. Here we
have a small pylon-shaped edifice standing at the rounded end of a

walled enclosure, and its general appearance suggests that it repre-

sents the sanctuary of some god. Above the doorway, the sides of

which are adorned with two pillars, are two square openings. Inside

the building, set against the back wall, is a seat of state, or throne,

with raised sides, which are now partly broken away, and this was
reached by means of three steps. The walls of the shrine rise above
the level of the roof, and form a protecting wall, against which models

2G2
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of some kind of objects rest
; a flight of stairs leads from the court-

yard to the roof. In the centre of the courtyard is a rectangular

garden (?), with a channel for water on all four sides ; the water

flowed into the channel on the right, and drained away by that on
the left. On one side of the .garden (?) lies an animal with large

horns, and with his four feet tied together ready for sacrifice
;

on

the other side are other offerings which I cannot identify. The
front of the girdle-wall is adorned with four projections, two on each

side of the lower portion of it, by which access to the enclosure

might be obtained. This mmdel measures 1 6 inches by 1 3 inches by

5| inches.

WANDS AND OTHER OBJECTS IN IVORY

Among the objects found in 1887 at Kurnah, in Western Thebes,

was the mummy of a woman, who was buried in a plain rectangular

wooden coffin of the Xlth or Xllth dynasty, and in the coffin by
her side lay the ivory object which is reproduced on p. 469. This

object is semi-circular and slightly convex, and has rounded ends ;

it is 14-| inches in length and about 2|- inches wide in its widest part.

On each side of it, cut in outline, is a series of figures of gods and
fabulous and mythological creatures. On the obverse are : a lion

couchant, a serpent with a knife in front of him, the hippopotamus-
goddess holding a knife, a god, full-faced, with long hair, grasping

in each hand a serpent, the symbol of fire, and a knife, ;

a hawk-headed leopard, with a pair of wings between which is a

human head, the solar disk, the figure of a woman or goddess,

holding "p in her right hand and a sceptre in her left, Ta-urt,

a crocodile, a jackal-headed sceptre, with a knife, a cobra, ^

,

fire, 0 a hawk, the solar disk, a knife, Ta-urt holding

in her left paw a knife which rests on the Utchat,

and another knife and serpent. On the reverse are the figures

of lions, serpents, knives, the full-faced god holding serpents, etc.,

and besides these we have : a serpent-headed god holding a

serpent in each hand, the head of a ram, two crocodile heads,

a beetle, the lion-god Aker (?), with a human head at each

end of his body, a beetle, a lion with a greatly elongated neck, a

frog, a lion with each of his four legs resting on an animal-headed
sceptre with knife attached, and the goddess Ta-urt. A line of

hieroglyphs on the obverse shows that this object belonged to “ the

lady of the house, Senbet,” ^ (B.M. 18175).

Another example of this class of object is B.i\I. 24426, but it is only
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1 inches in length, and one end of it is pointed. The figures cut

on it are in outline, and appear on one side only
;
on the pointed

end is a fly, and on the rounded end a flower. In addition to the

fabulous hawk-headed, winged, and human-headed lion and the

hippopotamus, we have the Bull-god, with a head at each end of

his body, a frog with a knife, seated on a bowl (?), and the head
of a vulture, with two feathers on it, within a rectangle. ^ On a

third example (B.M. 24425) the figures are in low relief, and both
ends are rounded. Here we have a hippopotamus, a lion, a serpent.

a cat,
,
a ram-headed man, a beetle, a rope-work design, >::coco<

,

a panthCT (or, leopard), the Ape of Thoth bringing back the Utchat,

,
full-faced (the original of Bes ?), a i am-headed god

with a sceptre, a frog on a stand, a god carrying a pair of

serpents with legs, and a hippopotamus.

When the first of these objects arrived in the Museum, it was

suggested by one archaeologist that it was a boomerang, and by

another that it was a kind of collar which, by ^'irtue of the figures cut

upon it, possessed magical properties, and gave its wearer protection

against the powers of evil. That it was supposed to -protect its

wearer is proved by the words setep sa, > which occur on it just

before Senbet, its owner’s name. But the fact that the inscription

1 See Todtenbuch, ed. NaHlle, Chapter CXLVb.
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gives the name of Senbet, a married woman, disposes of the theorj'

that it was a boomerang, and its size and shape make the theory

that it was a collar impossible. The fact that the raised figures

in the middle of B.M. 24425 are almost rubbed away, and that both
B.M. 18175 and 24426 were broken in the middle in ancient days,

suggests to me that these objects were frequently held in the hand
and much used by their owners during their lifetime. As one of

the three belonged to a woman it is probable that each of the others

belonged to a woman, and we may assume that women carried and
in some way used these objects at great religious festivals, and during

times of great public rejoicings, e.g., when hunters returned after a

successful hunt, and soldiers after a victorious campaign came home
laden with spoil. It is possible that B.M. 20778 is a portion of an
object of this class, though it must date from the time of the Old
Kingdom (Vlth dynasty, or earlier). This object is of ivory and is

6 inches long, and the end that is left is rounded. On the convex
side are cut in relief a lion’s head, and the figures of a bull-headed

god and another god, each holding in the right hand and a

sceptre in the left, and standing on a serpent. Each of these figures

has a bronze eye inlaid. The general appearance of these figures

recalls that of the figures in the hunting scenes sculptured on the

so-called “green slate palettes” of the Archaic Period, and the

objects described abo%"e may be copies or imitations of objects which
women carried under the early dynasties. Under the New Kingdom
the wands which women waved in times of rejoicing were made in

pairs, as we see from B.M. 20779, and they were in the form of human
arms and hands. Each of these has the head of Hathor, i.e., a

woman’s face with a cow’s ears, wearing a heavy wig, the lappets of

which curl outwards. Another pair of arms, cut from a small tusk,

are onlv 7-lr inches in length, and they are decorated with circles

with dots inside them, q ^ 0 > and six lines across each wrist to

represent a bracelet. They were acquired by the British Museum
with the Anastasi Collection in 1839, and have been described as

castanets.

1

THE CIPPUS OF HORUS

During the rule of the last two or three native kings of Egypt,

i.e., in the IVth century b.c., the Egyptians endeavoured to protect

their houses and courtyards and fields from the attacks of fiends

and devils and their malign influences b}^ setting up in their

rooms and gardens little stone monuments, which Birch and the

1 Descriptions and illustrations of a number of these objects were pub-
lished by the late F. Leggein theProceedings of the Society of BiblicalArchaeology

,

Vol. XXVII, 1905, pp. 130-52, 297-303.
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older Egyptologists called “ Cippi of Horus.” These pillars, or
boundary-stones, or landmarks of Horus, are made of hard stone,

frequently black in colour, and they usually have the form of a
stele with a rounded top and a convex pedestal projecting in

front. On this are sculptured in high relief a figure of Herpakhrat
(Harpokrates) standing with each foot resting on a crocodile, and the
head of Bes, also in high relief, above his head. They vary in height
from 2 or 3 to 20 inches

;
the small ones were carried or worn on the

person as amulets, and the large ones were placed in the halls of

houses, and probably at certain spots on roads and at the entrances
to fields and vineyards. The largest known is the so-called “ Met-
temich Stele,” which was found in 1828 during the building of a
cistern in a Franciscan ^Monastery at Alexandria and was presented
by Muham.mad ‘Ali Pasha to Prince Mettemich.^ As it bears on
it the cartouches of Nektanebus I, who reigned from B.c. 378 to

360, it is clear that this extraordinary and wonderful object was made
in the first half of the HTh century b.c. The reliefs and figures of

the gods were believed to possess the power of driving away every
devil, and noxious beast, and reptile from the persons and possessions

of all those who were under their protection, and the inscriptions

contained spells, or words of power, which Thoth himself had com-
posed. The Cippus of Horus symbolized the triumph of light over
darkness, of good over evil, of virtue over vice, and of order over
chaos. Armed witli the power of the “ Aged God who renews his

youth in his season, the Ancient of Days who makes himself a

child again,” and acting under his protection, the followers of the

light were able to trample under foot serpents, snakes, vipers, and
scorpions, and to destroy the crocodile, hippopotamus, lion, and the

horned beast of the desert, the bodies of which were the abiding-

places of monstrous devils. The arrows of light which Horus shot

forth into the darkness scattered all the powers of night and
evil. The figures of more than one hundred gods are cut on the
iletternich Stele, and each had its specific work to do in protecting

the man who through his uprightness of life was able to place himself

under its charge.

The Cippus of Horus (B.il. 36250) in hard black basalt is a

good typical example, and may be thus briefly described : The
centre of the front of the cippus, which is 7i inches in height, and is

made of black basalt, is occupied by a figure of Herpakhrat, i.e.,
“ Horus the Child,” who wears on the right side of his head the

lock of hair, “g, symbolic of youth. His arms hang by his sides

and he grasps in his right hand two serpents, a scorpion by its tail,

and a species of gazelle by its horns, and in his left he grasps another

pair of serpents, a scorpion by its tail and a lion by its tail. Each
foot of the god is planted on the head of a crocodile. Above his

head is a head of Bes, and on the flat surface above it, within a disk,

^ It was published by Golenischefi at Leipzig in 1877.
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is cut a figure of the composite god who has a bird’s body, human
legs and arms, and the heads of four rams surmounted by the triple

crown. He represents the fusion of the attributes of the Ram of

Mendes and Osiris of Tetu. On the right of the god is a lotus

sceptre with the hawk of Her-Behut, the great god,
i;

,

standing upon it
; on the left is a papyrus sceptre with plumes,

and the name Tem-nefer-akhu-taui,
J

Above this

are the words, “ I am Horus Mehen,” ^ ^
AAAA^A I

, which mav

give the name of the Horus sculptured on the cippus. By the right

leg of the god is a hawk-headed crocodile called “ Horus, dweller in

his towns (?)
” t)y the left leg another hawk-

headed crocodile wearing a pair of horns and a disk, , upon

his head, and called Amen-renf,

On the flat surface on the right of the god are cut the names

and figures of the following gods: (1) Horus, lord of Heben,

Q ; (2) Thoth, lord of Khemenu, lord of the words of

1
1\ ; (3) Hershef,

(4) Heka,

U
; (5) Neith, lady of Sais

;

; (7) Isis, with the body

the gods, XZ7 _z

lord of words of power,

(6) Khensu, lord of Smabehut,

of a hippopotamus and holding a serpent and a scorpion
; (8) Ptah,

in the form of a dwarf, standing upon ^ ; (9) The scorpion-goddess

Serqit, lady of life, |i^
^ (10) Nebt-hetep wearing ’A

and standing between two serpents, each hand grasping one of them.
On the flat surface on the left of the god are cut the names and

fibres of the followinggods and goddesses: (1) The goddess Urithekau,

I Wl ’ J 0 > standing upon a crocodile, having

a bird on its head. She wears on her head a disk to which two
scorpions are attached

;
in her right hand she holds a serpent, and

in her left a serpent and a scorpion
; (2) the crocodile-god Meketh,

(3) the hon-headed serpent Usrit, (4) the goddess Isis

suckling Horus among the papyrus plants,
jj ^ '^37 ©J The

serpent-goddesses Xekhebit and Uatchit form a canopy over her
with their bodies, and on each side of her seat is a protective

scorpion; (5) the crocodile-god Sebek, (6) Horus, son of

Isis, carrying a serpent as a weapon
; (7) the Golden Horus,
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with the symbol of eternity, Q

;

J]
She has horns and disk.

(8) the goddess Isis-Serqit,

’ on her head, her body

is that of a scorpion, the two (stc) tails of which form her legs
;

(9) a youthful god (Horns ?) holding a whip and seated on a crocodile
under the protection of a serpent; he seems to be called “the

vivifier of the gods,” (10) the goddess Uatchit,
| ^ > in

the form of a serpent having the tail coiled round a papyrus plant

:

she wears the Crown of the^^orth (the Red Crown)
; (11) the two

gods Hu, ^ , and Saa, ^ , each of whom is seated and holds

a knife. The front of the convex pedestal, the edges, and the back
are covered with lines of hieroglyphs containing addresses to the
gods, goddesses and sacred animals whose forms are cut upon the
cippus, and adjurations to them to protect from evil hap, poison of

all kinds, and noxious animals and reptiles, the body and soul of the
person who had it made.

On the smaller cippi the sculptured figures vary in details, and
the inscriptions are much abridged, only the opening words of the
address to the gods being given (B.M. 30745). In this e.xample

Amen-Ra is referred to as the creator of protection and hfe,

^ 27373 Herpakhrat

is seen standing on three pairs of crocodiles, and his hands grasp the

sceptres of the South and North as well as the serpents, scorpions,

etc. On the reverse the god of chief importance is Thoth, who
stands under a winged disk

;
on one side of him is Horus and on the

other is Anher. Below is a second scene representing Isis giving

birth to Horus, and the attendant gods Horus the Elder and Anubis(?).

This shows that the idea of resurrection and rebirth was associated

with the cippus of Horus. In some cippi of Horus the head of Bes
is so large that it stands above the top of the tablet, of which it

becomes the chief feature. A good example is B.H. 958, which is

17 inches in height and is made of wood. The front of the cippus

is uninscribed, and on the back, below a row of figures of gods, are

eighteen lines of hieroglyphs written in yellow paint on a black

ground, and containing magical prayers of a character different from
those found on the cippi described above. Another cippus, which
dates from the Ptolemaic Period (B.M. 957), exhibits interesting

peculiarities as regards the arrangement of reliefs and text. Horus
wears an elaborate collar, and a pendent amulet of the heart, O’

,

hangs on his breast. On the back, cut in outline, we have

:

(1) Horus as a hawk, wearing the crowms of the North and South,

perched in triumph on the back of an oryx (?), which symbolizes

his victory over Apep, the personification of evil. In front

of him is the god Menu, ithyphallic, and with raised arm, and by his
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side are figures of his special symbol and the circular hut which
formed his original sanctuary. Behind Horus are figures of Thoth,
the master-designer of the universe, and Khnemu, the chief crafts-

man. (2) A group of six gods and goddesses, among them being Ra
and Horus, and the Beetle of Khepera. (3) A dwarf with an Utchat,

,
above his head, a god spearing a serpent (compare the

Vignettes to Chapters XXXV and XXXVI 1 of the Saite Recension of

the Book of the Dead), an animal seated with a uraeus behind him, and
a company of eight gods, four human-headed and four ibis-headed.

These last probably represent the Ogdoad of the city of Khemenu,
the home of the cult of Thoth. The inscription is mutilated, but

sufficient of it remains to show that it contains an adjuration to all

fiends and noxious creatures and reptiles to halt and make no
attack upon those who are under the protection of the gods whose
figures are cut on this cippns. For Horus defeated and slew the

Arch-fiend Apep, the Father of Evil, and the same fate must come
upon every lesser fiend and devil. In the latter part of the Ptolemaic
and Romian periods models of the cippus of Horus were made of

steatite, and were worn as amulets.

DRAUGHTS AND DRAUGHT-BOARDS

The Egyptians called the draught-board

AVVW\

Cl

H- /VWWi
Cl A/VW'A

Cl EEll

'X'VW'A 9
, 9,?.?-

^
, se7idt, or

/W'A/'A 1

sent, and
| Jj

-—o
'|

'|

slant

meant “ to play at

and . sethent.

draughts.” \’'ariant forms are

The draughtsman was

called Ij Ji Q, db, meaning perhaps the “ thing that danced or was

moved about,” and the receptacle for the men
\j 1’)

men.

The commonest hieroglyph for draught-board is
,
and as this

sign occurs in the oldest inscriptions, it is clear that in some form or

other the game of draughts was played under the earliest dynasties
;

it may even have been played in the predynastic period. A
tradition preserved by a Greek writer attributes the invention of

the game to the god Thoth. The oldest known draught-board was
discovered by the late Mr. Ayrton (see his Cemetery at El-Mahasna,
pi. 17); it is made of Nile mud, and on it are marked 12 squares,
arranged in three rows, each row containing four squares. The
pieces are in the form of little round stones. Draught-boards made
of pieces of sandstone or bits of broken pottery, and having the
same number of squares, may be seen in use in many parts of the
Sudan and Egypt at the present day. The oldest draught-boards
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were made of single blocks of wood, with the squares on one or both
sides. Thus the specimen published by Prisse d’Avenues (Mon. Eg.,

pi. 49) had thirty squares on one side and twenty on the other,

arranged thus :

The larger specimens contain a drawer which holds the draughts-

men. The pieces of each of the two players were different in shape
and size, as we may see from the drawings on the monuments. At
first flat stones or bits of pottery, like counters, and small round
stones served as pieces, but under the New Kingdom the pieces

became symmetrical in shape, and their tops terminated in heads of

men, lions, jackals, etc. Thus the draughtsmen which were made
for Queen Hatshepsut were in the form of a lion’s head,

;
one

in ivory and several in wood are in the British Museum (Nos. 21580,

21592, etc.). When these were presented to the Museum by
Mr. J. Haworth some authorities declared them to be modern forgeries,

but beyond all doubt they are genuine. In another set of draughts-

men 10 have heads of Bes and 7 have heads of Anpu (Anubis, B.M.
No. 24668, etc.). Among royal draughtsmen may be mentioned

those of Pharaoh Necho (about 650 b.c.).
,
made

of limestone (B.M. No. 38254). The game of draughts was greatly

beloved bj’ all classes of Egyptians at all periods, and a draught-

board with men was considered to be necessary for the happiness

of the dead in the Other World. In the Papyrus of Ani we see him,

with his wife Tutu by his side, seated in a bower moving the pieces

on a draught-board. Who his opponent was is unknown, but we
may assume that he had one, or perhaps many, from whom he

expected to gain some advantage or possession. Two draught-boards

were among the funerar}’ equipment of Queen Hatshepsut
;

one

was made of acacia wood and ivory, and had a sliding drawer, and
the other was inlaid with ivory and squares of blue-glazed Egj^ptian

porcelain. In the former one of the squares is inscribed with
J,

nefer, indicating probably that the player who succeeded in moving
his piece on to it won the game. Both boards are in the British

Museum (Nos. 21576, 21577). The “Satirical Papyrus” in the

British Museum (No. 10016) shows us a picture of the lion and unicorn

plaj-ing a game of draughts
;
each has four pieces on the board and a

piece in one paw, and the general appearance of the lion suggests

that he is the victor. Much information about the game of Egyptian
draughts will be found in Falkener, E., Games Ancient and Oriental

and How to Play Them, London, 1892.
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TOYS, BALLS, DOLLS, ETC.

The balls with which women and men as well as children played

were made of strips of linen rolled up tightly or cases of linen or

leather filled with some substance like bran. Under the New
Kingdom balls made of glazed Eg\-ptian porcelain coloured blue

and black were placed in the tombs as votive offerings. Games in

which sticks or bats were used in playing with balls were apparently

unknowm. Many varieties of dolls are known. The commonest
form is made of a piece of flat wood, in which the shape of the body
is roughly outlined, painted with squares, triangles or lines in various

colours
;

a mass of short strings of mud beads represents the hair.

Most of them are girl-dolls. Some are made of mud, others of stone

and earthenware, and the bronze doU has sometimes movable arms

(B.M. No. 37162). In a few cases the form and features are carefully

cut, and such dolls might almost be regarded as portrait figures.

Toys in the form of animals with movable limbs are tolerably

common. Thus in the British Museum we have a man with a

movable figure of a dog (No. 26254), an elephant that had movable
legs (No. 17059), and a cat with inlaid eyes of crystal and movable
jaw (No. 15671). In the Leyden Museum is a crocodile with a

movable jaw.

HYPOCEPHALI

Towards the end of the Saite Recension of the Book of the Dead
there is formd a Chapter entitled “ Chapter of making heat to be under
the head of the deceased,” and it contains a short series of spells,

the recital of which, it was thought, would enable the head of a man
to retain its natural heat in the tomb. The Rubric of the Chapter
says that it must be “ written upon a sheet of new papyrus and placed

under the head of the deceased. Then great warmth shall be in

every part of his body, even like that which was in him when he
was upon earth.” The Rubric goes on to say that the Chapter
possesses very great power, because it was composed by the Cow-
goddess, the mother of Ra, and that she recited it when he was
about to set in the West, and that when she did so the god was
immediately surrounded by fire which kept warmth in his body during
the hours of the night. The Legend of the Cow and Ra is, no doubt,
very ancient, but the custom of writing the Chapter upon papyrus
and placing it under the head of the mummy in its coffin seems not
to be older than the XXVIth dynasty. About that time the
Egyptians began to write extracts from Chapter CLXII upon a
circular sheet of papyrus, and to add to it several Vignettes, with
descriptive texts, and a prayer to Amen-Ra. This sheet was gummed
on a piece of linen stiffened with plaster, and moulded to the back
of the head of the mummy in the coffin

;
it was trimmed into a
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circular form and was intended to represent the Eye of Shu, or the
Eye of Ka, or the Eye of Horus. To this amulet the name of
“ hypocephalus ” was given by P. J. F. de Horrack in 1862. Several
hypocephali are known, and copies of most of them have been
published, t’.tf., by Birch {Proceedings Soc. Bill. Arch., vols. \T and
VII), by de Horrack {Rev. Arch., Paris. 1862; Etudes Arch.,
Leyden, 1885

;
and Proceedings Soc. Bill. Arch., vol. VI), by Leemans

(

' Hypoc.phale Egyptien ” in the dch’s of the Oriental Congress,
Leyden, 1885), by Nash {Proceedings Soc. Bill. Arch., vol. XIX), and
by Budge [Catalogue of the Lady Meii.x Collection, Second ed., London,
1896). Hypocephali vary from 4 in. to 7 in. in diameter, and the
texts are usually written in black ink on a vellow ground, e.g.,

B.i\I. Xos. 8445 a~f, but B.M. Xo. 8446 is written in 3HI0W ink
on a black ground. One example in bronze is known, viz., B.51.
Xo. 37330 ; it was engraved for Tche-her, the son of Utchat Shu,

and was found at Abj-dos. Strangely enough, almost

the earliest publication of a ht’pocephalus is that given in a work
b}' Joseph Smith, Jr, (1805-1844), the founder of the Church of

Jesus Christ of Latter Da}’ Saints, entitled A Pearl of Great Price.

1851, p. 7. The' remarks made there about it have no archaeological
value.

The texts and Mgnettes found on hvpocephali are to all intents
and purposes the same, though in some they are fuller than in others.

The following is a description of the Meux Ht’pocephalus, which is

one of the best of this class of amulet known. A line of text runs
round the outer edge and reads ;

" I am Amen who is in the Shetat
(Underworld). I am an honourable Spirit among the sailors of Ra.
I come in and go out among the honourable ones. I am the Great
Soul sparkling dn] his form. I come forth from the Tuat at his

will. I come, I come forth from the Utchat {i.e., Ej’e of Ra). I

come forth from the Tuat with Ra, from the House of the Prince in

Anu (Heliopolis) . I am a Spirit-Soul, , hastening from

the Tuat. Give the things [needed] for his form ! Give thou

heaven to his soul, , and the Underworld to his Sab,

g ^ 2 (Spirit-bod\’ ?), I come forth from the Utchat.”

4/ignettes. 1. A snake-god offering the Utchat, dyA,. i to the god

Menu. 2. An Utchat-headed goddess with a lotus, «
,
and

-f
3. The Cow-goddess and the Four Sons of Horus, a lion and the ram

of Amen. 4. The Ogdoad of Amen, Ra, and Text.

“ O Amen, who hidest thvself, and concealest th\' form, who
illuminest the Two Lands {i.e., Egypt) with thy Form in the

Tuat ! He shall make my soul to live for ever.” Vignettes.
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1. The Boat of Ra, with Horus in the bows spearing a serpent in

the water. 2. Harpokrates seated and holding a whip and lotus.

3. The Boat of the iloon. An Ape-god restoring to the Moon-god

his Eye. The deceased Shainen, T?T)T
[j(| ^3^, is working the boat.

4. A goddess falling prostrate and Vignettes. 1. A god with

two faces (like Janus), wearing and holding a jackal sceptre,

and ^. 2. Boat of Horus, Isis and Nephthys. 3. Boat

of Khepera, with an Ape-god (Thoth) restoring his Eye. 4. The
Boat of Horus-Sept (the Eastern Horus). 5. The god Amen, with

four ram's heads
;
on each side the Ape of Thoth, with paws

raised in adoration. Texts. 1. “ 0 Ba {i.e., Soul), begetter of

Forms, hiding thy body from thy children, destroy [every]

obstacle to the light which can arise to the Two Utchats {i.e.,

the Sun and Moon), and to his soul and body, Mut provides

plans (?). Let him put the fear of him self into his enemies. Let
Shainen enter into the Tuat of the gods, without repulse for ever and
ever.” 2. “ O Ba, mighty one of terror, lord inspiring fear, greatly

victorious one, who givest heat to the tw’o august Utchats, whose
Forms are august, to whom Mut has given his body, who hidest thy
body in life ! His Image becomes the emanation of the Lion, who
is mightily victorious, and feeds the forms [of the dead]. Make to

come forth and to go in the Osiris Shainen for ever.”

TIME

The hieroglyphic texts give the following divisions of time ;

—

Q ant = the “ twinkling of an e5’e,” ^ q hat, a second,

^ at, a minute, ® 'k ,

viz AATVAAA

(Copt. OTfltOTf), an hour, ^
or

A.WW\
or limit

L *

Q hru (Copt, g^oo'f), day,
^

k
''~Q

’ e^oT), month,
1

"7’

(Copt. poAXIte), year. The day contained twenty-four hours, the
calendar month thirty days, or three “ w'eeks ” of ten days (o Cl)

each, and the year twelve calendar months. The Set Period,

usually consisted of thirty years
; the Henuti Period,

1^0 O '

w

.

^^2^’ 120 years; a period of unlimited time

was called Heh,
^
o and Tchet, indicated Eternity.

Classical writers say that the Egyptians during the Graeco-Roman
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Period used the Phoenix Period and the Sotliic Period ; the
former containing 500, or 540, or 1 ,000, or 7,006 years, and the latter

1,461 years. In inscriptions in which the writers pray that the
king may live for a very long
met with :

—

= y y
III 1 III

If!
=

! Ill

= uy '

j

III 11 !

III 21 III 1

\

bale 111 ill ^ l:

time the following expressions are

millions of years.

ten millions of years.

a hundred thousand millions of

years.

ten millions of millions of years.

ten millions of periods of a hundred
thousand millions of years.^

THE YEAR

The oldest year in Egy-pt consisted of twelve months, each con-

taining thirty days, in all 360 days ; the Calendar of Lucky and
Unlucky Days given on the reverse of British Museum Papyrus
10474 represents the primitive Egyptian year. Very early in the

Dynastic Period the Egyptians found that their year was too short,

and so they added five days to the 360 days. These five days were

called “the days ov'er the year,’’ ^ { 1

’
the

birthdays of Osiris, Horus, Set, Isis, and Nephthys, respectively,

were celebrated on them. This year is generally known as the

vague or calendar year, and was shorter than the true solar

year of 365‘2422 mean days by nearly a quarter of a day. This

being so the vague year would be ev ery fourth year nearly one day
shorter than the solar year, and would in time work backward
through all the months of the year, and after some hundreds of

years the summer festivals would have to be celebrated in the

winter. But the Egyptians must have had some means of checking

the course of the vague year as it moved backwards, and it is

possible that the annual rise of the Nile and the Inundation were
sufficient guides to them in their agricultural operations. Ptolemy III

Euergetes I attempted to bring the vague year in line with the

solar year by ordering the addition of a sixth epagomenal day to

the year every fourth year. Many writers have tried to show that

See Deveria, Notatioti des centainea de mille et des millions, Paris, 1865 ;

Brugsch, Thesaurus {Astronomische und Asirologische), p. 200 ff.
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the Egyptians knew of and used the Sothic year, which began
when the star Sept {i.e., Sothis, Sirius or the Dog-star) rose with the

sun; this usually happened on July 19th or 20th. The Sothic

year was a few minutes longer than the solar year, and the Sothic

Period contained 1,460 Sothic years or 1,461 vague or Calendar
years. In pre-dynastic times it is probable that the Egj'ptians only
knew or recognized two seasons, summer and winter, which was
the custom among many peoples in the Sudan until comparatively
recent times. But the dynastic Egj'ptians divided their vear

into three seasons, each containing four months: Akhet, ,

i.e., the season of the sprouting, or bursting forth, of the crops,

was the Egyptian Winter. Pert, i.e., the season for coming

forth, or Summer, and Shemut, a;;;; o’ ^^e hot, watery

period of the Inundation. In the texts the months of

each season are numbered from 1 to 4, thus the Annals of

Rameses III are dated m 1 ^ III O but
1 1 1 I ! I

year 32nd, month third of Shemut, day sixth

it is certain that the Egyptians gave a name to each month, and that
each name connected its month with a certain festival.’ Some of

these names can be traced through the Coptic names of the twelve
Eg}'ptian months, which are as follows ;

—

©oo'TT, eooar©

nA.i.ne, nA-Ojne

^Aecjop, A-eoup
, The four months of Akhet.

T(J0.S.e, TTCJOfi^I

UcxjiP.

nA.p5ig,oT-n, J)AJU.ena)e

nA-pAxo-rTe, J)ApjuLoafei

The four months of Pert.

rti-ojortc

UAmite, n^-ooni

enen. ennn, enK4>

jutecmpK

The four months of Shemut.

The name oooTfX — or Thoth. Another name for the

month was Tekhi, ^ \\, which is also a title of Thoth
;
^jAOOUp is

clearly
y

or Hathor
; and represents ^
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Kaherka, which was the name of a festuml. An ostrakon

(B.M. 29560) transcribed by Erman Zeit., Bd. XXXIX,
p. 129) shows that nAAIte is derived from Q Pen’apt,

and «,exip or HaV ^^^ ^||. Fenpa-

MekJiir, the month of the Mekhir festival, and nApJULgjOTTl from

^ 025^^ I f|^p,Pen-aWnhetep, meaning that

it was the month set apart for the festivals ordered by Amen-
hetep III of the XVIIIth dynasty. The Copts reckon years by
the Era of Diocletian, or the Era of the Martyrs, which began
on the day equivalent to August 29th a.d. 284. The Coptic year

consists of twelve months of thirty days each, with five additional

days in a common year, to make up 365 days ;
an extra day is

added every fourth year. The Julian Leap Years and the intercalary

years of this Era fall together, and therefore the first day of Thoth
always corresponds to August 29th. The Copts call the five

(or six) additional days " the little month,” itiaKot Kko'TXI.

Thus, though the Copts use forms of the ancient Egyptian names
of the months for their months, they make their year begin on
August 29th, though they make their New Year’s Day to fall on
September 10th or 11th. Some think that the days on which the

months were to begin were fixed by the Romans at Alexandria

about 30 B.c. If this be so, the explanation given by the Copts,

that they decided to make August 29th the first day of their year

from religious motives, must be regarded as a pious fiction which
they promulgated about two and a half centuries later. One thing

seems certain, viz., that their year does not begin when the ancient

Egyptian year began. The Shemut season began with the rise of

the Nile about June 15th, and ended with the final fall of the river

about October 15 th. The winter crops were sown and reaped in

the season of Akhet, i.e., during our months of November

—

February, and the summer crops were sown and reaped in the

season of Pert, i.e., during the months of March—June. The
modern Egyptians do the same at the present time (see Lane,
Modern Egyptians, Vol. II, p. 27). Egyptologists say that Akhet
began on July 19th or 20th, Pert on November 15th, and Shemut
on March 16th, and if they are correct it can only be concluded
that the ancient Egyptians, like the Copts, did not make their

year begin with the beginning of the season following that of the

Inundations, as we should expect.

2 H
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484 NUMBERS

II
Sethe^ enumerates the following numerical abstracts :—

^

two-footed, biped, a pair
; ^ ’ four-footed ;

[|
, four-sided

;

= r: ^ the gang of five
; ^ an eight, the eight-day

week; ijj or HI HI’ the Company of Nine-gods

;

the Nine nations of the Sudan who fought with bows

and arrows.

Ordinal numbers are indicated by the addition of O ,
nu,

to a number, e.g., ^ Mil, four, ^ Mil “ fourth ”
;
also

by prefixing to the number, e.g.,
JJ||,

“ eighth.”

Fractions /
,
ges, Copt, xoc, (r’oc = |; =|, = 1 .

1

1

I I I

1

1

1

TT*

iiiin

o‘= E= ^- 'I'l'i'-’j-’E n 1 n
^ = I . For the land measures and dry and

liquid measures see Moller, Paldographie, I., No. 679 ff.
;
Brugsch,

Thesaurus {Geogr. Inschriften)

,

p. 597 ff.
;
Sethe, VonZahlen, p. 74 ff.

;

Griffith,' Proc. Soc. Bibl. Arch., Vol. XIV, p. 410 ff.

1 Vo7i Zahlen und Zahlworten, Strassburg, 1916, p. 43.
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INDEX

Aaab, 93.

Aah, 50.

Aahertas, 263.

Aahetepra I, 88.

Aahetepra II, 97.

Aahhetep, 49.

Aahmes I, 49, 100; Shabti of, 252.

Aahmes II, 78, 109.

Aahmes, a scribe, 260.

Aahmes, an official, 311.

Aahmes, princess, 50.

Aahmes, son of Baba, 49, 50.

Aahmes-pen-Nekheb, 50.

Aakhara I, 88.

Aakhara II, 97.

Aakhenaten, loi.

Aakhu, 248.

Aakhunaten, 59.

Aakhutenaten, 59.

Aamu, 98, 259.

Aaneterra, 97.

Aapebra, 97.

Aapefitiset, 97.

Aaqenra, 97.

Aarqra, 97.

Aati, 3.

Aaua, 248.

Aauserra, 96, 283.

Ab, 3, 87.

Abai, 8.

‘Abbas II, 82.

Abbott Papyrus, 46, 49, 70, 415.

‘Abd al-Latif, 202, 208.

Abetch, 4.

Abmerira, 38, 88.

Abracadabra, 335.
Abraham, Patriarch, 43.

Abrasax, Gnostic god, 330, 332 ;

figures of, on amulets, 331.

Abt, 4.

Abu (Elephant Island), i.

Abu Habbah, 285.

Abu Hamad, 79.

Abu Manshr, 414.

Abu Ro^sh, Pyramid of, 412.

I

Abu Simbel, temple of Rameses II,

65,77,410.

j

Abusir, Pyramids of, 34, 412.

J

Abydos, 4, 46, 78, 224, 225, 319, 336,

389 ;
King List of, 63 ; Tablet of,

’ 22 ; cult of Osiris at, 25 ff.
;
early

j

tombs at, 416.

j

Abyssinia, 7.

j

Acacia wood, 264.
! Achamoth, 330.

! Acherres, 61.

I

Achoris, 80.

j

Achthoes, 38.

Acrobats, 60.

;

Acropolis, 285.

j

Adar, 75.

i

Ad-Damar, 8.

j
Adikran, 77.

j

Adonai, 332.

!

Adramlyah, 8.

! Aegis of Bast, 269.

j

Aegis of Hathor, 323.

I Aegyptus, 2.

' Aelian quoted, 73, 272, 405.

.
Aelius Gallus, 128.

; Aelius Lampridius, 213.

Aeons, the Thirty, 335 ; the fifteen

pairs of, 331.
: Aesculapius, 29.

Afu, 222.

I

Agate, 266.

I

Agathodaemon talismans, 332.

;
Ageb, 2.

:

Aha, 25.

: Ahat, the Cow, 319.
1 Ahnas, 38.
I Ahrens, Dr., 227.

:
Ahtes, 30.

;

Ai I, King, 60, 93.
1 Ai II, loi ; sarcophagus of, 422.

i
Ai, an official, 58.

; Aina, 69.

Akathi, 55.

Akerblad, 139.

Akhat, season of, 261, 304.
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Akhekh, 334.
Akherres, 61.

Akhet, 14, 480.

Akhmim, 216, 217, 224, 225, 246,

432-
Akori, 330.
Alabaster, vessels of, 389.

Alabastronpolis, 61.

Al-‘Amrah, 389.

Al-Barshah, 227, 421 ;
tombs and

coffins of, 416.

Albert, Lake, 8.

Albert Edward, Lake, 8.

Alexander I, the Great, 33, 80, in,
208.

Alexander II, 81, 112.

Alexandria, 81, 202, 331; catacombs
of, 320; Library and Museum of, 81.

Al-Fustat, 82.

Al-Haram al-Kaddab, 31.

Al-Kab, 50, 57.

Al-Kahirah, 82.

Al-Khirgah, Oasis of, 1, 80.

Al-L^htan, 43, 421.

Al-Lisht, 41, 42.

Al-Magar, 202.

Al-Makkah (Mecca), 82.

Alnwick Castle, Collection at, 304.

Altaku, Battle of, 74.

Amada, 55.

Amises, 49.

Amasis, 73, 78, 412.

Ambrose, 213, 272.

Amdlineau, 168, 213, 420.

Amen, the god, 33, 50, 66, 81, 319 ;

barge of, 70 ;
cult of, 59, 60 ;

Hymn
to, 79 ;

priests of, 50, 70, 71 ; they

go to Napata, 7 1 ; temple of, 54.

Amen and Ra, fusion of, 51.

Amenemapt, 70, 104.

Amenemhat I, 17, 40, 90.

Amenemhat II, 42.

Amenemhat III, 44, 90, 91, 414.
Amenemhat IV, 45,

Amenemhat, scribe, 393.
Amenemhat, wazir, 40.

Amenemhat Sebekhetep, 92,

Amenemheb, 53, loi.

Amenemka, 394.
Amenherunamif, 63,

Amenhetep I, 50, 100, 220.

Amenhetep II, 100, 268; his Shabti

figure, 253.

Amenhetep III, loi, in, 122, 260,

367 ;
colossal scarab of, 282 ;

his

commemorative scarabs, 283 ;
his

Shabti figures, 254.

Amenhetep IV, loi, 283, 305, 422;
ring of, 268.

Amenhetep, official, 251.

Amenhetep Pi-menth, 425.

Ameni, 42.

Ameni Antef VII, 91.

Amenmes, 51.

Amenmes, Shabti and coffin of, 258.

Amenmeses, 68, 102.

Amenophis, 54.

Amenophthis, 50, 70.

Amen-Ra, 33, 53, 211, 220, 258, 269,

333- 339- 355. 383; figure of, 364;
triad of, 366.

Amen-renf, 472.
Amensis,_ 52,

Ament, Amente, 466.

Amenti, 223; goddess, 431.
Amentt, 321.

Amersis, 52.

Amethyst, 266, 281.

Ammanemes, 42.

Ammenemes, 40.

Ammenephthes, 65.

Ammi Tuat, Book of, 418, 422, 425,

429.
Ammianus Marcellinus, 133.

Amorites, 62.

Amos, 49.

Amosis, 49.

‘Amr ibn al-‘As, 77, 82.

Amset, 240.

Am.seth, 243.

Amsu, 359 ;
see Menu.

Amtlq, 12 1.

Amu, 5.

Amu-Khent, 6.

Amulets, pre-dynastic, 327; dynastic,

306 ff.
;
Gnostic, 327.

Amu-peht, 6.

Amyrteos, 80.

An, 34.

An I, 86.

An II, 93.

An ,93.
Ananael, 332.

Anastasi, Signor, Collection of, 470.
Anata, 96.

Ancheres, 61.
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Ancient of Days, 471.
Aneb-hetch, 5 ;

see Memphis.
Anhai, Papyrus of, 34, 177, 383.

Anher, 368, 473 ;
figure of, 370.

Ani, Papyrus of, 177, 234, 289, 264,

339 . 384 -

Animal gods, II.

Animals, sacred, figures of, 385 ;
with

movable limbs, see Dolls.

Ankaura, 87.

Ankh amulet, 315.

Ankhef-en Khensu, 251.

Ankhet, 244.

Ankhhap, 426.

Ankhkara, 96.

Ankhmakhis, 115.

Ankhnesamen, 260.

Ankhnes-Merira, 36.

Ankhnesneferabra, 78, 425.

Ankhsenpa-Aten, 60.

Anklets, 259, 270.

Anlamen, 121.

Annu, 87.

Annules, 282, 284.

Anpu, 258, 362 ;
figure of, 363 ;

see

Anubis.

Anpu, nome of, 4.

Anqit, 367, 370.
Antchab, 26.

Antchir (soap), 265.

Antchti, 5.

Antef I-IV, 89 ; VIII-X, 98, 99.

Antef, a woman, 257,

Antef, a writer, 29.

Antef-a I, 38, 46.

Antef-a II, 39.

Antef-a III, 39.

Antef-a IV, 46.

Anther, 97.

Anthony, St, 214.

Anticas, 297.

Antimony, 43, 259.

Antiochus the Great, 8i.

Antoninus Pius, 16.

Antony and Cleopatra, 81.

Ants, 277.

Anu, 5, 42, 306 ;
see Heliopolis.

Anubis, 250, 295, 297, 319, 332, 353,

362, 466, 473 ;
figure of, 363.

Ap, King, 22.

Apachnas, 47.

Ape, dog-headed, 260, 262, 385.

Ape of Thoth, 293, 469.

Apep, 97 ; see Apophi^
Apep, 292^473,_474 ;

Apepi, 317.
Apepa I, Auserra, 48, 97.

Apepa II, Seheteptaui, 48, 97.
Apepi, 96.

Aperu, 70.

Apes, 52.

Aphobis, 47.

Aphrodite, 382.

Aphroditopolis, 4.

Aphroditopolites, 3.

Apis Bull, 27, 29, 366 ;
figure of,

364 -

Apis City, 5.

Apollinopolis Magna, 3.

Apollonia, 201.

Apophis, 47.

Apries, 77, 109 ;
see Hophra.

Apt, 3.

Apu, 4, 216, 383 ;
see Panopolis.

Apu-Nefer, 257.

Apu-sa-Khensu, 257.

‘Arabdn, 286 ; the scarabs from, 287.

Arabia, 69.

Arabians, 77.

Arabs, 10.

Arago, M., 153.

Aragonite, vessels in, 389.
Archaic Period, 31.

Archangels, the Seven, 331.

Archies, 47.

Argo, Island of, 46.

Arioriph, 330.
Ariri, 309.

Aristotle, 8, 272.

Arko, Island of, 41.

Armais, 6i.

Armesses, 61.

Armlets, 270.

Arms, wooden, on mummy, 222.

Arqamen, 81, 115.

Arrows of Horus, 471.

Arses, 1 1 1

.

Arsinoe, 44 ;
city of, 81.

Arsis, 80.

Arsu, the Syrian, 68, 102.

Artatama I, 55.

Artatama II, 55.

Artaxer.xes I, 79, 80, no.
Artaxerxes III, 80.

Artemidorus, mummy of, 212.

Artemis, 382.

Arthet, 36.
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Artin Pasha, ii.

Arvad, 53.

Aryans, 47.

Asar, 71 ; figure of, 363 ; see Osiris.

Asar-Hapi, 367, 380 ;
see Serapis.

Asar-Seker, 383.

‘Asasif, tombs of, 393.
Asasnuaq (?), 122.

Ascalon, 66.

Asclepius, 29.

Aset, 51 ;
see Isis.

Aset, Queen, 53.

Asher, 269, 372.

Ashurbanipal, 73, 75 ;
plunders and

burns Thebes, 76.
I

Ashur-uballit, 17.

Asia, 43.
I

Asiatics, 53. I

Asna, 412.

Aspelta, 1 2 1

.

Asphaltites Lacus, 202.

Ass, the, 283 ;
ass-caravan, 36. !

Ass-headed god, 332. ;

Assa, 34, 37, 86.

Assessors, the, 42, 227, 228, 293; see
j

Tchatchat. ;

Assis, 47. I

Assyria, 57, 76, 405.
j

Assyrians, 73 ;
conquest of Egypt by

j

the, 75.

Astabarqamen, 122. :

Astaboras, river, 8.

Astapos, 8.

Astnefert, Queen, 65.

Aswan, 52, 210, 316, 396, 417:;
granaries of, 35; tombs of, 416;

j

see Syene and Elephantine. :

Aswan-Philae Cataract, 8. I

Asyut, 38, 44, 2 1 1, 2 tg; tombs of, 416.
!

Ata, 2_5, 84. :

Atbara, 7, 8.
!

Atef, a scribe, 261.
I

Atef Crown, 307, 380.
|

Atef-Khent, 4.
j

Atef-Pehu, 4.
|

Atefti, 6.
I

Aten, the solar disk, 306 ; cult of, '

S7-S9 j 305 ;
hymns to, 59 ; temples |

.

of, 59.

Atena, the Kher-heb, 238, 247.

Atet, 25, 30.

Atet I-V, 84, 85, 86.
;

Athen-Thehen, 305. i

Athet-taui, 41.

Athor, 330.

Athribis, 5, 76.

Ati, 5.

Ati I, 86.

Ati II, 88.

Atlnersa, 121.

Atma cloth, 352.
Atmu, figure of, 356 ; see Tem.
Aua, 256.

Auabra, 45, 90, 91.

Auapet, 104.

Aufni, 91.

Aui, scarab of, 294.

Aulauaaqersaanqlebati, 318.
Aupeth, 107.

Auput, 71.

Auput-men-Amen, 72.

Aurelian, 213.

Autabra, 95.

Autolis, 6.

Avaris, 48, 49, 50.

Ba, the soul, 296 ; amulet of the, 321.
Baal (Bal), 62, 65.

Baba, father of Aahmes, 50.

Baboons, 52 ;
see Ape.

Babylon, 57, 285, 405.
Babylon of Egypt, 82 ; see Al-Fustit.

Babylonia, 405.
Babylonian Chronicle, the, 75.

Babylonians, 77.

Bacchus, 338.

Bactria, 128.

Ba-en-neter, King, 27.

Baghdad, 286.

Bahariyah, i.

Babbit al-Hajarah, 80.

Bahr al-Jabal, 8.

Bailey, James, 139.

Baillet, Auguste, 395.
Bait, 330.
Baiuneter, King, 84.

Bak, 6.

Bakenrenef, 73, 107.

Baker, Sir S., 8. 279.
Bal, 62 : see Baal.

Balance of Truth, 227.

Balcony, 467.
Balls, leather, linen and straw, 476.
Balsam, 34.

Bandages of mummies, 344.
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Bani Hasan, 41, 43, 210, 259, 391,

421; Xllth dynasty tombs at, 416.

Bankes, Mr., 154.

Banneter, King, 84.
[

Bar, 65 ;
see Baal and Bal. '

Barbier de Meynard, edition of

Mas'ddi, 409,
Bar Hebraeus, Archbishop, 277.

Baris, 338.
BarthHemy, the Abbe J. J., 155. i

Basalt, black, 281; green, 290;;
funerary vessels in, 389.

Basil of Caesarea, 213.

Basilides, 331.

Basilidians, 331.

Baskakeren, r2 2.

Basket, earth, 253.

Bast, goddess, 372, 386 ;
figure of,

374; temple of, 71; see Aegis of

Bast.

Bat, 22.

Batchau, 84.

Battle at sea, 69.

Baubo, 382.

Bauer, Mr. (of Kew)_, 215.

Ba-ur-tet, official of Assa, 34, 37.

Beads, 266.

Beadwork of mummies, 222.

Bear, the pre-dynastic, 388.

Beaumont and Fletcher quoted, 271.

Bebi, 29.

Bebnum (?), 96.

Bee, or “honey fly,” 22.

Bee pendants, 267.

Beetle, 468 ;
medicine made of, 278.

Beetle-god, 277, 388.

Beetle Triad, 330.

Beetles, dung-eating, 272 ff.

Begig obelisk, 42.

Behen (Wadi Halfah), 6.

Beht, 6.

Bekhten, Princess of, 70.

Bel, 405.
Belmore, Earl of, his papyri, 235.

Belts, 217.

Belzoni, Signor G., his excavations,

406, 410.
Benben, the Sun-stone, 58.

Benu bird (phoenix), 295, 311-

Beon, 47.

Berenice City, 81.

Berenice, Princess, 124.

Berlin, Academy of, 233.

Berut (Berytus), 64.

Bes, Sudani god, 247, 259, 260, 262,

368, 381, 382, 392, 471 ;
figure of,

374; statues of, 74.

Besh, King, 29.

Bet al-Wali, 63.

Bet Khallaf, 30.

Betchau, King, 27.

Bezel, 271.

Bezel-stamp, 268.

Bicheres, King, 33.

Bieneches, King, 27.

Bienthes, King, 27.

Binothris, King, 27.

Birch, Dr. S., 62, 128, 160, 227, 233,

257, 286, 288, 304, 310, 311, 320,

427.

Bird-gods, 1 1

.

Birkat al-Kurhn, 44.

Birkat Habu, 57, 305.

Birs-i-Nimrud, 405.

I

Birth-goddess, 319.

i
Bissing, F. von, 52, 389, 405.

Bitumen, 201, 208 ; of Judaea, 202.

Black Land (the Delta), i.

Black Obelisk, 405.

Blemmyes, 81.

Blouse, 216.

Blumenbach, 215.

Bnon, Hyksos King, 47.

Boat, Chapter of bringing, 465.

Boat of gold, 466.

Boat of Her-Sept, 319.

Boat of Khepera, 319.

Boat of Millions of Years, 321.

Boat ot Ra, 295, 465.

Boat of the Soul, 319.

Boats, models of funerary, 465.

Bocchoris, King, 73.

Boethos, King, 27.

I

Bolbitine, 123.

i

Bonomi, Mr. J., 124, 165.

I

Book ot Ammi Tuat, 236.

;

Book of Breathings, 221, 236, 237.
' Book of Gates, 236, 425, 429
I Book of May my Name Flourish, 237.

j

Book of Moral Precepts, 35.

1 Book of Opening the Mouth, 238.

Book of the Dead, 21, 26, 33, 225(1.

Book of the Two Ways, 236.

Book of Traversing Eternity, 236,

I
237.

i Boomerang, 52, 469.
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Boon, 6.

Borchardt, Dr. L., 251, 257, 405, 412.

Boughton, Sir W. E. Rouse, 141.

Boundary Stones, 471.

Boussard, 123.

Bracelets, 217, 266, 270.

Branston, Mr., 168.

Bread-making, 402.

Breasted, Prof. J., 17, 64.

Breccia, red and black, funerary vessels

in, 389.

Brockelmann, Dr. C., 165.

Bronze, funerary vessels in, 390 :

Shabti in, 255.

Browne, Mr. W. G., 406.

Bruce, Mr. J., 8, 406 ;
tomb of, 69.

Brugsch, Emil, Pasha, 37, 226.

Brugsch, H., Pasha, 3, 12, 14, 16, 17,

157, 161, 165, 237, 238, 303.

Bubastis, 6, 48, 71, 386.

Buckets, bronze, for libations, 390.

Buckle, 30S.

Buckles, 217.

Buddha, 333.
Biigelkannen, 392.

Buhen (Wadi Halfah), 42, 50, 54, 62.

Bull, the Apis, 386.

Bull-god, 469.

Bunsen, Baron, 12, 17.

Burnish (on pots), 389.

Busiris, 5, 413-

Butchamui, 4.

Buto, 6, 25.

Butterfly, 213.

Button-seals, 288.

Byblos, 361.

Cadet, J. M., 235.

Caesar Augustus, 115.

Caesarion, 81.

Cailliaud, F., 272.

Cairo, 2, 82.

Calendar, Introduction of, 16; the

reformed, 17.

Calico, 216.

Caligula, 1 15.

Cambyses, 78, 109.

Camel, 388.

“Campbell’s Tomb,” 425.
Canaan, 66, 67.

Canal in ist Cataract, 54.

Canal, the Memphis-Red Sea, 77.

Canopic Jars, 240; their positions in

the tombs, 245 ;
chests for, 245.

Canopus, Decree and Stele of, 124.

Caracalla, 119.

Caravans, 34, 35, 42, 52.

Carchemish, 77.

Carians, 77.

Carnarvon, Earl of, 60.

Carnelian, 266, 269.

Carter, Mr. Howard, 60.

Carthaginians, 285.

Cartonnage cases for mummies, 221.

Cartouche, 83 ;
the amulet of the, 322.

Cat, 372, 469 ;
cat and kittens, 269.

Cat-goddess (Bast), 386.

Cataract, ist, 43, 54, 56.

Cataract, 2nd, 43.

Cataract, 3rd, 43, 48, 54-

Cataract, 4th, 46, 55, 78, 302.

Cataracts, the Six, 8, 38.

Cattle, counting of, 402.

Caviglia, 406.

Cedar, 31, 55, 70.

Celt, pendant, 267.

Censorious, 15.

Ceratorrhina goliathus, 278.

Ceres, 338.

Chabas, F., 70, 161, 233, 237.

Chaeremon, 128 ff.

Chaeres, 28.

Chalcedony, 267, 269.

Champollion, J. F., 71, 83, 141 ff.,

236.

Champollion-Figeac, 12, 14 1.

Chapters of Coming Forth by Day,

z6, 228, 235 ;
see Book of the

Dead.
Chariots, 47, 5t.

Charon, 338.

Chebron, 51.

Chebros, 51.

Cheops, 31, 407, 40S.

Chephren, 31, 410.

Chosroes, 82.

Christ, birth of, on amulet, 333.
Christianity, 218.

Christians, persecutions of, 81, 82.

Chronology, 12 ff., 16.

Chrysalis, 213.

Chrysostom, St.John, 213, 466.

Cinyps, 216.

Cippus of Horus, 471.

Circus Maximus, 133.
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City of Cod, 59.

Civilization, dynastic, 12.

Clarke, Mr. Somers, 297.
Clement of Alexandria, 134, 2t3.

Cleopatra, Si, 153.

Cobra, 468.

Code of Laws, 61.

Coffins, anthropoid, 428; of earthen-

ware, 396 ;
of stone and wood,

426 ff.

Colchis, 216.

Collar, amulet of the, 313.
Colossi of Memnon, 57, 65.

Combs for the hair, 217 ; single and
double, 264 ;

for heckling flax, 217 ;

Coptic, 264,

Conception, goddess of, 319.
Cone, the Assyrian, 285,

Cone of grease, 265.

Cones, funerary, of terra-cotta, 393.
Constantinople, 54, 281.

Cook, Mr, John, 37, 226.

Copper, II, 27, 36, 55, 69; oxide of,

259 -

Copperas, 177.

Coprophagi, 271; see Beetles.

Coptic alphabet and writing, 170.

Coptos, 3, 46, 213, 420.

Copts, 316, 320, 381, 466; as

weavers, 217.

Cord, papyrus, 265.

Cornelios Pollios, 212.

Cornucopia, 295.

Cotton, 215.

Cow, 319, 385.

Cow, amulet of the, 318; cult of the,

326.

Cowries, 288.

Cowroids, 280.

Creation, Babylonian, 331.

Crete, 68.

Crocodile, 283, 46S
;

amulet of the,

327 ;
hawk-headed, 472 ;

serpent-

headed, 334.
Crocodile-god, 14, 46, 387.

Crocodile Triad, 330.
Crocodilopolis, 44, 46.

Crocodilopolites, 3.

Cross, the, 316, 320 : with human
head, 333^

Cross and Ankh, 215.

Cross and Osiris, 333.
Crosses in bronze, iron, ivory, 218.

Crowfoot, Mr. J. \V., 43.
Crown, amulets of the, 322.

Crown, the Red, 473.
Crown, the White, 473.
Crucifixion, on amulet, 333.
Crystal, 266.

Cupid, 330.
Currency, 284.

Cusae, 4.

Cush, 42.

Cycle of Thoth, 290.

Cylinder seals. 288.

Cynopolis, 38.

Cynopolites, 3.

Cyprian, 213.

Cyprus, 54, 68.

Cyrenaeans, 77.

Cyrus, 78.

Dacier, M., 16 1.

Dafufah, 41, 48, 223.

Dahshflr, 31, 42, 43, 280, 281 ;

Pyramids of, 414.

Dakhlah, i.

Dakkah, 81.

Damask, 216.

Damietta, 2, 202.

Dance of the gods, 36.

Dancers, 60.

Daressy, 78,

Dar Fur, 42.

Darius I, 73, 77, 79, 109.

Darius II, 80, no.
Darius III, 80, n i.

David, King of Israel, 71.

Davies, J. de G., 222.

Davis, Mr. C. H. S., 237.

Davison, 406.

Dead bodies, sun-dried, position at

burial, 21.

Death-god, 28.

Decapitation, 21.

Decius, 81, 120.

De Fleury, 216.

Delta, 2, 9, II, 22, 25 ;
invasion of

by Hyksos, 49.

Democritus, 127.

Demotic writing, 127, 169.

Denon, 406.

Der, 286.

Der al-Bahari, 39, 52, 70, 209.

Designs on scarabs, 282.
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Deveria, T
, 69, 216, 233.

Dimity, 216.

Diocletian, 81.
;

Diodorus quoted, 21, 44, 65, 73, 128, I

2 °S. 337 ,
410- i

Diorite, 266 ;
vessels of, 389.

Dioscorides, 201.
i

Diospolis, 6 ;
Parva, 3. j

Dismemberment of the body, 21. !

Dog-flies, 277.

Dog River at Berut, 64.

Dog Star, 15 ;
see Sahu.

Dolls, 476.
Dongola, 24, 42, 56.

Dongola, Old, 82.

Dragon, slaying of the, 332.

Draught-boards, 474.
Draughts, 465, 474.
Draughtsmen, 474.
Drawings on pottery, 21.

Drayton quoted, 271.

Dream of Tanutamen, 76.

Diimichen, J., 158, 419.
Dung-beetles and sun, 278.

Dwarf, 34, 472, 474. :

Dynamis, 331. .

Dynastic Period, 20 ff.
i

Dynasties, List of, 13 f., 22 ;
dates

j

of, 18-20. .

Dystocia adiposo-genitalis, 60.
;

Earrings, 217.
j

Earth-god (Geb), 327.

Ebers, Dr,, 159, 237. i

Ebers Papyrus, 15, 279,
j

Ebony, 34, 52, 264.
i

Edfu, It, 39 ;
temple of, 81.

Egypt, land and soil of, i f.
;
Upper

|

(South) and Lower (North), 2 ;

unification of the two Egypts, 2 ff.

Egyptian Alphabets, hieroglyphic and
Coptic, 163, 164; Decipherment

,

of, 123 ff. ; Language, 164 ff.
; !

numbers, 167 ; writing, 135, 168, i

169.
“ Egyptienne,” a frigate, 123.

Eileithyiaspolis, 3.

Ekphantos, 207.

Elagabalus, 120,

Elbow rests (?), 265. ,

Elephant hunts, 53, 81.

Elephant Island, 1.
|

Elephantine, 3, 7, 33, 34, 35, 42, 50,

55 , 57 , 77 , 79 , 367, 384, 416.

Elgin, Lord, 281.

Eloquent Peasant, Story of, 38.

Elpis, 332.
Eltekeh, 74.

Elysian Fields, 330.

Emanations, the Five, 331.

Embalming, 209.

Embalmment, chamber of, 342.

Enchorial writing, 127.

Enmaathap, 29.

Enmaatra. 90.

Enneter, King, 27.

Enuserra, King, 34, 86.

Epagomenal days, the Five, 14.

Epiphanes, 81.

Epistolographic writing, 127.

Era of the Martyrs, 81.

Eratosthenes, 8.

Ergamenes, 81, 115.

Erman, Dr. A., 158, 165, 237, 251, 319.

Esarhaddon, 75.

Eshmfinazir, 425, 431.
Ethiopia, 361.

Etruria, 287, 288,

Etruscans, 287.

Euergetes I, II, 8.

Eunuchs, 42.

Eupantos, 207.

Eupator, 8t.

Euphrates, 50, 53, 55, 286, 289.

Eusebius, 22, 73, 128.

Evans, Sir A., 48.

Exodus, 67 ;
Route of the, 67.

Eye of Ra, 263, 317, 319.

Eye of the Moon, 317.

Eye-ball, 306...

Eye-opener, name of a medicine for

the eye, 261.

Eye-paint, 21, 37, 52, 289.

Eye-powders, 260.

Eyes, diseases of, 258.

Fabre, J. H., 273 ff.

Fabricius, F. A., 204.

Faces, human, on scarabs, 296.

Falkener, E., 475.
Fallah, the, ii.

“ False door,” 427.

Famine, 406 ;
the Seven Years’, 30.

Fan-bearer, 258.
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Farafrah, i.

Faras, Island of, i.

Father of the World, 330.

Fayyum, 43, 244, 329. .

Feathers, amulet of the two, 322.

Fecundity, 323.

Ferryman, the Celestial, 465 ;
see

Herefhaf.

Fetishes, 306.

Field mice, 74, 75.

Field of Reeds, 310.

Fieures of ijods. polytheistic, 376.

Fikellura, 285. i

Filigree, 217.

Finger joint, 306.

Finger rings, 217.

Fingers, amulet of the Two, 325.

Firth, Mr. C., 30, 395.
'

Fish, 388 ;
pendant, 267.

Flames, Ritual of the Four, 352.

Flasks for unguents, 265.

Flavius Vopiscus, 213.

Flax, 215, 217.

Fleet, the Mediterranean, 69 ;
the 1

Red Sea, 69, 77.

Flint, weapons of, 10, 21.

Floriana, 208.

Flower, Sir W., 21 1.

Fly, 469; amulet of the, 324. i

Follow'ers of Horus, 310. i

Fontana, M., 235.
j

Forrer, R., 225 ;
on Coptic linen,

;

218. i

Forster, N., 215.
|

Fort St. julien, 123.
j

Fouquet, Dr., 320.
j

Four bricks, the, 353.

Four cardinal points, 240. i

Four Flames, 352.
|

Four funerary amulets, 353.

Four hundred years, stele of, 65.

Four Sons of Horus, 222, 240, 31 1, i

352 -

Four Winds, 258.

Fourmont, E., 406.

Fraser, G. W., 43, 288, 299, 421.

Frog, 388, 469 ;
frog and the Cross,

320 ;
frog and virility, 320 ;

frog on

lamps, 320; amulet of the, 319.

F’rog, the little green tree, 320.

Funeral, the Egyptian, described,

336 ff-

Funerary murders, 223.

Gabriel, 331.

Gadd, Mr. C. J., 77.

Gakdhl Wells, the, 56.

Galba, 116.

Gallery of the Princesses, 414.

Galls, 177.

Gardiner, Dr. A., 65, 292, 416.

Garnet, 266, 270.

Garratt, Mrs., 286.

Garstang, Prof., 30, 210, 396, 416,

421, 465.

Garstin, Sir W., 8.

Gate of the North, 397 ;
of the South,

36, 38.

Gauthier, H., 71, 83, 115, 428.

Gazelle, 395, 471.

Geb, the Earth-god, 258, 376; figure

of, 378.

Geb and Nut, 362.

Gebelen, 48.

Geese, 248.

Gem Aten, 58.

George, St., 381.

Germanicus, 117.

Gersher, Papyrus of, 237.

Gerspach, E., 218.

Geta, 120.

Gezer, 66.

Gigantorekta, 332.

Gigunu, 405.

Gilding on mummy boards, 220.

Gilukhipa, 57, 303.

Girdle wall, 467.

Girga, 224.

Gizah, 55, 279 ;
Pyramids of, 31, 405.

Glass, 259, 267 ; red, 307 ; funerary

vessels in, 391 ;
tubes for kohl, 262.

Glass bottles, Chinese, 262.

Glaucias, 331.

Glaze on pottery, etc., 382.

Gliddon, G. R., 209.

Gnosticism, 328 ;
works on, 329.

Gnostics, 371 ;
sects of, 334.

Gnostics and scarabs, 28S.

Goat-triad, 330.

Gobelins, 218.

God, the One, 79.

God, full-faced, 468 : with three faces,

335 ;
withaserpent ineachhand,468.

'

Gods, figures of, 355; with movable

limbs, 356 ;
Graecized figures of,

379 ;
ibis-headed, 474 ;

names of

on scarabs, 284.
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Gold, 42, 45, 46, 56; green, 52;
rings of, 268 ;

white, 34; vessels of,

390 ;
on papyri, 177.

Gold mines, 63.

Gold plating, 177.

Goldsmiths, 26.

Golenischeff, W., 45, 80, 237, 292, 471.

Goliath, 41.

Goliathus Atlas, 278.

Goliathus scarab, 298.

Gondokoro, 8.

Good luck pendant, 267.

Good wishes on scarabs, 284.

Goodwin, C., 161, 237, 290.

Gordianus, 120.

Gosset, A., 209.

Granaries, 224, 406.

Granite, 35 ;
green, 288 ;

vessels of,

389-

Granville, A. B., 215.

Graves, Egyptian, 21, 395 f.

Grease on the head, 265.

Great Scales, 293.

Grebaut, E., 27.

Greece, scarabs in, 287 ;
vessels and

bottles from, 392.

Greeks, 10, 77, 334; Byzantine, 202.

Greenhill, T., 208.

Green-water, 177.

Grenfell, Dr. G., 279, 320.

Grenfell, Lord, 417.

Griffith, P., 416.

Griggs, W., 234.

Gryphon, 283.

Guatep, sarcophagus of, 247.

Guieyesse, 233.

Guignes, J. de, 138.

Gulf of Suez, 77.

Gum from Sudan, 176.

Guy de la Fontaine, 202.

Haankhf, 46.

Habhb, 75.

Hadrian, Emp., 118, 212.

Haematite, 262, 266.

Hager, 80.

Haggard, Sir H. Rider, 215, 333.
Hair-pins, 217, 264.

Hall, Dr. H. R., 17, 25, 39, 52, 66,

225. 279. 283, 288.

Hall of Columns, 62, 63, 65.

Hall of Judgment, 292.

Hall of Maati, 287.

Hamilton, \V., 406.

Hamites, 10.

Hammer, J. de, 235.

Hands, cut off, 51, 56.

Hanes, 38, 336 ;
see Herakleopolis.

Hannek, 8.

Hap, Hapi, the Nile-god, 7, 8, 365 ;

figure of, 363.

Hapi, son of Horus, 240, 241, 342.

Hapmen, sarcophagus of, 425.
Haptchefa, 42.

Haqahagaherher, 318.

Haram a.s-Sayyadin, 36.

Hare (Osiris), 387.
Harmakhis, 32, 386; King, 115.

Harper, tomb of the, 69.

Harpokrates, 270, 335, 359, 471;
Ptolemaic, 381 ;

figure of, 378 ;
on

lotus, 330.
Harpoons, ii.

Harris Papyrus, No. i, 68.

Hathor, 262, 317, 323, 324, 375, 431,

470 ; in Sinai, 42 ;
temple of, in

Nubia, 65 ; figure of, 374.
Hathor, amulet and standard of, 283,

326.

Hathor-Sophia, 330.
Hat-Mehit, 6.

Hatshepsut, Queen, 51-53, too, 268,

270, 391, 422 ;
draught-boards of,

475 -

Hawarah, Pyramid of, 44, 421.

Hawk (Horus), 263, 387 ;
on ring,

269 ; pendant, 267.

Hawk Triad, 330.
Hawkins, E., 235.
Hayter, Mr., 391.

Head-cap, 217.

Head-rests, 246.

Head-stones, 220.

Heart, Chapters of the, 289, 312 ;

weighing of the, 228 ; amulet of

the, 3 1 1.

Heart-pendant, 267.

Heart-scarabs, 289.

Heart-soul, 31 1.

Heavens, the Seven, 332 ;
the Eight,

I 334 ;
the 365, 331.

Heben, 472.
Hebnu, 4.

Hebrews, 67, 70, 334.
Hecataeus, 127.
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Hedgehog, 387.

Heger, Heqar, no.

Heh, 320; pendant, 267.

Heka (Magic), 292, 472 ;
created by

God, 292.

Hekaptah, 2.

Heliogabalus, 213.

Heliopolis, 5, 27, 42, 46, 5

1

-
66,

69, 72, 29s, 306, 315, 331, 336,

382.

Hellanicus, 127.

Hemaka, 26.

Heni, 211,

Hennsu, 4.

Hennu, 290.

Hen.su, 37.

Hentmehit, 212, 220, 222, 354, 355 >

funerary chest of, 246 ;
coffin of,

430-
Hent-taui, 249, 256.

Henu, an official, 39.

Hep, Hepr, the Nile, 7.

Heptamis, 3.

Heq-antch, 5.

Heqit, 319.

Hequ Shasu, 47.

Her, an official, 263, 319.

Her (Horus), 3 ;
figure of, 357-

Her, King, 45, 90.

Her-Aakhuti, 312.

Herabra, 95.

Heraclius, 82.

Herakleopolis Magna, 4, 38, 49, 72.

Herakleopolites, 3.

Her-Behut, 472.

Hercules, 382.

Herefhaf, 465.

Her-em-aakhu, 55.

Her-em-aakhut, 32.

Heremheb, King, 61 ;
sarcophagus of

422.

Her-Her I, priest and king, 70, 71

103.

Her-Her II, 103.

Herhetep, 227.

Herinutarekamen, 122.

Herkhuf, 34, 36.

Hermapion, 133.

Hermopolis, 4, 6, 33, 292, 327, 331

351.
Hermopolites, nome, 3.

Her-Nekht, 297.

Her-netch-tef, 258.

^ Herodotus, 31, 44, 68, 74, 127, 203,

366, 409, 410.

Her-pa-khrat, 359, 473 : figure of,

378-

Her Pisebkhanu, 70.

I Hersaast, 105.

. Hersaatef, 122.

Hersankhabtaui, 39.

Her-Sept, 319.

Hershef, 472.
: Hertataf, 29, 33, 249, 290.

:
Herua, 93.

,

Herui, 3.

i Herur, 381.
' Heseb , 5-

Hesepti, 25, 84.
1 He-t Benu, 4.

Hetchet, amulet of, 322.

Hetep Sekhemui, 27.

Hetep tablet, the, 432.

: Hethersa, 92.

i

Het-Hert (Hathor), 375 -

' Het Khent, 6.

1 Hetnub, 35.

j

Het-ta-herab, 5.

I

Hierakonpolis, 4, 29, 36.

. Hieratic writing, 127, 169.

i Hieroglyphic characters, list of, 1781!.

;

! types cast, 168.

I
Hill, Dr. J., 209.

i Hincks, Dr. E., 156, 160, 304.

j

Hinna, 265, 266.

I Hipponus, 4.

Hippopotamus, 49, 385, 468 ;
amulet

of the, 327.

Hippopotamus = Set, 387.

Hittites, 58, 62 ;
Rameses H and the

Hittites, 64 f.

Hodo, the scribe, 285.

,

Hoe, 253.

Hoffmann Collection, 303.

,

I Hoffmann, G. D., 213.

i Holy Mountain, 74.

!
Homer, 132.

j

Honey, 208 ;
the Nile runs, 28.

!
Hophra, 77.

: Horapollo, 131, i 37 > 272, 276.

. Horizon of Aten, 59.

,

’ Horner, Rev. G., 328.

I

Hornet, 22.

;

Horos, 56.

I

Horse, 47, 73, 264, 301.

' Horses, graves of, 415.
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Horus, So, 359 ;
birth of, 333 ;

Cippi

of, 471 ;
figure of, 357 ;

Followers

of, II
;

Four Sons of, 240, 367 ; ;

figures of the Four Sons, 369 ;

Ptolemaic forms of, 382.

Horus and Set, 29, 324, 327.

Horus the Aged, 381.

Horus the Child, 359, 381, 471.

Horus the Elder, 473.

Horus of gold, 299 ;
the golden, 472.

Horus Mehen, 472.

Horus names, 31, 82.

Horus on the Oryx, 473.

Horus Sept (Sothis), 384.

House, Chapter of building a, 466 ;

the two-storeyed, 467.

Hu, 3, 32, 473.

Hua, 56.

Hui, 27, 84.

Hui, an official, 60.

Human figures on scarabs, 283.

Hunefer, Papyrus of, 177, 234, 382,

422.

Huni, 30, 85.

Hunnutiu, 248.

Hunting scenes, 283.

Husen Kamil, 82.

Hutchefa, 2S, 85.

Hutchinson, General, 123.

Hykshos, 47.

Hyksos, 17, 44. 45. 47. 67, 361,

366; cemetery, 48, 49; defeat of,

50 ;
pottery of, 49 ;

scarabs of,

282.

Hymn of Victory, 66.

Hypocephali, 476.

Hypselis, 4.

labeqher, 97.

laldabaoth, 332.

lalysos, 285, 288.

lamu, 98, 283.

lannas, 48.

lab, 329, 330, 331, 333.

lab Sabaoth, 371.

lapeqher, 98.

Iberians, 10.

Ibis (Thoth), 358.

Ibis Triad, 330.

Ibn Betar, 201.

Ibrim, 6.

Ichneumon, 269, 387.

lemhetep, 88 ;
figure of, 358, 360,

371-

left. Books of, 328.

Imhotep, architect, 30.

Imhotep, god, 29.

Immortality, 21.

Imouthis, 358.

Incantations, 35, 53, 56, 61.

Incense, 52.

India, 128.

Indians, 334.
Indigo, 216.

Inflammation, 259.

Ink, 176, 177 ;
black, green and red,

177 ;
indelible, 217.

Ink-pots, 176.

Inscriptions, quadrilingual, 79.

Inuama, 66.

Inundation, 2, 8, 15 ;
records of, 44.

lonians, 77.

Ipeqher, 98.

Iron, sulphite of, 177.

Iron of South and North, 327.

Isis, 249, 312, 323, 334, 342, 362,

380, 472 ;
figure of, 363 ;

uterus of,

335-
Isis and Mesta, 242.

Isis and Osiris, worship of, suppressed,

82.

Isis-Serqit, 473.
Islam, 336.

Islands of the Blessed, 427.

Israel Stele, 66.

Israelites, 66.

Issus, Battle of, 80.

Italians, ic.

luaa, 57, 302.

Ivory, 247, 248, 259, 264, 270, 279,

I 285 ;
carvers of, 26 ; scarabs of,

!

281.

Jabal Barkal, 6, 74, 76.

Jabal Dbshah, 54.

Jackal, 387.

Jackal of jackals, 248.

Jackal sceptre, 468.

Jacob, 67.

Jasper, 266, 309; yellow, 281.

Jawbones, 326.

Jazirat al-Khadrah, 123.

Jazirat al-Malik, 43.

Jequier, G., 10, 31, 167.
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Jerusalem, 74, 75, 77 ;
capture

71 -

Jews, 202.

Jezebel, 259.

John the Baptist, 466.

Johnson, Dr., 209.

Johnston, Sir H., 278.

Jomard, E. F., 215, 236, 406
Josephus, 67, 74, 128.

Josiah, 77.

Judaea, bitumen of, 202.

Judah, 77.

Judges, the, 40, 337.
Julius Africanas, 22.

Julius Caesar, 81.

Junker, Dr., 278.

Jupiter Ammon, i, 78, 81.

Justinian, 82.

Ka, the, 42, 404 ;
figure of, 400

views about, 341.

Kabasos, 5.

Kadashman Harbe, 57.

Kadesh, 62.

Kadesh on the Orontes, 53 ;
Battle ol

64 ff.

Kagera, 8.

Ka^ebes, 5.

Kahfin, 43.

Kaiechos, 27.

Kakai, 33, 86, 319.
Kakau, 84.

Kakhas, 5.

Xalabshah, 64.

Kambathet (Cambyses), 109.

Kamerira I, 38.

Kamerira II, 88.

K.ames, 49, 100.

Kamiros, 285, 288.

Kam-t, I.

Kam-ur, 5.

Kanbutcha, 109.

Kara, 28.

Karbaniti, 75.

Karei, 302.

Kargamen, 121.

Karkara, Battle of, 71.

Karmah, 42, 48.

Karman, 223.

Karnak, 50, 51, 54, 57, 62, 66, 71

76, 80, 283, 366, 372; flooded, 71

Kasa, 4.

f,

j

Ka Set-Ra (?), 92, 97.

I

Kash, 50, 57 ;
Prince of, 50, 68.

Kashta, 72, 108, 120.

Katebet, mummy of, 252.

Kaulasau (Christ). 331.

Kef-pesesh, 326.

Kein-tau, 287.

Kek, 320.

Kema, 46.

Kene, 331.

Kenstt, 6.

Kerasher, Papyrus of, 237.
Kerkis, 77.

Kerpheres, King, 30.

Khaankhra, 92.

Khaau, 22.

Khaau, 83.

Khababasha, in.
Khabbasha, 79.

Khabiru, 67.

;
Khabfir, 286.

Kha-em-Maat, 300.

Khafra, 32, 36, 85, 279, 282 ;
diorite

statue of, 33 ; Pyramid of, 410.

Khahetepra, 93.

', Khakara, 92.

Khakaura, 90.

Khakheperrasenbu, 173.

Khakherura, 94.
Khal, 67.

Khalsata, 319.
Khalser4u, 318.

Khamuast, 63.

Khamura, 97.
Khaneferra, 34, 46, 92.

Khargah, Oasis of, 42, 79, 432.
Khartum, 8, 43, 55.

Kha-sekhem, 28.

Kha-sekhemui, 28.

Khasesheshra, 46, 92.

Khaskheti, 25.

Khasu, 46.

Khati I-IV, 38, 88.

Khati, teaching of, 21 1, 292.

Khati Land, 76.

Khatneter, 29.

Khatti, 71.

Khattusil III, 64, 65.

Khauserra, 88, 97.

Khebres, 61.

,
Khem (?), 4, 359.
Khemenu (Hermopolis), 33, 49, 290,

292. 327. 472, 474 -
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Khensu, 284, 355, 356, 385, 472 ;

figure of, 363.

Khensu Neferhetep, 365 ;
figure of,

364-
Khensuhetep, 80.

Khensu-pa-ari-sekheru, 365.

Khensu-pa-khart, 365.
Khent, King, 25.

Khent-ab, 6.

Khent-Aqer, 244.

Khentcher, King, 47, 96.

Khentu, 87.

Khepera, 222, 249, 277, 312, 318, 369.
Khepera-Shu-Tefnut, 330.
Kheperkara I, 90.

Kheperkhara, 90.

Kheprera, 277.

Kher-heb, 328, 340, 404.

Kherp Pyramid, 42.

Khert-neter, 289, 308, 310, 319, 382.
Kheskhet, 56.

Kheta, 66.

Khetasar, 64.

Khian, 47, 48, 97 ;
scarabs of, 283.

Khini-inshi, 38.

Khmenu, 4.

Khnem, Khnemu, 291, 293, 327, 359,

367. 474; figure of, 364.

Khnem-nefer-hetchet, 427.
Khnemu-hetep, 41, 43, 259.

Khnemu Khafu, 31.

Khnoubis, 286, 338 ;
amulets of, 332.

Khuaqer, 96.

Khufu, 31, 85, 279; ivory figure of,

32 ;
Pyramid of, 407.

Khufuankh, 421.

Khusebek, 43.

Khutauira, 91.

Kid, miraculous birth of a, 40.

Kilgipa, 304.
King, C. W., 320.

Kipkipi, 76.

Kircher, A., 137, 203.

Klaproth, J. H., 152.

Knives, flint, 21.

Knossos, 48.

Kohl, 260; needle or stick, 262 ;
pots i

for, 259, 391; tubes for, 259, 260.
j

Kordofan, 42.
j

Korosko, 79. !

Krall, J., 16, 72, 77.
I

Krebs, F., 225.

Krio sphinxes, 57.

Krophi, 7.

Kubban, 6.

Kummah, 44, 48.

Kundaka (Candace), 415.

Kurios, 332.

^hrnah, 297, 393, 468.

Kurru, 415.

Kfish, 42.

Kynonpolis, 4.

Labels for mummies, 214.

Labyrinth, 44.

Lacau, P., 227, 420, 421.

Lachares, 43.
Lacour, P., 139.

Ladder, amulet of the, 324.
Lagus, Ptolemy, 81.

Lake Moeris, 44.

Lake of Ti, 57.

Lakes, Equatorial, 8.

Lamaris, 44.

Lamb, eight-legged, 73.

Lamentations of Isis, 431.
Lamp and phalli, 330.
Lamp black, 176.

Lamps, self-lighting, 466.
Land, Dr., 276.

Land of the Blessed, 466.

Land of the Spirits, 36.

Landmarks, 471.
Lane-Poole, Prof., 52.

Langdon, Prof. S., 65, 405.
Lanzone, R. V., 246, 371, 375.
Lapis lazuli, 266, 270, 290.

I

Larcher, P. H., 215.

Last Judgment, 228.

Lateran, 54.

Latreille, P. A., 272.

Latus fish, 388.

I

Lauth, F. J., 73.
: Law, the moral and physical, 375.
Layard, Sir A. H., 285, 286.

Lead, sulphide of, 259.
Leap-year, 81.

Leather, 172 ; eye-paint cases made
of, 262 ;

roll for writing on, 42, 54.

Lebanon, 31, 54-55, 63, 70.

Le Blant, E., 225.

Leemans, Dr. C., 167, 234, 272.
Lee Warner, P., 234.
Lefebure, E., 419.
Legge, F., 470.
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Legrain, G., 6o, 72, 282.

Leitch, his “Life” of Young, 141.

Lenoir, A., 139.
Leopard, 448, 469 ;

skins of, 52, 247.
Lepidotus fish, 388.

Lepsius, Dr. R., 12, 17, 26, 164, 165,

227. 233. 236, 406.

Letopolis, 3, 5-

Lexa, F., 238.

“Liar Pyramid,” 415.
Library of Heliopolis, 46.

Libya, 50, 63, 66, 76.

Libyans, 10, 29, 37, 63, 66, 69, 79;
defeat of, 66.

Lieblein, J. D. C., 17, 237.
Life, the future, 21.

Lightning Mountain, 202.

Linen, purple, 220; see Bandages.

Linen-work, Coptic, 218.

Lion, 248, 283 ;
of Horus, 386 ;

lions

in granite, 57.

Lion-hunts, 57, 58, 302.

Lip-salve, 215, 266.

Liturgyof Funerary Offerings, 4 1 9, 42 7.

Livingstone, Dr., 279.
Lizard, 330.

Lobo, Jeronimo, 8.

Lock of hair pendant, 267.

Loftie, W. J., 279, 288.

Logos, 331, 332.
Loin-cloth, 298.

Looking-glass, 330.
Loret, V., 54.

Lotus, 8, 248, 259, 262 ;
cluster, 283 ;

flowers, 259; pendant, 267; sceptre,

472.
Lucian, 204.

Lucius Verus, 118.

Lumbini Garden, 333.
Lumbroso, G., 216.

Luxor, 57, 297 ;
Temple of, 56, 65.

Lykopolis, 4.

Lynx, 323.

Maa, 309.
Maa 87.

Maaabra, 88.

Maahes, 376; figure of, 377.
Maakherura, 90.

Maamaa, 6.

Maat, 375 ;
figure, 374.

Maati, 375.

:
Maatkara, princess, 70, 71, 256.

j

Maatkara, Queen, 52.

i
Macalister, Prof A., 420.

j

MacGregor, Rev. W., 299.

I
Macrinus, 120.

Madinat Habu, 69.

Madness, 38.

Maftet, 323.
Magic, 30, 292.
Mahetch, 4.

Mahler, E., 16.

Mai and Zohrab, 73.

Malachite, 27, 69.

Malik al-Kamil, 407.
Malneqen, 12 1.

Maluibamen, 122.

Mamfin, 407.
Man, rani-headed, 469.
Manetho, 13, 22, 47, 414; his History,

81.

Manganese, black oxide of, 259.
.Maraiui, 66.

•Maraut, 6.

Marawi, 302, 415.
Marcheswan, 73.

Marcianus, 81.

Marcus Aurelius, 119.

Marcus, Revelation of, 330.
Marea, 77.

Manette, A., 14, 32, 48, 54, 226, 233,

355. 367. 400, 416.

Mark, St., 81,

Mars, 382.

Masaharth, 104.

Maspero, Sir G., 31, 37, 61, 159, 210,

226, 344, 400, 413, 415.
Masr, 2.

Massinger quoted, 271.

Ma.^abah tombs, 396 ff.

Mastabat al-Fir'afln, 414.
Mas‘fldi, 409.

Mat, reed, 21, 315.
Matammah, 56.

Matchai, 36.

Matchaiu, 393.
Maten, 4.

Matlametlo frog, 320.

Matriarchate, 28.

Mattiuaza, 55.
Matflkah, 43.

Maty, 215.

Maximinus, izo.

Meae, 6.

2 I 2
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Medes, 77.

Medicinal eye-powder, 261.

Medicine, god of, 29.

Mediterranean Sea, i, 22, 31.

Medflm, Pyramid of, 210, 414.

Megiddo, 53, 77.

Mehen, 388, 472.

Mehi, 6.

Mehtemusekh, 71.

Mehtiemsaf I, 36, 86.

Mehtiemsaf II, 87.

Mehttath, 384.

Meir, 421.

Meketh, 472.

Mekha, 22, 83.

Memnon, 56.

Memnonium, 63, 65.

Memorial Boards, 221.

Memphis, 2, 5, 26, 27, 30, 39, 41, 47,

55. 66, 69, 72, 75, 76, 77, 78, 80, 81,

280, 336, 360, 412, 422.

Memphites, 3.

Men (Nebti name), 25.

Mena, 20, 22, 25, 84, 279.

Menabra, 108.

Menat, 319, 383 ;
amulet of the, 323.

Mencheres, 33, 34.

Mendes, 6.

Menes, 22, 25, 279.

Menhit, 372.

Menira (?), 107.

Menkara, 87.

Menkauheru, 34, 86.

Menkaura, 33, 85, 210, 249, 279, 290 ; :

Papyrus of, 411.

Menkhaurl, 96. i

Menkheperra I ; see Thothmes III.
''

Menkheperra II, 70, 104.

Men-nefer, 5, 414.

Menou, Gen., 123.

Menthesuphis, 36.

Menthu, 248.

Menthu-em-hat, 263, 393.

Menthuhetep, an official, 427.

Menthuhetep I-V, 39, 89.

Menthuhetep VI, 93.
'

Menthu-Ra, 359.
Mentsaf, 238.

Mentu, 383.

Mentuemhat, 75.

Mentuemsaf, 94. ,

Menu, 40, 46, 381, 382,473; figure

of, 357-

Menuhetep, 46.

Merankhra, 93.

Mercati, G., 138.

Mercator, 3.

Mercenaries, 77.

Merenher I, 87.

Merenptah I, 65, 102.

Merenptah II, 68, 102.

Merenra I, 36, 86.

Merenra II, 37, 87.

Merhetepra I and II, 93-

Meri, 394.
Meriaah, 88.

Merimes, 56, 429.

Meri-Ra I, 35, 86.

Meri-Ra II, 37.

Merit, 414.

Merit-Amen, 59.

Meric-tefs, 31.

Merkaura, 94.

Merkheperra, 94.

Mermashau, 46, 92.

Merneferra, 93.

Mernet, 25.

Mernetchemra, 93.

Mei'oe, 6, 415.

Merpeba, 26, 84.

Merscgert, 382, 388.

Mersekeni, 286.

Mersekhemra I, 93, 96.

Mersekhemra II, 95.

Mertchefura, 95.

Mer-'l’em, 414.

Meruserra, 97.

Mes, 62.

Mesenu, ii.

.Meshezib-Mardtik, 287.

Mesopotamia, 302.

Mesta, 240, 241, 342.

Mcsu Betshu, 318.

Metal-working, 10, 21.

Metelis, 5.

Methen, a scribe, 31.

Methun-en-Ka, 414.

-Metternich Stele, 80, 47
Meux Collection, 288.

Meyer, E., 12, 14, 17.

Michael, 331.

Milk of white cow, 352.

Milukhkhi, 74.

Min, 357.
Minoan pottery, 43.

Mirgissi, 43.
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Mirror cases, 263.

Mirrors, 262 ff.
; Coptic, 264.

Misaphris, 52.

Misphragmuthosis, 53.

Mitanni, 55, 57-59.
Mithras, 330, 332 ;

influence of, 333 ;

lion of, 333.
Mizraim, 2.

Mnevis Bull, 27, 73, 367 ;
figure of,

369-
Models, of houses, 466 : of slaves,

223 ;
of vases, 390.

Moeller, G., 238.

Monks and the mummy, 213.

Moon, 29; and Utchats, 295.

Mophi, 7.

Morgan, J. de, 42, 43, 168, 267, 281,

389. 39S> 414-
Moses, 333.
Mother goddess, 372.

Mother of emerald, 266 ;
amulets in,

325-
Mottoes on scarabs, 284.

Mount Scir, 69.

Muhammad ‘All, 407, 471.

Muhammad, the Prophet, 82.

Mu-Hapi, 7.

Mukattam, 407.

Muller, Max, 65.

Muller and slab, 177.

Muraia, 201.

Mummies, gilded, 213.

Mummification, 210.

Mummy, 201 ff.; bandages and cloth,

215 ; board, 219 ;
grid, 219 ;

hawk-
headed, 334; labels, 214, 224.

Mummy, the drug, 202, 209.

Murch, Rev. C., 391.

Murder of the King, 41.

Murray, A. S., 285, 287.

Mursi! II, 63, 64.

Muslin, 216.

Musrai, 71.

Mut, 263, 269, 372 ;
figure of, 374.

Mutallu, 64.

Mut-em-Mennu, 206.

Mut-em-uaa, 56.

Mut-hetep, Papyru-, of, 352.

Muthis, 80.

Mutnefert, 51.

Mutsekhemef, 61.

Mycerinus, 249, 290, 407, 41 1.

Myrrh, 34, 52.

i
Nabushizibani, 76.

' Nachares, 43.
Naharina, 50.

;

Naharn, 302.

Nahr al-Kalb, 64.

! Naifaurut, 80.

Nakadah, 9, 168.

;

Napata, 6, 55, 71, 72, 74, 75, 302,

415-
Narmer, 22, 84.

Narses, 82.

,
Nart Khent, 4.

Nart Pehu, 4.

Nasakhmat, 122.

;

Nastasen, 79, 122.

i Nau, 320.
' Naukratis, 78, 128, 284, 285.

i Naville, Prof. E., 2, 26, 39, 48, 52,

71, 166, 233, 389, 469.
' Nebakau, 108.

;

Nebariaura, 98.

Nebeh bird, 248.

Nebfaura (?), 94.

Nebhapra, 39.
Nebi, 87, 245.
Nebka, 30, 85.

Nebkara I, 85.

Nebkara II, 85.

Nebkaura, 38.

Nebkheperura, 260.

Nebkhepeshra, 97.

Nebkherura, 39.

Nebmaatra I, 94.

Nebmaatra II, 94,

I
Nebra Kakau, 27.

I

Nebseni, Papyrus 01, 233, 314, 351.
! Nebsenra, 95.
Nebt, 466.

I

Nebtauira, 39, 89.
’ Nebtchefara I, 95.

i Nebtchefara II, 95.

Nebtetra, 97.

Nebt-h-et, figure of, 363.
Nehthetcp, 324, 472.

,
Nebti name, 82.

Nebuchadrezzar II, 77.

Nechep^os, 329.
' Necherophes, 29.

;

Necho, draughts of, 475,
' Ncchoh, 77.

!

Necklaces, 217, 266; of scarabs, 287.

Nectanebus, 123.
' Nefer, the amulet, 321.
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Neferabra, 96.

Neferabra-em-aakhut, 242.

Neferarikara I, 34, 86, 413.
Neferarikara II, 88.

Nefer-Atum, 355, 356, 371 ;
figure of,

374-
Nefercheres, 70.

Neferfra, 34, 86.

Nefer-heb-f, 394.
Nefer-hetep I, King, 46.

Nefer-hetep II, 95.

Neferkaher, 87.

Neferkara I, 28, 85.

Neferkara II—XI, 85—88.

Neferkara, Nubian king, 120.

Neferkara Pepi II, 36.

Neferkaseker, 28, 85.

N eferkauheru, 88.

Nefer-renpit, 393.
Nefertari-mert-en-Mut, 65.

Nefertem ra, 95-

Nefertiti, 58, 61, 305.

Nefres, 87.

Negative Confession, 207, 233.

Negroes, 10.

Nehau, 6.

Neheb, 22, 83.

Neliebka, 379.
Neherna, 303.

Nehsi, 46, 94 ;
scarabs of, 283.

Nehsi, a captain, 52.

Neilos, 7.

NeithofSais, 78, 311,342, 372, 472 ;

figure of, 378.

Neith and Tuamutef, 242.

Neith-hetep, 25.

Nekara I, 87.

Nekara II, 97.

Nekau I, 108.

Nekau II, 109.

Nekau of Sais, 76.

Nekheb, 3, 50.

Nekhebit, 25, 299, 472.

Nekhen, 3, 25, 299.

Nekht-Amen, 296.

Nekht, Papyrus of, 177.

Nekhtherhebit, in, 425.

Nekhti, 27.

Nekhtnebef, 80, in.
Nekhtnebtefnefer, 39, 89.

Nektanebes, 80, 425.

Nektanebos, 80.

Nektanebus I, 471.

Nelmai, 121.

Nemareth, 107, 270.

Nemlet, 73.

Nen, 320.

Nenu, 8.

Neolithic Period, 12, 20.

Nepherites, Nepheritis, 80, no.
Nephthys, 249, 342, 362 ;

figure of,

363 ;
Nephthys and Hapi, 242.

Nero, 81, 116.

Nerva, 117.

Nesbanebtet, 104.

Nesibanebtet, 70.

Nesi-Khensu, 256, 392 ;
Papyrus of,

235-
Nesi-pa-ur-shefi, 346. 429.

Nesitanebtashrii, 235.

Nes-Mut, 248.

Nesqctiu, 425.

Nesu-b.\ti name, 82.

Ne^ut, 22.

Net (Neith), 243, 322 ;
figure of,

378-
Netaklabathamen, 121.

Netaqerti, 37, 87.

Netchemabra, 91.

Netchemet, Queen, 235.

Neterkara, 87.

Netcrkheperra, 70.

Neter-ta, 368.

Neterui (?) amulets, 326.

Nethetep, 25.

Netting fowl, 402.

New Year’s Day, 269.

Newberrie, J., 288.

Newberry, P. E., 70, 283, 299, 303,

416.

Ni, S3> 55> 287.

Nicholson, Sir C., 371.

Niebuhr, K., 406.

Nile, 7, 8, 71 ;
the Blue, 7, 8 ;

tecords

of, 44 ;
Valley of, 9 ;

the Victoria,

8 ; the White, 7.

Nile-god, figure of, 363.

Nile-Red Sea Canal, 69, 79.

Nilometer, 307.

Nilopolis, 4.

Nilus, 7.

Nine Nations of the Bow, 66.

Nineveh, 74, 75, 76, 285 ;
Fall of, 77.

Nitaqert, 77.

Nitocris, 37, 77, 411.

No, Lake, 8.
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Noa, 6.

Nobadae, 8i,

Nomes, List of the, 2-4.

Norden, F. L., 406.

North Land, i.

Northumberland, Duke of, his collec^

tion, 288, 304.
Nott, J. C., 209.

Nous, 331.

Nu, 8, 351, 375, 465.
Nu, Papyrus of, 26, 234, 290.

Nuba Languages, 167.

Nubia, 34, 42, 43, 50, 54, 56, 61, 77,

80,, 223, 359, 390, 417; kings of,

their cartouches, 120-12 2 ;
pro-

vinces of, 6.

Nubians, 97 ;
dynastic, 73 ; invasion

of, 72_.

Nubkara, 97.

Nubkaura, 90.

Nubtauira, 88.

Nubti, 48, 65, 97.

Numbers, 482.

Ndri, 415,

Nut, 222, 256, 425, 431 ;
figure of,

378 ;
mother of five gods, 376.

Nut-ent-bak, 4.

Nut-ent-Hap, 5.

Oars with lamps attached, 466.

Oases, the Seven, 66,

Oasis, the Great, i, 79.

Oasis, the Little, r.

Obelisks, 42, 51, 53, 54, 56, 283;
at Thebes, 128 ;

dedicated to Ptah,

80 ;
the two funerary, 399.

Obsidian, 260.

Ochre, red, 177.

Ochus, III.

Ogdoad of Thoth, 474.
Oils, scented, 265 ;

the Seven holy,

238, 266.

Ointments, 258.

One, name of Nile, 7.

Only-begotten (scarab), 276.

Onyx, 266.

Opening of the Mouth, Book of, 291,

326, 419.

Ophites, 330, 335.
Orontes, 55, 64.

Ororiouth, 335.
Orpheus, 338.

Osiris, 46, 51, 227, 334, 361, 380;
Osiris and Ladder, 324 : Code of,

233 ; four children of, 240 ;
figure

of, 363 ; 14 pieces of, 361 ; recon-

stitution of, 319; throne of, 8.

Osiris Apis, 380.
Osiris Bakhet, 222.

Osiris Khenti Amenti, 295, 382.

Osiris Seker, 225.

Osorchor, 70.

Osorkon I-III, 71, 72.

Osorthon, 71.

Ostraka, 172.

Ostrich, 388.

Osymandyas, Tomb of, 65.

Otho, 1 16.

Othoes, 35.

Ouriel, 331.

O.xyrhynchites, 3.

Oxyrhynchus, 4 ;
fish of, 388.

Pachnan, 47.

Paez, Pedro, 8.

Pagel-Sudhoff, 209.

Pagodas, 405.
Pahlin, Comte de, 159.

Painetchem I, 103.

Pakameri, 107.

Pa-Khen-en-Ament, 6.

Pakhet, 384.

Pal, 318.

Palace, the double, 31
Palaeolithic Period, 12 20.

Palek, 6.

Palermo Stele, 12, 20, 22, 30, 34, 37.
Palestine, 35, 41, 64, 67, 77.

Palettes, 25, 173.

Palzir-shemesh, 2S5.

Painai, 71, 106.

Pa-meht, 250.

Panebes, 6.

Panetchem, 256.

Pankhalaru (?), 122.

Pankhi, priest, 256.

Panopolis, 4, 216, 246, 383, 430.

Pantbeos, 331 ; four-winged, 332.
Panther, 469.

Papyrus, 8, 17 1; mummy cases of

221: sceptre, 472; shroud, 222.

Papyrus, Ebers, 26.

Papyrus, medical, 26.

Papyrus of Anhai, 327.
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Papyrus of Am, 289, 312, 415.
Papyrus of Hunefer, 415.
Papyrus of Nu, 290.

Papyrus-column, amulet, 314.
Par, 318.

Paraschistes, 206.

Parmerahu, 253.
Partsch, 8.

Pasebkhan I-III, 104, 105.

Pa-ser, 296,

Paste, blue, 270; for inlaying, 270.

Pastes, toilet, 265,

Patabast, 106.

Patareshnes, 270,

Pavilion, 69.

Pe, Pu, 315.
Peacock, 264.

Peacock, G., 14 1.

Pectorals, 249; cartonnage, 222.

Peges, 6.

Peh-Qenus, 6.

Pekhet, 384.

Pelusium, 73, 74, 78, 80, 216.

Pelusium Daphnae, 77.

Pen-cases, 176.

Pendants, 266, 362.

Pepi I, 35, 71, 86, 210, 226,

Pepi II, 14, 36, 37, 87, 210, 226, 391
Pepi III, 87.

Perabsen, 28.

Perar-t, 66.

Per-Asar-neb-Tet, 5.

Per-Ba-neb-Tet, 6.

Per-Bast, 6.

Perenmaat, 28.

Perfumes, 34.

Per-Maqa-t, 5,

Per-Matchet, 4.

Perring, J. S., 406.

Persians, 334 ;
conquer Egypt, 80.

Pert, 14, 261.

Per-Tchehuti, 6.

Per-Tem, 5.

Pertinax, rip.

Per-Uatchit, 6, 25, 299.

Pescennius Niger, 119.

Peseshkef, 326.

Peta-Ast, 284.

Petabast, 72.

Peta-Mut, 383.
Petenher, 6.

Petoubates, 72.

Petrie, Sir W. F., 16, 25, 31, 288.

Pettigrew, T. J., 203, 207, 209, 240.

Phagrus, 388.

Phakussa, 6.

Phallus, 320.

Pharaoh, 73 ;
of the oppression, 67 ;

Chairs of, 44.

Pharos, 81.

Philadelphus, 81.

j

Philae, 6, 82, 359 Obelisk from,

j

123-

I

Philip Arrhidaeus, 81, in
!
Philip Augustus, 120.

I Philistia, 68.

!
Philometor I-IV, 81.

I
Phiops, 36.

I

Ph’os, 35.

!

Phniel, 331.

Phoebus, 320.

I
Phoenicia, 64, 69, 77.

,
Phoenicians, 10, 285, 286.

j

Phoenix Period, 16.

!
Photos, 332.

1 Phronesis, 331.

]

Physiologus, 276.

j

Piaai, 296.

Piankh, 70.

Piankhi, the Great, 72.

Piankhi 1
,
II, 108, 120.

Pibeseth, 71.

Picture-writing, 168.

Pierret, P., 237.

Pigafetta, F,, 8.

;

Pigtail, 259,

i

Pi-ir-’u, 73.

: Pillar, 467.

I
Pillow, 217, 246, 310.

I

Pilulariae, 273.

I

Pinetchem I, II, 70.

j

Pisebkhanu I, II, 7c.

I

Pisentios, 213, 420.

j

Pistis Sophia, 328.

;

Pit of tomb, 399.

j

Pitch, 202.

Pithom, 5, 65.

Pittasphaltus, 202.

Plain of potsherds, 48.

Planets, the Seven, 330, 335.
Planisphere, 334.
Plaques, 288 ;

ebony, 25.

j

Fleinos, 316.
i Pleyte, W., 237.
Pliny, 3. 272, 406, 413-
Plunkett, G. T,, 316.
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Plutarch, 206, 320, 361.

Pnups, 6.

Pococke, 406.

Pomades, 205.

Pompey’s Pillar, 81.

Pomponius Mela, 204.

Pontyris, 6.

Pool of Horus, 56.

Porcelain, 266 ;
glazed, 269.

Porphyry, quoted, 207, 272.

Porphyry, 136, 349 : vessels in, 389.
Portage, 43.

Potter, wheel of the, 3S9.

Pottery, 21 ; black and red polished,

392 ;
Hyksos, 49 : various kinds

of, 389.
Power, 331.

Priapus, 382.

Price, F. C., 234.
Price, F. G. H., 288, 368.

Priest Kings, 70.

Priesthoods of Anu and Memphis, 55.
Prison Pyramid, 413.
Prisoners, slaughter of, 63.

Prisse Papyrus, 30.

Pronouns, 166.

Psammacherites, 78.

Psammetichos, 76.

Psammetichus I, II. Ill, 76-78, 109,

425-
Psammus, 73.

Psammuthis, 80.

Psamut, 80, no.
Psemtek, son of Nekaii of .S.u-, 76.

Psemthek, 425
Pseudamphorae, 392.
Psinaches, 70.

Psusenes, 70.

Ptah, 30, 46, 60, 60
, 79, 241, 284,

295. 360, 384, 392. 472 ;
figure of,

358.
Ptah and Nut, 360.
Ptah-hetep, 35,

Ptah-Seker-Asar, 322, 360, 366;
figures of, 382.

Ptah'Tatanen, figure of, 358,
Ptolemies I-XVI, cartouches of. 81,

1 12.

Ptolemy, the Geographer, 3, 8.

Ptolemy, the name identified, 154.

Ptolemy II, 13.

Ptolemy V, 124.

Pumice stone, 264, 265.

I

Punt, 34, 39, 42, 52, 61, 69.

I

Pygmy, 36, 320-

j

Pyramid, meaning of word, 31.

1
Pyramid, the Blunted, 414 ; the

i False, 31 ;
the Hunters’, 36 ;

I

Step Pyramid, 29, 31.

j

Pyramid Texts, 21, 165, 226.

I Pyramid Tombs, 404 ff.

I

Pyramids, brick, 414 ; of Gizah, 31 ff. :

in the Sfidan, 415.
Pyramidographia, 215.

Pythagoras, 136.

Qa, 27.

Qahatu, 251.

Qakara, 89.

Qa-nefer, 41.

Qar, 98.

Qebh, 27, 84.

Qebhsenuf, 240, 242, 342.

Qebhu-Her, 36.

Qebt, 3.

Qemhap, 425.
Qer-Hapi, 7.

Qes, 4.

Quaternion, the Supreme, 33c,

Quay at Thebes, 72.

Quibcll, J. E., 29, 36. 210, 389,

,
395 -

I

Quintus Caerellius, 15.

i Quivers, golden, 71.

:

Ra, 241, 355, 359: Book of, 419;
figure of, 357 ;

priests of, 33, 35,

72 ;
worship of, 278

Ra and Apep, 292.

. Ra and Osiris, 295,

i Ra-Ape)ii, 49.

:

Ragaua, 331.
: Ra-Heraakhuti, 177 ; with Kheper.i.,

221.

Rahetep, 99.
Ra-Horus, 177.
Railways, 82.

Rain, 40 : rainspout, 4^7
Rainer, Archduke, 72.

Ram, 386, 468.

Ram of Mendes, 27, 472.

Rames, 296, 309.

Rameses II, 48.

Rameses III, 68.
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Rameses IV-IX, 69!.; I-XH, 62
101-103.

Ramesseum, 65.

Rainessu-sa Ptah, 68 .

Ramessuser-taui, 99.

Ram-god, 319.
Rampses, 63.

Ra-name of Kings, 27.

Ra-Nehsi, 46.

Raphael, 331.
Raphia, Battle of, 81.

Raqeti, 81.

Rashid, 123.

Ra-Tem, 318.

Rathos, 61,

Ratoeses, 33.

Rebirth, 473.
Red Land, 2.

Red Sea, i, 39, 63, 67, 69 ;
canal, 77

Reeds, 353; writing, 176.

Rehoboam, 71.

Reisner, G., 389, 395, 415.
Renascence in Egypt, 77.

Renouf, P., 235, 337.

Rensenb, 91, 295.

Reptile-gods, ii, 284.

Resin, 208.

Rest-houses, 42.

Resurrection, 320, 473.
Retenu; Rethenu, 52, 55.

Revillout, E., 225, 238.

Rhampsinitos, 68, 408.

Rheum, 259 ; destroyer of, 261.

Rhind, A. H., 238 ;
papyri of, 47.

Rhodes, 285.

Rhodopis, 412.

Riehl, 16.

Rigah, Pyramid of, 412.

Rings, 266, 26S
;
with gap, 327.

Ripley, 9, 10.

Rochemonteix, M. de Chalvet, 3.

Romans abandon Nubia, 81.

Roof tree, 307.

Rosellin', 236.

Rosetta arm of Nile, 2.

Rosetta Stone, 81, 123 ff.

Rouelle, G. F,, 215.

Rouge, E. de, 16.’, 235.

Ru, King, 22.

Ruru; 393-
Ruru-Uas, 296.

Rutamen, 106.

Rm-tet, 33, 319.

,
j

Sa, magical power, 247, 313.

I

Saa, 473.

j

Saakara Tchescrkheptru, loi.

Saamen, 70, 105.

Sabaotb, 333.
Sabbakon, 73.

;
Sacred Beetle quoted, 273 ff.

' Sacrum bone, 307.

, Sacy, Silvestre de, 139, 202.

Sadengah, 57, 305.

Saffron linen, 216.

Sag animal, 334.

Sa-gaz, 67.

Sa-Hathor, 92,

Sahil, Island of, 30.

Sahura, 33, 34, 86, 319, 412.

Sa‘id Pasha, 82.

St. Feter, 331.

St. Simeon, 316.

Sais, 5, 25, 78, 472 ;
college of priests

at, 79 ;
Recension of Kook of the

Dead of, 235.

Sai-t, 5.

Sakara, 59, 60.

Sakha, 46.

Sakkarah, 28, 61, 77, 279, 396, 404,

416; mastabahs of, 398 j
Pyramids

of, 35 ;
Tablet of, 22.

Sala, Miss de, 286.

Saiatis, 47.

Salih Ayyfib, 52.

Salim, 82 ;
an officer, 8.

Sallier Papyrus I, 49.

Salomon, 332.

Salt, Henry, 154.

Samnah, 43, 44, 46, 54.

San, 44, 48.

Sana, Lake, 7.

Sandals, 217
;
gazelle skin, 265.

Sandhills, moving, 79.

Sanehat, 41.

Sanekht, 30.

Sankiiabra, 91.

Sankhabtaui, 89.

Sankhkara, 39, 89, 95.

Sapalul, 63.

Sapi-meh, 5.

Sapi-shema, 3.

Saptab, 102.

Saptah-mer-en-Ptah, 68.

Sarabit al-Kbadim, 42.

Sarcophagi, 420 ff.

Sarcophagus chamber, 400.
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Sard, 266, 269.

Sardab, 399.
Sardinia, 285.

Sardonyx, 266.
|

Sarenput, 42, 417.
|

Sargon II, 73, 74.
j

Sarras, 54. 1

Sasyches, 73, 1

Satarna, 304.
'

Sat-Hathor, 414. I

Sati, 367 ;
figure of, 37c.

|

Saushshatar, 55. j

Saut, 4. 1

Scales, the Great, 291.

Scarab, Scarabs, 2711!.; amulet of

the, 278 : as bezels of rings, 288 ;

as seals, 280, 288 ;
as votive

offerings, 284 ; cobalt-coloured,

295 ;
colossal, 28 1 ;

Etruscan,

287 ; Gnostic, 288; historical, 283,

298 ;
Hyksos, 282 ; from lalysos

and Naucratis, 284 ;
of officials,

j

282 : on bracelets, 28S; Phoenician,

285 ; publications of, 2S8 ; royal,

282 ;
trade scarabs, 294.

Scarab of the Heart, 249, 289.

Scarabaetis sacer, 271.

Scaraboid', 280, 286, 28S.

Scarabs of Amenhetep III and IV, 58.

Scenes in tombs, 403.
Scents, 266,

Scfcte, 177.

Schafer, H., 79, 412.

Schiaparelli, E., 417.
Schmidt, C., 328. '

Schmidt, E., 9.
j

School exercises, 172.
|

Scorpion, 277, 388, 471.
Scraper fur the skin, 264.

Scribe, wrist-rests for, 176.

Scythia, 128.

Seal, the, 71 ;
clay, 265,

Seal-cylinder, 270.

Seals of Shabaka, 74.

Sea of Reeds, 67.

Sebek, 44, 46, 330, 36S, 472 ; figure

of, 37°-
Sebekemsaf, 46, 98 : scarab of, 293 ;

j

Sebekemsauf, 46, 98. i

Sebek-hetep I-III, 46 ; I-VII, 91—93.
Sebek-hetep, an official, 250.

Sebekkara, 96, 333.
Sebek-neferura, 45, 90.

Sebek-shett-neferu, 90.

Sebennytos, 5, 22.

Sebercheres, 33.

Sebkai, 96.

Sefekh-aabu, 379.
Sefer, the, 334,
Sehebra, 95.

Sehetepabra I and II, 90, 91.

Seker, 28, 376; figure of, 377.
Sekeremsaf, 210.

Seker-Osiris, 384.
Seket (^), 98.

Sekhem, 5.

Sekhem-ab, 28.

Sekhem-ankh-taui-ra, 99.

Sekhemkara I, 88, 91.

Sekhem-smen-taui-ra, 99.

Sekhem-suatch-taui-ra, 92.

Sekhem-uatch-taui-ra, 46.

Sekhemti, amulet of, 322,

Sekheperenra, 98.

Sekhet-Aanru, 310.

Sekhet-Aaru, 465.
Sekhet-Hemam, i.

Sekhet-hetep, 325.
Sekhmit, 30, 371, 412.

Selqit, 342 ; and Qebhsenuf, 242.

Sent priest, 295, 309, 326.

Semempses, 26.

.Semite.s, 9, 10, ii, 43, 47.

Semliki \'allev, 257.

Semti, 23, 33, 84, 290.

Sen, 3, 27.

Senb, 87.

Senbet, 469.

Senbf, 91.

Senbkara, 95.

Senbmaau, 95.
Senbtu, 93.

Seneferabra I, 45, qo.

Seneferabra II, 91.

Seneferkara I-IV, 87, 91.

Senefertauira, 95.

Seneferu, 30, 42, 85, 415.

Senekhtenra, 49, 99.

Senkaamenseken, 1 2 1

.

Senkowski, 235.
Senmut, architect, 52.

Sennacherib, 74.

Senseneb, 46, 50.

Senta, 28, 84.

Senti-nefer, 5.

Sen-Usrit (?) I-IV, 41 ff.
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Sep, 258.

Sepa, 4.

Sept, 15, 380, 387.
Septuagint, 81.

Seqenenra I—III, 49, 99, 100, 366.

Serapeum, 57, 77, 80, 226, 367.
Serapis, 81, 367, 380, 382.

Serekh, 83.

Serpent, amulet of the, 322 ; lion-

headed, 332 ; with legs, 469.
Serqit, 376, 472 ;

figure of, 377.
Servants in the Tuat, 251 ;

personal,

257-

Seseshkara, 91,

Seshab (?), 96.

Seshesh, 3.

Sesheta, 379, 466 ;
figure of, 378.

Sesochris, 28, 43, 73.

Sesostris, 3.

Set, 48, 62, 66, 259, 286, 317, 324,

361, 381 ; figure of, 358 : nome
of, 4,

Set Festival, 306.

Setchef ,91.
Setches, 30, 85.

Setesh, 62.

S6th, 361.

Sethe, K,, 51, 52, 226, 413, 417.
Sethenes, 28.

Sethroe, 5.

Seti I, loi, 102, 134, 419 : ushabiiu
of, 252, 254.

Seti II, loi, 102.

Seti III Merenptah, 68.

Setneklit, 68, 102.

Seusertsetes, 222.

Seven heavens, 332.
Seven rays of Khnoubis, 332.
Seven Spirits, 220, 332.
Seven Stars, 332.
Seven Vowels, the, 332.
Severus Alexander, 120.

Sextus Empiricus, 204.
Shaaru, 31.

Shabaka, 73, 108, 120 ; Pyramid of,

415-

Shabaku, 73.

Shabataka, 74, io8, 120 : Pyramid of,

415-

Shablfikah, 8.

Shabti, 252 ; gilded, 256 ;
with prayer

for offerings, 256 ; with soul

attached, 253.

j

Shadfif, 223.

j

Shai-en-Sensenu, 221.

I

Shajar ad-Durr, 52.

i

Shalmaneser III, 71, 285.

;

Sharruludari, 76.

Shanihen, 50.

,

Shashanq I, 71, 270.

Shashanq II-IV, 71, 105, 106.

, Shashanq, Prince, 8.

' Shashetep, 4.

Shasu, 62 ;
chiefs of, 47.

Shauabtiu, 251 ff.
; the 365 (or 366),

252.

Shaw, W.
J,, 406.

Sheep, two-headed, 73.

Shekh al-Balad, 33.

Shell, bronze, 265.

Shells, gold, 267.

Shemshu-Atum, 55.

Shemsu, 27.

Shemu, season of, 14, 261.

Shen, amulet of, 322.

Shenit, 291, 293.

Shep-en-Upt, daughter of Piankhi, 77;
daughter of Osorkon III. 72.

Shepherd Kings, 47.

Shepseskaf, 33, 85.

Sheps.-skara, 34, 86.

Shcret-Menthu, 221.

Shesha, 98.

Shetep, 300.

Shields, of Assyria, 74; SCldanl, 465.
Shindi (Shendi), 56.

Ships of Seneferu, 31.

Shishak I, 71, 105, 270.

Shoes, 217.

Shrew-mouse, 387.
Shrouds, 222.

Shu, 248, 315 ;
figure of, 363.

Shu, Nut and Geb, figures of, 373.
Shu and Tefnut, 365.
Shubbiluliuma, 63.

Shutarna, 55, 57, 304.
Shutatarra, 52.

Sib‘e, 73.

Sidon, 77, 425, 431.
Signet-rings, 268.

Silk on mummies, 213.

Silko, 82.

Silurus, 388.

Silus Italicus, 204.

,
Silver, 258 ;

rings of, 268
' Simpson, W., 405.
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Simyra, 53.

Sinai, i, 30, 31

68, 412 ;
mines of, 27.

Sirius, 15, 380.

Sistrum, 323.

Siftt, 38.

Siwah, Oasis of, i, 34, 79-

Sixtus V, 134.

Ska, 22, 83.

Skemiophris, 45.

Skhanra, 88.

Skhentenra, 99.

Skin of ancestor, 306.

Skulls, Egyptian, 9 ;
from Aswan,

420.

Sky-Beetle, 278.

Sky-goddess, 222, 318, 327.

Slab, ink-grinding, 177.

Sma amulet, 321.

Smabehut, 472.

Smen-Her, 4.

Smendes, 70, 104.

Smenkara, 91.

Smenkhkara, 92.

Smentauira, 98.

Smerkhat, 26.

Smith, George, 48, 76.

Smith, G. E., 10, 209.

Smith, Sidney, 74.

Snake-bite amulet, 323.

So, 73-

Soane, Sir j., 63, 429.

Soap, 265 ;
soft, 266.

Sohag, 225.

Soil of Egypt, I.

Solander, 215.

Solomon, 333; marriage of. 70;
|

shields of, 71.

Somali Coast, 34, 69.

Somerset River, 8.

Son-of-Ra name, 33, 83.

Sophia, 331.

Sophia-Hathor, 330.

Soris, 31.

Sothic Period, 14.

Sothis, IS, 380.

Soul on Shabti, 253.

Souriel, 331.

South-land, i.

Sow (Set), 387.

Spaniards, 10.

Spear-heads, 21.

Speke, J. H., 8.

temple of, 32.

Sphinxes of San, 44.

Spiegelberg, W., 68. 225, 262, 292,

392-
Spies, 64.

Spindles, 217.

Spirals on scarabs, 283.

Spirit-body, 324.

Spirit-house, 279, 466.

Spirits, the Seven, 332.

Spring, the, 320.

Staan, 47.

Stag, 248, 387.

Stairway to tomb, 416, 466.

Stamp-seal rings, 269.

Stamps, name, 268.

Stanley, H. M., 8.

Stars, the Seven, 332.

Steatite, 281, 370.

Steering-pole, 263.

Stemdorff, G., 76.

Stelae in early tombs, 399.

Stele of 400 years, 65.

Step Pyramid, 29, 404.

Steps, amulet of the. 327.

Stern, L., 304.

Stibium, 259 :
pot, 259.

Stockings, 217.

Stonemason, 26.

Stones, magical projicrties ot, 266.

Storm, 75.

Strabo, 8, 43, 128, 419.

Strangling, 223.

Strassmaier, Father J. N., 167.

Strigil, 264.

Stupas, 405.

Suahenra, 95.

Suatchenra I and II, 97-99-

Suatchkara, 93.

Succoth, 5.

Shdan, I, 79, 177, 320 : the Egy[ tian,

30-

Suez Canal, 82.

! Suez. Isthmus of, i. 67.

I
Suhak, 224, 432.

;

Suidas, 128.

Sulb, 54, 57-

;

Sumerians, ii.

' Sun, amulet of the rising, 321.

Speleers, L., 226, 413.

34, 35, 39, 42, 44, Spells, 228.

Spheres, the Eight \V nite, 327.

Sphinx, the, 32, 45, 55, 386, 406;
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Sun-god of Anu, 27.

Sun-stones, 34, 51.

Sun-temples, 405, 412,

Sun-t (Syene), i.

Suphis, 31, 32.

Suserenra, 97.

Sut, 361,

Sutekh, 49, 62, 65, 361.

Suti, 325.
Sword of Ptah, 66.

Sycamore fig, 309.
Syene, i, 2, 34.

Synchronisms, 18.

Syria, so, 55, 57, 68, 69.

Syrians, 37, 47, 60.

Taaqen, 100.

Table of offerings, 399.
Tablet of Abydos, 13.

Tablet of Karnak, 13.

Tablet of Sakkarah, 13.

Tablets, chronological, 26.

Tabnith, 425, 431.

Ta-en-ter, 3.

Tafnekht, 72, 73, 107.

Taharqa, 74 ;
Shabti of, 254.

Tahrq, 108.

Ta-khart-Khensii, 319.

Takhisa, 55.

Talakhamen, 122.

Talisman, 331.

Tall al-‘Amarnah Tablets, 17, 57, 67,

391-
Tall al-Kabir, 82.

Tall al-Maskhiitah, 65.

Tall al-Yahudiyah, 6g.

Ta-Mera, 2.

Tamna, 74.

Tanganyika, 7, ii.

Tanis, 5, 44, 46, 65, 74, 76, 216;
Kings of, 70.

Tanit, 238.

Tankasi, 415.

Tanks, water, in desert, 39.

Tanutamen, 76, 108, 121 ;
Pyramid

of, 415.

Tarcheres, 34.

Tarkos, 74.

Ta-she, 244.

Tasitia, 6.

Ta-sti, 3, 417.

Tata-nub-hetep, 242.

Tataumes I and II, 94, 95.

Tathunen, 306.

Tatumkhipa, 57, 58.

Tau, 22.

Tau,_83.

Tau-a, 49, 99.

I'au-a-a, 49, 100.

Tau-a-qen, 49.

Tauatch, 6.

Ta-urt, 379, 391, 468; figure of, 378.

Ta-Usrit, Queen, 68.

Tcha, 25.

'I’cham, 5.

Tchar (?), 84.

Tcharukha, 305.
Tchatchai, 29, 85.

Tchatchat, 291, 294.
Tchau, 385.
Tchaus, 3.

Tche-Bast-auf-ankh, 244.

Tcheher, 80, in, 426.

Tcheher, an official, 369.
Tchehuti (Thoth), 6, 99 ;

figure of,

3SS'

Tchehuti-em-fiat, 107.

Tchehutimes (Thothmes) I-IV, 100.

Tchehutimes, Shabtis of, 255, 257.
Tchehuti-sat, 217.

I’chemi, 213.

I’cheqa, 5,

I’cher, 25.

Tcheser, 29, 404, 405.
Tcheser I and II, 85.

Tcheser-sa, 29.

Tcheser-Tcheseru, 52.

Tcheser-teta, 30.

Tcheserkara, 220.

Tchet-Khensu-auf-ankh, 104.

Teaching of Amenemhat, 41.

Teaching of Amenhetep IV, 59.
Teaching of Khati, 38.

Teaching of Sehetepabra, 45.
Teb, 3.

Tebu, 4.

Tefaba, 38.

Tefnut, 365.

Te-i-e, 57.

Teixeira de Mattos, A., 273.
Tekhauath, 425.
Teklet I, II, III, 71, 105, 106.

Tem, Temu, 222
;

figure of, 356
temple of, 123.

Tem-nefer-akhu-taui, 472.
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Ten, 25.

Teni-t, 4.

Tentkheta, 78.

Teos, 80, 319.

Tepah, 4.

Terr), 87.

Tertullian, 213.

Tesher-t, 2 ;
amulet, 322.

Tesserae, wooden, 217.

Tet, the, 307, 353.
'Fet, King of Libya, 66.

Tet of Isis, 247, 308.

Teta, King, 35, 226 ;
Pyramid of, 413.

Teta, a priest, 46.

Tetankhra, 94.

Tctares (.?), 237.

Tetasheret, Queen, 49.

Tet-Asut, 413.

Tetefra, 32, 85, 412.

Tet-hetep-ra, 95.
Tetkara I and II, 86, 87.

Tetkara Assa, 34.

Tetkherura, 95.

Tetneferra, 94.

Telu, 472.
Thaherpta, 426.

Thamphthis, 33.

Thanni, scribe, 54.

Tiiarros, 285, 288.

The bat'd, 3.

Theban Recension, 228, 233.

Thebes, 3, 69, 74, 75, 76, 78, 80, 213,

336 ; tombs of, 416.

Theb-neter-t. 5.

Thekleta, 105.

Thekut, 5.

Thesh, 22, 83.

This, 4, 22.

Thomson, Mr., 215.

Thoth, 33, 174, 228, 246, 290, 307,

3^4, 3171 330. 36°> 385, 47L 472,
i

473, 474 } of the doors of the i

winds, 258; lord of the Utchat,

247.

Thoth, month of, 15.

Thoihmes I, 50, 287.

Thothmes II, 51.

Thothmes III, 53, 268, 287, 336;
his name heka, 280.

Thothmes IV, 55 ;
and Sphinx, 32.

Thoueris, 385 ;
figure of, 378.

Thrace, 43.

Thuaa, 57, 302.

Thunder-god, 306.

! Thuoris, 68.

Ti, Queen, 57-60, 260, 302 ;
marriage

I

of, 299.
I Ti, a nurse, 60.

! Tiberius Caesar, 115.

' Tiberius Claudius, 116.
' Tie, 308.

Tiles, glazed, 405.

Ttme, 478.

. Tirhakah, 74-77, 108, 121, 254;
i Pyramid of, 415.

Titus, 117.

Tins, 28.

Todtenlnich, 26, 237.

Toe-joint, 306.

Toilet, objects for the, 258.

! Toilet-box, 264.

' Tombos, 46, 50.

^ Tombs, 395 ff. ;
of the Queens 258 ;

robberies of the, 70 ; Theban, 416.

;

Tongs, 250.

Tooth-comb, 264.

Torques, 217.

Torr, Cecil, 16.

Tosorthros, 29.

Totems, 21.

Toys, 476.
Trade, Eastern, 69.

d'rajan, 77, 81, 118.

Treasury of Amen, 258.

Treaty of Peace, 64.

Treaty of Rameses II, 65.

Tree-frog, 320.

Tribute, annual Nubian, 57.

Tuaa, Queen, 63.

i

Tuamutef, 240, 242, 342.

i Tuat, 227, 228, 466.
' Tuat Chamber, 238, 352.

Tuat of Un-Nefer, 244.

Tuau, 5.

Tuf. 4.

Tui, Queen, 177.

Tunic, 2 1 7.

Turah, 44, 407 ;
quarries, 31.

Turanshah, 52.

Turdan, 73.

Turin, King List, 13, 37.

Turks in Egypt, 82.

Turner, Gen. H., 123.

'Turquoise, 34, 270.

Tushratta, 55, 57, 304.

Tutaa, 263.
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Tutankhamen, 6o, loi, 210.

Tutankhaten, 60.

Tuthmosis, 50, 55.

Tutu, 264, 348, 349.
Tweezers, 264.

Twelve altars, the, 318.

Two Ways, Book of the, 428.

Typhon, 381, 387.

Tyre, 75, 77.

Tzetzes, J., 128.

Ua, land of, 23.
I

Uabu, 4.
;

Uahabra I, 93, 108, 109, 425. \

Uahabra, an official, 222.
^

Uahankh, 39, 89. [

Uahkara, 88.

Uah-t, I.

Uapeth, 106.

Uas, 3.

Uasarken I-III, 105.

Uatchantch, 22.

Uatchit, 25,98,299,472; nomeof, 4.
j

Uatchkara, 88, 97.
|

Uatchkheperra, 100. i

Uatchnas, 83.
j

Uatchnes, 28, 51, 84.
j

Uauat, 36.
i

Ubenra I-III, 94, 95.

Ubunu, 244.

Ugaf (?), 45, 91.

Uganda, 9.

‘Umar, 82,

Un, 4.

Una, 35-37, 43-

Unas, 34, 35, 86, 226, 279, 282, 292 ;

Pyramid of, 413.

Unguents, 34, 258, 265.

Un-Nefer, 244, 279, 310.

Unshek, 56.

Unuamen, 70.

Up-uatu, 297, 365.

Up-uatu-emsaf, 99.

Uraeus, 388 ;
winged, 283 ;

triad,

330-

Urithekau, 472.

Ur-kherp-hem, 295, 309.

Ur-maa, 59.

Urmaaneferura, 65.

Uronarti, 43.

Urt-ab, 307.

Usaphais, 25.

User, 251.

Usercheris, 33.

Userenra, 34, 412.

Userhat, 393.
Userkaf, 33, 86, 319.

Userkara I-III, 86, 92, 96,

Userkara Ati, 35.

Userra, 33.

Usert, 472.

Usertsen I-IV, 41, 90 ffi ;
see Sen-

Usrit.

Ustrtsen I, 417.

Usertsen II, 259, 42 r.

Usertsen III, 414.

Usertsen scarabs, 282.

Ushabtiu, 251; in coffins, 256.

U-srit, 41.

Ussher, Archbishop, 14.

Utchaherresenet, 78, 79.

Utchat, 247, 343 ;
filling of the, 318 ;

amulet of, 316 ;
on coffins, 427.

Utchat-Shu, 319.

Utches-Her, 3.

Uterus of Isis, 335.

k'alentinian, 331.

Valerianus, J, P. B., 138.

Vase of sins, 334.
Vases, false-necked, 392 ;

Meroitic,

393-
Vatican, 78.

Vellum, 172.

Vernier, E., 267.

Vespasian, 117.

Vessels, alabaster, glass, etc., 389 ffi

Vibestes, 27.

Victoria, Lake, 8.

Virility, 323.

Viscera, jars for the, 240, 245, 335.

Volney, 406.

Vowels, the Seven, 335.
Vulture, 469; goddess, 25, 387;

amulet of the, 312.

Vulva, 308.

Vyse, Howard, 210, 408, 41 1, 4t3.

\Vadi al-‘Alaki, 63.

Wadi al-Hamar, 8.

Wadi Halfah, i, 42, 266.

Wadi Hammamat, 10, 34, 35, 39, 40,

42, 44.
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VVM 5 Magharah, 27, 30.

Wadi Natrfln, 66.

Wands, 468.

War-boat, 50, 465.
Warburton, W’., 139.

Ward, J., 288.

Wasp, 22.

Wax, 20 r, 307 ; white and red, 241.

Weapons, 21.

Weaving, 217.

Weights, 285.

Wells in desert, 39, 63.

Wessely, Prof. K. F. J., 225.

Westcar Papyrus, 30, 319.
Westwood, J. O., 272.

Wheeler, A. F., 220.

Whip, 298, 330; of Osiris, 250.

White, E., 202.

Whorls, 217.

Widow of Egypt, 67.

Wiedemann, K, A,, 77, 78, 158, 201,

.205, 395-
Wig, 296.

Wiid-cattle hunts, 58, 299.
Wilkinson, Sir J, G., 14, 216, 227,

297, 406, 426.

Winged disk, 283.

Winnowing, 402.

;
Wisdom, 331.

I Woman, the naked, 330 j security of

i
the, 69.

World-mother, 372.
World-Ocean, 7,

Wright, Prof. W., 165.

Writing, 21, 25 ; enigmatic, 334 ;

various kinds of, 168.

Writing-boards, 172.

Xerxes, 73, 79, no.
Xois, 5, 46 ;

Kings of, 45.

}

Yates, W. H., 213.

1

Year, the Egyptian, 14 ff., 479 solar,

j

17-

I Young, Dr. T., 140, 2 35 -

! Zedekiah, 77.

;
Zerah, 71.

^
Zet, 73.

;

Ziggurat, 31, 405.

;

Zion, 259.

;

Zobah, 71.

j

Zodiac, 431 ; on coffins, 426.

;

Zodiac rings, 26S.

,
Zoega, G., 139, 155.
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clean and moving.
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